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Introductory Note 

This Volume (Volun1e No. XIX) covers the period 1980-81 and 
includes important documents which will throw light on several 
political developments in India of far-reaching consequences. 

The first document of this Volume is the Election Manifesto of 
CPI(M) for 1980 Lok Sabha elections, Our Party highlighted the 
main theme of this election battle as a fight for democracy against 
authoritarian and dictatorial rule. It was stated in the Election 

Manifesto: 
"Once again, the battle is between the forces of 
democracy and forces of dictatorship. The forces of 
authoritarian dictatorship represented by Indira Gandhi 
are again in the field with their Emergency kit" 

It was also pointed out in the Election Manifesto: 

"The truncated RSS-Jana Sangha-dominated Janata 
with its anti-democratic communal and casteist ideology 
is another reactionary challenge that faces the people." 

We also stated clearly in our Election Manifesto: 

"It became clear that over the months the Janata Party 
got growingly estranged from the people and relied 1nore 
and 1nore on dictatorial :.tnd at1thoritarian me<1sures to 
bolster itself." 

'"fhc instrument forged by the people in the last elections 
to fight the authoritarian forces collapsed," 

In the 1nidst of this political situation Sn1t. Indira Gandhi and 
her party came back to power through this Lok Sabha election in 
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1980 and the Janata Pa11y was practically routed. But the Left 
political parties. particularly. the Comrnunist Party, of Jndia 
(Marxist) and its allies retained their strength in this election in the 
States like West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura where they were 
strong. 

The results and political implication of the Lok Sabha elections 
of 1980 were thoroughly analysed by the Central Committee of 
our Party and these were duly published in a number of documents 
now given in this Volume. The victory of Smt. Indira Gandhi in th~ 
L_ok Sabha election of 1980 was the initiation to set up again her 
d1ctator1al regime and the Central Co1nmittee of our Party 
repeatedly warned the people against it and gave a call for the 
broadest rnass mobilisation against this danger. Jn the statement 
issued by the Central Committee of our Party following its nieeting 
held 1n New Delhr on March 14-16, 1980, it was categorically 
stated: 

"The dissolution of the Assemblies in nine States and 
itni)osition of President's n1le on thetn ai·e an integral 
part of the drive to establish one-party dictatorship not 
only at the Centre but in the States as well. It has to be 
seen not separately fro1n, but along with, the \Vell
organised catnpaign unle!lshed by the Congi·ess(I) <lg,tinst 
the Governn1ents of West Bengal, Tripura and Kerala 
and for further centralisation of powers in the lJnion 
Government.'' 

"The C.C. noted with concern the public pronouncements 
(lnd tl1reats ffi(tde by some Unio11 Mi11i.sters, as well (lS 
several letters written by Union Ministers, includin" the 
Prin1e Minister, to the Chief Ministers of States, 1tlJ of 
wl1ich show !ln attitude of cliscri1ninalio11 ao-ainst all 

" non-Congress(!) Governments. These official 
pronouncen1ents of Union Ministers as well as ihe 
carnpaign unleashed by the Congress(!) in the States are 
111 tl1c opi11ion of the Central Co111111ittee. a dcmonstr!ltio11 
of the Congress(l)'s intolerance towards all non
c:ongress(I) State Govern1nents-the dissolution of the 
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nine State Assemblies, as also the whole-sale defections 
organised in Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Ka111ataka, 
being the first shot fired in this direction." 

The anti-democratic and authoritarian tendency of the old Indira 
Gandhi's regitne during National E1nergency were seen in full 
n1easure after she \vas re-installed in power in 1980 and the rigging 
of poll in Garhwal Lok Sabha constituency in June 1981 to defeat 
Hemabati Nandan Bahuguna clearly confirmed it. Our Party 
consistently carried on ca1npaign to rnobilise the people against 
this anti-democratic, anti-people authoritarian policies and 
1neasures of Smt. Indira Gandhi's regime and a number of in1portant 
documents including statements and communiques as well as 
resolutions of the Polit Bureau and the Central Comn1ittee of the 

CPl(M) on it are included in this Volurne. 
Sree1nati Indira Gandhi concentrated her attack on the CPI(M) 

and had spread various canards against Marxis1n. Our Party 

consistently t'ought against this cc1mpaign. 
This Volume also includes documents of our Party on the 

situation prevailing at that time in West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura 
and the role our Party played to meet the political exigencies. The 
General Secretary of our Party in a statement dated October 20, 
1981 de1nanded fresh election in Kerala in order that real 
representatives of the people could form the Government in the 
State and run it in the interest of the people. 

Of the 9 States where Assembly Elections were held Smt. Indira 
Gandhi's Congress faced 1niserable defeat in Andhra Pradcsh, 
Karnataka and Tripura and these victories substantially strengthened 
the n1ove of our Party to build Left and De1nocratic unity as a 
sure basis to fight against authoritarian and dictatorial rule of 

Srcemati Indira Gandhi. 
Durir1g this peri(JCi we lost 011e L1f our 011tst!tnding Comrades, 

A. Balasubram,1nic1m. a 111e1nber of tl1e Polit B11rca11 ot' our 
Pa11y. 

'fl1e S!ld clemisc ot· Com. Soong Cl1ing Ling, 011e of tl1e Vicc
Presidents of ·the People's Republic of China took place during 
this period. She was the widow of Dr. Sun Yat Sen and a great 
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leader of the Chinese people who whole-heartedly worked with 
the Co1n1nunist Party of China since 1949 and consistently 
discharged her patriotic duties to the Chinese people. 

The failure of the experi1nent of the Janata Party was a turning 
point in Indian politics and while it again gave rise to authoritarian 
regime, it also revealed the danger posed by old RSS-dominated 

. Jana Sangha which reappeared as Bharatiya .Tanata Party (BJP) 
following collapse of the .Tanata Government. 

We have given 92 political documents in this Volume and we 
arc certain those who want to make a serious study of the major 
political developments of this period, will find the documents 
included in this Volume as most useful. 

May 8, 1998 
(JYOTI BASU) 

Chief Editor 

• 
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II 
Foreword 

In the background of the fight against authoritarianisn1 represented 
by the Congress, the instru1nent which was forged by different 
political forces, vi~., the .Tanata Party, got a thumping victory in the 
1977 elections. The Janata Party government played a positive role 
in breaking the authoritarian framework. However, within two and 
a half years of its existence the government exhausted further 
possibilities of consolidating itself. The different forces that had 
con1e together to form the Janata Party, once again started pulling 
in different directions. The issue of dual membership, of both the 
Janata Party and the RSS, was a major issue. This issue remained 
unresolved with the members of the erstwhile Jan Sangh refusing 
to oblige others on this score. At the sa1ne ti1ne, the followers of 
the erstwhile Jan Sangh and the Congress(O) began taking a 
rightward posture in foreign policy inatters and trying to placate 
US i1nperialis1n. In the realm of econo1nic policies, there was no 
difference between the earlier policies followed by the Congress 
!'arty and that of the Janata Party. The conflict between the various 
combinations representing the Congress( OJ and the Jan Sangh, CFD 
of Jagjivan Ram, and the Lok Dai of Charan Singh finally brought 
down the governn1ent. The Congrcss(O) and the Jan Sangh 
combinatior1 were g1·adually st1·engthening their hold ove1· tl1e 
governrnent. 

We had already taken note of this trend in the !Oth Congress at 
Jullundur and had started demarcating ourselves with these policies. 
·rherefore, it was not difficult for our Party to vote against the 
goven11nent. E\1entually the Cha1·an Si11gh Gove1111ne11t \V!lS swo1·11 
in office with the support of the Congress(!). However, before it 
could face the Lok Sabha, the Congress withdrew support, leading 
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to general elections. In these elections. the CPl(MJ, sorne other 
l,eft and den1ocratic parties appealed to the people to support the 
formation headed by the Janata(S) and the Congress(S) which was 
opposed to the Congress(!) on the one side and the !<.SS-Jan Sangh
dorninale<l Janata Party on the other. 

Barring West Bengal, Tripura and Kerala, the Congress(!) 
achieved decisive victory with two-thirds majority but the other 
two bot1rgeois-l;_-indlord co111bin;_1tio11s wer·e vi1·tu;_1lly rot1ted <ts no 
viable alternative to the Congress(!) could be presented before the 
electorate in other States in the January I 980 Lok Sabha poll. 

On poll verdict and post-election situation the Polit Bureau of 
our Party said, "The vote for the Congress(!) is an expression of 
the people"s protest against the bankrupt policies of the Janata 
regime. Our Party was repeatedly warning the Janata Government 
that its anti-popular policies were supplying a1nn1unition to the 
Congress(!) and offering it an opportunity to re-establish itself. 
But these warnings went unheeded. The election results show hovv 
the Janata Party and all its constituents have been thoroughly 
isolated from the people during the last three years. It is obvious 
that in the States also, the Janata leaders were ignoring the people 
and feathering their own nests. The Congress(!) was the largest 
bourgeois-landlord party spread all over India to exploit lhe 
situation and 1n1sled the people into believing that it was only the 
viable force capable of administering the Central Governrnent". 

Our Pa11y warned that "the return to po\ver of the Congress(!) 
with the huge majority is again likely to lead to consequences 
harmful for the people's cause. The overwheln1ing n1ajority may 
be lnterp1·cted a.i; a lice11ce for· a1·bitri.1ry 1.tnd autoc1·atic rule''. 

Outlining the tasks ahead the Party called upon the Left parties 
to strengthen their unity and their hold over the people as only the 
consistent Left forces, which included CPI after a long break, in 
alliance with otl1er de1nocr;_-itic forces, could S<-tve the sit11c_1tiun. They 
rnust also bend all their efforts lo build the unity of Left and 
den1oc1·(1tic t'orccs. A b1-o<l'-I united f1-t)nt in defence of den1oc1·acy 
and people's livelihood was the prin1e task of the hour. 

Coming i111medii.ttely in the W!.tke, of' tl1e sweeping success of tl1e 
Congress(!) in the Lok Sahha election"S, the victory of the Left and 
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democratic alliance headed by CPl(M) in Kerala in the Assernbly 
elections administered a 1nuch needed rebuff to the authoritarian 
forces which were engaged, by the time, to topple all non
Congress(l) State Governments and establish one-party rule in all 
the States. The defeat of Congress(!) alliance and spectacular victory 
of CPl(M)-lcd I"eft and de1nocratic alliance inspired the 
disappointed dernocratic forces to pick up the gauntlet and organise 
t1r1it'ied bi.lttles against '1uthoritaria11 forces ri.1ling ;_tt the Centre. 

Another welcome development, though belated and after causing 
irnmense damage, was the decision of the Janata Party National 
Executive by a majority vote to bar party 1nembers from taking 
part in the day-to-day work of the Rashtriya Swaya1nsevak Sangh. 

It carne about at a time when nine non-Congress(!) State 
Governn1ents had already been dismissed and constant threats were 
being held out against the remaining three-the CPI(M)-led 
govern1nents in West Bengal, Kcrala and Tripura; the drive towards 
an authoritarian set-up was all-too-evident. The decision of the 
.Janata National Executive exposed the RSS elements and their 
design which prompted the1n to launch their own party, the 
Bharatiya Janata Party, which was nothing but the camouflaged 
J<tn S;_1ngl1. 

The absence of viable alternative niade possible the victory 
of Congress(!) in the State Assen1blies on the basis of very low 
polling. Where such an alternative was there, as in Tamil Nadu, 
the people voted for the combination of AIADMK-CPl-CPl(M) 
and others which inflicted a crushing defeat on the Congress(!) 
and its DMK ally. 

The tirades against Left Front Ministries had become 1nore 
and 1nore strident after the Congress(!) carne to power in January 
1980 with the Central ministers engaging then1selves in 
conspiracies one after another. The Prirne Minister also had added 
l1cr \'<...1ice to these tirades wl1ich we1·e e11ot1gl1 to incite l1e1· t'ol lower·s 
in West Bengal and Tripura to create law and order prohlen1s. The 
real reason was that the Left Front Government had been 
t'L111ctio11ing as tl1e cl1ampion of tl1e people tl11·owi11g its f"t1ll 
svcight on the side of the poor and the people in general. All 
this were rebuffed hy the people of West Bengal with 1nassive 
111-otest r·aJ\ies and <lemonsti·ations. 
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Elsewhere, the swift anti-people measures or the Congress(!) 
Government were inviting wide 1nove1nents. Various Kis,tn 
organisations joining hands to for111 tl Central Kisan Coordinatio11 
Coinmittee organised a mammoth rally at Boat Club on March 26, 
1981 unparalleled in the history or post-independence India and 
this was a pointer as well as a warning to the ruling class represented 
by Congress(!), Followed were the working class actions 
culminating to a one-day all-India strike on January 19, 1982 called 
by the National Convention Against Price-Rise and Anti-Labour 
policies of the government. The Convention was unique in the sense 
that except Congress(!) unions, most of the central trade unions 

and national federations joined it. 
While united resistance was developing to defeat the efforts of 

the ruling classes to throw the burdens of the econon1ic crisis on 
the common ma11, the reactionary divisive, co1nmunal and sepa1·atist 
forces found it easy to exploit the hack wad sentin1ents of the people 
to pursue their ga1ne, and all-out actions of various forn1s had been 
sparked off in different parts of the country endangering the unity 

and integrity of India seriously. 
111 the North-Eastern region, utilisi11g the genuine grieva11ces of 

the people of Assam and other States of the region, separatist 
movements had developed. Imperialist agenc;ies were active to 
t1tilise some of the Christian missions to pursue their nefari(JUS 
game of destabilistttion. 

It was of significance that the !{SS, Jatnait-e-Islami, certain 
Christian 1nissions and sections of the Akali leadership opposing 
each other dia1netrically, had started talking on the same wave 
length. The old slogan of Hindu nation and Hindu Rashtra, Sikh 
nation and Khalistan and Muslim nation had been revived with the 
logical destination of separatistn. All these divergent forces were 
complementing !Ind supplementing each other. These intensified 
activities required to be see11 i11 the light ot· develo1Jrnc11ts i11 otl1e1· 
dev·eloping countries in Asia, where tlfter disrupting Art1b unity, 
the in1pe1·ialist forces we1·e t1·yi11g to i11stig;,1te i·eligious 
[ undar11e11talists to create a wedge bctwee11 tl1e pco1)le ot· va1·iou . ..:; 
c<Junt1·ics. One ct111 ig11ore these theo1·ics, sloga11s and the i1nperi<.J_list 
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tnachinations thereby only at his own peril. After the split in the 
Janata Party, the BJP, the ne\v nan1e for the old Jan Sangh, had 
adopted a ne\v pose declaring that it stood for Gandhian Socialism. 
Jn fact, under the garb of many utopian and absurd slogans, they 
try, on the one hand, to mislead the public opinion, and to conceal 

,the fact that RSS is the real base of the BJP, and BJP leaders can 
never a!Tord to sever link with it. 

In1perialist agencies were giving all aid to all this conspiracy of 
destabilisation. It was as a patt of this gatne that a dastardly riot 
wns organised in Tripura in the middle of June 1980. To add fuel 
to the fi1·e, the 1·eactionary ''A1nrt1 Bang,tlee'', a front organisation 
ot· t11e 11oto1·ious Anand Marg, was aggressively campaigning for 
Bangalistan, nn openly anti-tribal slogan. The agitation in Gujarat, 
on the totally unjustifiable demand for scrapping of reservation in 
education and in jobs for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, 
had been tt1rned into veritable caste war resulti11g i11 tt !,trge number 
of casualties. It was ot· even more concern that this anti-1·ese1·vation 
agitation spread to Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra. 
Despite formal denials, it was known to all that RSS was active in 
Guja1·at agitation t111d in the communal riots, 110 111atte1· what 
crocodile tears were shed for the \Veaker sections and Muslims in 
their resolutions tneant for public consumption. In Bon1bay, the 
chauvinist Shiv Se11a went 011a1·a111page att,1cking and destroying 
sl1ops a11d houses belongi11g to Malayalecs and Kanarese witl1 tl1e 
pernicious slogan of "sons of the soil", nurtured by reactionary 
elen1ents including many Congress( I) leaders and Chief Ministers. 
Shiv Sena was a vociferous supporter of En1ergency and had allied 
with the Congress(!) for long. Caste and co1nn1unal. riots were 
repeating the1nselves with the connivance of the political leaders 
of the ruling party and the BJP and the top echelons of the 
administration. The slogan of Khalistan raised by the Dai-Khalsa, 
f<..)ll{_)wcd by a series ot· viole11t incide11ts ot· st1botage a11d eve11 
hijacking of an Indian Airlines Boeing plane to Pakistan, \Vas all 
bei11g pat1·011ise<.i b)1 irr1pcric1list 11gcr1cics \vhc) \Vere t1sing the soil 
of Pakistan. The 1najor faction of the Akal is were openly advocating 
the slL)tJ:an of Sikh nationh(1od, \Vl1ich is co1111ected ir1serJa1·abl)1 \Vitl1 

' 
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the slogan of Khalistan. Various religious leaders and fanatics had 
been consistently encouraged by the ruling party. In Kashmir, 
1nilita11t outfits were mushroomi11g to de111and sepi_tri_ttion. Where 
the Left and de1nocratic forces are not strong enough to lead the 
masses on correct lines, reactionary elements are able to draw the1n 
into casteist, parochial, communal and other dis1upting channels, 
'tnd s'tbolage the struggles that should he t"ought t1nitedly against 
the anti-people policies of the bourgeois-landlord rulers-an 
assertion which is still, after 16-18 years, equally relevant. 

International developments of serious concern were taking place 
in this period with the US imperialists pursuing their plans for 
global domination using various agencies. Though it had received 
a rebuff by the fall of Shah regime in Iran, US i1nperialism was 
trying to grip the oil region and was making Pakistan its military 
base under the excuse of helping Afghan "freedon1 fighters". 
Defying the demand of the Arab world, of world public opinion 
and of all UN resolutions, Israel formally annexed occupied Arab 
territory-Golan Heights of Syria, West Bank of Jordan, etc., it 
was because of support they had been receiving from the US 
imperialists. The proclamation of Arab Gulf as "a zone of US vital 
interests", dcvelopn1ent of rapid deployment force by Pentagon 
for intervention in various parts of Asia, Africa and Latin An1crica 
were causi11g concern among the peace-loving people oft he world. 
The support of the national liberation n1oven1ent and the developing 
countries by the for1ner Soviet Union was treated by US imperialism 
as expansionis1n allegedly "threatening the vital interests" of USA 
and with this spurious plea resorted to expand NATO outside NATO 
areas. The USA has all along been looking upon non-Socialist 
countries as part of its invisible en1pire and any Leftward shift in 
the alignment of forces within the third world countries used to be 
1·eg,1rded 'ts i.t threi_1t ll) their secu1·ity. 

The situatior1 ir1 the Socialist Poli_-1nc_f wc1s a serious inte1·11atio11,tl 
develop1nent in this period. The Polish "Solidarity" trade union 
leadership, which was demanding workers' rights at the initial stage 
in early 1980, had slipped into the hands of a confirmed counter
revolutionary band which was openly acting as a tool of i1nperialism 
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to plunge Poland into a civil war and dismantle socialist regime. 
The whole in1perialist Press and other powerful niass 1nedia of the 
bot1rgeoisie, big or small, were httrnessed to mt1lign Soc;ittlist 
regimes and the erstwhile Soviet llnion depicting then1 as enemies 
of de1nocracy and workers' rights and interests. The bourgeois 
f'ress, the world over, had taken recourse to anti-Co1n1nunist and 
anti-Soviet slander-mill to put out the shop-soiled lie conce11edly 
1hat Co1nmunists arc against dcrnocracy. The solidarity leaders, 
openly aided and abetted by imperialists, particularly the US 
in1perialists, and the Church were out to bring about the collapse 
of l'olish society by exploiting the discontent over genuine 
grievances. The Government patiently dealt with the situation, 
gi\1i11g many a relief, accepting many a demand knowir1g that there 
vvas genuine cause for discontent and avoided all repression to 
restore confidence among the people. All except naive and blind 
adn1it that the subversion was engineered by the imperialists and 
their henchmen in Poland exploiting the political-ideological 
l)\t111de1·s continuing since long and tl1e consequent economic 
setbacks. Polish experience, however, showed that the povver and 
safety of the Socialist Revolution was compromised by blatant 
\' i1,1Jations of Leninist norms in tl1e t"unctioning ot· the Go\1e1·11111e1·it 
and the proletarian party. The subsequent events and setbacks 
in USSR and East European countries vindicate this 1nore 
clearly. The in1perialists took full advantage of it to subvert and 
dis1nantle those societies in collusion with the respective counter-
1·e\'O 1uti011 arics. 

On the contrary, the Socialist Cuba has been fighting heroically 
against all the blockades, designs and conspiracies of the US 
irnpcrialism. a shining example of dcfcndinrr Socialist revolution 
.. 0 . 

t11·1nl;1 O\'e1·co111ing :.tll the i11co11ceiv,tble odds. 

It \vc1s he:.trte11ing for all ctJtJntries Ll1i_1t I)eople's China wl1ich 
!i;1d co1111nitted gr;1v·e 111ist:.1kes '111d disto1·tions ir1 the clcc<t(ie
loi1g ''Cultt11·al Revolt1tio11'', wa.-; engagccl in tl1e t<.tsk of restorino 
Le11inist 1101·111s i_111d tl1e Cl1ir1esc Jc;_1<lership \Vas en1barkin~ 
ttpci11 1nodc1·nisatit)Jl t11ai11tair1ing the Socialist base. Tl1e CPI(M) 
\Velco1ned tl1is dcv'elopmer1t while cc1llino- t'or cl1a110-e i11 tl1eir· 

b b 
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erroneous evaluation of contemporary world and world balance of 
forces which caused immense httrm to the wor·Id revolutioni_try 
nioven1ent. The Central Committee of our Party extending its 
greetings in September 1981, emphasised that, "The differences, 

disputes and divisions in the world camp of anti-imperialists and 
Socialist forces should not be allowed to be exploited by the 
imperialists to their advantage. The diabolical war plans of crisis
riddcn imperialism shall not be allowed to fructify under the false 
cries of Soviet aggression and expansion". 

Such national and international develop1nents and our stand on 
all this are provided in this Volume. 

May 22, 1998 

(Harkishan Singh Surjeet) 
G<~n<~rl1l s(~c:1·£~tc1l}' 
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Election Manifesto Of CPl(M) 
For 1980 Lok Sabha Elections* 

1 

The call for parlian1entary election comes when our people are 
f).'.tssing th1·ough r11ost intcr1sc st1ffcrings <lt1e to floods a11d 
drought, due to high prices and innation, unemployment and 
loss of jobs. 

The CPl(M) expresses its deep sympathy with millions of our 
people who arc victims of drought, people who are vietin1s of 
floods, all our countrymen who are passing through indescribable 
n1isery. The CPI(M) promises to do everything to ensure that all 
the resources of the administration are used for the relief of our 
.-;uffcring brothers anLI sisters. 

The corr1ing elections call on the misery-stricken people to give 
a challenging reply to all those who have heaped nothing hut 
suffering on the1n through their policies. It calls upon thern to 
assert their will and to pack off those who broke every plighted 
\vord, who violated their mandate, or who suppressed all their 
liberties and de1nocratic rights to help the vested interests. 

llemocracy V s Dictatorship 

Or1ce ag;_1in, the b<tttle is betwee11 the t'o1·ccs of' <lemocr;_tcy a11d 
forces of dictatorship. The forces of authoritarian dictatorship 
represented by Indira Gandhi are again in the field with their 
c111e1·gency kit. 

The t11111cated RSS-Ja11a Sa11gl1a-clci111i11<.1leLi J;_111i.ttc1 with its a11ti
(fc1nocr;_1tic commt111;_1J ;_111d casteist ideolog)' i~ ;1r1c)ther re;_1ctio111.lf)' 
challenge that faces the people. 

·'Ptiblishctl as <l booklet n11J also pt1bl1shcJ :is n suprlc111cn! 11) "PEOP!~E'S 
f">Er'\·J()CR 1\ CY" 



The menace of the Congress (!), that repository of dictatorial 
ambitions, continues to be the main authoritarian danger and has 
to be fought. 

The Congress (!) is exploiting the discontent arising out of the 
anti-popular policies of the Janata Government and is making a 
claim for popular vote, pron1ising stability and fulfilment of 
people's demands. 

Record Of Indira Regime 
But what has been the record of Indira Gandhi during more t]lan 

a decade of her regime? Which den1ands of the people did she 
fulfil? What kind of stability did she offer to the people, to the 
hutment dwellers, lo the common people" Didn't"her class policies 
bring ruin to the country and allow the rich to grow richero 

The growth rate of food production was 1.85 per cent per 
annum in the period 1967-77 which was significantly lower than 
in the earlier period. 

Overall rate of growth in agricultural output has been only 
2.13 per cent in the same decade. 

The growth rate in the industrial sector has averaged.only 
4.3 per cent per annu1n in the recent past. 

The overall growth rate averaged bet\veen J.8 per cent to 
3 .5 per cent per annum. 

Following the capitalist path, keeping the pre-capitalist land 
relations intact, Indira Gandhi i1nposed a tortuously slow growth 
rate on the country spreading misery all round. 

The 20-Point Programme Hoax 
Indira Gandhi indulges in glib talk about serving the 1ural 

n1asses. She is intent on resurrecting her 20-point programme, 
with its supposed preference for the rural poor to befool the 
people. 

But in the rural areas, under her regime, in 1971-72, the poorest 
ten per cent of the households owned only 0.1 per cent and the 
richest ten per cent owned more than half the total rural assets. 

She fooled the people by her talk about land distribution. She 
justified assault on fundan1ental rights and declaration of the 
En1ergency as means to implement her 20-point program1ne, 
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nieasures for implementing the Directive Principles of the 

Constitution. 
How much did the peasants gain? In July 1977, i.e., after the 

fn1ergency regime had its full sway, the (fraudulently) esti1nated 
surplus land area was 5.32 million acres, the area declared surplus 
,vas 4.04 million, the area taken over by the Government 
was 2.10 million and the area actually distributed was only 
I .29 1nill ion acres. 

And it is known that a major part of the actually distributed land 
was virtually uncultivable. 

Did not Indira's Government fraudulently manipulate the figure 
of surplus land when sample surveys had estimated it at not less 
than 40 niillion acres? 

The Congress(!) and Indira Gandhi shed tears over the 
n1iserable lot of the agricultural workers. But did not the Indira 
regime worsen their lot instead of improving ito 

The latest paper of the Planning Commission reveals that the 
real earnings of an agricultural worker were Rs. 1.43 in 1960-61; 
they sank to J{s. 1.27 in 1967-68; after seven years of Indira's 
regi1ne in 1974-75. the wage dropped to l{s. 1.17. During the 
E1nergency it was J{s. 1.5-16 paise less than in 1961-62. 

This is the grand march of Garibi Hatao under the Indira 
1·eg1me. 

l\1ore Below The Poverty Line 
Further exploits of the Garibi Hatao brigade? Already in 1972, 

under lndira's regi1ne, the percentage of those living below the 
poverty line, i.e., with per capita living expenditure of less than 
Rs. 20 in rural areas and less than Rs. 30 in urban areas was 
44.57 per cent in the rural areas and 51.34 per cent in urban areas. 
By the end of the Emergency the percentage of those living below 
this poverty line is estimated to have risen to 70 per cent. 

What part of the 20-point programme has been fulfilled? 
ct· L~nd distribution turned out to be a cruel joke. The house-site 

1st1 tht1t1<>n programme turned ot1t to be another ho:.tx, si11ce the 
overwhelming r1umbcr of dist1·ibuted sites remained unoccupied 
because they were sites which got flooded during the rains or 
\Vere submerged under tanks. The debt cancellation progran1me 
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and the release of bonded labourers programme shared the same 
fate. Tens of thousands of handed labourers and slaves exist in 
India today. 

The promise of supplying cheap cloth to the people also ended 
up in srnoke. 

While the number of those below the poverty line was 
increasing the nttmber of those witl1 enL1rmot1s wealth incrcaseli 
under the Indira rule. 

Six per cent of landowners owned 1nore than 30 per cent of the 
land in the rural areas. 

The assets of 20 Big Business houses were J<s. ?430 crores in 
1969. They rose to Rs. 3059 crores in 1972-an increase of 25 per 
cent. They further rose to Rs. 4465 crores in 1975-a fu11her 
increase of 45 per cent. 

Two of the 20 Big Business houses control assets of the order of 
Rs. 2139.5 crores, i.e., 40 per cent of the total as~ets of lop 
business houses. 

Between 1972 and 1977, the assets of the Tatas increased fro1n 
J<s. 641.93 crores to Rs. 1069.28 crores, the assets of the Birla 
increased from I<s. 589.40 crores to ]{s. I 070.20 crores. The years 
of the En1ergency have been years of 1nisery and destitution for 
the people. • 

Two years before the clamping down of the Emergency, twe 
people were the victims of the worst type of inflation with prices 
rising hy 30 per cent in the year. 

When the Indira Govern111ent decided to rno\'e agair1st intl,1tion, 
it again hit the people by impounding the dearness allowance and 
wage increases under the Compulsory Deposit Scherne. reduced 
D.A. and bonus. lleavy tax burdens were heaped upon the people 
year after ye,11·. 

During the yea1·s ot· the Indira rcgin1e, L111ernployn1er1t exceeded 
one crore fro1n 45 lakhs a decade before. 

Ne\1e1· bet'o1·e si11ct~ lnllepenlience \\'~ls tl1c com1no11 111a11 so 
n1uch haunted by high prices, the robbery of the market, loss of 
jol)s ar1d \V<tges as dt11·i11g the Indir<-1 1·egi111e. 

To cr(JWn it 'tll. the co11ntry bec,1111e i11creasir1gly depenJe11t 011 
t'o1·eig11 lo;1ns fro111 i11111erialist co1111t1·ies and J1ad t<J p;:1y debt 
se1·\:ici11g cl1arges <:111d was compellt~\.I to expo1·t at the cLJst ot' the 
needs of the people. 
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The Emergency Regime 
No previous 1·egime h'ts co1n1nitted so ma11y crimes ag,1inst tl1e 

coin1non people as the Indira Gandhi Government during the six 
years from 1971 to 1977. The policies of exploitation and 
;·epression culminated in the final infamy of the nlie of Emergency 
and the reactionary constitutional amendments depriving the 
people of all rights and liberties. 

At one blow, hy hanning meetings. strikes, den1onstrations and 
;1gitt1tio11s, wo1·kers ernployccs, agricultural workers, peas,tnts, 
teachers, students and professors were rendered helpless in their 
daily struggle hefore the landlords, monopolists, capitalists, "the 
Governn1ent and other authorities. The nation was converted into 
a nation of suppressed people. 

Tens of thousands of people were wantonly arrested and 
tortured in jails. People were murdered in cold blood in police 
custody. Inhuman methods of torture were devised to extort 
confessions. The case of Rajan of Kerala murdered by the police is 
knovvn to all. But besides this, there were hundreds who had to 
undergo barbarous to11ure at the hands of Indira's police. Indira 
had arhitrarily introduced terror methods in West, Bengal in 1972 
and noore than a thousand of our comrades were murdered by 
hooligans and Intelligence Branch men. During the E1nergency 
the bureaucracy was given power over the life of the citizens and it 
used it to torture, maim and kill the people. 

What has been the role of the Indira Congress during the last 
lwo and a half years? Has the leadership including Indira Gandhi 
ever expressed regret for imposing the En1ergency 0 Have they 
ever expressed repentence for the foul 1nisdeeds of the period-
the jailings, harassment. tortures, and murders of innocent people? 
!{ave they at all repudiated the co1npulsory sterilisation of 
Musli1ns and others enforced through police firing and terror_ hy 
the Sanjay gang? I-lave they ad1nitted that they violated and 
subvc1ted the Indian Constitution by enacting the 42nd 
Constitution Amendment Act? 

Let there be no complacency about it. Let it be known that 
freedon1 of the Press was secured only after defeating Indira 
Gandhi at the polls; the power of the courts was restored only after 



her rout in the elections. The legality of the strike, bonus, the 
withdrawal , of the CDS, right to hold meetings, all were secured 
only after the removal of the hated Indira rule. 

Indira Gandhi demagogically thunders against the USA and.the 
CIA. But is it not a fact that during her Prime Ministership the 
Congress received money from the CIA, on two occasions to fight 
the Communists in the elections. 

Last Two Years' Record 
What has the Congress(!) done for the people during the last 

two years? What is this record of her Andhra Pradesh Ministry? 
Has land been distributed to the people'! Has anything been 
done to guarantee work to the rural population, of land to 
the landless. 

Under the Congress(!) regime in Andhra Pradesh, atrocities on 
Harijans continue as before. The landlords continue to oppress 
them under Chenna Reddy's rule. This Ministry has, besides, 
created a new record in corruption and jobbery. • 

Indira talks every time about her concern for Harijans. Why is 
her Ministry not doing anything to end the atrocities against 
Harijans? 

This Ministry, besides, shows that it has not given up the 
Emergency methods. Under it murderous assaults arc n1ade on 
CP!(M) members, with the police play"lng the role of spectators. 
No person expresses more verbal concern for the MusJ.ims 
affected by 1iots, for minority rights. Did she not .shoot down 
scores of Muslim men and women during the Emergency? And 
did she not openly support Vinoba's demand for banning cow 
slaughter to earn the praise of Hindu co1nmunalists, though the 
dcn1and had every likelihood of leading to huge communal riots? 

During the last two and a half years, people all over India 
suffered under high prices, unemployment, low wages, starvation. 
What did Indira Gandhi do to help the1n except only beating her 
own drum" Did her organisation oppose the illegalisation of 
strikes in U.P., Madhya Pradesh? Did her organisation oppose the 
Jan:.1ta Government for 1·et·using bonus to the railway workers? 
Did she oppose deficit financing, the source of inflation? Did 
she oppose World Bank loans which mortgage our economy to 
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foreign multinationals? Has she suggested any concrete remedy to 
transfer the burdens of the crisis from the poor to the rich? She had 
done nothing except seeking electoral advantage for herself from 
the policies of the Janata Government. 

Reject This Treacherous Force 
The people cannot trust this treacherous force of Indira Gandhi, 

out to seek political domination of its junta-and enslave the 
people. Let the people know that the Sanjay-Bansi Lal gang is 
again controlling the Congress (I). Once again, Sanjay is playing a 
dominant role in the distribution of tickets, ensuring the return of 
this entire gang. 

Many people associated with Indira are involved in big 
scandals concerning money, illegal deals and blackmail. Press 
reports talk about fantastic sums of money collected by some for 
purposes of election-obviously money is going to play a big role 
in the coming struggle. Only a few 1nonths ago, a former U.S. 
Ambassador to India announced that he had given money to .the 
Congress led by Indira on two occasions to fight elections against 
the Communists. 

There is no evil that is not associated with the Congress (I). 
"!'he Congress (!), representing the main danger of 

<1t1tho1itari!tnism, and te1·1·or, of st1bvcrsion of the Constitution, 
1nust be defeated at all cost. 

The Communist Party of India (Marxist) calls upon all Left and 
dc1nocratic forces in the country to rally together at this critical 
juncture in the struggle against the forces of dictatorship 
represented by Indira Gandhi. 

The Janata Party Today 

Can the people vote for the Janata Party again" What a 
miserable spectacle it presents today. A Party which was returned 
to the Lok Sabha with a thumping niajority, a party in who1n the 
People had put their hopes for advance, just collapsed in two and a 
half years. Why" 

The Jan a ta Government fell because the J anata Party 
disintegrated, its unity collapsed. 
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The Janata leadership failed to fulfil the hopes of the people; it 
set itself on a course opposed lo their aspirations and brought 
about the disintegration of the organisation. 

1n11nediately after taking the reins of po1ver the Janata 

Government took steps to restore democracy, lifted censorship, re
established freedo1n of the Press and took other measures to 

restore the rights of the individual and strengthen the rights of the 
citizen. Its Constitution Amendment Bill, in spite of several 
shortcomings, was also directed towards doing away with some of 
the n1ischiefs of the 42nd Constitution An1endment Act. It did not, 
however, muster courage to propose the removal of prcvcnt.ive 
detention from the Constitution. It made efforts to delay the 
withdrawal of the hated MISA, that notorious symbol of the 
En1ergency 1ule; but under pressure it finally did re1nove MlSA 
frorn the Statute Book. 

The Janata Government mustered courage to pass the Special 

Cou11s Act to book those including Indira Gandhi who had 
comrnittcd crimes and acted illegally during the Emergency. 

The I anata Government took some steps to sanction so1ne of the 
urgent demands of the people. It abolished the CDS: it ordered 
reinstatement of victimised railway en1ployees and the restoration 
of bonus though on an annual basis. 

1'he New Phase 

But this phase of Janata Party ptilicy did not last long. It was 
rapidly replaced by another one. The struggle against 
authorita1·ic1nism slackened. Repression in economic :rn1ggles 
beca1ne the order of the day. So1ne of the Janata Governn1ents in 
the States started enacting measures similar to the MISA. The 
Central Government through Morarji also expressed its intention 
to rcint1·odt1ce legislt1tio11 t·or preventive detention. 

The police, CRP and CISF agitation was brutally c1ushed i.n a 
thoroughly dictatorial style reminiscent of the En1ergcncy days 
and its callous justification on the floor of Parlian1cnt meant that 
the Janata leadership had abandoned the last claim to defend 
dem(1cracy. 
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The issuance of the two anti-working class Ordinances on the 
eve of the Parliament session displayed an authoritarian conte1npl 
for Parlia1nent born out of an absolute n1ajority. 

It became clear that over the months the Janata Party got 
growingly estranged from the people and relied 1nore and more on 
dictatorial and authoritarian measures to holster itself. 

The instrument forged by the people in the last elections to fight 

the authoritarian forces collapsed. 

On The Economic Front 
Equally striking was the retreat on the economic front. 
Representing the same class interests as the Congress, the 

Janata Party pursued the same econon1ic policies ruining the lives 
of the people. In relation to the crisis, the Janata Party pursued 
policies dictated by the class interests of the bourgeois-landlord 

combine. 
Deficit financing, high taxation on the ordinary man, and 

foreign aid continued to be the main sources of raising finances. 
1'he Janata Government made boastful clain1s about holding the 

price line while prices continued to be at the high level reached 

during the Emergency. 
The first budget of the Janata Govern1nent provided for deficit 

financing of Rs. 1 OOO crores. 
The second budget while giving concessions lo Big Business in 

tl1e na1ne of incentives, in1posecl heavy taxatio11 011 . all 
commodities of common consumption amounting to !{s. 500 
crores and provided for deficit financing for Rs. I OOO crores. 

The 1979-80 budget again relied on deficit financing of more 

than Rs. l OOO crores. 
The result is continuingly rising prices taking the necessaries of 

life like tea, sugar, milk, vegetables, oil, pulses, beyond the reach 
at· the con1mo11 m!tn. 

Today, the annual rate of inflation has reached 20 per cent. 
1'hings have reached the same level as they did during the years 
preceding the Emergency. 

The Janata Party in its Election Manifesto pron1ised abolition 
of landlordism and land distribution. The very first policy 
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announcement of the Janata Government showed that it did not 
want to go beyond the 'limits' set by Congress legislations. The 
new Government accepted the fraudulent surplus estiniatcd under 
Congress rule by the landlord-bureaucratic combination. It came 
out with the same proposals that have been chewed over and over 
by the Congress. 

Contrast this with the perfonnance of the West Bengal Ministry 
headed by the CPI(M) where the utniost has been done for the 
peasant within the limits of the present Constitution, by breaking 
the resistance of the landlords. Why could not the Janata 
Government do what the West Bengal Ministry could achieve? 
Because the Janata Party had a strong landlord lobby controlling 
the party. 

The Janata Government broke its plighted word to other 
sections as well. In its Election Manifesto, it accepted bonus as 
deferred wage but it refused to grant it to the railway \Yorkers and 
other Central and State Government employees. Its bonus 
statement constituted an open repudiation of its electoral promise. 

It imposed a reactionary incon1es and wages policy-.the 
Boothalingam Committee report--0n the workers and employees, 
a policy which was directly contradictory to what it had stated in 
its Election Manifesto. • 

It attacked the bonus agreement with the einployecs of ihe LIC 
as the Congress Governinent did and pursued dilatory tactics 
when its game was upset by the Supreme Court. It looks upon the 
e1nployees as high-wage islands-as the Indira regin1e did-and 
is intent on reducing their DA and other emoluments. -In the public sector as elsewhere it sought to follow a policy of 
wage-freeze-or nominal wage increase, and a policy of cut in 
DA to reduce the wage earnings of the workers. • 

Its State Governments have introduced draconian rules to crush 
the movements of their employees and prescribed barbarous 
punishments for so-called illegal strikes. The Janata Government 
at the Centre issued an Ordinance to crush the RBI employees' 
strike, and another to withhold the repayment of CDS amounts. 

It introduced the notorious Industrial Relations Bill and the 
Companion Bill on teachers and hospital staff to stifle the trade 
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· movement and refused to withdraw them despite the united 
union · . . . . . ·d 

position of the trade union organ1sat1ons. Strikes were b.inne 
~,;the States ruled by the Janata Party while lock-outs increased. 
'fhe managements were given a free hand to curb the workers. 

llnder its rule, the big traders were fleecing the people f_reely 
and without hindrance. Immediate relief to the people, so tar as 
prices of necessary ?f life, was possible h_ad the Janata Party 
embarked upon nat1onahsat1on of wholesale trade in these 
commodities and taken possession of available stocks. 

Planning Dismantled 
The Janata Party Government has virtually dismantled all 

planning in the name of rolling plan. . 
The Janata Party Government like the previous Congress 

Government, believed in greater aid from the Worl_d Bank and 
accepted its prescription-greater freedom to the private sector; 
niore concessions and invitations to multinattonals; less role to the 
public sector; reliance on exports; liberalisation of conipet1t1ve 
iinports; acceptance of global tenders in India _for Government 
projects; joint concerns with Western monopolists in India and 

outside in Third World countries. 
How, is it that the results of Janata Party's policies are the same 

as those of the Indira Congress? Because both parties h~ve 
accepted the capitalist path of development for the Indian 

economy. . . . . 
What is the capitalist path? It bases itself on ma1nta1n1ng the 

pre-capitalist land relations which obstruct the rapid development 

of the economy. . . . 
It bases itself on the private sector and private profit 1n industry 

and subordinates the public sector to the profiteering needs of the 

private sector. . . . 
It relies on loans from Western capitalist countnes which 

mortgage the economy of the country and impose a slow rate of 
growth. 1'he capitalist path increasingly narrows the home market 
and leads to economic crisis, growing poverty of the peop_le and 
accumulation of wealth and resources by a few big capitalists 

and landlords. 
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The various plans of the Congress and the Janata Governments 
are based on these postulates and inevitably produce poverty for 
the people and concentration of wealth in the hands of a few 
n1onopolists. 

The Janata Government indulged in glib talk about 
decentralisation. But it refused to expand the powers of the States 
and grant autonomy to the States though this was urgently 
necessary in the interest of the unity of the country and 
democracy. The Janata Party also carried out a policy of 
surreptitious imposition of Hindi on the non-Hindi regions thus 
disrupting the unity of the country. 

No wonder, the last two years heaped suffering upon suffering 
on the people. The very electoral victory of the people against 
dictatorship now bacame a weapon of i1nposing misery on them. 

Aln1ost frorn its inception, people witnessed the sordid 
spectacle of inner-fight, fight amongst the top leaders of the party, 
bringing the administration and iinplementation of policies to a 
standstill. People groaned under high prices, uneinployment, 
atrocities on Harijans, massacre of Muslims-but the Janata 
leaders had no time to deal with them. They were callously busy 
settling accounts with each other. 

RSS-Jana Sangh Takes Over 

This was reflection of a development iniini<0al to den1ocracy. 
secularisin and the unity of the country. The most well-organised 
constituent of the Janata Party, the Jana Sangh-RSS combine with 
its anti-democratic and authoritarian ideology of Hindu 
chauvinism began to take control of the party and "the 
Governments, isolating the Sociali~ts and other supporters of 
secularism and easing out its former BLD partner. 

The RSS-Jana Sangh combine, out for grabbing pewer, started 
open disintegration of the Janata Party. Its niembers worked 
against Janata Ministries in States not dominated by the 
Jana Sangh. 

They tried to topple the Ram Narcsh Yadav Ministry in U.P., 
and joined hands with the Congress(!) to vote against their own 
Ministry; they again joined hands with the Congress(!) to topple 
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the Karpoori Thakur Ministry in Bihar; they again toppled th_e 
L)evi Lal Ministry in Haryana which was not under their 
doniination. And by easing out other sections the RSS-Jana Sangh 
combine was preparing to take exclusive control of the Central 

Government keeping Morarji Desai as a figure-head. . 
The dominating influence of !{SS ideology was seen In the 

leadership's stand on the Aligarh and Jamshedpur riots. . 
The J<SS leader in Aligarh was directly involved in the 

Inurderous riots hut the leadership gave a clean bill to the 
organisation and suppressed the report Inade by a Janata leader 

,vhich exposed the local RSS leader. _ 
A RSS MLA \Vas actually involved in the Jamshedpur riots but 

no steps were taken against hiin. _ . 
The same callous attitude was revealed in relation to atrocit1cs 

l)n Harijans which went on increasing without being_ pu~i~hc~l. 
'fhese happenings led to the loss of confidence of the minorities in 

the Governn1ent. 

Reject 'fhc Jan a ta Party 
What was the meaning of the RSS-Jana Sangh atteinpts to 

n1onopolise Stale and organisational power? Beh_ind the facade 
of Janata, this reactionary group was taking over the 
Gove1111neiital 1nachincry to 1-u11 it along anti-democratic, 
Cl)mITiunal and autl1oritarian lines. A con1mt1nal outlook can never 

be dcm<..)cr;_ttic. 
The RSS-Jana Sangh con1hine docs not only represent a 

con1n1unal outlook; it represents the feudal caste outlook of 
{11·tiiodoxy; cct)nomic i11eq11ality: tl1e d<1rnit1<1tion of up1Jer castes 
over land; the n1onopolisation of jobs hy the higher castes; the 
c<.,1ticcnt1-,1tio11 of" 1i.1ling {Jowcr in the l1igl1er c'1stes of Hind11 
sr)ciety. J11 the st1·t1ggle betwee11 the p1-i\'iieg:ed '111d ~ow11t1·oddc11_ 
castes the combine identifies itseJf,vith the forn1er. lt IS because of 
tliis tJ1,1t ~ttf(Jcitics against the H'11·i_i<tns 11~1\lc inc1·c;_1se<-i 1111de1· tl1e 
J;111at:.11·egir11c. This me::111s :.1 co111plete ~111tl101·it;Jric1n 011tlook. 

The !{SS-Jana Sangh combine. besides. is opposed to the 
<-le.rnocr;1tic dem,1nd at· 111ore power~ f<_)r tl1e St,1tes a11d star1ds f"cir 

\2:!.t.!£.ltc1· ce11t1·al isation. 
c 
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The combine stands for imposing Hindi as the national 
language on the non-Hindi regions. 

The combine believes in free enterprise and is opposed to the 
growth of the public sector. 

The present Janata is not the Janata for which the people voted 
enthusiastically in 1977 to defeat the authoritarian forces of Indira 
Gandhi. It is a Jana Sangh-RSS dominated organisation acting 
under the facade provided by Sri Jagjivan Ram and some former 
Socialist leaders. It has not got the courage lo disown the RSS 
casteist, communal and anti-democratic ideology. 

Along with the Congress (!), this Janata must be rejected at the 
polls decisively and without hesitation. 

Shocking Corruption And J ohhery 

Nothing has shocked the conscience of the common man more 
than the corruption stories at the top of society. Never before did 
the people witness such a sordid spectacle of venality and niisuse 
of official power to protect family interests as during the 
I11di1-Ll regin1e. 

The Shah Commission uncovered so1ne of the scandals. The 
report of the Gupta Commission on Maruti affairs has further 
exposed to the people the deep recesses of corruption and jobb.ery 
associated with lndira's regime. 

The son of the Prime Minister was given all privileges. Interests 
of the Defence depart1nent were disregarded. Licence was given 
though the conditions of the licence wete not fulfilled. !·luge bank 
lu::1ns were given Ltnd otI"icials who were unwilling to si.1nctio11 
s11ch lo1.1ns were th1·eate11ed with victimisatior1. 

Both mother and son assured the people that the cal' would be 
indigenous. B11t Sanjay t-itted a s111t1ggled German engine into the 
car, and passed it off as indigenously produced. 

And in all this, Indira, according to the Con11nission, directly or 
indirectly misused her official power to prornote her son's 
interests. Officials who would not do her bidding were harassed. 
Parliament was given rnislcading information. The entire regime 
is fC\1ealed as a cesspool of corn1ption. 
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But corruption invaded the Janata Party also. Kanti Desai'_s 
exploits were related on the floor of the Rajya Sabha. And MorarJI 
took the same partisan attitude towards his son as Indira did. . 

Some Janata Chief Ministers have been accused of corruption 
by their party members. Another's son is accused of using 

blackrnarket money. 
This all-pervading corruption runs through the entire 

administration, weighs on the common n1an and acts as an 
additional source of heavy illegal taxation. Following the Chief 
Ministers, every official wants to have his cut. Neither of the two 
hig bourgeois-landlord parties can give a clean administration to 

the people. 
The CPI(M) calls upon the people to wage a relentless war 

against corruption, for a clean and fair administration. It calls 
upon them to defeat the two parties whose regimes have been 

corrupt to the core. 

Crisis Of Education 
As under the Congress regime, under the Janata Government 

also, colleges and universities arc closed for months; university 
campuses are occupied by the police; students and teachers alike 
are hun1iliated and arrested. Thousands of students are unable to 
take their annual examinations. Results of examinations are 
postpond for 1nonths. Favouritism 1uns rampant in marking the 
st11de11ts it1 examinations. 

The educational system is in the throes of a deep crisis. 1'hirty 
years of Congress n1le and sin1ilar policies followed by the Janata 
Government in education have led to a situation where the whole 
system is reaching a State of collapse. A de1nocratic and scientific 
educational system affording equal opportunities to the common 
people re1nains a distant goal. Even the Constitutional directive to 
provide universal compulsory education for all children up to 
14 yettrs is r1owhe1·e 11ear ;1ttainrne11t. The co11tent of education is 
irrelevant to the needs of the toiling people and the country's 
development. While the bulk of the children who enrol for prin1ary 
education drop out due to poverty before completing the primary 
stage, even those who complete secondary school are sought to be 
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deprived of access to higher education. Unable to provide 
err1ployment to the educated rnillions, in recent years Government 
is drastically curtailing enrolment in higher education. Jn the last 
two years efforts have been made by Hindu cornmunal elements to 
introduce anti-secular ideas in the teaching syllabi. 

The CPl(M) stands for a complete overhaul of the educational 
system, doing away with elitist colonial legacies like public 
schools, introduction of the rnother-tongue as the n1edium of 
instruction at all levels of education and revision of the syllabus at 
all levels to make it genuinely scientific and secular and vocation
oriented. The CPl(M) stands opposed to the policies of the 
Congress a11d the Ja11ata of restricting L1ni\1ersit)' education which 
is nothing hut a class rneasure to stifle discontent. The educational 
apparatu.s rnust be continuously expanded to rneet the rising 
expectations of the n1illions to acquire secondary and higher 
education. For this the first step is to strengthen primary education 
arid, secor1dly, ensure free educatio11 t1~1 to the second,11·y stage. 

The CPl(M) would also ensure a democratic language policy by 
scrapping the three-language formula. The CPl(M) stands for 
dernocr:.1tisation of education by m<tking eclt1c:.1tion once :.1gain a 
State subject, removing it frorn the Concurrent List. It would also 
strive to rernove the stranglehold of the private vestcJ interests in 
cdtic:.ttional institt1tior1s by involving peOf)]c's 1·eP1·eser1t;1lives u11cl 
democ1·atic organisations of teacl1ers, stt1dents 1.t11d ernployees in 
the running of these bodies. 

The Three c:ombinations 

The split in the Janata Party has l<od to the forn1ation of the 
Ja11;:1ta(S). l)e111oc1·;1tic :.111d scculi:1r eler11e11ts i11 the for111e1· J;_111:.1ta 

Party took up the fight against the RSS don1ination and· its 
idcl1logy a11d c_len1,111decl <:1n end to d11<1l n1er11bersl1ip. Tl1cse t'o1·ce.-; 
had to quit the Janata Party which had gone unJer the mfluence of 
the RSS-Jana Sangh combine. 

Anothe1· scctio11 fincli11g tl1at tl1ei1· org<.1nisation c.1ncf the 

Go\.1~1·1.1r11t~nt \\'Cfl~ bei11g c;1pt111·ed by the RSS-J:.1n~1 Sangh 
deprrvrng them of their share of power also took up the fight 
::1gi:1111st RSS dorni11c.1tio11. 
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These together formed the Janata(S). 
The revolt of the secular democratic elcn1cnts inside the Janata 

!'arty and certain parallel developrnents within the Congress 
(including the revolt of Devraj Urs and other clernents inside the 
Congress(!) itself) have created a new situation in which there are 
three instead of (\VO n1ajor parties Or combinations Of parties, 
\\·l1ich ;1rc co11tendi11g t·or powe1· l.lll(.l seeking the st1pport of the 
electorate in the forthcoming election to the Seventh Lok Sabha. 

()n the one hand is the Congress(!) whose leaders do not 
conceal their determination to bring the Ernergency regime back, 
cl<1i111ing th<tl only a stror1g Gover11n1e11t c:.111 bri11g st:.1bi1ity to the 
country which had been brought to chaos and instability by the 
.J£.111c1t;1 rule. 

On the other is the Janata Party which, though still containing 
s11ch secula1· democratic t'orces :.ts the former Socialists, the 
Congress(O), and the CPD headed hy Jagjivan J{am, is under the 
iron grip of the RSS-Jana Sangh con1bine. 

Clpposed to both is the combination of the elements fron1 the 
forn1er Congress Party who are opposed to Indira and the forces 
opposed to the !{SS-Jana Sangh combine frotn the Janata Party 
\vho are today known as the Janata(S). 

Support Janata(S)-Congress Combination 
The CPl(M) has no hesitation to choose, appeal to the people to 

choose. the formation headed by the Janata(S) and the Congress 
\vhich is electorally ranged against the authoritarian Congress(!) 
and the RSS-Jana Sangh-dorninated Janata. It is happy to note that 
Sc\·e1·~1l t1tl1c1· Lcf't ;_111(.f Liemocr·:.ttic IJ<lrtics a1·c ado11ti11g the sa111e 

{10Siti<..111 <llld fllltti11g tJ1cir weigJ1t i11 f-~l\'OL\I" of· tlliS f"o1·1natiOll \VitJ1 C.l 

\'icw t(J Liet'e:.1ti11g tl1e CJt!1e1· t\\10. 

The CPT(tvl I is conscious of the class lin1itations of this political 
t"o1·111<1ti<)ll. t-.1c_111y· t)f. thcJ."iC whe.J <11·c in its lt:c1dc1·s~1i1) \\'ct·c 11;_1rt ;_111cl 

]JL11·c-cl ot· eitf1c1· tl1e t'o1·111e1· at1tl101·it1.1rii.111Co11g1·ess1·egi111e 01· ot' tl1e 

\LliJ\t:Lllte11t .Ji.tll<ll<l 1·cgi111e. "l']1ei1· 1·eco1·LI <lS execl1to1·s of C:ongress 

<ltlLl .J<111c1t;_1 [JO]icies sl1(111\d r11;1kc C\'CI.)' I.cf't-rni11clcd ir1di\1 idt1al, 
grot1p, c11·gi.111i."i<!lio11 (.lJ1d jJa1·ty \\1 ~11·y c1f'tl1e r1olicies tl11.1t a1·e likely to 
f)e [lt11·:-,11ed b;1 tl1is {1l1litic;_1l fo1·1n<1ti<..J11 \\'lien it is \'OtcLi int<.J 11<.1\v·cr. 
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The CPl(M), however, takes note of the fact that these leaders 
are today' 1·a11gec.i agai11st the two e\1il t'orces of autho1·itari:.tnism 
represented by the Congress(!) and co1nmunalisrn represented by 

the !{SS-Jana Sangh con1bine, which the people rnust defeat at 

:.tJJ CO.'it. 

It would, therefore, be in the interests of the Left 111oven1ent, the 
organised rnoven1ents of the working people, to help this political 

formation win the electoral contest and form a Governn1enL Such 
an outco1ne of the election will be a heavy blow struck 

si1nt1ltancously :.tgc.1inst authorit<.1rin11is111 a11d comrr1unalis111. 

Record Of Left f<'ront Governments 

The CPl(M) is proud to put before the people the record of its 
West Be11gal and Tri1Ju1·a Mi11ist1·ies. I.et anyone cL111111a1·e a11d 
co11t1·ast tl1e achievemc11ts ot' tl1ese two Mi11ist1·ies \\1itl1 t11e Jan:.tt:.1 
and Congress Ministries and draw the lesson. 

In West Bengal, since the inception of the Ministry, dcrnocr~tic 
rights of the people have been fully restored. Police intervention 

in n1ass struggles was stopped Right to strike is fully ensured. The 
bo11us st1·t1ggle of· the workers, the st11.1ggle for wage 1·e\1 ision \V~ts 
directly helped by the Ministry acting in the interest of the people. 
The resist:.tnce of the big jt1lc ba1·011s \V1.lS b1·t1kcn a11d \V<.1ge-1·isc 
secured for the \VOrkers. The West Bengal Ministry responded to 
the demands of the State Governn1ent ernploxees, rescinded all 

. . . . -v1ct11111s:.1t1011 me:.1su1·es extc11di11g 0\1e1· <l dec~1de, p1·0\'itled fo1· 

1·esto1·atio11 of jobs with paymenl of p<.1y <.11·1·e:.11·s c.111<l g1·a11ted 
i·ecognitio11 to tl1e ern11loyees' i111i(1t1. 

Outstanding has been the achievernent of the Ministry on the 
~1gri.triar1 f"1·011t, where legisl:.1lior1 has l1ee11 p:.1ssecl ;Jtld Joy:.1lly 
nnplernented to protect the peasant.against the depredations of the 

landlord, to secure his title to the land. 
The Land Holding Bill. 1979, recently passed by the Left f'ront 

Go\1e1·11n1e11t of West Bengc.11, is a11otl1e1· bold ste~1 to\1,.:;:ircl.-.; 1·adic<.1l 
land reforn1. Ry this Bill, the feudal rent systen1 i~ being replaced 
by <1 rn(1rc rationc.11 1.111c.l cc111itable S)"'Stcn1 of· le\'Y <...1r1 la11dl1oldin1r 
based on fertility of soil, type of crop produced, proxin1ity to th: 
in;11·kcti11g ce11t1·e :.t11c.l C.)tl1e1· ad\1:.111t;1gcs of· the li.1t1dl1oldi11g. 
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Landholdings up to a value of Rs. 50,000 are exempted. Thus all 
the sn1all and marginal holdings numbering about 45 lakhs out of 
a total 52 lakhs of holdings will be exempted fron1 any levy. The 

rc111<1i11ing seven lakhs holdings \viii h:.1vc to pa;' levy 011 a 
progressively higher rate for higher slabs. The \Vealth accumu

lated by the richer section of the peasantry will thus be ploughed 

hack for national developrnent. 
rfhe i111mc11se faith ge11eratcd i11 the peasa11t masses is TlOW 

1nanifested in a huge rise in the membership of the Kisan Sabha. 
1'he Congress and the Janata Governments believe . in 

suppressing mass organisations for their o\vn safety. The CPl(M)
Jed Ministry considers it its duty to help and promote the building 
of rnass organisations to defend the interests of the downtrodden. 

Is there any State where the food for work programn1e has been 
irnple1nented with so rnuch benefit to the rural masses" ls there 
any other State which, faced with unprecedented tloods, could 
re:.tcl1 i·elict· 111<.1teria\s to e\.1c1·y <.1ff.ectecl a1·e;.l i11 the sl1c.)1·tcst 
possible tin1e? This was accomplished because the State 
Government en1ployees \Vere inspired to \York day and night for 
the affected people. No \Yonder the panchayat elections gave a 
tl1l1111ping V'icto1·y to the West Be11g<.1l Let't <.11\iancc-an exp1·essi<)TJ 

of' the peasants' mighty confidence in the CPl(M). 
Jn the State of Wesl Bengal thanks to the policies pursued by 

our Party-·policies of fighting the vested interests, defending the 
111asses, ex1Janding democ1·:.1tic 1·igl1ts-tl1c f"orces ot' autl101·i
larianism led by the Congress(I) have been isolated and their 
str·cngth c1·i1Jplcd. The fo1·ces of· comr11L111:.1lis111 h<.t\.'e been cl1ecked 

f1·c.1111 the begi11nino. ,. b 

The CPl(M)-led Left Ministry stands as the bastion of anti-
<111tl1orit;,11·i:.111 1.LJrces, of a11ti-commu11:.1l 1·<..l1·ces, of the i11te1·esls ot· 
the n1asses and their rights and liberties. 

Long-Standing Tri\1a\ Demancl Satisfied 

'l'l1c S(.lt11e p1·oud 1·ecci1·d 0111· Pi.11·ty1 clc1ims i11 Triy.Ju1·a \vl1e1·e 011t· 

r-..i·1i11i-.;t1·)' l1<1s to \\.101·k i11 tl1c rnost llit·t-ic11lt sit11c.1tio11. ·rt1c Ti·ipu1·a 
Mi11istry1 l1<.1s 111et tl1e !011g-st:.111cli11g de111~1n<l ot' the op1)1·essecl 
t1·il1;1Js-tl1e <.ic111ancl l'<.1r :.1n ALltO\l(.)fllOllS T1·ibc.1l Dist1·ic·t. r1·11c 
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Ministry would have liked to go much further but the present 
Constitution would not pern1it it. · 

No previous Ministry could dare think of granting this dernand. 
And novv the Janata, the Congress and others are rousing Bengali 
chauvinisn1 to fight the Tripura Ministry. 

The Tripura Ministry has taken a series of n1easures for the 
relief of the tribals, for the restoration of their lands, for education 
and jobs for them. 

While implementing its election pledges, the Left Front 
Government in Tripura has given highest priority to allot111ent of 
Govem111ent khas land to the landless agriculturists; the s111all and 
n1arginal farrners do not have to pay any land revenue; all 
Government and private debts have been written off, education 
has been n1ade free for all up to Class XII: the re-organised co-, 
opcr11ti\1C SClcictics h<1\'C largely rcplacec.l lhe vill1.tge mc.)11eyle11de1·s 
a11d t1nsctupt1lot1s 111iddler11en; i11 figl1ting the recent 
unprecedented drought, the elected panchayats have been given 
powers and funds to launch a 1nassive food for work programme 
offering employ111ent to n1ore than a lakh of distressed n1ral 
unemployed people. 

Above all, people have given the fullest democratic rights, at all 
levels; police intervention in mass struggles has heen ended; this 
is \vhy the n1asscs could .successfully fight the rnenace of Bengali 
ch:.tt1v·i11ism (tl1e A111r1.1 Bang!.tlee movement) <tnc.f ·sep<t1·1.1tist trib1.1l 
disn1ption (of the Tripura Upajati Juba Samiti) and.other types of 
conspirc:1cies hatct1ccl fron1 time to ti111e 11)' tl1e r·eaction;-11)' circles 
of the vested interests. 

'task ()f Left Forces 

The C.'0111n1unist Party of India (Marxist) calls upon all the Left 
and dcrnocratic parties and forces-the PWP. the CPI. RSP, 
Fo1·w;11·cl Blc.1c. the St1ci;.1lists wht1 l1a\,-e 4 1cft tl1c Ja11ata ar1d the 
Socialists in the Janata, I<.epublican !'arty of India, 1\kali L)al, 
AIAOMK <.111d othe1·s-to \\'01·k togethe1· \Vith c.1 si11gle \viii to 
det·eat tl1e f:o1·ce.-. ot· ;;.1t1tho1·it:.1ria11is111 led by the Co11g1·ess(l) :.111d 
tl1e t01·ces at· co111111u11c1lis111 led b)1 the Ja11atll P;trt;1• ~ 

Jt is tl1ei1· co1n111c.)n t<.tsk to mobilist: <111 tl1c f"t11·ccs tltJJ1risc(1 tci 
tl1ese two i·e:.ictio11:.1ry p:.11·ties, it is thei1- c.lt1ty tc.1\vt11·cls c.Jcmt1c1·;1cy ((J 
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help the Janata(S)-Congress cornbination to defeat the two 

rc:i.ict ior1ary forces. 
l'he CPI(M) appeals to the Janata(S)-Congress con1bination to 

avoid n1utual conflicts so that the anti-authoritarian, anti
co1n1nun1.1l vote is not split. 

It is the special task of the Left forces and Left parties in the 
country to .spearhead this battle, to unite the anti-authoritarian and 
anti-comn1unal vote and ensure the defeat of the Congress(!) 

and J anata. 

Strengthen Left And Democratic Forces 

The vital battle for democracy will be definitely won with a 
powerful n1andate, if the Left and democratic forces stand 
tl)£ethcr, overco1ne 1.111 othe1- conside1·ations and present a solid ·- ' . . 
(JppositjOn lo the auth·oritaric.tn and co1n1nunal rec.1ct1onar1es. 

l'hough the Left and democratic forces are not strong enough to 
offer a viahle alternative at this stage, it is absolutely essential that 
their candidates win the election in large numbers, that their 
strength inside the Lok Sahha increases substantially and their 

·influence over the people is strengthened. 
Without this, the post-election battle for democracy and against 

dictatorship cannot be carried on effectively. Without this the new 
Parliament will lack the real strength and power to resist the 
onslaught of reaction. 

The C·Pl(M), hence, urges the Janata(S)-Congress combination 
to understand the vital role of the Left forces in the elections and 
inakc it easy for them to carry on the cornn1on battle. It should do 
11c1tl1i11g to i1npair tl1e strength at-the cL1n1111011 struggle :.1g:.1inst the 
t·l11·ces ot· reat:tion. 

The CPI(M), therefore, calls upon the people to vote for its 
candidates in all States. The Cl'l(M) has distinguished itself as the 
111ost co11sistent figl1ter against ;.1utho1·ita1·ianism. '-tgainst 
con1111u11alis1n; it has, through its Mi11istries :.111<l mass stn1gglc, 
proved itself to be the 1nost consistent fighter against the vested 
interests and in defence of the interests of the masses. The CPT(M) 
spearheads the Left forces, the opposition to the dark forces of 
'-lL1thc.)1·itari:.1nism a11d commu11alis1n. Success of its candidates 
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means s11ccess f'or tl1c 1nost consistent t·o1·ce t"ighti110- the t\VO evils b , 

defending the cause of the people and democracy. 
The CPl(M) calls upon the people to vote for the candidates of 

the Left and democratic parties in all States. The CPI(M) calls 
upon the people to bring co1nplete victory to the candidates of the 
Left alliance in West Bengal and Tripura. 

The elections must provide a massive mandate for the Left and 
den1ocratic t"orces. 

Assurance To People 
The CPl(M) congratulates our people on the struggles they 

have waged during the last two years in defence of their interests. 
In these struggles the rural n1asses, the working class, the 
employees, the students, the teachers, professors, doctors and· 
nurses have braved repression, humiliation and imprisonn1ent. 
But the indomitable will of our peoples, of our working class, 
could not be suppressed. These stn1ggles have advanced the cause 
of democracy and obstructed the n11ing party's progress towards 
authoritaria11 isrn. 

But nothing can match the sufferings of the Harijans-the 
killings, burnings of houses and raping of wo1nen. Nothing can 
also match the sufferings of Muslims during communal riots when 
a can1paign of murder and pillage is launched against then1 with 
the admi11ist1·,1tion 1.1betting the wave of- c1·i111es. The cou1·£.1geo11s 
fight put up by the Harijans and Muslin1s col,lstitutes a piece of 
glo1·ious resistance. 

The CPI(M) assures the people that it \Viii continue to fight 
against the.se tyra1111ies i11side ttnd outside P<1rliltmenl. 

Programme For Advance 
'fhe CPl(M) firmly believes that the problems of poverty and 

unemployment cannot he solve~ without socialisation of ·the 
means of production; without abolition of all exploiters and 
establishn1ent of Socialisn1_ 

Democrttcy cannot be defencied. authoritaria11isn1 can11ot be 
fought without removing the stranglehold oi;· the vested interests 
on our econon1y and ensuring living conditions for the people. 
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Sec11larism C<1n11ot be defenc_led, co1n1nun1.1lism ca11not be 
fl1ught witl1out assuring economic rights at· 011r people. 

Without attacking the freedo1n of exploitation of the 
1nultinationals, the big capitalists and landlords, the country 
cannot march forward nor save itself from dictatorship. The 
CPI(M) puts forward the following progra1n1ne before the people: 

( 1) Total dismantling of the authoritarian framework 
introduced in the Constitution during the Emergency; deletion of 
the existing provision in the Constitution for preventive detention; 
President's power to declare Emergency to operate only in case of 
an outbreak of war; right to recall and proportional representation 
to be provided in the Constitution; voting age to be brought do,vn 

to eighteen years. 
(2) Basic changes in the Constitution to eli1ninate the grip of 

the big bourgeois-landlord classes over the State and the power of 
the bureaucracy; provision to keep funda1nental rights of the 
people beyond the 1nischief of the Government or the ruling party; 
complete guarantee of freedo1n of the Press. 

(3) Inclusion of the right to work as a funda1nental right in the 

Constitution. 
(4) New constitutional provisions to expand the powers of the 

State and guarantee their autono1ny. Residuary powers to be with 
the States. Articles 356-360 of the Constitution dealing with 
President's rule in the States to be deleted. Drastic reduction of the 

Concurrent List. 
(5) For planned and independent development of the national 

economy free from dependence on imperialist aid; increased role 

for public ownership. 
(6) For a consistent struggle against don1ination of the World 

Bc.111k~ agai11st invitatio11s to n1ultin:.1tio11als and othe1· policies 
which lead to economic dependence of the country, for 
n:.1tio11alisation ot· t'oreig11 inonorJoly cc)11ce1·11s, irr1r11edit1te 

111u1·:.1tori11m on t'oreign debt pa)1me11ts. 
(7) f'or nationalisation of Indian n1onopoly concerns. 
(8) T'or a just and equitable incomes-and-wages policy based 

or1 p1·ovision of 1ninimun1 conditil1t1s like 11eed-based \'v'(lge to 
the mass of people and reduction of the n1onstrous disparity 
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in incomes of the big capitalists and landlords and the mass of 
people. 

(9) Against intlation, deficit financing and heavy taxation and 
higl1 prices: t·o1· drastic reductio11 ot· 1)rices ot· 11ecessa1·ies ttnd thci1· 
gt1,11·a11tcc<l distr·ihution; nationttlisation of wholesale t1·t1de in 
necessa1·1cs. 

(I 0) For abolition of landlordisn1; for enactment of radical land 
reforms ensuring land to the agricultural labourers and to the poor 
peasants gratis; for anti-eviction me<:1st1res; guaranteed f;1i1· pr·ices 
for the peasants' produce; supply of cheap credit and subsidised 
inputs to the mass of the peasantry. 

( 11) For guaranteed fair wage for the agricultural labourers; 
allot1nent of free house-sites for the agricultural labourers and the 
rural poor and cancellation of their debts and liberal provision for 
cheap and consumption loans; for adequate educational facilities 
for them. 

( 12) For a rnassive plan for full e1nployment to the rural 
unemployed, and pending it, unemploy1nent relief. 

(13) For need-based minimun1 wage for the working class;·for 
bonus for all; against wage-freeze, lock-outs, lay-offs, and closure 
of mills; for taking over all closed n1ills and conce111s for full trade 
unions rights; for full democratic rights to the Central and State 
Government employees; abolition of the police verification 
systen1; t1gt1in.i;t ttll anti-wo1·king-cltLss legislations; t·or ft1ll 
e1nployment, and pending employment, relief to the une1nployed; 
agtt111st introduction of t1uto1natio11 and other 1neast1i·es 
aggr:.tvating t111e1nploy111e11t. 

(14) Por in1n1ediate introduction of free education up to the 
secondary stage in all States_ Provision of bostel facilities and full 
scholarships for all needy students; right of students to participate 
1n the ma11ageme11t of education:.tl i11stitt1tions :.tnd ;1ctiden1ic 
bodies for thorough-going refor1ns. 

( 15) For radical changes in educational making it den1ocratic, 
sect1lar and scientit-ic. 

( 16) For drastic steps against those who indulge in outrages 
against the Scheduled Cast~s and Scheduled Tribes; for 
immediate steps to put an end to the economic and social 

• 
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oppression of these people by landlords, contractors, traders, and 

1-esto1·atio11 of la11d seized fro111 them. . . . .. 
(17) For reservation of job and educational tac1ht1es. to 

f\ari_jans, tribals backward castes; Harijan converts to .Buddhism 
and other religions should not be deprived of these fac.rl1t1es .. 

( 18) For safeguarding the rights of Muslim 1n1nor1t1es; against 
<.Ill\' <.liscrimination in employment i11 Govcrn1ne11t services and i11 

cd~c;1tional institt1tio11s and t1gainst U1-dt1. 
(19) Equality of all Indian languages: against imposition of 

Hindi on non-Hindi-speaking people; Recognition of Urdu as a 
sccoiid St<.1tc langu1:1gc i11 States whe1·e tt sizeable section ot· the 
people speak Urdu; inclusion of Nepali language in the Eighth 

Schedule of the Constitution. 
(70) Equal status for women in society; job and other 

opportunities for them; guarantee of equal wages in agriculture, 
industry and services, and effective imple1nentation of 
Jegislatio11s in this regard; equal rights with men in sucl1 m:.1tters as 
inheritance of property. enforcement of marriage and divorce 
!t1ws; 1·emoval ot· b:.tn on nia1·ried wo1na11 in certai11 types of jobs; 
adequate health and maternity services, especially in tea gardens; 
c1·ecl1es to help working mothe1·s. 

(21) Steps to counter the spreading of decadent culture, 
pl)rnographic literl1turc, etc., wilh its deht1manising effect. 011 t~e 
youth especially, leading to vicious crirr1es and ant1-soc1al 
J.cti\1ities: all necess;1ry 1ne11sures to foster democratic and 

11rog1·essi\1e liter,1tt1re, art a11d ct1lture. 
(17) Contiguous areas with a sizeable tribal population should 

be declared as Scheduled areas and there should be constitutional 
j)1·ovisions 1·01· co11t'er1·ing region1tl t1t1tono111y in such comp::1ct 
t1·ibal tl1·eas so tl1at there niay be regio11~1l Gove1·nme11ts within the 
State concerned to look after the economic, political, cultural and 
linguistic developn1ent of the tribal Adivasis, and full economic 
c1ssist:.111ce 1ni.ly he p1·ovi<lcd fo1· re1novi11g tl1eir backv.-'a1·dness .. 

(23) Ending of the indiscri1ninate irnport of foreign techno-
1<.)gy, especially from the 111t1ltinatio11als, mt1ch to the <.lctri111e11t of 
i11(fige11ous researcl1 and <levelopme11t. cdt1c<.1tic..1nal i11t·1-1lst1·ucture 
<111cl <lesig11 a11d enginceri11g c<.1pability; all e11courage1nent 
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to scientists and research workers to develop indigenous 
technology. 

~·orcign Policy 
(24) The CPI(M) considers that the policy of non-align1nent 

should be considered as an integral part of the struggle for 
freedom, peace, de1nocracy and Socialism. A foreign policy ba~ed 
on anti-impcrialis1n and friendship with the Socialist countries 
strengthens our 11atio11al i11depe11dence a11d se1·ves Oltr 11ational 
interests. The CPl(M) expresses full solidarity with the Socialist 
Republic of Yietna1n and stands for the recognition of the Heng 
San1rin Government in Kampuchea. The CPl(MJ stands for 
consistent support to the Third World countries in their struggle 
against imperialism and for national liberation. 

'fhe CPl(M) stands for consistent support to the Arab people in 
their st1uggle against Israeli aggression: and for the right of the 
people of Palestine to have their own State. It lends full support to 
the freedon1 struggle of the African people against imperialis1n, 
apartheid and racial domination. It supports the heroic struggle of 
the people of Zimbabwe, Namibia and South Africa. 

The CPI(M) demands strengthening of the lndo-Soviel Treaty 
of Friendship and calls for normalisation of relations with 
People's China and friendly and closer ties. Jt stands for friendly 
relations with India's neighbours-Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal 
and Sri Lanka and others-and supports the peoples of these 
countries in their stn1ggle for democracy. 

The Janata Government continued to uphold the Treaty of 
Friendship with the USSR and was prepared to restore normal and 
friendly relations with People's China. At the sa1ne time, by 
inserting a fallacious and opportunist <slogan of "genuine non
align1nent", the Janata Govern1nent raised suspicions about its 
real intention. 

P1·aisi11g tl1e Ja11ata Govc1·nrncr1t and t1ffcring it mo1·c cconornic 
aid and extolling its pragmatis1n, the US imperialists allcmpted lo 
enmesh Intiitt in (ll1 :.l11ti-11!1tlo11al de1·ogato1·y ag1·ee111ent 011 nuclea1· 
progress and use of nuclear devices for peaceful purposes. The 
unilate1·al decla1·ation by Jc.111ata Prin1c Mini."itc1· Mo1·a1ji Dcs;.1i 

• 
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surrendering the use of nuclear explosion for peaceful purp.o.ses_ 
compron1ised national honour and interests and exposed th.e tilt of 
"nenuine" non-alignment. On issues like the lsrael1-Egypt 
a:rcement and compromise, the Janata Government took tl 

b . . 

position inconsistent with national interests and oppos1l1on to 

i 111peri al i sn1. 
The CPl(M) calls upon the people to lend their full support to 

this programme. The CPI(M) calls upon all .Left and democratic 
forces to endorse the programn1e and make 1t a rallying point for 
the widest electoral upsurge against dictatorship and communal 

. . 
rcact1ona1·1es. 

The people cannot march forward, the country cannot advance 
without a transforrnatory progran1me of this kind, and its 

i1nple1nentation. . 
The CPl(M) assures that its members chosen by the people will 

fight for the above programme, remain faithful to then1 .and 
continue to battle for their interests whatever the oppos1t1on from 

the vested interests. 



Polit Bureau Statement on 
Afghanistan 
Foil the Game of U.S. Imperialists* 

2 

The Polit Bureau o,f the Co1111nu11ist Party of fn,fia (Marxist) has 
i,\',\"ltl!tl tl1l~ fc)/ l CJY~·· i 1·ig statet11.e 11 t to t/·1e P 1·e.v.\· <J11 J llflltll 1}' J, I 980: 

It is with deep concern that the Polit Bureau of the Com1nunist 

Pa11y of India (Marxist) views the attitude of the country's 
Caretaker Government and leaders of political parties like the 
Congress(!) and Janata to the developments in Afghanistan 
during the last few days. 

When the Afghan people, led by the People's Democratic Party 
and with the support of the revolutionary elements in the defence 
forces, overthrew the tyrannical Daoud regime in April 1978, and 
set up a new people's democratic regime in Afghanistan, .India 
was among the first to welcome the new 1·e\1olutio11 and i·ccognise 
the new Govern1nent. 

The new 1·egime has .since then been exerting et·t·orts to chi:111ge 
the face of the old feudal and pre-feudal Afghanistan. It embarked 
on far-reaching land reforn1s abolishing landlordisn1 and giving 
land to the cultivator, and took other rneasures for the benefit of 
the people. 

All this had met with resistance from the reactionaries in the 
countr·y who were not prepc1red lo give Ltp the 1-,ri\1ill'.ges tl1ey had 
enjoyed for long. These elements organised counter-revolutionary 
<Irmed ttctivitie.<; against the new regi1ne with ~he t'ull bt1cki11g 
mainly of the U.S. imperialists and the military dictatorship of 
Pakistan. These ele111ents \Vere being t1·ained in cc.11111)s i11 Pakistan 
c.111d a1·mcd ::1nd set back to carr)' 011 their co11nte1·-1·evolutionary 
activities i11sidc Afgha11ista11. U.S. 111ilit!11·)1 expe1·ts !1ad visited 

• 
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Pakistan and even some areas of Afghanistan to oversee the 
trai11i11g a11d activities ot· the cou11te1·-1·evolutionariL:s. A leader of 
these elen1ents had also visited the United States to step up the 

plot to overthrow the people's democratic regime. 

This was virtual irnperialist aggression on Afghanistan. with 

i11ternal co1111te1·-revol11tioni.1ries 1.ts their tools. It is i11 tl1is situation 

that the Govern111ent in Kabul, to defend the gains of the 

April revolution, territorial integrity, national independence, and 

rnaintaining peace and security, invoked the Treaty of Friendship 

vvith the Soviet Union of Deeetnber 5, 1978, and approached the 

Soviet Union with the insistent request for urgent political, tnoral 

L111d eco110111ic c.1id. i11cluding niilitar)' aid. 
The Soviet Union, as has been made clear from Moscow, 

responded to this request of the Governn1ent of Afghanistan both 
in accordance with the Treaty of f'ricndship and Article 51 of the 

U. N. Charter. And the Soviet Union has also made it clear that its 

help to Afghanistan is to rebuff the aggressors and the countcr

revolutionaries supported by thctn and not directed against any 
of Afghanistan's neighbours which are also the Soviet llnion's 

neighbours. 

To come in opposition to this Soviet help to Afghanistan is to 

give an alihi to the U.S. imperialists and the Pakistani military 
dictatorship. 

The USA has already lifted the ban on sending ar1ns to Pakistan 
c.1r1LI over· a h11ndred million doll<1rs worth of aggressive wec.1pons 

and equipn1ent are to be in1n1ediately despatched to Pakistan: This 

cornes in the vvake of the feverish U.S. irnperialist preparation in 
tl1c v.1l1ole at· the Gt1\t· a11d West Asia11 rcgiL1r1 \Vith massiv·e 
i11c1·e;_1se of 11;1v<.1I 1·orces, getting 1·e;.1(i)1 tl1e i11st~1nt i11te1·\'e11tio11 
1·t)1·cc. etc. 

This is l.l titne \v/1c11tl1c11011-;_1Ji~111ne11t mo\1e1ne11t <111d l11dia, c.1s 
' 

~1 p<1rt ()f it. f1;1\'C t(_) Ct)111e 011t in the st1·011gest 01)1)ositio11 t(l tl1c 
lT.S. i111pe1·iali.-.;ts <tnd tl1ei1· J1e11cl1111e11. Tl1e Caretaker Gove1·11n1cr1t 
\\'l1icl1 rigl1tl)' poi11ts ot1t tl1c.1t l.T.S. ;_1r111s to Paki.i;;tan pc.)se <t thre<tt to 
I11tlia. i11stcaLi ot· 01)1Josi11g.- the cnti1·e lf.S. g<11ne in the 1·egio11, has 
Ct)rne. 011t c:1gai11st tl1e SlJ\1 ict ;1id to Afg.-l1<111ist<1n, tl111s wec:1ke11i11g its 
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own hands in the struggle against the USA equipping Pakistan 
with 1nore and more :.1rn1s. 

Indira Gandhi has thoroughly exposed herself. Not only has she 
disapproved of the Soviet support to Afghanistan, she has taken 
just this occasion to come out against the Iranian people in their 
struggle against U.S. imperialism even going to the extent of 
opposing the trial of the deposed Shah who has co1nn1itted 
monstrot1s crimes ag:.tinst the Irania11 People. What value C£ln be 
attached to Smt. Gandhi's constant talk against the CIA and U.S. 

imperialis1n. 
The Polit Bureau calls on the people to be fully conscious of the 

111anoeuvres and rni:1chinations of lJ.S. i1nperialism i11 tl1e rc'gion, 
\Vhich also threaten our country, and come out in full opposition to 
it. The P.B. also called on the1n to be aware that those who are 
1naking the Soviet Union the target of their attack arc screening 
the U.S. imperialists and are ignoring the danger to our country 
fron1 U.S. imperialistn and its henchmen. 

The people of Afghanistan and their people's den1ocratic 
1·egi1ne :.t1·e strivi11g thei1· ut111ost to exte11d the g:.1ins ot· tl1e 
Ap1·il 1·e\1olutio11 :.t11d preve11t the rc;1ctio11aries t'ron1 staging :.1 
come-back. They deserve all our solidarity and support at 

this hour. 

• 
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'['he decisive victory of the Congress (I) has .surprised all as it was 
believed that none of the bourgeois-landlord parties \Vould ·get a 
1n:.1jority. This success is due to the growing isol:.ttion a11d 
disintegration of the oppositional bourgeois-landlord parties. 

In contrast stands the rout of the Congress (I) in West Bengal 
and Tripura. The CPI(M) war1nly congratulates the people of 
West Bengal and Tripura, the Left parties and our Party cadres on 
tl1is t11assive det'eat i11tlictcd on the 1·01·ces of' at1tl1orit£tric.111is111. The 
West Beng:.tl Left :.tllic.t11ce l1eaded hy ot11· Pa1·ty h<:1s stood tts c.1 

bastiL111 of anti-at1thoritt1ric1nism :.1nd ::111ti-com111t111al t·o1·ces. 
The CPT(M) congratulates the people of Kerala, the den1ocratic 

Lliliance :.tnd ot11· P:.t1·ty, i11 t11ei1· st1ccess i11 \Vresting c.1 1n<1jo1·ity of 
the parliamentary seats frotn the Congress (I). 

'fhe Congress(!) and its allies have not onlv secured a , 

t\vo-thirds n1ajority in the ne\v l.ok Sabha, but the other two 
bourgeois-landlord forn1ations which nlade a hid for power at the 
Centre are virtually routed. Except in States such as West Bengal, 

' 
l(erala and Tripnra no viable alternative to the Congress (I) could 
be presented before the electorate in any other State. The Indira 
Co11g1·ess ex1Jloitcd this sit11atio11 f't1lly :.1nd \.\'l.lS i.tble to swing tl1e 
clecto1·:.1te i11 its t'c.1vot11· i11 1nost of' the States arid 1·cgior1,..:;, .-;cct1ring 
c1111assi\1C 1nnjority in tl1e ne\v Lok S:.1bh<t. 

The nlassive Congress (I) victory \Vas nlade possible by the 
()t·g;_111isatio11al coll,1pse of 1·i\'al hot11·geois-la11dlo1·d pa1·tie~ 'N'i10 

·'Pt1bl1sl1e<l 1n "PE{)PLE'S l)EJ\.1{)(~J{A(~'t'". t\c\\' [)cll1i, Jn11t1ar\' !.1. 198tl . 
. f{cfcr !)oc11111c111 1111rli.::r llL'lll l\"o_ 21 Llftl1i~ \ 1t1lur11i.:: ctl\'Cri11g Flcc.t11111~ ]{C\-'ie\\'S h\· tlll' 

lL·11tr:1l Cr1111111i11i.::i.:: r1fCPl{M). . 
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lost their credibility with the people because of their unendina 
b 

internal squabbles. The .Janata Party. before and during the 
elections, failed to concentrate on the authoritarian danger and 
concentrated on fighting the defectors, though in the initial stages, 
it took in1portant steps to restore democratic norrns. The 

econon1ic sufferings i1nposcd on the people during the Janata rule 
went on increasing with each Janata budget. The people \Vere 
victims of high prices which placed the essential necessities of life 
like sugar, vegetables, onions, beyond the reach of the co1n1non 
n1an. The prices showed a further spurt during the five nionths of 
the Caretaker Governn1ent. There \vas no relief for the suffering 
peo1)Ie. 011 the otl1e1· hand reprcssi \'C meast11·es we1·e t!.1ke11 against 

then1 when they protested. The Janata regirne with its 
i11con1pete11ce i11 the day-to-da)' ad1ninistrt1tion \Vtts u11:.1ble to 

p1·otect tl1e citizens f1·01n t1nti-soci:.tl elen1e11ts. Dacoities, t1·ai11 

rohberics, gar1g.o;;tcr attacks on people went 011 mo1111ti11g. 111 those 

co11ditio11 . .;; l11di1·a Gandhi's promise of st:.1ble Govern111ent \Vas 

bound to swing the people who \Vere daily witnessing the 
spectacle of Janata leaders fighting each other. 

The swing towards the Congress(!) was facilitated by the 
Janata Party in many other \vays. 'fhe Janata Party leadership 
growingly s11ccu111bing to the l{SS-J,ttlLl Sa11gl1 otttlook, i.sL1l;;1tc<l 

itself fron1 the Muslin1 111inority and the llarijans against who1n 
l:.tll(ilo1·d attacks \vent 011 increasi11g. Tl1c flauntir1g of Jagjivttn 

]{am's narne could not deceive the people. Sizable sections of the 
Muslin1 rninority went over to the Congress(!) arter the 
expe1·ie11ce ot· the Aligarl1 and .T<.1r11sl1cdpt1r 1·iots. A11cl so aiSL) tl1e 

Hi.1rij:.t11s who l1:.1d sta1·ted 111ovi11g (.\\Vay t·1·0111 tl1e .Ta11ata as c;.1rly as 
the 1977 Assen1bly elections. The !{SS-Jana Sangh Hindu 
ch(.1t1vi11ist ot1tlook t·urtl1e1· c1·eated L11·e\1t1lsion i11 tl1e r11ir1ds ot· tl1c 

p1·og1·essi\·e i11telligentsic1. Tl1c I~et·t <.111cl S{1cir1list clcn1er1ts i11 tl1e 

J:.tn:.tt:.1shot1ld1·e;.1lise tl1at <.1 der11ocratic 11<11·ty c<.1r111ot he ht1ilt t111 tl1e 

b11si.-.; t)f. <1L1<111do11111e11t ot· sec11!:.t1·is111. • 
Not 011ly tl1c .Jar1at;.1 but tl1c C(J11g1·css-Lt1k f)ll\ 11;11·til:s <tl.s<.J 

facilitated the victory of Indira Gandhi. Instead of firn1 unity to 
~ 

• 
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fight authoritarianism, they started fighting amongst then1selvcs. 
The people failed to see in them a viable force capable of running 
the Central Government. Unprincipled floor-crossings, petty and 
t·:.ictional squabbles, ex:.1gger:.1ted clai1ns fo1· seats t1nd <.1bove all a 

callous attitude towards the sufferings of the people during the 
five n1onths of the Caretaker Government doomed the cornbina
tion to failure. The situation was further in1paircd by the policy 

statements, especially in relation to the working class and the 
en1ployees, emanating from Lok Dai leaders. 

The vote for the Congress (I) is an expression of the people's 
protest against the bankrupt policies of the Janata regirne. Our 
Party, its representatives including the Chief Ministers of West 
Beng<.11 :.1nc.i Tripura at1d leaders of our Party in P:.1rlia111e11t, were 
repeatedly warning the Janata Government that its anti-popular 
policies were suppling an1munition to the Congress(!) and 
offering it an opportunity to re-establish itself among the people. 
Rut these warnings went unheeded. 

The election results show how the Janata Party and all its 
constituents have been thoroughly isolated from the people 
during the last three years. Their debacle is all the more striking in 

States where they controlled the State Governments and where 
they could have directly served the interests of the people. It is 
obvious that in the States also the Janata leaders were ignoring the 
people and feathering their own nests. The Congress (!) as the 
largest bourgeois-landlord party spread all over India was able to 
exploit the situation and mislead the people into believing that it 
vvas the only viable force capable of effectively ad1ninistering the 

Central Government. The big bourgeois Press also helped the 
party to build this irnage. The Left and democratic forces being 
\\ieak except in three Sti.ites we1·e not i11 a position to 111ake a bid 
ro1· t·o1·111i11g the Ccntr::1l Go\·e1·11111e11t. Tl1e swing is, tl1e1·et·o1·e. 

ag<.1i11 to\va1·ds the Congress (I) from othe1· bot1rgeois-li.111dlo1·d 
C) rgan i sat i (.)11 s. 

1'11e victf)1·y of' the Cong1·ess (I) by 110 111ea11s co11stit11tes ar1 

ci1ciorsernent of the Emergency pc.)licies c.ir the n1isdeeds ()r the 
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Emergency regirne. Though almost all the principal perpetrators 
of excesses are returned to Parliament, the vote displays mainly a 
repudiation of the Janata. In voting lo get rid of the Janata, the 
electorate has unwittingly played into the hands of a party whose 
leadership has neither shed its authoritarian outlook nor given 
c.1ssura11ces about its future behaviou1·. 

The electoral victory might encourage the forces of 
authoritarianism again to attempt at re-establishing the one-party 
monopoly rule at the Centre and the States, a rnonopoly rule that 
plagued the country for full three decades. The worst economic 
crisis, with its rising prices and growing mass distress will be 
exploited by the Indira Congress regirne to ruthlessly enforce 
anti-working class and anti-people policies~all under the . 
false pretext of restoring law and order and ensuring a stable 
Govemn1ent at the Centre. All the Opposition parties, especially 
the Left and democratic forces, which have been carrying on the 
uncompromising struggle against the forces of authoritarianism 
and dictatorship, rnust awaken lo the ne1v dangerous develop
ments and redouble their efforts in the struggle to defend 
dcmocrt-tcy c.111d secula1·ism. 

The CPl(M) warns the people that the return to povver of the 
Congress (I) with the huge majority is again likely to lead to 
consequences harmful for the people's cause. The overwhelming 
majority rnay be interpreted as a licence for arbitrary and 
autocratic nile. The ascendance of the caucus and its henchmen 
in the party increases ihe danger. 

Today the r1ation once c.1gai11 sta11d.-; at the cross1·oads. Tl1e 
question is once more posed-will the Government elected with 
m(tssive 1na11datc be kepl ()TI the p11tl1 ot' der11oc1·;:1c)1, observing 
alt the dernocratic norms and treating th.e confidence of the 
people as a sacred trust or will it treat the electoral mandate 
(l licence t·o1- arhitr<1ry behaviot11· as in 1971 '? The (!anger· ca11 be 
arrested 011ly it' the people, the tle111ocrt:1tic p'11·ties 1·en1ain vigilant 

a11d acti\'cly fight every attack t111 _the dCmoc1·c.1tic 1·ights of 
the people. 

' 
• 
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The present election itself shows that when the people have a 
proper alternative before then1 they refuse to give a rnandate to the 
Indira Congress. In Kerala the den1ocratic alliance could secure a 
1najority of the seats. In West Bengal and Tripura the Indira 
Congress is routed. Why this big difference? In the three States 
the Left forces are strong. The Left and dernocratic forces unitedly 
faced the Congress (I) and Janata. The people gave the confidence 
to an alternative force committed to defend democracy and 
defend people's livelihood. 

The lessons of West Bengal arc most striking. Here our Party 
heading the Left Front Ministry had the rnajor responsibility of 
guiding the ad1ninistration. Whereas in the Janata-ruled States, 
the ruling party because of its incon1petence, selfishness and 
callous behaviour towards the pe9ple, got isolated, handing over 
the niasscs once again to the Congress (I), in West Bengal deeper 
ties 1vere forged with the people leading to further isolation 
of the authoritarian forces. This was rendered possible because 
dernocratie rights were not only kept unimpaired but vvere 
actually expanded by actively associating the people with the 
elected JJanchayi.1ts i.1nd e11t'o1·cing ter1ancy rights, i1nple111e11ting 
land reforms and carrying out exemplary relief work during lhe 
floods and the food-for-work programme through the elected 
panchayats, the weight of the Government was thrown on the side 
of the havenots and irnmediatc relief \Vas given to broad sections 
of the people. 

In Tripura, the Lefl Front Governn1ent restored and expanded 
the den1ocratic rights of the people, restored to the tribal people 
the land that had been alienated fron1 them. enacted the legislation 
for the selling up of the District Autonornous Council for the 
con1pact lribal areas, distributed land to the landless, effectively 
inrplernented the food-for-work and cloth prograrnrne. 

It is no wonder then that people should give such a sweeping 
vrctory to the Left alliance des pile the fact that they had to put up 
\Vith lots of difficulties. 

'fhe C'PI(M) calls upon the Left parties to strengthen their unity 
and their hold over the people as only the consistent Left forces in 
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alliance with other democratic forces can save the situation. The 
unity of the Left forces including the CPI has already created a 
favourable situation for further advance. 

It is more than ever necessary to strengthen the unity of the Left 
and democratic forces and present a broad united front in defence 
of de1nocracy and people's livelihood. All Left parties while 
strengthening their unity must bend all their efforts to build the 
unity of Left and democratic forces. . 

The CPT(M) calls upon all democratic parties and elements 1n 
Parliament to combine and carry on a patient fight on behalf of 
the masses and their rights. The very massive majority of the 
ruling party demands unity of the Opposition forces to defend 

democracy. 
The CPI(M) also considers it urgently necessary that all mass 

organisations are strengthened and united actions developed to 
defend the interests of t·he people. 

The issue of Centre-State relations, of ensuring n1ore powers to 
the States, has assu1ned urgency. The Emergency witnessed the 
overcentralisation of power at the Centre. The CPI(M) calls upon 
all parties to defeat attempts to erode the powers of the States, 
topple State Ministries and reduce the State Governments to the 
status of feudatories of the Centre. All parties must resist fresh 
attempts to curtail the powers of the States. 

The CPT(M) also wishes to stress the serious threat to the unity 
of the country created by the activities of chauvinist forces helped 
by reactionary foreign agencies. Even the election to the Lok 
Sahha could not he conducted in Assam and partly also In 
Meghalaya. This serious danger has to be eli1ninated and the unity 
of the people and the country safeguarded by the Left and 

de111ocr<1tic f'o1·ces. 
It is futile to think that the massive victory of the Congress (l) 

can offer stability to the people. "fhe Congress won a huge 
rnajority in 1971 and the Janata a similar n1ajority in 1977. But 
neither could offer stability to the people. The CPl(M) warns that 
no basic proble1n of the people can he solved despite the massive 

111a1·ority at· the Co11g1·ess (1). The eco11omic crisis, high prices, 
• • • 
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unernployment are problems solution lo which require a different 
class policy. The very people who voted for the Congress (!) will 
soon find themselves in conflict with its policies. The sufferings 
of the masses are likely to lead to widespread protests. The 
struggle for democracy and livelihood will growingly merge 
together. Let there be no wavering, no hesitation, to pick up the , 

challenge and continue the battle for defending de111ocracy 
<-1g<1i11st the onslaught of '1uthoritarit1nism. 

The Kerala Assembly election is coming in the wake of the Lok 
Sabha election. Once again, the people of Kerala are being given 
the opportunity to rebuff the atten1pt of the authoritarian forces to 
stage a come-back in the State. The CPI(M) calls upon the people 
of Kerala to defeat the forces of the Indira Congress alliance in 
the coming election. The democratic alliance must mobilise all 
its fighting forces to secure a complete victory for the alliance 
and ensure the formation of a Government led by it. Another 
rebuff to the Indira forces in Kerala will be a big victory for the 
anti-authoritarian forces all over the country. 

• 



4 
Polit Bureau Statement On Assam* 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its grave concern over the prolonged crisis in Assam 
which is witnessing an internecine strife undermining the unity 
and integrity of the country. Because of this people of Assam could 
not exercise their franchise and election for the Lok Sabha could 
not be held. This is the first time since independence that an entire 
State was prevented from going to the polls along with the rest of 
the country. 

A genuinely felt grievance of the people of Assam about the 
influx of foreign immigrants has been exploited to undermine 
national unity and rouse the worst feelings of local chauvinism. 
The agitation for removing the nan1es of foreigners from the 
electoral rolls is now directed against the Muslim minority, and 
other Indian citizens-Bengalis, Biharis, etc., settled in Assam. 
This is an open repudiation of Indian citizenship, and denial of the 
right of vote to non-Assamese citizens. Earlier in Assam and many 
other States there was agitation for reserving jobs for Assa1nese 
only, for 'sons of the soil'. Now it seems franchise is to be exercised 
only by the local people, 1narking an end of India's unity. 

The P.B. calls upon all thinking people, all parties to come 
forward to meet this grave challenge to the unity of our country 
and explain to the people of Assa1n and other states, the dangerous 
i1nplication of the present agitation. At the same time all parties 
should prevail on the Central Government to take effective steps 
against further immigration, and allay the genuine fears of the 
people of Assam. The removal of nan1es and revision of rolls should .. 

*Publishc'I i11 "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY" .. Ne\v I!Jelhi, Jn1111nry 20. 198<1. 
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take place according to the legal procedure and. all. arbitrary 
pressures should be eschewed. It is the respons1b1ltty of the 
Government and the democratic movement and parties 1n Assam 
to assure the Muslim minority, the Bengalis and Biharis that their 
rights as Indian citizens will remain unimpaired. Without this there 

is no India, no democracy. . . 
The CPI(M) warns all that the present agitation in Assam 1s be1n.g 

exploited by the enemies of our people, the imperialists and their 
agency the CIA who are out to disrupt t.he unity of o.ur country. 
The Project Brahmaputra Circular constitutes a standing witness 
to rhe nefarious plan of the CIA for dismemberment of the country. 

The CPI(M) warns that delay in tackling the situation will prove 
extremely injurious. Already Meghalaya is getting affected with 
the same disease and there is every danger that the entire belt of 
border States may get affected posing a serious threat to India's 
integrity. It should be remembered that these are sensitive. areas 
where important agencies have been operating for a long .time to 
drive a wedge between the people here and the rest of India. 

The P.B. congratulates our Party comrades inAssa1n, and other 
democratic and Left parties who continue to uphold the banner of 
;,ational unity and protect minorities, al grave risk to then1selves. 
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The Central Comi-i:ittee of the Cominun ist Party of India 
(Marxist) expresses its grave concern at the prolonged crisis in 
Assam whi_ch. has continued unabated since August J 979, causing 
untold sufferings to the people of the State and creating serious 
problems for the entire country, shaking the very basis of its unity 
and national integrity. 

The C.C. takes note of the genuine grievances of the people of 
Assam_ regarding the influx of foreign nationals and their anxiety 
that this. may threaten th.eir political and cultural identity as a 
nationality .. The worsening. economic situation, high prices, 
non-availability of Jobs in view of Assam's backwardness, and 
the keen competition for jobs among different sections of the 
people had already raised social tensions to a high pitch. These 
problems needed to be tackled by the Government of India for 
finding a solution in the interests of the people of Assa1n and the 
co•1ntry as a whole. This the Government of India failed to do. 

The C.C. notes with concen1 that this failure has been 
exp_loited to divert the passions roused in the people to the path of 
re~i~nal extremis~, undermining national unity and disrupting 
the entire democratic movement in the State. 

The agitation, starting with the den1and of removal of naines of 
foreign nationals from the electoral rolls, under the circuin
stances, gra_dually turned into unbridled 'ltt~cks on linguistic and 
religious 1111nor1t1es -Bengalees, Beharis, "Nepalese and Muslirns 
~.n particular. E~;Iicr there were agitations fOf reserving jobs for 
sons of the soil , now the demand is to restrict the ti·anchise only 

*Ptiblished i11 "PEC)Pl~E'S DEMOCRACY". New Deltii. February JO, Jt)8(J. 
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to local people. This marks a grave threat to India's unity. This 
de1nand for denial of franchise to lakhs of eligible citizens of the 
minority communities and groups soon culminated in large scale 
\ 1 iolence !tgainst thcn1 in the course of which scores of innocc11t 
people have already lost their lives, villages have been burnt 
do,vn and over 18,000 people have been uprooted from their 
hearth and hon1e in a part of just one district. 

1'hese assaults on the rights, property and lives of the 
1ninorities hit directly at the very root of our democracy. It is not 
rnerely strangulation of minority rights. The removal of lakhs of 
narnes fro1n the voters' list in an utterly unlawful and arbitrary 
n1anner, the systematic attacks on political parties which are in 
disagreement with the agitation, the continuous violence against 
the activists and supporters of the CPl(M), SFI and trade unions, 
particularly those under the influence of the CJTU, show beyond 
doubt that the agitation is diverted against the advancing Left and 

<lemocrtttic n1ovement. 
It is a matter of serious anxiety that the Hindu chauvinists and 

the RSS are helping the spread of anti-minority feelings. 
The boycott of the Lok Sabha election resulted in the enforced 

, 
isolation of the deinocratic forces in Assam from those in the rest 
of the country at a ciucial time and thus brought grist to the mill 
of those raising secessionist demands in the North-Eastern region. 
This has now been followed up by direct action for stopping the 
refining and supply of oil to the rest of the country, disrupting the 
entire road transpo11 system and supply of essential cominodities 
in the entire region. These activities, if allowed to continue will 
provide a further impetus to the secessionist demand, raised time 
<1nd again in the North-Easten1 regio11. 

The C.C. cannot but take serious note, in this context, of the 
n1achinations of imperialist agencies, mainly the CIA of the 
United· States, to incite separatist movements in the North-Eastern 
region, and to rouse anti-Indian feelings through the Church and 
oti1cr agencies. in order to sect1re a ba . .:;e for their co11spiracy 
against India. They geared up their sinister activities, following 
the advance made by the Left and democratic forces in 
West Bengal and Tripura, as the ll.S. State Department's secret 
eircular on a so-called "Project Brahinaputra" has itself revealed. 
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The current agitation in Assam endangers, above all, the future 
of the people of Assam themselves and creates an extremely 
complicated problem for the country as a whole. 

All this constitutes a grave challenge to the unity of the 
country and national integration. 

The C.C. calls upon all right-thinking people and all parties to 
rise to meet this challenge, and go to the aid of the people of 
Assam at this hour of grave difficulty for them, so that a solution 
may expeditiously be worked out for allaying the fears of the 
Assarncse people by such measures as sealing the border to 
prevent infiltration by foreign nationals and dealing with the 
question of foreign nationals by lawful and constitutional means, 
safeguarding linguistic minorities in Assam. 

The C.C. urges upon the Government of India to 1nove 
urgently to restore peace and amity in Assam and take concrete 
measures to solve the problems now plaguing the people of that 
State. Any further delay in dealing with these problems will spell 
disaster and provide valuable time to the enemies of the country 
to spread the contagion to the entire region. The partial boycott of 
the election in Meghalaya, followed by atrocities on the 
minorities causing loss of life and property, portends the danger 
that lurks behind these developments. 

The C.C. appeals to all parties, which hold the unity and 
integrity of the country to be the foundation of our progre.<s, to 
rise to defend the same from the assault of the disniptive forces in 
the North-Eastern region. 

The C.C. condemns the violence against the Party and attacks 
on the activists and supporters of the Party and 1nass 
organisations led by it. Anti-communisn1, as well as these 
terroristic attacks on the Party, is being resorted to in order to 
silence all opposition to anti-dernocratic and disniptive policies 
and to cover up the real aims behind the current agitation in 
Assam. The C.C. greets Party members and members and cadres 
of CITU unions, the SF!, Kisan Sabha and the DYF, who, amidst 
terror, are resolutely defending the democratic rights of the 
people, the integrity of the country and the unity of all democratic 
forces irrespective of the community and natioOality to which 
they belong, and the rights of the religious and linguistic 
minorities. • 
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d . d sense of sorrow at the lives The C C Places on recor its eep · d .. 
· · · d 'Xten s its that have been lost in this senseless campaign, an, e. ro .ert. 

th to all those who have suffered losses of p p y deep sympa Y 
·1nd bereavement in Assam. 1 d b 
' The C C hopes and tnists that the people of Assam he pe . y 
h .t .d .effort of all the democratic forces in the State and 

t e udn1 e ould be able to overcome the ordeal through which the outst e. w 
State is passing at present. 

• 
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Lok Sabha Elections And After* 

Statement Dated February 1, 1980 Issued by The 
Central Committee of CPI(M) in New Delhi 
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The jrJ/10 ," · h ,,. h . · i:in,g ts t e te:x:t o1 t .e state1nent <~ftlze Central Co1·nmittee 
of the C'on1n1unist Party of India ( Mar.rist) after its 1neeting in Ne;i· 
De/hifroin January 27 to 30, 1980: 

The_ Central Con1mittee of the Com1nunist Party of India 
(Marxist) sends its warm greetings to the people of West Bengal 
Tr1pura a d K ' 
. n era!a, the cadres of the Left and den1ocratic parties 
and our own Party in the three States for having inflicted a n1assive 
defeat on the f f h · · . . orces o aut or1tar1a111sm a11d rabid communaJis111 1n the el t' 
h 

ec ions to the Seventh Lok Sabha. The people of KeraJ·1 t e Left and D . ' ' 
S 

emocratlc Front and our own Party cadres in the 
tate have add d · h h' . e to 1t t e ac 1eve1nent of a new alignment off orces 

•n the State, making it possible for the victory in the Assernbly 
electron f II . . . 
G s, 0 owed by the formation of a Lett and democratic 

oveminent in the State. 

hThe Central Committee greets the people in the rest of the country 
w ho voted for the CP!(M), other Left parties and all other anti-
aut oritari d 
b 

an an secular forces. Though the seats won have not 
een larg · . . 

h 
. e rn nu1nher, the srzable vote polled against the 

aut or t " . 
h 

. 
1 

ai 1an forces 1s a guarantee that the advance of 
aut or1t · · arian1sm can be checkmated. 

The electo . I · . - ,,, , 
h 

. ra v1ctor1es 1n vvest Bengal, Kerala and 1 ripura and 
t e existence 1· I ' k . o t 1e three State Governments headed by the CPl(M), 
nia e rt clear that the advance of the forces of authoritarianism ·is 
seen in the vict f h C . . , ' 
b . ory o t e ongress(I) 1n the rest of the country can 

e resist d ·f h · . . ' 
, h . e. 1 t e forces of the Lett act un1tedly to mobilise all the 
aut oritttrian forces. 

*Pt1bl1sh"'cl , "PE 
~ tl OPI.E'S DEf\.10CRACY" Doc11111ent und . 

ei 1ten1 NtJ 3 ofth1~ Volume 

•• 
New Dcltii, f'·chrtiary I{), I ~80. Refer 
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The C.C. expresses its sense of appreciation of the positive 
attitude adopted by the leadership of the CPI in facilitating the 
realignn1ent of political forces in the direction of Left and 
democratic unity. It also appreciates the helpful attitude adopted 
by the leaders of the Congress, the Kerala Congress, the I{SP and 
the All-India Musli1n League in Kerala with whose cooperation 
the CPJ(M) in Kerala was able to give a crushing defeat to the 

Congress(!). 

lJnderestimation 

While expressing satisfaction at those positive features of the 
results of the Lok Sabha and Kerala Assembly elections, the C.C. 
expresses its grave concern at the overall results of the Lok Sabha 
elections. The landslide victory secured by the Congress(!) and 
the defeat of the Janata, the Lok Dai and the Congress in the Lok 
Sabha elections have gone far beyond the worst fears of the 

democratic forces. 
It is obvious that the CP!(M) along \Vith other Left and 

deinocratic forces, underestimated the extent of isolation of the 
Jahata Gove111ment and its successors Lok Dai-Congress Caretaker 
Government resulting from the anti-people policies pursued by 
then1. Underestimated also was the capacity of the Congress(!) to 
take full advantage of the mistakes and failings of its opponents. 
The C.C. assures all Party members, and the people generally, that 
it will draw the necessary lessons from this. 

The C.C. hopes that the leaderships, ranks and followers of the 
Janata Party, the Lok Dal, the Congress and all other anti
autl1oritari0:1n 1-,a1·ties would also d1·aw lessons fron1 the electio11 
results. Jt appeals particularly to the leaders of the Janata, the Lok 
Dal and the Congt·ess to undertake a se1·iot1s 1·e-exami11atio11 of' the 
JJLl 1 i ci es pt11·sltcd h)' and tl1e pc1·f orr11a11ce of their Go\'e1·111ne11 ts :.tnLi 

01·gc111 i sat i (Jr1c1l l e:.1dersh i ps. 

Warnings 

The C.C:. recalls, in this connection, that the CPl(M) had 
repeatedly drawn the attenlion of the leaders of the Janata !'arty 
<tnd it."i Gove1·111nent tL1 the e1101·mous ha1·111 done lL1 tl1e ca11se of tl1e 
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anti-authoritarian struggle by the anti-people policies pursued by 
lhe1n. The C.C. had also wan1ed that com1nunal riots in many places, 
particularly in Aligarh and Ja1nshedpur, in which the involve1nenl 
of the RSS-Jana Sangh was widely known, and the growing 
atrocities on Harijans by upper-caste landlords were alienating the 
Janata Party fron1 the minority and the Scheduled Castes. Added 
lo this was the unseemly scramble for power by leaders of the 
party which disgusted the people. These warnings, however, went 
unheeded. The result was seen in the voting where the minority, · 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes who had given their 
massive support to the Janata Party in 1977, by and large, now 
swung to the Congress(!). Considerable sections of the de1noeratic 
n1asses were also disillusioned and were carried away by the central 
slogan of the Congress(!) regarding its capacity to solve the 
in1mediate problems of the people and lo provide a stable 
Government. 

Sharp Contrast 

The record of the two Left Front Governments of West Bengal 
and Trip11ra is in sharp contrast to the anti-people performance 
of and internal in-fights a1nong the leaders of the Janata and Lok 
Dai Govern1nents in other States. That is why. while the people 
111 the two Left Front-led States plumped for the l,eft Front 
candidates. those in the Janata or Lok Dai-led States swung to the 
Congress(!). 

The C.C., however, desires to point out that it is not too late 
even now for the Janata, the Lok Dai and other opposition parties 
to make a new beginning if only they draw lessons frorn and correct 
the serious rnistakes of the past. 1'hough the Congress(!) secured 
only 42.5 per cent of the votes polled, the absence of a democratic 
electoral systern based on proportional representation enabled it to 
sec111·e tw_o-tl1i1·ds of the seals and claim a 1nassi\'e elect<Jf(ll victory. 
The fact 1s that the combined vote of the Jarata, the Lok Dai and 
the Congress alonc--not to speak of the con1bined vote of all .the 
oppo.sitio11 {J<11·ties-in sorne States is 1nt1ch i1101·e th<1n tl1e 
Congress(!) vote, though the seats secured are disproportionately 
low. The question before these parties, therefore. is whethe~they 
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will rectify the n1istakes which led lo the disastrous result of the 
Lok Sabha elections; whether they would abandon the anti-people 
policies which led to their isolation from the people, and whether 
they will give up the factional wranglings an1ong their leaders, 
unify themselves and unite with all to fight the author1tar1an 

forces. 

Great Menace 
The C.C. is of the view that not only the result of the election 

·but the developments of the post-election fortnight, too, sharply 
underline the great menace that looms hefore the people. The 
formation of the new Government headed by Indira Gandhi is not 
an ordinary change of Government but the return to key positions 
of a large number of those who were inst1umental in the E1nergency 
crimes. Manv of them have been returned to Parliament. Increasing , 

11t1mbers ot' bureaucrats notorious t'or Emcrge11cy crimes are once 
again being given key posts, even over the heads of many of their 
seniors. The notorious cat1cus has become active i11Parlia111ent1.lTI'-i 
is showing intolerance to the Opposition. These caucusmen in 
Parlia1nent and their lieutenants in the States have started making 
insistent den1ands for the toppling of State Goven11nenls and the 
dissolution of such State Legislatures that will not toe the 
Congress(!) line. The unsee1nly spectacle of purchasing Legislators 
\vholesale has started. Officers who were active in the investigation 
of crimes com1nitted by the caucusmen during the Emergency 
regime are being persecuted, arrested and otherwise harassed. 

All this should be clear warning that, unless the anti-authoritarian 
forces unitedly resist, the present regime is likely to develop into 

11 u thori tarian i sin. 

llesistance 
·rhe C.C., ho\vever, holds that there is every possibility for 

Lle\'eloping .-;ucl1 t111iteLI 1·csist,111ce. T11e: \let-)' cme1·ge11ce of tl1e 
~1t1tl1c..1rita1·iar1 threat has already unleusl1ed tl1e f(Jrces ot' resistar1ce. 

r[!1e Oppositio11 is t1·ying to Utlite itself i11 both the Ho11se.~ 
()f' Pa1·Jia111e11t i11 1·csistance to the autht1ritL11·ian r110\1es ot' 

tl1e Gc>v·ernn1ent. Oppositi<1n to the n1ove fo1· topplir1g tl1e 
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non-Congress(!) Governments in States and for the dissolution 
of Legislatures brought together the Chief Ministers of non
Congress(l) States who jointly protested against these moves. 
Realisation is in general growing that the attacks on democracy 
which are being mounted in the wake of the Lok Sabha elections 
should be resisted. These are bound to develop further. since the 
very people who plumped for the Congress(!) in preference to the 
Janata a11d its s11ccesso1· Caretaker Go\'Crnrncnt woulc.I come Ol1t 
against the Congress(!) if it takes its electoral victory as a 1nandate 
for the revival of the dictatorial regin1e that was thrown out of 
power in 1977. 

Moreover. disillusion1nent is bound to develop a1nong vast 
sections of the people who have voted for the Congress(!) in the 
hope of finding solutions to their burning problen1s and having a 
stable Govern1nent. Not only will these problems not be solved 
but they will get further accentuated. It is in the very nature of the 
class policies of the Congress(!) that its Government will be unable 
to find den1ocratic solutions to problems like price-rise, 
unemployn1ent, wages and incomes. pauperisation of the peasantry 
and so on. Those who have voted for the Congress(!) will more 
and more join hands with the other sections of the people to resist 
the policies of the Congress(!) Govern111ent. 

The drive towards authoritarianisn1 is thus integrally connected 
with anti-people class policies and attacks on the working class 
and other sections of the \Vorking people. It is, therefore, the duty 
ot' the 111<.1ss 01·ga11isations committed to defend their lives Lt11d 

liberties against authoritarianism, to link up their own struggles 
for the econo1nic demands with the stn1ggle for the preservation 
and extension of de1nocracy. The C.C. appeals to all the trade 
ttnic_)ns, Kis;_tn S;.1bl1<.1s and other 111ass 01·ganisations to fc)rge. unity 
ar11011g thcrnsclves <ts \\1ell as witl1 the rest at· the den1ocratic , 

111ov·e1ne11t for the economic ;_1s well ;_1s politici.tl de111<-111ds at· all 
sections of the people. 

Task of Left 

It is the responsibility of the Cl'l(M) and other Left parties to 
t111itedl)' giv'e le<:.1de1·ship to tl1e struggles CJf v:11·ic_)us sectio11s oJ' the 

. 
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people that will develop in the coming days. It should also be their 
responsibility to jointly project these struggles in the forum of 
Parliament. A good beginning in this direction has already been 
made by the setting up of the Coordination Committee of the Left 
parties represented in Parliament to coordinate their activities in 
both the Houses of Parliament. The C.C. hopes that 
united leadership to struggles and this coordinated work in 
Parliament and outside will further strengthen the unity 
of the Left. 

It is also the responsibility of the CPl(M) and other Left parties 
to establish close cooperation between themselves and other 
opposition parties and groups in Parliament to continue the 
resistance to the authoritarian forces. In the new post-elections 
situation, it has become all the more urgent and necessary to 
build the broadest unity of all anti-authoritarian forces· to 
defend the democratic rights of the people from dictatorial 
onslaughts. 

In this context, the three State Governments headed by the 
CPl(M) have a very crucial role to play. They have to so conduct 
themselves as to further strengthen the Left and democratic forces 
\Vithin their respective States, project the Left and de1nocratic 
alternative to the rest of the country to mobilise more and more 
sections of the people to this alternative. While having no hesitation 
to extend cooperation to the Central Government on issues of 
co1n1non interest, they should firmly resist all anti-people policies, 
all attacks on States' autonomy. These attacks are directed to 1nake 
every State Government a feudatory of the Centre and should be 
jointly resisted by all the non-Congress(!) Governn1ents by 
niobilising the people throughout the country for safeguarding the 
autonomy of the States in a federal polity. 

Organisation 

The C.C. directs all the State, district and lower comn1ittees of 
the Party to undettake the task of further strengthening the unity of 
the l,eft and democratic parties, the fighting organisations of Jhe 
'Vorking people, unity which was forged in the course of the struggle 
~1g~1i11st authoritarianism. This growing unity is the sttre guarar1tcc 
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that all the potential forces of struggle against authoritarianism 
can be rallied and unified. 

The C.C. reminds all members and friends of the Party that 
discharging these tasks requires the further strengthening and 
consolidation of the Party organisation on the general lines I aid 
down by the Salkia Plenum of the Party held over a year ago. 

• 

New Offensive To Set Up 
Dictatorship* 

Statement Dated February 18, 1980 
Issued by The Polit Bureau of CPl(M) 
in New Delhi 

7 

J'he Polit Bureau of· the Con111111nist Party of India (Marxist) 
·issuecl the following statenient on the liissolution of nine State 
Asse1nblies anll i111position of President'· rule in those States: 

The summary dissolution of nine State Legislative Assemblies 
and the imposition of President's rule on these States by the 
Congress Government headed by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 
\vithin five weeks of her assuming power, completely confir1n the 
fears of the people that neither Mrs. Gandhi nor her Party has 
drawn any lessons from the traumatic experiences of the 
E1nergency regime and its rout at the polls in March 1977. All the 
ingenious arguments that arc being 1narshalled in defence of the 
dissolution of duly-elected and functioning Stale Assen1blies, will 
not hide the ugly truth that Mrs. Gandhi and her party are 
immediately interested in stalling the opposition parties from 
electing ]{ajya Sabha Me1nbers fron1 these States in the 
forthcoming biennial elections. It is to be seriously noted that 
Mrs. Gandhi's Government has shown scant respect to the 
verdict of the Rajya Sabha through its amendment to the 
Presidential Address, disapproving the 1nove of dissolution of 
State Assemblies and State Gove111mcnts held by different 
opposition parties. This dissolution of nine Assen1blies, by a 
stroke of the pen, is the first biggest onsl1ught against the forces 
of' t11e de111oc1·atic oppositio11 at1d ::1n t111<. oncealed drive towards 
setting up of one-party n1onopoly and a1 the ·itarian rule, both at 
the Centre and in the States. Thus a ne .v c ifensive to set up a 

-----
*P11blis!1l'd i11 ··pE()pf,E'S DEM()CRACY'', New Delhi, Februa1y 24, 1980_ 



dictatorship has been unleashed. It is for the people, democratic 
forces and all the opposition parties, groups and individuals to 

accept the challenge and defeat it. 
The 30 days' performance of the new Congress Governn1ent at 

the Centre leaves no doubt in the minds of the people that it has 
taken its electoral victory as people's endorsement of the 

Emergency rule and all the misdeeds under it. The speedy 
rehabilitation of the entire En1ergency outfit, the outright 
withdrawal of cases from Jaw courts, the penalisation of officers 

who were doing their duty, as nakedly seen in the arrest and 
harassment of Mr. N. K. Singh, Deputy Inspector General of the 
Central Bureau of Investigations, who happened to be the Chief 
Investigator in the "Kissa-Kursi-Ka" case and the e1nergence of 

the "caucus" and its doubly enhanced activities-all these 

highlight the danger from the authoritarian forces and their 
renewed drive towards dictatorship. 

The P.B. of the CPI(M) denounces these policies and measures 
of the new Congress (T) regime as highly unden1ocratie. It calls 

upon all opposition parties and groups to close their ranks and 
fight unitedly to beat back this new offensive by the Congress(!) 
and to defend democracy, States' autonon1y and the unity of the 

Indian Union. 
The P.B. condemns the unashamed pronouncements of the RSS 

leader, Balasaheb Deoras, advocating cooperation with and 
support to the Congress (!) regime, contrary to the tall claims 
made by the RSS leaders that they were the front-rank fighters 

against the E1nergency regin1e in 1975-77. It calls upon the Janata 
leaders who arc pledged to fight for a secular and den1ocratic 
set-up of the State in our country to settle the dispute of "dual 
1nembership" in their party-a dispute that had played a 1najor 
role i11 u11dern1ini11g a11d disrupting the 11nity of' tl1e P'lrty. 

The P.B. appeals to the people, workers, peasants, 1niddle 
cl<.lsses :.tnd all Left and lie111oc1·c_1tic forces in the co11ntry, to u11ite 
a11d f'ight the new growing men:.1ce of ;_111thorit;1rianisn1 a11d one
party monopoly rule at the hands of the Congress Government 
headed by Mrs. Indira Gandhi. 

Greetings To Bangladesh C.P. 
Congress* 

8 

Cal> led Message of Greetings from 'fhe Communist 
Party of India (Marxist) to The Communist Party of 
Bangladesh on February 26, 1980 

Central Comn1ittee, 
Communist Party of Bangladesh, 
21/2 Purana Paltan, Dacca 

Extend revolutionary greetings of Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) to your Third Congress. We are confident your 
Congress will strengthen solidarity between our two moven1ents 

against U.S. imperialism for safeguarding independence, peace 
and security and your own struggle for democracy in Bangladesh. 

E. M .S. Namboodiripad 
General Secretary 

"'Ptiblisher.I in "PEClPLE'S DEMOCRACY''. New Dell1i, Murch 2., 19811. 
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Review On Current Situation* 

Made by the Polit Bureau of CPl(M) in Its Meeting 
Held in New Delhi on February 25-26, 1980 

9 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) met 
in New Delhi on February 25 and 26, 1980. It reviewd the main 
develop1ncnts in the country during the four weeks that have 
elapsed since the last meeting of the Central Committee. 

The P.B. noted with satisfaction that the Opposition raised its 
voice unitedly against the move of the Central Government to 
dissolve several of the State Governments and Legislatures that 
are not under the control of the Congress (I). Although this was 
not sufficient to prevent the Central Government from taking the 
undemocratic step, the very fact of the common stand of the 
opposition parties ;;1nd dcmoc1·atic forces is an encouraging 
feature of the situation. The P.B. hopes that this will be carried 
forward and strengthened in the 1nid-tenn elections to the State 
Asse1nblies due to take place shortly. 

The P.B. takes this opportunity to appeal to all the anti
authoritarian forces to draw proper lessons fro1n the results 
of the by-elections to the Lok Sabha that took place on 
February 74. These by-elections arc another confirmation of the 
lesson that was taught by the January election. The Central 
Committee of our Party had warned the Lok Dai, the Congress 
and the Janata that they would not be able to play their role in the 
struggle against authoritarianism unless they undertook a serious 
re-examination of the policies pursued by and the performance of 
their Governments and organisational leaderships. Especially 
necessary is it to disown the co111111unal and obscurantist outlook 
of the RSS-.Tana Sangh which growingly under1nined the unity 
of the anti-authoritarian forces. The offer of friendship to 

*Published i11 ''PEC)P[,E'S DEMC>CRACY'' New 1Jcll1i March 2 1980 ' , , . 
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Indira Gandhi made by RSS Chief Balasaheb Deoras demands 
clarification from the Janata Party. Is this party serious in fighting 
Indira Gandhi or are its members free to support the Congress (I)'' 
The people will not be satisfied unless the dual membership issue 

is solved. 
The P.B. deplores that, although the Lok Dai, the Janata and 

the Congress agreed to have a common candidate to fight the 
by-elections against the Congress (I), they were un.able to rouse 
the people and generate enthusias1n for a determined struggle 
against authoritarianism. Hence the low percentage of vote in all 
the constituencies except in Serampore where the Left Front was 
able to rouse the people and improve on its 1977 record. The 
P.B. thanks the voters as well as cadres of the Left parties in 
West Bengal for proving once again that authoritarianism can be 
effectively fought if only the Left and democratic forces large 

their unity. . 
The victory of the Congress (I) in four of the five Lok Sabha 

constituencies where by-elections were held, should not 
dishearten the anti-authoritarian forces. The overall situation is 
such that if the anti-authoritarian forces combine against the 
growing trend towards authoritarianism and pull th.eir full weight, 
they can show better results in the mid-term elections that are 111 
the offing. The CPI(M) would do its best. to ensure that the 
Congress (I) is denied the benefit of vote-sphtt1ng on the part of 
the anti-authoritarian forces. 

Having considered reports of the political situation as it is 
developing in the various States, and after exch.ange of views on 
the Jines along which the struggle against authoritar1an1sm 1s to be 
concretised in relation to the forthcoming elections, the P.B. 
decided to place its tentative proposals before the Central 
Conimittee which is being convened to meet in Delhi on March 
14, 15 and 16. It is hoped that, by that time, more exchanges will 
take place among the various anti-authoritarian parties and 
organisations on how to forge electoral unity. . . 

The P.B. is of the view that, if the Assembly elections 111 the 
nine States are to be free and fair, the voters' lists should be 
brought up to date with reference to January 1980 and the 
complaints re;;arding large-scale omissions from the lists should 
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be ren1oved. It takes exception to the demand made by some 
Congress (I) M.Ps. that elections should be hastily conducted 
without proper revision of the voters' lists. It condemns the 
joint statement of these M.Ps. directed against the Election 
Commissioner which is nothing but a blatant attempt to blackmail 
into submission a statutory authority which should be above 
party politics. 

At the same time, the P.B. is of the opinion that the revision of 
voters' lists undertaken by the Chief Election Commissioner 
would be fruitful only if enumerators are appointed in sufficient 
numbers and asked to undertake door-to-door enumeration. 
Whatever work can be undertaken by political parties cannot 
replace, but only supplement the work which should be basically 
carried out by the enumerators. Sufficient time should be given to 
the enumerators to do their work and to the candidates, political 
parties and others interested to do the work, to raise complaints 
and objections to the lists as prepared by the enumerators. 

The P.B. expresses grave concern over the economic situation 
that is rapidly worsening. The prices of essential commodities are 
not showing any fall. In fact, there is a worsening in several cases 
such as sugar. The main responsibility for this rests on the Central 
Government which is pursuing the same incorrect policies. 
Furthermore, although nearly a month and a half have elapsed 
since the Govern1nent assumed charge, it has not yet applied its 
1n1nd to any of these policies. Many of the economic Ministries 
are now going without a responsible political head. The Planning 
Comm1ss1on, too, has for all practical purposes been put in 
abeyance, indicating the absence of any economic policies. This, 
in the view of the P.B., is utter irresponsibility on the part of the 
ruling party. 

The acute economic situation and especially the high inflationary 
prices demand a rational and democratic relationship between the 
States and the Centre. 

At present the price fixation of commodities, including food
gra1ns, and control over expansion of currency and credit and their 
restrictions, are all the responsibility of the Central Government. 
The State Governments have absolutely no say in all this. 
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It is necessary that all democratic forces explain to the people 
this weakness in our Constitution and place the Centre's policies 
as the main cause of popular suffering. While demanding 
immediate relief for the people, the progressive forces must 
demand that the States should have an effective share in deciding 
all-India policies regarding price fixation, expansion of credit, 
etc. It is urgently necessary to take over stocks of essential 
commodities and organise their distribution with popular support 
and supervision. 

Instead, the Central Government makes it appear that prices 
can be brought under control by a free use of the Preventive 

· Detention Act against the traders. The fact is that the Indira 
Government is not prepared to change the basic policy of passing 
the burdens of the economic crisis to the people by means of high 
prices and an enforced lower living standard. . . 

With the happenings across the border and the feverish arming 
of Pakistan, every one would like the Centre to be strong with 
increased capacity to defend the country and resist new pressures 
on its foreign policy. But the Centre cannot be strong unless 11 is 
backed by strong constituents at the base, by the units f~eling a 
sense of participation in deciding the basic econon11c pohc.1es. 

Politically, too, there are several serious problems for. which the 
Central Government is unable to find solutions. The s1tuat1on in 
Assam is going from bad to worse, the agitators refusing t~ accept 
any solution considered reasonable by all the poht1cal parties. The 
P.B. demands that the Prime Minister personally intervene 1n the 
situation and, in consultation with all parties, find a solution for 

the problem. 
The P.B. calls upon all units and members of the Party to 

develop, in cooperation with other democratic partie.s and 
organisations, as wide a movement as possibl~ for the reahsat1on 
of such immediate demands as those which concern pr1ce
increases; attacks on democracy and States' autono.my, the 
solution of problems in Assam and Meghalaya, etc. It 1s. hoped 
that other democratic parties and organisations will realise the 
urgency and importance of such wide mass mob1hsat1on for 
developing the unity of the anti-author1tar1an forces. 



Call For Broadest Mass 
Mobilisation* 

Given by the Central Committee of CPl(M) 
in a statement dated March 17, 1980 issued 
in New Delhi 

10 

The Central Co111111;ttee of the Con1munist Party of India 
(Marxist) 111et in Ne;v Delhi on March 14, 15 and 16, 1980 and 
considered the current [Jolitical situation. The forthconiing 
1111cl-ter1n elecflons to 1Zu1e State Assen1blies should, in the C.C. 's 
op11uo1~, he con side reel as part of the continuing struggle against 
altthortf{lf-llll'lt!iln v~··l1tc:h /1c1s once again raised it.<; /1ead. 

The dis.solution of the Assemblies in nine States and imposition 
of Pr~s1dent' s rule on them are an integral part of the drive to 
establish one-party dictatorship not only at the Centre but in the 
St.ates as well. It has to be seen not separately from, but along 
~1.th, the well-organised campaign unleashed by the Congress(!) 
ag,unst the Governments of West Bengal, Tripura and Kerala and 
for further centralisation of powers in the Union Goven1ment. 

Discrimination And Intolerance 
The C.C. noted with concern the public pronouncements and 

threats made by some Union Ministers, as well as several letters 
wr1_tten by Union Ministers, including the Prime Minister to the 
C_h1ef Ministers of States, all of which show an attit~de of 
d1_scr1m1nal!on against all non-Congress(J) Governments. These 
otf1c1al pronouncements of Union Ministers as well as the 
campaign unleashed by the Congress(!) in the three States are in 
the opinion of the Central Committee, a demonstration of the 
Congress(T)'s intolerance towards all non-Congress(!) State 
Governments-the dissolution of the nine State Assemblies, as 
also the wholesale defections organised in Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh and Karnataka, being the first shot fired in this direction. 

*Pttblished i11 "PE()PLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Dcll1i, March 2_1, 198(1. 
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The demand that law and order, a State subject, should be 
brought under the Concurrent List, that the State Governments 
should follow the policies and programmes dictated by the Centre 
in violation of the promises and pledges given to the electorate by 
different State Governments and the political parties running 
them, the insistence on accepting and implementing the 
Preventive Detention Act as per the Centre's orders, etc., 
demonstrate the drive of the central Congress(!) leaders against 
States' autonomy and the federal provisions of India's 
Constitution. The C.C. calls on all those who cherish the 
unity of the Indian Union and desire to uphold the due and 
legitimate rights of the States to raise their voice of protest 

against this drive. 

Feverish Drive 
In this connection, the C.C. cannot but note the speedy 

rehabilitation that is going on of the entire Emergency outfit, the 
appointn1ent to c1ucial positions of elements of this outfit, the 
penalisation of officers who were doing their duty, the pressure 
that is being sought to be exerted on the Election Commission, 
and the proposal to dismiss or transfer Governors so as to place 
t1usted n1en in States considered to be difficult. As against this 
feverish drive, the Government has no ti1ne to apply its mind to 
policy questions. Many of the crucial Ministries, including the 
important economic ones, are still vacant, a new Planning 
Commission is still to be named. There is a total absence of any 
economic policy, leading to an accentuation of all the problems 
affecting the people, especially rising prices and non-availability 

of necessities. 
The Chief Ministers of West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura have 

repeatedly made it clear that they stand for normal and smooth 
Centre-State relations. They have also made it clear that they will 
have to honour the electoral pledges and promises they have 
given to the people in implementing the policies and programmes 
in the States' sphere. But the spokesmen of the Congress(!) and 
its Government at the Centre have been campaigning that the 
State Governr,ents will have to carry out the Congress Party's 
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policies and dictates, no matter which political party or paitics 
constitute these State Governments. It is inherent in the federal 
features of the Indian Constitution and the existence of different 
political parties that Governments of different political 
complexions exist at the Centre and in the States. The country's 
Constitution and its democratic set-up cannot be defended if these 
realities are not recognised and proper relations are not 
maintained between the Union Goven1ment and the State 
Governments. The Congress(!), instead, is making a drive 
towards one-party monopoly rule and dictatorship. 

Struggle Against Authoritarianism 

The C.C., therefore, decides to do everything in its power to 
transforn1 the ensuing electoral struggle in the nine States into a 
serious political struggle in order to mobilise the widest public 
opinion against these authoritarian trends of the Congress(!) and 
the Central Government it runs, and to defeat these trends and 
reverse these policies. The C.C. appeals to all Opposition 
poht1cal parties, who are interested in the struggle against 
the authoritarian forces led by the Congress(!), to sort out the 
deep differences and divisions that are plaguing them now 
to offer united opposition to the Congress(!) and its aim of 
sweeping the polls in all these nine States. An electoral 
understanding and adjustment between the Opposition parties, 
based on the realistic assessment of the strength of these parties 
and the urgent needs of the struggle to bar the drive of the 
authoritarian forces, is direly needed in the prevailing political 
situation in the country. 

Pledge To Work For Unity 

In this connection, the C.C. notes with concern the deplorable 
role of the RSS-Jana Sangh constituent of the Janata Party which 
is di.srupting the unity of that party with an unending tussle over 
the issue of dual membership on the one hand, and offers of 
co-operation and support to the authoritarian Congress(!) by the 
top leadership of the RSS on the other. The CPI(M) pledges to 
work for the unity of Left parties and groups, for the unity of 
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Left and democratic forces, for the unity of all anti-authoritarian 
forces, while strengthening and consolidating its own class and 
mass political base. 

Issues of Importance 
The C.C. holds that while the electoral struggle in the nine 

States is of burning importance for the present, united mass 
actions are required on several issues which are of as much 
importance as the elections. The Congress(I) Government, 1n its 
more than two months of rule, has totally failed to tackle any of 
the problems harassing the people, the situation'. in fact, . has 
r~pidly deteriorated in this period. Prices of ne.cess1tJes continue 
to rise, the price of sugar particularly reaching un1mag1~able 
heights, diesel, kerosene, cement, etc., are JUSt not available 
except in the blackmarket, the railway transportation syst~m 

continues to be in doldrums disrupting the movement of essential 
commodities, especially coal leading to chaos in power 
generation. The 30 years of Congress rule and the three years of 
Janata and Lok Dai-Congress rule have so accentuated all the 
econoniic and political problems that only united mass actions by 
all the Left and democratic political parties, class and 1nass 
organisations and individuals interested in . the democratic 
progress of the people, will give some 1mmed1ate rehcf to the 

people. . . 
The economy of the country, for instance, 1s 1n a complete 

shambles not 1nerely because, as is claimed by the Congress(!) 
leaders, the Janata and Lok Dai leaders mismanaged the affairs.of 
the nation for three years, but because of the class pol1c1es 
pursued by the Congress for thirty years and by the Janata-Lok 
Dai regimes for three years. The CPI(M), alo.ng with other Lett 
and democratic forces. has consistently pointed out that the 
capitalist path of development pursued by the ruling classes 
would niake the economy sink deeper and deeper into the c.r1s1s. 
Demagogic slogans such as Socialist pattern of .society, bigger 
and bolder Five-Year Plans, Gari bi Hatao, 20-Point Progranune, 
Gandhian Plan, etc., have all failed in their declared ob.1ect1ves 
and accentuated the crisis of the economy because they were all 
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based on tightening the grip of the Indian n1ling classes and 
fo1e1gn n_1onopo_hes on the economy. Only a complete reversal of 
these pol1c1es will help the country to get out of the crisis. 

For Ren1oulding Planning 

The C.C. recalls that the Left and democratic movement has 
consistently called for a reversal of these class policies. It appeals 
to the rad1cal-m1nded intellectuals, in collaboration with the 
fighting organisations of the working people as well as Left and 
democratic political parties, to spell out the lines along which the 
planning process can be remoulded. The Governments of West 
Bengal, Tr1pura and Kerala, together with such skeleton planning 
organ1sat1ons as they have in their States, can play an important 
role 1n this respect. 

The Assam Agitation 

Politically, too, the situation in the country is so serious that 
the very Congress(I) leaders who talk of "strong Centre" are 
unable to grapple with the problem posed in the North-Eastern 
region in general, Assam and Meghalaya in particular. While 
everyone shou_ld recognise the genuineness of the grievances 
given expression. to _by_ the various ethnic groups in the 
North-Eastern region, 1t 1s a matter of concern, following the 
failure of the Union Government to solve this problem, that a 
mo~~ment has ar1_sen which is a challenge to the very concept of 
India s unity and 1ntegr1ty and of Indian citizenship. 

While endorsing the appeal issued by all the national political 
parties and parties represented in the Assam Legislature for the 
withdrawal of the current agitation in Assam, the C.C. holds that 
1971 should_ be taken as the cut-off date for deterniining who arc 
actu<11ly foreign nationals. The C.C. assures all concerned that the 
CPI(M) will do all it can to help find such a solution to the 
tssam problem as would help the detection of foreign nationals, 

ut at_ the same time protect all Jndian citizens including those 
who, for various reasons, have to live and work in Assam. 

The C.C. appeals to the l_eaders of the movement to respond to 
the appeal of poht1cal parties and withdraw the agitation which 
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has led to sufferings not only to the people of neighbouring 
States and other States in the region but also the people of 

Assan1 itself. 

Distinct Problems 
The C.C. is of the view that the various ethnic groups that 

inhabit the North-Eastern region have their own distinct problems 
which cannot be successfully solved unless the Union 
Government and the national political parties consider these 
ethnic groups as growing nationalities with their own individual 
identity and desiring maximum autonomy for their respective 
Siates within the federal Indian Union. This, however, is 
incompatible with the concept of a "strong unitary State of India" 
which is unfortunately shared not only by the Congress(!) but 
certain other political parties as well. The C.C. notes in this 
context that the RSS-Jana Sangh leadership which claims to stand 
for a "'trong unitary Indian Union" does, in practice, extend its 
support to the chauvinist demands voiced by certain elements 111 
the Assam agitation. The C.C. appeals to all those who are 
interested in the solution of such problems to ponder over the 
result of the policy adopted by them so far. 

The C.C., at the same time, appeals to these ethnic groups not 
to fall a prey to slogans of secessionism and independence raised 
by reactionary forces and supported by imperialist agencies. 
Their problems can be solved only as part of the mainstream of 
the democratic movement of the country in the common struggle 
against the ruling classes and all those who stand to deny them 
their legitimate aspirations. 

Atrocities And Riots 
The C.C. notes the declaration made by the Prime Minister 

regarding the rcactivisation of the National Integration_ Council. 
Atrocities on Harijans and weaker sections as 1n P1pra, 
Parasbigha, Narainpur, continue. Attacks on the Christian 
minority are taking place in Bihar. Against such atrocities an_d 
gruesome communal riots as in Aligarh and Jamshedpur, what 1s 
required is effective action to prevent such incidents and to quell 
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them speedily once they break out. Convening of the National 
Integration Council, whose record is one of discussions without 
any follow-up action, cannot replace the effective action that is 
required. The C.C. also wishes to point out that these problems 
cannot be solved unless the masses are roused against caste 
domination and communalisnl, unless the Government takes 
measures to ensure land and minimum wages to the agricultural 
workers, and the exploitation of religion for partisan political 
purposes is eschewed. 

The C.C. also wishes to point out the serious threats to the 
country due to the aggressive activities of U.S. imperialism. 

Following the Soviet assistance to the People's Democratic 
Republic of Afghanistan, which foiled the U.S. designs on that 
country, the U.S. n1lers are planning to heavily arm Pakistan. 
The C.C. demands that, to face this situation effectively, 
the Government of India should rebuff U.S. imperialism and 
vigorously pursue the policy of non-alignment and anti
imperialism. 

Broadest Mass Mobilisation 

The solution of everyone of these proble1ns is incompatible 
with the policy of hostility adopted by the Congress(!) leaders 
towards political parties other than their ovvn, particularly to the 
Left and democratic forces as well as to State Governments 
fanned by other political parties. They are also incompatible with 
the concept of a "strong Centre" which can ride roughshod over 
the States. 

In this situation it is the urgent task of the Left and democratic 
forces to build the broadest mass mobilisation to resist the 
attempts to re-establish an authoritarian regin1e, to defend the 
po,vers of the States and fight for States' autonomy, to defend the 
three Left-oriented Governments of West Bengal, Kerala and 
Tripura; against the sky-rocketing prices and non-availability of 
essential con1modities; for the economic and political demands of 
V<-trious sectio11s of the people. 
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The C.C. calls on all units and members of the Party to realise 
the urgency and importance of such wide mobilisation and, in 
co-operation with other democratic parties and various mass 
c_lrganisations, organise conventions, seminars, conferences 
demonstrations, etc., to rally public opinion around the policies 
and demands for which the Left and democratic movement 
stands. I 
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Protests Against Arrests In 
Jammu & Kashmir* 

Statement Issued by The Polit Bureau of CPI(M) 

11 

'fhe Polit Bureau of the Con1111u11isl !'arty of lntlia (Marxist) has 
issued the.following state111ent to the l'ress on April 2, 1980: 

The Polit Bureau of the Comn1unist Party of India (Marxist) 
vehemently protests against the arrests of members of the 
Comniunist Party of India (Marxist) including Mohamn1ed Yusuf'. 
Secretary of the Jammu & Kashmir Organising Committee. ot 
the Party, as also members and leaders of the CPI by the Sheikh 
Abdullah Government on March 31, 1980. . 

The reason given that the arrested persons were planning to 
indulge in violence on the occasion of the first anniv.ersary of the 
hanging of Bhutto will not deceive anyone. The Sheikh Abdullah 
Govemtnent should have reinembered that 1t had detained 
Mohammed Yusuf after the deinonstrations last year in protest 
against the hanging of Bhutto but that the Supreme Court had held 

his detention illegal. . . 
It is not a secret that the Ja1naat-e-Islami has infiltrated the 

J. & K. administration and has strong links with the Nat.1onal 
Conference and it is on the basis of reports concocted by this 
rabidly comniunal organisation that the attack has been launched 
against the CPl(M) and the CPL . 

Our Party will defend forever its right to express its protest on 
any issue, but it docs not indulge in activiti.es like arson a.nd loot. 

The Polit Bureau demands the imn1ed1ate release ot all the 
arrested comrades belonging to the CP!(M) and CPI. 

-*Pl1tllislit:<l ir1 ''PE<)PLE' S J)EMOC:RACY'' _ Ne\~' Delhi, A J)ril l 3. 1 lJ80. 

Polit Bureau On Current Situation* 

Communique Dated April 12, 1980 
Issued in New Delhi 

12 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) which 
rnet on April 9 and JO, 1980 in New Delhi expressed its grave 
concern at the worsening international climate with the U.S. 
imperialists whipping up the cold war, endangering detente and 
world peace. The hysteria that is sought to be worked up against 
ehe USSR over the Afghan issue, the brazen threat issued by 
President Carter that force will be used against Iran if its 
Government and people did not submit to U.S. dictates, the open 
encouragement of Israel's aggressive activities against Lebanon 
and the Arab world, and the threats that are hurled at India that 
they would heavily arm the militarist regime of Pakistan-all speak 
eloquently of the dangers that the U.S. imperialists are posing to 
peace and stability in this entire region including the Indian suh
continent. 

Resistance to U.S. Pressure 

The Polit Bureau noted with satisfaction that Iran, Afghanistan, 
India and the peoples of various other countries have refused to 
knuckle under the U.S. pressures, and arc resisting them with the 
full sympathy and co-operation of the USSR, most of the Socialist 
States and all the anti-imperialist forces throughout the world. The 
recent visits of the Prime Minister of Vietnam, the Foreign 
Ministers of Cuba and Czechoslovakia and the head of the great 
Palestinian Liberation Organisation, Yasser Arafat, and the 
exchange of views between them and the Indian leaders have helped 
the anti-imperialist forces to demonstrate their opposition to the 

"'P11l1lishetl i11 "PECJPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, April 2(1, I 9R(l. 
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manoeuvres of U.S. imperialism. It is a pity that the Congress (I) 
Government is dragging its feet in according recognition to the 
new Kampuchean regime, a recognition that was promised in the 
election manifesto of the ruling party. 

The P.B. regretted that the action of the Government in the matter 
of solving the problem of shortages of essential commodities and 
rise in prices has been contrary to the expectations roused among 
the people by the pledges made by the Congress (I) leaders during 
the election campaign. The talk of using the Preventive Detention 
Act against the hoarders and blackmarketeers cannot hide the 
reality of not seizing stocks hoarded by the profiteering anti-social 
elements. It is well-known that huge stocks are lying with the 
hoarders and blackmarketeers and that the Central Government 
should use the powers in order to procure stocks and supply them 
to the State Governments.This alone will enable all the State 
Governments, particularly those like West Bengal, Tripura and 
Kerala who have a well-organised system of public distribution, 
to make adequate quantities available in time and at cheap rates. 
The proceedings of the Governors' and Chief Ministers' 
Conference revealed that the Union Government has failed in 
discharging this elementary responsibility which lies at the root 
of the problem of shortages and prices. 

Prices and Scarcity 
The P.B. noted that the very Central Government and the 

leaders of the ruling Congress (I) Party who have failed in this 
respect are accusing the Left Front Governments of West 
Bengal, Tripura and the Left and Democratic Front 
Government of Kerala for not extending cooperation to the 
Centre by way of using the Preventive Detention Act. It is 
well-known that the three Governments who have expressed 
their opposition to the use of the Preventive Detention Act have 
not hesitated in organising a dehoarding drive, and to use all 
the powers under the Essential Commodities and other existing 
Acts for this purpose. They have assured the Centre that they 
will further strengthen and streamline the existing system of 
public distribution which can play a positive role in bringing 
the prices down if only sufficient supplies are provided in time 
and at reasonable prices. 
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The utter failure of the Government has created a situation in 
which far from bringing the prices down as was promised by the 
Congress (I) during its election campaign, the prices of many 
essential commodities are still going up. No end is in sight for the 
steady deterioration of the life and standard of the common mass 
of the people in face of the growing shortages and rising prices. 
The P. B. calls upon all the Left parties, all the mass organisations 
and all other political and social organisations interested in the 
solution of the problems of the people to organise a countrywide 
campaign for such democratic policies as will curb the activities 
of the blackmarketeers, hoarders and profiteers. 

Law and Order 

The P.B. reviewed the Chief Ministers' Conference held on 
April 8 which discussed along with the shortages and prices of 
essential commodities, the question of law and order which is 
deteriorating. The P.B. holds that the main responsibility for the 
continued deterioration in the law and order situation during the 
last three months lies on the ruling Congress (!)and its leaders at 
all levels. 

Attention cannot but be drawn in this context to the brazen 
violation of all normal laws of the land by installing such 
favourites of the ruling party who acquired notoriety during 
the Emergency regime of the 1975-76 years and who, after a 
short period of having been out of positions of power have 
now been brought back. The result is that in Delhi which is 
directly under the Prime Minister's close confidants like 
Jagmohan and Bhinder, the lives and properties of peace-loving 
citizens are in danger. 

The P.B. denounces the action of Lt. Governor Jagmohan, who 
gave full licence to the men of the police forces to run amock; his 
order banning prosecution of police personnel for the excesses 
committed by these men on the citizens is a negation of al.I that 
our freedom and democratic movement has stood for, and is a 
return to the bad old days of British rule. 

The P.B. cannot but recall also that the Congress (I) Chief 
Minister of Karnataka in his intervention at the Chief Ministers' 
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c~~fe.ren~e call.ed for the use of preventive detention not only 
against economic offenders but generally against what he called 
anti-social elements. This is nothing but a call for the restoration 
of the lawless law of the Emergency days. 

The ;.B. exp.ressed satisfaction at the unanimity with which 
women s organisations of various political persuasions all· over 
the country came together to protest against the increasing use of 
rap~ as a weapon of terror by anti-social elements and the police. 
While greeting all these organisations and individuals who joined 
tn this organised protest, the P.B. hopes that other sections of the 
peopl.e will emulate this example and come together in jointly 
res1st1ng any attack on their civil liberties and democratic rights. 

Congress (I) Activities 

Th~ P,B: desires to point ont that if any one is helping the 
deter1orat1on of law and orde~ that is done 1'n th · b hC ' , ema1n,y 
t e ~ngress (I) throughout the country, particularly in the 
three States of West Bengal, Tripura and Kerala. The Congress 
(I) leaders of these States do not conceal their concerted 
attempts to create a situation in which the non-Congress (I) 
Governments can be attacked under the pretext of breakdown 
of law and order. 

In West Ben.gal they are openly in league with the anti-social 
forces with a view to disturbing the law and order situation in the 
State. 

In Tripura, too, the Congress (I) leaders are hand in glove with 
Amra Bangalee and other disruptive forces. · 

In Kcrala, they are in open alliance with the J{SS and are giving 
every possible encouragement to the Naxalites, the collaboration 
among the Congress(!), the RSS and the Naxalites being clear in 
several cases of murders, arson, assaults, etc. 

In the Congress (I)-ruled State of Andhra Pradesh, too, the 
Congress. (I) .'n Warangal district is openly found in league with 
the Naxahtcs in a campaign of murders against well-known CPI(M) 
leaders 1nclud1ng members of the Legislature. 

In their anxiety to create a difficult law and order situation for 
the Left Front Government of West Bengal, the Congress (I) went 
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t(l the extent of organising a violent campaign at· preventing the 
n1ove1ncnt of goods from West Bengal to Assam. Everybody who 
has the interests of Indian unity at heart will see that this action on 
the part of the Congress (I) in West Bengal is as dangerous to 
unity as the chauvinist activities by the leaders of the Assam 
agitation. The P.B. calls on all those who champion Indian unity 
to join together in registering protest against these partisan moves 

of t:1e Congress (I) in West Bengal. 

Forthcoming Elections 

It is unfortunate that the opposition political parties are blind 
fo the danger posed by these moves of the ruling Congress (I) 
and its Government, The series of moves made by the 
Congress(I) Government at the Centre should have made all 
the democratic and opposition parties realise the need for 
making such adjustments among themselves as to deny the 
Congress(I) the benefits of a divided opposition in the 
forthcoming mid-term elections to the nine State Legislatures. 
lJnfortunately, however, leaders of most opposition parties have 
failed to learn the lesson of the last Lok Sabha elections and go 
on pursuing their own divisive methods of approach to the 
problem of electoral adjustments. 

The walking out of the foriner RSS and Jana Sangh niembers 
from the Janata Party and the forn1ation by thetn of the Bharatiya 
.lanata Party have fully confirmed the apprehensions entertained 
by the secular and democratic forces inside and outside the Janata 
Party. The Jana Sangh merged itself with and functioned as a 
constituent of the Janata Party so long as its leaders could freely 
indulge in activities that enabled them to capture the Janata Party 
and through it the Central and State Governments. But group after 
group within the Janata Party realised the implications of the 1noves 
being made by the former Jana Sangh bloc in the Janata Party and 
started fighting back. The demand that those who are men1bers of 
the Janata Party should sever their connections with the RSS 
became the bone of contention between the secular and Hindu 
reviv:.llist elements in the Janat:.1. As this st1-uggle g<.1t 1nore and 
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more intensified the Janata got split up and the former Jana Sangh is, 
who saw that they could not capture the Janata Party, came out in 
their true colours. The P.B. expresses the hope that the leaders of 
the Janata Party who have now freed themselves from the clutches 
of the Jana Sangh will join hands with all other anti-authoritarian 
and secular forces to put up a stiff resistance to the Congress (I). 

CPI(M) Stand Reiterated 

The P.B. r~iterated the earlier decisions of the CPI (M) that 
the forthcoming elections to the Legislative Assemblies in nine 
States should be used as a political battle against the emerging 
danger. of authoritarianism. It hoped that, despite the 
convulsions through which many of the opposition parties 
h~ve, of late, gone through and despite the irreconcilable 
d1ffer~nc~s among them on questions of policy as well as of 
organ1sat1onal cohesion, they would devise ways and means of 
denying to the ruling Congress(!) the benefit of a division of 
the opposition vote. 

The P.B. assures all other opposition parties that the CPI(M) 
would make Its own humble contribution towards bringing about 
such local adjustn_ients as would avoid this splitting of the 
oppos1t1on vot~, while every opposition party and group would be 
free to pursue its own policies. 

CPI(M) Polit Bureau On Assam 
Situation* 

13 

Statement dated April 12, 1980 Issued in New Delhi 
following Polit Bureau Meeting Held on 
April 9-10, 1980 in New Delhi 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its grave concern over the continued impasse in Assam 
deo;pite the consensus reached at the conference of political 
parties called by the Prime Minister. It was thought that with the 
cut-off date of 1971, normalcy would be restored in Assam and 
immediate remedial steps would be taken to identify foreigners 
and rectify the electoral rolls. 

But the leaders of the movement have decided to reject 1971 as 
the cut-off date and have resumed picketing, hartal and other forms 
of agitation. During the course of the movement, these activities 
have led to intimidation and physical attacks against minorities, 
and, on certain occasions, to killings of large numbers of people. 
Thousands were uprooted from their homes and a few thousands 
have had to leave the State and cross over to West Bengal. 

These anti-democratic and ugly developments are the logical 
culmination of the outlook of some of the leaders at the top. They 
have been leading the movement along secessionist channels, 
rousing regional frenzy and directing it against others~ 
Bengalees, people of Orissa, Biharis, Nepalese, etc. In fact in the 
name of removing genuine grievances of the mass of the people of 
Assam, the leaders are leading them to an anti-India position. 

The CPl(M) has already demanded that the question of 
foreigners in Assam should be properly settled and effective steps 
should be taken to remove the fear of the Assamese people of 
being swamped by foreign influx. 

But some of the leaders of the present movement seem to have 
objectives other than removing the genuine grievances. There are · 

*Published i11 ''PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY'', NC\\' Delhi, April 20, l 980. 
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some who seem to be interested in prolonging the dispute so that a 
permanent wall is created between the people of Assam and the 
people in the rest of the country. They are utterly oblivious to the 
sufferings imposed on the rest of the country hy the oil blockade 
and other 1neans which are not at all justifiable when serious 
efforts at negotiations are afoot. Son1e of those heading the 
moven1ent seem determined to undern1ine the heritage of national 
unity. 

The destination of the movement is being encouraged by the 
local vested interests who seek to serve their selfish aims by 
rousing local t'renzy and directi11g it c1gainst the minorities
linguistic and religious. 

The P.B. warns that imperialist agencies, by fanning separatist 
se11ti1ne11ts in Assam, :.tre exploiting the situatio11 to wcake11 the 
unity of the country. The "Project Brahmaputra" circular, the visit 
of the U.S. Ambassc1dor to this sensitive i.tre:.t accon1panicd, as w1.ts 
reported, by a nun1bcr of CIA agents, reveal the imperialist 
i11te1·est i11 tl1e movement. 

The sepi.11·atist disto1·tio11s of the Ass:.11n 1110\1en1ent gcne1·ate 
reactionary repercussions as witnessed in the blockade of Assam 
organised by Congress (I) party men in West Bengal. If this action 
and reaction continue, nothing will be left of the unity of the 
country and the peoples of different States in the Indian Union. 

The P.B. warns that \Vhat is at stake in Assam is the future of 
Indian unity, the integrity of the country. Notwithstanding the 
origin1:1l grievance which is gcr1uinc, lhe moven1ent has taken :.1 
reactionary anti-Indian turn and the people of Assa1n have to be 
saved t'1·om its consequences. 

The people, all progressive forces have to wage a con1n1on 
struggle to defend the unity of the country and prevent its 
disintegration. The proble1n certainly would not have risen in this 
forn1 if previous Governments had done justice to the people of 
Assam and also stopped the influx of foreigners into the State. 

In st1ch a situation administ1·ative me:.1st11·es, l1owsoever ur1-
:.tvoidal)lC to p1·otect mino1·ities agai11st violc11ce <1nJ killi11gs, 
cannot solve the proble1n. The battle has to be carried on to win 
over the 1nass of the people of Assan1 to the path of national unity, 
to 1·011sc the111 <.tgainst the da11gers of scccssit)nist logic. 
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What is urgently necessary is the combined effort of all political 
parties to take a common stand and persuade the people of Assam 
1o see the error of the ways of their leadership. This is the prin1ary 
duty of the political parties in Assam. But this has not been 
discharged. The Congress(!) in Assarn has done nothing to fight 
the chauvinistic wave. The Janata openly encouraged it. Only the 
CPI(M) and other Left parties took up the challenge. 

The CPI(M) calls upon all political parties in the country to 
combine their efforts to protect national unity and rouse the 
people in all States to the danger in Assam from the secessionist 
challenge. The people must know the unity of the country is under 
serious challenge and their patriotic spirit must he roused to 

"persuade the people of Assam to see the error of their ways. 
The CPT(M) appeals to the leaders of the rnovement in Assarn 

to immediately call of the movement and retun1 to the path of 
negotiated and peaceful settlement of the issue. . 

The CPI(M) considers that counter-movements like the eco
nomic blockade organised hy the Congress(!) in West Bengal are 
ruinous and further endanger the unity of the country. It 
congratulates the Left parties for their success in keeping the 
people away from the unseemly blockade moven1ent. . 

The CPI(M) calls upon all parties to accept 1971 as the cut-oft 
date and persuade the people of Assam to do the san1e. All parties 
should further endeavour to ensure that the commonly accepted 
agreement will be implemented impartially and no Indian citizen 
will be penalised. All political parties should further assure the 
people of Assam that they stand guarantee against further influx 
of foreigners in the State. A vigorous political drive by political 

" 
parties for public opinion combined with earnest efforts by the 
Governn1ent will bring the problem under control and create a 
sense of national unity. The main and primary role in solving the 
problem will be played by political persuasion and strengthening 
of all-India public opinion, and the ruling Congress party and the 
Central Government will have to bear this in mind in their dealing 
with the agitation in Assam. 

The P.B. is glad to note that the Prin1e Minister has revcrs~d her 
earlier stand that she \Viii not visit Assam unless the agitation 1s 
withdrawn, and is visiting the State for talks. The P.B. hopes the 
Prin1e Minister's visit will pave the way for an amicable sett lenient. 
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On U.S. Adventurism in Iran 

Statement dated May 1, 1980 Issued by the 
Polit Bureau of CPl(M) in New Delhi 
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The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its deep concern over the adventurist moves of 
American i1nperialism, which may bring the world to the brink of 
a war. Having received repeated rebuffs at the hands of the 
fighting people of Iran, with the fiasco of its measures to irivade 
the sovereignty of Iran under the pretext of rescuing the American 
hostages, the USA Government seems to be determined to 
rehabilitate its prestige by a further course of adventurist and 
aggressive action. The spokesmen have already announced that 
they have not given up their aggressive intentions after Iran. 

And now comes the news that the U.S. imperialists are 
planning intimidatory actions against Cuba. In a news carried by 
international news agency the U.S. air, sea and land forces will be 
engaged in manoeuvres for three weeks in the Caribbean Sea. The 
massive and intimidatory character of the manoeuvres can be seen 
from the fact that more than 20,000 men, 42 ships and 350 planes 
will be taking part in the manoeuvres called Solid Shield 80. The 
operation is to be led by an emergency task force set up by 
President Carter last year. 

The most provocative and dangerous part of the manoeuvre 
scheduled to begin on May 8th is that they include the landing of 
2000 1narines at the naval base in Guantana1no, Cuba and the 
transportation of a battalion of 1200 U.S. soldiers to the base. 
Giant B-12 bombers will have the mission of observing the area 
of 1nanoeuvres and of studying the technique of mining th_e sea 
from the air. 

This constitutes nothing but a direct attack on the independence 
of Cuba and open violation of its sovereignty. The sovereignty 
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and independence of Socialist Cuba is very directly threatened by 
U.S. imperialists in their mad haste to achieve some success for 
their aggressive policy. . 

The P.B. of the CPI(M) denounces these manoeuvres of U.S. 
imperialism and calls on all the progressive forces in the country 
to raise their voice of protest. The freedom-loving people 
of America who have fought many a conspiracy of their 
Government will no doubt see to it that this one is also frustrated. 
American imperialism is our common enemy: It is p_lotting to 
dismember our country. It is arming the m1 htary dictator of 
Pakistan to create hostility between the two countries. Let our 

·voice be raised in time. 
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The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) deeply 
mourns the death of Comrade Josip Broz Tito, President of the 
Socialist Fed_eral Republic of Yugoslavia, President of the League 
of Communists of Yugoslavia and Honorary President of the 
Socialist Alliance of Working People of Yugoslavia, on May 4 after 
prolonged illness. 

President Tito who began his activities in the working class 
n1ovement of Yugoslavia seven decades ago, rose to the position 
of outstanding leader of Yugoslavia after he led the fierce and 
protracted pa11isan struggle against the German and Italian fascist 
occupying forces during the Second World War and made 
Yugoslavia's contribution to the great victory over fascism. 
. Comrade Tito, though leading a small country, becan1e a world 

figure playing an i1nportant role in the struggle for peace and 
progress and in the non-aligned move1nent of which he was a 
founder-leader. 

Yugoslavia after liberation faced the difficult problein of 
nat1onaht1es which was solved under his leadership hy unitino the 
Vanous nationalities inhabiting Yugoslavia in the Socialist r·ederal 
Republic. 

His passing ttway is a big loss to the League ofCornmunists and 
people of Yugoslavia and the non-aligned niovement. 

The P.B. conveys its heart-felt condolence to the people of 
Yugoslavia at this hour of their grief. 

'~ Puhlisl1e<l in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New [)eif1i, r-..tay l 1, l 98(J. 
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The people of the state have been called upon to exercise their 
tranchise on May 31, 1980. This has been done by using the 
power provided. in the Constitution , of dismissing State 
Ministries, in disregard of the people s will. In fact, the 
dissolution of the Assemblies of the nine States is an integral part 
of the drive to establish one party dictatorship not only at the 
Centre but in the States as well. The ruling party at the Centre 
through these elections also intends to get a two-thirds majority 
in the Rajya Sabha to enable it to amend the present_Const1tut1on 
and remove from the Statutes whatever democratic rights are 
there and change the present parliamentary form into a 
Presidential form of Government. 

The elections are being held in a hurry without giving 
sufficient time to the enumerators to do their work and 
candidates, political parties and others interested to do the work, 
to raise complaints and objections to the hsts, thus depr1v1ng 
thousands of their right to vote. 

Total Failure ()f Congress(l) 
The ruling party is in a haste to get the verdict of the people 

because all ~the criticism made of the Janata regime and the 
promises made during the Lok Sabha elections have proved to be 
a hoax. During its four n1onths' rule the Congress(!) Gove_n1ment 
has totally failed to tackle any of the problems harassing the 
people, the situation, in fact, has rapi<ll_y dete_riorated ."' this 
period. The prices of the necessities of life continue to rise, the 
price of sugar particularly reaching unin1aginable heights, diesel, 

-~,publislieJ i11 .-'PEOPLE'S DE/\1(_)CRt\C.Y". Ne\\· Delhi. May' 2.'i. 1980. 
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kerosene, cement, etc., are just not available except in the 
blackmarket. There has been increase in the prices of coal and 
steel by more than 50 per cent. What to say of bringing down the 
prices, hardly a day passes when the price-index in relation to 
essential commodities does not rise. The railway transportation 
system continues to be in the doldrums, disrupting the movement 
of essential commodities as well as coal leading to chaos in 
power .generation. The peasantry has been treated very shabily by 
prov1d1ng only Rs. two increase in the price of wheat when the 
general price-index has risen by more than 20 per cent. 

The law and order.~ituation has worsened under Congress(!) 
rule. Atta.cks on Han3an.s and women have become a regular 
feature with the pohce either conniving or acting as onlookers. 
Inside the ruhng party, a demand is being made to bring Jaw and 
order, a State sub3ect, under the Concurrent List and the State 
Governments . are being asked to follow the policies and 
programmes dictated by the Centre in violation of promises and 
pledges given to the electorate by the different political parties 
running the State Government. This demonstrates the drive of the 
Central Cong~ess(I) leaders against States' autonomy and the 
federal prov1s1ons of the Indian Constitution. It is not accidental 
that . the entire Emergency outfit _ is being rehabilitated by 
appo1nt1ng them to 1nfluen!Jal pos1t1ons and officers who were 
doing their duties in unearthing the Emergency crimes are being 
penalised. 

Situation In Punjab 

.The situation in Pu.njab is much worse. Apart from the high 
prices and the scarcity of everything which is required for 
agncultural and industrial productions leading to unemployment 
and loss 1~ production. The administration is being run at the 
dictates of the Congress(!). Ordering mass transfers of officers 
and other ad.ministrative cadres with a view to boosting the 
narrow party interests of the Congress(I) Party. 

The repression. launched against the workers of the Partap Steel 
and Rolling Mills, Chheharta, the indiscriminate firing on 
innocent workers by the police and management are indicative of 
things to come if the Congress(I) Party comes to power. 

19/6-
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This is the background in which the present Assembly 
elections are being held. These elections occupy an important 
place in the struggle against authoritarian forces. Keeping this 
object in view, our Party decided to do everything in its power to 
transform the ensuing electroral struggle in Punjab into a serious 
political struggle. In order to mobilise the widest public opinion 
against the authoritarian forces and to defeat them, it has played 
an important role in bringing together the CPI(M), CPI and the 
Akali Party by forging an electoral understanding by reducing its 
seats to thirteen from the beginning. It also tried to make all the 
efforts to bring in the Janata Party and Congress(U) in the 
alliance but could not fully succeed in its efforts. 

Our Party's Record 

Our Party is a consistent fighter against authoritarianism and in 
defence of the interest of the working class, agricultural 
labourers, peasantry, students, youth, employees and other toiling 
people. It also has begun fighting for the genuine demands of 
small traders and small-scale and medium industrialists. Its 
members in the last Vidhan Sabha have a clear record of such a 
fight as tn1e representatives of the toiling millions of the State. 
No lure of office or personal benefits have attracted them. 
Wherever the interests of the common man are involved and 
wherever there was repression against the people, wherever there 
were struggles of working class, agricultural workers, employees, 
peasants and others, they stood in the forefront, whether it was 
inside the Vidhan Sabha or outside it. Neither repression nor any 
personal ambition could detract them from the sacred cause of 
building the unity of the Left and democratic forces with a view 
to developing an alternative to the bourgeois-landlord regime. 

Our !'arty today is leading three State Left Front and Left 
and Democratic Front Governments. Within the Constitutional 
limitations, these Governments have the brilliant record of 
providing relief to the working class, employees and other 
sections of the people. The three Governments have extended 
their supporting hands to the movements of the struggling 
'Yorkers, agricultural labourers and peasants. They have made 
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active interventions in support of the establishment of trade union 
rights. The two lakh jute workers of West Bengal have been able 
to win a minimum wage of Rs. 470.10 per month for each 
worker. Three lakh workers in the engineering industry have 
been benefited by the increase in their basic wage by Rs. 52 to 56 
per month. For the sharecroppers, through the 'Operation Barga', 
6.66 lakh sharecroppers have already been recorded in the land 
records. The preliminary step to meet the land-hunger of landless 
agriculturists has been initiated by taking over the land of big 
landowners, retained above the ceiling through various machina
tions and its distribution to the landless. The oppression carried 
on in the past on the cultivators in the name of levy has been 
abolished. The small and middle peasants have been given relief 
1n the form of exemption from land revenue up to four acres of 
i1Tigated land and six acres of unirrigated land. To relieve the 
peasants from the clutches of usurers, the State Governments are 
making all possible efforts to make available to them cheap loans 
from financial institutions. Agricultural workers have been 
ensured a fair wage. The West Bengal Government is the first 
State Goven1ment which during 1978-79 provided unemployment 
allowance to 145,000 youth incurring an expenditure of Rs. 9.25 
crores. During the current year, 1979-80, one lakh more people 
are to be provided with unemployment allowance incurrina a 

. b 

total expenditure of Rs. 13 crores. The West Bengal Government 
has provided old-age pensions for small farmers and agricultural 
workers, increasing the pension of Government pension-holders 
and made education free up to Class XII from 1981. 

Similarly the Kerala Government has provided pensions for 
agricultural workers at the rate of Rs. 45 per month for those 
above 60 years of age, unemployment allowance, health cards for 
55 lakh school children to medically examine them and to take 
follow-up action. The Kerala Government has taken many other 
tneasures to give relief to the toilers. 

It is because of dedication to the cause of the toiling people 
that our Party won significant victories during the Lok Sabha 
elections, giving a crushing defeat to the Congress(!) in these 
States. It is due to this record of service that the Left and 
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de1nocratic forces won impressive victory over the Congress(I) in 
the Slates after it had established its rule at the Centre. That is 
"·hy the Congress(!) Government in the Centre is trying to 
distress these Govern1nents by using its power in the Centre and 
hy instigating trouble through various methods. Our Party along 
\vith other Left and democratic parties will fight against these 
1nanoeuvres as a part of the struggle against authoritarianism. It 
\viii tirelessly work to mobilise the people of the State for the 
introduction of these measures which have been adopted by these 
Go\'emmemts. 

Programme For Punjab 

In this situation our Pa1ty and other Left parties have to play a 
key role in acting as a mobiliser, organiser and initiator of the 
st1·L1gglc against the authoritarian party. As tl consiste11t cha1npion 
of the interests of the masses and fighter for democracy our Party 
places before the people the following programme for which 11 
\viii ca1Ty on the stn1ggle inside and outside the Legislature. 

A slightly summarised version of the progran1me follows: 
In the political sphere, the programme is aimed at bringing 

changes in the Constitution to enable the States to have more 
powers so as to develop the economic, political and social life of 
the people of the States; the inclusion of Chandigarh and other 
Punjabi speaking areas in Punjab and solution of prohle1ns of 
river waters on the basis of accepted principles; to fight against 
co1nmunalism in any form by uniting all the de1nocratic and 
secular forces and by ensuring the right of religious freedom and 
Worship; to create a scientific outlook among the people on 
various issues and strengthen the unity of the common Punjabis. 

In the econon1ic sphere, for setting up a dry port in Amritsar 
~ls \\'ell <ls fo1· starting at1 i11te1·11atio11al flight f'ron1 Amritsar to 
LoI1don anlf to work t'or est:.tblishing :.t 1·:.tilwc.ty li11e bet\\1ccn 
l,udhiana and Chandigarh and linking it directly with Delhi; for 
lessening of the burden of taxation on the poorer sections of 
the pecJp!c <t11d f"o1· levying taxes 011 tl1e richer scctiL)ns wl10 
~11·e i11 a positio11 to pc.1y; t'or 1·e111oving imhala11ce in i11dt1st1·i;_1l 

ll~\'elorJ111c11t i11 tl1c State by setting tlJ) l1eavy industries a . ..:; \veil :.1s 
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niorc sugar, cloth and yam factories; for the speedy co1npletion of 
the Thien Dani and other power projects for making enough 
power avail ah le for industrial and agricultural advancement of the 
State; for guaranteed supply of power and diesel to industries 
agriculture. and transpo11, for provision of cheap credits, supply of 
raw 1nater1als and help in the marketing of the production of 
small-scale industries; for State trading and foodgrains and other 
essential com1nodities and strengthening of the public distribution 
system to supply essentials at subsidised prices to those with 
annual inco1ne below Rs. 2000. 

For the working class, fixing of minimum wages at Rs. 350 
per month along \Vith D.A. at Rs. 1.50 per point increase in 
the price index; recognition of trade unions on the basis of 
secret. ballot along with the right of minority unions to join in 
negot1at1ons. 

For. Government employees, full trade union rights and 
re~ogn1t1on of their democratically elected organisations, 
withdrawal of Article 3, I 7(A)(2) from the Civil Service Rules· , 
removal of ano1nalies in pay grades within three months; Central 
patte.m of D.A.; bonus to all employees at 8.33 per cent; 
prov1s1on for housing or adequate house rent allowance; services 
of all ad hoe employees with one year's service to be regularised. 

In the sphere of education, free education up to the 
Secondary standard; reorganisation of education system in a 
secular and democratic basis; nationalisation of all educational 
institutions; development of Punjabi language and its use as 
medium for higher education; recognition of elected students' 
unions. and their participation in the running of educational 
1nst1tut1ons. 

For the youth, voting right al the age of 18; more facilities for 
vocational and technical training; arrangements for sports and 
cultural activities in the rural areas; provide adequate 
employment and unemployment allowance. 

!<'or women, social and political equality, equal pay for equal 
•vork; maternity benefit and kindergartens for working women's 
chI!dren; for using only women police for arrest and investiga
tions involving wome11. 
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l•'or peasants, amend1nent to land ceiling laws to plug all 
loopholes and niake sufficient surplus lands available for 
distribution to agricultural workers and landless peasants; seek 
the distribution of all evacuee and waste lands to Harijans and 
other ahadkars at the rate of five acres per family; remunerative 
prices for agricultural produce and their purchase by Government 
agencies at the price fixed; crop insurance for agricultural prices; 
for overhauling the co-operative credit system and credit from 
other banking institutions to agricultural workers and small 
peasants to save them from the clutches of usurers; supply of 
agricultural inputs; implements and insecticides at cheap rates; 
for issuing passbooks to all cultivators to enable them to get 
inputs on credit and protect them from harassment by revenue 
officials. 

For agricultural workers, enactment of legislation to protect 
their interests and ensure implementation of their wage rates; 
application of Minimu1n Wages Act to brick kiln workers; cheap 
credit for agricultnral workers, house-sites and subsidy and credit 
for construction of houses; no agricultural worker's family to be 
without a house within the next five years; old age pension to 
agricultural workers whose income is less than Rs. 1200 a year, 
at the age of 60 at the rate of Rs. 45 a month; untouchability to be 
dealt with as a criminal offence and indulging in social boycott of 
Harijans to be dealt with severely; provision of sufficient grants 
and interest-free loans for employment-generating schemes for 
Harijans and other backward classes. 

The Manifesto then ends with the following appeal: 

Appeal To The People 

As has been stated above, these Vidhan Sabha elections are 
very crucial not only for the people of our State but for the whole 
country. On the results of these elections depend whether the 
forces of authoritarianism will have their way to do away with 
the democratic rights achieved after prolonged struggle by the 
Indian people and impose one-party dictatorship, or the forces of 
authoritarianism are checked and the struggle for democracy and 
progress strengthened. The results of these elections are going to 
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have far-reaching effects on the body politic of the country
whether in a democratic set-up, the Left and democratic 
alten1ativc represented by the three State Governments is allowed 
to develop in competition with the bankrupt policies of bourgeois
landlord Governments or one-party rule is established there also 
by the undemocratic step of dissolution of these Assemblies. On 
the result of these elections will depend whether the bankrupt 
path _of develop1nent which has led the country to untold 
nuser1es, unprecedented price-rise and inflation, growing 
unemployn1ent and disparities would be allowed to work in the 
interest of rnonopolists and landlords or Left and democratic 
forces are able to provide an alternative showing an alternative 
path which alone can take the country out of the present 
eco11om1c.: mess. 

The CPl(M) appeals to the workers, agricultural labourers, 
peasants, e1nployees, students, youth, intellectuals and other 
toiling people, small traders and small industrialists to rally 
behind the CPI(M), CPI and the Shiromani Akali Dai alliance to 
give a crushing defeat to the Congress(!) in the State. It appeals to 
them to support the candidates of the Janata Party, Congress(U) 
and _Lok Dai where there is no CPJ(M), CPI or Akali Dai 
candidate. Anyone of them who is capable of defeatina the 
Congress(!). should be suppo11ed. This will strengthei~ the 
struggle against authoritarianism in the State. 

The CPI(M) is the revolutionary Party of the working class, 
dedicated to the cause of the downtrodden and is entering the 
elections with a view to strengthening the Left and democratic 
forces inside and outside of the Vidhan Sabha. The CPI(M) 
represents the best revolutionary traditions of anti-imperialist 
struggles, of anti-feudal struggles and of struggles of working 
class and the peasantry and all democratic movements. Its leaders 
and cadres have a record of untold sufferings in the struggle 
for a bett~r future _to the people of the State and the country. 
Although its ob.1ect1ve 1s to set up a People's Democratic State 
which alone can solve the base problems of the people, it is 
~ntenng the e_lections with the objective. of bringing a change 
in the correlation of class forces in favour of the working class. 
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lt appeals to the patriotic people of the State to tirelessly work for 
the candidates of the CPI(M) and support them with votes and 
nioney. It has fielded only 13 candidates who include leaders like 
Pt. Kishori Lal, Comrade-in-arms of Shahid Bhagat Singh, 
Co1nrade Dalip Singh Tapiala, Comrade Jagjit Singh Lyallpuri, 
Co1nrade Chanan Singh, Dhoot who have a record of serving the 
people of the State for more than 45 years. Devoted comrades 
like Master Chand Singh, Darshan Singh Jhabal, Sarwan Singh 
Cheema, Master Bhagat Ram, Prof. Balwant Singh, Dr. Dev Raj, 
Daya Singh Ghamnewal, Bibi Shaminder Kaur, daughter of the 
late Praja Man leader Bhagwan Singh Longowalia, and Bibi 
Surjit Kumari, a fearless leader of agricultural workers. 

1'he victory of everyone of these comrades is very important 
for developing the unity of Left and democratic forces in the 
State. Apart from our candidates, victory of CPI candidates is of 
utrnost importance for strengthening the unity of Left forces and 
of Akali candidates to defeat the authoritarianism of the 
Congress(!). The workers and cadres of our Party and the people 
following us should do their utmost in defeating the Congress(!) 
in all parts of the State. We are sure that the people of our State 
\Viii play an important role to give a crushing defeat to the 
Congress(!) as they did in the June 1977 elections. 
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The following is the text of the Press statement issued in 
New Delhi on June 10 by the Polit Bureau of the Co1nn1unist Partv 
of lndta (Marxist) after its two-day session on June 9 and 10: · 

:he .Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
considers that t.he electoral victory of the Congress (I) in the 
Assembly elections in several States constitutes a portentous 
development spelling danger to popular rights and democracy. 

It ce?tralises power '.n the hands of a power-hungry party which 
has neither given up its authoritarian ambitions nor made any 
bones about them. 

It is not therefore accidental that important spokesmen of the 
ruling. party have already started talk about changing the 
Constitu.llon of the country and replacing it by a Presidential one. 
A conspiracy a.gainst the parliamentary form is already afoot and 
a~ attempt is likely to be made to get it constitutional sanction 
utilising .the Congress (I) majorities in Parliament and the Stat~ 
Assemblies., Th.e Law Minister has already expressed the 
Government s disagreement with the important Supreme Court 
Judgement that Parliament has no powers to change the basic 
structure of the .Constitution. In the name of giving precedence to 
Directive Principles over Fundamental Rights, the ruling party is 
again .out to subver.t the Constitution. The Congress (I) is bent on 
retaining power 1n its hands at all cost. 

It will be wrong to conclude that the Congress (I) has secured a 
popular mandate for its designs of one-party rule. Those who have 
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voted for the Congress (!) have voted out of quite different 
reasons like dissatisfaction with the performance of Janata rule 
and absence of any viable alternative to the Congress (I). Besides, 
the large number of seats secured by the Congress (1)-lwo-lhirds 
and three-fourths in some States-are not a measure of its 
strength and popularity; they are the result of the present electoral 
system which does not provide for proportional representation. 
The Congress (I) has hardly secured 50 per cent of the votes 
polled in any State. It has secured a minority vote and won two
thirds of the seats. Its support is as low as 16 to 23 per cent of the 
total electorate in various States. Its victory is largely due to the 
division of the Opposition vote rendered inevitable by the lack of 
vision and political rectitude on the part of a number ofbourgeois
landlord Opposition parties. 

If the ruling party considers its victory as a popular inandate for 
arbitrary one-party rule, it will meet further popular resistance. 
The people will growingly realise that dictatorial rule is no 
solution to their socio-economic-political problems. 

A number of bourgeois-landlord Opposition parties must bear 
full responsibility for the victory of the Congress (I). They were 
too busy with partisan consideration and overlooked the common 
danger. Their claim to fight authoritarianism and protect demo
cracy lost credibility when they refused to reach electoral 
understandings with each other and with the Left to prevent the 
division of vote. The leaderships of these parties with their eyes 
fixed on ministerial fleshpots exaggerated their strength and 
forgot the common danger. Some of them surpassed themselves in 
indulging in anti-Left utterances. They forgot that whatever might 
be their strength, a Left prop and in1age was required to bolster 
their claims and defeat the Indira Congress. If the Congres (U) 
in Maharashtra had joined hands with the parties of the Left and 
the Janata, the story in Maharashtra might have been different. If 
the Congress (U) and Lok Dai had come to an understanding with 
each other and joined hands with the Left, the Congress (I) would 
have been routed in Bihar. And if Charan Singh had not acted as if 
he had a mandate from heaven to defeat the Congress (!),the story 
in U.P. would also have been different. 
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The CPI(M), knowing the disarray of the bourgeois-landlord 
parties and their weakened electoral position, made repeated 
appeals to all of them to co1ne together. It hastened first to bring 
about the unity of the Left forces, so that with its aid a broader 
electoral unity could be brought about. 

Different Results 

The struggle for Left unity and broader resistance has provided 
results where such resistance could be brought about, giving a 
rebuff to the Congress (!) and its ambitions of one-party rule. In 
Tamil Nadu, the AIADMK in alliance with the Left and other 
parties was able to inflict a cn1shing defeat on the DMK
Congress (I) alliance-the Congress (I) vote shrinking from 3 I 
per cent in the parliamentary elections to 20. 73 per cent in the 
Assembly elections. The P.B. congratulates the ATADMK, the 
Left parties and the people of Tamil Nadu on their electoral 
victory which has given a big set-back to the sponsors of one
party rule. 

The Congress (I) escaped defeat in Punjab but could secure 
only a slender majority because there was a broad front of 
resistance to the Congress (I) consisting of the Akali Party and 
the Left parties-the CPI and the CPI(M). This narrow victory of 
the Congress (I) in Punjab stands sharply in contrast to its large
scale victories in other States. In Bihar, too, despite the division of 
vote, the Congress (I) has really lost the elections-its declared 
victory being the result of use of guns and falsification of election 
results. 

Tt is quite clear that despite the capturing of a large number of 
seats in several States by the Congress (I), the counteracting 
forces have already started. Popular disapproval has already 
expressed itself in the low polling and the smaller share of the 
Congress (T) even in this low vote. 

Learn from the Experience 

The P.B. wants to point out that the battle for democracy, the 
fight against authoritarianism cannot be carried on espousing 
reactionary ci:1uses or 1·ousing. comrnunalism and casteism to 
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secure petty advantages. And this is precisely what son1e of these 
C)pposition parties did during the election ca_mpaign on the Assam_ 
· sue. Instead of exposing the threat to the integrity and unity of ls" 
the country, they supported the secessionist n1ovement as a 
legitimate and democratic n1ovemc11t, s11rrenderi11g th~ i_nitia.ti~e 
on national unity to the Congress (I). The massacres of 1Ingu1st1c 
and religious minorities did not evoke any protest fro1n them. 
Only the CPI(M) and other Left parties stood solidly by national 
unity and the defence of minorities. The B.JP do1n1nated_ by 
!<.SS-Jana Sangh elements adopted openly communal pos1t1ons 
encouraging the driving away of Musli1n citizens fro1n Assam. 

All this made a present of the minorities to the Indira Con_gress 
and they swung in her favour. 

The CPI(M) calls on all parties to digest this experience and 
lessons and prepare themselves for the post-election challenges. 
The CP!(M) considers that the closer relationship between the 
Left parties during the elections has strengthened the urge for Left 
unity which must be developed to bring about gr_eater cohesion 
among all parties and forces opposed to author1tar1an1sm. 

Resist Unitedly 
The CPJ(M) calls upon all parties to present a solid opposition 

to all anti-democratic measures of the Congress (I) coining before 
the Parliament and the Assemblies. The united voice of the people 
must ring from the parliamentary forum with greater decisive
ness and conviction in the cause of defending den1ocracy and 
peo~le's livelihood. The ruling party has already started its 
offensive against the people and their IIvehhood. In the 
three States of Maharashtra, Gujarat and Karnataka they have 
introduced the Essential Service Ordinances banning working 
class strikes in so-called essential services. This is a resurrection 
of the legislation of the Emergency days. On the eve _of the_ 
Parliament session, the Government has increased the pr1c.es of 
fertilisers, of diesel oil, of petroleum products and also proposes 
to raise railway passenger fares. With the increase in the price of 
diesel oil, bus transport charges are bound to be increased. The 
increase in the prices of fertilisers will fall heavily on the 
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peasantry. These must be unitedly resisted on the floor of 
Parliament and the Assemblies. The Left parties must stand united 
and firmly take the initiative to bring about common opposition in 
Parliament. 

The capitalist world is already in the midst of deep recession. 
The Indian econon1y already in crisis will be facing more critical 
days in the coming months. The economy is already on the point 
of break-down and nothing seems to work. The inflation rate is 
already exceeding 20 per cent, and there is absolutely no chance 
of its coming down. Stagnation and inflation-the two 
companions of economic crisis-will continue to be with us. The 
stability promised by Indira Gandhi is a chimera. The country 
will be facing all-round economic instability and the mass of 
people will soon be made the scapegoat of the crisis. The new 
budget will throw an enormous burden on the people through 
fleecing taxation, high prices, transport and electricity charges 
and what not. 

The defence of democracy and people's livelihood can no 
longer be confined to the precincts of the Assemblies· and 
Parlia1nent House. The effects of high prices, of taxation, un
employment, closures will have to be defended through popular 
1nove1nents. The full strength of the mass organisations of all 
parties is required to defend people's livelihood. The CPI(M) calls 
upon all parties loyal to the people and democracy to join together 
in this battle. The trade union, kisan, student, mahila organisations 
of all parties can play a role in this. 

Situation in Assam 

The developments in the North-Eastern region where divisive 
and secessionist movements in Assam, Tripura, Meghalaya, 
Manipur, have gathered momentum exploiting some of the 
genuine grievances of the people of these States, are disturbing. 
The anti-den1ocratic policies pursued by the ruling bourgeois
landlord parties during the last thirty-three years since Indepen
dence have had a big role in providing grist to the mill of 
the chauvinist and secessionist forces in the region. These 
rnove111cnts, directed as they are against the linguistic and 
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religious 1ninorities, are posing a grave threat to the integrity of 
he country and unity of its people. It should not be forgotten that 

:niperialist agencies are playing their dirty game of destabilisation 
in this region. . 

The struggle for safeguarding the integrity of the country and 
unity of its people demands immediate action by all parties and 
forces which stand for it. The Polit Bureau calls on the leaders of 
the agitation in Assam to call off their harmful movement so as to 
pave the way for the withdrawal of the armed forces and a 
political solution of the problem. The Polit Bureau deplores the 
role ef the BJP in giving all encouragement to the secess1on1st 
agitation. It calls on the leaders of the Janata, Lok Dai and others 
to rise above narrow partisan considerations and take a firm stand 
;_1gainst the secessionist forces. 

Developments in Tripura 

The Polit Bureau extends its solidarity to the Left Front 
Government of Tripura which is facing a very difficult situation. 
Rabid chauvinist forces like the An1ra Bangalees and the extremist 
sections of the Tripura Upajati Sarniti have given a violent turn to 
events there. The Congress (I) in Tripura instead of taking firm 
positions against the chauvinists of all hues, is encou~aging 

certain sections among them and is explo1t1ng the s1tuat1on to 
demand the dismissal of the Left Front Government. 

Democratic forces in the country cannot leave it entirely [o the 
Congress (I) Government to protect the integrity of the country. 
They have to take the initiative all over the country to ensure the 
protection of the minorities, their citizenship rights, and defeat the 
chauvit1ist and secessionist t·orces. 

Defend Left-led Governments 

The Congress (I) electoral victory constitutes further threats 
to the non-Congress (I) State Governments. In dissolving the 
nine State Assemblies and during the election ca1npaign, Indira 
Gandhi had again and again declared that her party which rules at 
the Centre should also be in office in the States. This is an open 
attack on the federal character of our Constitution, it portends an 
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attack on even the limited powers that the States enjoy today. 
Above all, it is a threat to the existence of the non-Congress (I) 
Governments-the Left-led Governments in West Bengal, Kerala 
and Tripura and the AIADMK Government of Ta1nil Nadu. The 
pro-people policies of the Left-led Governments vary basically 
fro1n the pro-vested interests policies of the Congress (!), and the 
policies of the Left-led Govern1nents have begun to attract people 
all over the country and the concept of a Left and democratic 
alternative to the bourgeois-landlord regi1ne is gaining strength in 
the people. There are all vidications of a Congress (I) offensive to 
topple these Governments, to concentrate all powers in its hands. 

The Left-led State Governments are important out-posts of 
anti-authoritarian victory, they constitute a tre1nendous force 
helping the struggles of the people in all spheres. The Congress (l) 
designs against these Governments have to be frustrated by 
mobilising people all over the country through the popularisation 
of the achieve1nents and alternate policies of these Governn1ents 
in contrast to the policies of bourgeois-landlord State Gove111ments. 

The CPl(M) especially calls upon all Left parties to realise that 
the weakness of the Left in these States is proving extremely 
da11gcrot1s a11d united effo1·ls 111ust be m'tde to ove1·cor11e it. 

Above all, the Polit Bureau wants to impress upon all the cadres 
of the CP!(M) the grave responsibilities that rest on the l'arty, the 
arduous role it had to play in the con1ing period. It is the task of 
the Party to consolidate the unity that has been achieved of the 
Left forces, to build united moven1ents to safeguard the integrity 
and unity of the country, to defend States' autonon1y and the 
Left-led Governn1ents fron1 all conspiracies, to defend people's 
livelihood fron1 the ferocious onslaught that are in the offing. This 
requires that all weaknesses of the Party be overco1nc as quickly 
as possible and a strong Party be built. Without the direct activity 
at· tt1c f>,trty amo11g tl1c m'tsses there is 110 chc.t11ce of tt b.r·eak
through. The n1ass organisations also have to overco111e their 
weaknesses quickly to JJlc1y 1.t11 effective role in lhe co111ing days. 

Let all hands work for defending democracy and for protecting 
people's livelihood. And above all let democratic forces all over 
the country frustrate the Congress (I) designs to set up a dictatorial 
1·cg11ne. 

On Tripura Developments* 

Statement l)ated June 11, 1980 Issued by l'he 
Polit Bureau of CPl(M) 

18 

The Polit Bureau of the Com1nunist Party of India (Marxist) 
considers the sudden develop1nents in 1'ripura as a conspiracy of 
opportunist and anti-national elements to unleas.h the forces 
of disintegration and as a part of a foul design to bring down the 
Left Front Ministry. 

In the recent riots engineered by the Tripura Upajati Samiti and 
the reactionary An1ra Bangalee who arc opposed to progressive 
nleasures to ameliorate the conditions of the tribal people, three 
hundred persons have been killed, hundreds have been injured and 
thousands have been rendered homeless because of burning of 
houses and whole localities. 

The responsibility for this mass murder of innocents must- be 
fully shouldered by the Upajati San1iti and the chauvinist A1nra 
Bangalee and Anand Margis. 

The Tripura Governn1ent had passed legislation for the forn1ation 
of a separate tribal district council with autonomous powers. It 
had also passed legislation and restored the land of large nu1nber 
of tribal peasants evicted during the last two decades. The CPT(M) 
had always had the support of the large nlass of tribal peasants 
and this has been consolidated. 

The leaders of the Upajati Samiti, clain1ing to represent the entire 
tribal people but in reality playing a reactionary political role and 
placing its services at the disposal of the ruling classes, found that 
its hold was rapidly decreasing and was out for 1nischief. Influenced 
by the agitation 'tgainst forcig11crs i11Assam a11d ~lse\vl1e1·e ~t took 
Lip the sa111e slog:.tn ;111U. sougl1t to set tribals ag,11nst 11011-t1·1bc.1ls. 

·'Puhl1shcJ i11 '"PEOPLE'S DEJ\.10CRAC:Y·'. Nl"\\' f)ell11. Jt111c 1.'i. 198!) 
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f'ro1n the other side, the Anand Margis and Amra Bangalees, 
sworn opponents of the Left Ministry were rousing Bengali 
chauvinism against the Ministry for its legislation for the Tribal 
District Autonomous Council, elections for which are to be held 
in the next few days. The most foul part of the conspiracy is that 
the Congress(!) in Tripura, together with parties like Janata in the 
State is openly fanning the fratricidal conflict and conspiring to 
bring down the Left f'ront Ministry. Having created a law and order 
problem it has asked the Centre to dismiss the Ministry and put 
the State under Presidential rule. The P.B. warns all democratic 
forces against the heinous conspiracy and calls on them to unitedly 
frustrate it. 

The Central Government and the Congress(!) will not be able 
to solve the Assam problem and save the integrity of the country if 
their party elsewhere champions a similar secessionist movem_ent 
and in the btu·gain conspires to attack democracy. Minimum honesty 
and loyalty to national integrity require that the Congress(!) should 
rebuke its local unit for its anti-national role and de1nand that it 
stop creating a law and order problem for the State. The Congress(!) 
should ask its Tripura unit to give up this path and help the Left 
Front Ministry which is exerting all efforts to restore normalcy in 
the State. 

The Polit Bureau extends its heart-felt sympathy to the large 
number of people who have been victims of the attacks organised 
by the chauvinist forces. 

The Polit Bureau expresses its sense of appreciation of the way 
in which the Left Front Ministry and ranks of the Party have 
withstood the attack of reactionaries from all sides-some of them 
openly financed by foreign agencies. The valiant fight which they 
are putting up for defending the integrity of the country, the unity 
of all sections of the Tripuri people, should earn them the praise of 
all democrative forces. The Polit Bureau expresses its full solidarity 
with them. The P.B. calls upon all Left and den1ocratic forces to 
stand behind the Tripura Ministry and frustrate the designs of 
reactionaries against it. 

Observance of National 
Integration Day* 

Decision 'l'aken by The Polit Bureau of CPl(M) 
in a Resolution Adopted in its Meeting Held on 
Jt1ne 9-10, 1980 

19 

1"he Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist), in its 
niceting held on June 9 and l 0, 1980, has adopted resolutions on 
Assan1 and Tripura. Earlier also a lot of material had appeared 111 
p('.(JfJle '.\· D('.111<1cral')' and Lr1k Lc1/1c1r· about tl1e sitt1t1tion i~ Ass~1n. 
It will be clear from all this material that the s1tuat1on 
is \'et·y serious, and the secessionist move1nents i11 the 
North-Eastern region arc out to disrupt the unity of the country. 
This is disn1ptive of the democratic movement in the region as 

,veil as in the country as a whole. 
There is no doubt that the imperialists also are behind these 

elcinents. "fhis clanger can be fought only if all the forces who 
stand for national unity and integration are mobilised to oppose 
these disruptive 1nove1nents. Perhaps there is not sufficient 
awareness about this danger in 1nany parts of the country. 'fhereforc 
\Ve ask all Party units to observe a day before June 25. The exact 
date can be decided by the States the1nselves as a day of national 
inte<-"·rtttion ,1gai11st disruptive movcn1e11ts in Assa111, Tript11-~1 ~nd 
clse:here by holding hall meetings, public meetings and using 
other means to explain our Party's point of view and rally 

de1nocratic forces throughout the country. 
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The Polit Bureau r"f' the C'on11nu11i.1·t Party of' ln<lia (Marxist) 

i~;.'i'/ll~ll t/1£~ _f()f/oii·i11g .'i'fl1l<:111e11t 011 A.'i'.'i'lll'Jl <J11 ./111ie 11, /_980 i11 

Ne1v Delhi: 

The CPl(M) has fully supported the dcn1and for an end to foreign 
influx into Assam, and has been working all the time for a 
peaceful and just solution of this problcrn. But the hope of an 
early solution has been belied. The P.B. of the CPJ(M) calls upon 
all den1ocratic parties and forces, all patriotic people to realise 
that in Assam the country today faces a serious threat of 
clisinteg1·,1tion. The agit,1tion in Assan1 is no lo11ger a j11st 
1nove111ent fo1· savi11g tl1e i11leg1·ity ot· tl1e count1·y frotn t·oi·eign 
influx. Not\\'ithstanding the desire of the masses passionately 
supporting tl1is Liema11d, the forcig11e1· issue is nL1w bei11g t1sed by 
thr-~ most disruptive tOrces as a11 excuse to adva11ce secessionist 

pians of creating destabilisation, supported fron1 behind by 
T11clia's t1·aditio11al e11emies, the imperi:.tlists, whose Press ;_111cl 

Radio arc lending full support to the anti-national efforts from 
abroad. 

'The P.B. notes 1vith concern that though the leadership or the 
<1gitatiL)fl cot1ld 11ot c:.11·1-y 011t thci1· th1·e:.1t to l:.tkc tl1c la\V i11to tl1ei1-
0\Vt1 l1:.111ds and identif)1 <1t1d de1Jo1·t t'oreig11c1·s, 11t1111beri11g ['t)11r 

<:111d a l1:.11t· 111illio11 ;_1ccordi11g to them, yet, hu11d1·eds of I11cli1111 

citizens h:.l\le bee11 011sted t'1·01n their ho1nes, their p1·01Je1·ties 

looted or destroyed. reducing them to dcstitutes. 1'housands have, 
<ts <t res11lt, c1-L1sscd into West Bc11gal a11·eady. 
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The 1nost perturbing aspect of the situation in Assam is the 
cornpletc identification of a substantial part of the Assam 
aJn1inistration, the police and adn1inistrative services included, 

11·ith the current agitation, of which they have become outposts in 
fact. Though there are officers loyal to the Constitution and to 
their duty, the administration, hy and large, encourages activities 
Lli1·ccted ag:.1inst the count1)''s i11teg1·ity a11d ttnity. The Gove1·1101-
of Assarn, an old JCS official, has done nothing effective to bring 
the anti-national forces under control, but seems to have done 
everything to encourage the1n. He must be deerned to be the most 
guilty party in the Assam adrninistration. 

The 1novcn1ent is neither a democratic movement to assert 
1Jop11lar rights 1101- is it w:.1ging a str11ggle 'tgainst unemployment, 
poverty and neglect by the Centre. It is a movement to separate 
,",ssam frorn the rest of India, for which the irnperialist agencies 
have been laying plans for a long time. The anti-minority and 
anti-outsider ti·enzy is roused to conceal this real direction as well 
c1s to c1·eate a prope1· psychologic;:1l b'1sis for a secessionist 
111ove1ne11t in Ass:.-tm. 

That is why the movement has directed its attack agains1 
1·eJigiot1s ;_1nd linguistic 1ninorities. seeking to uproot thcn1 tJ-,1111 
the soil of Assam. The minorities are fired upon by the Assa111 
police-· it seerns more than a hundred were killed in police firing 
011 ML1y ?6 wl1en the 111i11orities first org!111iscd their dcn1011st1·<1-
Lio11. A11d, besides. 111t1ss 11111rde1·s ot' 111inorities h<1\re bec11 
eornmitted by the inlluenced followers of the rnoven1cnt 
llundreds of Mnslin1 and llindu Bengalis and others have been 
rnassacred during the last few n1onths. Thousands have been 
1·01·ccd i11to ret'ugce CLlmps livi11g in te1·1·or. 

The CPl(M) holds the Congress Govcrnn1ent and its past 
policies i·es1Jo11sible fo1· this n1ass:.1cre a11d challe11ge to India11 
unity, for this distortion of the just discontent of the people of 
.-'\~st1m i11to a11ti-n;1tional ch11n11el.~. The co11cent1·ation of JJ0\\1e1· :.1t 
the Centre, the reduction of the States to the status of feudatories 
()t' tl1e Ce11t1·c. tl1e oppcJsitio11 t{_1 treat the State.s as co11stilt1cnt.'> r,f
equal status and the evils of the capitalist path have all led to this 
challenge of disruption. 
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The Central Government, though it realises the serious 
character of the situation, is yet unable to move quickly and save 
the minorities fro1n further attacks, 

Notwithstanding its assumed concern for the minorities, it has 
failed to protect then1, for the simple reason that it still relies on 
the local administration which by and large is co1nmitted to drive 
out the rninoritics. 

Not all its announced measures of declaration of Public 
Disturbances Order Act, deployment of CRP, flag march of the 
army units have added an iota of protection to the minorities and 
created a sense of national solidarity among the Assamese people. 

The CRP and the army units have to act under the civil 
authorities. Local high-ranking administrative officers do not 
allow the Central forces to act in defence of minorities. Most of 
them strongly support the movement. 

. The CPl(M) firmly holds that while the rights of Indian 
c1t1zensh1p have to be ensured at all costs and linguistic and 
rchg1ous 1ninorities have to be guaranteed protection by the full 
use of C'entral authority, simultaneously a political solution has to 
be found to settle the question of foreign nationals. Such a 
m~asure as the. Preventive. Detention Act and others only 
exacerbate the s1tt11.-1t1on setting dange1-ot1s p1·ecedents to attack 
individual liberties. 

The CPI(M) is of the considered opinion that the Centre has 
failed to discharge its task of defending the rights of Indian 
c1t1zens and the 1ninorities. It will be 1uinous for the country and 
the betrayal of national interests if the Central Governrnent 
compron1ises 011 these isst1es i11 tl1e na1ne ot· a political .i;;olutio11. 

The C'Pl(M) strongly deplores the attitude of a numher of 
political parties who, instead of warning the people against the 
dangc1· of disintegrtttion, tire supporti11g the 1noveme11t. Tl1e)' are 

cc1llous to the r1t1·ocities on lingt1istic ttnd religious minorities anc.1 
let down the banner of national unity. It calls upon all these 
parties not to be a plaything of the irnperialist forces \vho are 
determined on the vivisection of the country. 

Tl1c CPl(M) welcomes the <.twakening ttmong the mino1·ities of 
Assan1-rcligious ancl linguistic. Hin(l11s c1nd Mt1slims Bcntr'1l1's 

' b' ~' 
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Biharis, Nepalis and Rajasthanis. They have risen to defend their 
Indian citizenship and their fundamental rights. This democratic 
n1oven1ent for preserving national unity is described un
scrupulously by the big bourgeois Press as a connnunal 

1novemenl. This is the stand of the secessionists which the Press 

is syste1nt1tict1lly spreading. 
Besides, there is a new awakening among the plains tribes who 

forrn an important minority. All these years this section of the 
rninority was denied its due share in education and the 
ad1ninistration by the chauvinists and now they are threatened 
\Vith further curtailment of their rights. 

The CPl(M) demands full protection to the minorities. So far, 
the failure of the Government to carry out this essential task of 
civil Government has been singular. 

The Polit Bureau sends its greetings to the Party comrades who 
have heen valiantly fighting the anti-national movement. They 
had to face murderous assaults, attacks, beatings and public 
humiliation. They together with the leaders of trade unions of the 
CJTU, of the SF! and kisan organisations have earned the 
congratulations of all democratic forces all over the country. 

The CPI(M) conveys its fraternal greetings to the leaders and 
cadres of the Left parties of Assam, and to groups and individuals 
who, standing together with our Party, have defended the cause 
of national unity and faced the assaults of secessionists. The 
CPI(M) considers the assault on Prof. Hiren Gohain, who 
continued to hold aloft the banner of national unity, at the hands 
of the agitators a serious threat to democracy and the unity of the 

cot1ntry. 
The CPT(M) pays its homage to the memory of those who fell 

\'ictims to the g:.tngstcr attacks organised by the secessio11ists. 
The CPI(M) calls upon all democratic forces and parties in the 

cot111t1·y to raise their voice agai11st the forces of disintegr:.1tion 
and support a solution of the problen1 on the following basis: 

(I) The secessionist agitation should be withdrawn and 
following it all repressive adn1inistrative measures should be 
\Vithdrawn; (2) steps should be taken to instil confidence in the 
n1inorities by revan1ping the local administration; (3) the Centre 
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shou.ld a.1111ou11ce firm measures to stop all further foreign 
nnrn1grat1on across the border; (4) discussio11s should be started 
with 1971 ,"s the cut-off.year;. (5) an i111partial machinery having 
the confidence of the m1nor1t1es to detect foreig 11crs; (6) a joillt 
ca~pa1gn by. all democratic parties to explain to the people of 
Assam the vital issues at stake and win them over to protect 
national u111ty; (7) a11 agreed program1ne for the economic 
develop1nent of Assam to overcome proble1ns of uncmploymellt 
landles.-:ness and poverty. ' 

21 
Election Reviews:-1980* 

CPl(M) Central Committee's Review of Lok Sabha 
Elections of January 1980 and State Assemblies 
t:lections of May 1980 

[11trod11ction 
Printell in this booklet are the reviews made by the Central 
Con11nittee of the C'om1nunist Party of India (Marxist) of.the Lok 
Sabha election o.f .January 1980, and also the elections to nine 
State Asse1nblies in May 1980. They deal with the tactics.follott·ecl 
bv the Party during the July 1979 crisis which led to the resignation 
of the Morarji Desai Govern111e11t ancl the break-ll[J of the Janata 
/'arty, and the for111ation and resignution of· the Coalition 
Governn1ent co111prising the Jana ta( SJ, the c·ongress( S), AIADMK 
Un(/ Akali Dai. They also deal 1vith the electoral tactics of the 
/'arty in both the Lok Sabha ancl State Asse111bly elections. ·rhe 
tr\:o dlJL'tJn1ent~; a11alys£: the elel:tion rej·t1lt.'i iti lletail, hl>i..,,, t/1e)1 l:a1ne 

about ancl tt·hat they portend. 
The Central Con1111ittee had finalised and adojJtecl the tii·o 

revieivs in July J 980 itself .~ome differences of opinion had arisen 
regarding the tactics the Party hacl.folloived in the situation that 
11.·as cleveloping after the .lanata began to break up. The Central 
CrJ1111nittee lzad con1e to the concltt.'iio11 that tl1e fa(~tics pttr.vuecl lJ)' 

t/1r: Pltrf)' v~1 ere corre(~t. 

What 1vere these <lifferences 7 Whether it 1vas correct to have 
<:<J111e <Jttt ri.:ith the stl1te111e11t :-,·i11Jporti11g tlzl~ no-co1~ficlet1ce 1nr1tio11 

<t,f{Clin.~·t t/1e MrJra1:ji De.'lai GrJve1·111net1t, tt:l1ether it i~1as c<>rrect to 

have offere<i support to Charan Singh's Coalition Gover111ne11t 
i,~·/1e11 it 1--t:as t<J.f'ace a l:ntifidenc:e tll<JtifJll, ":hether i11 c:tll tl1i,\· t/1er·e 
1-t'llj. ll11y r1ve1·<~1n11l1a:-;i:-,·i1zg of tlze l'01111nir11al cla11ger ji·o111 tl1e RSS 
to t/1e detri111ent of tl1e strLLK,f{le aK£1i11st t/1e ai1t/1oritllri£111 JOrce!;? 

"P11blis\1ed as a Bo(Jk!et i11 June !981. 
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T/1e C-'e11tral C""'o1·11111ittee l1£t(l c·l>!'11e to the (:r1f'1<:l11.s'io11 tht1t t/1e 

,\'l<111tl r1f' .5'ltp/JOrti11g t/·1e 110-t:on,f'idl~nl'e 111otio11 agtti11.s·t tl1e Ja11al<t 

G<1v<~1·11111e11t /1ec1ded /J_V Morll(ji De.'J·t1i \.-i'as correl·t. 

The Jana ta !'arty >i'hich rightlv began the struggle to <iis1na11tle 
t/1<~ E111erge11l:_-..,,· re,f?i111<~ .s·l~t itp l1y· t/1e /11dirc1 Gand/1i Gov<>r111n.e11t, 

follo>i'illfi its victorv i'iz the March I 977 Lok Sabha election and its 
.s·irhseqitl:.'11t 1:i(~f<J1-_v i11 tl1e electior1.'l llJ tl1e State AsJ·l~n1hlie.'l, /1ad 

s/ovvly a1ui stea,/ily lost its 1110111enru111 and slacken eel the struggle 
againsr the uuthorirarian platfi>r1n represente<I by Indira Ga1ulhi. 

Unt!t~r p1·ess1.1re o_f· tJ1<! t~i1e1·-dee1>e11i11,r5 t~<·o1'lo11·1ic c1·i.\'i.'J· a11d 

,f?1·0\.-1:i1zg 111<1.'J-.'> di.s·co11te11t, tt11cl t1lso c!tte to tl1t~ very cla.'\.'\ 11t1f111·e of' 

the Jana ta Part\' ancl its leadership, 111ost of the Janata-run State 
Gr111e1·11111e11t.> t7.'I i.v·ell tlS t/1e Ce11t1·c1/ Coi·e1·11111e11t /1r1d begt1r1 f(J 

1·clJJid/y· <tcq11i1·e t/1e trc1,its of· at1t/101·itt1ric111i.>1n. The ba11ning r~f 
. '\trikes, t/1e refJre,'l.\'irJ/1 Oil t/1e people, t/1e enact1ne11t of0 JJreventive 

dete1·1tio11 la\.-i:.\·, t111d i11crec1.'ling c1.ttc1cks on n1inr1rities and th<~ 
O/Jpresse<I .'ichec/11/e(/ Castes ancl Tribes had beco111e a nor1nal 
Pl"tlcti(:r~ tt'it/1 the Ja11<1tr1-1·ltled S'tatr~ Gove,.·11111e11t.\·. Tl1e 

pror11ttl,'?£tfi(J/1 r>f a11ti-rvr>rki11g c/(tS.'I Ordi11anl:e.> b1,. t/1e C<~ntrr1l 
Go\1er11111e111, it.\' a1'l11011nl'<~rl 11roposc1/ to enc1ct a preve11tiv<~ 
'letention /a>i· and the brutal 111anner in which it sup1>ressed the 
legiti1nate nation;vide agitation o{the police, CRP, C!SF, etc., /efi 
110 t!(Jttbt as t<J t/1e tllttho1·itaria11 l11!11rl.s· rleveloping i11 t/1e Ja1·1atl1 
leatl<!r.'J·. 

The1·r~ i1·as ctl.'\o tl1e disgi1sti11g .'lpe(~tlll.'fl~ l>f se11io1· l(!£trler.!i' a11d 

Ministers of.the Janata Party like Morarji Desai, Charan Singh 
and Jag_jiva11 Rt1111 J1t1rli11g cl1arges o_f'(:f>rritption agai11.'ll e<tl_·/1 otf1er 

and indulging in constant factional in,fighting. 
The RSS-Jana .'iangh co111bi11e, >vhen it found itsell to be the 

si11cr;le higgest or,ftlltzi.~·l:cl detacl1111e111 i11 t/1e r11li11,f? la11t1tc1 Pa1·tv, 

had begun to thro>v about irs vveif!ht fi>r self-aggrar11lise111ent at 
tl1e e_\·pe11!;e of' t/1e <>ll1r~1- constitttent.\' <~f tl1e Ja11c1tc1 Ptzrty. T/1e 

RSS-Jana Sangh had succeecled in securing a fir111 hold over rhe 
clo111i11ll11t lec1de1·.r;/1ip oj'Ja11atl1 Pl1rt_-..,,, rJ1~~t111isatio1z. T/1i.'J· RSS-Ja11a 

S'c111,r:l1 r./(Jf11i11a11c·e i11 tJ1e Janetta Pc11·1y1, t/1e k1101'vrt i11VfJl\/·e111e1·1t a.I· 
RSS' lectt!r~r.'J· i1·1 the co1n1111111t1l 1·iots G.\· i1·1 Ali;:r11·/1 a11cl Ja111.'\hellp1.f1; 

t/1e x1-o\.-1:i11,r; a11-rJl:itie.'l on tlze H£1riit1115·, r1:ere c1/l alie11c1ti11g t/1e 
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111 i ,1rJ1·i ri <~ .\· a 11tl tt 'l:r.1ke 1- .\· ectior1.'i f1-(Jf11 1 !1<! J r111<1f c1 P t11·t_1·, c111cl t /1r~)\.-t'i11g 

111,111 hack into the .fold of fn,lira (;an{lhi's influence, ser1ouslv 
;1,1</l'f'·t11ini11,f!, t/1e .s·trtr}?,f!,le tlgt1it1.'J·t llttfl1<J1·ita1·ic1ni.'ll'll. 1he i.,·.111e of· 
c/ircrf 111e111/Jer.s·/1i1>-.'li111i1ltc111ecJLt.\' 111e11·1hers/1ip o_f t/1c: R."lS' c111d the 

.lciiir1tt1 Pc11·1)1-tt'lt.5' 1·l1i.'lecl !Jy otl1<:r £:<Jtl.'ltittre11ts likt~ 1/1r! BLD, 
Socialist, a section of the CFD, etc. 

Tliti.s· t/1e Jc111r1lr1 Party·, its 11rJ/iti(:c1l c/1a1·ac·te1·, rcJ/e t111cl 

('fJlllJJ!r?.tio11 /1.l1cl he,'?ttll rapidly• <:l1<1t1";;i11,f!, i11 tl1e ht'l:nt_\'.'leve11 n1011t/1J· 

it i.i·c1.\· i11 1>o~i·e1- r1ncl t/1e party' it.!i·elf /Je,r;a11 to b1·eak ttp tt,'l .'!ee11 at 
the rinie of the no-confidence n1otion. Exce/Jt a section of.the.for111er 
Praia So;:ia/ists, the Congress(O) and the R.'i.'i-.lan S'angh, all the 
r1t /1e ,. l:lJtZ.'11 it11e11 f,'\ lct'ttlke d oltt o,f f h l' fJ<11·t.\'. 

f\TfJt to J1cli'e .\·11p/Jo1·terl the n<>-co1~fitle11l:e 111<Jfi<J11, or re11·1c1if'1i1'1.g 

/1('1/l/'(l/ ()/1 it, }\)(}[fftl l1llV{'. fJ<?Cfl ii·1·011,~; (111(/ ('(Jllti111t(l/1('C (Jf.\'ltpporl 

tiJ t/1('. MrJ1·arji Des·ai (love1·11111e11t ii·<>ttltl f1ctve 11·1c'c111t, <Jb_jectii1ef_,, .. 

1111111.lling over (f/ective po1t'er to !he RSS-Jana Sangh co1nbine. 
1·11e Cr:1111·al Co11·1!'11ittr~e 1·eajjir111ed t/1(~ (.'<Jrrect11e.'l.'I cif tl1r~ Part)' 

.\'ll/)fJOrti11g till~ flO-l'Ofl,fide11l'C /]J(Jfio11. . . 

The political ,1evelop111ents {!11ring the July 197<) cr1s1s and 
f!il/o;ving it, 111a,le it clear thar the aligr1111ent of political .forces 
that took place on the eve of the March 1977 Lok .5ahha election 
an{I after>vards vv-as 11n,Jergoi11g raJJi</ sh(fts. and the Part\' hat! to 
1·erJrie11tate its tc1<:til:,\' i11 }t'orki11.g,f(1r r111e\.-t.-' 1·ec1lig11111e11t <~{ p<>litical 

J!1rces, a realig11111ent that '""'"'I.facilitate the struggle against the 
c!111/1rJ1-itarir.1f'1 fOrl·es t1nrl rll.\'(J /1el1> t/1e p1·rJl'l'.,\".\' o_f.1111iti11g t/1e L<~ft 

£111rl de111rJl'l'afil· flJrl:e.\·. A11y' attl'11111t fJll t/1e pt11·r r~f· tl1l: Pcz1·t_,, to 

.\'Clt'e 1!1t~ .ltt11c1tc1 Gover11111e111 o.f' Morc11ji D<~.\·cti lt.\' it str>od at t/1c~ 

Ii111e <Jf.t/1<~ J11l.v <:1·i.'li.'I, l1r'Ol1ld hc1i'<~ (:(J/11JJ1V111i,"il~tl t/1e Pc11·ty· :'\ JJositio11 

(lf1tl fJJ"(JVed cor111ter-prod11£:tive. 

Whe11 the leaderships olboth the Charan Singh-Chavan ulliance 
(/11rl t/1e Jr1,f{jivL111 Rct111. led ltlf'lltllL /Jecf?tlll IJl(lking c~[f'o1·t.'I ttJ s_t1·ike ll 

cl l'c1l ii· i t/1 t/1e Co11 g ,-<~.\'.\'(I), tl1e (~e11t1·t1 l C <1111111 i ttee stated it~\· p(J.\'i t if JI I 

('/(:l11·!_,, 1·egr11·t/ir1g t/·1e fOr111t1fi(Jl1 o_f· tl 11ei1: G<1ve1·11111e11t: ''The 

Ci'l(M) 1vould offer its cooperation ro political parties 11<hich are 
t1~\'i11,~ f<J j(Jr111 a Gove1"11111e11t iv·l1iL'l1;,\·11ot dl~pe11(le11tf01· its l'.ti.\·te11<:c~ 
(!// eitl1c:~· tl1e c()11,i(l"e.).'l(f) 01· tilt' }11/l(l S'a11g/1-RSS' l'OIJJ/1i11t1tio11. ,, 

f'111·t/1(;'J; {/' ,\"ltL·l1 (l Go\J(~l-lll11Cllf flri/.\' f() 111llte1·ic1li.\'(!, ''t/1e c,~l(M) 
t/1i11k.<s tl1£1t c111 tlfJpeal f<J tl1e peor>le i.\' ct!J.>ol11tel_\' 11ec·es.'J'tll')' . 
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C'onsistent ivith this sta11cl, the CPl(M) c/icl 11ot !encl the 11an1es 
of its Lok Sabha n1e111bers \l'he11 Charan ,)'ingh sub111ittetl 10 the 
Presit!ent the list of his supporters i11c/ucli11g the C1J111!ress(I). The 
f.>o/it Bt11·eatt a/j'(J i.'l.'II.1ed a j'ft1len1e11t j·c1y·i11g. '' ........ it .\·ee11·1.'I tl1cit 

1vith the /Jrocess ofcounting of.heacls in full s1vi11g, fJrinci/J/es >vere 
being jettisoned for the sake of' 11iu11bers and certain Janata(.5} 
leaders n1cu/e a beeli11e for C'ongress( I) support". "With these 
develop1nents it is clear that the Janata(.'i) (rover11111ent, if' it is 
.fi1rn1ed, 1i·ill be heavilv clependent on the Congress( I).for its survival 
and existence. 7'he CPJ(M) cannot be a party to SU/Jport a Ministrv 
vvhich co1nes tu tie1Jend upon the Congress(!) fiJr its survival." At 
tl1l' j"£1111e tir11e, till~ PlJlit B11rec11.t e.x:prt~j·.~·<~cl ''it.r;_fi1·111 op11r1j·iticJ11 In 

the fiJr1nation (If a Minist1y clepe1ulent on the Jana Sangh-R:-i'S 
t'o111bi11c1tin11 ''. 

But the situation 1vas tYl/Jidlv chanl!ing. The C'ongress( I) 111ountecl 
pre.\'j'Itr(~ <J11 tl1e Cl1<1rl111 .5i1z,'?l1-C/1ava11 t1llia11ce <len1a11<li11g 

('(J/J(:C.'l.\'i<>Jl.'\ i11cli1<li11ct: tl1e a/Joilitio11 <~fSpe<:ial (~Ollrts; j'or ifj' lJ\i.J/1 

partisan-ends, the Congress(!) began al/yin!! >vith the RSS-Ja11a 
,)'angh-clo111i11ated Ja11ata i11 Bihar ancl f!aryana. 

Wl1ile t/1ij· it.-'ll.'I taki11g place lJ11. tl1e <J1ze side, <111 tl1t~ nther, 

Ja11ata ( S) began atlopting a stiffer attitu<le to the Congress(/). 
TJ1e i11c:!tr,\·io11 iii t/1e Ch<11·l111 Si11,r;/1 (~alJi11et o.f rt n11111IJci· o.f' 
C'ongress( S) leaclers vvho had give11 evitlence against !11di ra Ca11clhi 
before the .'ihah ('0111111issio11, theJlat refi1sal ta conce<le 1he den1ancl 
for 1vithtlra11·a/ of cases ancl abolition of',)pecial Courts, Charan 
S'i11gh 's ope11 state111ent that he woultl 11ot 111eet lntlira Gandhi ancl 
l1<ri1e cli.\·c11.\·j·irJ11.\· \Vith her till the \.'lJtl~ <Jf <:n11.flde11ce 'r'i'G.5 oi1e1; t111d 

.\'O 011, 'r1'e1·e .'\t1·l1i11i11l{ rell1tio11.r; het'rt.-'ee11 t/1<~ le<1der.r; of.J<111atl1 (.5) 

<t11<i tl1e Cnng1·e.'\.\'(f). Cl1a1·l111 .'5i11"?l1 <1/.,·o is.'ltte<l j'tltf(?111e11t.11 to 

the effect that he 1vas preparetl to face a 111itl-ter111 poll 
rather than give in to the press11re of the Congress(/). One tre11cl in 
the Ja11ata(S) >vasfor closer relations \\'ith the Congress(/}, 1vhile 
<111<J t 11e1· .\· t 1v11g e 1· t 1·e11 cl 'rt ·a.r; llj'j'l~ rl i11,r; it.r;e ff· to le j',\'{~ 11 < f <?{Je11 de11 c·e 

011 the Congres·s(I) antl to con1pensate the loss of· Ca11gress(l) 
support by 1nohilisi111! the SU/Jport of' the Lift, tle111ocratic ancl 
rl~,f?i<Jtlltl pcrrtie.'\ aticl grot1ps. 
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It 'v\'li.,. t/1is ,s'itt1t1tion th<rt tl1e Pa1·t\' l1a(l to a,r;,r;ej'j' tlJ cleci<I<: n11 it.\' 

trttitt1(le to tl1e i.'l.11t1e of l'on.ficle11ce \1ote in tl1e Cl1<11·<111 !°)'i11l;/1 

(]rJ\'t~rn111e11t. T/1(! qttestio11 i\.:c1.r;: 'ri.:/1at i,i,'<Jtt!tl heir> tl1t~ .r;t1·(~11gt/1er1i11,f? 

of the struggle against the authoritaria11.fi1rces of' the Congress(/) 
and the con1pro1nising >ving h1 the Janata(S)' 

1·he Polit Bureau ancl the Central Co1111nittee ca1ne to the 
co11clusion that le11cling support to the specific issue ~f conficlence 
\'(Jte, tt:it/1cJttt co111111itti11g t/1e Pltrt_~, to overltll .'ltlfJJJOrt to t/1e 1ze14· 

(;overn1nent, 1voulcl held "the Ministt)' to clisentangle itself.fro1n 
detJenclence on the Congress( I) anti enable it to struggle both 
£1glt inst at.if l1lJ ri tt1 riarzi s111 a11d co111 nit111a l is111. ". Tht~ P cL 1·t_'r) 's s1tp pt1 rt 

to the vote o.f' confidence would strengthen the ha1uis of the anti
ltt1tl1c>1·itaria11 t!le111e11ts ancl tt1eaken tl1c! c~on1pro111ij·i11,r; fo1·ce.\· i-i1h<J 

1·~·t~ 1-e ./0 r g 1·ec1t e 1· coope1·at i<Jfl i.11 it/1 tl1t~ C 011g ress( I). 

/:,'vents that.followed /Jrovetl the correctness of.the line adopted 
hv the Party. The conflicts and co11tratlictions betvveen the 

Congress(!) authoritarian forces on the one hancl ancl the forces 
reJJresented by the Janata( S)-Congress( S) alliance provetl stronger 
a11d C/1(.tra11 Si11gl1 '.,. (~abinet p1·e_f"e1·1-ed to j'ttlJ111it it.'i 1-t~j·i,i;11atio11 

rather than be black111ailecl by the C'o11gress(I). 
T/1e (~e11trltl Cn1r11nittee 'j' electio11 1·e,1ieii·· doct1111t!11t.r; 1·eafjir111 

!he correctness to the tactics tuloptecl bv the Partv during the July 
crisis ancl suhsequent days. At everv Sflll!C of the crisis, the C'/' [( M) ;. 
tc1c·tics 'r\'c~rl~ c1i111ecl at ·'·tre11gthe11i11g tl1e JOrces tl1c11 .'ltood tlg<1i11.\'t 

C(J11grej·.,· (!) a11tl1<>1·itltria11is111. At tl1e ,\'lt111e ti111t~, tl1e.r;e tac·ti<.-..\· tlicl 

11(Jt fell\'(~ u11y• sc:<>pe ./Or tl1c j(11·(·,~.\· of l'(J111111t111<1lis111 flJ t<1ke 

£tll\1c111t <t~I{ e <Jf. t/1e j' iti1t1t i n11. W l1l1tt:ve1· <ltj}C 1·e1z<:e ,\' l1<td a 1·i j'e1z <J \!e 1· 

.\·r1111e of tl1t~.'>e qI1estio11j· it.-'ere r·ej'l>li·t~d, c1.'\ ca11 be .11ee11 fro111 tl1l~ 

fact that the Central Con1n1ittee finalised and acluptecl these revievv 
clc1cit11·1e11t.\· £111cl t111itellly i11orked ottt c1ll it.Ii fll(:tic'S .\·i1/Jsec1i1l:11t/_\'. 

ft i.'l llCl~es.,·t11-.\1_f01· tl1e e111ire P£11·t.\' tcJ .r;t11d.v <111cl ll.'l.11i111ilatc tl1ej'l'. 

C'<Jr1-ect t<1<:lic'.11fOlloi1cl!Cl IJ_V tl1e Plirt.\' i11 a period.fl1ll (~f-tit·i.\·f.\· c111cl 

t11r11.\·. T/1e re\1iei1.ij· 111ude /Jy tl1e C('11tr<1l CtJ111111ittl:l: <Jf.tl1e Lok !':it1b/1a 

ltllll Stctte A,,·.\·e1nf1lie.'1 elt~<:ti<Jll.\' ct11d p11b/ij·l1e£i l1e1·<: crre i11te11dell 

p1·e<:i.\·el.v .fOr tl1i.~·. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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REVIEW i{EPORT OF JANUARY 1980 
LOK SABHA ELECTION 

The p.arliamentary election of January 1980 produced a cornplete 
change rn the polrtrcal situation with the authoritarian party once 
!1ga1n 1nslc1llcd 1n the Ce11tral Govem1nent. I_)ower h!ts '1gain p:.tssed, 
through a popular rnandate, to the party which had clamped the 
Emergency on the country, dispensed with democratic nor1ns and 
announced its plan to change the Constitution to suit its purpose 
of one-party rule. 

The authoritarian party lost no time in increasing its stranglehold 
over the administration and the governmental apparatus. It had no 
cornpunction to disband the Governments of nine States which 
were ruled by opposition parties. For the time being, it has spared 
the three l~eft-led Govern1nents but its intentions are quite clear. 

This swing of the people towards the authoritarian party which 
was routed in the Hindi area only two and a half years ago, 
constitutes an amazing and on1inous developn1ent. It has 
overwhelmed many, making them Jose sight of the deep social 
forces at work. At the same time, the important and reactionary 
character of the change cannot be minirnised. Our Party was 
concentrating its effort precisely to avoid this danger, to prevent 
rts emergence by working for the implementation of certain 
policies. This objective of the Party could not be realised. The 
trek towards the Indira Congress of people, alienated by the Ji1nata 
could not be stopped. The election came in the midst of this process 
and produced the inevitable result. 

The results of the elections are striking. They revealed the great 
gulf that was stretchrng between the Janata and the people, thanks 
to rts performance of the last two and a half years; and also the 
weakness of the opposition due to division of votes. The distribution 
of votes in the last election showed the shift in voting. 

Year 

Cl)Tlgres~ (f) 
" 

1980 
Co11gress (U11ited) 1977 
J;1n;c1l<l 1980 
Januta 1977 
Lok Dai 1980 

Vc1tes wo11 

83.5 1nilli{Jn 
(14.7 1nillio11 

37.2 1ni!lion 
81.1 11111\ion 
18.5 Tili]\i(lll 

Percentage (Jt· 

voles 

42.56 

.14.35 

18.97 
4.1.06 

9.45 
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1'hc Janata vote fell by more than 50 per cent, a fall of n1ore 
than four crores of votes. The combined vote of the Janata and 
Lok Dai fell short of their votes in 1977 by more than two crores. 
Their percentage fell from 43.06 to 28. Such was the big landslide 
in the vote experienced by the Janata Party and its forn1er 

cc1n :-. ti tucn ts. 
According to a UNI publication, the tally of the Congress(!) is 

higher than the combined vote of the .lanata ( 18.97'70 ), the l~ok 
' ])al (9.459'c) and the Congress(U) (5.3°k). Over 70'/c of the new 

Lok Sabha men1bers who have won with majority votes belong to 
the Congress(!). As many as 286 of the 525 members won on 
n1ajority votes. Of these 203 were frorn the Congress(!). The DMK 
se11t ,1Jl its members on m:.1jority of votes, their wi1111ing pcrce11tage 
averaging 55.1. Next came the CPI(M), 28 out of its 35 n1embers 
having been elected on majority votes. The average poll percentage 
in their case worked out to 54.37. Twentyfour of the 31 Janata 
n1embers and 36 of the 41 Lok Dai men1bers were elected on 
rninority votes. The analysis shows that the overall average poll 
J'or elected members is 50.67°k,, for the 351 mernbers of the 

Congress(!), the figure is 51.78°/c. 
The Congress( I) increased its share of the vote by an average of 

J J .28'7c in all but two of the major States compared with the 1977 
elections, n1ainly at the expense of the Janata Party and the Lok 
Dai. 'fhe rout of the Janata Party was so con1plete that it had no 
representative from 14 States and 8 Union Territories. 

The Congress(!) won n1orc than 50'/c of the votes cast in 
Karnataka ( 56.25 'Ye); Andhra Pradesh (56.21 'Yo); Orissa ( 55 .65 'lo); 
Gujarat (54.84°/c); Maharashlra (53.30o/a); Punjab (52.46'7'o) and 

!)cJhi (50.40CJ,C,). 
The States where it did not receive the majority of the votes are 

Madhya Pradesh (46.52o/o); Rajasthan (42.66%); West Bengal 
(o6.47'1f,); Bihar (36.41°4); Uttar Pradesh (35.90'7'.); Tamil Nadu 
(31.67°/c); Haryana (79.79o/c) and Kerala (26.30°/c). 

I11tc1·esti11gl)1 tl1e Cong1·ess(l) l1ad :.1 bctte1· pc1·ce11t!.1ge ot· \1otes i11 
\Vest Beng<:.11 whe1·e it got only t·o111· seats t11£.111 i11 Bil1<:.1r \\1ith 30 
seats, lJ.P. with 35 seats, Ta111il Nadu with 20 seats, Haryana \Vith 
t'i\'C se1.1ts arid Kerc_1l:1 with five se!tts. 

11 ,, ,, 
! 
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Erosion of Janata Vote 

The erosion in the Janata vote had started within 1nonths of the 
1977 parlia1nentary elections and it was seen in the Assembly 
elections of that year. 

In the Assembly elections of seven States in June 1977, the Janata 
Party got t\vo-thirds of the seats. Ho\vever, there was a difference 
in the quantum of popular support as compared with the March 
Lok Sabha poll. 

In all these States, the Janata Party secured less votes in the 
Assembly poll than in the parliamentary poll. Although the party 
had won t\vo-thirds of the seats in each State, it could win sock, of 
the votes only in one State, i.e., l{ajasthan. whereas it had won 
over 50'7.: of the votes in all the seven States in the Lok Sabha 
electio11. 111 cont1·:.tst, the Congress h:.t(i st:.ti·ted impro\1i11g its po11ular 
support in four States: llttar Pradesh, !{ajasthan, Madhya Pradesh 
and Bihar. While its vote was slightly lower in Haryana, there was 
a substantial fall in its support in Hin1achal Pradesh and ()rissa. 

Lok Sabha Poll Votes Assembly Poll 
States Votes 

Percentage Percentage 
-· 

J:.1nata Congress (!) Janata Congress (I) 

Bihar 65 .0 I 22.90 43.14 73.83 
llaryana 50.35 17.95 46. 70 I 7 .15 
Hin1achal Pradcsh 53.37 38.30 49.01 77.74 
Madhya Pradesh 57.95 32.50 47.?8 35.88 
Oriss<:1 51. 77 38.18 49.?4 3 I .0 I 
!{ajasthan 65.21 30.56 50.69 31.49 
Uttar Pradesh 68.03 25.04 48.35 37.?7 

·-" ~--

In Punjah. the Akali Dai was an ally of the .lanata Party and the 
Cl'l(M) in the IA1k Sabha poll. The co1nbine got 49'k of the votes 
in the Assen1bly elections whereas it had obtained 59'/c of the votes 
in the l,ok Sabha poll, the Akali Dai share being 31 'k in the 
Assembly poll con1pared to 41.S'k in the Lok Sabha poll. The 
Janata Party's share was I 5';(, in the Asse1nbly poll compared to 
I 2.8'7c in the Lok Sabha poll and the CPl(M)'s was 3.5';(, \vhieh 
\Vas 1.5 less than the March 1977 poll. 
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It ,viii be seen that the Janata Party and allies started losing 
their influence from June 1977 onwards. The fall in the Janata 
parti's vote did not always go to the Congress(I) 111 the June 
elections. The electorate was moving away from the .lanata, but 
all those who were nioving away did not plump for the Congress (I). 
The process was to be completed in the 1980 parlia1nentary 
elections with the .lanata rapidly losing its i1nage and the Congress (I) 
iriiproving its position :.1111ong the 11eople in <l big way. 

J)cf'cctions, Crossing Over, Disintegration 
·rhe process of Congress(!) consolidation \Vas preceded by the 

process of disintegration of the bourgeois-landlord parties through 
splits, defections and crossing-.overs. By .January 1978. the 
c·ongress party split and the Indira Gandhi faction came to be 
kno,~n as the Congrcss(I). The Indira Congress made a far better 
sho\ving in the Asse1nbly elections in February 1977 and in a 
nun1ber

0

of by-elections than the other Congress. Indira Gandhi's 
victory at Chickmagalur boosted the prestige of the organisation. 
,i\t tl1is st;.1ge, large nt11nbers of Co11g1·essmen walked over to tl1e 
(~011 g1·c s s( I). 

But tl1e11 ;.1 reverse p1·ocess st:1rted t·o1· some ti1ne. Devr;.1j lJrs, 
the Karnataka Chief Minister, fell out \Vith Indira Gandhi, 
joined the Congress and gave it a big boost. A nu1nber of 
c:ongress(l) 1nembers of the Lok Sabha went over to the Swaran 
Si11gl1 Cor1gress, Congre.ss(S), r:.1ising its strenglh to 7(1 a11c.i 
reducing the Congress(I) to 70. The Congress(S) was recognised 
as the official opposition and its leader Y.13. Chavan as the leader 
of the opposition. 

()11 .Tar1ua1·y 1 a11d ? , 1978, a conve11tio11 ot' Congrcss111e11 Vv':.ts 

organised under the Presidentship of Indira Gandhi. Only a 
n1inority of the 657 AICC n1en1bers attended it. Indira Gandhi, 
ho\vever, claimed that the 1najority of the AJCC 111e1nbers were 
111·cse11t ;1nd 01·g:.111isec.i <l S[Jlit declc.1ring !1e1· fc:1ctici11 as the 1·e:.1l 
C:o11g1·css. 'fhc Febrt1:.11-)' clcctio11s i11 fi\/e St:.1tes sh<1\\1cd tl1<-1t 
l\'1 rs. G:.111dl1 i h:.1d bi gge 1· pttl l \V ith tl1e 111:.1s se.s i 11 the S C)lJ t 11e1·11 State . ..:;. 
Si1c \\'<111<.1b . ..:;ol11te1n:.1jc.1ritic . ..:; i11 K!.1r11<1tak1-1 :.111c.l A11dh1·,1 Pr1.1desl1. L11 
;-,.,1~1!1:.11·:.1sht1·a she \'./Oil a siz:.tble n11111he1· <._)f se:.1ts. Tt1c Co11g1·c.-.; . ..:;( S) 
lle1no11st1·atcd its stre11gth in M<.1!1a1·;1sl1t1·::1 <.tr1d M1·s. G<.111(fl1i 11(t(i 

c 

tc) ;1cce(Jt ;:1 Co11gress(S) leade1· ;1s the C,J1iel' "tv1i11i.-.tc:1· i11 <I 
Coalition Ministry. 
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'fhis show of strength led to crossing over, several Congress 
n1cmbcrs joining the Congress(!) party in ParliamenL The 
Congress(!) became the second biggest party in the Rajya Sabha 
with 61 n1embcrs whereas the Congress had a strength of 72 
rnembers in the Lok Sabha. On March 9, the Congress(!) won 
recognition as a political party in the Lok Sabha which meant it 
had a strength of more than 50 men1bers. The Congress(!) was 
soon recognised as the main opposition party in the Lok Sabha, its 

c 

membership having gone up to 71 as against 68 of the Congress. 
The procc.i;;.s of crossing over had brot1ght abotit the cl1a11ge. 

But simultaneously the crisis inside the Congress(!) was coming 
to ahead. It burst out within ten days of the Congress(!) being 
recognised as the main opposition party in the J,ok Sabha. On 
April 21. Oevraj Urs raised the issue of Sanjay Gandhi's 
involvernent in politics at the AICC meeting in New Delhi. This 
led to confrontation between Indira Gandhi and Devraj Urs, and 
the latter was expelled on June 24 for six years. This, for the time 
being, led to another switch-over and by July the Congress (l) 
ceased to he the main recognised opposition in the Lok Sabha, the 
Congress lttking its place. 

Tl1e Congress(!) w'ts expericr1ci11g continuous crises c.tnd 
defections. If it could still survive and fight back, it was because 
the bourgeois opposition parties were also affected hy crisis and 
opportunisrn. Indira Gandhi used this situation to her advantage. 
She was in need of allies and she won them over fron1 different 
quarters. She could do so because she continued to retain substantial 
support among the people. Though bet1veen 1977 and 1980, in 
some States her vote went down, still taking the country as a vvhole, 
she had in1proved her electoral appeal. Before going in for the 
1980 elections, she won over Bahuguna along with the Imam of 
Delhi's .TurnaMasjid in her support. She split away Brahn1ananda 
Rcdciy, she \VOil over <.l ffi(tjor p£1rt of tl1c Mt1hi.11·c.1sl1t1·c.1 Co11grcss to 
her side and was able to isolate Devraj l)rs in Karnataka. She broke 
the Congress-Lok Dai bloc in the election with ease so that its 
ap1)c<.1l in tl1e electio11 w11s n1ini111un1. 

l)u1·i11g the rno11tl1s tl1at i11te1·vc11c<l betwee11 tl1e disscJlt1tion ot' 
the l~ok Sabha and the elections, the Congress party continued to 
suffer further defections. 
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Dissensions in ,Janata on Question of RSS 
The ruling party was plagued with dissensions from the 

beoinning as it was really a conglomeration of different groups 
vvho had not ceased their rivalries. After overcoming their 
differences over the choice of the Prime Minister, the J anata leaders 
uot divided over selection of candidates for the State Assemblies. 
~ 

The formation of Ministries where the Janata had secured 
majorities sharpened the differences. Working together, the BLD 
and Jana Sangh groups shared the Chief Ministerships in six States. 
In U.P,, Bihar and Haryana the Chief Ministers belonged to the 
BLD and in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and. Himachal Pradesh 
they belonged to the Jana Sangh. 

It was in the period following the formation of the Janata 
Ministries in the States that the question of association between 
the Janata Party and the RSS was raised for the first time. One of 
the General Secretaries of the J anata Party called for an enquiry 
into the nature of the relationship between the J anata Party and 
the RSS. 

On September 18-19, 1977,MorarjiDesaiadvisedRamNaresh 
Yadav, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister, to throw out Janata legislators 
who indulged in indiscipline. 

By the end of 1977, several Janata-ruled States were showing 
signs of dissidence. In U.P,, about 200 members of the State 
Assembly belonging to the Janata signed a memorandum 
demanding the removal of Chief Minister Ram Naresh Yadav. 
These mostly belonged to the former Jana Sangh group. In Bihar, 
Chief Minister Karpoori Thakur was faced with a revolt from his 
party members, i.e., those belonging to the Jana Sangh group and 
some others (caste, etc.). In Haryana, Devi Lal was having a 
confrontation with Socialist Labour Minister Mrs. Sushma Swaraj. 
In Madhya Pradesh, the Chief Minister who belonged to the Jana 
Sangh was having a tussle with the former Socialists in his Party. 

The elections to the State Assemblies in February 1978, in which 
the Congress (!) scored a thumping victory in the South, 
exacerbated the divisions and factional struggles inside the Janata. 

Raj Narain accused Chandra Sekhar of failure to organise the 
party and of mismanaging the elections. Chandra Sekhar blamed 
reactionary elements inside the organisation for the party's poor 
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perfonnance in the elections. On March 18, 1978, Jagjivan Ram 
attacked Charan Singh and cited the U.P. riots as the chief cause 
of the alienation of the Muslim masses from the party. Charan 
Singh replied to Jagjivan Ram seeking to demolish his arguments. 

Ministerial crises broke out in U.P., Bihar, Haryana, all BLD
ruled States. Charan Singh who was then the Home Minister 
resigned from the party's national executive alleging that the 
leadership was encouraging the dissidence in the States ruled by 

his faction. 
The ParliamBntary Board asked the Haryana and Uttar Pradesh 

Chief Ministers to obtain votes of confidence. In Haryana, 
Dev1 Lal won a confidence vote on May 18 frustrating the 
conspiracies of the Jana Sangh and its allies. Ram Naresh Yadav 
also was given a massive vote by the U.P. Legislature Party on 
June 4-another defeat for the Jana Sangh combine. 

Charan Singh denounced his central colleagues as a bunch of 
impotent people, and Desai demanded his resignation as well as 
the resignation of Raj Narain. 

On July 4, the Parliamentary Board asked Chief Minister 
Devi Lal of Haryana to resign and directed the State Legislature 
Party to elect a new leader. This decision followed Devi Lal's 
statement accusing the central leaders of "hatching a conspiracy to 
oust Charan Singh and Raj Narain". 

The Jana Sangh faction played its cards cleverly, now supporting 
Morarji Desai against Charan Singh, now appealing for an 
understanding and playing a mediatory role. It appeared that the 
conflict was between Charan Singh and Morarji Desai with the 
Jana Sangh on the waiting lines. But the fonner BLD had siarted 
realising that the real conflict was between itself and the ambitious 
Jana Sangh group. 

Raj_ Narain started vehement attacks on the RSS-Jana Sangh 
comb1nat1on and justifiably charged the RSS with engineering the 
communal riots in Aligarh. The Janata Party leadership blatanly 
screened the RSS role in the riots and gave it a good conduct 
certificate. Once again the RSS leaders were involved in the 
communal riots in Jamshedpur and the Janata Party screened their 
misdeeds. Now the die was cast. The question of dual membership 
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carne up again and again and Morarji Desai, intent on retaining 
the support of the RSS, sabotaged a decision on the issue. 

Ram Naresh Yadav, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister, dropped two 
Cabinet Ministers belonging to the Jana Sangh group from his 
Cabinet on January 25, 1979. The Central Parliamentary Board 
directed Yadav to seek a vote of confidence from the State 
Legislature Party. Yadav lost the vote and resigned. 

Charan Singh openly attacked the Jana Sangh for these 
n1anoeuvres and conspiracies. He said that it was the Jana Sangh 
,vhich had already started the game of no-confidence motion in 

. States where the Chief Ministers were not its nominees. It never 
talked about destabilising the Chief Ministers in States ruled by it. 

Destabilisation Game 
()n April 7, the Central Parliamentary Board of the Janata Party 

directed the Chief Ministers of Bihar, Orissa and Himachal Pradesh 
to seek a fresh vote of confidence. The same meeting also decided 
that the separate front organisations of youth, labour, women and 
farmers owing allegiance to various constituents of the J anata Party 
should be integrated into a single unit. Expressive of the solid 
alliance between Morarji Desai, Jagjivan Ram and the Jana Sangh
!{SS was the fact that the decision regarding the front organisations 
was not to apply to the RSS which was described by Ramakrishna 
Hegde, one of the party secretaries, as a cultural organisation. On 
the same day, i.e., April 7, Jagjivan Ram in a press interview stated 
that the RSS bogey had been raised to kill the Janata Party. The 
sa1ne Jagjivan Ram denounced the RSS for its comn1unal outlook, 
its disruptive role and its pro-Indira leanings after the January 1980 

elections. 
Now the Janata Party was in the midst of a crisis and its 

leadership was sponsoring the destabilisation game. The State Chief 
Ministers of Bihar and Himachal Pradesh were directed to seek 
confidence votes from their respective State Assernblies. The inner
party battle was already carried to the legislatures, to the other 
parties with whose support the Janata Party leaders in the Centre 
sought to topple their own Ministries in the States. A regular 
war now started. Haryana Chief Minister Devi Lal asked the 
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Jana Sangh Ministers to quit. In Himac1,,11 Pradcsh, three Ministers 
opposed to Jana Sangh Chief Minister Shanta Kun1ar tendered 
their resignations. This was supposed to be in retaliation for the 
action of thirteen Ministers ofBihar who resigned from the Thakur 
Ministry on April 17. They belonged mostly to the Jana Sangh 
group. The three Ministers who resigned in Himachal Pradesh 
belonged to the BLD group. In Haryana, the Cabinet was said to 
have held an emergency meeting in the night of April 18 and 
decided that no Minister with any direct or indirect link with RSS 
should be allowed to remain in office. 

The former BLD-Jana Sangh alliance about which the Jullundur 
Party Congress Resolution spoke was now replaced by a new 
alliance of Jana Sangh, Congress(O), etc., opposed to the BLD. 

Congress (I) Support to Jana Sangh Combination 
In the confidence vote of April 19, the Jana Sangh scored over 

the BLD group in Bihar. Karpoori Thakur was defeated in the 
Assembly by the Jana Sangh group aided by the Congress(!). The 
Jana Sangh group was unscrupulous enough to join hands with 
the Congress(!) to defeat the Ministry of its party. This fact should 
be noted because it is forgotten by many. 

Jn Hin1achal Pradesh, the Jana Sangh combination won and was 
able to continue in the Ministry. 

The Janata Parliamentary Party elections on May 16 firmly 
sealed the alliance between the Jana Sangh and Morarji Desai, 
Jagjivan Ram. All the important posts were annexed by the Jana 
Sangh-Congress(O) alliance. It captured the posts of Deputy 
Leader, three General Secretaries and Treasurer. The Charan Singh 
group was completely routed. 

The conspiracies continued. Devi Lal was ousted and, to ensure 
a majority in the State Legislature ofHaryana, his successor Bhajan 
Lal relied on Congress(!) support. He purchased it by agreeing to 
withdraw some of the court proceedings against Bansi Lal charging 
him with heinous offences. Both Morarjj Desai and Chandra Sekhar 
justified the withdrawal of the cases. 1'he Janata leadership openly 
joined hands with Indira Gandhi to oust the Devi Lal Ministry. 
This fact again is forgotten. And now this treacherous Bhajan Lal, 
whom the Janata leaders supported against Devi Lal, has defected 
to the Congress(!). 
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Long-Term Process of Break-up 
This is the background to the Janata ,,,·cak-up. It was not a sudden 

e,·ent taking place in July. The ground was prepared by earlier 
conflicts in which the Jana Sangh group was forging ahead to 
occupy strategic positions in the Goven1ment and the party. It was 
taking place in the background of reactionary economic policies, 
and repressive measures which were eroding the image of the 
Janata Party. And, it was, besides, coming in the midst of serious 
attacks on the Muslim and Harijan minorities which were tolerated 
or ignored by the Jana Sangh-dominated Gove1111nent. 

It 1vas no accident that opposition to dual men1bership should 
be expressed in the Janata Party as early as in 1977. It was then 
both a means of opposing the RSS-BLD alliance and also the 
intluence of RSS ideology. It soon became a weapon of fighting 
the RSS domination over the Janata Govern1nent and its policies 
and demanded more attention because of the alienation of the 
Muslims and Harijans whose massive votes had helped the Janata 
Party to secure the 1977 victory. 

In July 1979, when the Lok Sabha met, the unity of the Janata 
Party was already undermined. On July 9, Raj Narain walked 
out with ten members. In two days, 27 MPs quit the .Tanata Party 
follo',ved by ten more led by Sri Madhu Limaye. Soon, more 
than 80 members left the Janata Party reducing it to a minority 
in Parliament. Morarji Desai's Janata now had a strength of 
only 206. 

This narration shows that the split in the Janata Party was 
niaturing for a long time; that it was getting concentrated on the 
issue of RSS which was seeking a dominant position in the 
Government and the organisation, and that the RSS wing was not 
above seeking the help of the Indira Congress in its struggle against 
the rival wing. This was no sudden discovery for the CPT(M), for 
it was for long warning against the .Tanata's breakdow1i and 
pinpointing the RSS-Jana Sangh activities as a source of loss of 
Janata's influence, apart from its class economic policies. Those 
who were taken aback by the split and ouster of the Janata 
Government were really unaware and unconscious of the deep 
.'iocii1l processes !lt work t1ndermining the unity of the organisation. 
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The incapacity of the Janata to defend the interests of the people, 
followed by the loss of its image, the growing shift of the people 
to the rival bourgeois-landlord party (the authoritarian Congress(!), 
the inner-fights and the struggle of the RSS-Jana Sangh to dominate 
the Government made the Janata incapable of protective its unity 
in face of the mounting economic crisis, as was clearly stated in 
the Jullundur Resolution of our Party Congress. 

Subsequent developments should enable all to place the earlier 
split as a part of the inevitable social process. The Janata Party 
went through three successive splits-(a) Lok Dai; (b) Jagjivan 
Ram; and (c) RSS-Jana Sangh. The latter has now formed a party 
based on itself, a pure Jana Sangh combination, and even Morarji 
Desai has not yet picked up courage to throw his lot with it. These 
recent develop1nents show that finally the issue of dual 1nembcrship 
had to be settled. The Socialist section, also a part of the Congress(O) 
section, in the end did revolt and were prepared to face a sure split 

but not compromise. 
Why did Jagjivan Ram denounce the RSS? Why did the 

Socialists part company with it? They all realised the treacherous 
role played by the RSS-Jana Sangh co1nbination. In the election, 
it secretly helped Indira Gandhi where Jana Sangh nominees 
were not contesting, i.e., against the Janata candidates from other 
groups. They, besides, realised little too late the havoc done to the 
Janata i1nage by this combine, the loss of influence leading to its 

political rout. 
The struggle for dissociation from the RSS had started ·quite 

early in the Janata Party. Our Party endeavoured to see that all 
the non-RSS groups stood together and isolated the RSS. But 
things shaped in a different way. The non-RSS groups split from 
the RSS wing on three different occasions. When Charan Singh 
split away, the Socialists and Congress(O) continued to remain 
with the RSS-Jana Sangh; when Jagjivan Ram split away, the 
Socialists and Congress(O) again remained with the RS,5-Jana 
Sangh. In the end, the Socialists and Congress(O) also had to split 
away from the RSS-Jana Sangh combine on the issue of dual 

niembership. 
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It is necessary to observe in this connection the recent policy of 
the RSS announced by Balasaheb Deoras. Whatever might be said 
by the BJP for the sake of electoral propaganda, the RSS leader 
does not see any special danger to democracy in Indira Gandhi's 
return to power and harks back to the past when the RSS was 
ready to join the Congress. This was preceded by the open 
understanding with the Congress (I) to instal a Jana Sangh-Janata 
Government in Bihar, and a similar pact with Indira Gandhi to 
keep Bhajan Lal in office. When the Janata was ruling at the Centre,. 
the alliances in these two States, we may call them temporary 
understandings, had already taken place. 

Party's Line towards the Janata Developments 
It is obviously true that no one expected that by July 9 or so, the 

crisis would burst leading to the disintegration of the Janata Party. 
But our Party was reacting to the developments for a long time, 
even raising doubts whether the Janata Party Government would 
last its full term. It was also warning against the RSS-Jana Sangh 
danger and did not see it only on the eve of the no-confidence 
motion. 

The editorial of People's De1nocracy, dated April 29, 1979, had 
the following to say under the caption, "Janata Mess": "The Janata 
is going through a second round of travail and agony. All those 
who expected some sort of stability and continued Janata rule at 
the Centre, at least for the remaining three years of the term of the 
Lok Sabha, are once again forced to raise the question how all this 
Janata mess will end, and what shape the Indian political scene is 
going to take." "The threat to parliamentary democracy, that 
was averted by the defeat of the authoritarian forces led by 
Indira Gandhi in the March 1977 elections, is again surfacing, 
from the regrouping of the Congress(!) forces on the one hand, 
and the forces represented by the RSS-J ana Sangh combine and 
its aggressive machinations on the other." "In this otherwise 
unhappy and murky political atmosphere in the country, a welcome 
sign of democratic awakening is the growing awareness of the 
danger of Indira Gandhi's authoritarianism and RSS-Jana Sangh 's 
anti-secular and obscurantist drive." "The coming two to three 
months are going to be crucial in the country's political 
developments." 
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The above passages show that the Party was neither underplaying 
the danger of the authoritarian forces, led by the Indira Congress, 
nor oblivious of the danger posed to the anti-authoritarian struggle 
from the RSS-Jana Sangh combine and its disruptive activities. 
The entire effort was how best to carry on the struggle against the 
authoritarian forces of the Congress(!) in the changing conditions 
of in-fights in the Janata, the rising of the menace of the RSS-Jana 
Sangh combine and the growing division among the Janata on the 
issue of "dual membership" and the increasing efforts of the 
Congress(!) to thrust forward exploiting the situation to its full 
advantage. 

This was full two months before the no-confidence motion and 
the downfall of the Janata Government. 

The Central Committee's inner-party statement on the national 
situation, dated April 13, 1979, gave an exhaustive analysis of the 
changing situation, political alliances and pinpointed the RSS-Jana 
Sangh danger. The RSS-Jana Sangh danger was mentioned in the 
Jullundur Resolution. Its growth, its new alliances and their 
dangerous implications were emphasised again. The April 13 
document also highlights the authoritarian danger. 

Struggle for New Alignment 

Then comes the significant statement about new alignment. 
."For all those who are serious about fighting authoritarianism, 

this provides an illuminating lesson. What happened in March 1977 
and after has not removed the threat of authoritarianism from the 
political life of India. With all the zigzags in its fortunes, it is 
trying to take advantage of every new development to regroup its 
forces and come on top. It will be utter folly to underrate the 
capacity for mischief with the "caucus" behind Indira Gandhi still 
possesses. 

"Against this background should be seen the two-year record of 
the Janata Government and the utter failure of the Janata Party to 
emerge as a united and cohesive political party. 

"As the Political Resolution of the Tenth Congress and the 
documents adopted by the Central Committee before and after it 
show, the socio-economic policies pursued by the Janata 
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Government are impoverishing the mass of the working people, 
,vhile enriching a handful of big capitalists and landlords. This 
cannot but lead, is in fact leading, to the ever deepening crisis of 

the national economy. 
"The Janata's approach to the problems of Centre-State relations, 

its language policy, its treatment of the religious minorities, the 
scheduled castes, the scheduled tribes and other backward castes
all these are giving rise to acute discontent among the various 
sections of the people, which, in its tum, is sought to be used to 
disrupt the unity of the people. Forces of national disintegration 
are once again raising their heads. This poses a serious threat to 
the united struggles of the democratic forces. 

"One cannot but draw attention in this context to the problem 
created by the activities of the RSS which is not formally part of 
the Janata Party but is known to wield considerable influence over 
its leadership through the several 'Swayam Sevaks' who are either 
Central or State Ministers, or active functionaries of the ruling 
party at various levels. The fact that the RSS 'sakhas' are carryin.g 
on with impunity their semi-military drills in public and that their 
organs of publicity and propaganda specialise in broadcasting anti
secular, obscurantist ideologies, is creating panic not only among 
the minorities but among all those who oppose the ideology and 
programme of the organisation. This perhaps is the foremost issue 
which divides the Janata Party from top to bottom, while it unites 
a considerable section within the Janata with secular, democratic 

and radical forces outside. 
"It should be noted that the leadership of the RSS has consistently 

rejected the demand that the RSS should either be merged into, 
and made amenable to the discipline of the Janata Party, or Janata 
leaders be obliged to sever their relations with the RSS. They are 
trying to have the advantage of both-being unaccountable to the 
Janata Party, but enjoying all the facilities provided to a constituent 
of the ruling party. This is resented and resisted by influential 

sections within the Janata Party." 
Then comes a significant statement about new alignment: 
"The new alignment that has started taking shape within 

the Janata, as between the RSS and its supporters on the 

I 
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one hand and its opponents on the other, together with the 
liaison that is being established between the latter and secular 
forces outside the Janata Party, are positive developments. It · 
is from this point of view that the recent developments in U.P.
the break-up of the old BLD-Jana Sangh alliance, the formation 
of a new alliance between the former CFD and BLD, followed 
by the support extended to this new alignment by the anti
unity Congressmen; the Right C.P. and other Left and 
democratic forces-should be seen. The old blind anti-Janata 
stance of the Right C.P. had suffered a dent." 

RSS Undermines Anti-Authoritarian Unity 

The Party was aware of the disintegrating process of the Janata; 
it was aware that this together with the policies pursued by the 
Janata Government was enabling Indira Gandhi to forge ahead; 
the Party was warning against the RSS danger and was working 
for a new alignment inside and outside the Janata against the RSS. 

The PB. statement, dated April 26, 1979, pinned down the RSS 
as the deliberate planner and organiser behind the communal 
massacres. The statement observed that "as in other riots like 
Aligarh, the leading light among the organisers of the riot in 
Jamshedpur is the confirmed RSS leader who happens to be the 
local MLA .... The Bihar Military Police, by and large, acted in 
concert with the RSS in the killing, the looting, the house-burning 
and other inhuman deeds-all directed against the minority 
community". "The RSS which refuses to dissolve itself and submit 
to the discipline of the Janata Party is, at the same time, using its 
position as a constituent of the ruling party to burrow into the 
administrative machinery and transform it into a vehicle of 
communal disruption. A large section of the Janata leadership and 
ranks have correctly demanded that this 'dual membership' of RSS 
leaders should be immediately put an end to. 

Many comrades perhaps even now do not understand the 
political meaning of the RSS exposure. They take it as the usual 
fight against communal ideology having no immediate bearing on 
the conduct of the anti-authoritarian struggle. In fact, the RSS 
misdeeds were driving the Muslims and Harijans into the Indira 
camp and therefore exposure and fight against them were an 
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. 1 rt of the fight to maintain anti-authoritarian unity. Slowly 
integra pa f h J ta Party had to come to the same 
all other components o t e ana 
conclusion and part company with the RSS crowd. 

C . . nd the Vote of No-Confidence The July r1s1s a fl. t 
. . ulmination of intense inner-con ic s 

The J.uly cr1s1s was th: ~ lted in the pulling down of Janata 
and factional struggles w JC redsuB.h 

1 
these unseemly in-fights 

..... UP Haryanaan I ar. n . d 
M1n1str1es in · ·• . . headed by the Charan Singh an 
of the Janata, if.one side is spe~r f cfon is led by the RSS-Jana 
Raj Narain faction.' the .opp~1te·s:er ~orarji Desai ganging with 
Sangh combine, with Prime . 1n1. otiatin with the 

·it. Both these rival J~nata factioi~st~:~ee ~~:~u~:; ofU.P.: Haryana 
Congress (1) to seek its support(!) . turn !as not averse to throwing 
and Bihar, and the Congress h1n . der to cultivate one or the 

. h side or the ot er, in or f 
its we1g ton one · . d ntage The deposed Chie 

. f h J ta to its a va · 
other faction o t e ana K or1· Thakur and Devi Lal, 

f B.h d Haryana arpo 
Ministers o ' ar an. ' d out of the Central Cabinet, 

. h R . Narain who was ease d 
together wit aJ . . . . D lhi to avenge their "fall", an 

din hectic act1v1ty in e 
were engage .. mbine from power at the Centre. 
pull down the Mora1Ji-RSS co " 

1 
·n this period that the 

It must be noted that R1tS1Ss p~ec1s~: ~ur Party in Kerala had 
· ttacks of the gangs d d 

aggressive a . f p pie's Deinocracv. ate . d R rting in the issue o eo . 
increase . epo . "RSS Murderous Attacks on 
May 6, 1979, under the capt1ond that "in Tellicherry alone, 

· K 1 " it was state · 
CPI(M) in era a , k ·11 d in these attacks and twenty:nine 
nine comrades w~re. ' e d many of them have been 
sustained severe injuries ......... an 

disabled for lif:'': · . the wake of the communal riots in 
The July cr1s1s came '~ ntrywide policemen's strike and 

.I amshedpur and Ahgarh, t. e t~~uissuing of an Ordinance on CDS 
heavy repression to crush it,h .k·. g Reserve Bank employees, 

d ther against t e str1 in 
money an ano ·1 orkers and the move to enact 
the refusal to pay bonus to ra1 way w 

a law for preventive. detention.be also seen in the background of 
The July cr1s1s will have to II d by the Socialist leaders on 

lh. S . · list Convention ea e . 
the De 1 oc1a . 700 delegates attended from 
July 7 and 8, 1979, which some 
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different States; the resolutions and statements of this Socialist 
convention were extremely critical of Janata Government policies 
and the disruptive role of the RSS-Jana Sangh constituent of the 
J anata Party and Government. 

Finally, the July crisis came in the wake of the formation of the 
Congress (U) at the Bangalore Convention, the emergence of the 
Congress (U) as the main opposition party in the Lok Sabha 
displacing the Congress (!), the split in the Janata and the efforts 
of the Congress (U) and others in the Lok Sabha to form an 
alternative Government in alliance with the Janata (S) and others 
who were willing to join them. 

The Janata Party leaders wanted our Party to toe their line 
without making any concessions to the masses. In effect they were 
demanding a vote of confidence or neutrality for their Ordinances, 
for the Preventive Detention Act and for suppression of the police 
agitations and were asking us to behave as their camp-followers. 
This was the role assigned to us by them. 

Besides, after the split in the Janata, the Jana Sangh-RSS group 
now dominated the organisation. In effect our vote of neutrality 
was demanded to support a Government dominated by the RSS
Jana Sangh section against whom we have been fighting; the Janata 
leaders wanted us to choose an alignn1ent with the RSS wing 
while our Party had already welcomed a new alignment against 
the RSS. 

Taking these developments into consideration, it would have 
been the height of opportunism to adopt an attitude of neutrality 
towards the no-confidence motion. It would have identified the 
Party with Janata's repressive policies, it would have further 
identified it with the RSS-Jana Sangh section which was now 
dominating the.Janata and would have undermined the faith of the 
Muslim masses in the Party both in Kerala and West Bengal. 

Such identification would have come at a time when our Party 
in Kerala had already to take an open anti-RSS stand in the elections 
and wage a fight against its murderous attacks. 

The adverse election results should not blind us to these facts. 
Parliarnen•ary manoeuvring cannot change the correlation of forces 
among the people. 
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It is now clear that whatever stand the Party would have taken 
the Janata Party could not have been saved. It had already ~plit 
and could not have remained in the Government to avoid elections 
and in the elections it could not have put up a better show. It did 
not lose its influence among the people becau~e of our election 
tactics or our support to the no-confidence motion. 

·rhe Question of Underestimation of the Authoritarian Danger 

The results of the elections which have gone completely in 
favour of authoritarianism make comrades feel that we had 
underestimated the authoritarian danger and concentrated too much 
on the communal danger. This is not correct. The background a~d 
analysis presented and the testimony of the Party docu".'ents p~;; 
to the fact that we were estimating the Janata policies,. 
emergence and Janata split from the point of view of their effect 

on the anti-authoritarian struggle. . . . . . 
The Party has been repeatedly pointing out that the authoritarian 

forces are getting stronger. The Party realised that the correlation 
of forces among the people had changed and was c.hangingd. 

. . 1 . f the Janata polrc1es an 0 I by dissociating ourse ves rorn 
n Y . . Id k our image and prepare RSS-Jana Sangh association, cou we eep . . 

a foundation for the progress of the anti-authoritarian front. But 
our exposures, criticisms and dissociation did not stop the rapid 
flow from the Janata to the Congress(!). . 

There is no doubt, however, that neither the Polrt Bureau no_r 
the Central Committee expected the spectacular victory of In~ira 

. . I th ght that the currents and cross-currents Gandhi. We certain y ou . . 
1 in evidence might prevent an outright victory of Indira Gandhi. n 

. knew that authoritarianism could not be fought by 
any case we . I I . ng the 
befriending the Janata Party which was rapid y osing amo . 
people. Support to the no-confidence motion indicated the shar_p 

. . . the damage done by the Janata to the anti-desire to repair · 
mthorituianunity. . he 

. 1·d ment against the pohcy pursued by t There 1s no va 1 argu ' · . 
C C The J anata Party had lost the confidence of the people. 

· · . d d much less played a role of fighting It could not have continue an 
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against authoritarianism. This section, besides, was not above 
taking the help of Indira Gandhi to instal its Governments in Bihar 
and Haryana and making concessions to Bansi Lal. 

Our Party was aware of the processes inside the Janata and was ·I 

welcoming the growing resistance of certain elements against the 
RSS-Jana Sangh domination. This is what we said in the C.C.'s 
statement on the national political situation in April. This was our 
line: try to bring out a new realignment more favourable to the 
democratic and anti-authoritarian forces freed from the handicap 
of the RSS-Jana Sangh combination. In April and May, we did not 
visualise an open split. We thought of continued developments 
inside the Janata with the anti-RSS elements strengthening 
themselves. 

But hy July, in the background of Chavan's no-confidence 
motion, the crisis came out into the open with Raj Narain and 
Charan Singh walking out. In this situation we continued our line 
of mobilising all forces for a new alignment. In the background of 
Urs' revolt and the Congress(U) becoming the major opposition 
party in the Lok Sabha with crossing over from the Congress(!), 
it was correct on the part of our Party to work for a new realignment 
and not to trail behind the RSS-Jana Sangh alliance. We had not 
asked Charan Singh and Raj Narain to walk out, but once this 
process had set in, we had to think of a new alignment of forces 
outside the Janata and call on our allies, the Akali Dal, Left parties 
and others to take part in it. 

We took an active part to bring about a new realignment after 
Charan Singh's departure from the Janata, we tried to convince 
other anti-RSS elements to part company with the RSS-Jana Sangh 
combination. We persuaded Bahuguna and his followers who were 
bitter against the RSS policies to take a quick decision and give up 
vacillations. We did our best to persuade the Socialists who had 
assembled in a conference to take the proper decision, hut failed. 
We saw to it that the new realignment was supported by the Akalis 
and others who were in touch with us. These moves of ours were 
in pursuance of our efforts for a new realignment of forces. 
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J ullundur Resolution 
It is erroneous to argue that our Party's support to the no

confidence motion was against the line of the Jullundur Congress 
,vhich only called for fighting the authoritarian danger and not the 
Janata. This puts an opportunistic interpretation on the Jullund~r 
Itesolution. It is, of course, true that at the Party Congress we did 
not raise the slogan, Down with the J anata Government. We 
correctly argued that the time was not yet ripe to raise thts slogan 
as the anti-authoritarian possibilities of the Janata were not yet 
exhausted and inner developments were taking place. To argue as 
if no change has taken place in the situations since then, is to reject 
all the Party documents written since then and turning Nelson's 
eye to the Janata doings. The Jullundur Resolution, besides, warned 
the people that the authoritarian danger could be fought .by the 
growing alliance of Left and democratic parties, by changing the 
correlation of forces among the people and not by relying on the 
J anata. It warned the people against the ominous development seen 
in the growing domination of the RSS over the Janata. 

~'or Broad Electoral Opposition _ 
The Central Committee pursued its policies of shaping a new 

realignment among the anti-authoritarian forces and simul
taneously redoubled its efforts to strengthen Left and democratic 
unity. It had, before it, the supreme concern of ho': to stem the 
advance of the authoritarian forces rendered 1nev1table by the 
policies of the Janata, now Jana Sangh-dominated. 

The dissolution of the Lok Sabha and announcement of elections 
demanded strenuous efforts on the part of the Party to build broad 
resistance to the authoritarian party. It was obvious that a split in 
the Janata Party, with the RSS-Jana Sangh issue having assumed 
political importance, such a broad front could not have included 
the Janata. The Lok Dal, the Congress(U), two important parties, 
together with the CPI and some other parties would not have 
accepted it. There was another alternative: the Pa11y could have 
allied itself only with the Janata. No one dared suggest tt. 

The Central Committee decided to forge an alliance of Left and 
democratic parties and a more broader electoral understanding with 
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the Lok Dai, Congress(U), etc., and called for support to it When '• 
the Central .committee decided on its electoral tactics no one , 
objected to it; but after the election results, the Party's tactics in .. 
seeking an understanding with the Congress and Lok Dai beg . 
being questioned. an· 

It is not correct to argue that our support to the Lok Dai, etc., 
and our efforts for a broad electoral front meant that we were · 
running too much after the bourgeois parties. This criticism means 
that the Party should not have made any effort to build a viable 
resistance to the Indira Congress in cooperation with other '. 
bourgeois parties. It amounts to leaving the field free to Indira · 
Gandhi, giving up all efforts to prevent the division of the anti
authoritarian vote. The Party has not accepted this line in the . 
struggle against authoritarianism. If we had followed this line in 
West Bengal in 1977, the Parliament results for our Party would · 
not have been the same. It is the same old line which took a neutral ' 
attitude to the J.P. struggle and goes against the Party's estimate of ' 
the correlation of class forces. 

The Central Committee unanimously decided on its election 
tactics and decided to support the Lok Dai-Congress alliance while 
strengthening the Left and democratic forces. It took into 
consideration the Congress(!) as the main danger, the RSS-Jana 
Sangh r.ole, and took its decision in the background of the overall 
continuing struggle against authoritarianism of which the electoral 
struggle was only a part. 

As the September 6 document stated: 

"The election as a sequel to this intensification of the crisis of 
the system poses the same question before the people--dictatorship 
or democracy. The main vehicle of this dictatorship-the section 
from which the immediate danger arises, which has the possibility 
ot gett1~g into power-is the Congress(!) and defeat of this force, 
pr~,vent1ng its return to power, must be our main objective. 
. The challenge of the Hindu chauvinistic forces, which at one 

lime threatened to take over the Central administration has been 
frustrated but yet everything has to be done to cripple them further, 
their obscurantist and authoritarian outlook ·has to be met and 
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everything has to be done to cripple the strength of this force. 
At present it does not seem to be in a position to get anywhere 
near a majority. 

"We are directly opposed to these two forces and our election 
tactics must address themselves to the broadest possible 
n1obilisation against the authoritarian Congress(!) and the Jana 
Sangh-RSS-dominated Janata. While endeavouring to cripple 
the st1·ength of the authoritarian and communal forces, our aim 
should be to bring about a change in the correlation of forces, in 
Parliament, i.e., a substantial increase in the strength of the Left 
forces in Parliament. Any bourgeois-landlord Government at the 
Centre must continually feel the pressure of the Left if democracy 
is to be defended and secularism is to be maintained. Needless to 
say, a substantial increase in the direct representation of our Party 
is a sine qua non of the increased strength of the Left. 

. "The tactics that we have to adopt are determined by our overall 
objectives-defeat of the authoritarian forces represented by Indira 
Gandhi, defeat of the communal forces, increased strength of the 
forces broadly opposed to the Congress (I) and Janata, increase in 
thc'strength of the Left and democratic forces and among them, 
increase in the strength of the Left forces headed by the CPI(M). 

"The election stn1ggle for us is a serious political battle, and not 
just a struggle for parliamentary seats; we have to endeavour to 
bring about a correlation of forces among the people which should 
he far more favourable than after the last elections. In this 
connection, we may recall the following from the Jullundur 
Resolution of the Party: 'While legitimately concerned with the 
immediate task of uniting the people against the forces of 
authoritarianism, the Party cannot forget the correlation of class 
forces obtaining at present and the weaknesses in the political 
situation favourable though it is ....... The present situation is 
characteri.sed by the following features: the authoritarian 
dictatorship has been removed with the electoral defeat of the 
Congress and the restoration of civil liberties and democratic rights. 
But the anti-Emergency struggle and the electoral victory have 
not led to a shift in the balance of forces in favour of the working 
class, i.e., the masses have not moved away from the influence of 
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bourgeois parties and started rallying round an alternative 
leadership. As in 197 I, in the recent election also, polarisation 
took place round the two bourgeois-landlord combinations-the 
Congress and the Janata: ... But despite the biggest upheaval 
~Ince Independence. which frustrated the Congress designs to 
impose an author1tar1an dictatorship over the country, the Left and 
democratic forces which constitute at present the only alternative 
to the bourgeois-landlord parties, have not emerged as a viable 
force. On the contrary, except in West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura, 
they are very weak, leaving the bourgeois-landlord parties in 
virtual monopoly of the people.' 

"Every effort has to be made by our Party to change the 
correlation of forces among the people, to increase the influence 
of Left and democratic forces under our initiative. This must be 
the constant aim of our election tactics and struggle. We are 
certainly not interested in seeing the victory of one combination 
over another without an increase in the strength of the forces that 
are vital in the struggle against authoritarianism and comn1unal 
reaction. 

"The question of maximum mobilisation of the forces ranged 
against the author1tar1an and the communal forces brings us to our 
approach to the three main bourgeois-landlord co1nbinations. 
The Congress(!) representing the challenge of dictatorship has 
to be opposed and routed. So also the Janata dominated by the 
RSS-Jana Sangh. 

"What about the third bourgeois-landlord combination
the Janata(S) and the Congress? The class character of this 
combination, its image among the people, its reactionary economic 
outlook, etc., have already been noted. Despite this, the 
combination for its very electoral success, and ambitions, must 
fight the other two combinations to whom we are firmly opposed. 
It presents the possibility of forming a part of a broad mobilisation 
of the forces opposed to the Congress(!) and the Janata. This 
combination is ranged against both for the time being and will 
objectively be of help to the people in the fight against 
autho1·it,l1·ic.111ism and Hindu communalism. Hence, we must try to 
have some kind of electoral understanding with it wherever such 
understanding is possible and will help us to bring about a 
mobilisation and weaken the other two forces. 
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"This electoral understanding will be niore limited than our 
understanding with the Janata Party in the 1977 elections. In 1977, 
tlier·c was a ge11erc.1l anti-E1nerge11cy wave, tlnti-Indira t1ps11rge. 
'fbe con11non \Vatchword of all opposing parties was democracy 
vs. dictatorship-a watchword born out of the co1n1non popular 
experience of the En1ergency. The mass movement earlier led by 
J.P. and others, the repression directed against them, made the 
Janata the 1nain symbol of the anti-Emergency fight and the prestige 
of the Janata leaders was high. The Janata Party, besides, had spread 
its intluence over a greater part of India. The Janata Party leaders 
\vere yet to be tested and tried in action. A much closer electoral 
understanding with common propaganda and meetings developed 
expressing the 1nass urge for unity c.1gainst a11thoritc.1rianism. 

"The situation is quite different today so far as the Janata(S)
Cong1·ess c.1rc concerned. The1·e is, no wave at· democratic ange1· 
associated with the combination. In many cases, the iinagc of the 
leaders is defaced. Their economic performance and their criticis1n 
of the Janata will be hardly convincing, since till recently they 
\Vere part of the Janata leadership and are not known to have fought 
for any demands of the people. 

"Nonetheless, it is necessary to have an electoral understanding 
\\1ith the co1nbination to resist tl1c authoritc.1rian and comm11n11l 
Corces and disperse their strength. There is, of course, no question 
or a co1nn1on electoral progran1me. The character and strength of 
the understanding depends on the strength of this combination as 
;1 force i11 t·ighting the two other l'orccs and mobilising the anti
authorita1·ian i.tnd anti-commt111al \.1ote. Despite the u11derst,1nding, 
\VC may have to criticise the electoral platform of the co1nbination. 

"But it should be clear that we do not place this combination 
in the san1e category as the Congress(!) or Janata. These latte·r two 
;:.11·c ou1· ad\1ers<.1rics i11 the electior1s who1n we are detern1i11ed lo 
right. The Janata(S)-Congress co1nbination lllUSt be treated 
as a useful force in this fight, a force which enahlcs the people 
tt1 htt\'C a h1·oad mobilisatio11 of the anti-authoritaria11 a11d 

i.t11ti-ct11n1111111i:1l \'Olc. Havi11g decided this app1·oacl1, \Ve tnust 

t;1ke tl1e vc_ir)'ing sitttations in the Stat~s a11d direct ou1· cfft)rts ILJ 

,.;;ec11re 0111· objecti\.'Cs-bro,1d mobilisation of t'orces opposed 
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to authoritarianism and communalism and increased strength 
of the Party in Parliament, of the Left in Parliament and 
increased influence of the Left and democratic forces among 
the people. 

"In. West Bengal, our Party and the Left F'ront headed by us 
constitute the bulwark and bastion of the anti-authoritarian and 
anti-com1nunal forces. It is our Party that was singled out for 
repression during the days of se1ni-fascist terror and it is we in 
cooperation with our allies who have defeated the Congress(!) in 
West Bengal. During the last two years, again, it is our Party that 
has succeeded in isolating the Congress( I) and the other bourgeois 
partles-Janala, Congress, fro1n the masses. If in other States, the 
Congress(!) hopes to recover lost ground, it has hardly any such 
hope 1n West Bengal. We, with our Left Front, are the dominant 
anti-authoritarian force in West Bengal. Our tactics must address 
the1nselves to strengthening our representation in Parlian1ent, in 
consonance with our strength among the people, increasing the 
representation of the Left parties allied with us, and at the same 
tin1e, broadening the appeal and base for 1nobilisation of the anti
authoritarian and anti-communal vote. This latter aspect should 
not. be forgollen. Besides, while determinedly sticking lo this 
pos1t1on, we should do our best to ensure that our opponents do 
not unite <lgtiinst us. Driven to dcspe1·,1tion, they a1·e likely to create 
trouble in the election, resort to violence, provoke police action 
and propagate that the elections have been unfair. It will be of 
great help to us if their coming together is prevented." 

These extracts do not show that there was underestimation of 
the danger from Indira nor do they show that there was exaggeration 
of the con11nunal danger, nor do they attribute special virtues to 
Charan Singh. On the other hand, this is a cold sober estimate of 
the bourgeois-landlord parties and their electoral stand and of the 
extent to which it helps the anti-authoritarian forces. 

This was a correct line consistent with the l'arty's struggle to 
build resistance to Indira and 1nobilise maximun1 support for it. 
We supported the whole of the Janata when it was playing an anli
authoritarian role, and now son1e people object to the san1e attitude 
towards Lok [)al, etc. 
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Politically this was the only con1bination that offered possibility 
of drawing large sections in the co1n1non electoral struggle. Their 
strength was not exaggerated by us. We were bound to attach 
unportance to the Congrcss(U) after Urs left the Congress(!). Urs 
Jid have a base in Kamataka and the reverse process from the 
(.'ongress(U) to the Congress(!) had not started. In fact, it was the 
other way about this time. The Bangalore Conference gave a big 
boost to Congress(U) prestige and we were bound lo take notice 
of it. It would have been wrong to ignore it. 

So also it would have been wrong to ignore the Lok Dai with its 

1nass btisc in U .P. 
· To question the Party's support to the Lok Dal-Congress(U) 
alliance is wrong. What was wrong vvith the Lok Dai? Only Charan 
Singh. This is the same old sto1y: decide the attitude to a 1novement, 
organisation or party not by reference to the objective role it is 
playing but by reference to the person who leads it. This is the 
same old J.P. and Jana Sangh movement story. ()bjectively, Charan 
Singh did help to secure more than a crore of votes against Indira 
Gandhi, demarcating fro1n the Jana Sangh-Janata. The C.C, was 
fully aware of the limitations of Charan Singh's outlook. 

As the August 15 document stated: 

"The biggest contingent of the combination is the Janata(S) 
whose President is Raj Narain and which is led by Charan Singh. 
This is mainly the former BLD with its strength mainly based on 
the rural masses of U.P., Haryana, Bihar, with some scattered 
following in Rajasthan". "Charan Singh for some time has emerged 
as the rallying force for this peasant mass-in certain parts ofU.P. 
and Haryana. In 1977, it was largely his mass base combined, of 
course, with other forces, that led to the rout of Indira Gandhi in 
U.P ........... This forn1er leader is known to be full of reactionary 
ideas and ideology. His opposition to working class demands is 
known. He propagates the false idea of rural versus urban and pits 
the rural mass against the urban poor and the working class. He 
represents the rural vested interests, the landlord gentry and 
landlords, and also gives expression to the fear of the small 
proprietor· agai11st the big industry. He is also kntJwn fcJ1- his 
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anti-Harijan bias-coming as he does from th . · · e upper-caste Jat 
peasant community. And he also is plagued with an anti-Muslim 
bias, hkc many Con~ressmen. He has been a staunch opponent of 
bonus in the Morarp Cabinet and \Vas also the initiator oft 
Ord111anccs. '1 wo 

Again, in the Central Committee's document d· t'd S b 
I 8 I 979 d · • a c eptem er 
. '. , an circulated to all State Con1n1ittees, it is stated: "The 
second was the trend represented by RaJ· Na1·a·1n Ch .. s· h · d th h. , . a1an 1ng 
.tn o crs w ich also picked tl . !'SS leve . . , . . . up ie anti- ' , slogan as a useful 

. r .'n the fight for d1str1bution or power, against the parent 
~1~an1sat1on: compromised its honour by seeking Indira Gandhi's 

b
e p to '.how n1aior1ty hacking. The subsequent confrontation 
etween 1t and the Jndira C . 1 d. 
h eh

. .. . . . ongrcss ea 1ng to the resignation of 
t e ,11a11 S1r1lrh Ministry ha . . . , "' . . s now put it in open opposition to 
the Congress(!) in the elections" 'fh b .·. 1· Ch . . . . e as1s o i.11·an S1nlrl1's 
OPf_os1t1on lo the RSS is properly placed here. · "' · 

l hose who attack our sup ·t h, L k . · . . poi tot c o Dai-Congress alhanc, 
are, in tact, asking the Party to ao alone with the Let~ Th. . he 
interest of t d . b · is, 111 t e 

. . no un erest1mating the authoritarian danger. 
It is .1.110'.oughly unrea.listic to hold the Party's election tactics 

respons1hlc for the election deb·icle All th. II . 1· .. th b · ' · is rca Y gives a 1b1 to 
. be ourgeo1s opposition parties, niainly the Janata, ,;hich brouoht 
a Otit the b1~ 1.tdvcrse elector<ll cha11gc. b 

.The question has to be answered, \vhy did the alliance f-1re so 
m1serahJvO Partly of c h. . ' · . h ' ·. ' ourse, t is is due to the electoral system 
1.e t ere1s11 ·,· f · , ·· b . 0 prov1s1on or representation in proportion to the 
num e1 of votes polled B t f . . II" . · u • apart ron1 this, it is clear that the 
a iancc failed and was not able lo i1nprcss the people. 

Indira Gandhi Seeks New Allies 

In the docun1cnt quoted above the C C had. I. d . 
that the task was difficult th·1t tl1e I'· .j . f ah1ea y pointed out 

d
.d h ' ' c.tc ers o t ese 01·gan1s·1t1011s 
' not ave a good image th· t I ' . 

G 
. , a t iere was no wave against lnd1·r·1 

•andh1 and th t th r . '. , ' offended th a e po 1c1cs pursued by the J anata Party had already 
not abl e people. Yet, rt was seen that the Congress( I) was also 
·1 l e to un.1te Its ranks, the splitting ofDevraj Urs had weakened 
I · t was not incorrect on · . · ottr pa1·t to give 1mport!t11ce to Urs !tt tl1at 
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tirne or to the mass mobilisation of Charan Singh. The Lok Dai 
did get 1najority votes in 182 U.P. Assembly constituencies in the 

}J,1t·lic.1me11tary elections. 
But during the subsequent months, as elections approached, new 

dcvelopn1ents started and the Congress(!) did consolidate its 
position. Indira Gandhi aware of her position did everything to 
split the Congress(U), the Lok Dai and seek new allies. The 
defections from the Congress(U) had now started, i.e., a process 
in the reverse direction. This was a reflection of what was 
happening among the people, with two and a half years of Janata 
rule and five months of the Caretaker Govemn1ent. The functioning 
of ·the Caretake Government, the continued rise in prices, the 
incapacity to control the situation, the combined blackmail of the 
Government by the Janata and the Congress(!), etc., saying the 
Caretaker administration had no right to take i1nportant decisions, 
all further denigrated the image of the alliance. It should not he 
forgotten that five months passed between the dissolution and the 
election. All these led to a quickly changing situation which 
completely upset our cautious estin1ate. 

lJ11certainty Continues 
In fact, the situation was changing so rapidly that none, neither 

the Press nor the Congress (!) nor anyone else, could anticipate 
the results. Indira Gandhi's behaviour itself showed that she was 
uncertain. She was searching for every possible ally. She flattered 
Bahuguna to join her to secure the support of the Imam of the 
Delhi Juma Masjid to guarantee Muslim votes in the North. She 
was holding negotiations with Jagjivan Ram till the last hour and, 
as a final precaution, she decided to stand from two constituencies, 
from Rae Bareilly and Medak. The election results showed that 
she need not have had a shadow of doubt about her success in 
Rae Bareilly. But she did have. This was the atmosphere. 

The manner in which Indira Gandhi plunged for an alliance with 
the DMK which she had denounced as corrupt to the core and 
\Vhose Government she had toppled in 1976; the wide opening of 
the gates of her party to several political leaders whom she had 
denounced and expelled and who were vehen1ently attacking her 
and the Sanjay caucus around her; the assurances to Muslim 
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minorities which she offered to sign publicly and the fact that she 
' was contesting from Rae Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh and Medak in 

Andhra Pradesh, all go to show how panicky the Congress(!) and 
its leaders were on the eve of the elections. It was no surprise that 
in October she talked of her readiness to have a Coalition Ministry. 
The Hindustan Tin1es, dated October 29, 1979, published the 
following report circulated by the P)'I and UNI: 

"Congress(!) President Indira Gandhi said here today that if no 
party secured majority in the coming elections her party would try 
to form a Coalition Government with other like-minded parties." 

Mrs. Gandhi said, "However she did not consider any other party 
as like-mined and said any coalition the Congress(!) might enter 
into would not be the Janata-type coalition which had ruined the 
country''. 

Asked about the possible election results, "Mrs. Gandhi said 
I do not prophesy about election outcome". 

The Press and the political parties were not expecting majority 
for any party though perhaps they thought at the end of the 
campaign, that the wind was favouring Indira Gandhi but none 
expected a landslide victory. The mood of the electorate was 
ch,!lnging everyday and none could gauge its exact strength. 

• 

Obr Assessment 

In our estimate, we had correctly assessed that the Congress(!) 
would make an advance in the Hindi belt but, at the same time, we 
expected setbacks for it in Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka, Tamil Nadu 
and Kerala. It was thought that the Congress(!) would lose at least 
ten seats in Andhra Pradesh, half the seats in Karnataka, and quite 
a few seats in Tamil Nadu. And with all this she would get the full 
quota, or even more than what the united Congress got in 1977, 
more than 150 seats. The influence of Devraj Urs was exaggerated. 
The strength of the Opposition in Andhra Pradesh was also 
exaggerated and the Tamil Nadu results were completely surprising. 
In the Hindi belt also her victory was far bigger. 

We observed: "The Congress(!) has its tentacles spread over 
India, it is an all-India party, though with varied strength in several 
States." After narrating some setbacks suffered by it due to Devraj 
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LJ ·' rt we stated that the Janata split and the Janata(S) seeking 
. rs s sp t ; "again brought her to the forefront and increased the 
its st°.dppor of her followers". "Elections in the Hindi areas have 
(..~t1n 1 ence · h ·

1
reas 

that she made considerable progress tn t ese very ' . 
sh~wn h had lost heavily ,in the I 977 elections. Electorally it has 
:~et~~~t~l; improved its position in the Hindi belt and with the 
d. 'ision in the anti-Congress (I) vote due to the spltt tn the.Janata 
P~rty the hopes of the organisation are high." Then dcscr1b1ng th~ 
inner~Party squabbles inside the Congress(!), and its antics o 

. . t to the Lok Dai alliance and its subsequent 
offering suppor s h d inated 
withdrawal, the support it extended to the Jana ang - om h 
Janata State Governments in Haryana and B1har, we.hoped tBatt 
. . , Id be exposed thus weakening tt. u its opportunism wou ' . 

1 
d ... 

. d d . that "Big Business and their Press want n n.i we en e saying , 

Gandhi back"· . h, . , d d wns it 
"With all the setbacks it has received and t e ups an. o . 

. the Congress (1), its strength and challenge should not 
h,1s seden, . t d The immediate danger in the electoral 
be un erst1ma e . · · · · . . . . · d Il-

l fr m this party which ts still well-01gan1se ' we 
~·att es ~o:~s w~ich has been capitalising on the erosi~n of the 
tnance " "In any case a certain shift is certainly taking place 

.lanata image. ' ' . dd h t ngth The 
from the Congress towards her and this a s to er s re . . " 
challenge, therefore, is real and direct and cannot be neglected. 
(C.C. d~cument of September 18.) 

Inaccuracies and Wrong Formulations . . 
There were, of course, certain inaccura.c1es .and :10~~ 

formulations which were corrected tn time; in any case thhy h. 
not affect the tactics of the Party. One such formulat1on w. tc .. ts 

. . . d .. about the· twin danoer of author1tar1an1sm correctly cr1t1c1sc ts 0 · d ·t 
1., If the documents concerned are examine , t :.ind communa 1sn1. · de 

·11 be found that even where this formulation occurs tt was tna 
wt . . . th main d·1naer Nowhere, after describing author1ta1·1an1s1n as c ' o · . 
even b in1plication, it is suggested that the .two da.nge;s :re 
r y 1 ro ortion. Nonetheless, the expression, twtn d.inger, 

~as e~~: ·1 pco~ect formulation as it would create an tmpresst~n 
, ti;1 the two dangers. To say, however, that thts was t e 

of equaC g . t , 11· e and it affected the electtons is to indulge Central omm1t ee s n 
in fault-finding. 
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The second incorrect formulation occurred in relation to the 
parties in alliance with the Janata. In the September 1979 election 
document, it was stated that "In no case do we permit an 
understanding with any party in alliance with the two evil forces 
we are fighting in the election". This was rectified long before the 
elections in view of the Tamil Nadu development when the 
AIADMK struck an alliance with the Janata. We modified our 
stand to maintain this front. This also did not change the election 
results. Sin1ilarly, we continued our alliance with Sharad Pawar in 
Maharashtra after his understanding with the Janata. 

The election results in the final analysis constituted an expression 
of the correlation of forces existing among the people. It is futile 
to think that the authoritarian party was given a quit ticket once 
for all in 1977. The new correlation of forces put the swing back 
in favour of Indira Gandhi. Efforts of the Party to build a front of 
Left and de1nocratic forces to change the correlation of forces 
succeeded only in Kerala (in West Bengal and 1'ripura such a front 
already existed). In the rest of the country, the people continued to 
be divided among the bourgeois-landlord parties and the s\ving 
went over to the authoritarian party, thanks to all that the Janata 
did and did not do_ 

Party's Struggle for Left Unity 

Our Party has been patiently working for Left and de1nocratic 
t1nity to fo1·estall such a sit11:.1tio11. We Jicl st1cceed i11 wi11r1i11g ove1· 
the CPI and securing the dissolution of their Kera la Ministry and 
forging an understanding with then1. This has certainly raised the 
prestige of the Party and the credibility of the Left forces. It must, 
in passing, be observed that the i1nportance of Left unity with the 
CPI wa . .;; being 11nde1·estirnatccf someti1nes. 

The general atrnosphere of Left unity, coupled with our big 
victories in West Bengal, Tripura and Kerala, has enhanced the 
prestige of the Left 1noven1ent and our Party, and more and _1nore 
people are looking upon the Left as a salvaging force. 

At the same tin1e it is to be realised that the struggle for Left 
unity proceeded at a slow pace. It \Vas difficult to overcome the 
resistance of the CPI leadership and it \Vas difficult for the latter 
to t'1·ee itself f1·01n its ea1·Jicr idet1s. It 1ne<111t a big st1i.1ggle a11d 
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· · - - -·de the CPI The crisis is on the main political issue in the -1·1s1s 111s1 · 

~\ections -attitude to the authoritarian party. It led to the _ouster 
,f Dan~e. These are important developments and only those who 
' t· ·h ; 0 iniportance to Left unity will ignore them. . 
at ,\c - · - b L ft 1ty Our Party had a big role to play 1n br1ng1ng a out e un , 
showing patience and understanding towards those who _were 
carrying on the fight inside their party. Because of the late fru1t1on 
of our atteinpt, their effects on the elections were.not seen. But_ its 
iinportance should not be minim.ised. The Party 1.s of the op1n1on 
that the battle against author1tar1an1sm 1s a running battle and tt 
cannot be successfully carried on without growing Left unity. It 
has to be carried on in mass actions, and for that Left ."n1ty. ts 
essential. Working patiently to build Left and democratic unity, 
<Jnd build a broad front against authoritarianism, otlr Party pursued 
its line steadfastly. Had it just poohpoohed the Congress party, the 
front in Kerala could not have been built and Kerala also would 
have been pocketed by the Congress( I). In Kerala. the Congress(U), 
i.e .. the Antony Congress is an i1nportan_t con1ponent _of the 
Coalition. The Jana Sangh-Janata there io1ned _hands with th~ 
Congress(!). They were rnurder1ng our com1ades and_ we had t 
declare Otlr total boycott of them long before the pa_1 hamentary 
elections. If we had succun1bed to the reasoning of those who 
ridiculed the Urs Congress we would have smashed the Kerala 
front. In Kcrala we have a still broader front with the Keral_a 
Congress, the Muslim Leaglle, etc. This success ot the Party is 
hiuhly important, and it shows that where we arc able to persuade 
other parties because of our strength to adopt our correct tactics, it 

. d , - It Where \Ve are basically weak, Ollr tactics were p1o uces resu s. . _ . , "fh 
not accepted by others and they could not prod~ce '.esults. ' e 
Kera la victory is a visual den1onstral1on of our. successful struggle 
for broader unity-very broad unity to fight the forces of 

t1t1thoritn1·lanism. _ . 
Tamil Nadu provided another i1nportant success ot the Party tn 

the struggle to build a broad front against the author1tar1an party. 
This s11ccess is being igno1·ed by tnany beca11sc tl1e t1·t)nt co11ld not 
win seats. But the political in1portance of the front, the fact that 
n1illions listened to the anti-authoritarian propaganda and also 
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voted against Indira Gandhi has got great importance in the poiitical 
stn1ggle against authoritarianism, in preparing the masses to fight 
a cont1nu1ng battle against it. Parties and masses are getting gripped 
by the idea of broad resistance and releasing new forces. 

Reviewing the election results as a whole, it is clear that the 
return to power of the Indira Congress, a menacing development, 
was rendered possible by the collapse of the bourgeois-landlord 
opposition parties and their bad record and performance during 

the last two and a half years, coupled with the rise of the RSS in 
the Janata. As against it, the Party's line and tactics strove to save 

as much as possible from the wreckage to present viable resistance 
to the authoritarian forces. The fact that the Party succeeded in 
isolating and defeating the forces of dictatorship in the three States 

of West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura shows again that the failure 
elsewhere was the failure of the main bourgeois opposition groups. 

Our Party's achievement in the three States have increased our 
strength in the Lok Sabha and our tactics have also increased the 
strength of the Left forces. The Left in Pa~liament today constitutes 
the spearhead of the opposition and this fact has immense 
importance in the days to come. 

REVIEW OF ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS, MAY 1980 

The Assembly elections in nine States have completed the 
process set in motion by the January election. Indira Gandhi has 
secured a big electoral victory in six States. In Bihar and Punjab 
she has won by a narrow margin. Thus Indira Gandhi has achieved 
her objective of capturing the ad1ninistration in the States and that, 
too, by a direct appeal to the people. 

She, however, has met with a big reverse in Tamil Nadu where 
the Congress(!) was heavily defeated despite her alliance with the 
powe1tiil DMK. The AIADMK, allied with the CPI(M), CPI and 
some other parties, has secured a two-thirds majority reducing the 
Congress(!) seats to a mere 30 in a House of 244. After Kerala , 
Tan1il 1\ 1du is the second State in the South to give a rebuff to 
Indira. 
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There is no doubt that these results which strengthen the grip 
of the authoritarian party on the States foreshadow portentous 

developments. 

!'re-Election Assessment 
It is necessary to assess the results properly in the background 

of our pre-election assessment and election tactics. 
The March document on elections made an assessment of the 

strength of the various bourgeois opposition parties and came to 
the conclusion that they were entering the electoral battle 1n a much 

weaker condition. 
"Defections, betrayals, crossing over from Congress and 

Janata have taken place in recent days. In the Rajya Sabha, the 
Congress(!) was in a minority. Only in its last session, the Rajya 

Sabha passed an amendment to the President's Address 
disapproving any action against non-Congress(!) Governments, 
despite Congress(!) opposition. But now the Congress(!) has 
secured a majority in the Upper House to endorse the d1ssolut1on 

of nine Assemblies. 
"The Congress(U) is getting weaker everyday. A large number 

of its leaders and followers have joined the Congress(!). Mr Swaran 
Singh is now again wearing the Congress(!) badge. Devraj Urs is 
endeavouring to seek understanding with the Left. In Kerala, the 
Congress(U) is part of the broad alliance which supports the 
Coalition Ministry. In Orissa, the Congress(U) is now strengthened 
by the entry of Nandini Satpathy. But there is no doubt that the 

Congress(U) is very weak. 
"The Lok Dai made a very good showing in Uttar Pradesh, and 

to some extent in Bihar, in the January election. In the forrner 
State it secured a majority vote-absolute majority in nearly 180 
Assembly constituencies. It is now riven with dissensions. 

Raj Narain is on the way out. . 
"But the Janata Party has fared the worst. 'fhe Janata I'a11y, 111 

the Parliainentary elections, stood second to the Congress(!) in 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Bihar. But since the 
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elections, demoralisation and disruption have set in. Almost the ·. 
ent1~e Janata Assembly Party in 1-laryana together with the Chief -• 
M1n1ster walked over to the Congress(!). 

"Since the election the Janata Party is facing one crisis after 
another. The crisis was brought out in the open when the RSS 
leader, Deoras, openly offered his hand of friendship to Indira 
Gandhi." 

Approach to Election-Electoral Tactics 

The_elections occupy an important place in the struggle against 
aut_hor1tar1an1sm. Any rebuff to Indira Gandhi in any State will be 
a big blow 111 favour of the anti-authoritarian forces and will shake 
up the ruling party. Everything has to be done to secure this result, 
to give _as wide a rebuff as possible to the dictatorial ambitions of 
the ruhn_g party, The electoral struggle is an integral part of 
the cont1nu1ng struggle against authoritarianism, The Central 
Comn11ttee statement of March 16 outlines the Party's electoral 
tactics. 

"The C.C,, there_fore, decides to do everything in its power to 
transfor1n the ensuing electoral struggle in the nine States into a 
se1:ious political struggle in order to n1obilise the widest public 
op1n1on against these authoritarian trends of the Congress(!) and 
the Central Governn1ent it runs, and to defeat these trends and 
reverse these policies. The C.C. appeals to all opposition political 
pa1·t1es, who !11·e 1nte1·ested in the st111ggle ag!tinst the authoritarian 
force_s led by the Congress(!), to sort out the deep differences and 
thv1s1ons that are plaguing then1 now to offer united opposition to 
the Congress(!) and its aim of sweeping the polls in all the nine 
States: _An electoral understanding and adjustJnent between the 
oppos1t1on parties, based on the realistic assess1nent of the strength 
of these parties and the urgent need of the struggle to bar the drive 
of the authori_tarian forces, is direly needed in the prevailing 
polit1cal s1tuat1on 111 the country, 

"H~~cve1·, clector;;1l u11dersta11di11g c1nd adjust1ner1t between 
opposition parties do not depend on us. They are sharply divided. 
So1ne of them a1·e. splitting. A11 u11(ie1·star1ding bet\veen the Lok 
Dai, Congress(U) and the Janata Party seen1s to be remote at least 
111 a ntimber of· States. 

• 
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"Nonetheless, we must continue our efforts to see that the 

oppositional vote is not split. 

"Jn our election tactics, we must continue our efforts for Left 

and democratic unity and broader resistance. In the continuing 

struggle against authoritarianism, for developing broad resistance 

to it, we will have to start with relying on the followers of parties 

who oppose communalism and who have not yet shown any 

conciliatory tendencies. Our struggle for alliance of Left and 

democratic forces cannot gain strength without simultaneously a 

struggle for such broad resistance in these States. Our line should, 

therefore, be (I) in the present elections every effort should be 

niade to ensure that the Left parties stand together, (2) that they 

develop understanding with the Lok Dai, Congress(U), AIADMK, 

etc., (3) that they help these parties wherever possible to reach 

understanding between themselves, ( 4) and do not oppose the efforts 

of these parties to seek understanding \Vith the Janata Party so that 

the opposition vote is not divided, provided such understanding is 

not at the expense of the Left and democratic forces. 

"At the sa1ne ti1ne it should be our special endeavour to develop 

friendly contacts with the Socialists in the Janata Party and outside. 

In the struggle for the Left and den1ocratic front, the Socialist 

elements if harnessed have a role to play. At present, blinded by 

parliamentary lure, demoralised by the state of the Janata Party, 

lacking confidence in themselves because of the liquidation of their 

independent mass base, they find it difficult to take decisions. To 

develop their political resistance and niake them take their place 

in radical politics is part of our task. Conditions are favourable for 

such an approach, Many Socialists are thinking of reviving the 

Socialist party. 

"We cert;_1inly can ha\1e a11 t111<lcrstanding \\1 itl1 no11-

RSS-Jana Sangh individuals and groups, if this can he done 

\\1 ithout unde1·n1ining Left unity or ot1r u11de1·st;_tn<ling \Vitl1 otl1e1· 

pc11·ties." 
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Before the elechons, the Janata Party, split further on the issue; 
of dual members.hip, the RSS-Jana Sangh group separating itself, 
and procla.1m1ng itself as the Bharatiya Janata Party, bringing down·: 
the cred1bil1ty of all constituents of the former Janata Party to the· 
lowest level. 

The exit.of the RSS-Jana Sangh wing on the question of dual·' 
membership directly flowed fro1n internal conflicts and the .. · 

realignment of forces in the Janata Party. The meaning of this ' 
process has been explained elsewhere. 

However, it has to be noted that this split on the eve of the : 
election, led to the further division of the oppositional vote and ., 
weakened the opposition as a viable force. 

It was in this background that the Party had to put up organised 
and united resistance against the Congress(!). The Party was, of 
course, in a very weak position to do this as its influence and mass 
strength were limited in these States and everything depended on ' 
the response of the bourgeois opposition parties with large sections 
of the electorate at their command. The Party had very little to 
offer to them and they were still at daggers drawn with each other. , 
It was, therefore, inevitable that the Party should get limited 
1esponse to its call for united resistance. 

Party's Big Success-Tamil Nadu 

The biggest success of the Party was in Tamil Nadu. In Tamil 

Nadu, the major party, the A!ADMK, impelled by its own interests, 
did exactly what our Party was asking opposition bourgeois parties 
to do. Learning by the experience of his party, understanding 
the solid strength of the DMK-Congress(I) alliance, 
M.G. Ramachandran \vent all the way to forge an electoral pact of 
se_veral parties, not neglecting the smallest. He was prepared to 
otter_ twenty seats to the Janata. He did everything to neutralise 
t_he forces of Narayanas\vamy Naidu and to accommodate the 
followers of Kamaraj and others. 

lt was kno,vn that MGR \Vas vacillating all the ti1ne and had 
rnade atten1pts to sue for co1nprornise \Vith Indira Gandhi. He had 
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also 1nade several compromising statements on the eve of the 
eic,·tion. !3•1t once forced to fight, he seems to have been steadied 
by ou1 c-nn,•:!~nt support, our political approach to the masses 
and increasingly l'\;!;ed on the Left during the elections. 

This favourable comi.,ination was able to expose Indira Gandhi's 
policies convincingly, including her failure to deal with the rising 

prices of necessities of life, 
Besides, the arbitrary dismissal of the AIADMK Government 

had raised the question of Centre-State relations-an extremely 
sensitive iss4e in the Tamil Nadu context. It caught Karunanidhi 
on the wrong foot Indira Gandhi's support to Karunanidhi, whom 
she had dismissed for corruption, also compromised her position 

\Vith the people, 
Our Party was able to overcome all difficulties in the way of 

seat adjustments, in the way of an understanding with the CPI, 
because the main party itself saw the urgent need of a common 
electoral front. The result is that the combination opposed to the 
Congress(!) got two-thirds of the seats and the AIADMK was able 
lo form its Ministry, · 

We should take note of our contribution to this big success. Our 
Party kept its political approach and was able to impress and inspire 
thousands of AIADMK cadres. The result is that our Party has 
no\v reached all the districts of Tamil Nadu in the course of the 
campaign on our behalf and on behalf of the front, has attracted 
thousands of young people from all sections, especially from 
amongst the untouchables. Lakhs heard our anti-authoritarian 
speeches and listened to our exposition of the political and 
economic problems of the time. It will not be an exaggeration 
to say that unprecedented opportunities are now opening in 
Tamil Nadu to expand our Party, to recruit young cadres and 

expand our mass organisations. 

The Example of Punjab 
In Punjab, again, we were able to forge an understanding 

\Vith the major democratic party-the Akali Party. This was an 
in1portant political achievement whose significance should not be 

underestimated. 
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Unfortunately the Dange elements in the CPI dragged out; 
negotiations demanding too many seats-sitting seats of the Akal\.;' 
Party. The result was that understanding could be reached only on 
the eve of the elections, weakening the common st111ggle. Our · 
Party had to intervene to bring about adjustn1ents. The CPI also . 
put up candidates against us in one or two seats. The central • 
leadership of the CPI was a helpless spectator of these antics of ; 
their followers. 

Despite these difficulties, the anti-authoritarian forces offered " 
powerful resistance and the Congress (I) had to satisfy itself with :'. 
a thin majority in Punjab when it was sweeping two-thirds to 
three-fourths of the seats in other States. The Akali Party made a 
good showing capturing 37 seats. The Congress (I) has a niajority 
of only seven in a.house of 117. The CPI secured nine seats and 
our Party secured five seats, three less than in the last election. It 
is extremely doubtful if the Akalis by themselves could have 
secured so many seats had they not taken the help of the Left. The 
Left image and alliance were a necessary weapon in their fight 
against authoritarianism. The combination was expected to win a 
majority. The failure to reach an agreement early and the fifth
colun1nist activity of some Akalis and the sabotage in their midst, 
deprived it of victory. It is estimated that not less than 15 seats 
were lost on this account. The total votes polled by our Party has 
increased and is more than the vote of the CPI. 

Some ill-informed critics of our Party suggested that the Party 
had experienced reverses in Punjab because of too much 
meddling with Akali politics. The struggle for keeping a 
democratic party allied with the Left, the struggle to defeat 
attempts to take it towards the Congress (I), is not meddling, but a 
part of the tactics of the Central Committee in the fight against 
authoritarianism. The result of this struggle is the near defeat of 
the Congress (I) in the elections. 

Bihar 

Bihar is the State where next to Tamil Nadu and Punjab, the 
biggest resistance was offered to the Congress (!) though the 
opposition vote was divided into so many parties and confusion 
was created by caste appeals running across political loyalties. 
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· · · the B .h the Conaress (I) has secured a narrow n1a1orlly in . 
In ' ar, b . in and using goonda methods. Despite 

n1idst of cha~g~s ~;. ;~:grul~ng party, it would have been d.efeated 
the toul ·~et. o s.f . number of bourgeois-landlord parties had. 
in the election i a t n seats ·1nd if the CPI, instead ot 
reached an electoral ad· gr~c~eng~te.d a~~itions, had lent all its 
P

ursuing narrow an s or -s1 
b . b t , eh an agree1nent. 

etforts to ring a ~~es~~d 28 seats. Following our C.C.'s line, our 
In B1h.ar, we co d. rs to forge an electoral understanding 

State unit made en eavo~ k Dai ·1long with the CPI, etc. The 
,vith the Congress (U), 

0 
. : ' man understanding on the 

Pl(M) d CPI came to a corn U 
C . an . But Karpoori Thakur and Congress ( ) 

. l1t1cst1on of seats. . h . 1 interest in reaching tin 
. d t be elusive s owing nL L 

continue o . · p h , th CPl did develop some 
d t. d'ng with us. er aps e . 'h 

un ers "n I (U) The result was that in B1 ar 
d d. with the Congress · , 

un erstan ing . h . th of the Left forces-on 
·rt ally fighting on t e stteng . 

vve were v1 u . ,d b the CPI which has a powerful base in 
our own strength, aide Y . ce six se·its as 
the State. In these circumstance~] o~i· perfo~;~~ adva~ce a~d our 

d W ith four in the 1977 e ect1ons co111parc 

Party can be said to hav2eo d~netsw~~; in contesting more than a 
1'h CPI has won -' sea . h 

hund;ed seats, it overestim;tei its ~tr~~;gt~e a~~~~~~~~1~1~i~a~1;: 
to the common electoral wigul~ ~~~~been possible for it to reach 
restricted its ambitions, it o . (U) at least and more ·seats 
an understanding with the Congres·~· rnaki~g, Indira Gandhi's 
could have been won by the oppos1 ion, ' 

defeat certain. . . h CPI had the main 
It hould be realised that in this State, t e . . 

s . · ·t 1 e The party 1s a 'b'l't f r huilding com1non icsis a ic . . 
i·espons1 I I y o - artles wei·c inte1·ested i11 seek111g an 
big force .and ?t~~; 1f is not knovvn whether the CPI made any 
understanding wi · . . h h L k Dai Most probably not, 
effort to seek understanding wit t e Co , : (U) to be the only 
hecause it seetns it considered ~h_e o11g~t:~s -

, no- the oppos1t1on p11rt1es. 
'sect1lar p<l~Y a_mo o -.d .t ow11 line layi11g almt1st exclusive 

The CPI in ~.ihar p•ursu~, . i ~ raisino the slogan of a Left Front 
en1phasis on a Lett Fron.t han . os:it \vorked for a front of the 
Governn1ent in Bihar. Fo1 t is pu1p . 
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Forward Bloc, Jharkhand Mukti Morel: : ::irxist Coordination 
Comn1ittee. While our Party was alv;ays \villing to have an 
unders.tanding with other Left forces, it was opposed to having a 
deal \Vllh the unreliable Marxist Coordination Co1nmittec. But we 
decided not to break on this issue. As for the Jharkhand Mukti 
Morcha, we knew that it had an understanding with the 
Congress (I), but the CPI was projecting it as a Left force. And 
regarding the Forward Bloc, we knew that it had no strength 
whatsoever, but the CPI had conceded it 22 seats to bolster the 
clain1 of lhe Left to form a Left Front Government. The entire line 
virtually conformed to the pattern of no comnion front· with 
non-Left parties against Indira Gandhi. 

Maharashtra 

In MaJ1arashtra, our endeavou1·s to tOrge a comrno11 t'ront of 
Left parties, the Janata (Chandra Sekhar) and the Congress (U) 
larled. The Congress (U) leadership led by Chavan and Sharad 
Pawer refused to have any understanding with any other party. 
The leadership was calculating on the discontent in the 
Congress (l) ranks over tickets-the dominant Maratha peasant 
co1nmunrty was dissatisfied. The Congress (U) feared that asso
ciation with the Janata and open association with the Left would 
prevent n1obilisation of this vote don1inated by powerful landed 
interests. They did succeed in getting this vote and secured for the 
Congress (U) the status of the recognised ()pposition in the 
Assen1bly. In the bargain, they made Indira Gandhi's victory 
inevitable. 

Bereft of the support of the Congress (U), the electoral front 
consisted of the Left parties-all of whom are weak, and the 
Janata which after the separation of the RSS-Jana Sangh 
comb1nal1on was . further weakened with its electoral appeal 
reduced to the m1n1mun1. 

The result was that the Congress (I) secured 181 seats out of 
284 seats, C'ongress (U)-47, the Janata Party-17, the BJP-14, the 
Peasants' and Workers' Party-8, the CPl(M)-2 and CPl-7. 

Jn lhe Parliamentary elections, the Congress (I) had secured 
ahsolutc 111a_jority i11 124 Asse111bJy- cor1stitt1encies, \vhereas i11 the 
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,-ecenl election the Congress (I) tally is 181. This also was 
rendered possible by the swing to\vards the Congress (I) in 
Goinbay where it captured 26 seats out ot 39. In the Parliamentary 
elections, the city had voted for the .lanata Party. . . 

In Maharashtra, we contested I 0 .seats. The swing 1n Bombay 
affected us and we lost all the three .sitting seals. Out of our 
9 seats in the State we could retain only 2-from the Scheduled 
Tribes area. In some other seats, our main contest was with the 
Congress (U). The Left as a whole, therefore, did poorly. The 
l'WP also got a lower repre.sentation than before. Though 
disillusionment with the Congress (I) had started, the 1nult1-party 
contests helped that party. 

()ther States 

In Madhya Pradesh, U.P., Gujarat and Orissa, we could not get 
a single seat. This was inevitable. The Left forces are_ weak, and 
there could be no understanding with any other oppos1t1on party. 
Our Party had to rely only on the understanding with the CPI. The 
CPI, on its own strength, won five seats in U.P., an_d two 111 
Madhya Pradesh. In U.P., we contested 18 seats; in Guiarat five, 
in Madhya Pradesh 9. . 

In Rajasthan, our Party endeavoured to have understanding 
with the Lok Dai, because that party had influence where_ a 
number of our candidates were contesting. There was partial 
adjustment but that also did not work. In one place, the local Lok 
Dai Secretary, in spite of agreement between the two parties, 
stood as an Independent with his party's support; in another place, 
the Lok Dai supported an Independent; in yet another, the Lok Dai 
candidate retired in favour of the Congress (!). We contested 16 
seats. We worked for an understanding \vith the CPI, the only 
other Left party. Both the parties are weak and we had virtually to 
rely on our own strength. The State was swept by Indira Gandhi 
and our Party could secure only one seat and the CPI also could 
secure only one. It scerns we Jost our sitting seat this time, but got 
tlnothe1· 011e. 

It will be seen that in these States, Maharashtra, etc., the Left 
forces have done poorly in the elections, their representation in 
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the. Assemblie.s is minimal. The main bourgeois parties fou ht 
their battles without feeling the need of Left support Th g I . . . em~sof 
peop e continued to be divided a1nong the several bourg . 
parties. The Party's objective of expanding its representa~i~: 
111 the Assen1bhes, of strengthcnina the Left i·e . I b presentation 
ias not been achieved; on the other hand. there arc certai~ 
setbacks. 

Taking all the nine States, our Party's performance has been far 
from sat1.sfactory. We have won 11 seats in 1'amil Nadu 6 in 
B1.har, 5 in Punjab, 2 in Maharashtra, I in Rajasthan and ,nil in 
M.idhy.i Pradesh, Gujarat, Orissa and U.P. 

The Pa1·ty was aware that our move1ne11t was weak in these 
St~tes. and had decided to pay special attention to the Hindi
spcak~ng areas. So1ne efforts, no doubt, have been n1ade in this 
d1rect1on, but they hardly meet even the fringe of the situation 
States hke Maharashtra, U.P., have not shown any progres~ 
despite the favourable atmosphere, and the cause needs to b~ 
111vest1gatcd. 

'·n most of these States, the Party base is extremely weak and no 
se1 ious efforts have been made to rectify this weakness. Some of 
th.e s.tate Co1nn1.ittees refuse to pay any attention to mass 
01ga111sat1ons, which often become playthino-s ot• i11n., ·t ~-y rl ' 
In son1e S tat . th h b er s ru"g es. 

es, e strengt of some n1ass organisation h 
shown a t d 1· I . s as , . en ency to a I. There is absolutely no chance for the 
Party s hne to succeed if these weaknesses are not overcome and 
o~~ or~an1sat1on does not develop the 1ninimu1n political strength 
necessary to intervene for a broad front. 

Left Unity 

Our recent advance in achieving Left unity should not bli d 
to the fact that the. struggle for that unity was a hard on:. ~~ 
develop understanding with the CPI to bring th t . . the th f . . . • a organ1sat1on to 

K 
p,a 0 unity, to make II give up its anti-Marxist alliance ,·n 

era a den d d · , lan e co11t1nuou.<.; strl1ggle ;1s well ;:1s appeal It I 
n1ear1t stru I · . . . ' · a so 
-· gg e against sectar1<:1111sm a11d scepticism in our own 
~,111~s, .. some of whom equate understanding with the CPI to 
conc1l1at1011 with revisionism. 
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In the recent Assembly elections, there was further progress 
along the line of Left unity, of understanding an1ong the two 
parties. Our Party ranks and leaders should kno\v that this 
progress also could be achieved by fighting the grabbing 
tendencies and opportunist understanding of the CPI elements in 

1nany places. 
In the course of the elections, the feeling and basis for growing 

I"eft unity has been strengthened. Jn almost all the States, closer 
relationship between the CPI(M) and CPI has developed thPough 
common work and propaganda for each other's candidates and 
addressing of meetings by the leaders of both parties. Jn the final 
analysis, in all the States, the two parties represented in the main 
the Left forces and their corning together on the electoral platform 
has strengthened the urge for Left unity among the ranks as well 

as the people. 
Our experience of the CPJ, however, is not uniform. Along with 

'1 general desire for genuine cooperation, there were instances of 
\Vithholding of cooperation, sabotage and working against the line 
of Left unity. These mostly represented the Dange wing hostile to 
Left unity. But not only they. The result was that in many places 
the local CPI worked against us. In some places they put up 
candidates against us-in Punjab, Rajasthan. In some places they 
did not pull their weight for us and so on, Bihar for instance. In 
n1any other places, however, their cadres honestly vvorked for the 
success of our candidates-in Bihar and elsewhere. 

In its election approach and tactics, the CPI see1ned to be 
underestimating the authoritarian danger and hesitating to give up 
completely its former approach of equating the Congress (!) with 
other bourgeois-landlord parties. This time, perhaps, it had less 
inhibition to join hands with the Congress (U) certified. as a 

secular party. 
It is obvious that the CPI will continue to be subject to its own 

vacillations and hesitations despite its accepted stand of waging 
an irreconcilable fight against authoritarianism. Its vacillations 
vvill be seen on the question of a broader front of resistance. 

Along with this, there will be pressures of the Dange group to 
draw the CPI backward towards conciliation and collaboration 
with the Congress (I). The struggle for Left unity has to take note 
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of these factors and our Party while recognising the favourabl 
atmosphere will have to be vigilant against these vacillations an~ 
hesitations. 

~e must. note the various types of fronts that the Party has 
succeeded 1n developing 1n the fight against the authoritarian 
forces, In the struggle to isolate them and the specific weight of 
our Party and the Left forces in them. 

. The.re is, first,. the West Bengal Left Front where our Party is in 
"dominant pos1t1on with its vast mass base and influence, and our 
Left partners are a small force compared with us. It is a combina
tion of Left forces led by us with our overwhelming influence 
compared with others. The Tripura front is still more over
whelmingly led by the CPI(M). 

. The second type is the Kerala front. It is not a Left front but 
includes the Congress (U), Kerala Congress, Muslim League. 
Here again, our Party is bigger than any other party, it is the 
biggest single force,. but not in the same position as our Party in 
West Bengal. Even aided by other Left parties like the CPI and the 
RSP, It does not reach that position. The non-Left forces are also 
strong and they have to be with us so long as they seek to escape 
dependence on the Congress (I). The conflicts between the 
various bourgeois parties, and the correlation of forces arising 
from. them, necessitate an alliance and understanding with us. 
This Is a broad front today including some opposition bourgeois 
parties, the Congress (U), etc. 

The third type of alliance that defeated the Congress (I) is the 
Tam!I Nadu alhanc.e where the democratic party, the AIADMK, 
constitutes the major force but is unable to win the election 
without the help of the Left parties. The alliance in Punjab also 
belongs to this category. In Tamil Nadu, the major force is not the 
Left, and the Ministry formed by the AIADMK cannot be 
expec.ted to follow in the footsteps of Ministries, led by us, though 
there 1s some scope for popular measures. 

In the course of our struggle against authoritarianism, we will 
meet With varying forms of alliances or understandings in which 
the strength of our Party, the Left forces and the other parties will 
vary. In some, our strength may be greater than others, in others, 
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, ,vill be small in popular strength, nonetheless, a vital part of "e . . . 
the common resistance against the forces of author1tar1an1.sm. 

Our Party along with the Left and democratic p.art1es will have 
to continue our efforts for building a broad.er resistance front. It 
will be wrong to expect, however, a repetition of the past or a 
coinbination like the Janata Party emerging again. What exact 
shape such a broad resistance front will take. will be decided by 
the correlation of different forces. The poss1b1hty of a broader 
front under the existing conditions depends on how we succeed in 
niobilising the Left and democratic forces for that purpose. The 

. Jullundur Resolution of our Party, it is known, laid stress on the 
development of Left unity and the consolidation of Left and 
deniocratic forces in the fight against authoritarianism, while 
calling for a forum of broader resistance. 

Assessment of Election Results 
I t. h 1 t. ·n n1·nc States are represented The resu ts o t e e ec ion 1 -

below: 
GUJARAT: Total number of seats 182 

Congress (I) 140; Janata 21; BJP 9. 
MADHYA PRADESH: Total seats 320 

Congress (I) 246; BJP 60; Janata 2; CPI 2. 
ORTSSA: Total seats 147 

Congress (I) 117; Lok Dai 13: BJP 3; Congress (U) 2; CPI 4; 
l ndependents 7. 

PUNJAB: Total seats 117 
Congress (I) 63; Akali 37; CPI 9: CPI(M) 5; BJP I; Others 2. 

RAJASTHAN: Total seats 200 
Congress (1) 133; BJP 32; Janata 8; Janata (S) 7; Congress (U) 
6: CPI 1; CPI( Ml I; Others 12. 

UTTAR PRADESH: Total seats 4?5 (declared 419) 
Congress(!) 305; Lok Dai 58; Congress (U) 13; BJP 1 O; 
Janata (S) 4; CPI 7. 

TAM JL NADU: Total seats 234 
AIADMK 129: Congress (I) 30; DMK 38; CPI(M) 11.: CPI I O: 
Indian Union Muslini League I: Janata 2: Gandht-KamaraJ 
National Congress 6; Forward Bloc 3; TNKC 3. 
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MAHARASHTRA: Total seats ?88 
Congress (I) 186; Congress (lJ) 47; Janata 17· 
CPI(M) 2; CPI 2; Others 12. ' BJP 14; PWP 8; 

B!HAR: Total seats 321 
Congress (I) 167; Lok Dai 42; Janata 11· 
Congress (U) 14; CPl(M) 6; JMM 13~' 
Janata (S) I; Independents 19. ' 

BJP 21 ; CPI 23 · 
' MCC I; FB I· 
' 

An im.portant feature of the election was the use of viol 
gangster1s1n by the ruling party along with th . ence. and 
autho 't . e misuse of off1c1al 
. ~'yin s.ome constituencies of Bihar and U.P. 

Ud.It Nara1.n Sharma, a candidate contesting election from 
constituency in the Fatehpur district of U p was h t d d a 
other lode , d d' · · · s o ea . Two 

.· . pen ent. can idates from two other districts were killed 
Besides, two poht1cal workers of the BJP . I d' . . M . . inc u ing a ten year boy 
in a1npuri were shot dead. -

2 
In Bihar, according to official information the death t II . 

7. The Governor of Biha A B K'd . . ' 
0 

was 
there we , 2'l2 . I . r: . . ' wa1, said that on the poll day 

re - v10 e11t 1nc1dents. 

Dual_ Process-Fall in Voting Percentage 
With the S\Vi f · Ind·. C ng.o votes in the January elections in favour of the 
"a ongress, it was clear that the Asse1nbly I t' go · h f e ec ions would 

.;;; . er avour. The question was how big her victory would be' 
e,1nwhlle, the situation appeared to be so . . 

The inability of the Indira G· d . mew hat changing. 
the failure to give relief to t~~ h1 G~vernment to control prices, 
disillusionment amon th peop.e was starting a process of 

Th 
.. b . g e enthus1ast1c voters of the Conores. (I) 
1 s ec::lme e d d · e s · 

Gandhi when s~~ ;~i~ed utr~ndg the belection campaign of Indira 
. raw 10 crowds ·ind h . 

were sparsely attended. b ' er meetings 

This was the same process that had start d . h 
during the 1977 and 1978 A. bi . e wit the Janata Party 

. ssem Y elections Co d · h 
Parl1an1entary elections, the Janata P· . I . . mpare Wit the 
the vote in the Assembl I . "' ty ost nearly I 0 per cent of 
The d' ·11 . . ye ect1ons but won two-thirds of the seats 

1s1 11s1011rnent of the m· . . . b · 
few months b t d'd . asses In oth cases started within a 

' u ' not unmed1ately eh h 
election resu Its. ange t e trend of the 

. " 
I 
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In the present elections also, the process of disillusion1nent 
with the Congress (I) had started. But this did not 1nean any swing 
in favour of the bourgeois opposition parties who were the 1nain 
opponents of the Congress (I) in the elections. On the other 
hand, so far as the bourgeois-landlord opposition parties \Vere 
concerned, the process of dissatisfaction and disillusionment with 
them had not yet come to an end. On the contrary, their disintegra
tion, their failure to con1e together, had perhaps added to their 

alienation from the masses. 
The result of this dual process has been a considerable fall in 

the polling percentage-the percentage of people going in for 
voting was very low in many States-only in Tamil Nadu and 
Punjab a high level was maintained, with the result that 
the Congress (I) and its alliance were defeated in Tamil Nadu and 
escaped narrowly a defeat in Punjab. In Tamil Nadu, the 
AIADMK alliance with the Left secured n1ore than 50 per cent of 
the vote and captured a two-thirds majority in the Asse1nbly. 
Instead of being overwhelmed and de1noralised by the 
Congress (l)'s sweeping. victory, one should remember that this 
has a narrower base among the people than at the time of its 
success in the Parliamentary elections. 

The percentage of polling in January 1980 was 56.80. In 1977 it 
was 60.84 and in 1971 it was 55.29. 

The final figures of the recent polling are not yet available. But 
perhaps this may prove to be the lowest polling on record. 

According to press reports there was heavy polling (around 
70o/o) only in Tamil Nadu and Punjab (50 to 60'1f,). Jn Rajasthan 
the polling was between 50 and 55o/o. In U.P. it was 45°/c. In Bihar 
it was as low as 25°/o in many constituencies. In Orissa the polling 
vvas between 40 and 45o/o. Jn Maharashtra it was hardly 50°/o. In 
Gujarat the polling was between 45 and 50o/o. In Madhya Pradesh 
also only about half the electorate voted. 

Big electoral victories notwithstanding, the Congress (1) secured 
a smaller percentage of this low polling than in the January 
Parliamentary elections, at least in seven States. Jn Gujarat, the 
Congress (I) polled 51.1 °!c of the polled votes whereas in 
the January election it had polled more than 55% when the 
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polling percentage was 53.69%. In Punjab, the Congress (I) share · 
of the poll dropped by more than 7.5% compared with the Janua 
Lok Sabha election. The party which contested all the 117 ry 

d seats .·· 
an. ".'on 63, polled 44.96% against 52.45% reached in Janua . 
This 1s, however, 10.89% higher than the united Congress part~ · 
share 1n the 1977 elections. y · 

Press reports say the final tally in the new H · 
M h h · ouse 1n 

a aras tra is Congress (I)-186, etc. "If the Lok Sabha election 
results were to be taken as an index for assessing the popularity of 
t.he Congress (!), the party should have won not fewer than 230 
seats in the Assembly elections. This was also the pre-poll 
forecast of the party leaders of the State." 

. "Poor polling all over the State favoured the Congress (I) 
Since 1977, when the Janata Party toppled the Congress fro~ 
power, the voters' turn-out has been showing a decline in eve 
su~eess1ve _election. A steep fall in the polling percentage w~ 
reo1st_ered '.n lhe Assembly elections. In some of the Bombay 
cons.t1luenc1es It was as I.ow as 28o/o" (The Tinies of' /nclia). The 
oveI all percentage of voting in Greater Bombay was 38. During 
lhe Lok Sabha poll the Congress (!) secured about 53% of 
the votes in the State, whereas in the Assembly poll it secured 
44%-a fall of nine per cent. 

In Or.issa, the Congress(!) secured 47% of the votes whereas in 
the Parliamen.tary election its share was 55.69%. In January it had 
gained maJOrity .'n 143 out of the 147 Assembly constituencies 
wher_cas in May It could capture only 117 seats. The Congress (!) 
secu1 ed less v~tcs than the co1nbined opposition in not less than 
46 const1tl1e11c1e.". 

Falsification and (;oondaism 

0 
In ?ihar, the Congress (I) vote increased by J0.61% from the 

~.3.53 k it se.cured In the 1977 elections. Yet, co1npared with the 
Janu,1ry Parlian1entary elections (34.14% ), it fell in the Assen1bly 
poll. The c.ongress (!)could poll more than the combined vote of 
the ,opposit1on parties~the Congress (U), Janata, Lok Dai-only 
in ahout a I 00 constituencies. In the rest of the seats th 
co1nb111ccl strength of the opposition was more than that of th: 
Congress(!). 

J 

I 
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Commenting on the percentage of polling, recent press reports 
say, '"surprisingly, the poll results show that 55.56% of the 
electorate of 3.97 crores exercised their franchise in Bihar, This 
high percentage of voting (for Bihar), it is believed, was not due to 
sudden enthusiasm among the voters on polling day, but to large
scale rigging and booth-capturing which 1narked the Bihar 
elections". The narrow majority of the Congress (I) in Bihar is not 
a genuine majority, but has been contrived by goondaism, booth
capturing, use of guns and falsification of election results. In 
niany places and constituencies, the full power of the State was 
used to help the ruling party at the Centre. Opposition parties were 
harassed and obstructed in their movement; the voters in many 
places were intimidated; in some places booths were captured by 
the polling or district officials to help the Congress(!). Counting 
1vas stopped or postponed in a few constituencies where the Left 
or opposition candidates were winning. The Chief Election 
C'ommissioner was neither informed nor was his advice sought by 
local poll officials. A statement issued by the CPI office said 
that in a constituency where repoll was ordered, the District 
c:ommissioner and other otlicials captured the booth, beat the CPI 
candidate and his agent, seized the ballot papers and cast votes for 
the Congress (I) candidate. There is no doubt that the narrow 
n1ajority achieved by the Congress (I) could not have been 
possible but for these illegalities and falsification of election 
l"CSLifts. 

That the Congress (!)should be reduced to this strait, in spite of 
the division of oppositional vote, shows how it has lost ground 
during the last three months since it captured the scat of power at 
the Centre. 

In Ta1nil Nadu, the Congress (I) share of vote dropped pre
cipitously. Whereas the DMK suffered a marginal decline from 
23.1 % in the January elections lo 72.43% in the June elections, 
the Congress (I) share dropped fron1 11 °/c in January to ?0.6'/o 
111 June. 

These are significant indications in the shift of popular 
csti1nates ::tn(f mood which have a11 important bearing 011 tl1e 

co11ti11ui11g struggle agai11st autho1·itari::1nisn1. 
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This docs not do away with the fact that the authoritarian party 
has now got a much finner hold over the Government and th 
administration. But. it, at the san1e time, shows that, notwith ! 
standing its popular mandate, it lacks a firn1 base a1nong th 
people and instability is inherent in the situation. 

Opposition Bourgeois-Landlord Parties 

The bourgeois-landlord parties whose leadership refused 
forge a common electoral front against the Congress (I) are' 
reduced to a sorry plight. Splintered and divided, unable to offer 
viable alternative because of sheer fragmentation, they made ~· 
1niserable showing, notwithstanding their considerable mass.. 
following, and the fact that together they were more powerful i11. 
the electorate than the Congress (I). Their electoral antics ·have'' 
brought reverses to the democratic movement and created obstacles "f 
in the way of developing the unity of Left and democratic forces. · 

The elections have shown that while the united Janata Party· 
was an all-India force, its splintered groups have only regional _,,· 
influence. None of these groups has been able to secure more than ·' 
20 per cent of the seats in any State. And all have shown varying · 
strength from State to State. 

Only in Gujarat, the Janata Party led by Chandra Sekhar has· 
emerged as tl1c l;_trgest single L)ppositio11 group. This see111s to be 
the strength of the old Congress (0) group led by Morarji Desai. 
In the rest of India the Janata Party, consisting 1nostly of the 
former Socialists and the Congress (0), has made a poor showing. 

The Lok Dai 

In the Hindi-speaking States of U.P. and Bihar, it is the 
Janata (S), Lok Dai led by Charan Singh, that has emerged as the 
second largest party, though far behind the Congress (I). 

Charan Singh's party has won 57 seats in the U.P. Assembly 
which n1ay he regarded as quite a good performance considering 
the electoral swing. But in reality the figures show how the 
electoral swing had gone rapidly against the Lok Dai in the last 
five months, shrinking the base of Charan Singh's mass follow
ing. In the Parliamentary elections, the Lok Dai had secured an 
absolute niajority in not less than 181 Assembly constituencies. It 

.. 
I 
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"'"'because of this that Charan Singh was boasting of forn1ing a 
t.1inistry in U.P. and was unwilling to sign any agreen1ent on seats 
,vith any other party. Little did he realise that every move of 
his was being watched by the sensitive electorate, and 
everyone of his eccentric and reactionary statements undermined 
the faith of his following in him. 

Bharatiya Janata Party 

In Rajasthan and Madhya Pradcsh which have been the 
traditional strongholds of the Jana Sangh, the Bharatiya Janata 
I'atty has emerged as the main opposition. It has secured .32 seats 
in Rajasthan and 60 in Madhya Pradesh. The other parttes-the 
Janata, Lok Dai, Congress (U)-have heen wiped out. The 
Jana Sangh-RSS combine thrived on its association with other 
parties and forces in the united Janata Party. They seized 
a disproportionate share of power in the Central and State 
Government and in the party. Now they are reduced to the rock 
bottom of their influence, though their total electoral tally may be 
slightly bigger than the other parties. It should not be forgotten 
that in several constituencies of various States, the Bharattya 
Janata Party was openly supporting the Congress (I) against the 
opposition candidates when it found that its candidates have no 
chance. Reducing the strength of the opposition parties was one of 
its objectives. 

Congress (U) 
The Congress (U) has again failed to click except in 

Maharashtra. In the rest of the States its performance seetns to be 
1niserable. In Maharashtra, it has emerged as the major opposition 
group far ahead of others, though far behind the Congress (I). It 
has secured 47 seats out of 284, whereas in the Parliamentary 
elections it had secured only one parlia1nentary seat and had a 
n1ajority only in 22 Assetnbly constituencies. Perhaps this is due 
tc1 some adventitiot1s factors-the lnner-disco11tent in the 
Congress (l) over tickets. The distribution of tickets had offended 
the dominant Maratha peasant con1munity and the Congress (lJ) 
seems to have been its beneficiary. It is doubtful whether all its 47 
members \vill remain in tl1e opposition. 
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Such is the debacle of the bourgeois-landlord opposition 
parties. They are all reduced to small or big groups in Assemblies 
but this does not really reflect their strength among the people'. 
In the various States they were the main contenders of the 
Congress (I) and their total vote tally was larger in many States, or 
\Vas short by only 4 or 5 per cent, than the Congress (I) vote. The 
main mass in these States still continues to be under the influence 
of rival bourgeois-landlord parties. 

Why the Dcbacle? 

Certain factors must be noted in considering the debacle of the 
bourgeois-landlord parties in several States. The people were 
undergoing intense suffering with the skyhigh prices of sugar, 
edible oils, pulses, kerosene and every necessity of life and giving 
expression to their indigni.ltion i.111d resentmc11t in various ways. 
There was open criticis1n of Indira Gandhi's rule, open expression 
of disappointment with her performance. 

And yet the opposition bourgeois parties could not use the 
situation in their favour. On the other hand, Indira Gandhi put 
them on the defensive, charging them with the responsibility for 
high prices. And the opposition had no answer except to bleat that 
during the .Tanata Pa1ty rule prices were stabilised. This certainly 
could not i1npress the electorate. 

The failure of the opposition bourgeois parties in the final 
analysis was due to the fact that they had no alternative policies, 
that they also were working within the class-li1nitations set by 
their class interests. To Indira Gandhi's demagogy and accusa
tions they could not reply with a new convincing programme of 
n1ass relief. _Being recently in power they were held responsible 
for the cx1st1ng state of affairs, while disillusionment had started 
1vith Indira Gandhi also. The debacle of these parties once again 
sho\VS that the battle LlgLli11st autho1·it,11·i,1nism cannot be ca1·1·ied on 
in isolation fro1n the people's struggle for livelihood and without 
hurting the vested interests. The effects of class policies pursued 
by these parties when in power had already ruined their credibility 
£.111d now tl1ey had 110 £.1lte1·n,1tive programme to offer to the 
people. 
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Assam and Minority 
But the bankruptcy of the oppos1t1on bourgeois-landlord 

parties \Vas not ~nly seen on the price question and the failu_re to 
offer an alternative programme. In their bourgeois oppos1t1onal 
politics they did everything to drive the Muslim minority into 
solidly voting for Indira Gandhi. 

cfhe bourgeois opposition parties did try to cultivate the 
Musli1n vote by inflaming Muslim passions on the Afghan issue, 
branding the Indira Gandhi Government's attitude as surrender to 
Soviet Communism-the familiar cry of the Jana Sangh-RSS 
crowd. Indira Gandhi threw them on the defensive by exposing 
the secret meeting of Moshe Dayan, Israeli Minister, with Morarji 
Desai and Vajpayee. 

Nothing, however, exposed the bankruptcy of the bourgeois 
opposition parties as the Assam issue. On this issue there was 
double failure on the part of these parties. 

In the first place, the Assam situation posed a challenge to the 
integrity and unity of the country and every patriot and democrat 
\Vas bound to raise his voice in defence of the unity of the country 
exposing the game of the i1nperialists and the doings of the 
secessionists. It was a vital sensitive issue to expose the policies 
hitherto pursued by the Congress Governments and show how 
they had led to divisive results. 

But the opposition parties in a thoroughly unashanied manner 
abandoned the fight for unity, refused to expose imperialism and, 
in order to woo the votes of the Assamese in the corning elections, 
gave open support to their secessionist movement. They sought to 
use this as an election issue presenting it as an issue between the 
people of Assam and the Indira Gandhi Government. They left the 
talk about defending national unity and integrity to Indira Gandhi 
\vho made full use of it. The opposition parties thus enabled the 
Congress (I) to put a lid on its past policies and escape criticism. 

But this was not all. Thi.s opportunist stand for petty electoral 
advantage did havoc to minority opinion, enabling Indira Gandhi 
to gather it solidly behind her. The minorities knew that in 
Assam the movement was directed against them-Bangladesh 
immigrants, mainly Muslims. They knew that they were being 
attacked and massacred, their houses were being burnt, their 



worr1en 1nolested and children hacked. Jn their opportunism the 
bourgeois opposition parties did not condemn these outrages, and• 
did not demand protection for the minorities. Not one demanded· 
that the genuine Indian citizens, simply because they were 
Muslims. could not be driven out of Assam labelling them as 
foreigners. ()n the other hand, the Jana Sangh-RSS combination,• 
the BJP, while supporting the 1novement, turned a blind eye to this · 
reactionary cry for the expulsion of the minority. As against this: 
the Indira Gandhi Goven1ment declared its intention to protect·• 
the 1ninorities. What chance had the opposition with the minorities · 
under the.se circu1nstances? It wa.s no accident that the bourgeois 
opposition parties surrendered the initiative on the minorities• 
question to Indira Gandhi, and enabled her to get their support. It 
was all the more inevitable when the opposition parties included · 
such rabid communal elements as the RSS-Jana Sangh-BJP and • 
when other parties did not come out clearly against its activities. 

The Harijan Vote 

This time, again, the untouchables en 111asse seem to have voted 
for the Congress (!). Notwithstanding the continued atrocities 
during the last three months under the Indira Gandhi rule, despite 
the atrocities under the Andhra Pradesh Congress (I) regime, the 
Harijans have shown a lack of trust in the opposition parties. This 
time even Jagjivan Ram seems to be a mere, a feeble, echo of his 
for1ner self, unable to rouse wide sections against Indira Gandhi. 

The reason for this must be understood. First, the Congress (I) 
image persists because of several concessions to the Scheduled 
Castes, which act as a bribe to the educated. Second, the 
untouchables and their leaders know that the Jana Sangh-RSS is 
openly an advocate of the Hindu caste system and in the villages 
acts as such. Opposition leaders like Charan Singh are known for 
their anti-Harijan bias and their followers in the villages make no 
bones about it. The Left has yet to n1ake a dent among the 
Harijans in most of the States. Except where our Party has an 
independent base among this section, the Harijans generally voted 
for the Congress(!). This is tnainly because many leaders of the 
Harijans arc bought over by the Congress (I) and they use their 
intluence to secure votes for it. Some fire-eating RPI leaders 
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of Maharashtra are generally to be found on the side of the 
c:ongress (!) in the elections. 

cfhe inflqence of the authoritarian party on the vital sections of 
the untouchables and the minority constitute.s a serious menace to 
the struggle for democracy, to the struggle for the defeat of 
the authoritarian forces. The whole problem requires immediate 
attention and a new approach to remove this weakness from the 
democratic and class movements. One aspect of this tying of 

1ninorities and untouchables to the Congress (I) must be properly 
taken into consideration. The more the democratic move1nent 
presses on the authoritarian forces, the more will the latter be 
inclined to make reactionary and disruptive concessions to the 
opportunist leaders of the minorities and the untouchables. The 
reservation concessions are used by reactionaries to build line-ups 
dangerous to the democratic and class movements: The Aligarh 
University Bill is another measure of appeasement of reactionary 
forces. While the just and democratic demands of the Muslim 
nlinorities are to be supported by the working class and the 
democratic movement, concessions to reactionary outlook, 
fanaticisn1 and obscurantisn1 should be resisted. These continue to 
promote separatism and prevent the n1erger of the n1inority 
n1ovement in the common den1ocratic movement. Today the 
appeal to Islamic fundamentalism is a 1najor source of strength to 
the reactionary forces in the Muslim countries. 

A New Realignment 
Having lost the electoral battle badly, having sturendered the 

initiative to the Congress (I), the bourgeois opposition parties are 
hound to be demoralised and display two contradictory tendencies, 
noted hy the March 1980 document of the Central Co1n1nittcc on 
"The Present Situation". It said, "Since the dissolution, again, 
both the trends a1·e in evidence: on the one h41nd. 'l growi11g 
(_)t't·ensiv·e ot· at1thoritaria11ism and :1t the s~1111e time a11 t1rge t'o1-
cclmmon resistance in Parliatnent, combint.:d with dis1·uptivc 
n1a11ifest41tions in the matte1· ot' clectllf<:1l t1nde1·standing. tl1e u11ited 
I~ef"t f'orccs pursui11g a consiste11t policy ot· con1n1on resistance 
i11side Pa1·Jiarnent and i11 the co11tcxt of the coining elections." 
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The document further noted. "the bourgeois-landlo d . · f I · . · r p.irt1es are 
. ar n1ore s iarply d1v1ded than before and their inner-crisis is n1ore 
intense than before Th . . . e movement of the masses and their 
m.'11tancy, the sharpened contradiction with the iuling party all 
w11l.dr1ve those who do not seek reconciliation with Indira Gandhi 
to pick u_p the gauntlet and throw their weight on the side of the 
popular torces. But, in the process, a new realignment of forces is 
bound to en1e_rge-a realignment which will place greater weight 
on alliance with the Left forces." 

The same contradictory tendencies will continue after the 
Assembly elect1on_s, notwithstanding initial demoralisation of the 
bo.urgeo1s oppos1t1on parties. During the elections these parties 
ex<1ggerated their strength, refused to come to terms with each 
other and reach electoral adjustments till the last. Only after the 
nom1na1Jons were over some of them i· B'h C · n 1 ar, ongress (U) 
leaders and Karpoori Thakur (Lok Dai), made a fresh appeal to 
the. electorate to vote for. the_ best candidate irrespective of party 
af~1ha!Ion and prevent. d1v1s1on of votes. Biju Patnaik, after the 
elccl!on reverses in Or1ssa awoke to the need f . . . . ' o unity !lmong the 
opposi!Ion parties and called for it The Lok Dai I d K . Th· · . · ea er, arpoor1 

akur, is calling for a united [>arty of th 1- 1 . e orme1· anata 
constituents and Congress (U). 

Charan Singh, Lok Dai president, talks of the blackest day for 
Ind1_a .and calls for mass actions. ()n hearing the election results, 
he_ said in a statement, today was "the blackest day for India's 
in~ant democracy, _tor the electoral process has returned results 
w ich. off1c1al 1n1n1ons manipulate at the point of gun or through 
v1olat1on of the Jaw". He therefore felt th t p 1· h b · ' • a ar 1a1nent ad 
ecome _lfrelcvant and would become increasingly so. "Where do 

we go from here?" he asked and added "th h d f h 
I d t

. , , e s a ows o t c 
ei_t ers o our recent st I f . 

1 k
. f rugg e or national emancipation are 

oo 1ng or an answer" Th . . . k. 1 d 
I 

· · us spe,1 .Ii one ea er of a bourgeois-
andlord party. · 

It is quite clear that a number of bourgeois leaders are in no 
hu1ry to _accept .the electoral verdict and keep quiet. Appeal to the 
masses .. " inevitable sooner or later. In the background of the 
1ntens1t1ed economic · · h · 1 . cr1s1s, t e r1va bourgeois p::11·ties will not 
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easily accept their deprivation from all power. Besides, the 1nass 
discontent over the price-situation is too good an opportunity to 
be Jost in the struggle to recover the lost ground a1nong the people. 

'fhe Ruling Party 
We have already seen that the success in the Assen1bly 

elections strengthens the authoritarian forces and creates a 
dangerous situation for Indian democracy. Without seeking to 
underestimate the danger, we 1nust take other facts into considera

tion also which act as a counter-force. 
In the first place the authoritarian Indira forces have met with a 

rebuff in not less than three States-Tamil Nadu, Bihar and 
Punjab, the rout in the first being complete. In almost all States, it 
has secured its victory on a reduced percentage of polling and 
reduced percentage of its share of the polled votes. The spate of 
n1urders in U.P. and Bihar, the gangster attacks against opposition 
candidates and their supporters, the open use of the official 
n1achinery for the ruling party reveal the weakness of its "popular" 
mandate. These developments forecast growing instability in the 
coming days with the masses rapidly changing their affiliation 
fron1 one party to another. The Congress (I) support is bound to go 
down very rapidly. Simultaneously, the Congress (I) is not a 
united party-it is already showing fissiparous tendencies. The 
manipulation in distribution of tickets done with the purpose of 
strengthening the youth gang of Sanjay Gandhi and the under-
1nining of the strength of the old guard who had an independent 
following of their own, led to a large number of rebel candidates 
all over the country, which did affect to some extent the 
Congress (I) success. Besides, the desire to undermine the 
strength of the old guard necessarily meant relying on "young 
men" from other castes-castes different from the one to which 
the old leaders belonged. This deprivation ofa whole section from 
leading positions and power is assailing Congress (I) unity in the 
111idst of its victory. The wr,1nglings over evolving a consensus for 
electing leaders of the various Assembly pa11ies clearly reveal the 
inner-situation inside tbe ruling party. In Madhya Pradesh, no 
consensus could be evolved and the issue was referred to the High 

I 
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Con1111and. In Maharashrra the Maratha w · · · 
. a . , , . . : Ing IS up in revolt 
aba1nst the choice of a Muslim and this inay even lead to a split in 
the party. In Pun.1ah, Darbara Singh was elected but only aft 
'.nutual ch~rges of betrayal in the election by rival groups ~ 
consensus may be evolve_d but how long it will last is a questi~n. 

The. trick_ of making a Har1.1an a Chief Minister in Rajasthan or a 
M'.1shm ·~ Maharashtra will not stabilise the situation but will 
ex<1cerhatc it_ The cho1c_e of Sanjay men as Chief Ministers in 
many States is bound to intensify the internal conflict. 

_Th,; death of Sanjay Gandhi who had the back in a of the" outh 
wing and who was · d h b · · b y . . . . use as t e atter1ng ram against the old 
guard JS bound _to create new uncertainties and problems in the 
Congres_s (!).It is a matter of speculation now how long the Chief 
M1n1ste1 nominees of San.1ay Gandhi will be able to hold t 
their posts. on o 

. If the ,bourgeois _oppositio_n parties are in disarray, the rulin 
party itself is suffering fron1 internal instab1.l1'ty and t . g Th· . . . · uncer a1nty. 

. is should inspire the confidence that the forces of dictator-
ship can be countered and put in straitjacket. 

The Increased Challenge of Authoritarianism 

. The process of inner-conflict will take some tin1e to assert 
itself In th · · . e nieant1me, the authoritarian party egged on by i·ts 
sto1·1n-t · · · ' . . rooper wing, is 1nak1ng every effort to consolidate itself by 
dttack1ng the Left force . . II .· ., s, espec1a y our Party and the three Left-
01 ientcd Governments Th W B ·: e est engal Congress (I) youth 
~ecently demanded. action against the West Bengal Ministry and 
announced_ that Indira Gandhi had promised to deal with the Left 
Front M1n1stry_ after settling the problem of Assam and Tripura. 
The Co~gress (I). leaders tron1 Tripura have been sending 
tcl~g.rams tor the_ installation of President's rule in Tripura.after 

L
the riots and burnings of June 7. Zail Singh's second speech in the 

ok Sabha and Makw·in· ' h · ' as speec 1n Ja1nn1u both open! 
threatened action against the Tripura Govern1nent.' y 

Propaganda and political bJ,·1ckma·11 b h ot i.tre bei11g used to 
create the ground for action against the three Left-oriented 
Ministries. 
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J-!owever, if Tripura could escape disn1issal after the mass 
killings, and if Zail Singh made a conciliatory staten1ent in 
ihe JZajya Sabha, it was solely due to the fact that the 
C.'entral Government realises that the secessionist and in1perialist 
challenge in Tripura cannot be met by alienating the 
CP!(M) whose mass base offers the biggest obstacle to the 

CL)11spirators. 
These pressures hinder an immediate onslaught against the 

Left-oriented Ministries and they have to be reckoned with by the 
Congress (!) Government notwithstanding the dc1nands of the 

Sanjay gang for action. 
for the rest, the charges against the West Bengal Ministry of 

corruption, murders of Congress (!) men and breakdown of law 
and order continue unabated to create fertile ground for future 

1.lCtlOJl . 

'fhc North-East Crisis 
The crisis in Assam and the North-Eastern border States 

introduces a new clement in the Indian political situation. Never 
before did the imperialist forces act so brazenfacedly to intervene 
in our country to encourage and support secessionist movements . 
1'heir agents, the Christian missionaries, have been carrying on 
these anti-national activities openly and the U.S. A1nbassador has 
been paying visits to these sensitive areas. This is the biggest 
challenge delivered by the imperialists to the Govern1nent and the 
people of India. And the Congress (I) Government knows that it 
cannot be met without popular support and the support of the 
political parties. In Assam in particular, the administration has 
gone over to the secessionists, and the Government knows that the 
~ 

movement is financed by the imperialists. And the significant fact 
is that it is only the Left parties headed by us that are taking a firm 
stand against the secessionists while ahnost all the bourgeois 
parties are supporting them. There is no doubt that there are 
enough adventurers in the ruling party who would like to settle 
accounts with the CPI(M) immediately, but such a course with the 
imperialist challenge in the North-East, may be difficult to 

embark upon. 
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Nonetheles.<, we must be prepared for the 
any challenge as the dictat . I . worst, ready to face 
d 

, or1a party is already . 1 · 
emocratic ways in different d. . ievea ing its anti-

1rect1ons. · 

Drive Against Democracy 
In the background of the econo . . . 

the economy, the need for stren t;:'.IC cr1s1s and the breakdown of 
for taking quick measure bg' cn1ng the d1ctator1al apparatus 
·11 . • s e1ore the ma h . , 
' us1ons wear out is ob . I . ss ent us1asm and 
the fact that the n~w rul::~~s. ~Is further rendered necessa1y by 
who have no influence wit~r tth e most part are handpicked men 
administration by observin d e people. They cannot run the 

·11 b . g emocrat1c norm· Th 
w1 e in power with a few old I d s. e caucus that 
th ea ers as showb . . 

e storm-troopers of the h . . oys constitutes 
C 

. aut or1tarian pa t TI 
ommun1st and pass off their h . . r y. iey are anti-

opposition to Communism A d ost1hty to democracy as 
· · n none can sa h 

can become easy playthin f h Y ow many of them 
II f 

gs o t e CIA and Us · · . 
a o them are anti-Soviet t h . . . nnper1ahsn1 as 
h 

o t e core Signs . 
s ow that the author·t . . are not wanting to 1 ar1an party m b . 
measures it has taken . d eans us1ness. A series of 
show that they are unan statements its spokesmen have made 

. repentant about th E 
misdeeds, and offer no assurance th· e mergency and its 
thing of the past. at the Emergency period is a 

Indira Gandhi · · . . , In an Interview with f . . 
virtually restated that the E a ore1gn JOun1al has 
people and the people's verd%~r~ency was for the good of the 
and that they have rectified their against her in. 1977 was wrong, 
January 1980. mistake by voting her to power in 

Secondly, the entire outfit of the Erne . 
the field. The notorious ff. rgency days 1s already in 

o 1cers are ba k · 
pounce on the people at a nod f h . c in power ready to 
including cri1ninal case. . o t e1r master. Cases against them 

h 
s against Bans1 L· l s · ' 

ot ers, have been ·thd a• 'an Jay Gandhi and 
. w1 rawn-cases wh. h l 

crimes ag,tinst opponents or t . Jc re ate to heinous 
and citizens, and making' fa! o dde;alcat1ons, cheating the State 
to get licences. All the sde I ec ara.t1ons to the Government 

d h 
. scan a s relating to th M . 

an t e K1ssa Kursi Ka . h e arut1 affair 
h 

case ave now be l ·d 
t e new Government Th. , en a1 to rest by a fiat of 

. ings have reached such a pass that 
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r-·lagistrates dare not try defamation cases against the relatives of 
sanjay Gandhi and find no compunction in dismissing them. The 
ordinary citizen has no remedy against the ruling caucus. 

The Supreme Court has declared part of the 42nd Amendment 
to the Constitution giving priority to the Directive Principles over 
fundamental Rights as null and void of the Constitution. But 
Indira Gandhi's Law Minister threatens to restore the provision. 
The Supreme Court gave its verdict against the Amendment, 
declaring that Parliament cannot interfere with the basic 
structures of the Constitution. But the ruling party clain1s that 
riaht for Parliament so that a dictatorship can be introduced 

0 

constitutionally. The talk of changing the Constitution was muted 
all these days. But now with the victory in the Assembly elections, 
it has come out in the open. No less a person than Chenna Reddy, 
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister of the Congress (1), the other day 
openly called for a new Constitution-not certainly to further 
democratise it. Soon, one is likely to hear about the Presidential 
form of Government or the virtues of the French Constitution. 
The principle of preventive detention virtually rejected during the 
Janata regime has been again brought into operation and a law to 
detain hoarders and blackmarketecrs has been passed. It only now 
requires to add a few words to make the law all-pervading. It is no 
accident that this was the first in1portant legislation of the new 

Government. 
And turther reminders of the Emergency are given by the 

Ordinance promulgated by the Government of Gujarat and the 
legislation brought forward by the Karnataka Congress (l) 
Ministry. These all relate to banning of all strikes in the so-called 
essential services and pre~cribe ten years' imprisonment of 
workers going on strike. Under the essential services all important 
services and a large number of undertakings including transport 
are listed and the Government is empowered to extend the 
measure to any new industry it considers as essentittl. 

'fhe Economic Situation 
The Jullundur Congress Resolution stated that the drive for 

authoritarianism has its basis and draws st1sten,1nce from the 
cconon1ic situation and the chronic crisis ot· ottr economy. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
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The return of the Congress (I) to power coincides with a virtua 
bl"eakdown of the economic order under the i111pact of three' 
forces: ( l) the inner-crisis of the econon1y, (2) the recession in the' 
advanced countries, and (3) the high oil prices which the oil • 

countries are demanding from us. These three factors have now. 
made the economy uncontrollable and the Government is forced· 
to make petty manoeuvres against one force or the other. 

As the January 1980 Statement of the Central Committee said, .· 
"But, despite its parliamentary strength, its big niajority in the 
Lok Sabha, it cannot offer any stability to the people. The 
economic situation is already out of control. The Government is 
unable to control the prices and the Commerce Minister has 
already announced that they are not under control. The Preventive 
Detention Act has proved useless against the hoarders. And 
the masses twice cheated on the question of high prices and 
economic stability are getting disillusioned and are already on 
the move." 

The inflation rate has already reached 20 per cent and not only 
there is no sign of its abatement but every indication that it will 
soon exceed the pre-Emergency rate of23 to 27 per cent. All facts 
point to a heavy deficit in the balance of payments and the 
necessity of a foreign loan to bale the economy out of the 
precarious situation. The Govern1nent is already forced to woo the 
multinationals. The Vice-President of India and the Commerce 
Minister recently urged a fresh look at the question of facilities for 
multinationals, saying 'ideological' considerations should not be 
allowed to deny India the benefits fro1n operations of these 
corporations. With exports slacking and imports high-priced and 
rendered compulsory because of economic breakdown, the Indian 
economy will be under constant pressure from the western 
imperialists for concessions. 

The economic dependence of India on foreign imports has 
increased with India's failure to meet the needs of the country. 
Today, India is in1porting edible oil, steel, coaking coal and now 
sugar also, spending thousands of crorcs of rupees on son1e of the 
avoidable items. The high prices of oil complete the dismal 
picture. 
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. . National Income . I . me 
11ecl1nc in . wed a decline in real nat1ona. tnco . , 

The year 1979-80 sho . d stagnation in industrial 
. 1 1 production an · t 

.. th fall in agr1cu tura . d t dropped by 3 per cen . 
\\I . attonal pro uc di 
iroduction. The gross. n . . rocess, there is har y any 
~'iith the continuing 1nflat1~;~ry : commenting on this situation 
chance of recovery. The W.,or =l~ina need" for increased atd 
~. ys that India has a . comp o·educe the budgetary burden 
''' . h coming years tot d to I' sbursements in t e . tment requirements an 
';:the excessive public sector invest aint It advocates 'higher 
o . sou1·ces cons r . . . n 
ll\'ercome the foreign re other things, eco11om1s1ng ?~ no -
tax efforts', etc., and amon~. "lly subsidies'. If subs1d1es on 
<lcvelopmental expenditure. sp;~1~ean an attack on the present 

foodgrains are wit~dra~n ~t a:'inflat;onary spiral. It will not be 
consumption standards an . mcnt sooner or later chooses 

. . 'f th Congress (I) Gove1 n 
surprtstng 1 c d anaaement. 
;his path in the name of dem;1:h; Go:ernment of India al'.eady 

The Economic. Survey o "Therefore, the control of.1nfla-. 
inakes the menacing state'."ent, h more than the regulation of 
tion in 1980-81 will .require muc tacular increases. Aggregate 
. idividual prices which show spec be pursued actively. Jn 
n ill have to · ·ty 
demand manage1nent w 1· . which increase product1v1 

b. t. n of po ic1es . mes . ddition, a corn ina 10 . . h a rwth of money inco . 
:hile at the sa1ne tin1e restrain1ngtt e ;,~wth will have to be 
within the limits of. product1hv1 y means wages and salaries of 

d ,, Money incomes ere pursue · · · · · . 
, ployees and not profits. f . d to seek new resources, l:m . G nment o1ce . 

The Indira Gandhi over ' . \ 2000 crores of rupees on 
d burden of near y d cts has already impose . a . e of oil, petroleum pro u · '. 

the people by .ra1s1ngd the p;~ctransport costs up adding to the 
fertilisers. This is boun to pu. 
inflationary price-rise. 

The Central Budget t'ng the Central Budget, 
. . , speech presen I th 

The Finance Minister s y developinu over e 
kd wn of the econom ' "'rb· h. s underlines the brea o M. . ·ter to provide an a ' ' to i. 

last three decades, tho~gh thehe l~\:m~nagement of the Janata i own party, ascribes it to t 
, Government. 
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"The performance of power, coal and railway sectors was on6 
• of the 1nost serious deficiencies on the economic scene . 

• • o\ • Inadeaquatc supply of coal and its poor quality, poor main.: 
• tenance, equipment damage resulting in increased planned an 

unplanned outages, and poor management were responsible foi· 
the decline in the percentage of thermal capacity utilisation to as• 
low as 45 per cent." For once labour-troubles are not mentioned. 
And the plain unvarnished truth stands out that corruption and 
other evils have brought down the production of energy to 45 per . 
cent of capacity inflicting terrible suffering on the people. It is.· 
obvious that this breakdown has developed over three decades of . 
poor nianagement. 

Naturally this led to increased unemployement which grew by 
more than 9 per cent in the year. The number of jobscekers on the 
live register of the e1nployment exchange rose from 13. 15 million 
at the end of January 1979 to 14.44 million a year later, i.e., by 
9.8 per cent. 

The stagnation in the economy can be realised from the fact 
that between 197 J and 1979, employment in the private sector 
increased by only 5 lakhs and that in the public sector by 40 lakhs. 
No wonder the number of registered unemployed has reached one 
crore and fo1ty lakhs. 

The Finance Minister further underlined the adverse balance of 
pay1nents po.sition: "Export growth in value terms has only been 
8 per cent or so which means there was hardly any growth in 
terms of volume as world inflation has proceeded at about I O per 
cent in 1979-80." The import bill has increa.sed because of a steep 
increase in oil prices and other imports like fertilisers, leading to a 
trade gap of Rs. 2232 crores, the highest on record. The result is 
that the "garibi hatao" Government of famished India has decided 
to export one million tonnes of rice. Besides, the country is forced 
to export protein food-fish worth Rs. 200 crores. Such are the 
consequences of the growing breakdown of the economy. 

Expo1t rice, export fish and to be in the world market, export 
sugar when at hon1e the people are forced to buy it at Rs. 8 per kg. 
and for I he benefit of the capitalist path, import steel, coal, edible 
oils and \\hat not. 
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. . . n recipe to take India out of 
1-Ias the Finance M1n1ster a y , t blaming the Janata 

. . ? He has none cxcep tl1e present sttuatton. 
(_Jovernment . 

• 

Deficit Financing M V kataraman, s proposals to 
. I hat are r. en f 

In the first p ace, w 1· f to the people by way o 
. . d offer re ie h' . 

hold back 1nflat1on an . 1 ds? It is obvious that t ings 
· f essent1a goo · · 1 

bringing down prices 
0 

t ill have no stability un ess 
t go On and the Governmen w c~1nno 

this question is tackled. absolutely no remedy. On the 
The Finance Minister has d f' .t of Rs. 1400 crores, his 

· . ncovered e ict . f h, contrary, by leaving an u f 'nflation and tleec1ng o t c 
th Progress o 1 h budget only ensures e . . . . the wake of the uge 

def1c1t comes in h 
people. This budgetary . The budgetary deficit of t e 
deficits of the preceding years. R 1016 crores in 1977-78; 

G n1ments was s. h 
Central and State ove d Rs. 1698 crores (according to t e 
Rs 1852 crores in 1978-79 an 

1 
deficit of the Central 

· · 1979-80 The actua 
budget estimates) for . l . 2500 crores. How then can the 
Government last year was I s.f. ·_ . nly a little over half the 

. . .. "This de !Clt JS 0 . . d 
J-<"inance M1n1ster say'. . t that a deficit of this or er 

It J. my 1udgemen "? 
deficit of last year. s · . ·mpact on the economy · . ·r antly adverse 1 . 
will not have a s1gn1 ·~ .· . ust be further remembered, comes 

This uncovered det1c1t, it m. . and railway freight 
h . ·r ase in passenger . ll f . n the wake of t e inc e h'k in oil prices-a o 1 

h rges clue to l e . 
charges, road transport c a . . f everal goods accelerating 

. b d to raise the prices o s which are oun 

the inflationary inovement. d deficit is reduced to Rs. 1400 
Besides, the total uncovere f Rs 800 crores fro1n 

. I t equal sum o .. 
crores because an " mos f the International Monetary 

d R. 540 crores rom . h'. · 
external loans an . s. d et under capital receipts. Ot cl wise, 
Fund are included in the bu g bi d the planning expenditure 

. her the deficit would have dou e or 
~~uld have had to be drastically cul down. 

. . Pl · g Expenditure . 
1 Reduction in ann1n ~ iditurc under n!1t1ona 

. c nomy expe1 
Under our stagnat_1ng e o lace in sti1nulating the economy. 

planning occupies an important p 

1. 
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What has the Finance Minister to offer? Once again, unsustain- • 
able clain1s which are applauded by an ignorant crowd innocent of. 
elementary economic truths. The Finance Minister says, "I am 
glad to announce that in the light of this review, the annual plan., 
outlay for 1980-81 of the Centre is being raised to Rs. 7340: 
crores, an increase of Rs. 767 crores over the outlay in the interim. 
budget; compared \vith last year's original outlay it is higher by: 
14.5 per cent." The Finance Minister did not tell the people that" 
con1pared with last year's orifiinal outlay, prices have risen more· 
than 20 per cent, and an increased plan expenditure of 14.5 per 
cent actually means reduction in plan expenditure in real terms .. 
Considering that prices will continue to rise during the annual . 
plan period, the real size of the plan, will be reduced very much 
and it will not help stimulate the economy or relax the rigours of: 
the unemployed. Here we once again come against the dilemma- • 
inflation or stagnation. The fear in official circles is that increased ·. 
plan efforts add to inflation; hence the constant refrain about non- · 
utilisation of existing capacities. It is also not realised or admitted : 
that the failure to utilise existig capacities is not an adventitious " 
develop1nent but an integral part of the crisis. 

Taxation Relief 

Press and Government supporters have joined in a chorus of 
approval of the budget proposals for tax-relief. While every small 
relief for the oppressed tax-payer is welcome, and such relief is a 
rare commodity, to exaggerate these reliefs and to boost them as a 
great boon for the common nian is the tactic of the ruling party 
and its capitalist supporters. 

In the first place these reliefs are to be assessed in the 
background of the imposition of huge burdens of more than 
Rs. 2100 crores through increase in oil prices, railway freight 
(Rs. 200 crores) and fertiliser prices (Rs. 300 crores). The 
Finance Minister, therefore, cannot clain1 that his budget is anti
inflationary just because he has not gone in for heavy budgetary 
taxation proposals. 

And in the final analysis, in actual money terms, how much do '' 
these relief's amount to? Only Rs. 34.75 crores in excise duty and 

• 
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nothing more. Compare this with the Rs. 6000 crores of revenue 
from excise duties presented in the budget for 1980-81. 

Mr. Venkataraman has, however, made many propo_sals 
pleasing to the capitalists. He has rendered the conv.ert1_b1hty 

rovision harmless which will encourage the private cap1tal!sts to 
~orrow freely from the State institutions without fear of losing 
control over their concerns. Secondly, he h~s 1nc:eased the 

,1.missible allowance for depreciation for new 1ndustnes. He has 
pe , . . b' 
proposed no measures to mop up the pro.fit. of, the cap1tal1sts- i_g 

ns they have accumulated due to the 1nflat1onary spiral. Nor 1s 
SUi · f h 

·there any provision to control or mop up the operations o t e 
parallel economy of speculators and blackma_rketee.rs. 

Another pleasing concession to Big Business 1s removal, of 
restrictions on the deductible amount of expenditure on advertlse
nient, publicity and sales promotion. This.is done in the name of 
helping small and medium houses. It 1s 1neant to help Big 
Business financiers who can now use their money tor f1nanc1ng 

political parties. . . 
The b'inance Minister has made the biggest concession to the 

rural vested interests by proposing to discontinue the levying of 
wealth tax on agricultural property except on the ow.ners of tea, 
etc. The reasoning is curious and amounts to saying since the big 
landlords refuse to pay, the wealth tax should be abolished. The 
r'inance Minister says, "At the time when agricultural property 
was brought within the tax-net, it was hoped that it would· be a 
potent instrument for mobilising resources from the affluent 
sections of the agriculturists. But our experience of over the last 
decade (no Janata here) has been most disappointing. The amount 
realised as wealth-tax on agricultural property has been less than 
Rs. one crore per annum .. , the valuation ... leading to complaints 
of harassnient." No doubt the s1naller property holders were 
harassed and should have been given exemption. But the fact that 
only Rs. one crore per annum could be collected meant that the 
big landlords refused to pay and that they had bought over the 
taxation niachinery and that the Government did not prosecute 
them. And naturally so. These are the rural vote-gathers in the big 
bourgeois-landlord alliance. And these are the people who have 
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amassed crores, profiting from Government spending in the rural .. 
areas under the national planning. The abolition of agricultural .· 
wealth-tax exposes the claim of the Finance Minister to stand for' 
the weaker sections. 

What does the budget then try to achieve? Half-heartedly it · 
attempts to stimulate the economy by making concessions in , 
excise and fearful of inflation, it neutralises those concessions in•· 

' . 
the name of demand management. It is realised that industries are .·· 
working below capacity because the purchaser has hardly any 
purchasing power. But it is feared that more purchasing power in . 
his hands will mean inflation. Balancing between the two, the . 
budget lands in promoting both inflation and stagnation. The net 
result is going to be a further attack on people's living standards:. 

Under these conditions further demand for foreign loans, . 
concessions to n1ultinationals to promote "employment" an:. 
surely likely. And if the World Bank demands its price, attacks on• 
food subsidies n1ay also follow. The budget reveals a perilous eco-. 
nomic situation which the Finance Minister has tried to conceal' 
by concentrating attention on petty concessions in excise duties: .. 

The orim economic situation outlined above provides the bas1&· 
0 

for wide common action against policies leading to one-party· 
dictatorship. The massive econo1nic discontent will constitute the'.'. 
main basis of the fight against authoritarian policies. Along with::, 
this, the common basis is supplied by the impending attacks on·, 
civil liberties, the mooted changes in the Constitution and the.'.' 
growing collapse of the administration. The happenings in · 
Gwalior a couple of months ago, when the entire police force ran ·· 
amuck beating lawyers and threatening Judges, suggest that the 
bureaucratic n1achine carefully nurtured by the ruling party is 
getting out of control. 

The situation calls for coordinated activity of the Left parties in 
Parliament. The formation of a Coordination Coinmittee of Left 
parties ·in Parliament has been welcomed by all. At the same time 
it is necess,try to have, on as n1any occasions as possibl~, 
understanding an1ong the opposition parties to defend democratic 
rights and liberties, people's livelihood and above all the security 
and continuation of the Left-oriented Governments. The quesuon 
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f Left-oriented Governn1ents 1nust be made a com1non issue of 
~II parties and authoritarianis1n n1ust be given a big rebuff on this 

c111e~t1t111. . . . 

'fhe defence of the Left-oriented Governments 1s to be carried 

1 ainong the people by popularising their achieven1ents, the 
() [ <._, 

alternative policies they have sponsored to protect cleinocracy and 
ihe citizen's livelihood. It is of utn1ost in1portance that the I'arty, 
along with the Left forces, takes i1nn1ediate steps to remove all the 
inist111dersli.tndi11gs reg<.trding TriJ)Uf<:l developme11ts i:tnd rc111force 

the confidence of the people in the Left Front Ministry. 
The 1nain battleground in the con1ing days will be the mass 

...;trLJlTgJc ,1 ~~1inst worseni11g cco110111ic co11ditio11s. f-Icre tl1e widest 

. I:::::'--• '-

po s s i b I e struggles are possible with the drawing in of the 
opposition bourgeois parties. But the 1na1n reliance has to _be 
placed on the mass agitations of the Left and de1nocrat1c parties 
for the further intensification of the struggle. 

The co1nrnon battle in the Assen1blies which is bound to have 
response a1nong the discontented masses is only a part of the big 
st1uggle ag:.1i11st al1thoritariL111ism whicl1 is to be W(tged pri1narily 
~1mong the m'tsses on iss11es vitally :.ttf'ecting their Iivelil1ood. This 
\viii lay the foundation for their intervention on issues directly 
affecting den1ocracy and popular rights. 1'he working class rnust 
be warned of the looming attacks, and imn1ediate steps should be 
taken lo forge the widest possible trade union unity. The kisan 
move111e11t sl1L111ld be developed l)y bri11ging togcthe1· sever,11 
01·g1_111isl1tions for comn1011 actio11. Saine leade1·s at· some 
bourgeois parties see1n willing to help in this process. The key in 
f'ighti11e: the aL1tho1·itarit111 t·orces is of' course a widely S()rCa(i 

' 
J)tl1sa11t 111ovc111ent. It i . .;; possihlc, besides, to b1·ing together 011 tl1e 
.'itre11gtl1 or tile Left {Jarties tl1c n1ass org:.111isations ot' StULie11ts, 
\\.'r.irnc11. yoL1tt1 at1d i11itiatc new rcsistL111cc. 

The prlst-elcction situatio11 trc1nst'ers tt1c mi.tin battle tL) the arcn,1 
of tl1e rnass 111oveme11t. He1·e. ~1lso Let·t 11nity 111t1st fJlay <1 le~1dir1g 
roJL~. i\11ll the P;11·t)' mtist persister1t!y pL11·suc the line ot' u11iti11g all 
the LefJ forces so that together they n1obilise wider forces frorn 
~~h_e_1· pc11·iics <.lrlLf ,.., 0111-ce.">. The battle i11 tl1e Asscr11blii.:s :.tnd 

ail ian1er1t tl1e11 V.' il I he ;1n '1t1x i I i<.11·y cJf lhe n1Ltss battle. 
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Against Imperialist Conspiracies a11d Disintegration 

The figl1t '1gai11st authorit,1ria11is111 cannot be car1·ied on in 
isolatio11 t·1·om the struggle .:1gai11st i111pcrialisl conspiracies _ 
against the country. Such neglect places the initiative in the '. 
hands of the ruling pa11y and enables it to come forward as the : 
champion of national interests. It is then able to present its.· 
authoritarian rneasures as intended to strengthen the nation · 
against foreign pressures. Certain bourgeois opposition parties 
keep silent about the imperialist danger while fighting the, 
authoritarian party or take reactionary positions on issues o 
foreign policy (Afghanistan). This helps the Congress (I) t 
emerge (tS the champion of nationl1l i11te1·c.sts. The st1·t1ggle agains 
'1t1lho1·itt11·ianism cannot be car1·ied 011 by neglecting tl1e fig 
against the disintegratio11ist tende11cies i11 e\1 idcnce now in t 
North-Eastern region. The secessionist moven1cnts, encourag 
hy imperialis1n, have to be properly placed and the people full 
warned against the danger to national unity. This can he done b' 
exposing (I) the unequal developn1ent of the State constituen 
under the capitalist path, (2) the centralisation of power at t 
Centre and distortion of Centre-State relations under the Congr 
regin1e, and (3) appreciation of the growing demands of backw 
units for equality and econornic advance while firmly fighti 
agai11st tl1eir <live1·sio11 i11to secessit111ist cha11nels. 111 lhe '1bsen · 
of this all-sided exposure of the policies of the ruling patty and 
the separatist 1novement, the forn1er will be able to le 
c1·edibility to its anti-de1noc1·atic concept of ;1 st1·ong Centre a. 
present it as an effective weapon of fighting the country, 
dis i nte12:1·;1ti on. 

~ 

011 Present Political Situation 

Statement Dated July 1, 1980 Issued by the 
Central Committee of CPI(M) Following Its 
JVleeting Held in New Delhi on June 26-29, 1980 

22 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(J\1arxist) tnct in New Delhi from June 26 to 29, 1980. At the 
outset the C.C. tnourned the death of Comrade A. V. Kunhambu, 
an outstanding leader of the Pa11y in Kerala. and paid homage to 
the n1artyrs killed by Congress(!) hoodlums in West Bengal, by 
l~SS elc1nents in collusion with the Congress(!) in Kerala, and by 
Naxalite clen1ents inspired by the Congress(!) in Andhra 
Prcadesh. 

The Central Cornn1ittee denounced the aggression on Angola 
by the svhite racist regime of South Africa. The C.C. extended its 
full solidarity and support to the Angola and the SWAPC) in. their 
struggle agai11st the .5outh Africa11 r.:1cists. 

The Central Comn1ittee sveleotned the initiative that is beina 
taken by the Kannal Governn1ent of Afghanistan, specially it: 
proposals of May 14 last, for a political solution of the problem 
that has arisen in the region. Even \vhile the U.S. imperialists are 
do1no ever ·th" · "f h ·1 · · · A ,

0 

~ . )· 1ng . to 1~tc11s1 y ost1 e act1v1t1cs against 
loh,u11stan, the Soviet Un ton has n1ade a partial withdrawal of its 

troops and arn1our from there. The C.C. appreciated this positive 
step to facilitate a political solution and hoped that the countries 
of the r ·. I I . . _ eg1(111 wou c e11gage them."iel\'es tn ser1ot1s and si11ce1·e 
•fiortst f d. h · . . . . S ·- l1 t11 sue a solt1t1011 a11(i f1-ustrate 1111per1al1st designs in 
' outh-West Asia. 

1 
·rhe Central C~otnmittee considered the recent development in 

nd1a-C"hin· . I . Ch. . . . · a 1e at1011s- 111ese V1ce-Prcrt11er De11lr X1<.1opi11a's 
11ro11osal, 1· . . . . . b o " 
ailtl · s 01 11np1·ov1ng rel<:1t1ons <:111d settl111g t11e bt11·de1· prohlen1 

the Go'"' · t 1· I d · ' · · We\' . vCI11mcr1 0 n 1a s pos1t1ve 1·espl111se to the111. 
con11 ng these developments, the C.C. hoped that they would 
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soon lead to the norn1alisation of relations between the two 
cot1ntries. 

The Central Cornrnittee devoted the whole of its first day's 
session to discuss the situation in Assam and Tripura on the .basis 
of reports submitted by Comrae Achintya Bhattacharya, 
Secretary of the Assam Stale Committee of the Party, and 
Comrade P. l~amamurti who had visited Tripura recently to study 
the tragic developments there. 

The C.C. came to the conclusion that the Assam agitation has 
become :.1 move1ne11t for secessio11, fo1· tea1·ing the cou11try ap;.1rt, a 
violent movement directed against the linguistic and religious 
rninorities and their Indian citizenship rights. The RSS which 
swears by the unity of India and a unitary Stale is lending support 
to this movernent to dismember the country. The imperialists, 
especially the lJ.S. irnperialists, who have long been conspiring 
against our COlJntry, i.tre giving :.111 encot11·age1ne11t a11d n1atcrial 
help to this secessionist movement. The undue interest shown in 
this region by the frequent visits of U.S. diplo1nats, the anti-
11:.1tional activities of certain Christi<1n mission:.tries have all t·ully 
exposed the lJ.S. imperialist designs. 

The struggle to protect the minorities, their Indian citizenship 
rights, the struggle to defeat the secessionists and preserve India's 
unity and integrity has to be waged on a countrywide basis. 

The C.C. extended its greetings to the Left parties and 
personalities like Hiren Gohain, who, at enormous risk to. their 
limbs a11c.l lives, are 01)posing tl1e secessionists and ch,11npioning 
the cause of the country's integrity. 

The Centr,tl Co1n111ittee expressed its scrio11s concern tit the 
developments in Tripura. Because of the strength of the 
Communist Party of India (Marxist) with its base in both the tribal 
and non-tribal people, and the existence of the Left F·ront 
Government with its pro-people policies for over l wo years, 
Tripura had been free of the type of trouble that has been plaguing 
the rest ot' the North-Eastern region. The ext1·e1nists (lJnong the 
trihals in the Tripura llpajati .luha Samity with their trained and 
arn1ed National Volunteer Force, panicky at their din1inishing 
ir1flucnce. 1·e,sorted tci :1 c<.1rn;_1ge tlJ shc_1tter the pe,tcc at· tl1e State 
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.:1ncl c1·eate disaft"ection against the Left Front Go\1e1·nment. 
Inspired by the Assam agitation, they are also raising the den1and 
for expulsion of all those who have entered the State since 1949. 
()n the other side, the chauvinist Amra Bangalee-Anand Marg 
have been inciting the passions of the Bengalee population 
slandering the Left F'ront Government as one which protects only 
the interests of the tribals. There are enough facts to show that in 
·rripura, too, foreign imperialist agencies are very rnuch active in 
creating instability. 

'fhe C.C. noted with satisfaction that the Left Front 
Govern1nent, with the assistance of the Centre, is doing everything 
to restore normalcy quickly and allay the fears of both the tribal 
and non-tribal population. It is an extre1nely difficult task that the 
Tripura Government is facing. ()ver two lakh people who have 
been uprooted, whose homes and property have been destroyed. 
have to be given relief and rehabilitated. 'fhe C.C. called on the 
people all over the country lo rush relief in n1oney and material to 
Tripura. 

1'he C.C. noted with concern that some elements in Tripura, 
claiming to belong to the Congress(!) in the State, have ignored 
the serious situation in the State, the U.S. i1nperialist conspiracies 
in the region, and demanded the dismissal of the Left Front 
Govcrn1nent which is a consistent defender of the country's unity 
and integrity. The C.C. welcomed the stand of the Centre that the 
situation has to be tackled in co-operation hetween the Centre and 
the S.tate Government and appealed to all not to exploit the 
s1tt1at1on t·or narrow partisan e11ds. 

. In view of the seriousness of the situation in Assam and 1'ripura, 
111 view of the imperative need to rouse the country to the task of 
defending its integrity and foiling imperialist conspiracies against 
it, the C.C. called on all units of the Party to place the issues 
involved in Tripura, Assam and the North-Eastern region before 
the people. 

The Central Co1nmittce reviewed the results of the elections to 
the nine States Assemblies which were ordered arbitrarily by the 
C.entral Government after the Congrcss(l)'s Lok Sabha election 
victory. 'fhe Congress( I) has won in eight of the nine States. 
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But the C.C. noted that the Congress(!) victory is based on the 
support of a small percentage of the electorate. Only around half 
of the electorate exercised their franchise, the lowest in the history 
of our parliamentary democracy. This was a mark of protest 
against the non-implementation of the electoral pledges 1nade by 
the Congress(!) during the Lok Sabha election campaign. Prices 
had been rising and essential com1nodities continued to be scarce, 
no policies were discernible to put the economy back in order. Vast 
sections of people kept away from the polling booths. Even of this 
low polling, in most of the States where it won two-thirds and 
three-fourths of the Assembly seats, the Congress(!) did so on the 
basis of a minority of the polled vote. Except in one, the 
Congress(!) victory is based on the support of only 16 to 23 per 
cent _ot the total electorate. The disillusionment was already 
growing after the Lok Sabha poll and people were moving away 
from the Congress(!). Compared to the Lok Sabha vote, the 
Congress(!) vote had fallen in most of the States in the Assembly 
election. 

Tamil Nadu has stood as a solid exception. Here the AIADMK, 
Left parties like the CPJ(M) and CPI, and other parties including 
the Congress(U) formed an alliance sufficiently in tin1e , the 
peo_ple saw this as a viable alternative to the Congress(!) whose 
policies were heaping miseries on them, and they inflicted a 
crushing defeat on the Congress(l)-DMK alliance. 

The C.C. noted that in Punjab, too, where the Akali Party 
adjusted seates with the CPI(M) and CPI, the Con~ress(l) could 
h_ave been defeated instead of wining with a slend~r majority of 
five scales, 1f the CPI had not dragged its feet and delayed the 
concluding of the seat adjustments and infighting had not erupted 
in the Akali Paity. 

1'he C.C. noted with concern the violence that 111arked these 
Assen1bly elections in U.P. and Bihar. Especially in Bihar, the 
polling \vas h_cld in an atn1osphcre reeking with gun powder, with 
booth capturing and ballot rigging on an extensive scale. The 
ruling Congress(!) fully utilised the administration for both its 
violence and the election rigging. Despite this and despite the 
oppos1t1on being splintered in this State, too, the Congress(!) 
could secure only a small majority. 
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The C.C. held that a large part of the responsibility for the 
("ongress(I) victory should be borne by the bourgeois -landlord 
opposition parties. Parties like the Janata and Janata(S) had split 
further. and not lean1ing any lessons from the Lok Sabha 
elections, they fought each other more than they fought the 
c:ongress(l). 1'he Bharatiya Janata Party, the RSS-Jana Sangh in 
can1ouflage, helped the Congress(!) to win where its own 
candidates did not have any chance. Not only was the Opposition 
splintered, these bourgeois-landlord parties had no alternative 
pro-people policies to enthuse the people and rouse them to defeat 
the Congress(!). On the contrary, their stand on very important 
issues played into the hands of the Congress(!). The united Janata 
Party, because of its domination by the RSS-Jana Sangh, had 
thrown the Musli111 minority and the Harijans and weaker sections 
into the camp of the Congress(!). During the election campaign. 
all these parties ca1ne out in support of the chauvinists and 
secessionists leading the Assam agitation to the detriment of cause 
of the country's unity and integrity and further antagonised the 
111 i11 ori tic . .:;;. 

The opposition parties were thus in no position to win over the 
people who were moving away from the Congress(!) in 
disillusionment. They could not refrain even the support they had 
secured during the Lok Sabha elections because of their refusal to 
con1e together to give a fight to the Congress(!) the votes of almost 
all these parties have come dovvn in the Assembly elections 
con1pared to the Lok Sabha election. They have let down the 
people who are getting disillusioned with the Congress(!) and 
\Vhose discontent is growing. 

The contrast as seen in Tamil Nadu. and also in the significant 
by-election from Nilambur in Kerala where the n1ling front 
candidate not only trounced the Congress(!) candidate, but 
increased the margin three times from 6,000 and odd to 18,000, is 
that a viable alternative was placed before the people. Today it is 
Ilot cnoltgh for these opposition 1)arties to forge alli<1nccs hetween 
themselves, they have to reach understandings with the Left 
parties like the CPl(M) and CPI to project a progressive image 
before the people-the appeal of caste is getting more and more 
lin1ited. 
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'fhe C.C. appeals lo the Opposition parties to give serious heed 
to the lesson of the elections, particularly because in the coming 
period, our people have to be defended fro1n furious onslaughts by 
the ruling party. The economic crisis is getting deeper with all its 
co11comitL111t conseq11e11ccs :.111d the ruling par·ty will seek a 1 

solution in authorit:.tria11 meas11res. Fu1·ther, the very 11a1·1·ow base 
of the victory of the ruling party wi II lead it to resort to 
i.lt1thoritari:.1n n1ethods. 

1'he budget that has been presented is a deceptive one. The trick 
was played on the people was in imposing the increase in railway 
fares and freight charges, and the prices of petroleum products, 
fertilizers, elc, a. week before the budget. All this will have a 
cascading effect on prices. On top of it, there is an uncovered 
deficit of over Rs. I ,400 crorcs The budget reveals that 
Government is relying on more borrowings fron1 the World Bank, 
!MF, and for the first time since Independence, perhaps on 
con1mercial borrowings from private foreign banks for financing 
the meagre invest1nenls in the public sector. These will inevitably 
lead to the Gove1111nent coming under increased pressure from 
these institutions and the imperialists who dictate that the 
Governn1ent should curtail consumption by the cornmon people, 
concentrate on exports, open the door to the multinationals and 
encourage the monopolists in the private sector. The 1ural masses 
with increased prices for inputs with no comparable con1pensation 
in the prices they get for their produce, and rising prices of 
consumer articles will be face to face with further ruination. The 
C.C. noted that all this presages growing attacks on jobs and wage 
standards, the pauperisation of the peasantry. 

But they presage also growing struggles of all sections of the 
people on questions of rising prices, increasing taxes, indebted
ness of the peasants, fair and remunerative prices for their 
produce, fair wages and land to agricultural workers, jobs for the 
unen1ployed, etc. Attacks on trade union and democratic rights are 
i11hercnt i11 the drive towards i.1t1thorit:.11·ia11ism. 

The resistance to this drive is the foremost task before the Left 
and democratic froces. While the narrow base of the Congress(!) 
victory enhances the danger of the drive towards authoritarianism, 
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it also gives wide scope for mobilising vast 111asses of the people 
tiuc1i11st the drive towards authorit:.t1·ianism <111d to defeat the 

" 
authoritarian forces. 

While conducting these struggles of the people, the C.C. 
CLJJ1siders it important to carry on c:.tmpaig11s t·or 1neasu1·es ot' some 
irninediate, though limited, relief to the people. These ineasures 
can include unemployment relief, pension to old agricultural 
\\'o1·kc1·.s, pe11sions for widows, tax exem1Jtion or co11cessions t"or 
the economically weaker strata, debt cancellation or relief from 
the niiddle and small peasants and the landless, credit on easy 
tern1s and so on, These are measures which are already being 

• sucessfully implemented by the Left Front Governments and the 
people elsewhere have to fight and win them. 

The unity of the Left parties, their initiative in heading the 1nass 
struggle and winning the active support and participation of all 
dcrnocrats in all parties is the guarantee for success in the grin1 
battle ahead. 

1'he uni led mobilisation and struggles of the trade unions, other 
1n;,tss 01·ganisatio11s is at· ut1nost i111portance in 111obilising the 

' 
e11ti1·e toili11g n1asses. 

Despite their de1noralising show in the elections, the 
Opposition parties, in their own interests, would be drawn into the 
can1paign for championing the cause of the people. Our Party 
should he able to unite with thern on every issue on which they 
:.tg1·ee with our slogans. 

These activities outside an1ong the people have to be linked 
with the activities in Parlian1ent and State Legislature. The Left 
11;11·ties 1nust co-ordir1ate their activities i11 these bodies, a11d 011 
every issue on which other Opposition parties are likely to join us, 
the con1hined opposition 1nust raise its voice against the 
(.Jo\1ernn1er1t's attack.s on dcrr1ocratic rights, 011 the power of· tl1e 
Cer1tre, agai11st the atten1pts to subvert nt111~Congress(l) 
C.lt1vern111cnts. 

In this context, Central Committee noted with particular 
.satisfaction that the Left unity which has been growing in the 
recent past has been eo1tsolidated in the recent Asse1nbly 
elections, despite some minor irritntiol1s here and tl1ere. This ur1ity 
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has to be further strengthened as on it depends to . , . . ' · a very great 
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extent the building of Left and den1ocratic unity and the broadest 
resistance to the anti-democratic policies of the 1111in 
Congress(!). g 

The Central Committee called on all Party units to i1n1nediatel 
strengthen the Party and overcome whatever weaknesses that ar~ 
there.' t~ .strengthen the n1ass organisations and gear up day-to-day 
act1v1t1es ,is well as poltt1cal campaigns to take the people along 

t.h.e.path ofp1og1ess by rapidly changing the present alignment of 
class forces. The entire Party, inobilising the democratic forces 
and the: people, mu~t throw itself into the struggle to defeat 
1mper1al1.st .consp1rac1es and protect the country's inte rit . t 
res1stthedr1veoftherulin C . (l) .g y, 

0 

g ongress towards author1tari·inism 
and defend detnocracy and democratic rights; to defend th~ L'ft 
Front Gover t I · c . . nmen s, popu arise their achievements; and lead the 
impending struggles of the people in defence of their livelihood. 

Concerted Attack on Democratic 
System 

Statement Dated August 9, 1980 Issued by The 

Polit Bureau of CPI(M) in New Delhi 

23 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
strongly protests against the Central Government's move to 
einpower itself to declare certain areas as disturbed and use 
extraordinary powers to deal with the situation in such areas without 
reference to the State Governments. Some Congress( I)- ruled States 

have already armed themselves with such powers. 
The move is made on the ostensible ground of the recent 

co1n1nunal disturbances in several parts of the country which have 
1nade the civil authorities in the areas concerned take the assistance 

of the para-military and armed forces. 
Experience of similar legislations so far, however, is that such 

extraordinary powers have always been used to suppress the 
legiti111ate movements of the cominon people for the redressal of 
their grievances. It should also be noted that among the 
"disturbances" sought to be suppressed are the legitimate 
moven1ents of the common people on questions like prices, as has 

been !1,1ppcning in G11jarat, Ka1·11,1taka, etc. 
·rhe CPI(M) is behind none in recognising the necessity for fir1nly 

t'igl1ti11g such sinister forces as are i11citi11g the majority community 
against the minority leading to the riots that have of late been 
rocking several parts of the count1·y. These forces, howcve1·, ca11not 
be fought except with the full and voluntary cooperation of the 
tle111ocratic pttrties, orga11isatio11s, groups and individuals. It is 
against these democratic forces that the proposed legislation will 

be used. 
The Polit Bureau considers it necessary to point out that the 

111ajority of States including those where riots of a widespread 
character broke out recently are under the direct rule of the 

' I 
I 

Ii 
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Congress(!). As for the non-Congress(I)-ruled States, their 
Governments have 1nade it abundantly clear that they would take 
every practical 1neasure lo fight the sinister forces which are 
indulging in riots. The proposal of the Centre to deprive al! 
(Congress-I as well as other) State Governments of their power to 
deal with the law and order situation is an attack on States' autonomy 
1n general. 

The P.B. hopes that every section within the democratic 
1novement would realise that if the Central Governn1ent is allowed 
to persist in this niove, it will prove to be the beginning of a 
concerted attack on. the den1ocratic syste1n. It, therefore, appeals 
to all of them to JO!n the."» voice against this move while doing 
their ut1nost to fight the s1n1ster forces inciting coinmunal riots. 

On Recent Political Developments 

Statement Dated August 12, 1980 
Issued by The Polit Bureau of CPl(M) in New Delhi 

7he Polit Bureau of the CP!(M) at its t1vo-<iav 1111'eti11g heh/ in 
1Ve11 Delhi on August 9th and I Oth 1980 took note of the serious 
(lt'~'l:lo1J111f.:11t!J' in t/1e i1./cJrlfl. 

The U.S. i1nperialists have taken a series of measures which 
incre,lse inlernational te11sior1 an(i brir1g tl1e dange1· of wa1· close1· 
than ever before. Their refusal to ratify the SALT Agreement. the 
reversal of the policy of detcnte, the stationing of new n1issiles in 
Europe, etc., have led to the accentuation of tensions throughout 
the world. 

Closer to India's own frontiers, they have 1nade a series of n1oves 
in the Indian Ocean and the Gulf region which would rnake West 
Asia a cockpit of war. Egged on by the1n, the Zionist regime has 
annexed .Jerusale1n-an act of such brazen aggression against the 
Arab peoples that even the n1ost notorious "allies" of imperialis1n 
a1nong the Arab rulers are unable to defend it. '!'he 1nilitary rulers 
of Pakistan are also made to use the soil of their country for 
t'onspii-<.ttorial 111oves '-lg'-linst the Den1oc1·,1tic Rept1blic of· 
,:\ 1'gl1 a11 is tan. 

ln still another part of Asia, the reactionary rulers of 'J'hailand 
are being used to attack Viet Nani. All these have brought the danger 
of i1nperialist intervention right up to the door-steps of India. The 
1'.B. called on all the anti-i1nperialists in the country to join hands 
111 tl1c st1·L1ggle ;1g,1i11st these i111perialist 1111111oe11\'1·es. 

'fhe P.B. nuted vvith regret that, instead of seeing these i1nperialist 
111;t11oet1\1res, tl1e lec.1(lers of' tl1e Cl1inese People's 1·ept1blic c.11·e 

<tllowi11g their J1at1·ed to the Sov'iet Ll11ic.)n to t·,lcilitate tl1e im11c1·i;.1li~t 

n1an oet1\1 1·e s. 
rrhe P.B. cxter1ded its grecti11gs to the democ1·;;1tic i·()J"CCS of 

Pt1k i st;111 \\/ho c.ire 11 n dc1· co11 st,ln t <It t ;1c k ,111d <le 11011nced the 111i1 ita1·;1 
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dictatorship for brutally suppressing every democratic right of th ·· 
P k. . e 

tl 'I.st;:1111 f)COple. 

'fhe f'.B .. took note of the continuing crisis in the North-East: 
region \Vh1ch, as has been repeatedly pointed out by the CPl(l\1). 
and other Left and de1nocrat1c torces should be seen in the · 
background of the hectic activity of secessionist elen1ents in the: · 
State of Jan1mu & Kashrnir and fissiparous forces in other parts of· 
the country. 111e P.B. called upon all those vvho arc interested in · 
preserving and strengthening the unity and integrity of the country : 
lo he ware of the danger constituted by these developn1cnts. · 

.The PB. is happy to note the steps taken hy the Governn1ent for. 
br1ng1ng the .agitati.onists in Assa1n to the table for a dialogue on • 
the issue which agitate the people in that State. The CPJ(l\1) has 
always been of the view that the prohlen1 posed in Assa1n and in 
other States/Union Territories of the North-Eastern region can be 
solved only through the political means of negotiations and 
settlement an1ong the various sections of the people and between 
lhe1n and the Governn1ent. 

While thus welcoming the move for talks between the .· 
agitationists and the Government in Assam, the PB. reiterated its ·. 
view that the legitimate rights of the ethnic, linguistic and religious 
m1nor1t1es have to be protected. What is called the issue of 
foreigners should not be allowed to he used, as the agilationists 
have been using, to attack Indian citizens who have settled 
tl1ernsel\'es i11 Assam in exe1·cisc ot' tl1cir citize11.i;;t1ip 1·ights. 

The P.B. thanks all democratic parties, organisations, groups 
and 1nd1v1duals who have responded ro the appeal of the Tri pura 
Ch1et M1n1ster for help in rendering relief to the atfected people 
1.n the State. The l~eft Front Governrnent and people ofTripura are 
fac111g <111 extre111cly diffict1lt silt1,1tio11 :.111d (leserve tl1e co11tir1ui11g 
syrnpathy and support of the people all over the country. 

The P.B. \Vould in this connection remind all concerned that it 
\vas the Left Front Governn1cnt that, for the first tin1e, took several 
com111endahle steps to red1·ess the lcgiti111utc gi·iev;:111ce.~ of'tl1e tribal 
pel)ple, \vhile :.tt the sarne tirne safcgui.11·ding the inteI·csts ot· all 
poor non-tribals. The unity of the tribals and non-trihals for which 
the Left l'ront and its Govern1nenl have been consistently fighting 
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is the only niethod which will help the solution of the problem not 
only in 1·ripura but in the entire North-Eastern region. 

The P.B. however, notes that, instead of helping the Left r'ront 
Go\'e1·11111e11t of Tripura in carrying ot1t its p1·og1·a111111e ot· u11iti11g 

the tribals and non-tribals, some political parties in the State, 
inc Juding the State unit of the Congress(!), are trying to niake 
iolitical capital out of the situation and agitate for the dis1nissal of 
:he Left Front Government and imposition of President's rule. 

· 1'be P.B. also notes with concern that the Congress( I) unit in 
\Vest Bengal is whipping up an agitation with the avowed objective 
of having the duly-elected Government of the Stale toppled. In 
Kera la, too, the State unit of the Congress(f) is collaborating with 
the RSS in organising an agitation with a view to topple the Left 
and de1nocratic Government of the State. 

The Congress(l) unit in Kerala, the BJP and the Indian Union 
Muslim League are whipping up an agitation falsely accusing the 
Slate Government of denying the Muslim Minority's right to be 
tauaht Arabic and Urdu in Kerala while no such demand for this " , . 
right is 1nade by the BJP and the Indian Union Muslim League 1n 
the Congress(!) rule States where it is, in fact, denied. The ,. 

Congress(l)-lcd Govcrnrnents, it is \Veil-known, consistently reject 
the den1and for the protection of minority rights in those States. It 
is tl1us cJe,tr thL1t the ttgitation in Kera la is not ir1 det-ence ot· 1nino1·ity 
rights, but against the Left and democratic Govcrnrnent in the State. 

·rhe f'.B. noted that the Congress(!) Govcrnrncnt at the Centre 
has niade the President refuse his assent to the Land Refor1n 
(1\n1cndn1cnt) Bill which was passed hy the Legislature and which 
\vas intended to plug the loopholes in the existing legislation. The 
l'.B. called upon all the radical political parties and the mass 
01·g;:t11is<:.1tio11s at· the pe;;1santry and llthe1· section c_)f the working 
people to protest against this brazen interference in the rights of 
the State, this attack on the landless and the poor. 

l'he P.B. strongly disapproves the Jn du stria) Policy State1nent 
iss11eli l)\' t~ic LJnion Governrnc11t. Con1ing as it does in the \V<.tke 
01· libc1-:11 coriccssioris gi\'en to Big Bttsincss i11 tl1e Fi11a11ce 
_r...,1i11iste1·'s bttdget aticl the opcr1 i11\1 it;;1tior1 to 111ulti-r1;:1tit1r1als lf) 

i11te11sif)1 tlici; explliitatio11 at· lndia11 1·esot11·ces, this plJiic.y' 
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staten1ent pern1its the Big Business to expand its field of activity. 
Making a mockery of public control over Big Business, the 
Governn1ent is rnoving steadily towards the erosion of the role of 
the public sector in the economy of the country. All that the 
Congress(!) leaders and Government spokesn1en had earlier talked 
about "the comn1anding heights" of the econon1y being occupied 
by the public sector are being abandoned the practice. The P.B. 
called upon all democratic political parties, mass organisations 
and individuals who arc committed to fighting the Big Business to 
raise their voice i1gainst these moves ot- the Government. 

The P.B. noted the alarming rise in the prices of essential 
commodities. All the claims made by the Finance Minister and 
other spokesmen of the Government regarding the impact of the 
Budget on prices are being falsified. The workers, the middle class 
employees and other sections of consu1ners are finding it 
increasingly difficult to meet the rising cost of living. At the sa1ne 
ti1ne, the 1nass of peasantry is deprived of their legitimate rights 
t'ot· such re111unerative prices as WOLtld co111pe11s,1te tl1c 1·isi11g costs 

of production, caused above all by the Government itself raising 
the prices of agricultural inputs. Govern1nent policy thus is directed 
on the one hand, against the consu1ning public and on the other 
against the peasantry. 

The PB. noted with concern a steady increase in the nurnbcr 
and rise in the intensity of attacks on women, Harijans and other 
weaker sections of society. Instead of taking effective measures to 
bring the guilty to book and protect the interests of the weaker 
sections of the society, the leaders of the Governrnent and the ruling 
party are trying to protect the offenders en1boldening the latter to 
further intensify their attacks. 

While noting with satisfaction that democratic ele1nents in the 
count1·y ::t1·e i11c1·ec1singly joining h::111ds i11 the st1·uggle l1n the 
lJL!e."ltio11 ot' fJrices c111d in det.ence 01· the \ve,1kc1· sectio11s uncJcr 
attack. the P.B. decided to do its best to still ti.1rtherforge democratic 
unity 011 these isst1e.s. It called t1po11 rne111be1·s llnLI t111its at· the 
party to activise then1sclves and help the develop111ent of a broad 
united 1110\1e111ent. 

on Postponement of By-elections 
in West Bengal 

25 

Protest Statement Issued by The Central Committee 
of CPl(M) on October 25, 1980 in New Delhi 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) vehemently protests against the decision of the Election 
('ommission to postpone the by-elections in West Bengal to one 
],ok Sabha and six Assembly seats which were scheduled to be 
held on November 73. The decision is all the rr1ore condemnable 
because the Election Com1nission took it, solely on the basis of a 
representation niadc by the West Bengal Congress(!) President, 
\vithot1t ct_1nst1lti11g tf1c St,tte Govcrnme11t whose concurrence had 
earlier been obtained for the November ?3 schedule. 

The Congress(l)'s de1nand for postponement of the by
elections is based mainly on the question of defective electoral 
rolls. This is a grossly baseless charge. An intensive revision of 
the electoral rolls had been made last year with January I, 1979, 
as the qualifying date. A further special revision of the rolls had 
been done as ordered by the Election Con1n1ission with 
January I, 1980, as the qualifying date. Because of ce1tain 
con1plaints about these rolls the Election Com1nission had sent a 
tcan1 of off"icers to look into them and after that, the Commission 
itself had ordered final publication of the rolls in respect of the 
Cl)t1stitt1cncies itl\'Ol\1cLI in the l1y-clections. 

If the Election Commission \vhich was obviously satisfied with 
tfJl' 1·(~1lls \\1l1c11 it 01·dcrcLI its t'i11al })l1blic;_1tio11. l1as 110\\1 ch;_111ged its 
1nin(/ l1ec<.1t1sc C)t· a de1r1anLf h)' tl1e Wc.st Beng;_1J Congi·c<;s(l) 
Presider1t, it catinot be takcr1 <I'.-i :.111ythi11g other than sut:c11111bir1g 
tri 11olitic<.tl {)1·esst1re. . . 

~rl1is .\LJLfder1 <tnli arbit1·ary decisio11 of the Election Con1rr11ss1on 
\\iiJJ 1·e.<.;t1lt in iJlordin;_itely delaying tl1e by-electiL1n.i;; in the St~1te 
bec;_1t1se of tl1c censt1s oi1crations. tl1e harv'esting season f1·0111 e11d 
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of November to February, the budget session of the Assembly 
from the middle of r'ebruary and the monsoons frotn June. The 
people of one Lok Sabha and six Assembly constituencies are to 
be denied their representation in Parliament and the State 
Assembly for a long period just to please the ruling party at the 
Centre. 

The Election Con1mission which is expected to function in an 
impartial manner has succu1nbed to political pressure and the 
Congress(!) has exhibited its usual contempt to detnocratic 
processes. The C.C. calls on all democratic elements to record 
their protest against the unden1ocratic and unjustifiable decision 
to postpone the by-elections in West Bengal. 

Central Committee's 
press Communique 

Issued in New Delhi on October 27, 1980 
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\. The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(l\1arxist), which met in New Delhi from the 23rd to 26th 
l!ctober, 1980 heard reports from Comrades M. Basavapunnaiah, 
Snrnar Mukherjee, P. Ramamu11i and Harkishan Singh Surjeet 
about their recent visits to Pyongyang, Peking, Sofia, Romania 
and Moscow, of their exchange of views with the representatives 
of fraternal parties. The C.C. expressed its satisfaction over the 
irnprovement of relations bet\veen our Party and a growing 
number of fraternal parties and hoped that these fraternal 
relations will further grow. 

7. The C.C. is deeply conce1ned over the continuing war 
hetween Iran and Iraq. The people of Iran only recently carrieJ 
out a successful revolution against the tyrannical rule of the lJ.S. 
Puppet, the late Shah of Iran and overthrow it, thereby striking a 
heavy blow to U.S. imperialism in this area. Iraq has played an 
irnportant role in building Arab unity -along with other Arah 
countrics--against U.S. imperialism and Israeli Zionism. It is 
rcgr·cttable that these two non-aligned countries are engaged in a 
full-scale war with each other, which not only seriously damages 
their economy and life but would disrupt the unity of the Arab 
peoples <.1gainst U.S. rnacl1intttions, seriously l1amper the glo1·ious 
frecdnn1 struggles of the Palestinian people under the leadership 
or the I'LO, and offer oppo11unities to U.S. and other imperialist 
PC)\Ve1·s to intcrve11e in this region. This is a grt1ve porte11t t·or tl1e 

Indian sub-continent. The war has further seriously affected the 
econo111ics of the developing countries. The C.C. hoped that \Vise 
counsel will prevail on the leaders of these countries, and they 
\Vould stop the war and settle their disputes by peaceful 
11eg oti <tti 011s. 
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3. The C.C. expressed its grave concern over the war danger. · 
The increased expenditure on defence budgets of the U.S. and' 
NATtJ countries, the stationing of nuclear rnissiles in the Wesu 
European countries, the feverish attempt to develop Diego Garcia 
in the Indian Ocean as the biggest military base, the increase in. 
U.S. warships and aircraft-carriers and arsenals with deadlie · 
weapons, the refusal of the U.S. to ratify the SALT-II, and the· 
callous decision of the U.S. to go ahead with the manufacture of. 
the Neutron Bomb, are all portents of this growing danger. 

The Central Comrnittee notes with satisfaction 
countermeasures taken by the Soviet Union, other Socialis~ 

countries and peace-loving forces to rebuff these aggressive 
activities of the USA. 

4. The C.C. also notes with satisfaction that resistance to these 
bellicose n1e,1sures is growing by the organised working class an 
diverse sections of the peoples in all countries, and the voice• 
demanding the destruction of all stockpiles of nuclear weapons,. 
ban on nuclear and chemical warfare, and disarrnament, is 
growing. In this respect the C.C. hailed--the recent successful 
meet of the World Parliament for Peace in Sofia. 

The C.C. called upon the units of the Party to rally the people. 
of our country round these demands for a lasting peace and' 
against the war designs of American i1npcri,1lisr11. 

Recent developments in neighbouring Sri Lanka have been·. 
disturbi11g. F'orn1c1· P1·irr1c Mi11iste1· Sirirn,t\'O B,111damttike has. 
been stripped off all civil rights, and to prevent any protest', 
i.tgainst this pi.ttently underr1L1c1·i.1tic ;1ctio11, ;:1 Nationttl Emergency·.« 
has been in1posed on the country. In July last also, a National 
En1ergency had been declared to suppress the growing strike 
wave in Sri Lanka. The C.C. extended its greetings to the fighting . 
people of Sri Lanka and all support to their struggle for 
dcmoc1·atic, civil and tt·ade u11ior1 rights. 

5. The C.C. expressed its deep concern over the decision of 
the AASlJ and the Gana Sangrarn Parishad of Assan1 to resume c 

thei1· <lgitation 011 the L1uestio11 L>f t·orcig11 r1t1tio11als i.tnd 
disapproved it. It expressed its great appreciation of the CPI(M) 
<tnd othe1· Lcl't i.111d OppositiL1n parties. 1nass orga11isr1tions c_111d the 
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.,,.1nisations of minority and plains-tribal people of Assam in Olc' . . 
boldly standing up and exposing the scparatrst. forces that are 
idcd by the imperialists agencres. Therr actrvrt1cs have already 

"esultcd in large sections of the Assamese people realising the 
~anger to Assam and the unity of the country in continuing the 
nioven1ent. The I I -n1onth-old movement has already 1nflrcted 
imniense harrn to the people of Assam and the economy ot the 
country. The C.C. appealed to the leaders of the AASU and Gana 
Sangram Parishad to withdraw the agitation and resume the talks. 
The C.C. expressed its grave concen1 at the recent developments 
in Manipur, including the steps to detect 'foreigners', and other 
11eigl1!)0111·ing areas on similar questions. 

6. The C.C. noted that in Tripura, although mass attacks by 
the extremists of the TlJJS on the Bengalis and by the Amra 
Bangalees and their gangsters on the tribal population, have been 
stopped, stray killings, in which the cadre of the CPI(M) are the 
rnain targets, are still continuing. The C.C. noted that the political 
carnpaign carried on by the CPI(M) and other Left Parties among 
the people through mass meetings and rallies exposing the 
separatist forces have played a big role in restoring relations 
between the tribal and non-tribal people to a great extent. There 
h·, ··e been many instances where the tribal population in pre
dorninantly tribal villages have protected the Bengalis from 
attacks by the extren1ists of the TU.IS and the Bengali population 
in predominantly Bengali villages have protected the tribal 
people fron1 attacks by the Amra Bangalee chauvinists. 

·rhe C.C. emphasised the importance of this political campaign 
in isolating the TU.IS and the Arnra Bangalees and their allies 
fro1n the mass of the people and frustrating their activities. 

The c:ommittee draws the attention of the people to the 
divergence between the expression of the Central Government of 
Its solicitude to the welfare of the tribal people and its refusal to 
concede the unanimous demand of the Tripura Legislative 
Assen1bly to enact a legislation for an autonomous district 
council for the tribal areas· under the VI Schedule of the 
Constitution. This is a just and democratic demand. Its 
acceptance will give satisfaction to the tribal people and help the 
clernocr;ttic 1nove111ent to fight a11d isolate the separatists. 
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The C.C. paid its ho1nage to all 1ncmbers and supporters of the . 
Party who have heen niartyrcd in Tripura and Assarr1 in the . 
struggle against the separatist threat and to defend national· 
integrity and detnocracy. 

7. The C.C. protested against the discriminatory treatment· 
meted out to the Left Front Government of West Bengal. 

The nationalisation of Bird and Company, the take over of the· 
Bengal Paper Pulp Factory, the ship repairing project in Haldia 
and a number of other projects earlier agreed upon by the Centre. 
arc all being sabotaged. Further, the Central Government refuses. 
to honour its commitinent to supply wheat for the Food-for-Work' 
Programme on the specious plea that the State Governn1ent did. 
not set up District Committees under the Chair1nanship of the· 
District Collector to execute the programme. The State 
Government has set up committees with all under the 
Chainnanship of Zilla Parishad President, with the District 
Collector as the Executi.ve Officer of the Committee. The· 
insistance of the Central Government on imposing committees in 
which the bureaucrats will have all powers is an attempt to 
hamper the efforts of the West Bengal Left Front Government to· 
involve the people in implementing the programn1e. The C.C. 
hoped that the Centre would give up this anti-democratic attitude. 
and honour its comn1itment. 

8. The C.C. noted that the Central Communication Minister 
Stephen continues to carry on his garnc of trying to destabilise the. 
Kerala Governn1ent. This, it can be seen, goes against the· 
declaration made by the Prime Minister herself, accordin" to • 
which the Opposition should allow the elected Govern1ne:i to · 
rule for the full tenn for which it has been elected. It is worth
noting that the Prime Minister is today laying down such nonns 
of democratic functioning by the Opposition which she has . 
consistently violated wherever on whenever her party has been · 
reduced to a niinority in the Legislature. 

9. The C.C. was extremely concerned over the growth of · 
comm11ni_1l for·ces lea(iing to the horrible communal riots in 
Moradabad, Aligarh, Allahabad and other places. The role of the 
PAC in the Moradabad can1age showed that the communal vi111s 
had pervaded the police forces and the administration. 

Central C"o111111ittee ':; Pre.'1·.'1· Con1n1i1niqLtf~ I ~)9 

The C.C. conveys its deep condolences to all the fan1ilics of 

those who had died in the communal riots. 
The C.C. was of the opinion that it has become urgently 

necessary to launch a big ideological campaign against the 
con1munal forces, and on the basis of the common struggles of 
the exploited people of all communities. The party will niake all 
efforts to bring together all the secular forces in this campaign 

and pledges to fight the menace. 

The C.C. pointed out that the revival of the National 
Integration Council, if it functioned in the same old way as its 
predecessor, would serve little purpose. The proposed 
composition of the Council, excluding some parties which have 

heen fighting the communal ideology, is objectionable. 

1 O. The C.C. noted the growing trend towards 
authoritarianism in the Congress(!) Government at the Centre. 
The repression launched against the working class and the 
con11non people whenever they go on struggle for their legitimate 
den1ands, the amendment of the Criminal Procedure Code, the 
promulgation of the National Security Ordinance, authorising 
detention without tiral, the attempt to amend the Constitutional 

provision in this regard, are all pointers in this direction. 

The Congress(I) leaders have begun to canvas for the 
Presidential form of Government. An officially patronised 
I.awyers' Conference has been held, inaugurated by the Prime 
~1inister herself, with the object of canvassing opinion in favour 
of doing away with Parliamentary democracy and setting up a 
Presidential and Dictatorial form of Government. This is another 
cornmand perfonnance by the same set of lawyers who had 
ch:.lmpionecl the authoritarian c:.ltlSC at the time of the Etnergency. 

The persistent atten1pt of the Law Minister to arn1 the Union 
Governn1ent with power to transfer Chief Justices and Judges of 
the High Courts in the teeth of opposition frorn the Bar Counci 1 
and Advocates' Association, the Chief Justice of India and the 
C:onfercnce of Judges, shows that the Government wants to have 

a judiciary con1pletely subservient to it. 
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The C.C~. while conde1nning these attacks on the democratic · 
rights, as also the growing attempts to inti1nidate the Press and: 
curb its freedon1, called upon all Opposition parties and mass\ 
organisations and all democrats to rouse the people and fight·. 
against this trend towards authoritarianism. 

11. This drive towards authoritarianism, as the C.C. had· 
repeatedly pointed out, is inherent in the deep economic crisis. 
that has engulfed the country as a result of the pro-monopoly, 
pro-landlord and anti-people economic policies that the Central 
Governn1ent has pursued ever since independence and its· 
dependence on the multinationals. 

The Government refuses to 1nake a drastic break with these· 
policies, but on the other hand gives 1nore and more concessions. 
to these very interests who have inflicted growing misery,' 
poverty and unemployment on the people. 

As a result, prices continue to rise phenomenally while 
remunerative prices to the peasantry are denied. Unemployment 
is growing both in the urban areas and the countryside. Unable to. 
mitigate the sufferings of the people, let alone solving their. 
problems, the Govern1nent is resorting to these anti-democratic, 
nieasures, confident that it will be able to carry them out hecause · 
of the disunity of the opposition. 

12. In this context, the National Convention of six pa11ies and 
its call to niobilise the people and struggle immediately or the. 
issues of price rise, against con1munal danger, and for 
preservation of democratic and trade union rights and civil 
liberties is of great significance. Vaster sections of the people are: 
aware of these dangers today than in 1975 when the Emergency. 
was clan1ped in the country. If only the democratic forces 
unitedly 1nobilise the people, the trend towards authoritarianism 
can be halted. 

The C.C. called upon its units to make all-out efforts to bring 
about the unity of all popular forces and rnobilise the people on 
the three key and pressing issues facing them as given in the Call '· 
of the National Convention of Six Parties. 

It greets the people of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab 
and son1e other States for having initiated united struggles. 
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'fhe C.C. extended greetings to the peasant.s of North 

t k for their n1assive stn1ggle on their pressing dem.inds J<<.11·11<.1 a a I 
·n1d forcing the State Government to concede n1any oft 1en1.. . 

, 1"he C.C. supported the stn1ggle of the peasantly to~ 
'rat1·ve prices for agricultural produce and drastic 

1·c1nunt.: 
debt-relief to the peasants. . 

1'he C.C. called upon all its units to overcome all hurdles .and 
"bi d mobilise them on the pressing issues unite all forces poss1 e an 

before the people. 
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Memorandum To Integration CounciJ'----J 

Submitted by The Polit Bureau of CPI(M) 
on November 12, 1980 in New Delhi 

The Polit Bureau of the Co1n1nunist l'ar . 
sub1111tted the follo;vi M IV of lnrlia( Ma1crist) has 
· . . ng en1orat1flt11n to tli , I . 
Ill !ls n1eet111g Ull Nnve1nher 12 1900. ' ntegrat1on Council 

I Th · · · 0 111 Neiv Delh'· 
. e react1v1sation at· th N . l. 

f
. . e at1onal Integ . t' C . 
irst meeting is being held h I? ra 10.n ouncll whose 

two earlier Councils for1ne~ni~ ~ 96_1th has over it the shadow of 
f1rs.t was dissolved on the crroun and. I.9_68 respectively. The 
which the Council was . "t' ddthat the c11t1cal situation to meet 

h 
. . . cons itutc had pas d h " . 

as, in tact, been forged in the fa . se , t. at national unity 
second was allowed t b ce of the Chinese attack " The 

. o ecome dcfun t. ft h · · 
question naturally arises whether th ,c a er t e first meeting. The 
will share the fate that civ t k h c present Integration Council 

2. Before entering intoerdoo t ese two earlier efforts. 

t
. . . a 1scuss1on of th b . 

o nat1on<-tl integration 't . e su stant1ve questions 
. . • 1 is 11ecessary to · . . 

question which is of som ]' . raise an organisational 
the exclusion of the CPI(~) of icy import. The reference here is to 

a 
. 1 om a1nong the 1, 1 · · 1 . 

re iepresented in the C ·1 T . o 1t1ca parties that 
Ch. 'f M' . ounc1 . he likely ara h Ie 1n1sters belonging to th p . "ument t at the three 
relevant. When the Cou ·1 e a1ty have been included is not 

G l 
nci was constituted · 19 

enera Secretary of the CPI(M) . : . In 68, the then 
Chief Minister w·1s i· th t w.is included though the Kerala 

eh
. ,,, n a capacity, b 
ief Ministers being ex 1·1· . , a 1ne1n er of the Council . -o ICIO 1ne h . f . 

not stand In the way of th P· . In ers o the Council should 
·h , b e .irty be1nu repre t, f b c oscn y the central i" d h. " sen e< y son1ebody 

3 Th. h . ea ers ip of the Party. 
. is, owever, is not a pt1rel . . . . 

a party that has hce . y o1gan1sat1onal question Being 
. . ' n consistently fiuhf . JI . . · 
.ind holding its O\vn d1' ·t· . " ing a f1ss1parous forces 
. " s 1nct Views th' CPI(M , 
in the Council. Similar i·e . . ' c ) should find a place 

· . presentation sho Id b · 
pa111es interested in nat" I . : u e given to all political 

iona 1ntegrc1t1011. 
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It may be added here that among the political parties represented 
in Parliament, the Akal is, Jammu & Kashmir National Conference 
and the AIADMK too, have been excluded. The rationale behind 

this exclusion is ununderstandable. 
4. The November 12th meeting of the Council will obviously 

have to deal with the two burning issues of current importance-
1\ssam a11d commu11:.tl tensions. This, however, cannot be seen in 
isolation from the larger questions of the integration of the Indian 
people who happen to be divided or ethnic, linguistic, cultural, 

regional, religious, caste, etc. lines. The views of the CPl(M) on 
these questions were explained by the General Secretary of the 
Party n1emoranda and notes submitted to the 1968 Council. 

Unfortunately, however, the views of the Party did not receive the 
consideration that is due to them at the hands of the authorities. 

5. Take the question of Assam. The issues involved here are not 

so sirnple as is suggested by many of those who are trying to give 
oversin1plified solution. It is not a mere question of "foreigners" 
versus "sons of the soil". Among the "sons of the soil" themselves, 
there are the Assamese-speaking people, the Ahon1s, the plains 

tribals, the Bengalees, the Nepalees and the people from other 
lndian States who have settled in Assam for decades (even before 
independence), those who came and settled fro1n East Pakistan
Bangladesh, etc. Among the non-Assa1nese settlers and the East 

Pakistan-Bangladesh refugees the1nselves, there are Hindus as well 
as Muslims. The democratic rights of all these sections of the people 
should be protected, while the legitin1ate aspirations of the 

Assan1ese-speaking people are satisfied. 

6. It is unfortunate that the leaders of the Assam agitation refuse 
to take due note of all these factors as if proceeding against large 
sections of the people as "foreigners" would solve the problem. 
1'heir 1novement, therefore, has acquired not only an anti-Bengalce 
but anti-Musli111 and anti-tribal character. It has also become 
disruptive of Indian unity and is being used by imperialism for the 
destabilisation of India. The so-called "peaceful" agitation thus 
turned out to be violent attacks on all those who did not join the 
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anti-"foreigner" agitation. This has damaged the cause of the 
Assamese-speaking people themselves, not to speak of the 
Bengalees, the tribals, the Ahoms, the Nepaleese, etc. 

7 .. This i_s not to deny that the Assa1ncse-speaking people have a 
l_eg1t1n1ate teehng of being neglected and discriminated against. In 
tact, both the earlier British rulers and the post-Independence 
regimes have kept Assa1n socially, econo1nically, politically and 
culturally undeveloped. While the British Indian provinces and 
Indian States were integrated and subsequently reorganised to form 
l1ngu1_st1c States everywhere else, Assam continued to be a 
1nultI11ngual State. The Assan1ese-speaking people, therefore, did 
not have even that much of development as the other Iinguistic
cultural grou_ps 1n India. Coming as this did against the background 
of Assa1n being kept under the domination of the foreign planters 
an_d Ind1_an bureaucrats d~wn _fro1n_ the other States, the people in 
Ass~m felt that their d1st1nct 1dcnt1ty was being suppressed. This 
feeling was sought to be directed into disruptive channels by the 
Ass_amesc chauv1n1sts who whipped up passions among the people 
against everybody who 1s not Assamese-speaking but who have 
for historical reasons settled in Assan1. A fertile ground was thus 
prepared for reactionary forces in India and abroad to sow the seeds 
of sepa_ratism. Every effort should be 1nade to satisfy the legitimate 
asp1rat1ons _of the Assamese-speaking people, while safeguarding 
and protecting the interests of the other groups living and working 
1n Ass1.tn1. 

8. ()ne_ point that needs to be explained to the leaders of the 
ag1tat1on Is that Assam, along with other States of India that are 
adJ01n1_ng to former West and East Pakistan, has inherited the 
obhgat1ons of the partition of India. Refugees from West and East 
Pakistan have come in their millions and settled 1·n th d. · · . _ . . · · e i.t JO In 111g 
States ot India. _Their rehabilitation and settlen1ent is the cominon 
1espons1b1hty ot the Indian people-the responsibility of the Central 
and all State Governments. The people of Assam should be made 
~ware of the fact that more refugees have, in fact, settled in West 

cngal, Tr1pura and other States/Territories of the North-Eastern 
region than In Assa1n. From West Pakistan too, millions of refuuees 

" . 
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have been absorbed in Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Rajasthan, Gujarat 
and Maharashtra. The people of Assa1n, therefore, should not think 
1hat they are being 1nade exclusively to bear the burden of refugees 
but co-operate with the Union Government and the all-India 
political parties to find such solutions for this all-India proble1n as 
are fair to all sections of the people and will foil imperialism's 
attempts at destabilisation. 

9. This, however, requires a con1plete change in the 
Government's policies on a host of questions which have created 
an explosive situation not only in Assam but in the entire North
Eastern region. Tribal versus non-tribal, language, caste and 
communal relations, etc., arc questions which have bedevilled 
the relations among the various sections of the people. All these 
ca1ne to a head in Nagaland where armed insurgency has been 
continuing for a long time. This was followed by Mizoram where, 
too. armed insurgency has been continuing. Manipur and 
l\1eghalaya are also developing in the same direction. In Tripura, 
where a si1nilar develop1nent was averted and the political unity of 
the two ethnic groups preserved under the leadership of the Left 
Front, destahilisers have gone into action and created disruption. 
The Assam question should, therefore, be sought to be resolved 
through the correct tactical approach to all these questions which, 
in one or another form, have led to acute conflicts and 
confrontations in every part of the North-Easten1 region. 

l 0. The CPI(M) has consistently demanded the application of 
the de1nocratic principles of (a) wide autono1ny for States, and 
ib) the formation ofthcAutono111ous District Council in con1pact 
areas where the tribals are numerically large. The Left Front 
Govcrn1ncnt of Tripura took the initiative for getting the 
.A.tttL1nomot1s District Council legislation passed. This, however, 
had lo be done in accordance with the 7th Schedule under which 
!he ('ouncil has lesser powers and is liable to be dissolved. This 
cr_)uld l1avc been avoided if the Co11stitution were so atne11ded us 
lo put the Tripura Autnomous Council under the 6th Schedule. 
l'his, in fact, was demanded by the J,cft Front but rejected by the 
ecl1·Iier Janat<1 Gover11ment an(f cL1ntinues to be rejL:ctcd h)' the 
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present Congress(!) Government. Conceding the de1nocratic 
demand for 'unending the Constitution in this respect not only 
in Tripura but in other tribal areas would, to a large extent, allay 
the discontent in the entire North-Eastern region. As for the 
non-tribals in Assam, one of the measures that can allay their 
discontent is the widening and expansion of the powers and 
resources of the State Government. This is in the interests of the 
tribals as well. 

11. It is regrettable that, far from conceding the de1nocratic 
demand for greater powers for the States and the formation of the 
Autonon1ous District Councils in the compact tribal areas of every 
State, the Union Government is nioving in the direction of 
centralisation of all powers. The proposals 1nade recently with 
regard to the substitution of State sales tax by Central Excise, 
transfer of subjects in the State list to the concurrent or Union list, 
creation of new all-India services, transfer of Chief Justices and 
other Judges of the High Courts, etc., show that the tendency shown 
by the Union Government is towards centralisation. While this was 
sought to he done in the nan1e of strengthening the Centre for 
national integration, the gathering discontent and the out-break of 
agitations make it impossible for the Centre to operate even in 
fields which are allocated to it. If the leaders at the Centre do not 
put a stop to this increasing erosion of States' powers, there will 
be national disintegration rather than integration. 

12. One cannot but refer in this context to the functions and 
responsibilities of State Governors as are now being defined by 
the Central leaders. The theory has been propounded that the 
Governors should be politically com1nitted and subservient to the 
party in power at the Centre. On no other ground can the disn1issal 
of the Ta1nil Nadu Governor can be explained. The Governor is 
thus being reduced to mere an agent of the Centre to he used by the 
ruling Party at the Centre against the State Govcrn1nent. This is an 
erosion of the powers of the States under the Federal systen1 as 
well as an attack on such State Governments as are not controlled 
by the l'a11y ruling at the Centre. 

13. Another in1portant issue to be dealt with by the National 
Ir1tcgrc.ttio11 Council is the growi11gly 1nenacing co111111L1nal ter1sion 
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"·hich has already led to the riots and killings in several cities and 
,-ill ages. This is sought to be met by resort to purely ad1ninistrative
police nieasures. While administrative_mcasures have, no doubt, 
t 0 be adopted to deal with those who 1nc1te riots, the root of the 
trouble is the existence of strained relations between con11nunities 
arising out of communal ideas. These ideas and their concrete 

111anifcstations have to be combated in a systematic 1nanner if the 
adrninistrative measures are to succeed. It is here that the policies 
and practices of the Government and the ruling party are fostering 
rather than barring the path of communal. forces. 

14. Although the word "secularisrn" has been written into the 
Constitution, a large number of political leaders, belonging to the 
ruling as well as opposition pa11ies who swear by secularism in 
\vord"s, arc mixing religion with politics the very negation of 
secularis1n. The newspapers, the radio, the television, etc., are all 
used to propagate the ideas of one or another variety of re! igious 
faith. State-owned inedia and State functions, etc., arc so organised 
as to rnix religion with the State. While this has always been the 
bane of politics in post-Independence India, there was so1ne effort 
earlier to disseminate the knowledge of modern science, develop 
the rationalist and secular outlook. Even this has, of late, been 
abandoned; the practice of mixing religion with the State is 
becoming more and more widespread. The series of 'yagnas' 
organised the widely publicised visits of political leaders and 
dignitaries to te1nples, pujas and offerings hy the1n at te1nples
these and other forms of using the religious institutions and their 
leaders (Hindu as wall as non-Hindu) have bcco1ne part and parcel 
of the politics of the ruling party and several opposition parties. 
This has rnade the soil fertile for the sprouting of poisonous plant 
or co1n1nun!llis111. 

Once this is done by the political leaders belonging to one 
religious con1munity, it easily spreads to the religious institu
tions at· (Jther cornmunitles. It is, therefore, suggested that 
the secular principal of co1nplete separation of religion_ and 
State fron1 each other should be strictly observed and a JOint 
l'.~111111;_tig11 shot1l(i be orgc1niscd agai11st the mixi11g of· 1·eligion 
and politics. 



15. The evil consequences of mixing religion and politics are 
seen in the attitude of several members of the administrative-police 

force who at times of co1nmunal riots join the worst inciters of 
the riots in their attacks on the rninority communities. The role 

played by the PAC in the Moradahad riots and several other 
incidents have beco1ne notorious. While it is no doubt necessary 
that the particular persons responsible for them are brought to book, 
a serious effort should be made completely to change the 
ideological-political environment in which the personnel of the 
ad1ninistrative-police organisations are functioning. This, in its 

turn, requires a complete change in the attitude of the authorities, 
towards religious co1n1nunities: while fully respecting the right of 
all citizens to believe in and practise any religion he or she likes, 
all efforts to make political appeals in the na1ne of religion should 
be combated. 

16. Communal tensions and conflicts in our country have 
another dimen.5ion-their impact on ot1r cou11try's rel;_ttions with 
1nany of the Jslamic countries including our neighbours. This is 

being n1ade full use of by the authoritarian, militarist and 
reactionary elements in the 1·uling classes of 11eighbotrring 
co1111t1·ies. Ou1· c.ountry's position in tl1e non-aligned movement, 

therefore, suffers fro1n the continuing tensions and conflicts on the 
co111n1u11al iss11e. 

17. The equally i1nportant question of caste tensions and caste 
riots can be dealt with only if the equality of castes, the conscious 
uplifting of the scheduled and other backward castes etc., arc fully 
accepted and genuinely acted upon. 

This has to be acco1npanied by the economic upliftment of these 
weaker sections throt1gl1 distribt1tio11 of la11d, gt1L11·anlee at· 

en1ploy1nent and adequate wages, educational and other facilities 
to overcon1c their backwardness without which they will be pushed 
tllrther dow11 the rungs hy tl1e evil ct1nsequcnces L1f the c::1pit11list 
path of develop1ncnt, with every danger of their growing discontent 
being exploited for disruptive purposes. }!ere again, while it is no 
doubt necessa1·y to take administr;1ti\1e actior1 ag:.ti11st tl1ose who 
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crpetrate atrocities against the Harijans and other weaker sections 
~f society, what is required is a joint mass campaign for the equality 
of all castes, for the elimination of caste as a system of social 
or"anisation. The obscurantist policies and practices which are 
wi~lespread among the personnel of administrati.ve services and 
ainong the political leaders are a big impediment 1n this d.1rect1on, 
since they all use their authority to strengthen caste feelings and 
practices arising out of them. 

18. The picture will not be complete if we do not refer to the 
problen1 of otficial ianguage and the medium of inst1uction. The 
deniand to perpetuate the use of English or to replace Enghsh by 
Hindi as the official all-India language and medium of instruction 
at all lavels would only inflame passions as they did earlier. 
Coinplete equality of all Indian languages, freedo1n to use .one's 
own mother tongue for official and educational purposes and the 
voluntary learning of Hindi by the non-Hindi-speaking peoples 
arc the only basis on which the language question can be solv.ed, 
fron1 doing this, however, the authorities appear to be us1n.g 
everything in their power to impose Hindi on the non-H1nd1: 
speaking peoples, as is clear fro1n the activities of the H1nd1 
Dcpart111ent of the Union Goven1ment. This would create a sense 
of revulsion among the non-Hindi-speaking peoples and 
delay the voluntary acceptance of Hindi by the non-Hindi-speaking 
peoples. That is why the late Prime Minister Nehru assured the 
non-Hindi-speaking peoples that English would co11t1nue 
until such time as they, the non-Hindi-speaking peoples, 
tiesir·c it. 

19. Bet·oi·e co11cludi ng, it is necessa1·y to sound a note at· warr1ing 
against the deplorable tendency of the Govern111ent to launch 
increasing attacks on the civil liberties and democratic righ.ts of 
the people. The reference here is to such legislati~ns as the National_ 
Security Oi·ditiance wl1ich arc sought t<J be just1f1ed ~11the11ar11c of 
t·igl1tiri o- tlic forces of ntltioiial disi11teg1·c:ttion. Orga111sed effort.-.; are 
als() at-~t t'oi· charigirig the politic<tl systcn1 t·rom the parliame11ta~·y 
den1ocratic to the Presidential. None of these, however, will 
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strengthen the forces of national integration. On the other hand, 
they will weaken the struggle for national integration. J:«or, what 
is being suppressed is the democratic n1obilisation of the forces 
of national unity against those of disintegration. What 
is required is to enlarge the freedo1n of action for all political 
parties and popular orgarisations, so that they can 
collectively defend national unity and fight the forces of 
disruption. 

20. Finally, we suggest that the Integration Council be 
developed into a genuine forum for forging national unity, 
strengthening the secular forces and defending democracy. Our 
Party will 1nake its own positive contributions for this. 

On The Situation In Kerala 

Statement Dated November 24, 1980 Issued by 
The Polit Bureau of CPl(M) in New Delhi 

"[he Polit Bureau of the CPl(M) expresses its concern over the 
strains that have been developing in the Left-Democratic Front of 
Kcrala, particularly between the Congress(U) and the CPl(M). 
These have developed into physical clashes in Trivandru1n 
ending in injuries on both sides. 

·rhe P.B. appeals to all concerned to realise that this is 
precisely the situation which the authoritarian Congress(!) and its 
allies desire to develop. It is the supreme duty of all those who 
are interested in uncompromising struggle against authori
tarianis1n to see that not only are clashes and confrontations 
\Vithin the Left-Democratic front avoided but understandings 
arrived at on all points of disagree1nent a1nong the constituents. 

Consisting as the front is of parties which have differences on a 
number of issues, its unity can be maintained and developed only 
if everybody concerned takes particular care to make mutual 
adjustn1ents on practical questions of difference without 
sacrificing their respective principles. The CPI(M) is committed 
to this course and its Central and State leadership will take 
11ecess:.11·y 1neasu1·es to r·ectit'y 1nistc1kes if (tny on the pa11 of 
1nen1bers and units of the Party. 

"fhe Polit Bureau would, at the same time, ren1ind the leaders 
of all other constituents of the J,eft-Dcmocratic Front in Kerala 
that, unless every constituent discharges its responsibility in 
this respect, the unity of the front cannot be maintained. The 
C'.l)!tgr·es . .;;(U) h<ts ;1 spccic1l responsibility in that. cts :.tn integ1·al 
part of the old undivided Congress, it has inherited a past 
vvhich is of hostility to the CPI(M); its leaders should rnake 
co11.i.;cio11.<.; c11(ie:.1vo11rs to O\le1·cc)1ne <111 remina11ts of this ar1ti
Co1n1n11r1ist p<-lst. 
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The P.B. is happy to note that Congress President Devraj Urs 
has declared that the recent clashes between the student 
organisations owing allegiance to his party and the CPl(M) 
would not affect the functioning of the Kerala Government. For 
the CPI(M)'s part, State Secretary Achuthanandan, Chief 
Minister Nayanar and other leaders have taken necessary steps to 
discipline all those in the Party who have acted wrongly. 

The P.B. hopes that the President of the KPCC and his 
colleagues would do the same in relation to their followers. 
The P.B. further hopes that, whenever differences arise in future, 
they will be subjected to bilateral or multilateral exchanges 
with a view to resolving them within the front and that the 
tendency to come out with public pronouncements against each 
other will be curbed. 

The P.B. appeals to one and all the constituents of the Left
Democratic Front in Kerala to rise to the occasion, to soberly 
discuss and resolve the differences that may arise from time 
to ti1ne, and to defend the unity and the Left-Democratic 
Govem1nent as the apple of the eye. They must realise that 
not only the people of Kerala who have reposed great trust : 
and confidence in them hut the democratic and progressive- : 
n1inded people all over the country entertain big hopes in their · 
perfor1na11cc. 

P. B. Denounces Maharashtra 
Repression* 

29 

The f'olit Bureau of the Comn1unist Party of India (Marxist) has 
issued the following statenient to the Press in New Delhi on 
Dece1nber 27, 1980: 
The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
denounces the monstrous repression unleashed by the Congress(!) 
Government of Maharashtra on the peaceful demonstrators in 
Nagpur yesterday. Right from the beginning of the Long March 
organised by six Opposition parties, the Antu lay Government has 
hccn doing everything to suppress the march. Police lathi-charges, 
large-scale arrests of Opposition leaders and demonstrators 
resorted to during the entire march culminated in the massive 
show of police force in Nagpur. 

The Polit Bureau greets the leaders of the six Opposition parties 
and the large number of demonstrators for frustrating all the 
attempts of the Congress(!) Government and staging their 
dernonstration as planned to press the legitimate demand of the 
peast111try for remunerative prices. 

The Polit Bureau wants to bring to the notice of the people that 
the Congress(!) Govern1nents are becoming intolerant and would 
not allow even peaceful agitations of the people against the 
hardships caused to them by Congress(!) policies. The Polit 
Bureau appeals to the Left and democratic forces to urgently come 
together and mobilise the broadest forces of the people without 
vvhich the Congress(!) Government's onslaught on then1 cannot be 
defeated and the interests of the people defended. 

*Pl1l1lisl1ed i11 "PEOPLE'S DEMOCT{ACY", Ne\\' Delhi, Ja11t1nry 4. 1981. 



Polit Bureau Congratulates People 
For Defeating The Congress(I) In 
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka And 
Tripura* 

Statement Dated January 7, 1981 Issued to 
The Press in New Delhi 

30 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
congratulates the people of Tripura, Andhra Pradesh and 
Karnataka on their success in defeating the Congress(!). The rout 
of the Congress(!), in Andhra Pradesh, its collapse in Karnataka 
and its defeat at the hands of the CPl(M)-led Left Front in 
Tr1pura, are events full of significance for the future. 

wiNone including the ruling party ex_pected the Congress(!) to 
n. in. Tr1pura. The people of Tr1pura had experienced a 

qualitative change since the installation of the Left Front 
Govemn1ent. But its collapse in the other two States was not 
expected. It has only revealed how the Congress(!) regimes in 
these two States have lost the confidence of the people because of • 
~he_1r bankrupt anti-people policies, their moral and political 
01rupt1on and trade 111 defectors and use of money-power to keep 

themselves in power. Not all the certificates that Indira Gandhi 
produced for her regime from abroad, not all the falsified claims 
she made about India's develop1nent under her rule, could .stop 
the aro · · , I · 1· ·11· . 

b w111g te\ u s1011 o tnt tons who during the l:.1st elections 
gave her a thundering victory. 

This verdict against the Congress(!) 1s not only a protest 
against its all-pervading corruption. It is the product of the 
all_-pervachng distress among the people-the inflation, high 
prices, Joblessness, injustice lo the peasant, the agricultural 
w~rk~1-. the police 1·ep1·essio11 (tg,1i11st peas,1nts' ancl workers' 
!tg1tat1011s . 

. This just indignation .of the people has expressed itself in 
diverse ways. In Tripura it has given a victory to the Left forces 

'~Plibltshe{l it1 "PEOPLE"S DEMOCllACY". Nev.· Dcll1i, January!(), 1981. 
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Jed by the CPl(M) who have a correct programme for defending 
national unity and democratic advance. In Kamataka. the 
Janata-Kra11ti Rang'i co1nbinatio11 with an understanc..ting witl1 the 
CPI(M) and CPI has scored a victory. In Andhra, in the ahsence 
of a strong Left and dc1nocratic 1novcrnent, Telugu Desam. the 
new party, has secured the confidence of the electorate and is 
responsible for smashing the Congress(!) 1nonopoly of power. All 
these are big victories of the people against a tyrannical, 
authoritarian party working in the interest of the capitalists and 

landlords of the country. 
The P.B. sends its congratulations to the people of these States 

on their success in routing the Congress(!). Further consolidation 
of these victories depends on remaining loyal to the people and 
their demands. Any party which forgets the sufferings and 
exploitation of the people, forgets their dcn1ocratic rights, is 
bound to n1eet the sarne discomfiture at the hands of the 
electorate as the Congress(!) has met. The P.B. hopes that both 
in Andhra Pradesh and Kamataka the successful parties will 
do everything to consolidate the victory in cooperation with 

1he Left. 
The P.B. warmly c0ngratulates our Party in Tripura, our Party 

leaders and ranks for their great victory scored in the midst of a 
n1urderous campaign launched by our opponents. The Party is 
confident that under our leadership new victories arc in store for 
the people in Tripura-hoth tribals and Bcngalees whose unity 
has inflicted a defeat on the secessionists in alliance with the 
Ct1ngress( I). 

The P.B. assures the people that our Party will continue to 
\\ork for the consolid0tion of Left and democratic unity without 
\Vhich the proble1ns facing the people cannot be solved. 



-

CPI(M)'s Greetings To Fighters 
Of South Africa* 

31 

The Communist Pa11y of India (Marxist) extends its warmest 
greetings to the African National Congress and the fighting 
people of South Africa on the 69th Anniversary of the Founding 
of the ANC on January 8, 1981. 

The last decade has witnessed momentous changes in Africa. 
Mozambique, Angola and Guinea Bissau have become ·

1 
independent countries, and last year Zimbabwe won its freedom. · 

In South Africa itself. the liberation fighters, during the " 
decade, recovered from the blows st1uck at them by the racist , 
regime during the sixtiL·s. scored significant successes in : 
rebuilding their forces, and \vhile the People's Army, Urnkhonto · 
we Sizwe, carried forward the armed struggle, big mass actions , 
took place, as by the students against the i1nposition of an alien 
language on thern. This sl!ugglc which is going on against a . 
ruthlessly fascist regime has evoked the admiration of people 
everywhere. 

World public opinion is not deceived by the fraudulent efforts 
of the racist regime to give the impression that it has started. 
reforming the apartheid system and would gradually and 
peacefully abolish it. What the people elsewhere see is that the 
more the racists talk of "reforms", the more they are perfecting 
and expanding the instru1nents of repression. 

If, despite the big changes that have taken place in the world, 
and in Africa itself, despite the advance of the national liberation 
struggle on a global scale, the racist regime still continues to exist 
and is intensifying its barbaric repression on the African people, 

*Pubtisl1ed in "PEOPLE'S J)EMOCRACY", Ne\\.-· [)e]J1i. January 18, 1981. 
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· is because the Western imperialist powers, violating all t_he 
~ccisions of the United Nations and other international bo_d1es 
. d disregarding world opinion, prop up the apartheid regime, 
,in · · · 1 f th · own ,ince the preservation of that reg1n1e 1s vita or en 
interests-economic, political and military. . 

Behind the racist regi1ne which the people of South Africa are 
fighting stand these in1perialists and the lib_cration struggle_ 111 

South Africa is an integral part of the worldwide struggle against 
iinperialism. The CPl(M) extends its fullest support to the 

fighting African people. . . 
'fhe CPI(M) pays its homage to the many whose lives have 

been cruelly taken by the racists, it demands the. re_lease of 
Nelson Mandela and thousands of others incarcerated 1n inhuman 
conditions in prisons, it demands the commutation of all pending 

death sentences. 
'fhc CPI(M) is confident that the day is not far off when the 

brave people of South Africa, led by the African National 
('ongrcss, will bury the apartheid system for ever and be_corne 
masters of their ]and. The CPl(M) wishes further su~cesses in the 
liberation struggle in the corning year and once again extends its 
warmest greetings to the African National Congress. 

• 

I 

I 



Rally All Forces To Preserve 
Democratic Rights, Strengthen 
People's Movement* 

32 

Call Given by 'I'he Polit Bureau of CPl(M) From its 
Meeting held in New Delhi on January 10-12, 1981 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) met 
in New Delhi fro1n .January 10 to 12, 1981, Comrade Jyoti B . 
pres1d1ng. asu · 

, The P:B. paid tributes to the lakhs of peasants and agricultural 
l<1bou1ers all over the country who came out in militant .• 
den1onstrat1ons and actions for their demands li'ke · ' . . remune1·at1ve , 
prices for agricultural products, for relief fron1 indebtedness, for ; 
in~r~ased wag~s and other demands. They have come out against ; 
th~ c,lass pohc1es of the Go:e1nment which have been protecting . 
the l,u1dlords and monopolists carrying on their exploitation of , 
the urban and rural masses. · 

_Taking place as this is doing against the backvround of, 
~'.despread ag1tat1ons and struggles of the industrial working 
class and ni1ddle class en1ployees for such demands as wage 
increase bonus as d ' d d .. · . ·. e1~rre wt1ge, earness c.tllowance to fully 
neutralise the rise 1n prices, etc., this organised niovement of the 
peasantry con1b1nes two maJ'or streams of people' t ·- s movemen s 
and struggles against the anti-people policies of the Central and 
State Govern1ncnts. 

Broad Movement 

The P.B. noted that though initially a spontaneous movement, 
the peasant upsurge is rapidly acquiring an organised character. 
It exp'.essed its p.articular satisfaction that the six Opposition 
parties Coord1nat1on Co1nmittec, which gave a call for action 
nearly four months ago, had included in its charter the urgently 
-------

*Press C(i111111u11iLlLlc uf the Polit Rl1rcati of C'Pl(M) Ptiblished iii "PEOPI.£'S 
i)EMOCKACY", Nev..· Delhi, Ja11uary 18, 1981. 
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felt demands, such as remunerative prices for agricultural 
products, increase in the wages of agricultural labourers, debt 
relief for the peasants and agricultural labourers, issue prices to 
the consun1ers at subsidised rates and ensuring distribution of 
essential articles through a public distribution system supervised 
by popular committees of consumers. This inspired the working 
people throughout the country to coordinate their actions and 
develop a broad movement in defence of the interests of all 
sections of the working people. These parties along with other 
dc1nocratic forces were able to develop powerful movements in 

\ 1ariot1s States. 
It is this leadership given by the democratic Opposition parties 

that helped the transformation of the initially spontaneous 
1novement in Maharashtra, Karnataka, etc., into one of the major 
streams of the developing unity of the agricultural producers with 
the consun1ers, both of \Vhom are to he united against their 
comn1on enemies-the wholesalers, the big landlords, the 
n1onopoly capitalists and so on. This lays the foundation of the 
unity of the workers and pca.sants and all toiling people against 
the policies of the Government in the interests of the 
monopolists, multinationals, landlords, hoarders, profiteers and 
other vested interests who have been fleecing the common people 

and fattening themselves. 
·rhe P.B. noted that these 1nassive struggles have forced many 

Congress(!) State Governments to give some concessions. 
Though these concessions are meagre in the context of the 
galloping inflation, they give confidence to the working people 
that by their unity and courageous struggles, the anti-people 
policies of the Government can be fought back. 

l\Iounting Repression 
In these conditions. unable to mitigate the mounting sufferings 

of the people, not to speak of solving the problems of poverty and 
une1nployment, the ruling Congress(!) Govcn1ment seeks to 
SLl{Jprcss these movements witt1 ever-1nounting repressio11. The 
National Security Act was created precisely for this purpose, 
despite all the protestations of Indira Gandhi and the Home 
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l\1inister that the Act is intended lo be used against the anti-sac; 
elements only. Proof of this is provided by the Bihar Chitlf 
M1n1ster who threatens to freely use the Act to suppress thlJ 
peasant rnovement sponsored by the Six Parties' Coordination: 

. . Committee. ,· 

A vicious high-power propaganda has been let loose that the~: 
agitations are politically motivated by the Opposition parties, an<( 
particularly by the CPI(M). The fact that the Governments hav • 
been forced to give some concessions only when the Govemme 
is unable to suppress these heroic struggles despite sever 
repression, debunks and gives the lie to this vile propaganda. 

Shielding the Police 
" < 

The report of the Con1mission of Enquiry into the atrocities oq: 
a woman in Baghpet by police personnel has vindicated the,': 

• charge rnade by the C)pposition parties. And yet, beyon<t'-
suspending the officers, the Government refuses to launch~' 
criminal prosecution against the1n for this heinous offence. . 

Twentyeight members of Parliament of the Congress(I) '. 
belonging to the minority community wrote to the Prime Minister· 
that the PAC of U.P. was responsible for the 1nass killings and , 
looting of property of the Muslims in Moradabad. And yet the:. 
U.P. Government shields these criminals. This belies the • ' 

professed con1mit1nent of the Prime Minister to the protection of ·. 
the minorities. 

The Prime Minister expressed her sense of shock over the i 
blinding of the undertrials by the police in Bhagalpur, but she is ., 
supremely indifferent to the Bihar Chief Minister's shielding of ·. 
the criminals. 

flcr oft-repeated solicitude for the Harijans sounds hollow in 
face of the massive police force sent by the Bihar Chief Minister 
to enable the Mahant of Bodh Gaya to loot the paddy cultivated 
by the Harijans, and the Congress(!) Governments have taken no 
action against the landlords who have burnt and otherwise 
unleashed atrocities on the Harijans and Adivasis, landless 
agricult111·aJ labourers and tenants i11 several St,ttes. 

It is significant that while the Prime Minister goes on vilifying 
these rnovements of the working people, she has not a word of 

' . ' 
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demnation of Jet alone taking action against, the monopolists 
~~~ their foreig~ collaborators, the landlords, the hoarders and 

Profiteers. h 
P B noted that even the meagre prices fixed by t e The . · 

, . rnnient for foodgrains and other agricultural products arc (1ove · f h 
. 1·1able to the poor and middle peasants 1n most o t c not av<1 . 

1 States, who are forced to effect distress sa_les of their proc uce. 
This is because the Food Corporation of India refuses to enter the 
market to guarantee the floor price fixed by the Government. 

In Left-led States 

In these circumstances, it is gratifying that the Left Front 
Governinent of West Bengal has come to the rescue of the poor 
peasants by purchasing their paddy at Rs. I 09 and Rs_. 114 per 
quintal-much above the Central Government's floor price-and 

thus prevented distress sales. . . 
The Left and Democratic Government of Kerala, too, has 

procured paddy at higher prices and prevented distress sales: . 
Frightened at the prospect . of the welf~re me<1s~r~s 

impleniented in these States insp1r1ng the work1_ng people_ in 
other States to struggle for a Left and democratic alternative, 
Indira Gandhi and the Congress leaders have unleashed a 
campaign of vilification against them. . 

The Central Government refuses to take over some of the sick 
industrial units despite the fact that committees appointed by the 
Central Government itself have reported favourably about the 
viability of these units . 

In Tripura the Congress(!) has no compunction to JOin hands 
with the Upajati Saniiti and the chauvinist An1ra Bangalees 1n its 

· · h L f F t Government It is significant attenipt to destab1hse t e e t ron ' · · . 
h · b t some leaders of the Tn11nra t ut t1fte1· tt1c recent meeting e ween 

Upajati Saniiti and the Prime Minister, the for1ner have stepped 
Ul) tl1eir sece.5sio11ist activities. 

North-East Region 
T'he P.B. noted that the stalen1ate in Assam continues, and the 

. . . . h E . t·r1t1es to be grave. It is S1tt1c1t1011 1n tl1e et1t1re N ort - ::1st con 1 
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significant that the role of i1nperialist agencies who aim at ·, 
separation of this whole area fro1n Tndia and the threat posed by 
them lo the unity and integrity of India is sought to be concealed. 
The latest seven-point for1nula of Sri A, B. Vijpayee. President of 
the BJP, is no solution lo the problem at all, but is an open ' 
encouragen1cnt to the secessionist and disruptive forces. · 

The P.B. is fir1nly of the opinion that the mobilisation of the. 
democratic opinion throughout the country and warning then1 of 
the dangers to the unity and integrity of the country can alone • 
isolate these secessionist forces and lead to a democratic solution · 
to the problem. for which fertile ground was created by the total : 
and ennnnal neglect of the econornic development of this area , 
since Independence. The P.B. appealed to the leaders to give up . 
the n1ovement and come to the table for talks without any 
precondition. 

The P.B. regretted that the DMK and AIADMK vied with each 
other, to support the National Security Bill and, despite their 
experience 1n the past, are vying with each other for the 
Congress(l)'s favour. 

Pri1ne Minister Indira Gandhi repeats that her Government has 
no intention to change the Parliamentary form of Government. 
And yet she does not put an end to or even chastise her partymen 
and m1n1sters who are can1paigning for a Presidential form of 
Goven11nent. 

Riven with Dissensions 

The Congress(I) Governments and parties both at the Centre 
and the States are riven with intense factional and group fights. 
Tl1esc g1·oups come to bl(lWS i11 thci1· nieetings ,1nd of.ten the 
police have to intervene. These rivalries have gone to the extent 
of murders of 1nany Congressn1en by others belonging to rival 
groups. particularly in West Bengal. 

It nn1st be emphasised that the struggles inside the n1ling 
Congress party both at the Centre and in the States have nothing 
to do \v_ith policy issues concerning the welfare of the people but 
are enllrely over the spoils of office. Such group fights are 
1nevnablc 1n the econornic and political rnilieu evolved by the 
bourg_eo1s-landlord parties of utilising the possession of State 
111acl11ne1·y to ar11c1ss wealtt1. 
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With th_e intensification of the economic and all-round crisis of 
the system and the mounting struggles of the cornrnon people 
against the increasing infliction of niisery, poverty and 
unernploymcnt, the drive to authoritarianisn1 will continue. 

l\lol1i!ise all ~·orces 
The P.B. is confident that this drive can be halted by the 

111obilisation of the people by all those who are interested in the 
preservation of democratic rights which are necessary for the 
struggle against exploitation by the vested interests, 

The P.B, expresses its satisfaction that several segments of the 
people have come out against these authoritarian trends, 

The l'.B, directed all its units to strive their utmost in 
n1obilising all the forces that can be mobilised in this struggle for 
the preservation of democratic rights and to strengthen the 
1novemcnts of the people against the anti-people policies of the 
Govcrnrnent, which alone can lead to a viable and powerful Left 
and dcn1ocratic alternative capable of serving the problems of 
poverty, high prices and unemployment and leading the country 
to stability and prosperity. 
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The Central Committee of the Com1nun i st Party of India (Marxist) 
greets the people of the non-aligned countries whose Foreign 
Ministers are meeting in New Delhi at a time of important 
developments and will be called upon to take vital decision.sin the· 
spirit of non-align1nent. 

It is obvious that strains have developed inside the non-aligne4 ;• 
camp on various issues of international development. Besides, the[1l · 
are conflicts and even wars between n1embers of the moven1ent. I\; 
will be utter blindness to ignore that through these strains and• 
conflicts the imperialist camp is endeavouring to split the unity of• 
the non-aligned niovement and push its aggressive designs ahead.: 
Because of shortsightedness, pressures and dependence on the 
Western world. representatives of certain countries are falling' 
victi1ns to i1nperii.tlist manoeuv1·es. 

For India and the rest of the countries of the region, the supreme "-
danger today is represented by the lJ.S. naval domination of the · 
Indian Ocean in the region including its intervention in Afghanistan. 
Note rnust also be taken of the in1perialist designs to create armed 
conflicts in these areas by pouring arms into this region. The people 
of India and I'akistan, who have witnessed three wars, cannot afford 
lo ignore this challenge. The conference has to speak with a united 
and firrn voice against these designs. It will enhance the prestige 
of the niove1nent if it lends its full support to a political settlement 
of the Afghan issue. Any atte1npt to toe the line of the in1perialists 
and beat the anti-Soviet drun1 will aggravate the situation in the 
area helping the i1nperialist nianoeuvres. It will be lowering the 
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tl~1g of non-al ignme11t it" the cont-e1·ence does not c1cco1·d r·ecognitio11 
to (i1c legitimate Government of Kampuchea-as the Government 
of India has recently done-and does not unhesitatingly denounce 
Pol Pot's claim lo represent the Ka1npuchean people. Pol Pot today 
is supported hy U.S. imperialisn1. Regrettably, the Gover.nmcnt of 
People's China is lending him support. Nonetheless, 1t IS known 
that Pol Pot has no right, moral or legal, to represent the people of 
Kampuchea. 

Without taking these forthright positions based on anti
inipcrialis1n and de1nocracy, the conference will not be able to play 
an effective role in the conflict between Iran and Iraq, two members 
of the non-aligned movement. Nor will it he ahle to throw its full 
vvcight on the side of the heroic Palestine liberation struggle against , 

J.-:1·,1el. 
It will be a futile exercise in self-deception if in the name of 

conse11st1s clear-c11t decisions 011 vitc.11 issues are et voided. 
The international situation has deteriorated rapidly and the danger 

of vvar increases everyday. With the election of Ronald Reagan as 
the President of the USA, the lJ.S. in1perialists are even more 
<:lgg1·cssi vely p11rsuing their policy of :.trms build-up, st:.1tioni11g new 
1nissiles in Europe, policing the Gulf area and the Indian Ocean 
vvith the expansion of existing hases like the nuclearised Diego 
Garcia and selling up of new bases, 1nounting fresh attacks on the 
ncvvly independent countries and their econo111ies, and trying to 
disrupt the unity of the non-aligned countries. With all this, they 
a1·e r·e\'Crsing tl1e p1·ocess ot' detente a11d posing a g1·ave th1·eat to 
\vorld peace. The Ministerial conference will no doubt express its 
concern over these developments, but it will lack moral strength if 
on the two issues of Afghanistan and Kampuchea, it does not take 
'-l r·ortl11·ight positio11 ex1)osing i111pe1·ialist co11spir,tcies. 

1'he non-aligned nieet cannot ignore the challenge posed by the 
c1·isis ot· the capitalist world, the 1·est1·ictive econt)Jnic 1neast11·es 
taken by the developed countries, the disorganisation of their own 
Cc{)tlo111ies t1r1cler lhe i1np:.1ct of the st1·iclent der11ands 1nu<le on the111 
by international financiers like the !MF' and the World Bank. Day 
by day the pressure is growing to let the 1nultinationals have a free 
rtiti <)f the 1111dcr<levelopeci cou11t1·ies, so that neo-colon1::1l1sm gets 
back vvhat old colonialism lost. 
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Here is the urgent necessity to close the ranks, take stock of the ' 
situation and embark on talks for mutual help and advance instead 
of n1oonshine talk about a new economic order with the blessings · 
and patronage of the Western world. Every country receiving aid 
fron1 the Socialist countries has felt its liberating etfect and the . 
experience has to be mastered by all countries. 

All this underlines the need for the unity of the Socialist camp. · 
The C.C. appeals to the world Communist 1nove1ncnt to reforge its · 
unity on the basis of Marxism-Leninisn1 and proletarian inter
nationalism. It appeals to all anti-in1perialist forces in the \Vorld to;, 
close their ranks and defeat the growing war danger being create . 
by the imperialists. 

Economic Onslaught 

Meeting on the eve of the budget session of Parlian1ent, t 
Central Con1n1ittee cautions our people that they should he prepar 
for a big econon1ic onslaught on their standards of living. The 1 
budget, and the year that has passed, have witnessed 111ultiplicali 
of the people's misery due to inflation and high prices and lack 
jobs. But the coming fiscal year promises to unleash a furth 
intensified allack. Jn fact the Sixth Five-Year Plan of the Indi 
Govern111ent can be described as a five-year plan of attack on t 
inco111es of the poor, a plan for inflationary price spiral. 

The bourgeois-landlord Government of the Congress(!) instea 
of curbing the monopolists and foreign multinationals, gives f urth 
concessio11s lo them, and is .:1ttacking the \\101·kers, peasants an 

1 

the co1nmon people to throw the burden of the crisis on their,. 
shoulders. It is arn1ing itself with ever-increasing repressive powers. 
to crush the people. 

The plan calls for additional resources rnobilisation of Rs. 21,302 
crores by the Central and State Governn1ents and their enterprises 
while deficit financing is proposed to be "restricted" to Rs. 5000 
c1·01·cs. 'l'l1is "1·e.o;;trictecf" det.icit fi11t1r1ci11g ht1s illl inl1e1·e11t cupacity 
lo double itself and the people vvill feel its effect in growing 
inflation. The plan very cleverly says that there is li111ited scope 
1_.01· r;.1isi11g 1·csot11·ces tl11·ougl1 t;,tx<1tio11; tl1e1·eb)' it seek.-; to give relief 
to big hL1si11es . .;; inco111es ar1d . ..:;c.ck~ tL1 concent1·ate 011 ir11p1·ovi11g the 
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..;itti£Itil111 through checki11g tax evasio11. It seeks to ''brihe the tax
~\';lcle1·s th1·ot1gh an imaginative adjt1st1nent of ti1x policy so _<1s to 
reduce the incentive as well as scope for such evasion". And 1t has 
civ·en a bonanza to black ITIO!leyholders by allowing thCTll freely tO 
Jegali se their ill-gotten wealth through the bond schen1e introduced 
h; the Black Money Ordinance. 
. 'i\ccording to the Planners, direct taxes on agriculture at present 
constitute less than one per cent of the total agricultural income. 
But 1hev have not the courage to suggest that only the fat incomes 
of the big landlords should be taxed. While forn1ally suggesting a 
graded tax on agriculture they hasten lo add: "Care should he taken 
L• • • • •. 

to ensure that this does not affect 111 any way 1ncent1ves to increase 
production and to increase productivity". 

It is know11 thc.tt the rural 1nc.1sses and tl1e t1rb;_1n poor a1·e gro11nd 
dovvn bv indirect taxes. Yet the main source of additional taxation 
is to be the co1nn10111nan. The railways and telephones arc expected 
to raise substantial additional resources, naturally "through 
appropriate pricing policies". 

The Electricity Boards should raise their rates to cover their 
losses. The Irrigation Departrnenls arc asked to raise their water 
levies. ·rhe Slate Road Transport Corporations are asked to revise 
their tariffs-this is already being done in the rnidst of police lathi
charges and firings. The Planners demand reduction of subsidies 
011 !'oodg1·ai11s ttnd othe1· p1·od11cts. 1'Nevertheless, a sig11it.ica11t 
reduction in subsidies from the level budgeted for 1980-81 is 
11eces.1_.;;_11·)' to raise the 1·equirec.l 01·dc1· ot· 1·esot1rccs t·o1· tl1e Pla11." 
Prices vvill spu1i. And it should be rernembered that withdrawal of 
food subsidies is one of the directives of the World Bank which the 
free India Government is bound to carry out. 

The scanning for resources does not end here. Block level 
CLl1n111ittees ;ind Pa11chc_1yc.1ts <1rc to rLtise specit'ied 1·csL1urccs ttnc.1 
l<1st, h11t 11ot tl1e least, !1ouse-re11t cor1trol legislatio11 in cities. it is 
st1g-gcstcLI. slllluld be withdraw1101·111odit.ied to raise 1·eso111:ces for· 
the \c)c;_1i a11thl.)I-ilics. 

Attack ()n \Vorkers' Wages 
TJ1e }>Jc1n p1·opos;1J rega1·di11g inco111e and \V<.1ge policy <.1rc 

hypncritical. They protect the profits of big industry while they 
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plan an attack on wages. In regard to incomes, the Planners say: 
"The need to provide adequate incentive for increased efficiency 
and productivity renders the task of income redistribution even 
more difficult". But when it cornes to wages, the Planners suddenly 
discover disparity between rnan and n1an to restore equality on a 
lower level. And now they openly demand that every further 
increase in wages should be linked with productivity, as if the 
present wage-norms and production-nonns are properly linked . .1 

Those who are fully employed should accept restriction on their 
earnings. Only, in the long run, real wages must be allowed to 
move with gains in productivity. In the immediate period they have 
no right to increase wages even if they increase productivity. The 
tycoons require incentives but the workers require none. 

• 
So far as the vast rnass of the peasantry is concerned, there is : 

only a bare mention of land reforrns without reference to 
redistribution of land; there is no recognition that this rnass is not. 
getting re1nunerative prices; on the other hand, inc1·ease in price is: 
disapproved. This, together with the prospect of withdr,iwal of 
subsidies, means the peasant will be further beaten down. · 

The Sixth Five-Year Plan which presages an all-round attack on; 
the living standards of the people through increased taxation and' 
prices: plans, besides, attack on the wages of the workers. 

The ceiling on D.A. and bonus introduced under the rules of the " 
new LJC Ordinance, the refusal to pay agreed bonus, the repudiation·. 
of solen1nly entered agreements with the loco workers and the . 
public sector workers constitute the opening of a battle against the 
working class and the ernployees. The Central Cornmittee warns 
the working class that Emergency legislations and attacks, 
accompanied by repression, are in the offing and they and the trade 
unions nlust fully gear their united strength to meet the offensive. 

The economic situation is beyond control with Government's 
inability to control inflation and prices and give relief to the people. 
The stench of corruption pervades the adrninistration and the wheels 
of i11d11st1·y stop 111oving because of' ineft'icient 1na11agcme11t, 
b111·e~1L1c1·atic attitu(ies and cor1-i1ption. 

Not\vitl1 . ..:;t::1nding econo111ic ag1·een1e11ts witl1 a number of 
Socialist countries, especially the lJSSR, the lndira Govemn1ent 
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has announced new facilities to foreign nlultinationals which reduce 
the talk of self-reliance to a farce and jeopardise the country's 
econornic advance and independence. The influx of petro-dollars 
fr(1111 tl1e oil-rich co11nt1·ies for in\1est111cnt in non-esscr1tial concer11s 
niarks further the helpless condition of the Indian economy. 

~'orcign Policy 
Even on questions of foreign policy, the Government is under 

strong pressure from in1perialist circles to make a shift, soften its 
stand on a number of issues, using India's neighbours as pressure 
points and arming them. The Indira Government, hitherto, has 
rnaintained its stand on Afghanistan and Kampuchea but econornic 
pressures are mounting. It will be suicidal for the Left and 
den1ocratic forces to ignore the growing challenge of the U.S. 
in1perialists, hitherto manifesting through economic pressure and 
arrning of its neighbours. Now the challenge has con1e hon1e in 
Assa1n and is again delivered through the dernand for free 
operations of multinationals. 

A rnnnber of bourgeois Opposition parties ignore this challenge, 
and the BJP is sworn to belittle it and thereby screen the imperialist 
designs against the country. Its open support to the secessionist 
1novernent in Assam is not only the high-watermark of opportunisn1 
but an act of encouraging the forces of national disintegration. 

l'eoplc's Struggles 
'fhe anti-people policies of the authoritarian Govemrnent are 

being challenged by the people at every step. The country saw 
!1uge (lllti-price-rise 'tgitations i11 se\1e1·al States, 111a1·ked by bar1dhs 
in West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Bihar. Students 
and people have fought pitched battles against the increase in hus 
fares, and deaths have taken place in Andhra Pradesh and Punjah 
i11 P<)lice f'irir1gs d11ring these struggles. Employees and worke1·s 
l1il\-'e st1·l1ck work and other contingents like doctors a11d e11gineers 
aJ.-.;o l1<.1vc joined the growir1g battle. But the outsttlnding featt1re c>r 
the last fevv months is the upsurge in the n1ral areas of rnany States, 
senLli11g wa\'Cs of shivers in n1li11g p1.11·ty circle.<;;. Peasa11ts have been 
fired upon, imprisoned and jailed but the demonstrations and 
i:tgit<.itior1s continued. 

', 

I 
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Initially, in some States, the peasants, discontent was channelised 
by the landlords and other elements who were out to compensate 
the111sel\'es ;1g<1inst 1·eduction of fcrti I is er st1bsidies. etc., disclosing 
push and pull between the bourgeois and landlord partners, But 
once the discontentn1ent \Vas unleashed, it gathered its own 
mornentum threatening the basis of official price policies based on 
beating down the peasant. 

Peasant Upsurge 

The widespread peasant upsurge is unparalleled in the history 
of free India, It roused the peasantry even in those States where the 
Left and dernocratic movement and the organised peasant 
rnovement are very weak, Peasants in hundreds and thousands came 
into action putting up road-blocks, stopping transport, organising 
m£.1rcl1es and gl1e1·aos ot' State Asse1nblies, courti11g n1<.1ss L1r1·ests, , 
defying bullets and lathis of the police and adding to the nun1ber ' 
of peasant rnartyrs by shedding their blood defending their interests, 
Though it began spontaneously, it acquired a countrywide character 
forcing previou,s Congress(!) Governrnents to give ,significant• 
co11cess1011s. 

The ruling party opposed it in the beginning but in face of the 
strong peasant rnovement, it was compelled to nrakc concessions 
ar11ou11ting to several crores of r11pees in scvcr<:1l States t111d r:.-iise 
the p1·icc of sug:.1rcane t'1·on1 tl1e :.t1111ounce<l Rs. 13 to Rs. 23 :.tnd 
also the price of paddy, 

The l,cft and several other Opposition parties took the initiative 
a11d intc1·venell :.1nd st1cceeded in giving the inove111ent :.t co1·rect 
orientation calling for the unity of the peasantry and the agricultural 
workers. The Charter of Demands in Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, 
Punjab, Bihar, which also dernanded that the issue price of 
foodgrains should not be raised and called for a rise in the wages 
of the agricultural workers, showed how the interests of all the 
de111oc1·atic a11cl loili11g sections ca11 be co111bi11ed i11 :.t t'ight :.tgainst 
the bourgeois-landlord GovernrnenL 

The Six-Party convention held in Delhi in September, and the 
fronts established in States, became the instrurncnt of co-ordinating 
the upsurge and bringing thern on to the path of con1n1on struggle, 
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·rJie hro:.1ll front for anti-,1uthoritaric1n resist:.1nce co11lci i11terv·c11e 
successfully in the peasantunre\t. Without such a broad front there 
\\·;_1s e\'ef)' cha11ce of eitl1e1· the discontent petering 011t 01· the 
landlord leadership remaining firrnly in the saddle, 

c;ovcrnment Repression 
The authoritarian Government tried to meet this upsurge with 

repression and firing. Several people were killed in Karnataka, 
Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra, In Tamil Nadu also, people \Vere 
killed in firings, In Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Punjab, 
J{ajasthan, Haryana, Bihar, thousands were arrested but the upsurge 
continues, It is futile for the Governn1ent to imagine that the rural 
areas now roused can be kept quiet with an understanding with the 
leaders and the landed gentry, The [,eft and democratic parties and 

otl1cr oppositio11 p:.1rtics will now l1ave greater strength to guide 
the peasants 1nass and align it with the agricultural workers who 
have been the worst victims of depredation, 

Tl1e rising peasant moveme11t marks :.1 new stage of tl1e crisis 
and creates conditions of instability for the authoritarian rule. 

Hcn11ned in from all sides the Congress(!) Government has been 
resorting to brutal repression on the developing 1noven1enL The 
student community in Punjab, the students of the Agricultual 
University in Hissar, of U,P, and Orissa have been the victims of 
police brutality, In Orissa, school children were forced to march 
naked in the streets with head loads of bricks and stones and were 
given kneeling orders at the police station, 

The National Security Act is being shamelessly used against 
\c)co1nen :.1n<l othe1· strikers. !11 Bi.tngalore, the striki11g workers were 
fired on, killing three people, The U,P, Government continues to 
ban strikes i11 an inc1·casing nun1hel· of industric . .;;; almost e\'Cf)' 
rnonth, The prorr1ulgation of the LIC Ordinance is the beginning 
of tl1e 1·eintroduction of E1nergcncy rule :.1gainst tl1e wc_)rkcrs' 
1110\1eme11t. All ,i;ections expe1·ience this attack ot· 1·ep1·essiL)n. 
I,!.twycrs a1·e :.tssaulted and have to go on strike. Scl1ool princip:.1ls 
~ire be::1ten. Engineers, doctors, professors all t<1ste l111111iliation c:it 

the hands of the police, 

' 
' I 
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The Central Comrnittee warns the people that a great assault on 
people's rights and liberties is being launched by the authoritarian 
Government at the Centre. It threatens to extinguish the rights 
of agitation and freedom of speech, all fundamental rights. 
Con1placency will prove dangerous. 

A concerted resistance rnusl be given unitedly by forces opposed 
to authoritarian dictatorship. 

The Indira Government has already forged new weapons to 
silence the voice of the people. After the National Security Act 
conies, the attack on the Judiciary, the second step towards the 
scuttling of the Parliamentary system and the establishment of a 
Presidential form of Government. The crude atten1pt to lower the 
dignity of the Judiciary and make it subservient to the Executive is 
seen in the orders of transfer served on two Chief Justices of the 
High Court. It has evoked strong protests from the legal profession 
and all den1ocratic forces. 

In the midst of this attack on civil liberties and dernocratic rights, 
of making the masses the scapegoat of the econon1ic crisis, stands 
the shining pert·onnance of the three Governments of West Bengal, 
Kerala and Tripura. They have loyally served the com1non rnan, 
protected democratic rights, upheld his dignity and thrown their 
weight on the side of the exploited in economic struggles. Working 
under inhibiting financial restrictions arbitrarily imposed by the 
Central Government, the three Governn1ents have shown how to 
do justice to the common man and protect democracy. The three 
Govcrnrnents have refused to use the National Security Act or any 
other preventive detention rneasure. They arc the advanced outposts 
of the democratic forces st1uggling all over the country against the 
forces of dictatorship. It is unfortunate that some opposition parties 
in son1e States fail to sec this reality and help the Congress(!) 
co11spii·acy agai11st these Gove1·nn1ents. 

The continued existence of the Left front and Left and 
Den1ocratic Front Governn1ents and their enhanced prestige arnong 
the people, constitute a setback to the authoritarian forces. But the 
Congress(!) continues its conspiracies against thcrn and the people 
must fight then1 unitedly. 
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1-11e tlii·ee State Gove1·n111ents a1·e discrirnin:.tted a~ainst i11 C\'Cl~Y 
ier possible whether it is plan resources, or food-for-work 111 a1

1

~
1 

,~s or .. sanctionin{r of new industries a11d so 011 by tl1e Indira 
i;,C lL::Jll.._. , · b . b -
· ·riinenl They are daily slandered and constant threats aie e1ng 
0L1\'CI . ' IM" . ' ' 

Id ut against them by Congress(!) leaders and Ccntra inrsters. 
~·~ ~riine Minister also adds her voice to this. Law and order 
r~blems arc being created in these States by the Congress(!). Plans 

~re being rnadc to attack these Governments. An attack on these 
Govcrninents will be the prelude to an attack on all. democratr_c 
- 11 . It shotild be the concern of all democratic and ant1-

r1 g 1 s. · . h , 
at;thoritarian forces in the co~ntry to defend and pi oteet t ese 

Govern1ne11ts. . . , , 
In this context, the Central Comn11ttee also expressed its strong 

rotest against the Union Home Ministry's Office Me1norandum 
for Intelligence Bureau verification, apart from the usual pohce 
verification applicable to other States, of people tro111 West Benga.I, 
Kerala and Tripura for eniployment in Government service. This 
· . ·h political discrimination against the three Slates tor the 1s s eer 
only reason that they have Left-led Governrnents'. _ 

It is to be noted that discri111ination is being practised.also against 
other non-Congress(!) Governments as those of Ta111!1 Nadu and 

Janimu and Kashmir. . _ .. 
The refusal of All India Radio to allow the Ch1et Minister: of 

Kera! to broadcast over Ail~'s Trivandrum Station on the first 
anniversary of his Governrnent should be noted by all deino·c_rat1c 
forces. It has been accornpanied by a lying propaganda to. rnr.slead 
the people. This should not be dismissed as an isolated incident. 
'fhe tendency of the Congress(!) Government to concentrate more 
and more powers in the hands of the Ce.ntre at the cost of the rights 
and powers of the States has been gaining strength. Th.is, as ~n th~ 
JJ<tst, is pait of the drive towards autho1·itarit111isn1, ct1rta1l1ng States 

autonomy. d 
The acuteness of the crisis and the bankruptcy of the In 1ra 

Gt1veriirllent ;_tre t'urther witnessed i11 tl1e breakdow11 ol 11.tW and 
order in the Congress(I)-ruled States. . 

TI I I ti.iig of trai'ns the dacoities and murders 111 the 1e regu <lr oo • . · d 
capital of India and the capitals of the States, the. k1dnapp1ng an 

. j . l olice stations, the lack of i·<lpes of Wt)me11 by gangsters .111c ,1 P · 

I 
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sect1rity for \vomcn at1d the rule of vast aretts of' cities :.111d their 
slun1s hy gangster gangs who are able to extort rnoney from the 
people speak of the crisis of the ad111inistration and society. 

The people .suffer from the unruly and gangster behaviour of the 
police whon1 the Govern1nent is unable to control. The Bihar 
blindings. the firing and killings inside the Sa1nastipur Jail, and 
instances like Baghpet and Dabhoi, and the Government's failure 
to punish the crirninals place the people at the rnercy of the police 
and anti-socials. As a result even the silent non-political crowd has 
st:.1rted surroundi11g police stations. 

'fhe communal situation in the country has deteriorated seriously. 
The Govemrnent has failed to check communal incidents in various 
parts of the country. Con11nunalists, and specially the rabidly 
cornmunal RSS, are rnainly responsible for the wipping up of 
com1nu11al tcnsio11s. The Stlme 1·eaction:.1ry RSS in connivc1nce with 
the Congress(!) in Kerala is attacking the CPI(M) and the State 
Governrnent with the aim of disrupting the cornrnunal unity 
prevailing in the State for decades. fighting and isolating the RSS 
and other comrnunal forces has becorne an urgent task before the .· 
den1ocratic move1nent to protect the 1ninorities :.111d safcgt1:.11·d their 
rights, to develop the unity of the people and to ensure the advance 
of the den1ocratic rnovement. 

The anti-authoritarian forces are gathering strength and are ·· 
preparing to 111eet the offensive of the forces of authoritarianism. 
The authoritarian party, weakened hy its own inner divisions, 
alienated from the people, can be easily defeated, its plans for a 
!'residential form of Governrnent scotched, if the Left and 
dernocratic forces correctly head the battle for the broadest possible 
resistance to the forces of dictatorship. It is only the growing unity 
of these forces that can bring about and strengthen such resistance. 

Already the broad front of resistance of several parties, starting 
with the national convention of six parties in Delhi, has succeeded 
in t1nleashing a11 urge t·or political rcsist:.1nce and t1nity. It is 
intervening to place itself at the head of the peasant unrest. The 
kisan demonstration of March 16, called by the Kisan Co-ordination 
Com111ittee, will be yet another .step in mobilising and unleashing 
the pe:.1s:.1nt t11·ge t'or _justice, t·or de1n:.111ds like re111u11cr;:1tive prices 
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d ,, .. 1aes for agricultural workers. A big push will be given to the 
'111 VVLb I 
' ent 1·r ·ill oro-:.1nisations L)f worke1·s :.1nd emp oyees, 
i110\'CITI ' b L L • • • • • 

· . I. and others i·oin in solidarity with thrs demonstatron 
Prt)fess1L1na s h 
. d s~rpport its demands. The Central Committee calls upon t e 
''.~tire working class and the trade unions to lend ''.rpporl to the 
c . ts ·irid c·ills upon the working class of Delhi and nearby 
pe~l~ilTI · ' ' · . , . . 
~1ret1s to t.1ctively part1c1pate tn the demonstrat10~. . 

The Central Comrnitlee calls upon all partrcs and forces lo 
understand the gravity of the situation, to rcahse that a _coup against 
dernocracy may be organised any day: It further urges. then1 .to 
strengthen the six-party solidarity and firmly march forward as an 
. . . tible force against the authorrtarran re gr me. . 
uresrs . · t d t t the 

It calls on the people and their organ1sat1ons o e ea 
. fthc at1thoritari·1n Governn1ent against the three State consp11·:.1cy o ' - . · . d 

Govcrnn1ents of West Bengal, Kcrala and Trrpura: to carry torw<1r 
the peasant upsurge for securing the demands. of the peasants an~ 

. ltu1··1J workers· and to fiaht all taxation burden and the 
~1gr1cu. ., b . . 

g;o,ving burden of high prices. It calls on all the trade union ce.ntres 
;o unite to resist the coming onslaughts on the workers an.d 

1 "ees' rr· ahts and Jiving standards. It calls on all dernocratrc 
en1p o 1 . b · . . · · . d h 
forces to protest against the denigration of the Jud1c1ary <1n .t e 
alteinpt to reduce it into a subservient. agency of the Exec~trve, 
calls on the people to defend de1nocrat1c rights a.nd c1vil.hbert1es 
<ln<l scotch the i.tuthorittlrian Gl)Vern1ncnt's consp11·acy to 1111pose a 

Presidential for1n of Gove111ment on the people. 
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Central Committee In its Meeting 
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Held in New Delhi on February 4-8, 1981 * 

The Central .Comn1ittee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) rnet 1n New Delhi fro1n February 4 to 8, J 981. 

The.C.C., at the outset, mourned the deaths of Comrade Alexei 
Kosyg111, outstanding leader of the Comn1unist Party of the 
Soviet lln1on and the Soviet people, and Comrade P. C. Joshi, 
former General Secretary of the Communist Party of India: 

Apart from the Communiquet, the C.C. adopted resolutions on 
the LIC Ordinance, the strike of the loco n1nning staff, the strike 
of the Bangalore-based public sector eniployces and the 
Bangalore circus fire. 

Text of the resolutions follow: 

(a) On 'l'he LIC Ordinance 

The. Central Con1mittee of the Communist Party of India 
(Ma~x1st) condemns the Ordinance promulgated hy the 
Govcrn1nent ot India to empower itself to arbitrarily and 
unilaterally change the terms and conditions of service in the Life 
Insurance Corporation. 

The objective of the Ordinance is to circu1nvent the verdicts 
and. d1re~t1ves of the Supreme Court and violate its own plighted 
wo1 d thdt It would abide by the verdict of the Court and pay 
bonus to the en1ployees according to the earlier agreement. 
. Through the Ordinance, the Government has usurped authori
t,1r1a~ .rower~ to 11n~Jose ~t1 t.he employees whatever wt1ges and 
cond1t1ons ot work 1t arbitrarily decides, denying the eniployecs 
any say rega1·d1ng the conditio11s unde1- which they work, lheir 

:Published i11 "PEOPLE'S DEMOCl~ACY", Nev.· Delt1i.1~·ehruary !"i !981 
•Tl1c Ce11tral C - ' C · · · - · ' or111111ttec s um1nun1l1L1e i~ given un<ler !tern No_ 33 oftliis Voltiine. 
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right to collective bargaining and their right to approach courts , 
ft1r justice. Even thei1· 01·ga11is!1tio11, which in the past hits fo11ght 
and defended their living standards, has been rendered redundant 
since the Ordinance deprives it of any say in the matters of 
salaries and conditions of service of the employees. The 
Ordinance is an open declaration by the Government that it does 
not accord with sanctity to settlements and agreements that have 
been .signed. 

Though directed at the mo1nent against the LIC employees. the 
(Jrdinance presages similar attacks on the wages and conditions 
of all employees, all those who are described as "high-wage 
islands" and ultimately against the entire working class. The 1ules 
fran1ed and announced under the ()rdinance in regard to dearness 
allowance and bonus in the LIC indicate the kind of savage attack 
planned on the e1nolu1nents of employees. The C.C. congratulates 
the LIC en1ployees for the stiff resistance they are already putting 
up to the Ordinance and calls on them to strengthen their unity 
and organisation to defeat this monstrous measure. It calls upon 
all trade union organisations to take it as their con1n1on task to 
defeat this ()rdinance, as every worker, every e1nployee, is the 
Go\1e1·11111c11t's ta1·get. 

Con1ing as it does in the wake of the National Security Act, the 
denigration of the Judiciary, the campaign for a Presidential 
form of Government, the attacks on the freedom of the Press 
<1nd the rnot1nting 1·epressio11 on all agitations and movements, 
the Ordinance constitutes yet another milestone on the road to 
En1ergeney rule. It becomes the common task of all parties and 
groups and individuals opposed to authoritarianism, all those \vho 
cherish den1ocraey, to stand by the workers and employees and 
denounce and defeat this Ordinance . 

I b) On I,oco Strt1ggle 

The Central Co1nn1ittee of the Con1munist Party of India 
!Marxist) is shocked to witness the manner in which the 
Goven1111ent of India has unleashed a calculated and deliberate 
'-ltt;.1ck on tl1c ltlCO ru1111ing sti1ff, un_justly rcf-11sing to imJJlcrr1er1t 
the <.1g1·eerne11t il1·1·i\'ed ~1t witl1 them i11 August 197.1. Tt1c 
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C.C. strongly protests against this anti-working class policy of 
the Governrncnt and condemns it for the ruthless repression let 
loose on the locomen, including the use of the ohnoxious 
National Security Act, contrary to all pron1iscs that it would be· 
used only against the anti-social elements. The C.C. congratulates: 
the locomen all over the country vvho are in the 1nidst of a bitter 
struggle in defence of their just den1ands. 

More than seven years after the 1973 agreement, there is still .. 
no ten-hour duty for the loco staff. 'fhough a Loco Running Staff; 
Grievance Con1n1ittee had been set up, it has heen made 
inf1uctuous by the authorities, barring the way to any negotiated. 
settle1nent of the demands. Though restructuring of pay scales. 
was agreed to, that also has not been implemented. 

While the agreement thus remains non-implemented, the· 
working conditions have sharply deteriorated, age-old privileges·· 
ea111ed through years of struggle are being withdrawn. Any; 
protest is met with victirnisation. In a further attack, in Talcher; 
where vvo1nen were raped by anti-social elements in the Railway· 
Colony, protesting workers were victi1nised. 'fhe authorities thug 
forced the present agitation on the loco running staff all over the'. 

~ 

country. In addition to repression and use of the Territorial Army:' 
the authorities arc recruiting retired and inexperienced persons to. 
keep the trains moving. As a result accidents arc on the increase 
allli the lives of passe11ge1·s are i11 peril. 

The C.C. considers it unfortunate that a section of the: 
leadership of the recognised Federations of railvvay workers is . 
opposing this just struggle of the loco running staff. The C.C. : 
calls on all organisations of railway workers to rally to the.} 
su1-,port at· the lt1Cll 1·t1n11i11g .o;;tc1ff who c11·e fighti11g ;1gainst 
\

1iolatior1 <..)t· :.tg1·ee111c11t.s <lnd victi111isatit1ns. It calls 11pon all the 
vvorking people, all den1ocratic forces to extend all support to the 
fighti11g loccJme11. 

The c:.c. calls on the Ciovernn1ent of India to end the 
repression on the locomen forthvvith and open talks with the 
All-I11di~t Lt1co l{t11111i11g Stc_1t't· Associ;1titJn to i·ect1·ess their 
g1·1e\'<t11ce . ..; <111d settle thei1· der11a11tls. 
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( c) J'u blic Sector Strike , . 
The Central Comn1ittee of the Con1111unist Party ot India 

(!vlarxist) conveys its greetings to the 125,000 employees oft.he 
Bangalore-based public sector 1ndustr1es such as I1MT, B.EL, 
BEMl., ECIL and others, who have been on strike since 
Decen1ber 29, 1980, demanding parity of wages with. the 
ernployees of BHEL. 1'his just de1nand arises out of the prov1s1.on 
iii tlleir .:tgreement that the ma11agemcnt woulc.t give a w:.tgc-r1se 
to these employees if any public sector undertaking gave wages 

higl1er tha11 providec.i in their agrceme11t. 

Thounh the BI1EL agree1nent was signed in January 1980, the 
b . 

inan:.tgcr11e11ts did t1ot negotiate with the trade unions th? qt1est.1on 
ot' \\':.tgc-1·ise to the e1nployees in the Bangalore-hased indust1·1es. 
At-te1· \\.'aiting for over 11i11e 1nonths tl1e tr:.tdc u11ions i11 tl1ese 
industries vvere left with no alternative but to prepare for an 

indefinite strike to win their den1and. 

The Central Goven11nent has disovvned any responsibility of 
in1plemcnting the relevant provisions of the agreement and once 
agai11 ~11ow11 t1tte1· dis1·eg:.trd to tl1e commitme11ts solen111ly n1ade 

c 

i11 1.1grccr11c11ts witl1 tl1e t111ions. Tl1e offer ot' the Gove1·11111e11t tlJ 
c 

1·et'e1· the di.-;pt1te to arhit1·:.ttio11 01· a tribu11;:,1l c:.1nr1ot be tc1kc11 
seriously hv the trade unions in the wake of the Govern1nent's 
refusal to ,honour the Supreme Court judgement relating to 
1he e1nployees of the LIC. C.M. Stephen, Union Minister of 
Co1111nt111ic::1tio11s, l1as 1nac.lc sever:.tl state111ents \Vhich hcl\'e 
considerably hrought down the credibility of the Governn1enl in 
regct1·d to i1niJ!ementi11g the commit111e11ts gi\1en to the wo1·kers. 

The Ce11tr1.1l Co111111ittee co11de11111s tl1e repressio11 011 tl1e 
v..·01·ke1·s i11 B:.111g;_1Jore a11c.l Hyde1·;,1b:.1c.i 1·csulting i11 tl1e kil\i11g and 
i11ju1·ir11-2. ()f sc\1c1·c1l \Vo1·kers. 

~· 

Desi1ite tl1c ClJt11plete st1·ike co11tinui11g fo1· 45 c_f;1ys 1·est1lti11g: i11 
u \()SS of' p1·odtictio11 of Rs. 10() c1·01·es. the Gc.1ve1·n111c11t took <~11 
<-tdc,1111;_1r1t stjJ_JlLl c_li1riiig the 11cgotiatio11s 011 feb1·11ary 7 <tn(J 8 1r1 

New flelhi as a result of which no scttle1ncnt could be arrived at. 
Even the TNTUC leaders found the Governn1ent offer 
LIJiacc_~cptttlJlc which clca1·Jy sho\VS its t'ri\1olous 11atu1·e. 
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The Central C'on1n1ittee of the CPI(M) fully supports the 
central_ trade unions and_ the unions in the Bangalore-based,. 
1ndustr1es 1n their dec1s1on to continue the strike till their: 
de1nands are met. The C.C. appeals to the working class and trad ·' 
unions of all affiliations to rally in support of the workers in the· 
Bangalore-based industries so that the Governrnent is forced t e ' 

d h 
. . 0 ' 

conce e t err _1ust de1nands. 
The Central Com1nittee of the CPT(MJ calls on the: 

Governn1ent to realise that its wage-freeze policy will not be· 
accepted by the working class. It de111ands that the Government• 
restart negotiations with the trade unions on the basis of the 
proposals made by the workers so that the long-drawn strike i ; 
settled without any further delay. 

(d) Bangalore Circus f'irc 

The_ Central Comn1ittee of the Communist Paity of Indi 
(Marxist) expresses its deep sense of shock and sorrow at th 
large nu1nber_ of deaths. 1nostly of school children, in the tragi 
c_1rcu_s blaze 1n Bangalore. Many seriously injured people a 
fighting tor their survival in hospitals. 

"The C.C. extends its sympathy and deepfelt condolences to th' 
grief-stricken fa1nilies of the dead and injured. It demands th 
the Govern1nent pay adequate co1npensation to them. 

Central Committee's Appeal for 
Rupees Five-Lakh Fund* 

35 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) has decided to launch a fund drive for collecting 
Rs. five lakhs to its central fund. This is necessary for meeting 
the annual expenditure on the normal organisational work of 
the Party. 

The State, district and lower committees of the Party too, 
require funds for their organisational expenditure. The State 
Co1nmittees would, therefore, be collecting for their own funds 
over and above the quotas which they pay to the Central 
Co1nmittee's fund. The C.C. appeals to all members of the Party 
to do their utmost to make the fund drive completely successful. 
It appeals to all members and friends of the Party to contribute 
liberally to the fund. 

Men1bers and friends of the Party are aware of the decision 
adopted by the Party at its all-India Plenum on Organisation of 
the Party and to streamline its ideological and organisational 
work. The Plenum, as is known, was a continuation of the Tenth 
Congress held about a year earlier which laid down the line of 
building the unity of Left and democratic forces and developing a 
hroad platfonn of stn1ggle against authoritarianism. The 
discharging of these tasks it was pointed out at the all-India 
Pient1m on Organisation, 11 demands an unprecedented growtl1 i11 

the organisations and stn1ggles of all sections of the working 
People in the movements of all these who are interested in the 
Preservation of the country's freedom and democracy. A rapid 
grovvth in the number and unity of the fighting working class, the 
---------

*Pl1h\ished in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, March 8, 1981. 
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peasantry and the other sections of the working people as well as 
of the patriotic and democratic elements in all classes, strata of . 
society, is the basis and essence of the Left and democratic front". 

The Plenu1n went on: "This in its tum requires an enormous 
growth in the strengthening of the Party of the working 
class-the nu1nher of its members in different States, the niilitant 
activity in which they are engaged, their unity with all other 
anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, anti-1nonopoly and democratic ' 
forces. Lakhs of new members drawn into the trade unions, Kisan 
Sabhas and other organisations of the working peoples, tens of 
thousands of active cadres working in these fighting · 
organisations and drawn into the ranks of the Party of the . 
working class; an uninterrupted process of educating the new and .· 
re-educating the old members of the Party; a system of.· 
inter-relationship between higher and lower units of the Party as .· 
well as within each ,,unit on the basis of the revolutionary · 
principles of democratic centralis1n-these are the essential• 
pre-requisites for the role to be played by the Party of the· 
working class. The Political Resolution of the Tenth Congress, . 
therefore, calls for the expansion of the Party in a big way." 

Although the work of carrying out the decision of the Tenth. 
Congress and the all-India Plenum started in right earnest in the 
first-half of 1979, it was interrupted by the political crisis that 
broke out in the middle of July 1979. It could be resumed only 
atier June 1980 when the January elections to the Lok Sabha and, 
the May elcrctions to the nine State Assemblies were over. We • 
are, therefore, behind schedule in the implementation of the Party · 
Congress and Plenum decisions. The C.C., at its meeting just · 
concluded, has decided to complete the process by the end of 
June this year and then to start the work of preparing for the 
Eleventh Congress. 

Even in spite of this intern1ption, the Central Committee could 
successfully complete son1e of the tasks that had been laid down. 
The central organ of the Pa1ty in Hindi was started within less 
than two months after the all-India Plenum was over. This has 
now been followed by the starting of the fo1tn ightly organ of the 
Party in Urdu. One Central School for Jcadin~ cadres from all the 

0 

• 
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states in English, another for the cadre from the Hindi-speaking 
States in that language, and a third for Party members working 
ainong the students, were conducted in this period. The P.B. is 
also trying to give more systematic guidance to the work of the 
Party in various States and in various fronts. The State 
Con1n1ittees, too, have started paying attention to the problems of 
unity of action with all other Left and democratic and other 
anti-authoritarian forces, developing mass struggles and 
consolidating mass organisations, etc. The P.B. and C.C., as well 
as the State Committees, are conscious of the various failings and 
short-comings that have cropped up in the course of all this work. 
The C.C. reviewed all this and decided on the ways and means of 
consolidating the advance registered and removing the failings 
revealed in the course of the work by the Central and State 
leaderships of the Party. On the basis of this review, it was found 
that a minimum of five months more is required to complete the 
w·ork that began immediately after the all-India Plenum on 
01·gar1isation. 

c 

It would, however, be acknowledged by all-friends as well as 
opponents of the Party-that though the time schedule fixed has 
heen upset, the Party has successfully intervened in the political 
developments that have taken place in this period. The 
realignn1ent of political forces that occurred in the latter half of 
1979 and in the whole of 1980 have, by and large, been along the 
lines indicated by the Party at the Tenth Congress and at the 
all-India Plenum. While on the one· hand, the authoritarian 
Congress(!) has been able to come back to power both at the 
Centre and in the majority of States, exploiting the failures of the 
lanata Government, and although this party and the Govem1nent 
it leads are threatening to subvert democracy, the forces which 
can bar the path to authoritarianism are also growing. 

Resistance to the authoritarian drive is growing fron1 a broad 
spectrum of society including intellectuals, professionals, jurists, 
etc. Resistance is also building up from the side of the organised 
Working class and the salary-earning population. The peasants, 
too, have been forced to come out against the policies of the 
Government which defraud them of securing remunerative prices 
for their produce. 
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While the peasant upsurge is sought to be channelised in a · 
wrong direction by the vested interests, these efforts are being · .. 
increasingly thwarted by the intervention of the mass of peasants, , 
including agricultural labourers. This growing peasant upsurge as · 
well as the organised movement of the working class and middle · 
class employees, together with the democratic movements of the 
students, the youth, the women, the Scheduled Castes and Tribes 

' backward castes and minority communities, etc., are sought to be 
guided and directed along democratic lines by the Left and 
democratic forces which are increasingly uniting themselves 
against authoritarianism. The Central Committee is proud that the ' 
CPJ(M) is playing an important role in strengthening all these 
mass struggles. 

The three Left-led Governments of West Bengal, Tripura and 
Kerala are playing a vital role in developing and consolidating · 
resistance to growing trends of authoritarianism, The policies and · 
practice of the Left-led Governments are in marked contrast with .. 
the policies and practice of the Congress(!) Governments in the · 
States. The more the people see the contrast, the more are the ' 
leaders of the ruling Congress(!) and its Government getting , 
uneasy and launching attacks on these Govemn1ents as well as on 
the Left and democratic parties that have come together in 
forming these Governments. 

However, not only are the Left-led Governments of these three 
States under attack but the widespread movements and struggles 
of all sections of the people also face repression. Legislations 
such as the National Security Act are being enacted one after 
another, and are being used on a large scale against the people's 
struggles. Resistance by the fighting organisations of the working 
P'oople and by the Left and democratic parties against these 
repressive measures and moves is joined by jurists, professionals 
and intellectuals. 

The Left and democratic forces, however, have also to counter -
the various disruptive forces that are raising their head and 
helping the ruling classes by breaking the unity of the fighting 
people, The secessionist agitation in Assam, its counterparts in 
several other States of the North-Eastern region, the communal 
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. and the attacks on the weaker sections of society and the 
riots . 1. , · ·l~ 

·11g of chauvinist passions on a 1ngu1sttc, prov1nc1a 
1-ousi . 

I basis-these are proving great dangers to the emerging 
Joca · . h < 
unity of the people. The Left. and democratic forces, t e~e1ore, 
have to join together in resisting these d1srupt1ve forces and. in 
fighting for the unity and _integration of the various nat1onal1t1es 
and sections of the people 1nhab1t1ng our country. . , , 

This and the fight against the forces of author1tar1an1s~, 
however, cannot be carried out unless the Party_ grows tn a big 
way, which means fully implementing the dec1s1ons adopted by 
the Tenth Congress and the all-India Plenum of 1978. The C.C. 
of the CPl(M), therefore, appeals to all those who are interested 
in the preservation of democracy, in the resistance to the growing 
trends of authoritarianism, in the defence of the working people, 
to come forward to help the Party in every , possible manner, 
contributing liberally to the Party Fund that 1s being collected 

now. d 
These national tasks of defending de1nocracy an 

strengthening the mass movements have to be carried out in an 
international situation which is fraught with great danger to the 
cause of world peace, of the freedom and sovereignty . of all 
countries in the world. Our own country is today faced w1_th the 
threat of intervention by the U.S. imperialists who are statton1ng 
their naval forces in the Indian Ocean, trying to transform 
Pakistan into a bastion against India. It is unfortunate that_ s.ome 
political parties of the opposition as well as non-party_ poht1c1ans, 
are giving support in this respect to the U.S. 1mpenal1sts through 
their anti-Communist and anti-Soviet campaigns. The CPl(M) 
will, always, join hands with all those who are prepared to resist 
the inroads of U.S. imperialism to safeguard world peace and the 
independence of nations. . 

The C.C. is proud of the role that the CPl(M) has played in the 
ideological and political struggle inside the world Communist 
inovemcnt. Firmly adhering to the principles of defending the 
Socialist world and striving for the restoration of unity in the 
World Co1nmunist movement, the CPl(M) throughout its 
existence had refused to adopt positions hostile to either of the 
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two major Socialist States or to any of the Parties in the world· 
movement. The expansion, consolidation and strengthening of. 
the CP!(M) along the lines indicated in the Tenth Congress· 
Resolution and the all-India Plenum documents, will thus be a' 
major contribution to the unity of the Indian revolutionary' 
movement and also of the world Communist movement. · ··· 

The three journals that the Central Committee is bringing out 
have to be heavily subsidised because they cannot be run on a 
purely commercial basis. The Central Office of the Party requires.~ 
a certain number of wholetimers without which no work can be, 
properly organised. Also, some of the weaker State Committees: 
have to be helped by the Central Committee till they are able to; 
stand on their own feet. The work of guiding the Stste, 
Committees which has been earnestly taken up, involves a great• 
deal of travelling by Polit Bureau members. In these days of.' 
spiralling prices of everything from essential con1modities to. 
newsprint, the expenditure on the journals, on wholetimers, on· 
travelling is also rising very fast. The Central Committee knows 
that the Party's sympathisers and friends are also hit hard by the·: 
crisis, but it is sure that they realise the urgency of adequate·. 
financial requirements of the Party to carry on its tasks. 

The C.C., therefore, appeals to all Communists, to all Left and 
democratic forces, to all those who are prepared to fight the . 
growing trends of authoritarianism to liberally contribute all help · 
to the CPI(M) to carry out the task which it had undertaken in ·. 
pursuance of the Tenth Congress and the all-India Plenum 
documents. Send your contributions at the earliest. 

36 
A Dangerous Game* 

Polit Bureau Of CPl(M) On 
Indira Gandhi's Tirade Against Marxism 

Speaking before the lawyers.' forum, Smt. Indira Gandhi launched 
a tirade against the Marxist ideology and slandered the Left Front 
Governnients of West Bengal and Tripura. This unseemly attack '.s 
a sia.n of desperation of a party which has failed to tackle peoples 

b"Iems and is feeling its growing isolation from the common 
pro d T · h 

The Left Front Ministries of West Bengal an r1pura ave 
man · f d 
stood solidly by the people, protected democratic hberties, re use 
to use the National Security Act and thrown their we1gh.t on. the 
side of the downtrodden in economic struggles. This is their crime. 
l'he entire speech will only encourage her party's followers to create 
Jaw and order problems in these States. The people of these States 
will no doubt see the game and f1ustrate all attempts to undermine 

the two Ministries. . 
But this slanderous attack is also a warning to the democratic 

forces all over the country that the authoritarian party is steadily 
preparing its conspiracy to scuttle parliamentary de1nocracy and 
establish one-party rule. To defeat attempts to .destabilise the 
l\1inistries is the common concern of all democratic parties. . 

By opening the attack on the Marxist ideology Indira G.andh1 
has staited the dangerous game of appealing to ant1-Com1nun1s1n
thc ideology of the most reactionary forces. This 1s how 

h . . . here starts i'ts attack on de1nocracy. And aut or1tar1an1sm everyw " · . . 
her charge that the Left Front Ministries are appointing. party men 
to judicial posts or her concern for education in Bengal is JUSt pa.rt 
ot 1· · 1 t t She dares not say a word against the economic tl po 1ttc<-1 s un . 

<l M ·h !7 1981 in Ne\V [)eilli Published 1n 
"'Pl1\it 8t1reatt isst1ed a statement date ari.: · · 

"PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, March 22, 1981. 
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reliefs given to the people by these Governments 0 I 
at the doing of the leader of the Congress(I). hne on y marve . 

t . f" w ose regime i• 
no or1ous or corruption and nepotism and h . •! · . . w ose passion fo 
appo1nt1ng partisans and partymen has shocked the people. 

falks Between Leaders Of 
.JCP And CPl(M)* 

37 

A Ut~ \eg;;1tion tlt· the J o.1pa11ese C 0111n1unist p,11·ty co11sisti11g ot'To1nio 
Nisl1iz<.1\i.,.a. ViL·e-C!1,1i1·111;111 ol' the P1·esi<liu111 ot' the Ce11t1·:.1l 

C(1t11111ittee. ilir(lshi Ide. 111e111hc1·ol"tl1t.· l11ternatil)JJ<tl Co111missio11 

of 1 he C .C .. anJ Masana \Vada. l)eput y Editor-in-C"h 1ef and f'oreign 
Editor of Akahata and alternate 1nen1ber of the C.C .. was in 
Ne'' l)elhi fron1 !\larch 8 to 11. 1981 and held talks \vith a 
delegat1on of the C"Pi(Ml consisting lli" General Secretarv 

L L • 

E.1\1.S. Nan1hoodiripad and Polit Bureau n1e1nbers ll. T. l{anadive. 
t-.1. flasa\apunnaiah and llarkishan Singh Surjeet. 

Tl1c talks ct1'<·c1·ed .:1\\.'idc1·i.111ge Lll. st1bject.s. i11cl11tling i . ...;.'\ue.s tll. 

!1il;.1tc1·~11 i11te1·e~t. thc i11tL·1-n<1tio11;.1I sitt1atio11. tl1e \\.'l11·ld ('L)111r11u11ist 

111<._l\'L'llle11t, the internttl sitt1;;1tiL111s i11 J;;1pa11 ~111d lnLlic.t, th~ 11L1licics 

<111LI <tcti\·ities Llf. the t\v·o 11<.11·ties. etc. ·1~l1c tv•/() silics c.\j)l·esscti 

s;1tist';.1ctit>11 <.tt the t;.1lks <.111LI decided to co11ti1111c \)il<.tte1·;.1! cc111l<.tL'ts 

tl1 strc11~thc11 the t"1·;.1tc1·11al 1·elaticJ11s betwce11 the l\VO Pa1·ties. 
L 
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On Violence Of Congress(!) 
In West Bengal* 

Statement Dated April 8, 1981 Issued by 
The Polit Bureau Of CPI(M) In New Delhi 

38 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its grave concern over the report that Prime Minister has 
given the green signal to her party in West Bengal to continue its 
present agitation. 

The Congress(!) agitation in West Bengal, especially the march 
to the Assembly on March 30 and bandh of April 3, has been marked 
by unprecedented violence against innocent men, women and 
children and burning of buses and trams. The Pri1nc Minister till 
no\v has not had a word of condemnation for these depredations 
by her partymen. 'I'he reported directive to continue their campaign 
is not only to condone the violence that has already taken place but 
to encourage further violence in West Bengal. To the people who 
have never seen a Congress(!) agitation in West Bengal without 
resort to bombs and lethal weapons, the Prime Minister's reported 
advice to her partymen to be "peaceful and disciplined" is utterly 
hypocritical. 

The authoritari<tn Congress(!) in West Bengal is desperately 
going ahead with a plan to create a Jaw and order situation in the 
State. It is amazing that the Prime Minister gives encourage1nent 
to this. 

The people of West Bengal, the working class, the employees 
and others have successfully been foiling the Congress(!) plans, 
and the impressive Silent march in Calcutta on April 5, was a strong 
rebuff to that party by the people. 

The Polit Bureau calls upon all Left and democratic forces, all 
the Opposition parties which have already declared that they will 
-~-------

*PtibJi~hcJ i11 ''PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", Nt:\v Delhi, April 12, 1981. 
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d. I d th Left Front Government 
not allow the Congrdess(I) to ~:y oa;: un~tedly bar the path of the 
of West Bengal, to eterm1n_e . . d defeat the conspiracy 

(I) t wards author1tanan1sm an Congress o . . 
. t the West Bengal M1n1stry. a gains 

I 
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CPI(M) Polit Bureau Communique* 

Issued Following Polit Bureau Meeting 
In New Delhi On April 16-18, 1981 

39 

The Polit Bureau o_f the Communist Party of India (Marxist) at its 
three-day meeting 1n New Delhi from April 16 to 18, 1981 made a 
general survey of the international and national situation. It came 
to the conclusion that the threat to world peace is on the increase 
and the country is faced with a very serious threat to its external 
security, internal unity and national integration . 

. The aggressive postures adopted by forn1er President Caiter and 
his successor Reagan on questions of detente and world peace are 
endangering the peace of the world and the security of our own 
borders. Hechc preparations for war, arming the allies of American 
1n1penal1sm, 1ssu1ng threats to freedom and peace-loving countries 
throughout the world-these moves have brought the danger of 
armed conflicts to our borders. 

Arrogantly rejecting the proposals made by the littoral States 
and supported by the Socialist countries for 1nakino- the Indian 
Ocean region a zone of peace, American imp~rialism is 
transforming this region into an arena of armed conflicts. 
lnte.rvening in the internal affairs of the West Asian countries, it 'is 
1nst1gat1ng the reactionary ruling circles of the Arab countries to 
make brother fight brother in West Asia. Defeated in the earlier 
game of using the Shah re_gime of Iran for this purpose, it is using 
other coun_tr1es 1n this region for the same purpose. 

Oc~upy1_ng as. Pakistan does an in1portant place in this plan, 
Ame11can 1mper1ahsm proposes to supply the milita1y regime of 
that country wtth conventional arms and helping it to acquire its 
own atomtc bomb. It may in this context be recalled that the 1954 

''Puhlished in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY". New Delhi. April 1(1, 1981. 
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agreement between the United States and Pakistan was the 
beginning of an era of conflicts on the Indian sub-continent. It led 
to tragic developments in India and the then West and East Pakistan. 
The moves 1nade by the Reagan regime now are calculated to 

1nultiply the danger several-fold .. 
Further to the East, the ASEAN countries and the Pol Pot 

reactionaries are being used to threaten the independence and 
sovereignty of the Indo-Chinese peoples. Never before has the threat 
of aggressive conflicts on India's borders been as serious as now. 

The P.B. noted that British imperialism was fully supporting all 
the aggressive moves of American imperialism and, besides, is 
adopting a rabidly racial policy. The recent visit of British Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher indicated to everybody concerned that, 
far from trying to change, the British ruling circles are determined 
to pursue their policy of suppo11 to American imperialism and racial 

hatred. 
The P.B. noted with regret that Socialist China was not only not 

discharging its responsibility of helping the people concerned in 
resisting imperialist aggression but is justifying the aggressi~e 
inoves of U.S. imperialism. It expressed the hope that the leaders 
of that great Socialist country would extend to their foreign policy 
the process of self-criticism and correction which they are applying 
in a large nleasure to the field of internal policy, so that the People's 
Republic of China will once again occupy its honoured place in 
the Socialist world and among the anti-imperialist freedom-loving 

countries. 
The P.B. regretfully noted that some Opposition parties are 

adopting positions helpful to the American, British and other 
in1perialists. They, like the imperialists, see in the Soviet Union 
and the Socialist world the major threat to the frcedo1n and 
sovereignty of the non-aligned peoples. They have become such 
close camp-followers of the imperialist circles that they do not 
even see in the arming of Pakistan a direct threat to our security. 

The P.B. appealed to the democratic, freedom and peace-loving 
elements in all political parties to see the harm that will be caused 
to the national interests of our people by this blind hatred for the 
Socialist world. It appealed to all the Left, democratic and patriotic 

" 

'' '' 

I I 
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forces to build a powerful movement which will rouse the patrioti 
cons_ciousn_ess of ou_r entire people, rally them against the dang · .. 
that 1s coming from nnperiahsm and the militarist 1uling circles 

0 
· 

some of our neighbouring countries who are sought to be arm 
by A1nerican imperialism. . 

The P.B. conveyed its warm greetings to the people of Pakistan'. 
who are courageously fighting the military dictatorial regi · 
111 their country and hoped that their arduous struggle will le 
to a strengthening of it friendship a1nong the peoples of th ·· 
sub-conti11ent. 

While taking note of certain 1noves by the Indira Gandh' 
Government to counter the threat coining fro1n America' 
imperialis1n, the P.B. desired to warn all sections of our democrati' 
people that this threat from outside cannot be met unless positiv •' 
democratic and pro-people internal policies were pursued. Fo : 
thanks to the policies consistently pursued by the ruling classes~ 
nearly 34 years-regardless of whether they vvere led by 
undivided Congress party or by the Janata and Lok Dai in the p 
or by the Congress(!) now-the Indian people today stand 
divided an1ong themselves that they cannot take a united stand 
the defence of their country's freedon1 and sovereignty. Spokesm 
of the Govern1nent including the Pri1ne Minister continuously t 
of the serious situation in the North-Eastern and North-West 
borders of the country arising out of incitc1nent from outside 
they are unwilling to take effective measures to foil the conspirac· · 
hatched by foreign agencies. They talk of the need for popu .. · 
unity to solve the problems of the nation but they themselves ad 
policies which frustrate rather than help all serious moves 
democratic unity and advance. 

Worsening Situation 

The P.B. is of the view that what lies behind the rise and grow ,, 
of fissiparous forces which has adtnittedly become a factor ~ , 
destabilisation, particularly on the North-Eastern and North-. 
Western borders of the country, is the complete failure of the socio-;>, 
economic policies pursued by successive Governn1ents at th1'1. 
Centre. As during the last three decades and 1nore so now undet·,;,· 

• 
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the new Congress(!) rule, the economic situation is going from 

bad co worse. . 
The promise to bring wholesale and retail prices Jown, with 

,vhich the 1uling party secured its massive 1najority of seats in 
parlian1ent has proved to be as hollow as the promises of the earlier 
Cungress and Janata-Lok Dai Governments. The fifteen months of 
the n:vv Congress(!) Goven1ment has been a period of steady growth 
in the price-level which stand today at its highest level since 

Independence. 
'fhe equally serious problem of unemployment has been 

,1sst1rning 111ore and more serious proportio11s. Five-Year Plan at'ter 
five-Year Plan was formulated and i1nple1nented but during the 
period of no Five-Year Plan was the level of unemployment reduced 
in comparison to the period prior to the formulation of that particular 
Plan. At the end of 33 years of Independence, the number of those 
vvho are registered in the Employn1ent Exchanges but have not 
fuund e1nploymcnt stands today at over 160 lakhs. This excludes 
the iakhs of Jobsekers who do not find it useful even to register 

t\1emsel\·es i11 the exchanges. 
The discontent gathering among the working people-employed 

as well as unemployed-is sought to be so channelised as to release 
various forces of destabilisation. Caste conflicts, communal riots, 
disputes among different linguistic and ethnic groups, passions of 
a provincial and regional character-all these are sought to be 
ut ii ised by anti-national forces with the full support of imperialisn1. 
·rhe P.B. appealed to all patriotic forces in the country, interested 
in defeating the conspiracies hatched by foreign agencies to bring 
about destahilisation. to realise that the forces of destabilisation 
cannot be fought back and national unity preserved unless the anti
people policies of the ruling classes are reversed. 

The IcB. desired to draw attention to the danger inherent in the 
increasing dependence on the World Bank and other imperialist 
agcnl·ies, together wit!1 the priv<1te multi11ationals for finding Pla11 
resources. The tall talk of "self sufficiency", "dispensing with the 
need for foreign aid", etc .. has proved to be not worth the paper on 
Which it is written. The Governn1ent's dependence on the "aid" 
givers f'l)l" Plan resou1·ces togetl1e1· with the increasing tie-ups 

' 
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between the Indian monopolies and foreign multinationals, has 
become a means to our economic independence and political 
sovereignty. 

Resistance is Developing 

The P.B. expressed statisfaction that the broad movement of 
resistance to these anti-national and anti-people policies was 
developing. It conveyed its warm greetings to the workers in various 
industries and middle-class employees who have increasingly been 
coming together in united struggles for defending their working 
and living conditions. The moves towards trade union unity have 
now developed in the preparations for an all-India covention to be 
held in June, which will seek ways and means of developing the .. · 
rights of the working class of India. The convention will be 
participated in by the 1najor trade union centres except the one ledf'· 
by the ruling Congress(!) party. The P.B. expressed the hope that• 
the unity of the working class will get immensely strengthened. .' 

The P.B. expressed its satisfaction at the great peasant upsurg .•· 
which has become the major factor in the political life of the country 
during the last several months. The massive kisan rally held in the 
country's Capital on March 26 was a magnificent demonstratio · 
of the fighting unity of various sections of the peasantry, includin 
the landless rural poor, an1ong the1nselves, and with the industri 
working class and middle-class employees in the urban areas. T · , 
was a fitting answer to those who seek to set the worker and the;\ 

' peasant against each other-the rural and urban poor against one>'. 
another. The class unity manifested in the rally, preceded by thel 
arduous work at the grassroots level by the cadres of the majpr , 
Left and Opposition parties should be followed up by organised 
work among the working class and the peasantry. 

The"P.B. noted with satisfaction that in developing this fighting 
unity of the workers and peasants, the Left parties have played a 
positive role. Unity of the Left parties a1nong themselves and with 
other Opposition forces which are prepared to defend the interests 
of the working people, was seen in several Statewise actions and 
in the National Convention held in Delhi in September 1980. Such ' 
continuous united actions culminating in the kisan rally are of: 
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trcrnendous political significance since they offer the only way in 
,vhich the anti-national and anti-people policies of the ruling classes 

can be·effectively fought. 
The united action in which the Left parties 1nade their distinct 

contributions has brought on them the ire of the ruling circles. 

Attack On Left 
The fifteen months of Congress(!) rule at ihe Centre have shown 

that as in the past so now, the ruling party finds in the emerging 
Left and democratic forces the 1nain danger. While the Prime 
Minister talks of the need for unity and n1akes ea! Is for co-operation 
fron1 the Opposition, she has trained her guns against the Opposition 
in general, the Left Opposition in particular. The full-scale 
ideological attack she launched on Marxism and the continuous 
slander campaign unleashed by her against the State Governments 
of West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura show that uue to the anti
national class approach of the big bourgeoisie, she is prepared to 
sacrifice the interests of the nation in her hatred for the Left. 

The P.B. desired to draw the attention of all the democratic forces 
in the country to the fact that the party headed by the Prime Minister 
was hand-in-glove with all the forces against national integration 
in the l,eft-oriented State. 

In their hatred for the Left Democratic Front of Kerala, the leaders 
of the ruling party had no hesitation to forge an electoral alliance 
with the BJP whose guiding spirit is the RSS; known RSS men 
were put up both in the Lok Sabha and the State Legislature 
elections of .T anuary 1980 as common candidates of the Congress(J)
led anti-Marxist Opposition. Today, too, the RSS-Jed BJP finds an 
honoured place in the anti-Left Democratic Government can1paign 
spearheaded by the Congress(!). It is not without significance in 
this context that, speaking at Kozhikide within hours of a bomb
throwing by the RSS on the CPI(M) MLA ofTellichen·y, the Prime 
Minister had no word of condemnation for the RSS either for that 
particular incident or for the general can1paign of the RSS. Both in 
her Kozhikode speech, and in all other pronouncements of 
Congress(!) leaders in Kerala, the RSS is given a clean chit while 
the words of condemnation and denunciation are reserved for the 
CPJ(M), and the Left Democratic Kerala Govern1nent. 

' ' 
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The P.B. expressed its appreciation of the measures taken by the 
Chief M1n1ster and Horne Minister of Kerala, by the State 
Corn1n1ttee of the Left Democratic Front, by the State leadership 
of the CPI(lvl), to put an end to the politics of ar1ned conflicts and 
clashes. It approved the political stand adopted by the recent!. 
held State Plenu1n of the Party that the RSS violence cannot :.; 
met by the mere use of the police or by organising measures of 
self-defence but pr1rnard y by routing the dernocrdtic consciousne 
fh I. ss o t e peop e tor restoring normalcy and 1naking it possible forth 

people to lead a peaceful life. It hoped that all the constituents ~ 
the Left Den1ocratic Front would 1nake their contributions to t~e 
1rnple1nentat1on of the decisions adopted by the Co-ordination 
Committee of the Left Democratic Front. 

In Tripura where the CPI(M) and the Left Front headed by it had 
rn_ade a po_S1t1ve contribution to the unity of the tribal and non
tr1bal sections of the State's people, the Congress(!) has been 
encouraging such disruptive forces as are headed by the TUJS and 
Arnra Bangal_ee. The violence and mass killings Jct loose by the :i 
TUJS extre1n1sts_ and A1nra Bengali in June last year were used by::: 
the leadership of the ruling party at the Centre to conspire against' 
the State Government. The Central authorities are. al the same time f 
st1:1rv111g the_Gove1·nment and people ot· tl1eir esse11tial 1·equirement~ ·~~ 
fo~ foodgra1ns and other essential commodities and failing to help;, 
th1'. State out of the general socio-econo1nic backwardness into .
which it has been sinking. The Central leadership is today trying''· 
to.woo the T~J~ extremists witl1 a \1iew to bringi11g about ,1 new~:;. 
al1gn1nent 0' forces within the State and throw the elected ' 
Gove1·n1ne11t out. 

While trying to destabilise the Left-oriented Govern1nent of West 
Bengal, 'fripura and Kerala, the ruling Congress(]) has found it 
1n1possihle lo find solutions to the various socio-political problems 
which are_ used by fissiparous forces to destabilise the regimes 
where the11· O\'l'n pa1·ty 1s 1·un11ing the adn1i11ist1·ation. Atrocities on 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, co1nrnunal riots, the 
depred_at1ons of dacoits and other anti-social elements-these have 
become the normal feature in State after State presided over by 
Congress(!) Chief lvlinisters. Gujarat under the Congress(!) has 
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just had a prolonged conflict between the_ Scheduled and upper 
castes of Hindu society which created cond1t1ons of near civil war. 
The Prime Minister, however, has no time, or does not care, to 
discharge her responsibility as the Pri1ne Minister of the country 
and as the President of the ruling party, to tackle the serious 
problems faced by the people in States ruled by her own Chief 
rvlinisters. She and her colleagues reserve their holy anger for the 
"breakdown of law and order" in the non-congress(!) particularly 

the Left-oriented States. 

,\ssam Situation 
The P.B. noted with concern that the situation in Assam continued 

to be serious. Fifteen months of Congress( I) rule-the 1najor part 
of which was under direct President's rule and the rest under the 
111inority Congress(!) Government in the State-has not made any 

change for the better. 
The CPl(M), like the other Left and democratic forces in the 

country, is of the view that the proble1ns posed by the Assan1 
""itation cannot be dealt with through the police-rnilita,y 

c 

achninistrative measures, or by or·ganising defections from other 
parties to the Congress(!). The problem being political. the solution, 
too, should be political. Mobilisation of all those democratic 
patriotic forces who put up a firm resistance to the secessionist
cl1auvinist elements a1nong the agitators, rousing the patriotic 
conscience of the people against the 1nachinations of imperialism 
fro111 abroad, uniting the Assamese and minority sections against 
the agitators' policy of violence and terrorisn1-this alone will bring 

no11nalcy back to Assam. 
The Congress(!) leaders, however, are 1nore interested in playing 

politics with the Assam prohle1n, trying to instal and 1naintain their 
01vn minority Governn1ent at any cost. This led the ridiculous 
position where the Asse1nbly session convened by their 1najority 
Go\1Crnment had to be '1djour11ed without tt'1.l11sacting even the 
n1inirnurn business that it was expected to transact-adopt a 111otion 
of thanks to the Governor for his address and pass a vote on Account 

Appropriation Bill. 
· 1'he Janata-led Opposition, too, has proved its utter incapacity 
to find solutions for the burning problems of Assa1n. They share 
\Vitl1 t11e llgitc.1tors tl1eir determination to dive1·t the legiti1natc 
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grievances of the Assamese-speaking people towards hostility for· 
the m1nor1t1es, thus preparing the soil tor imperialist intrigues iQ' 
the region. They are not prepared to find peaceful solutions to the.· 
problems ot relations between the various linguistic and ethnic· 
groups inhabiting the State. · 

The P.B., therefore, approved the line adopted by the Assam 
S.tate .c?mmittee and the Legislature Group-the line ofc 
dissociating the CPI(M) from the minority Congress(!) Govemme ; 
on the one hand and those Opposition parties which are givin·. 
full support to the secessionist agitators. ·.· 

'fhe P.B. expressed its grave concern that the situation in t . 
other Statesfferritories of the North· Eastern region is also becomin 
a serious threat to the external security and internal unity oflndi ·. 
Imperialist-sponsored agencies of various kinds are usin · 
fissiparous forces to destabilise the entire area, so that imperialis · 
can play its game. The P.B. appealed to the democratic and patrio · 
sections of all parties in that region and in the rest of the country 
beware of this danger. · 

In The North-West 

The P.B. noted that, at the other end of the country, in Punjab, 
new threat was arising. The old and discredited slogan of the Si 
nation and the Sikh State is being resurrected and agitations 
sought to be developed around it. While taking note of a· 
appreciating the fact that sober voices have been raised by seve ·, 
leaders of the Sikh community itself, the P.B. would like tow ,. 
all democratic and patriotic elements of the danger inherent in '' 
very fact of the slogan of Sikh nationhood having been raised 
the present moment. This cannot be seen in any other light than liS· 
part of the U.S. imperialist conspiracy of which the arming of: .. 
Pakistan and other measures adopted in West Asia are an important 
part. 

This new danger arising in the North-West cannot, in the P.B.'s 
view, be faced unless the secular democratic forces in the countrY 
give a rebuff to the similar slogan raised by Hindu revivalists-the 
"Hindu Rashtra". It should be noted that the BJP which aspires to 
become the alternative to the Congress(!), is closely allied to the 
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RSS with its systematic campaign in favour of "Hindu Rashtra". 
l'he P.B. hoped that secular ele1nents in all political parties would 
sec tl1e danger inherent in tl1is. 

The P.B. noted another divisive slogan that is becoming strong"-
the slogan of "sons of the soil". There iuling Congress( I) as well as 
many bourgeois Opposition parties have been and arc using this 
along with other divisive issues to strengthen the1nselves against 
the political Opposition and, in their own internal (factional) 
squabbles. The P.B. appealed to the Left and democratic eleinents 
in all parties to see that these proble111s of national disintegration 
can he resolved only if they unitedly fight for the class and political 
unity of all sections of the working people for a complete 
restructuring of the socio-econoinic system. 

In this struggle for restructuring the socio-econon1ic system. the 
struggle against the authoritarian inoves of the iuling Congress(!) 
forms a very important part. The cnactJnent and libei·al use of the 
National Security Act, the attacks on non-Congress(!) State 
Govern1nents, the attempt at making the Judiciary a subordinate 
arm of the Executive, the campaign for changing the political 
svste1n-all these are threats to the civil liberties and democratic 

' 
rights of all sections of the people. 

Appeal For United Fight 

The P.B ., therefore, appealed to all political parties, groups and 
orgc1nisations, regardless of diffe1·ences 011 socio-eco11omic issue..-;, 
to fight unitedly against these authoritarian moves and in.defence 
of the people's civil liberties and democratic rights. 

It appealed to all patriotic forces in the country to see the inti1nate 
connection between the struggle for civil liberties and democratic 
rights and struggles for the presentation of the internal unity and 
external security of the country fro1n the attacks of i1nperialism 
and its ;1gencies in the country. 

The P.B. ~ppealed to all members and units of the Party to carry 
on a wide-spread campaign~independcntly as well as in unity 
With other patriotic, democratic and Left forces-against imperialist 
m:.1chinatio11s; f"o1· tl1e preservation ot· I11dia1s sect1rity <111d n<1lit1nal 
unity; and for the defence of civil liberties, deinocratic rights and 
th~ livi11g c:onditions at· the working people. 

! 
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CPI(M) Polit Bureau On 
West Bengal Situation* 
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Statement Dated April 18, 1981 Issued in New Delhi 

:he Polit Bureau of the Communis.t Party of India (Marxist).· 
congratulates the people and the working class of West Bengal fori 
rebuffing the Congress(!) call to paralyse the State's economic• 
hfe. The working class did a marvellous job in keeping the 
~actones, mines, tea gardens and concerns running giving a· 
complete vote of confidence to the Left Front Ministry. Calcutta's: 
tramways and bus workers played a splendid role in this all-· 
important battle when they kept their vehicles running in the midst; 
of showers of lethal bombs, despite injuries to themselves. 
Government employees defied the organisers of the bandh and.( 
reported for duty. .. 

The Call Was Ignored 

The v.illages with their mass of peasants and agricultural; 
workers ignored the bandh call in contempt. In cities and towns•' 
ahke, the. main mass refused to give any support to this anti· 
democratic call. ·. 

' The .. agencies of the Central Government-the railway : 
authorities, managements of nationalised banks, many officers of ; 
the Central Government-all joined in this treacherous game and 
worked . for the success of the Congress(!) call. The railway 
aut.hor1t1es, the previous day, announced changes in train timings 
to s~1t the Congress(!) bandh, which were readily broadcast by the 
Radio to create an atmosphere for the bandh. The rail.ways 
cancelled a nu1nber of trains without any reason, closed ticket 
counters: the bank ofticials refused to open the establishments 

*P11blishe<I in "PEOPLE'S DEM()CRAcv·· N I) lh. A . • - , ew e t, pnl 26, 1981. 
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though the employees were present to move in. The Radio 
broadcast false news and the T.V. did its best to give it the 

appearance of success. 
Aware of their isolation from the people, the Congress(l) 

leaders relied on terror tactics and incendiary attacks, prepara

tions for which were made over a period. 
The bomb attacks against the people started a night earlier. 

They were intensified on the bandh day with none spared. 
Crowded trams and buses, passers-by-all were the targets of 
these heinous attacks which killed several persons including five 
women. Several buses and trams were b11rnt out and more than a 

hundred buses were damaged. 

Climaxing Operation 
The bandh call with its burnings and killings \Vas to be the 

climaxing operation of the earlier campaigns to bring down the 
1'1inistry. By organising widespread disorder, it was intended to 
aive the Centre an excuse to dismiss the Ministry. · 
~ The entire game misfired for lack of participation by the people. 
What the people saw on the streets of Calcutta was the raw 
violence organised by the anti-social elements from Calcutta's 
underworld who acted as the vanguard force of Congress(!) 
protesters. The citizens of Calcutta knew now who \vould n1le if 

the Congress(!) ca1ne back to power in the State. 
The complicity of the Central authorities and the Central 

Congress(!) party in this incendiary affair was clear for all to see. 
The participation of Central agencies was open and unconcealed. 
There were public announcements that the Prime Minister and 
President of the Congress(]), Mrs. Indira Gandhi, had given her 
sanction to the bandh. She has not uttered a word in condemnation 
of the violence and killings organised by her followers in \Vest 
Bengal, she has not expressed a word in sympathy for the victims 

of the violence. 
But these foul deeds of the West Bengal Congress(!) have 

created deep revulsion amongst the people and the Congress(]\ 

stands isolated from them 1nore than before. 

I 

I 
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Prepared Plot 

The bandh was a completely prepared plot to besinirch the L ' 
F M. · e1t 

ront 1n1stry, the CPl(M) and create a facade of mass sanct' 
· hM'· ton against t e 1n1stry. The plot has failed. The people of West 

Benga.1-the .democratic forces and the Left parties together
gave 1t a . big rebuff for which they deserve the warmest 
congratulations from all over the country. By defeating the 
Congress(!) attack they have not only served the Left Front 
M1n1stry: they have strengthened the anti-authoritarian forces all 
over India. 

. But the plots and attacks will continue. The authoritarian party 
is determined to use every opportunity to reach its obiective d 

t . ·1 J an 
u most ~1g1 an.ce of the democratic forces all over India is required 
to f1ust~ate th1s.ga':'e. It 1s a matter of high satisfaction that all 
Oppos1t1on parties 1n Parliament have expressed their oppo ·t· 
t th d b·1· · SI !On 
o ." esta .' 1sat1on operation of the Central Goveniinent. The 

conl!nued existence of the Minist.ry, and the role it is playing in 
unleashing the de1nocrat1c forces 1n the State, are inatters of vital 
importance for India's dernocratic forces in their fight against the 
forces of dictatorship. 

Calling for a broad front of resistance against these attacks, the 
CPI(M) appeals to all political parties to realise that the attack 
'.'ga1nst t:~ .West Bengal Ministry constitutes the beginning of the 
attacks a,,~1n.st the Parlramentary system itself. It was so in J 972 
when sern1-tascist terror was unleashed in the State and the 
Assembl.y elections were rigged, though ve1y few political parties 
realrsed It then. It is, therefore, not accidental that simultaneously 
with this attack, there should be a gro\ving conflict between the 
Supreme C~urt,. the. Judiciary and the Executive. Dictatorship 
seeks to ach.ieve rts aims rn a number of ways. The Polit Bureau is 
arnazed to find that in this critical hour, State units of parties like 
the Congress(U), Janata should join hands with the Congress(!) in 
West Bengal in Its game of toppling the Ministry. 

Every honest c1t1zen knows that the cry of breakdown of Jaw 
~nd order is." hypocritical cry. There is growing breakdown of law 
dnd order rn a number of Congress(l)-ruled States but the 
Congress(!) shows no concern about it. ' 
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What the Congress(!) means by breakdown of la\v and order is 
easily understood when one sees what the Left f'ront Ministry 
headed by the CPI(M) has been doing. . . 

Everyone knows that law and order 1s preserved best 1n West 
Bengal giving real protection to the common n1an against. the 
depredations of the exploiting classes and the11· hired ant1-soc1als. 
But this is precisely the grievance-that under the excuse of 
niaintaining law and order the comn1on man is not repressed to 
bolster capitalist profits and landlords' exploitation. The crime is 
that the West Bengal does not use the National Security Act to put 
down the democratic forces; the crime is that it did not effect 
arrests of the locomen under this new MISA; the crime is that the 
CPI(M) Chief Minister and the Left Front Ministry threw the 
weight of the administration on the side of the downtrodden in all 
economic disputes. They saw to it that the jute barons gave bonus 
to the jute workers, they helped textile and engineering workers to 
secure their demands without a strike, and ensured democratic 
rights for the State Government employees and . sancti.oned 
increased emoluments for the1n. They gave a sense of new hfc to 
the sharecroppers through operation barga; they wrote off 
Governn1ent loans given to small farmers, and exen1pted \vet and 
dry lands up to four and six acres respectively from payment of 
rent. The Government has already passed a new Agrarian Bill 
which is now awaiting the assent of the President. The anarchy 
that has prevailed in the sphere of education has been ended, and a 
healthy academic atmosphere established; education has been 
n1ade free up to the twelfth standard, and in consultation with 
educationists and other experts, the syllabus for the primary stage 
has been reorganised. They introduced unemployment relief to the 
une1nployed, executed with maximun1 efficiency the food-for
\Vork progra1nme; and provided for old age pensions for peasants. 
Thanks to this, the number of man-days lost during strikes has 
been drastically reduced in 1980. And this is the real charge-sheet 
against the Left Front Government. This is the long list of 'crimes' 
in the eves of the capitalists and landlords. And the Congress(!) is 
gi\1 i11g ~xp1·ession to their desperation a11d chargin. This is what 
they call breakdown of law and order. 
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The Congress(!) party, as the representative of bourgeois
landlord interests, is opposed to these measures of giving relief 10; 
the people and protecting their democratic rights. It will stand. 
completely unmasked if it were to oppose them openly. It, 
therefore, raises the cry of law and order in danger. Whe1" 

members of Congress(!) factions kill each other, it holds the" 
CPI(M) responsible for it; when wagon-breakers are arrested or 
injured in police firing, it again raises the cry of breakdown of law' 
and order. 

' These hypocritical cries and false alarms will continue for the"'-' 
is no limit to the unscrupulousness of the Congress(!) leaders, 
The people of West Bengal must remain vigilant against theso 
tlssaults. , 

.\ The P.B. congratulates our Party leaders, our ranks and: 
followers on the heroism with which they have been fighting oner 
assault after another of the Congress(!). Their role in the recen~ 
bandh, the discipline and consciousness shown by the1n, have wo11} 
fresh laurels for our Party. They are now in the forefront of 
struggle against authoritarianism and there is no doubt th 
they will continue to play their historic role. The CPI( 
congratulates the Left parties and their followers for the unicy:. 
steadfastness and courage shown by them in the fight. 1; 

The Polit Bureau calls on all democratic forces in the country·: 
our common people, to realise the gravity of the situation. Unless/ 
the attack of the authoritarian party on the West Bengal Ministry;·, 
the citadel of the democratic forces, is defeated, the attack will bf! 

-'" extended by the ruling party at the Centre to the entire'., 
parliamentary democratic system, all democratic rights. Aware of~, 
this danger, the anti-authoritarian forces in the country have to act · 
in concert to defeat the deep conspiracy in which the Congress(I) 
is engaged. 

. ' • 

Statement Of Kerala State Plenum 
OfCPl(M)* 

41 

The Salkia Plenum had laid down that the task of the Patty in 

b . . b t a ma1· or chanue in the correlat1on of Kerala was to ring a ou o 

olitical forces in the State. . . 
p TI S lkia Plenum had said, the anti-Marxist front formed in 

ie a bi" bi k to the advance of the 1969 still continues as a stum tng . oc . 
Left and detnocratic forces. While untttng and strengthening the 
a win mass movements to build a well-organised and revo
l~~ona~y party of the working class, this weakness should be 

specially borne in mind. · ·· d Th 
It . s true that this weakness has, in one sense, been rect1f1e . e 

anti-~arxist front collapsed, a Left Democratic Front_ took sh.ap: 
. S . the election and formed the Ministry. fh in the tate, 1t won . . . 
Plenum records its satisfaction and pride in this. . . 

B h PI um is aware that what the Salkia Plenum visualised 
ut t e en r . I rt . ·1t 

was not just a change in the relations between po it1ca p~ _ies 'f 
the top level. What we understand by a change in the corre ati.on o 

olitical forces is the building of an organised mass movement, 
p . h . fl e of the Left and democratic forces atnong extending t e in uenc d · d I 
the workers, peasants and other toili~g masses -an w1 e y 
propauating the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint. It was ~s an effe~t:~e 
mean; to realise this that the Party called for the orging o e 

unit of Left and democratic forces. . . . 
1-he Plenun1 self-critically examined whether we partic1p~te~ in 

the Lok Sabha and Assembly elections :~te~~:C~e~h~:;o ;:rt;.~ 
the Ministry afterwards, whether. . 
orcranisational activities to achieve this a11n. 

0 
llACY" New Delhi, April 26, 1981. l"he Ple11um 

"'Pltblish.ed i11 "PEOPLE'S DE~OV~. i·. Haii'. Tri\•undrtim 011 A~1ril 4, 198 l . 
1.1;:is held <lt A.V. Kunhun1bu N;;igar · · 
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We have had creditable achievements in th' ·k Wh. 
II h 

. . IS WO! . 1Je W 
reca t em with satisfaction the PI e .d , enum at the same ti 
cons1 ers that the shortcomings were not neg!' 'bi Th me 
P

ied ig1 e. e Plenum 
. ges to overco1ne these shortcomings as uickl a .. 

and further consolidate the gains Th PI q Y s possible 
M. · · · e enum calls on th 

1n1sters and State Comnmittee leaders to fulf.11 th . . d. . e 
r ·b·i· · · e1r 1n 1v1du I 
espons1 1 1t1es and function collectively in su h a 

this task. The Plenum appeals to the Port B. c a way as to help 
c · . 1 ureau and the Centr I 

omm1ttee to a1ve them leadership . d 'd a Wh h I " . an gu1 ance at every stage 
at e ped us to break the anti-Marxist front h d . 

the Left Democratic Front were the political chan::~ ~~at ~uild 
place at the all-India level Our all I d. I d ". · ook . · - n ta ea ership play d 
co1Tect role in bringing ·ibout the ·e h . A . . e a . d. . ' s c anges. 11d we tried to work 
accor ing to the situation prevailino in the State Th I . 
the Jullunder Congress of the Pa~y callin f. e ~eso ut1on of 
a · h . . ' g or united strugole 
ga1nst t e authoritarian forces represented by th C . " 

had said: e ong1 ess(I), 

"It will be erroneous to ascribe loyalty to d 
coinmit , t t · . emocracy and 

men o r~s1st dictatorship to a particular orou 
The struggle against dictatorship w'll . " . P or patty. 
change-overs from one cam t . ' see many vac11lat1ons and 
eh . h . . . p o another, groups and sections 

anging t e1r posllions quickly under the . 
economic crisis and the d I . pressure of the 
protect the. . . eve aping mass struggles and the need to 

·t· fir own n~terests against the rival combination Them ·n 
qt1es 1011 or them ts to secu. , . . a1 
and that decides their at;itud~e possession of the State machinery 

by"i~~~~ t~1:ia~~ ve~ic~e of this challenge is the Congress led 

E 
' an er cohorts who openly J·ustify the 

mergcncy and are not ·h d · 
E 

as ame to advocate the 'ga. , f h 
mergency. In the Janata p t . I . . ins o t e 

t. d . . . ar y a so authoritarian elements and 
ien s are 1nan1fest1ng themselves Th. . . . 

character of the p t d h . is is natural in view of the 
G ar y an t e urgent need to hold on to 

overnmental power". . 

I
. ~he Jpullundur c.ongress thus rejected the line of relying on the 

. anata arty to f1 "hi th th . . . o e au or1tar1an forces 1'he J II d 
resolution also "ave th f II . . · u un ur h . · " . e 0 owing warning a"ainst the RSS d 
ot er re,1ct1ona1·y forces which were a1·t of h an 
";\!ready the ]{SS h. h . P t e Janata Party: 

, w ic continues to be separately organised is 

' • 
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emerging as a strong force forecasting ominous developments. 
Obscurantism is being promoted in State policies and progressive 
books are being banned. The Party cannot ignore the RSS and its 
grip over the Janata Party. These forces are being resisted from 
inside the Janata Party by the democratic and Left elc1nents". 

When the faction fights inside the Janata leadership began to 
get intense in the following months, in opposition to the posing of 
the alternative as one between the Indira Congress and the Janata, 
the move began to independently mobilise, with a clear 
perspective, the democratic and progressive forces belonging to 
different political parties. In this the leadership of our Party played 
a constructive role. Simultaneously, there was also a change in the 
attitude of other Left parties, including the CPI, and certain 
sections in the Janata and the Congress. 

The Plenum examined the work of the Party leadership in the 
State to accelerate the process of this change. Though there were 
some weaknesses here and there, it was the con·ect line followed 
on the whole that brought into the Left Democratic Front the CPI, 
RSP, Kerala Congress and the Congress(U), parties which ·were 
\Vith the anti-Marxist front till the second half of 1979. 

But it will not be correct to conclude that with this the whole 
problem has been solved. For, this is a front consisting of parties 
which were for a decade in the anti-Marxist front and our Party. It 
should be remembered that the KPCC(U) which even to day 
considers that there was nothing seriously wrong with the 
Congress policies pursued between 1947 and 1978 is one of the 

constituents of the front. 
In fact, this is a political front on the basis of a definite 

programme, of some parties which participated, in a greater or 
lesser measure, in implementing the policies of the bourgeois
Jandlord classes. The Plenum considers that it would be mistake to 
ignore this while dealing with Kerala politics. 

The Plenum reminds all comrades and friends that the 
formation of this front and the efforts to ensure its continuance are 
extremely helpful to defend the interests of the workers, peasants 
and other masses. For, if this Government is subverted as the 
Indira Government at the all-India level and the position parties 

,I 

I 

I 

I 
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here want, would mean the restoration of the Karunakaran regime 
which was overthrown. 

At the same time, it should not be forgotten that there will be 
conflicts between the constituents of the front which have 
different policies. Serious note has to be taken of the differences 
that arose on a nu1nber of issues like the Land Gift Bill, dies non, 
etc. These had their impact on the functioning of the Ministry. 

There are ditferences still between our Party and parties like the • 
Congress(U) on many issues like the demands of the workers .·· 

' ' peasants and other 111asses, their struggles, the attitude of the•• 
Government to then1, etc. Our Party has differences on certain 
issues even with Left parties like the CPI and RSP, with whom our ; 
Party works jointly on national issues. 

If there are tendencies in our Pa11y and the other constituents to · 
either ignore these differences or exaggerate the1n, it should not be · 
surprising. Only through struggle can the front and the • 
Governn1ent be strengthened even while maintaining the separate. 
identity of each constituent party. That is what has been indicated· , 
by the criticisms in the Plenu1n of our Party's Ministers and all the. 
~Iinisters. The Plenum calls on the State Committee to accept the' 
essence of this criticism and improve the functioning of the front 
and the Ministry through bilateral discussions and constant[ 
collective discussions in the committee. · 

All constituent parties of the front have a responsibility in this; 
regard, especially the Congress(U) and our Party. For, the Indira.· 
Congress and its allies are trying to make these two parties fight' 
each other to disrupt not only the front in Kerala but also the anti·' 
authoritarian front that is taking shape at the all-India level.. 
Congress(U) leader Sharad Pawar has exposed how the Central 
Intelligence department is carrying on a campaign of lies to 
facilitate this. Congress(U) President Devraj Urs and other leaders{ 
of that party like Y. B. Chavan, K. P. Unnikrishnan, A. K. Antony;•· 
etc., have denied news-reports ai1ned at spreading this lie. We are· 
confident that all the constituent parties of the front will strive to 
foil this conspiracy of the Indira Congress and its Central 
Government. defend the Left De1nocratic Front and Government 
and extend the front to the all-India level. 
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The incidents following the attempt to kill M. V. Rajagopalan 
iv1aster with a bomb in Tellicherry a week ago are of equal concern 
to the CPI(M) as to other constituent parties of the front and the 
people. The Party will fully_cooperate with every effort to erid the 
tension and norma!Jse the s1tuat1on. At the sa1ne time, 1t has to be 
noted that the Prime Minister in her speech in Kozhikode a few 
hours after the bomb-throwing in Tellicherry not only did not 
condemn the RSS but utilised the occasion for attacking 

the CPl(M). 
Simultaneously, the Prime Minister has given the green signal 

to a liberation struggle type of subversive movement against the 
Left Front Government in West Bengal. And in Kerala she blessed 
the violent activities of her own follovvers and the RSS. 

Naturally, the question arises whether the Central Intelligence 
is only spreading lies as pointed out by Sarad Pa war, or whether it 
is directly giving active support to RSS Naxalite violence to help 
the cry of "breakdown of law and order". 

The Plenum appealed to the Constituent parties of the Left 
Den1ocratic Front to effectively rebuff the attempt of the 
Opposition parties to make out that the Home Minister in charge 
or the police or his party is responsible for the present situation in 
Kcrala. Central Ministers including the Minister of State for 
Ho1ne 1\ffairs are trying to pit Government officials including in 
the police department against the Left Democratic Front 
Government. The Plenum appeals to all constituent parties of the 
front to cooperate in organising public opinion against the violent 
activities of the RSS and its semi-military parades, etc. 

The CPI(M) does not think that the violent activities of the RSS 
and Naxalities can be met with police n1easures of self-defence. 
·rhc only way to meet them is to organise public opinion by 
1n(_)bllising the peace-loving forces in all political P'trties and 11ot 

belonging to any political party against the politics of daggers and 
bo1nbs. 

1·he Plenu1n appeals to all comrades, friends of the Party and 
Left and democratic forces to rally unitedly to 1nobilisc the people 
against the provocative activities of the RSS and ensure the 
Peaceful life of the people, to defeat the n1oves under the 



... 
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leadership of the Indira Congress to subvert the Left Demo~ratic . 
Government, to solve the differences among the const!luent 
parties, further strengthen the front and enable the Government to • 
function n1ore effectively and take n1ore measures in favour of · 
the people. 

For Holding By-Elections 
Immediately* 

Statement Issued by The Polit Bureau of CPl(M) 

42 

The l'olit Bureau of' the Con11nunist Party of India (Marxist) 
issuer! the follo>ving state1nent to the Press in New Delhi on 
April 17, 1981: 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
strongly protests against the further postponement of the 
by-elections in West Bengal to the State Assembly and the Lok 
Sabha. The Election Commission has done this in the name of 
working out a common programme for all the pending 
by-elections. 

The P.B. notes that never since 1952 was any by-election 
postponed under this plea. It is pertinent to point out that the 
Election Commission did not put forward any such plea when 
by-elections were held in Rajasthan, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh 
to enable the nominated Chief Ministers to enter the State 
Assemblies. And only recently four by-elections to the Andhra 
Pradesh Assembly were held. The only conclusion possible is 
that the Election Commission's present pose is deliberately 
intended to postpone as long as possible the by-elections in 
West Bengal. 

lt is well-known that the faction-ridden Congress(!), with its 
growing isolation from the people, is not prepared to face any 
election in that State. Last time also, it was under pressure of 
the Congress(!) that the Election Commission postponed the 
by-elections, even though the Commission itself had rejected the 
Congress(!) plea of irregularities in the electoral rolls. 

The Election Co1n1nission has aaain succu1nbed to the pressure 
Of h " t e ruling party at the Centre. 

--------''PuhJishc(l i11 "PEOPLE'S J)EMOCRACY", Ne\.\! Delhi, April 26, 1981. 
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The Polit Bureau demands that the Congress(!) stop using the 
Election Cornn1ission to further its pa11isan interests. It demands , 
that the Election Co1nrnission assert its independent status and ·. 
hold the by-elections in West Bengal in1rnediately. 

The Polit Bureau appeals to all dernocratic forces and political, ' 
parties to protest against this blatant violation of all democratic'. 
nonns and abuse of power by the Election Commission at the ,· 
behest of the Congress(!). 

On Bihar Riots* 

Statement Issued by The Polit Bureau of CPI(M) 

J'he Poli! lJureau of the Co1nn1unist !'arty of' India (Marxist) 
i.1·s11<«i 1he jo/lowing staten1e11t to the Press in New Delhi on 
i\1av 5, 1981: 

The Polit Bureau of the CPI(M) expresses grave concern at the 
tragic developments in Biharsharif and the neighbouring villages 
in Bihar. 

As in several previous cases of atrocities against the weaker 
sections. in these communal riots, loo, the local administration 
and the Congress(l)-led State Government in Bihar have 
co1npletely failed in their elen1cntary duty to protect the 
n1inoritics. 'fhe Prime Minister n1shing to the area after four days 
of' rioting cannot whitewash the criminal responsibility of the 
State administration and the ruling party in this respect. The Polit 
Bureau notes that the Biharsharif riots arc a continuation of the 
Aligarh, Jarnshedpur and Moradabad riots-all of them occurring 
in Congress(l)-ruled States. This underlines the total unreality of 
the ruling party's talk of national integration. 

The Polit Bureau draws the attention of all the democratic and 
secular forces in the country to the atmosphere of communal 
ten,ion created by those who are comn1itted to such disn1ptive 
•deo]ogics as Hindu Rashtra, Islamic fundamentalism, Khalisthan, 
etc. 1ne forces representing these ideologies had been and 
coi1tinue to be bt1sy setti11g one commt1nity agai11st another a11d 
thus pave the way for the riots. The ruling Congress(!) and its 
Central Government are using their control over State-owned 
~-' ----.. __ 

PuhJi~her\ i11 "PEC)PLE'S DEJ\.10CRACY", New Delhi, Mny 10. 1981. 
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media like All-India Radio and Doordarshan not to fight but to 
encourage these ideologies. While calling upon the Gove1111nent 
to stop this disastrous course, the P.B. appeals to all secular 
forces to unite against the fissiparous forces and completely 
isolate those who instigate the riots. 

--------

Message To Kampuchean Party 
Congress* 

Sent By The Central Committee Of CPl(M) 
On May 18, 1981 

44 

]"he follol>·inf( is the text of' the 111essage of greetings fro111 the 
Central Co1n111ittee of the Co1n111unist Party of India (Marxist) to 
the Fourth Congress of' the People's Revolutionary !'arty of· 
Ka1npuchea: 

·rhe Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) extends its warmest greetings to the Fourth Congress of 
the Kampuchean People's Revolutionary Party opening in Pnom 
Penh on May 26, 1981. 

Con1munists and democrats in India watched with admiration, 
and extended all their solidarity and suppo11 to the glorious 
struggle of the Kampuchean people, along with the people of 
Yietna111 and Laos, first against French colonialism and then 
against U.S. imperialism. The U.S. aggressors brought untold 
destruction to Kampuchea and its people with their carpet 
bombings and inhuman tortures and massacres. 

When after the historic victory, the Communist Party, the 
working class and the Kampuchean people should have devoted 
themselves to held the wounds of the genocidal war and to 
Socialist construction, the revolution was derailed into anti
pcople terroristic regime by the Pol Pot-Ieng Sary clique. More 
sufferings and hardships, more loss of lives, complete collapse of 
the economy, polity and society became the lot of the 
Kampuchean people. 

In the last two years, after overthrowing the despotic terroristic 
regime, with fraternal help from the Socialist Republic of 
Yietnan1, the Kampuchean people, led by the People's 

*Pl1blisl1ed in "PEOPLE'S DEMC)CRACY", New Oelhi. M<ly 31, 1981. 
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Revolutionary Party, are exerting all their efforts to restore the 
economy and rebuild their society so that Kampuchea can 
advance on the path of Socialism. Two members of the Polit 
Bureau of our Party, during their visit to the Inda-Chinese 
countries at the beginning of this year, saw for themselves the 
ravages of the war as well as of the Pol Pot-Ieng Sary regi1ne and 
the arduous work which the Kampuchean people have undertaken 
for reconstruction. They were also happy to see the successes that 
have already been achieved. 

At a time when the Kampuchean people need peace the most 
for speeding up their reconstruction work, the U.S. imperialists 
are ag,1i11 intervening i11 Kampucheai usi11g the reactionary Thai 
regime and some other South-East Asian Governments, as well as 
the Kampuchean reactionaries thrown out by the people. The 
Communist Party of India (Marxist) is sad to note that the 
People's l~epublic of China also, instead of extending help to the 
Kampuchean people in their struggle against imperialism, is 
creating n1ore problems and difficulties for Kampuchea. 

The Communist Party of India (Marxist) extends its fullest 
support to the People's Revolutionary Party and the people of 
Kampuchea in their struggle against U.S.imperialism and the Pol 
Pot remnants. It extends its fullest support to the demand that the 
Heng Samrin Government of Kampuchea be accorded its rightful 
place in the United Nations and the non-aligned movement. It 
extends its support to the correct position that the Association of 
Sauth-East Nations should hold direct talks with the Government 
of Kampuchea, as well as the Governments of Vietnam and Laos, 
to normalise the situation in the region without any imperialist 
interference. 

The Central Co1nrnittee of the Co1nmunist Party of India 
(Marxist) once again extends its revolutionary greetings to the 
Fourth Congress of the People's Revolutionary Party and wish it 
all success with the confidence that its deliberations and decisions 
will lead to rapid advances in Kampuchea. 

CPl(M) Polit Bureau Document 
On Major Developments Since 
The Central Committee Meeting 
Of February 4-8, 1981 * 
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cfhe induction of Ronald Reagan into the office of the President of 
the United States meant a further intensification of the drive against 
detente initiated by imperialism earlier. This has endangered world 
peace, threatening the external and internal security of every country 
in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. The people of every European 
country face the threat of a military confrontation involving the 
use of deadly weapons including the neutron bomb. Millions 
inhabiting the West Asian-Indian Ocean region are facing the 
terrible prospect of direct American intervention supplementing 
zionist aggression against the Arab peoples. The Indian sub
continent faces the prospect of destabilisation in the region arising 
out of the collaboration among the Pakistani militarists, the feudal 
ruling circles of some of the neighbouring countries and, above all 
American armed intervention. The peoples in Africa have in their 
niidst the White racist regime in South Africa which is bent on 
defying the U.N. resolutions on Namibia and perpetuating its brutal 
regi1ne there. South and South-East Asian peoples, too, face the 
prospect of the renewed activity of American imperialism and the 
reactionary ruling circles of the countries in the region who are 
posing a direct threat to the courageous people of the lndo-Chinese 
countries. El Salvador and other countries in South and Central 
An1erica are threatened by the aggressive American imperialism. 

This newly reinforced aggressive course of imperialism has its 
roots in the crisis of the econon1y and politics of world capitalis1n. 
The year 1980 belied all the expectations and forecasts of bourgeois 
analysts, and heralded the onset of a new recession. Britain, Canada, 
Spain, Australia, France, Italy and, above all, the llnited States, 

------
"Pl1bli~t1eJ as a booklet in May, 1981. 
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witnessed a drop in the volume of industrial production. The Gross 
National Product of the industrialised capitalist countries increased 
in 1980 only by 1.5 per cent in real te1ms. And the volume of 
industrial production went up by as little as one half of one per 
cent. Even leading circles in the USA and other capitalist countries 
say they are having the most severe crisis since the 30s. 
Unemploy1nent in the developed capitalist countries, not to speak 
of chronic unemployment and under-employment in the Third 
World, is mounting. Added to the alarming rate of "rowth in 
inflation, this poses a serious threat to the capitalist eco~omy. 

The crisis of the world capitalist economy is leading to political 
instability and the adv~nce of extremist forces among the ruling 
circles of several countries. The electoral victory of Ronald Reagan 
in the United States, preceded by that of Mrs. Thatcher in the United 
Kingdom earlier, is the culmination of the process of the .most 
reactionary circles in the ruling classes getting hold of State power 
1n the two countries. President Reagan's much-publicised campaign 
against what he calls "international terrorism", coupled with the 
racist policy of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, indicates 
the growing threat posed by imperialism to the national 
independence of countries in all continents At the same time the . . ' 
working class in the capitalist countries faces the threat of fall in 
real wages, unemployment, etc. They have to engage themselves 
in various class battles even for maintaining the existing levels of 
living. 

American imperialism, with the cooperation of the British ruling 
circles, is trying to find a way out of this economic and political 
crisis through its old and discredited policy of cold war and anti
Com1nunism. It reso1ts to all forms of provocation to reverse the 
process of d~tente, pressurises the ruling circles in several countries 
to start a drive to arms, provokes armed conflicts. It uses even the 
out.er space for military purposes_ This, however, is opposed and 
resisted by the ruling circles of such capitalist countries as the FRO, 
France, etc., which find this policy detri1nental to their economies. 
At the same time, the common people everywhere resist the drive 
towards war and come out in defence of peace. Popular moveinents 
against the aggressive policies of imperialism, for preserving peace, 
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for reducing defence expenditure and using the amounts saved for 
developmental activities, are growing and are bound to gather still 
further strength. Our Party should be behind none in helping this 

1novement to grow further. 
The Soviet Union and other socialist countries are playing an 

important role in helping the movement for preserving and further 
caiTying forward the process of detente, for resisting the aggressive 
policies of imperialism. The proposals made by the Central 
Committee of the CPSU at the 26th Congress of the Party ·for a 
dialogue leading to the peaceful settlement of all disputes brought 
into sharp focus the contrast between the policies of i1nperialism 
and Socialism. It is unfortunate that the Chinese People's Republic 
and its ruling Communist Party have not fallen in line with the rest 
of the Socialist world in resisting the imperialist offensive. They, 
in fact, are continuing to pursue the policy of justifying the 
aggressive actions of the imperialist Powers, denouncing the 
Socialist Soviet Union as the most aggressive Power in the world. 
This foreign policy, still pursued by the Chinese Government and 
the Party, would be detrimental to the very process of correcting 
the mistakes of the "Cultural Revolution" initiated by them since 
1976-77. It should be the endeavour of the rest of the world 
Communist movement to help the Chinese comrades correct 
themselves in this regard so that China once again occupies its 
honourable place in the international Communist moven1ent, 
Socialist world and among the anti-i1nperialist freedom-loving 

countries. 
The above development in the international arena are of direct 

relevance to India and its people. For, since imperialism suffered 
its fiasco in South-East Asia at the hands of the courageous peoples 
of the Inda-Chinese countries, it has been trying to develo·p the 
West Asian-Indian Ocean region as another base of operations. 
Following the second fiasco it suffered when the autocratic regi1ne 
of the former Shah of Iran was overthrown by the people of that 
country, imperialisin has been hatching other plots. Arrogantly 
rejecting the proposals made by the peoples and Govem1nents of 
the region and supported by the Socialist countnes for turning the 
I11dia11 Occar1 into a zone of· peace, i1nper1al1sm 1s turning the 
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India Ocean into a base of military operations. The zionists of 
Israel are being used against the national liberation movement of 
the Arab peoples, while the reactionary ruling circles of E.gypt, 
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, etc., are also being enticed into the imperialist 
net. Coining closer to India's own borders, the military regime of 
Pakistan is being helped to arm itself against the Pakistani people 
the1nselves and against the neighbouring countries. The so-called 
"proble1n of Afghanistan" is used for this and a hysterical anti
Soviet campaign unleashed, even though the Governments of both 
the Soviet Union and Afghanistan have been repeatedly making 
constructive proposals to arrive at the n1uch-desired political 
settlement of the problem. These moves of imperialism on the 
western borders of India, together with the similar moves (though 
in smaller proportions) on other borders being India into the orbit 
of direct imperialist aggression. 

The threat this poses to the security of India is further accentuated 
by the socio-economic and political policies pun1sed by the ruling 
classes during the thirty-four years of Independence and the 1nass 
discontent generated by them. The thirty years of planning for 
developing the Indian econo1ny along the capitalist path, in alliance 
with the landlords, has further strengthened the positions of Indian 
monopolies who are collaborating with the imperialist monopolies 
while impoverishing and weakening the workers, peasants and other 
patriotic sections of our people. Furthermore, Government policies 
on such social-politic!il questions as official language and medium 
of instruction, protection of minorities, a secular socio-cultural 
policy, protection and strengthening of State autonomy, etc., have 
been such that, instead of uniting the various socio-cultural and 
ethnic groups that inhabit this vast country, they are made to fight 
against one another. The discontent arising out of the anti-people 
economic policies, and the disn1ption caused by the anti-de1nocratic 
policies in the socio-cultural and political spheres provide fertile 
ground on which imperialism can operate and is operating. The 
former and present ruling parties at the Centre-the undivided 
Congress party for thirty years, the Janata for three years and the 
present Congress(l)-should all share the responsibility for this 
state of aJ1'airs. 
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phenomenon of"sick industries" i b . . 
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This heavy dependence of the Government and private capitalists 
on foreign "aid" and collaboration cannot but lead to vacillations, 
compromises, etc., on questions of foreign policy. Even though 
soinc sections in the ruling circles see the danger and want to resist 
iinperialist pressures, they are unallle to take a firm stand on 
questions in which imperialism on the one hand and Socialism and 
the national liberation movement on the other, are in confrontation. 
There are, at the same time, sections within the ruling circles who 
do not conceal their eagerness for orientation towards the imperialist 
Powers, hostility to the Socialist world and the militant forces of 
national liberation. The latter denounce the former for their alleged 
"tilt" towards the Socialist camp. The former, on their part, call for 
cooperation and support for their entire policy which includes 
dependence on foreign "aid" and collaboration with multinationals. 
The contrast between these two is visible above al\ in the postures 
adopted by the ruling Congress( I) and some opposition parties. 

According to a section of the leaders of opposition parties, 
particularly the BJP leaders, there is no direct threat to India's 
security arising out of the American policy of anning Pakistan. 
Among the non-BJP opposition leaders, J anata's Morarji Desai has 
gone on record that Pakistan has every right to get arms from the 
United States while the latter has the right to arm Pakistan. Sections 
of the opposition represented by these leaders joined the imperialist 
chorus that the threat to India came from the Soviet Union. This 
political line of a section of the bourgeois opposition is a great 
impediment in the way of mobilising the people in defence of the 
country's security. This section of the leadership conceals from the 
people the fact that the unsettled conditions in the North-Eastern 
region in general, and the prolonged agitation on the "foreign 
nationals" issue in Assam, provide fertile soil to the various agencies 
of imperialism to carry on its intrigues for destabilisation. They, in 
fact, give all sorts of direct and indirect help to the Assam 
agitationists and to such disruptive forces as the TUJS extremists 
in Tripura. Some of them also take direct part in the anti-reservation 
agitation in Gujarat. The RSS which bases itself on the "Hindu 
Rashtra" slogan, and which exerts its influence on the BJP, gives 
support to all fissiparous forces. De1nands for division of U.P., 
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Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, etc., are raised Ever o ', 
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There is thus an inter-connection between the external situation 
created by imperialism and the internal forces that have been 
ecnerated by the nearly thirtyfive years of bourgeois-landlord rule. 
1·he former undermines all efforts at solving the internal problems, 
while the latter weakens the efforts at unifying the people for the 
defence of the country. The radical, democratic and patriotic forces 
should, therefore, dedicate themselves to the task of discharging 
all the tasks arising out of the new dangers to external security and 
the continuing dangers to internal unity and national integration. 

In discharging these tasks, it is heartening to sec that the I,eft 
parties and other democratic forces are increasingly coming closer 
together. Despite the still continuing basic differences among thein, 
the CPI(M) and the CPI and other Left parties have started acting 
together and cooperating with other democratic forces. The year 
1980 and the first months of 1981, i.e., the period that followed the 
January and May elections to the Lok Sabha and nine State 
Assemblies, saw the new phenomenon of the growing unity of 
action among several opposition parties on a limited number of 
issues. Such broad unity developed on a Statcwide scale to begin 
\Vilh, and was given an all-India form in the National Convention 
ot· six parties against high prices, agt1inst co1nmunal riots and for 
civil liberties. This, in its tum, was follo\ved by still stronger united 
actions at the State level and the emergence of a widespread peasant 
upsurge in State after State. These Statewide kisan actions were 
sought to be consolidated in the Delhi rally held on March 26 which 
turned out to be the biggest political development of this period. 

The magnificent turn-out in the rally, the participation of the 
rural masses from Bihar to Punjab, as well as of the industrial 
workers and 1niddle class cn1ployees in and around Delhi, indicate 
the depth of the 1nass discontent against the class policies of the 
Congress(!) Govemn1ent. It shows the urge for unity among the 
I,eft and other opposition parties who are trying to find ways and 
1neans of mobilising the people and fighting the authoritarian trends 
rnanifesting themselves in the ruling party. 

The carrying out of the decision to hold the rally on March 26 
faced several difficulties. There was, on the one hand, the 
orchestrated propaganda indulged in by the monopoly Press and 
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leaders of the ruling Congress(!) to the effect that the demands 
formulated by the organisers of the rally were against the interests 
~f the rural and urban poor. The ruling Congress(!), at the sa · 
time, organi.sed its own "kisan rally" and tried to mobilise the ru: · 
poor under its own banner, with a view to creating the impression 
tha.t the interests of the rural poor were safe in the hands of the 
n1hng party. Among those wh~ inHially agreed to have the rally, 
too, the~e were hes1tat1ons, vac11lat1ons and in some cases outright 
oppos1t1on. Overcoming the obstacles put by those who were 
showing these hes1tat1ons and vacillations was a tough J·ob for 
p h. h · our 

arty w 1c , as Is known, had the clearest idea of the direction of 
the movement and had to fight every inch. 

This tough battle against those who raised doubts, objections 
and obstacles, however, yielded results in the end; the participants 
in the rally included peasant organisations and several political 
parties which are known for their struggle against authoritarianism. 
Even in the case of the Lok Dai, whose main leadership (Charan 
Singh, MadhuLimaye and George Fernandes) had openly opposed 
the rally in the last days, a section of the leadership helped the 
successful carrying out of the programme. 

Special reference should be made to Lhe differences in approach 
betwe.en the CPI and our Party. The former tried to reduce the 
comb1nat.1on to one of the Left forces, underplaying the role of 
such parties as the Congress(U), the Lok Dai and the Akalis. We, 
on the other hand, tried to make it a broad mobilisation of the Left 
and other opposition forces. At every stage of the preparation for 
the rally up to the last ten days, the CPI was giving expression to 
lls apprehension that this might tum out to be a "Rightist" h · 
tl d b . s ow, 

iey ma e pu he pronouncements which indicated that they might 
have to withdraw from the rally if some Rightist forces were also 
part1c1pat1ng. This apprehension was belied by the Charter of 
Demands as well as by the wide participation of the rural and urban 
masses. 

It is now obvious that if we had kept out of the growing peasant 
upsurge (as was advocated by sections within our own Party) on 
the ground that the initiative and leadership for it came from the 
landlord elements, the landlords would, in fact, have been able to 
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c'1rrv the entire peasantry. That would have also set the rural poor , 
against the urban since, according to the organisers of the landlord 
i~bby, the urban sector is the ene1ny of the rural people. Our 
intervention and the cooperation of other Left and opposition parties 
culminated in the evolution of a programrne of championing the 
cause of the industrial and agricultural workers, the mass of the 
peasantry as well as the broad 1nass of consumers. 

Parallel with this development of the kisan movement was the 
increasing unity of the trade union niovement in struggle. The loco 
running staff, the public sector employees, the LIC employees and 
the \vorkers of several industries had to go on prolonged strike
strugg!es in many of which the trade union organisations affiliated 
to various all-India centres actively and unitedly participated. 
Seeing t~e great danger that such united action posed to them the 
employers prevailed upon the Government to pursue a policy of 
severe repression. Undaunted by this, however, the workers and 
en1ployees are working for still broader unity and fighting still 
1nore 1nilitantly. This trend towards united working class action 
has made the major trade union organisations in the country, except 
the !NTUC owing allegiance to the ruling Congress(!), decide to 

hold a national convention in June. 
These two streams of the developing mass 1novement

increasing unity of the trade union niovement, the emerging n1ilitant 
1 novement of the rural masses-provide the guarantee that effective 
forces will be unleashed to foil the i111perialisl plots against our 
security and sovereignty, defeat the internal forces of disruption 
and destabilisation, preserve democracy against authoritarian 
onslaughts. Had it not been for the growing unity of the urban and 
1ural poor as seen in these militant movements, the political scene 
in the country would indeed have been bleak. F·or the electoral 
defeat suffered in January and May last year had made all the 
bourgeois opposition parties completely frustrated. None of them 
\Vas finding it possible to put up an effective resistance to the 
authoritarian forces. All of them have been talking of providing a 
viable alternative to the ruling Congress(!), each claiming th>1t it is 
the alternative. However, far from uniting other opposition forces 
and providing a united opposition to the ruling party, these parties 
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are finding it difficult even to niaintain their own internal unity. 
Soherly-thinking sections a1nong the leaders of these parties fee) 
that the only way in •vhich they can play a positive role in the 
st1uggle against authoritarianism is to unite with the Left and with 
other anti-authoritarian forces. 

This, however, is not shared by the entire leadership of any of 
these parties. Many of them are swayed by various considerations 
and vacillate on the question of cooperation with the Left. Some 
go to the extent of cooperating \Vith the Congress(!) and fighting 
the Left. These differences on questions of policy plus the persona) 
and group equations of individual leaders weaken the internal unity 
of several opposition parties. This to a limited extent can be and is 
being overcome by forging the unity of the trade union move1nent 
and developing united peasant actions. l'his, in fact, is the political 
significance of the above-1nentioned trend towards unity of the 
trade union movement and the kisan rally of March 26. 

As opposed to this unity of action which has been slowly 
developing is the emergence of several fissiparous forces, such as 
the agitation in Assam and the adjoining States and 'ferritories of 
the North-East. This is an area where irnperialism and its agencies 
have for a long time been busy inciting conflicts among the various 
ethnic, linguistic and religious gi;pups. Separatist sentiments are 
being consistently fostered among the various tribal groups while 
the linguistic and communal divisions among the plains people 
are also used <o destablise the entire region. The notorious "Project 
Brahmaputra' worked out by the irnperialist agencies shows the 
active interest shown in this region by those who work towards 
destabilisation. Situations of insurgency arose and have been 
continuing in Nagaland and Mizorarn for several years. This is 
no\V extending itself to Manipur. Meghalaya, too, is restive.Assam 
has becon1e a State where the writ or the Central Government has 
virtually ceased to run. In the only State in the region, Tripura, 
where, thanks to the correct policies pursued by the Left Front led 
by the CPI(M), unity of the two major ethnic groups-the Tribals 
and the Bcngalees-have for long been 1naintained, it has now 
been shaken by the activities of the two major forces of disruption-
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tile TUJS an1ong the tribals and the Amra Bangalee among the 
Bcngalees. Situated as the entire region is on India's borders with 
its neighbours in the East, this creates an extremely explosive 
situation which can be and is being utilised by imperialism for its 

1,lans of destabilising the Indian Union. , . . 
Sin1ilarly, on the Western borders of the country, two s1n1ster 

forces have recently raised their heads. The Jamaet-e-Islami has 
bcco1nc very active and so has a section of the Akalis who have 
resurrected the slogan of Sikh nationhood and Khalistan. The 
Jan1aet-e-Islan1i with its slogan of an "Iran-type" revolution has 
bccon1e instrumental in facilitating the entry of foreign agents and 
!'nreign money on large scale. This movement and the Khalistan 
rnovement together raise the threat of destabilisation in the West 
as seriously as in the North-East. No patriot can afford to 
underestimate the seriousness which this poses. 

Jn fighting the menace of Islamic fundamentalism and Sikh 
rcvivalis1n on the West, together with the activities of foreign-aided 
('hristian missionaries in the North-East, the concept of "Hindu 
J<.ashtra" is increasingly becoming a big obstacle. It should be noted 
that the BJP which aspires to be the one and only alternative to the 
ruling Congress(!) is, in fact, committed to this dangerous slogan 
through the association of the bulk of its leaders and merpbers 
with the RSS. The BJP leaders claim that their party has nothing to 
do with the RSS since the latter is a "cultural organisation". The 
leaders of this cultural organisation, however, do not conceal their 
con1mitment to the ideology of Hindu Rashtra which, according to 
its undisputed leader, means that patriotism mean.s not only the 
will to sacrifice everything one has in defence of the territory of 
India, but also commitment to "ancient Indian" (Hindu) culture. 
1·his would automatically eliminate not only the Muslim, Christian 
and other non-Hindu communities but also the mass of Hindus 
vvho, according to the ancient Hindu culture, belong to the "lower 
castes". Nobody who makes the slightest concession to this Hindu 
Rashtra concept will be in a position to fight the divisive slogans 
raised by the Jamaet-e-lsla1ni, the proponents of the Sikh State, 
t·oreign-aided Ch1·istian missions, etc. Commitment to sccularis111 
in the real sense of the term, i.e., complete separation of State and 

i ' 
' 
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religion, is in other words, the essential pre-requisite for a successful · 
struggle against all these divisive trends and movements. 

Still another development of a divisive character is the anti
rescrvation movement which assumed serious proportions in Bihar 
some time ago, and recently in Gujarat. While the ruling and several 
opposition parties give formal expression to their adherence to the 
principle of reservation, 1nany of them give encouragement to those 
who raise their voice against it. It is well-known, for instance, that 
one section of the ruling Congress(]) in Gujarat used the anti
reservation movement for its own factional purpose. Some of the 
opposition parties like the BJP cover up their support to the anti
reservationists by paying lip-service to the "principle" of reservation ' 
while proposing such "n1odifications" as would make the weaker 
sections lose whatever gains they have 1nade. Thanks to reservation. 
Although at the moment confined to Gujarat, this has the dangerous 
potentiality of spreading to other areas. The Left and democratic 
forces, therefore, should adopt the principled position of explaining 
to the people that the mere continuation of reservation would not 
solve the problems of the masses belonging to the weaker sections, 
while no modification or even the abandonment of reservation 
would help the solution of problems faced by the masses belonging 
to the forward communities. What is required is the continuation 
of reservation as a transitional measure, while effective measures 
are adopted, through a radical restructuring of society, to provide 
educational-cultural adva~e and employment opportunities to the 
weaker sections as well as to the forward communities. Such a 
programme of complete restructuring of the society which is needed 
for both the "weaker" and "forward" communities cannot be carried 
out unless the working people-the industrial and agricultural 
workers, peasants, middle-class employees, etc.-are united in their 
common organisations cutting across caste, commun<:1I and other 
differences. The agitations and movements launched around 
questions like reservation are disruptive of this democratic unity 
which alone can save the common people belonging to the "weaker" 
and ''forward'' communities. 

The very complexity of these problen1s, and the growing unity 
of the working class and the peasantry, of the Leti and democratic 
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nlitical forces, make the continued existence of the three Left
~riented Governments of West Bengal'. Tripura and Kerala a danger 

the authoritarian moves of the ruling Congress(l). Hence the 
t·~ncerted offensive launched by that party and its Government, 
c. rticularly the Prime Minister, to destabilise these Governments. 
~~reak-down of Jaw and order", "partisan use of the adininistrative 
and educational institutions in the interests of the CPI(M)", 
"repression against opposition parties"-all these accusations are 
hurled against these Governments in order to prepare the ground 
for direct intervention. Facts are distorted and lies spread to 
denigrate these Governments and to prepare the soil for top.pling 

tl1cm. 
In West Bengal, these moves reached the proportions of a violent 

agitation which ended in the March 30 violation of law and Apr11.3 
Bandh. On the former occasion, the demonstrators broke their 
pledged word that there would not be any violation of t.he law, 
suddenly resorting to the very course which they had pron11sed not 
to adopt. On the bandh day, finding very little support from the 
people, they resorted to arson and murder, destroying public 
property and killing women in a gruesome n1anncr. ()ur I'arty 
leadership, the Left Front and the Government exposed this whole 
game and refused to be provoked. This for the time being defeated 
;heir game. It would, however, be a great illusion to imagine that 
the dan <>er of Central action is over. On the contrary, the deeper the 
crisis of the ruling Congress(!), the more complex the problen1s 
that the Union Government has to deal with, the deeper the Left 
Front Government's roots among the people, the 1nore the 
Conuress(I) sees in this Government a danger to its very existence. 
'fhe;e is, therefore, need for the Party and its allies in West Bengal 
tu be vigilant against the machinations of the ruling Congress(I), 
to broaden the Front still further, to win over the support of the 
democratic mO\'eme11ts in the enti1·e country. 

Jn Kerala, too, efforts arc being made to create a situation in 
which the Centre can intervene. To this end, they are openly 
colluding with the RSS and giving all manner of he.Ip to the 
N axalites. Clever use was made of the differences that exist among 
the various constituents of the Left and Democratic Front, 
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particularly between the two parties which have the largest number 
of representatives in the Assembly-the CPl(M) and the 
Congress(U). Sections within the leadership and ranks of the 
Congress(U) were unable to see the extent of the conspiracy hatched 
by the ruling Congress(!) and the ga1ne being played by the RSS 
and the Naxalites. It is, therefore, of the utmost importance that all 
the constituents of the Coalition, including our Party and the 
Congress(U), do their utmost to preserve and strengthen the unity 
of the front which is a necessity not only for Kerala but for the 
development of the Left and democratic forces throughout the 
country. 

In Tripura, as in certain other States/Territories of the North
Eastern region, the central leadership of the ruling Congress(!) is 
making all efforts to win over the extremist elements among the 
tribals while giving encouragement and help to theAmra Bangalee. 
The unity of the two ethnic groups behind the CPI(M), the Left 
Front and its Government is the biggest impediment to their plan 
of destabilisation in the State. Here again, therefore, the struggle 
to defeat the plans of toppling the Government should be integrated 
with the all-India political struggle for mobilising and uniting all 
the Left and democratic forces throughout the country. 

Our Party, everyone of its members, every unit from top to 
bottom, should immediately go into action by activising all the 
class and mass organisations, developing unity of action, carrying 
on an unceasing ideological struggle against divisive forces, forging 
the broadest possible unity of political action in defence of the 
Left Front and Left-Democratic Front Governments and further 
strengthening'l'he struggle against authoritarianism. 

Ilomage To Comrade 
Soong Ching Ling* 

. . f the Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of 
W 1th deep gr1e , . . . homage to Comrade 
I d. (Marxist) pays its revolutionary 
n 1a c • • J't of the Great , ~ Chin Ling, an outstanding persona J y . 

Soon,, gl . . d f the People's Republic of China. Chinese Reva ut1on an o . . , 
d d _ Comrade Soong Ching Ling 

Immediately afte~ her st~ e;:hea~~~ocratic revolution in China 
threw herself into t e wor o . I d Dr Sun Yat Sen. 

. h Ch. , . great democratic ea er, . 
along wit ina. s k b t d the democratic revolution, 
Wh ch·ang Kia-she e raye . 

en I . . ·ct d bv revolutionarv ideals to 
C . l Soong Chin~ Ling, gu1 e , . · . 

omrac e . d l 1 all her life had no hesitation, not
which she remaine oya . . II : ' to the alliance of the 
\vithstanding close family ties, in ra y11 gd the Communist Party 

. f es of the Kuomintang an 
revolutionary ore . 11._ for the success of the 
of China and strengthening that a iance d h . uoe of the 

' . Sh d t ctly serve t e Cd ' Chinese Revolution. e evo e . . . . . . . and 
. I· d China's revolullon in various capacities. 

Chinese peop c an . great patriot, democrat, 
was respected the world over as a 
internationalist and Communist. C . L. 

· c d Soong h1ng ing After the liberation of China, omra e h f e of her 
. St t leader and wa,, at t e im 

became a prom1Cnehnt a e of the People's Republic of China. 
death Honorary airman 

' · 't revoll1tionary homage to 
The Polit Bureau. once again, pays is I d the People's 

l f the Chinese peop e an 
the departed leac er o d .t .c deepfelt condolences to the 
Republic of China and_ exten s I s 
Communist Party of China. 

------· _ -· ., . OCRACY'' Nev• Dell1i, Jt111c 7, 1981. 
*Pulllished iti "\lE()Pl,E S OEM , 
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The Polit Bureau of· the Com1nunist Party of· India (Marxist) 
issuec/ the .following state1nent to the Press in lve;v Delhi on 
June 12, 1981: 

De1nocratic forces in India. the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) especially, have always stood for amity and friendship 
between Pakistan and maintaining their integrity. Any step 
towards improving the relations between the two countries is 
\Velcon1c. The Indian Foreign Minister's recent visit to Pakistan 
was undertaken in an extremely difficult situation. The joint 
state1nent issued at the end of the visit and the bilateral talks, has 
said that "the process of confidence-building called for patient 
and continuous effort", that "the strengthening of friendship 
between India and Pakistan served the interests of both people 
and was indeed a good political imperative", and both sides have 
reaffirmed their C<1nunitment to the Sin1la Agreement. All this 
will be welcomed by all those who want to see the improve-
1nent of relations bet\\een the two countries. Such good and 
fricndlv relations between India and Pakistan \vill be the best -
guarantee against all evil designs of imperialisrn against both the 
countrie"~· 

But the P.B. \vanis to remind the people that one of the niain 
issues bedevilling the relations between the two countries is the 
Pakistani military dictatorship's decision to stockpile arn1s \Vith 
the help of lJ.S. imperialism. The Indian Foreign Minister's visit 
and talks have not led to any change in this decision of Pakistan's 
ruling clique. Pakistan has reasserted its decision to acquire U.S. 
anus and it has been clothed in the very vague statement of the 

*Pt1blifshed i11 "PEOPLE'S DEMOCl{ACy··, Nev.· Delhi, J1111c 21, l 981. 
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u t1· to bu arms for its de-fence. Freed_.._-:n·t ~~s to 
rirrht of every co n y Y. ·, r-t but Pakistani rrnhtary 
~ d f d d against the 1mpei1,1 I' s, . , . . . l , -

te e en e . ,· h ll <: impcriau.;m. It i, t us 
dictatorship is collaborating v.it ·' · .·h l' s in'perialisn1 

. , k'. ' - ruling t:la~;sts \\·\l '· · • ~ 
collaborat1on o~ Pa ista~ ~, b ~n resp0nsible for the continuing 
since the early t1ft1es, .that as -~~-continent. Even though the 
abnormal situation . in the .... an ardent advocate of Islamic 
p,

1
kistani m1htary dict·~~r~~~fh 1~e Indian Foreign :Nlinister v.ere 

un•ty, right when the ta .'I' ·t. inspired Israel to bomb out Iraq's 
going on, the U.S. nnperi.1 ~ ~ has no lesson for the Pakistani 
nuclear installations. But t a 

dictatorship. , h P· kistani military clique is 
()n the Afghan quesft1olnl, ', e P~ki~tan to become a base of 

I · tl .. U S gam•"" 0 a O\\'lJlg ( · TI 
p ay1ng le : . - d 1· regime of Af1>hanista11. le . ·1' I a1nst the emocra tc ._., . 1 
t1ct1v1 1es :. g · . , . d. (,. . eh acti\'itics to e11ab e a 
111lkistani 1·egime ts not tor ~11 111i;:. su . 

I. , 1 . 'ttlement on Afohan1stan. . 
JJt1 1t1c;:t sc 

0 
. . f US ariils atld Afgl1a111'lt1111, 

Th both the quesltons o · · . h t 
us on . , cl-.. h slightest change~ ht1t is l en \.'akistan has not only not ma c t e , 

o11 c<.1nti11t1i11g its dange1·ous cot1r~e.l ft jn that cot111tt\' 1111dc1· the 

Not a v~stige at: democr~y ~sit~on pltrties, the "'r;c~ople, the 
inilitary d1ctatorsh1p .. The .. PP h. trv are all under hruta\ 

· · rfes 1nhab1tn1g t e COUil , · 
\'(.11·1ous nattona t t - . - h . ·t uo-o-\c exp1·essing tl1;:1r 
attack. They are continuing t etr fsUr s"" ,,r.ms The offici:dly 

h ceptance o · · ' · 
opposition also. to t e ;c i in u hatred agains! India. The 
controlled 1ned1a are h. pp g pt [Jr"parcd to do anYthing to . . . r Pakistan IS no ~ , . 
mihtary clique ruing : between the two countries: in fact. 
P'tve the way for fr1endsh1p - . l. .t i·s motintino a 

' · h u s · mper1a ism 1 , " with its collaboration wit .. 1 . • 

threat to India from across the border. h, . f the non-aligned 
P k. t are both mem ers o 

India and a is an . . . f u s arrns spells 
. , . b mtn2: a rec1111ent o · · 

n1ovement. Pakistan_ ec~ s a;d their peoples. Jt viill only help 
danger to both the countr1e.1· .. I no tensions hetween the two 
l , . · 1. sm' s o-ame o c1 ea 1 o 
J.S. nnper1a 1 cc . 1_ .. ht Asi·ans \Vhile ever" step to . f , k As11.11·1s 10- - ' ~· ; 

countries and o n
1
,
1
. 

111
g L .. tc:l dano-ers flov-.,ing f1·01n the 

. ' t. n, is \Velcomc, 1e o U S 
1rnpi-t)\'C 1·e1l110 s . . 

1
. .1. u"''s decision to get · · 

. f th Pak1stan1 IU ing c iq e . . f 
reassertion o e . 1 1r of the v1g1lancc o 

l b nderplaved. A.1y u ing . ~1rms, shot1lc riot e u . : .. lists neither India nor Pakistan. 
the people helps only the 1mpcr1a , 



Report On Political Developments* 

~dopted In The Meeting Of 1'he Central Committee 
f CPI(M) Held In Calcutta On Jt1ne 24-28, 1981 

Thcd results of the recent by-elections have revealed two diff 
ten enc1es. They show the outstandin victo . erent 
headed by the CPJ(M) in ,,, B g ry of the Left forces 

,,est engal They sim It 1 
reveal the defeat of th b ·o- . . . : . u aneous y 
of the C (I e . ou1"eo1s oppos1t1on parties at the hands 

ongress ! outside West Bengal-in 0 .. " B 'h 
U. P. These succ 'S . f h r1ssa, I ar and 
of misu~e of cs::ts o t e. Congress( I) were also partly the result 

,_ e po"er, r1gg1ng. bribery . d . 
Nonetheless, it cannot b, . 'd h an coercion. . c sai t at the bourgeois 0 · · 
parties have rendered a good. . · ppos1t1on 
widespread suffering and pri;~~~~~~~~~~ec~selves in the .midst of 
by the Congress(!) rcgi111c. . m1non man, imposed 

The West Bengal victories of the Left Front hea 
CPJ(Nl), constitute an inspiring achievement of, pded by the 
Lett Front and the eo 1 f our a1ty, of the 
the authorit· . . fp . P_ e o West. Bengal against the challenge of 

ar1an orces. They chn1axed the st I . f h 
forces against the ca111paign of sl· d rugg e o t e Left 
sedulously conducted ,. , an er, murder and arson 
the Central Governn1en~v~I ~:~ths by the Congress(!), aided by 
Left forces the v1·rt I. le ec1s1ve victory of our Party and the 

· ua rout of the c o- (I) 
enhanced the prestiae of I'· on"ress • has not only 

d 
. " our arty, it has streno-th d h 

emocrat1c forces ·111 I d. . . " enc t e 
Left unity. • c -over 11 I<:l, and tl1e desire and urge for 

The CPl(M) non1inee of the Left Front forth S ., 
Sabha constituency, and one CPI and f' C e reerarnpore Lok 
the Asse1nbly consft ",. ive Pl(M) nominees for 
. . . r uenc1es won the election with b. d 
111cre::1sed 11iarains Th p 1. B tg an - - o . e o it 11reat1 state1nent on the election 

·~J>uhl1'<l1· ·I.,,., l·o kl l · A · '''' ' lJ e in ugt1st, 1981. 

• 
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observes: In contrast to the Congress(l)-ruled States where also 
by-elections were held, the percentage of polling in West Bengal 
was much higher. This is obviously the result of the people in West 
Bengal looking upon the Left Front and its allies as a reliable 
political force in the State with its own alternative policies, while 
in the States where other opposition parties are stronger, they have 

been unable to project such an image. 
The defence of people's interests over four years, the help 

rendered to the working class to improve its living standards, the 
protection of democratic liberties and refusal to use preventive 
detention measures and the National Security Act, the freedom of 
strike and trade union movement guaranteed to the vvorkers and 
employees including State Governn1ent employees, the agrarian 
legislation which has shaken the countryside and given new 
confidence to the oppressed bargadar, the relief fro1n debt, etc.
these were the instruments of the Left victory. 

As against this what is the source of the Congress(!) victory in 
other States? The statement of the P.B. correctly observes: "The 
P.B. notes that the by-election results are no cause of rejoicing for 
the Congress(I). The low polling-as low as 25 per cent in a 
highly political constituency like Allahabad-is an index of the 
tren1endous dissatisfaction of the people with the Congress(]), 
who, in the absence of a viable alternative, abstained from 

exercising their franchise". 
The P.B., besides, noted the unscrupulous use of the 

administrative apparatus by the n1ling party in the elections. This 
was the case in Bihar, and was most blatantly seen in the Garhwal 
Lok Sabha constituency where armed policemen were brought 
from outside the State to intimidate the voters, booths were 

captured and the election rigged. 
Such is the contrast between the two victories. 

Attack On Left-Oriented Ministries 
The months since the last meeting of the Central Comn1ittee 

saw a concentrated offensive of the ruling party against the Left 
Front Ministries of West Bengal and Tripura and the Left 
Democratic f'ront Ministry of Kerala. The battle between the 

I I 
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1:orces of autho.ritarianism and the forces of de1nocracy was 
f1nd1ng cxpress10.n 1n the three _.~tates with the Congress(!) 
unscrupulously using slander and lies, entering into unscrupulous 
all1ances with forc.es it conside.rcd reactionary, and organising 
violence with the aid of ant1-soc1al gangs to create law and order 
problerns tn these States. 

The ain1 of these manoeuvres and slanders was to create an 
annosphcre of Jestabdisation of the Ministries, by isolating then

1 
from the. dem~cralic public opinion in other States and 
undenn1n1ng their base in their own States. 

These attac.ks failed 1niserably exposing and unmasking the 
ant1-democrat1c practices of the Congress(!). 1'he people of West 
Bengal refused to respond. to the April 3 bandh call. the \Vorking 
class kept th.e wheels of industry inoving, and the bandh only 
dei~o.nstratea the 1solatron of the Congress(!) froni the people. 
The r.i\v .violence exhibited on the streets of Calcutta on Aprii 3, 
the bu1n1ng of buses and tran1s, and the killing of won1er. and 
children sent a wave of e 1 ·· th h " . r vu s1011 roug 011t the co1111t1·y· a11cJ 
~ompclleu the organisers of the bandh to disown and repudiate 
tnerr1. But nothing could save the Congress(!). The people of 
Calcutta h.ad seen the anti-social elements organising the bandh 
dn~ throwing hundreds of bombs on passing vehicles. 

. So deep was tl1e 1·evt1lsion and c.1nge1· in West Ber1gal, ,1t·tei· tens 
of thousands saw the exhibition of burnt buses and tran1s, that the 
Congress\]) got cold feet and decided to 'boycott' the munici al 
elections. P 

,Th.e incendiary violei~ce discredited the Congress(!) party, and 
the big bourgeois Press itself had to co1nn1ent on it and denounce 
it. Perhaps, since the return to power of the Congress(!), there was 
not such universal condenu1ation of the 1uling party by the Press. 

To q~ote one such editorial: "P{~rJ-i,tps ?1evl!r l1ave lJuseS (tnd 
trams with passengers in them been subjected to such systematic 
aiid S<:lv~ge attacks. The ptttter11 (Jf violence sho\ved elaborate 
preparations,;. Not all of those responsible may have been 
Congress(]) supporters, anti-social ele1nents 1nust also have taken 
a.hand. But little distinction could be made between their apparent 
ainis. Surely, the Congress\!) leaders knew the likely 
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consequences of their bandh plan, they may have even calculated 
that violence, even resulting in deaths and injuries, would serve 
their purpose of increasing tension, that further disorder would 
strengthen their case against the Left f'ront Government". (The 

Statesman, April 5) 
Following the defeat inflicted on April 3, the peopl•c of West 

Bengal intlicted another cnishing defeat on the Congress\!) and its 
allies in the municipal elections in May. Though the Congress(!) 
boycotted the elections, the organisation and its allies were 
straining every nerve to secure the popular vote. They ;vere 
routed. The Left Front and its allies captured 66 per cent of the 
1409 seats and secured absolute majority in 68 out of 87 

1nunicipalities for which elections were held. 
The Tripura Left Front Ministry was also under continuous 

pressure from the Centre and the Congress(!). In b.oth States, the 
Centre misused its power and starved thein of supphcs of essential 
articles including food. In Tripura, besides, the Congress(!) 
elements entered into open alliance with a secessionist tribal 
group \Vhich, encouraged by help from across the border, was 
organising raids and assaults on the non-tribals. TI1e Congress(!) 
also joined hands with the notorious Arnra Bangalee organ1sat1on 
which had played a grueso1ne role two years ago in attacking and 
1nurdering tribal citizens. . 

ln Kerala, the Congress(!) has been unscn1pulously attempting 
to exploit RSS and Naxalite activities to undermine the Coalition 
Jvlinistry and create an all-India atinosphere to bring it down. 

Smt. Indira Gandhi during her visits to Kerala would not utter a 
\vord against the murder campaign of the RSS; on the other hand, 
she maligned the Ministry and held it responsible for alleged 
breakdown of law and order. Similarly. the murders and violence 
organised by the Naxalites were used to condctnn the Ministry and 
rnake out a case for collapse of law and order. 

The campaign was carried on to dizzy heights by the Union 
Home Minister for State, Sri Mak\vana, who virtually called for a 
liberation struggle. This inciting call was initially given by the 
State Congress(!) leader Karunakaran, who called on several 
paities to join together for such a struggle. But with the counter-

I I 

I 
' 

I 
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offensive fron1 the partners in the Ministry, the Congress(!) 
retreated from its call and Makwana denied that he ever gave such 
a call. Once inore, popular forces compelled a temporary retreat 
on the authoritarian forces, The Central Government is now 
planning to interfere in the affairs of the State by appointing a 
Commission of Enquiry to investigate the ''spirit" scandal. 

It rnust be realised that the survival and continuance of the 
Ministries in the midst of the deepening crisis of the economy 
constitutes a signal achievement of the democratic forces. No Left 
~·ront Ministry or Com1nunist Ministry of an earlier period could 
survive for more than a couple of years despite the fact that the 
crisis was not so all-pervading and the authoritarian forces had not 
yet fully revealed their dictatorial <unbitions. 

'foday, if the t-.1inistries continue despite repeated conspiracies, 
it is because of the wide sympathy of the democratic forces with 
them, and the Party's efforts lo harness broad resistance to 
authoritarianisn1, and a general sense of awareness among 
the advanced sections all over the country that the existence 
of these Ministries is connected with the survival of parliamentary 
norms. 

'fhis support, of course, would have been unthinkable without 
the achievements of these Ministries, their alternative policies, 
their defence of the democratic rights of the people and our Party's 
principled stand on the national and international issues facing 
the country. 

The understanding of the Party that broad sections of the 
people, including bourgeois opposition parties, are interested in 
stem1ning the advance of one-party rule, the understanding that 
intense conflict for governmental power drives opposition parties 
to take ;;1 stand against a.ssaults on parliamcnt;;1ry r1orms, has 
helped it to unite these forces on a number of important issues. 
'fhe l<eft-orienled Ministries could survive and fight hack because 
Indira Gandhi could not succeed in her efforts to isolate thein fro in 
the democratic forces in the country: she did attempt to capitalise 
on anti-Communist prejudices, appealed to the short-sighted and 
selfish ptlicic."i t)l- some sections of bot1rgeois p;;1rties in sorne 
States, but she failed. 
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Those who thought that with the return lo power of Indira 

G. ndhi the fate of the Ministries \Vas automatically scaled, 
J,1 ' - h 

undcrestiinated the strength of democratic forces, of t e 

opposition to authoritarianism. . . . 
This aspect of the situation was h1ghhghted during the no

confidencc inotion against the Govern1ncnt 1n the_ Lok Sabha 
when speaker after speaker from different. poht1cal parties, 
keeping aside their differences on 1nany questions, concentrated 
on exposing the Government's attacks on democratic rights and its 
anti-people economic policies. 

('.hanged Circumstances 
Not"•ithstanding these achievements, the fight against the 

authoritarian forces takes place in changed circun1stances, not,all 
of which are favourable to the unity of democratic forces. lhe 
situation gets con1p1icated by the assaullt of divisive forces on 
toilers' unity, on the unity of the democratic torces .. These 
challenges partly arise out of the capitalist path with its 
comproniisc with the pre-capitalist relations 111 existence, which 
prov'lcles material conditio11s for sect11r1an caste and comm~nal 
outlooks. These challenges are partly the result of direct 

imperialist conspiracies. . . . 
The concept of national unity is being ass.ailed troin all ~ides~ 

·rhe assault of divisive forces renders difficult the task O• 

111obilising all democratic forces in the struggle against 

'1u tho1·i tarittn i s1n. 
The situation gets co1nplicated by the opportunis_m of some 

houraeois opposition parties which exploit the d1v1s1ve_ and 
obsc~rantist appeal in their conflict \Vith the Government to get 

cheap popularity and electoral advantage._ . " . 
Along with internal fissiparous tendencies, the_ country 1s facing 

a direct challenge from U.S. in1perialism which 1s feverishly 

arn1ing Pakistan's military rulers. . . . . 
The divisive challenges, the threat lo national unity, co1nes 1n 

the 111iJst (.1f a worseiiing cco11omi,,:.: .'iitt1atillll, 11n u11preccdentcd 
r;itc of inflation, inipo~i 11g extre1ne _<.;uffering 011 tl1e .rc~ple. T11e 

· · ·dd has to seek n1orc a11d 1nl1re to1·e1gn 11el1J, L'r1s1s-r1 e11 economy ', , 
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with the grip of inultinationals and the World Bank tightening over 
it. This leads to greater and greater attacks on democratic rights,: 
sharpening the authoritarian attacks on the people. 

The mass stn1ggles against the effects of the economic crisis: 
and impoverishment, which witnessed a period of lull' 
imrncdiately after the return of Indira Gandhi to po;ver, are now : 
showing an upward trend. 

The massive peasa11t st1·uggles ot· last year ending in the · 
gigantic Kisan March made the new rise evident. This was . 
accompanied by the stn1ggles of students and other sections of; 
tre people. 

During recent months. the lull on the working class front has · 
been broken. The loco strike and the Bangalore public sector » 

strike are the warning shots of thing.·; to con1e. The Bombay : 
Convention with its proposed call for a one-day token industrial :. 
strike n1ay mark a new stage in the development of the workers' 
struggle after January 1980. While the rising mass discontent .• 
expresses itself against the regime in several ways, the Left forces 
and their mass organisations are active in the field to channelise it 
into a den1ocratic anti-authoritarian direction. The Left-oriented 
Min;stries, their achicve1nents, bcco1nc big weapons to stabilise 
and direct this discontent into the required channels. 

The bourgeois opposition parties continue to have their conflict 
with the 1uling party. But they are not only unmindful of the 
divisive challenges, but are also not choosy about the means to 
fight the ruling party. Thereby they contribute to the disunity of 
the democratic forces. 

In recent 1nonths, their rivalries have intensified and they have 
shown their incapacity to unite their forces to confront the ruling 
party in the several by-elections. Their common front on the no
confidence n1otion was followed by contests among themselves in 
the elections. The Congress(U) seems to be passing through an 
inner crisis. Unable to live without power, sections of 
Congressmen seek peace with Indira Gandhi to be admitted to the 
Congress(!) table. 

The Six Parties' Coordination got gradually frozen. But the 
effo1ts for joint action did not end with it. They found new 
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. K1·san March etc And now the trade union leaders from \\'~lJ1 S- , . . 

tliese very parties have come together for com111on action. 

J"eft Unity Strengthened 
In this period, with all the zig-zags, the urge fo.r Left unity has 

ero\Vll. Left unity is strengthened. The CPI still has its own 
inhibitions in relation to the development of a broad forum of 

r·esistance. . 
The CPI has undergone an inner convulsion with the expulsion 

of Dange. Though very few people have left along with him, there 
are quite a number of his supporters functioning from 1ns1de the 
party, which is bound lo lead to vacillations on important 1ssu.es. 

Indira Gandhi, in pursuance of her game of organised 
disruption of the Left, has floated a ne;v FSU to checkmate .the 
CPI and its control of the Soviet friendship organisation. This 1s a 
serious attempt to wean away certain sections from the CPI and 
growingly push forward the Congress(!) friendship organ1sat1on 
as the main organisation. 

The ruling party is systematically pursuing its efforts to 
undermine parliamentary democracy and install one-party rule. It_ 
has been frustrated repeatedly in its efforts by the united voice of 
the Opposition and democratic forces. But its efforts continue. But 
it is leading itself into a more and more difficult situation. It has 
not only been unable to offer any economic relief, it cannot offer 
even the crood and functioning administration which 1t had 
promised. Jn fact, the administration has totally collapsed and 
~ompromises the security of the ordinary citizen. 

The bureaucracy and the police run an1uck. To fores~1ll popular 
resistance, the Congress(!) is taking one dictatorial step after 
another-the NSA, attacks on the Judicia1y, grabbing 1nore 
powers for the Centre, open defiance of the courts, attacks on the 
Left-oriented and other non-Congress(!) Governments. 

To keep itself in power, it relies on divisive forces, on the 
h~lckwar<l sections, on Muslim com1nt1nal1sts, ancl 1s ;:1f1·c11cl of 
exposing the divisive conspiracies of the iinperialists. The 1uling 
party endangers the unity of the country and makes the country 
dangerously vulnerable to imperialist consp1rac1es. 

i ; 
' 
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The continuance of the authoritarian party in power means not 
only danger to democracy, it means an invitation to internal and. 
foreign anti-national forces to prevail over the people. The Party, · 
therefore, must address itself to these various tasks in the fight 
against authoritarianism. 

Bourgeois Opposition Parties In Disarray 

The process of bourgeois opposition parties drifting away .from 
each other continues. In Parliament, they join in common 
opposition to, and exposure of, the Congre.ss(I) Government, their 
unity was shown on the no-confidence motion. 

But outside, in recent months, they have hardly shown any 
interest in united activity and have embarked upon consolidation 
at each other's expense. 

Their incapacity to give a combined fight to the ruling party in 
the by-elections .speaks for itself. But the Patiy had foreseen these 
vacillations and wanderings and warned against thetn. 
Notwithstanding that, these san1e patiies united in launching a 
'mass' movement in Gujarat against the ruling Ministry, involving 
thousands; such is the contradictory character of the situation. And 
it is so because the opposition bourgeois parties are in dire need of 
goven1mental power and are unable to strike a bargain with the 
ruling party. Their contlict continues, it is more and more attuned 
to parliamentary heroics, but also can, and does, take the form of 
appeal to the masses. 

The Central Committee's review of the Assembly elections of 
May 1980 h.td significantly observed: "Defections, betrayals, 
crossings-over from the Congress to the J anata have taken place in 
recent times. In the Rajya Sabha, the Congress(!) was in a 
minority. Only at its last session, the Rajya Sabha adopted an 
amendment to the President's Address disapproving any action 
against non-Congress(I) Governn1ents, despite Congress(!) 
opposition. But now the Congress(!) has secured a majority in the 
llppcr House to endorse the dissolution of nine Assetnblies. 

"The Congrcss(U) is getting weaker everyday. Sri Swaran 
Singh is again wearing the Congress(!) badge. Sri Devraj llrs is 
en<feavouring to seek an understanding with the Left. In Kerala the 
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('ongress is part of the broad alliance which supports the Coalition 
. . I! 

tvl1n1stry ... 
The C.C. review of the Lok Sabha election of January 1980 

observed: "Indira Gandhi's victory of Chickmagalur boosted the 
prestige of the organisation. At this, a large nu1nber of 
('ongressmen walked over from the Congress. . . .. But then a 
rcYcrse process started for some time. Devraj Urs, the Kamataka 
Chief Minister, fell out with Indira Gandhi, joined the Congress 
and gave it a big boost. A number of Congress(!) members of 
Parliament went over to the Swaran Singh Congress (Congress-S) 
raising its strength to 74, reducing the Congress([) to 70. The 
Congress(S) was recognised as the official Opposition and its 
leader Y. B. Chavan as the Leader of the Opposition". The 1978 
i'\sseinbly elections in five States demonstrated the strength of the 
C~ongress(I) and again there were crossings-over. 

The 1980 election which gave the Congress(!) an absolute 
1najority in the Lok Sabha, was marked by poor showing of the 
Congress(U). And crossings-over were inevitable. Those who had 
lost all hope of coming any\vhere near power by opposing the 
Congress(!), now decided to make a bee-line to it. Chavan had 
planned his desertion for a long time and has succeeded in taking 
away the bulk of the Maharashtra Congress(U) leadership with 
him. To a certain extent this was inevitable, the Congress(U) 
position being thoroughly untenable. Its dominant leadership did 
not favour an understanding with the Left. Cha van's remark that in 
the Kisan March he saw nothing but a sea of red tlags, was nothing 
but a protest against joining hands with the Left. Jagjivan Ram 
shares this view with Chavan. At the sa1ne time, heing 'genuine' 
Congressmen, they could join hands with neither the BJP nor the 
Janata. They knew their followers were extremely vulnerable to 
the anti-BJP and anti-Janata appeal. This meant ploughing a 
lonely furrow and some of these leaders were not prepared for it. 
Chavan's defection is no doubt a windfall for Indira Gandhi and 
has disorganised the Congress(U). 

Whether Devraj Urs and Jagjivan Ram will carry on a fight to 
1naintain the organisation is to be seen. Obviously, it cannot be 
liquidated just for the asking. There are democratic ele1nents in 
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the organisation seeking greater cooperation with the Left and 
more earnest than their leaders to fight the authoritarian force 
The resolution of the Jullundur Party Congress noted: "Ths~ 
leaders.hip which now controls the Congress was deeply involved 
in the 1nstallat1on of the Emergency rule and imposition of the 
notorious .42nd Amendment Act on the people. Many of them had 
compromised their honour and conscience to prostrate themselves 
before Indira Gandhi and Sanjay to continue in their ministerial 
posts. Recently, they have been critical of the 'wild excesses' of the 
Emergency though parading its gains as well. 

".Simultaneously there are other elements who are forthright in 
their denunciation of the Emergency rule the anti-democ t. f · · , ra1c 
unct1on1ng of the Congress, and support the demand for 

democratic advance and u.phold anti-imperialist, anti-monopolist, 
anti-landlord. and non-alignment policies. They also stand for 
expand.1ng friendly relations with the Socialist world." It will be 
an obv.1ous error to ignore these elements and not help them to 
consolidate themselves despite defections of top leaders_ We 
must, however, be prepared for further defections and crossings
over after the results of the by-elections_ 

The. other hourgeois opposition parties except the BJP also 
reveal inner stresses and loss of grip. 

The Lok Dai was faced with disintegration, with the threatened 
action against Devi Lal and KumbharamArya. The issue here was 
direct assoc.iation .with the Kisan March. Though peace is now 
made, the d1ctator1al and whimsical functioning of Charan Sincrh 
has b~coi:ne an obstacle to the expansion and maintenance of the 
organ1sat1on. That. is why both Madhu Limaye and George 
Fernandes had to withdraw from the Six Parties' Coordination and 
the K1san March_ respectively. However, Charan Singh and his 
Lok _Dai do .continue to maintain a mass base in U.P. Karpoori 
Thakur continues to have his mass influence but he al -

II
. . so 1s not 

pu 1ng on with Charan Singh. 

. While the Janata Party is just marking time, the BJP is 
vigorously projecting itself as an active party intervening in the 
day-to-d_ay 1s~ues affecti_ng the people. This it does through the big 
bourgeois Press which gives 1t wide publicity and presents it as th 
• e 
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alternative to the Congress(!) or the only parlia1nentary opposition 

10 the ruling party. 
The BJP, with its hard RSS core, is playing a very treacherous 

garne. In its hunt to acquire the status of an alternative to the 
Congress(!), it unscrupulously supports Congress(!) candidates 
,vhere its candidates have no chance. It adopted this tactic in the 
1980 elections, it also supported the Congress(!) candidate against 
Bahuguna in the Garhwal Lok Sabha by-election. The RSS in 
Kerala, with its campaign of murders, acts as the spearhead of 
opposition to the Kerala Ministry. 

All these parties lose no opportunity to speak against the Left
oriented Ministries and attack them for failure to maintain law and 
order, or partisanship in the conduct of the Ministry. Not on a 
single occasion do they refer to the 1nany progressive steps the 

Ministries have taken. 
Despite all these vacillations and wanderings, they do not 

support the Congress(!) game of toppling the Left-oriented 
Ministries. They express then1selvcs against destabilisation of 
non-Congress(l) State Ministries. 

Campaign For Reactionary Stand 
A new situation that has developed in relation to these parties is 

that they are no\V actively campaigning for their reactionary stand 
on a number of issues related to foreign policy and certain 
in1portant internal developments. 

Not that these parties have suddenly changed their stand. But, 
hitherto, these issues were not in the forefront and they were not 
actively campaigning for their viewpoint. The BJP, Janata and 
other bourgeois opposition parties, except the Congress(U), have 
been lashing at the Soviet Union and the Govern1nent of India on 
the Afghanistan issue. The BJP and the Janata have been screening 
the U.S. moves against India and belittling the consequences of 
the pouring of American arms into Pakistan_ On Kampuchea, on 
Afghanistan, these parties adopt anti-Vietnan1ese, anti-Soviet 
positions which facilitate U.S. objectives; on Diego Garcia, which 
directly affects India's security, the BJP's position is one of 
covering up U.S. designs. This opportunist oppositional politics 
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found its expression on the internal issue of Assam. All these 
parties virtually sided with the secessionist leaders. We had to 

oppose them in Assam-our comrades heroically carrying out the 
Party's 1nandate to fight the U.S.-inspired secessionist agitation. 
We refused to join this opportunist crowd in its no-confidence 
motion against the Governn1ent, but we moved our own cut 
motion against the Government. 

The BJP is the spearhead of this reactionary agitation. Bein 
deeply anti-Soviet, it is the BJP which organised anti-Sovie~ 
demonstrations during Brezhnev's visit to sour Inda-Soviet 
relationship under the excuse of defending Afghanistan. It is the 

BJP lead.er, .Vajp~yee, who chided the External Affairs Ministry 
f~r n.1ent1on1ng Diego Garcia in its document to the Non-Aligned 
foreign M1ntsters' Conference. It is clear whose interests are 
being served thereby. Internally also, it is the BJP that is the most 
vociferous advocate on behalf of the secessionist movement in 
Assam. The BJP made fu11 use of the anti-Harijan movement in 
Gujarat to rouse caste feelings. 

The anti-non-alignment sorties of the BJP are directed towards 
undermining the Inda-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and 
Coo.pcrat1on-the objective of U.S. foreign policy-makers. Anti
Sov1et1s1n and anti-Communism constitute the cornerstone of the 
BJP's foreign policy outlook. We should not forget that when 
Va1payee was the Foreign Minister, secret talks were held with 
Israel-that stooge of the imperialists. 

.The net of the imperialist conspiracy is being spread far and 
wide, and. its 1mmed1ate objectives are internal disunity and 
d1s1ntegrat1on and a shiti towards the imperialist camp in the 
country's foreign policy. 

The struggle against authoritarianism cannot be divorced from 
a consistent fight against this danger and all shades of 
opportunism which try to conceal it. 

The opportun.ist attitude of the bourgeois opposition parties 
leaves the 1n1t1at1ve for propaganda against the imperialist danger 
fh the hands of the authoritarian party; it aids and abets the 
Congress(!) to consolidate its hold and to present itself as a 
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patriotic party concerned with the safety and integrity of the 

country. 

J•'ight For Realignment Of Forces, 
Broader Resistance 
It is obvious that the rapidly developing situation, with the 

changing positions of the bourgeois-landlord opposition parties. 
should witness diverse forms of cooperation and action in the 
struggle for broader resistance, for a new realign1ncnt of political 
forces. After January 1980, when Indira Gandhi was restored to 
power, it took the form of the Six Parties' Convention. 

The communique issued at the end of the November C.C. 
rneeting said: "The recent coming together of the six parties-the 
Lok Dai, the Congress(U), the RSP, the r'orward Bloc, the CPI and 
the CPl(M)-on the issues of price-rise, communal harmony and 
civil liberties shows the possibilities inherent in our work along 
the line laid down in September 1979." The political significance 
of the unity of action among the six parties was spelt out in the P.B. 
report to the C.C. as follows: "The realignment of political forces 
for which the P.B. and the C.C. have been working has thus 
assumed the forn1 of mini1nu1n joint action on the three issues, 
which can step by step be developed into the unity of anti

<.111thoritarian, secular-democratic forces.'' 
The six parties' combination emerging at a time when the 

morale of the bourgeois oppositional forces \Vas at a low level did 
good service to the cause of broad n1obilis,1tion and rousing the 
people to activity. 

Under its impulse several conventions were held, and joint 
dernonst1·ations against price-rise, ghc1·aoes of Assemblies we1·e 

planned. 

Rise Of Mass Discontent-Differentiation 
Inside Bourgeois Parties 
Howcve1·, it was clear t'ro1n the begi11ning that tl1is forn1 at· 

cooperation would not la.'t long. The Janata Party would not join 
because the BJP was not invited. Jt was not clear till the end 
whether the Congress(U) was officially participating or not. The 
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representative of the Lok Dai who t k . . . . 
forination of the co1nbination hi· lofol a pr.omincnt part in the 

h 
• inse ost his enth · ·. · 

t e pr~s;sure of his. leader Charan Singl;. . usiasin under·· 

There were weighty reasons for this eh . ·. 
success of the move. The conser t. I d ang.e after the i.nitial ; 

eh 
. va 1ve ea ers in ma · -

aran S1nuh, Chavan J· .. ny parties-·. 

b 
. . " , agi1van Ram, even Dev« . U . 

eg1n111ng-\vere not keen . . aJ rs tn the,' 
Th.. . . . . on going along with the Left : 

is hesitation coincided with the rise . . . : 
especiallv the , of inass discontent, and .: 

. peasan, unrest But the s· p . , . 
given a mon1entu1n to the ~~v , ix arties Convention had . 

"The Six Parties' Conventi~:cnl t;h1~h could not be checked. •· 
1980 gave an impetus to thes in e ast week of Septe1nber . 

. · e movements. Many f . f . 
actions were resorted t . d"f' arms o united . · o 111 i 1erent St· t . . 
united inovement of th . . '' es strengthening the 

e peasantry The Six P· f , M 
submitted to the President at th b. . . ar ies emorandum 

f P 
. e eu1nning of th~ w· s . 

o arlta1nent gave fillip to th,. " ~ inter ession cse movements Th . 
embraced all sections of the . . . : ese inove1nents 

f 
. . . · peasants irrespective f th · .. 

a f1ltations. The dem· d f h o cir poltt1cal 
. aii o t e pec:1s<111t p. d · 

prices \VaS focused dur1·11g th w· Sry r~gar !Ilg remunerative e inter e · · d 
by a large number of MP. . I d. ss1on an was supported 
Congress(!)". s inc u ing those belonging to the 

The wan in h · . . gent us1as1n of the leaders of th b a, . 
oppos1t1on parties led to d1.f' . . e our"co1s-landlord 

· 1crent1at1on and th th . 
Lok Dai officially witndrew fr . .. e .real of split. The 
of its. Kisan Sammelan (Dev~ 1:~~e Kis.i? March but the leader 
organise the n1arch Ch . l ) continued to support and 

. . avan ooked askance t th. . 
association ;vith the Left d h . · a 1s growing 
his follower Sharad Pawa anh, td~ peasant. demands raised, while 
. r, ea ina the Six P· rt. ·' C . . 
in Maharashtra led the Ion h" . ' '' ies omb1nat1on 
thousands of p~asants· he .g '.11a~c1 which.resulted in the arrests of 

. 111s1ste(_, on tJ1,,. tnt~l .· f . 
workers' dc1nands in the all-India, •· . us1on o agricultural 
chair1nanship of tl1" All I d.. K. . charter and accepted the 

. ' - n ia isan Co d. . . . 
The ;1cl11eve111ents of th k. . . . _or in,1t1011 Comn11ttee. 
. I· . e isan ag1lat1on 111 d"ft ., S 
" ieady been detailed 1·1 th L' b ' eicnt, tales have 
I I

. 1 e,e ruaryCC d -
nc "' Kisan Coord· . t. C . . . ocument. The All-

ina 1011 01n1n1tte.. , . h . 
cooper,1tion <Ind it has to be . L: was t e new fo1·1n of' 
n1ay crop up because of th v1gor7l1~sly pursued. Some difficulties 

' e vac1 at1t)11.s of some parties but the 
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peasant discontent will not be allayed, and organisations with a 
peasant base will have to take note of it. 1'he CPl(l\1), helped 
by the other Left parties, should be ahle to coordinate the 
activities of the Left and democratic parties and extend them on " 

broader scale. 

1'he Kisan March 
The peasants' response to the agitation created panic in ruling 

party circles and the Congress(!) \vas forced to demonstrate its 
peasant strength in the capital. It decided to organise a 
demonstration in support of Indira Gandhi, sp~nt crores of rupees 
(!{s. 100 crore. it is rumoured), and employed a huge nu1nber of 
trucks and buses to bring the den1onstrators to the capital. It di_d 
succeed in bringing large nu1nbers. but everyone could see that it 
was not a spontaneous deinonstration of the peasants. The Press 
noticed it; the citizens took note of it. And they also noted the 
difference when, a few days later, the Kisan March organised by 
the six parties walked the streets of the capital with waving 

banners and angry slogans. 
The March 26 rally was the biggest achievement of the Party's 

struggle to mobilise larger and broader sections against the 
Government. Now all sections of the peasantry. including 
agricultural workers, were brought in and the participation of the 

largest nu1nber of organisations was ensured. 
As the editorial of People's De111ocracy put it, "The Convention 

against Price-rise, Con1munalisn1 and attacks on Civil Liberties 
held in New Delhi six 1nonths ago; the local and Statcwide 
demonstrations, bandhs, etc., which preceded and followed the 
convention; the historic long marches in Maharashtra and 
Kamataka; the Assembly gheraoes in l\1aharashtra and Pun Jab; the 
demonstrations and bandhs in Andhra Pradesh and Bihar--these 
were the forerunners of the Kisan Rally held in Delhi on 
~1arch 26. Parallel to this 111ass action of the fighting peasantry 
\\.'ere :1lso the (lCtions of the wo1·ki11g class a11d 1niddlc class 
e1nployces, such as the eighty-day-long strike of the Bangalore
based puhlic sector en1ployces; the one-day solidarity strike of all 
public sector ~1nployees throughout the country; the railway loco 



running staff strike, etc, The entire organised working class of Delhi 
and its neighbouring region, therefore, came out in support of and 
joined the Kisan Rally." As Comrade E.M.S. said in his statement: 
"The convention was of six political parties, the March 26 Rally 
was participated in by Kisan Sabhas, agricultural workers' 
organisations and trade unions connected with these six parties 
and also other parties." Among those who \vorked for the success 
of the rally were Congressmen led by Sri Sharad Pa war, Lok Dal
men under the leadership of Sri Devi Lal and Sri KumbharamArya, 
Akali Party leaders, democratic elements under the leadership of 
Sri Bahuguna and Sri Chandrajit Yadav, CPI(M), the CPI, and other 
Left parties. 

Broader Basis For Opposition 

Today, formal functioning in the name of the six political parties 
is not in evidence; however, the broader mass activities at the same 
tin1e must increase in the background of the upsurge of discontent 
among the people. 'fhe opposition is no longer confined to the 
three n1inimun1 issues of communalism, high prices and attacks 
on civil liberties, but extends to the i1n1nediate economic demands 
of the masses. Throughout this period the independent mass activity 
of the Party and its Left allies has been on the increase.Along with 
calls for one-day strike for in1mediatc demands of the workers, 
demonstrations against unemployment, against price-rise, organised 
singly or jointly by Left parties, there have been huge agitations 
against raising of bus-fares in which students and the 1nass of people 
participated, leading to police firings; there have been joint gheraoes 
of Assemblies or protest demonstrations in front of Assemblies. 
Apart from this, doctors, engineers, teachers and nurses have canied 
on p1·0Iongcd str11ggles on thei1· ow11. 

The Party seized this link of growing discontent in several States 
arid basing on it, was able to. adv~incc the t<1sk of bro,1de11i11g the 
resistance a11d involving many organisations. Students' pttrticip,1tion 
in broad dcrnocratic agitations like opposition to increased bus
fares has already been mentioned. They, besides, have fought for 
their own specific demands and also have been the victi111s of 
rcacti1inaries as in Aligarh. They have to face unheared of b1utalities 
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. b h pie Young school tl.mes brutalities unimaginable y t e pea . .;;orne · , .. 

~hildren are chosen for atroc1t1~~J· nuary 9 1981) observed: "We 
The Indian Express ed1tor1a .. a t rep, eated outrages on the 

· t of ad1ect1ves o 
seem to be running ?u ,· After the burning ofHarijans, 
inost vulnerable sect1ons of soc1etyf. . ent men and lathi-charge 

. f gouging of eyes o innoc 
raping o women, f th, school children to be at the 

h .t is no\V the turn o e b . f 
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l I h. harcred and actua Y ' . 
severe Y at 

1
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local pohce station a I f r ·ed to kneel down for about one 
and stones. These boys were o c I . ·h lder". 

. . the heavy loads on t 1e1r s ou 
hour, still carrying .. . h· ve been gathering in the recent 

These forces_ of mass res~;a~cee i~mediate post-election period. 
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' . h NFIR or AIRF leadership. 
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But the opportunities for manoeuvring through concessions were ' 
extremely lin1ited in view of the intensity of the crisis, and the · 
Govcmn1ent decided lo come out with a heavy hand on every 
agitation for \vage-increase, or for continuance of favourable 
agreements already entered into. 

The wages and incomes policy enunciated in the Sixth Five
Year Plan docu1nent made it clear that the Government would 
disfavour all claims for v1age and salary-increases. The blow, 
therefore, fell heavily on those who fought for their demands. Ali 
the three important stn1gglcs against which the Government took 
exceptional 1neasures were led by the Left The loco and LIC 
struggles were led by our con1rades and the Bangalore public sector 
stn1ggle broadly by the CPI-led .l\!TUC and HMS. 

In the 1neanti1ne, the lull on the industrial front ha; been broken. 
lntlation and high prices brought the workers on the street, their 
condition becoming unbearable in n1any industries. Sonic State 
Govemn1ents like the U.P. Government resorted to illegalisatic•n 
of strikes but the strikes beca1ne prolonged. In gener:il, the policy 
of the Congress(!) State Govem1nents is to use the full repressive 
1nachinery against the CITU-ied unions. In U.P .. Andhra Pradesh, 
Ha1yana. Kan1ataka, Rajasthan, C!TU unions have had to face 
intense repression, and, in many places, goonda attacks with the 
aid of the police. In J.laryana, the workers had to face n1urders, 
rapes and i1nprison1nent 

In U.P. and nlany other States, the Congress(!) Govem1nents 
ask the employers not to negotiate with C!TU unions. The !{;.1mpur 
textile strike in U.P was prolonged for over 181 days because the 
employer, encouraged by the Governn1ent, refused to negotiate with 
the CITU union which led the workers. 

Kar11atak,1, Ha1·yana and Pu11jah ha\'e see11· ir1crcase iii. our 
independent activity. In Assam, where CITU unions had to fight in 
a hostile at1nosphere because ot' the secessionist 1noven1ent, our 
plantation unions have registered significant advance despite brutal 
repression. In Delhi, Maharashtra and several other States united 
activities with other central organisations have been developing. 
The CJTlJ, for the last year and a half, has been endcavou1ing to 
t·o1·ge.a tl·o11t for joint action, leading several strikes a11d agit<-ltions 
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. ' kin for united actions on the local scale. These 
on its own, ".or g in a re resentative all-India convention of 
otforts for duntty. end:d d feder~ti~ns to fight the anti-labour policy 
central tra e un1ont sTh: loco strike the L!C strike and the Bangalore 
f the Govemmen . · ' . h 

otrike all growingly brought the central unions toget er. h . l 'd 
s The struggle for broader resistance now rests ondt e so 't 

. . k' I· s struugles an peasan d t' of the r1s1ng wor ing c as. "' 
faun' ~e~o~he Party and its State Committees and all o.ur tr~de 
strugg . . I t ke the call for Statewtde conventions and ions must serious y a · Th 
un · · h, -day all-India token strike in industries. .e 
prepare for t e one . . action would be a historic 
achievement of this. all-~~~1 ~ni~~;~:~ for the anti-authoritarian 
developn1~nt, pla~1ndg f the Left and radicalised forces of the resistance in the han s o 
\Vorking class. 

'fhe Experience Of Gujarat Agitation-Attack 

Of Divisive Forces b. 
1
· · 

. . ( which led to mo ' isatlon The Gujarat anti-reservation ag1ta ton, b . . . 
. . . . h ile camps, "'as led by all the outgeots 

ol the masses .'n o~ p rt had not onlv to de1narcate itselt opposition parties, an our a y . , 

from it, but actively opp.ose and expose it. The Harijans and 

Here was a contr_ad1ctory p:~~~n1~~~~:;ing, represented the 
Adivas1s whose rese1vdt1on, we ; d the Congress(!) during 
backward mass which loyally suppor e . f' hf ng the 

The mass which had lent its support to ig ' the Emergency. · . 
· the anti-reservation camp. 

En1ergency was in . . tices involved in the practice 
Conscious of the monstrous injus . 't the minimum 

of untouchability, knowing that witho~: d'~~~~~;u;J not be forged, 

democratic s.trength f~r0t;~~: 
0~~::~ C~~gress called for special. 

the bourgeois leader d l 'med the observance of 
. th' s problem an proc a1 

attention to 1.. . ' dence they guaranteed 
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No political party dared oppose or criticise these concessions. 
They all became part of a con1mon policy accepted by all. Here 
was wl1at might be ci.tlled a '111alional consensus'' amo11g bourgeois
landlord parties. 

End Of Consensus 

The consensus lasted three decades and there were three reasons. 
First, it was part of the National Congress heritage and outlook 

towards the Harijans, part of a 'national' tradition .• 5econdly, it was 
necessary for all parties to accept it as they required Harijans' 
support in the elections. Thirdly, the situation regarding jobs and 
unemployment had not become so acute as in recent ti1nes and 
could not be used to whip up opposition to reservation and secure 
electoral support in the bargain. 

But the Gujarat agitation with its death toll and mass frenzy 
shows that the national consensus among the bourgeois parties has 
ended. The intense struggle among the bourgeois-landlord parties 
for Governmental power has now ended the unwritten 
understanding that special concessions to Harijans should not be 
made a point of conflict in the electoral battle. 

Divisive Mobilisation 

If the Congress(!) party, because of the State patronage in its 
hand and the concessions it can give, can tie the Harijans' vote to 
itself, the opposition bourgeois parties consider it legitin1ate to rouse 
the other sections against the Harijans, presenting the latter as 
recipients of partisan Congress(!) patronage. Jn Gujarat, besides, 
the Ministry was based on the support of Harijans, Adivasis, 
Musli1ns, etc., while the traditional holders of power were kept 
away from the Government. 

This direct appeal to caste and anti-Har·ijan feelings is a sinister 
development dividing the toiling sections for the benefit of the 
ruling classes. 

The agitation lasted three 1nonths. In the course of it, almost all 
inajoI_ towns ci.t1ne under curfew at 011e tin1e or anotl1e1·. l~epeated 
firings were resorted to by the police. The total toll of lives was 45. 
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The Harijans were the worst sufferers fron1 police brutalities in 
the beginni.ng. Later on, perhaps, the police heat everyone they 
came across. . 

The big bourgeois Press, the capitalists, millowncrs, the 1ned1cal 
profession, all non-Harijan university students, professors, teache.rs, 
Central and State Government employees, the trading community 
and inill workers supported the agitation. Some leaders of the_ 
Central Government employees' organisation and some l~aders ot 
the All-India Insurance Employees' Association under our 1nfluenc.e 
waged a heroic battle for unity and refused to succu1nb to the ant1-
reservation mood. Son1e of them were removed fro'." off1ce
bearership oftheAIIEA, but, later on, were restored to the1rpos1t1on 
when the call for LIC strike can1e. . 

As against this 75,000 Harijan mill workers e1nployed in the 
spinning departments of the mill: went on strike .to suppor'. 
reservation. On this the Sawarana H1trakshak Sam1t1 called on the 
S~warana workers to go on strike and the caste division among the 
\Yorkers was complete. 

This divisive mobilisation, this confrontation between two 
sections, both of whom are victims of bourgeois-landlo.rd rule, was 
rendered possible because of the deteriorating s1tuat1on and the 
111ounting n1ass 11nernployment ot· recent year.". 

New Sitnation 
Reservation in services, introduced as a measure .to attenuate 

social discrimination, drew in the beginning the attention ofupper
caste elements who monopolised the services. 'fhc HarIJans 
themselves considered it to be an antidote to the top-caste monopoly 
in the services. . . 

But. in recent years, things have rapidly changed. While the 
Harijans ·and Adivasis living below .the poverty hnc constitute 
? I per cent of the population, others hv1ng below the poverty .h.ne 
constitute not less than 27 per cent. 'l'hese backward co1n1nun1t1es 
\\'hich wei·e nowhere securing a share in Government services, are 
now in the field looking to Govern1nent jobs for the educated 
sections. 

B ·d h l t three decades witnessed a process of utter es1 es, t e as · . 
· · f lh eople The first sufferers were the lr1bals who iu1nat1on o e p . 
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lost their land despite the so-called protective legislation, and the 
Scheduled Castes. 

But, later on. under the Congress land refor1ns legislations, Jakhs 
of other toilers were evicted from land or ousted from th · 

d 
· · 

1 
e1r 

tra 1t1o_n_a occupations by the 1narch of 'modernisation' and 
competition. 

. As a res~lt, the rural areas carry a huge number of landless and 
Jobless besides Har1Jans. The cry for the protection of the interests 
of the backward castes, and provision for reservation of jobs for 
them, is .now a fam1h_ar cry in_ certain parts of the country. The 
competition for land, tor Jobs, tor f1nanc1al concessions and Joans 
and educational opportunities gets immensely intensified leading 
to easy thvers1on into casteist channels. In the cities, where the 
Jobless flock, where educated unemployment is acute the 
discontent is widespread, ready to be diverted into disru~tive 
channels. 

.. In this background, when the Congress(!) made exaggerated 
cla1n1s about tac1ht1es and concessions offered to Har·1J· ·t b . ans, 1 
ecame easy t.o divert the economic discontent against them. 

Though the Gujarat ag1tauon has been temporarily withdrawn and 
its spread to other States stalled, the challenge will coine aoait; and 
aoa1n D "' . 

It will come because the unemployment situation will worsen 
every year,. because the opposition bourgeois parties are ready to 
use the d1.v1s1ve appeal in their struggle to get electoral support. 
The workn1g class, the CPl(M) and the advanced Left have to find 
ways and means to combat it. 

. Th_e reservation question can no longer be presented as a question 
ot lltndu social reform. It 1s directly linked with the common 
struggle against the. a~tiquat.ed land relations, against unein
ployment and for rapid 1ndustr1al development under a new socio
econom1c order. 

Break Walls Of Separation-For Common Struggle 
The Com1nunist Party since its foundation had a correct 

understanding about the problem of untouchability when it linked 
~1:a the question of agrarian revolution. But the failure to develop 
a revolutionary tnovement 1n agrarian <Lre:.is and in the country as ,1 

l ':;// L. I 
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,vhole prevented the development of a common struggle in which 
hoth Harijans and non-Harijans could participate and through which 
the deep gulf that separated them could be bridged. 

The day-to-day common struggles led by our mass organisations 
\Vere insensitive to the special problems ofHarijans, to the problems 
of Harijan toilers, and this created indifference in the minds of 
these sections to the common class struggle. These weaknesses 
have to be overcome if this democratic section is not to act as a 
reservoir for the authoritarian pa11y. The biggest obstacle is the 
casteism of wide sections of the 1nass who observe untouchability. 
It is because of this that the Harijan mass is alienated. 

Our Party and the organised trade union movement led by our 
Party did not succeed in inculcating a strong anti-caste feeling 
a1nong the mass of workers in the spirit of proletarian 
consciousness. It is no surprise, therefore, that our kisan and 
agricultural workers' organisations also could not succeed. 

The anti-reservation agitation in Gujarat, and the support it started 
getting in other States, have underlined the danger of the antipathy 
that can be created against Harijans among other sectious of the 
toilers-a fact which Harijan leaders must take note of. By 
propagating excessive claims about concessions and facilities to 
l-larijans, the Congress(!) presents Harijans as favourites of the 
Congress and rouses the anger of other toilers and pits them against 
the Harijans. 

The emancipation of Harijans will not be achieved through 
reservation of jobs ensured by a bourgeois-landlord Government. 
It cannot be achieved in opposition to other toiling sections but in 
alliance with them in the com1non fight against the bourgeois
landlord classes, and the Congress(!) which represents them-this 
fact the Harijan leaders must note. 

Reservation and a minimu1n educational advance have created 
a thin stratum a1nong Harijans which is interested in supporting 
the ruling party, and thereby the present social order, for further 
petty concessions and which uses all its influence to ensure that 
the Harijan 1nasses do not join the common movement to change 
the social order. 

Whether it is working class strikes, struggles against high prices, 
movcn1ents of peasants and agricultu1·al wo1-ke1·s, fight agai11st 
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Emergency rule or the class movement for socialism, the tlarijan 
1nasses, whose e1nancipation is linked with the success of the 
1nove1nents, are kept away from the1n. 

This makes the Harijan mass an appendage of the Congress(!) 
which maintains and protects the property relations which sustain 
untouchability and the sufferings of Harijans. 

lluling Classes and Reservation 

It is, of course, wrong to oppose reservation. !1arijans, it must 
be noted, have not derived even the full benefit of reservation. 
Besides, the main mass of Harijans is totally unaffected by it. 

While reservation and special facilities do make for minimal 
progress and have produced a vocal intelligentsia, the ruling classes 
and the ruling party use this device to tie down the 'untouchables' 
to their apron-strings and prevent the1n from joining the common 
struggle against the present regi1ne. 

.The ruling classes have succeeded all these years in isolating 
this downtrodden mass and keeping it as its reserve force. The 
question is how to break this isolation, how to foil the efforts of 
the ruling party to pit this mass against other toilers. 

Unless the weaknesses in the approach of mass organisations 
are removed, and the Party is able to tell the Harijan n1ass the real 
truth about reservations, accon1panied by ideological propaganda 
against untouchahility and the caste system, divisions are likely 
to be intensified by the ruling party and other bourgeois parties. 
In the stn1g,le against authoritarianism, this backwardness of 
the Harijan .nass acts as a big drag adversely affecting the 
movement. 

Islamic Fundamentalism-The Reactionary Agency Of 
Imperialism and International Muslim Reaction 

The proble1n of the Muslirn 1ninority in our country dogged the 
national st1uggle at every step, ulti1natcly leading to the partitioning 
of the country. The partitioning showed the failure of the bourgeois 
leL1d~1·sh1p of the anti-imperi::1list movement to overco1ne 1·eligious 
ba1Tiers and absorb the Muslim n1ass into the rr1ainstrcarn of the 
anti-i1npcrialist struggle, as also its failure to win over the Muslin1 
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mass from the influence of the vested interests in that com1nunity. 
-rhe problem dogs the country and the democratic movement even 
today. The ruling bourgeois-landlord classes have failed to integrate 
the Muslim minority with the com1non current; and the advanced 
democratic movement including the working class movement has 
also failed to score any significant success in this direction. 

The Party Programme states, "In conditions of capitalist 
co1npetition, the guaranteed rights to the minorities provided in 
the Constitution are also not implemented. The bourgeois-landlord 
State thus fosters centrifugal and disruptive forces and fails to build 
the unity of the country on secure foundations". 

Regarding our Party's attitude, it is stated, "While defending the 
right of every religious community-whether it is the majority or 
minority-as well as of those who have no faith in any religion, to 
believe in and practise whatever religion they like or to ren1ain 
irreligious, the Party should fight against all forms of intrusion of 
religion in the social, economic, political and administrative life 
of the nation. Equally opposing the efforts of leaders of all religious 
groups to interfere in the public life of the country, we should 
concentrate fire on the chauvinistic leaders of the majority religious 
community-the Hindus. At the same time, we should continue to 
point out to the minority religious groups that their legitimate rights 
can be defended and protected only on the basis of a consistent 
application of the principles of secularism". 

This outlook has been guiding our Party all these years. Naturally, 
our sympathies lay entirely with the Muslim minority and we defend 
it against all communal attacks and discriminatory attacks of the 

bourgeois-landlord Government. 
Hitherto our Party looked upon riots and Hindu-Muslim conflicts 

as a "commual" problem-a strife between followers of two 
different faiths, because of obscurantism, a weapon of internal 
co1nmunal reaction, mainly Hindu chauvinis1n. It had branded the 
Hindu chauvinist forces led by the RSS as mainly responsible for 
organising pogroms and hunting the minority. 

Our Party has also been criticising the bourgeois-landlord 
Governn1ent for its failure to protect the life and property of the 
Muslim minority, for its treatment as a seco11d class citizen and the 
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fake secularism it stood for. Our Party had denounced such 
concessions to Hindu fanaticis1n as prohibition of cow-slaughter. 
We had also laid stress on the miserable economic plight of the 
Muslims, discriminatory treatment in matters of employment, etc. 

Our sympathies lay entirely with the Muslim minority masses 
and we defended them against all communal and discriminatory 
attacks. 

But, as in the case of the Harijans, the other part was not 
sufficiently stressed-that without freeing themselves from the 
bondage to the minority communal outlook, without joining the 
maintstream of democratic struggle, their liberation will not come. 
There was failure to warn and educate the Muslim masses against 
their own communal leadership, steeped in an anti-Communist, 
anti-democratic outlook. Hitherto, it was regarded only as a problem 
of internal understanding and adjustment. 

The Muslim mass, because of its dire economic situation and 
the discrimination practised against it, is getting extremely 
vulnerable to the obscurantist appeal of fundamentalism. This 
appeal is intended to create a pern1anent wall between the Muslim 
1nasses and the democratic forces and undermines the unity of the 
country and 1nakes it helpless against imperialist pressures in times 
of crisis. It inhibits the Muslim mass fro1n joining the common 
struggle against unemployment, dire poverty, against economic 
enslave1nent, and does the biggest disservice to the minority masses. 

It is no longer the old Hindu-Muslim problem; the old separatism 
is being exploited by the i1nperialists and communalists to plot 
against the de1nocratic n1ovement, the Com1nunist moven1ent and 
the freedom of the country. 

The ramifications of this plot have spread far and wide and the 
secessionist forces in Kashmir have gathered strength, and may 
soon get out of control. 

And here comes the weakness of the Indira Gandhi Governn1ent. 
It is not only unable to fight this conspiracy; it placates these forces 
to secure their electoral support. Growingly isolated from the main 
democratic mass, the Congress(!) relics on backward sections like 
Harijans, <i\divasis and Muslims. Some of those who are in 
possession of the Musli1n mass are acting hand in glove with Islamic 
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fundamentalists abroad and arc now in a position to bl_ack1nail the 
Government and force it to make reactionary concessions. Thes~, 
at present, consist of freedom to carry on separat_ist and ant1-Ind1a 
propaganda. It is no surprise, therefore, that Indira Gandhi sent a 
nessage to the Jamait-e-lslami Conference in Hyderabad and the 
~o~gress(I) Government of Andhra Pradcsh spent a fe: lakhs of 
public money to make this reactionary conference success. 

This is the new dimension of the communal problem. The Party 
must make serious endeavours to rescue the Muslim masses from 
the influence of the fundamentalists and expose and unmask their 

propaganda. . . , , . 
The Indira Gandhi Government is afraid to do it because i_t does 

. f'ence to the reactionary rulers of certain o1l-not want to give 0 l' " r ' 
producing countries. ln the dire condition of our economy," re ies 
on the influx of petro-dollars into the country. . 

The inobilisation of progressive intellectuals, of den1ocr'.1t1c 
opinion and simultaneously greater intervention to defe_nd ~nd 
protect the rights of the Muslim m1nor1ty are steps necessal) to 

con1bat this menace. . . 
Jn these circumstances, the chauvinistic appeal_ ot the l~SS I~ 

f Hindu nation becomes a provocative agency o 
ter1ns o a . h f the 
i1nperialism to drive the Musli1n mass into t e ~amp o 
fundamentalists. The RSS brand of Hindu chauv1n1sm now nlot 
only unleashes riots, terrorises the Muslims with the help. oft 1e 
bureaucracy as in Bihar Shareef, it objectively plays th_e g<1me of 

. . . off the Muslims fro1n the Hindus, the completely part1t1on1ng , · . h · 
Musli1n toilers from other toilers, and works havoc with t e _unity 

f Th appeal of Islamic fundamental1s1n will be o the country. e 
drastically reduced but for the aggressive RSS communal prop_a-

. d wh1'ch endorses from a different d1rect1on the fundamentalist g,ln a · d' · f 
appeal that the Muslims are a totally separate entity 1st1nct rom 

therestofilie~pk. . . 
The inass organisations also have a role to play by making sp~c1al 

efforts to draw the Muslims into the day-to-day struggle and also 
. · h · blems as a minority. ir1t~1·ve11e tn t e1r pro L 
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The raising of such slogans as Khalistan Sikhs a . 
Amritsar a ho! cit are . , separate nation, 

. . . y y, part of this same process of nation I 
d1s1ntegrat1on under Congress rule Known im · 1. a r . h d. . . per1a ist agents now 
a1se t e isrupt1ve slogans with impunit and 

obscurantists. y are backed by 

The Tribals and Foreign Missionaries 

. Three decades of Congress rule have created . 
s1tuat1_on_ in the tribal areas, providing readymade a:~:~ptl.os1ve 
1mper1al1st conspirators. As in the case of the I ion to 
Government of India r . . . untouchables, the 
S h d I . p ov1ded reservation in services for the 

:i~~:i:~:n~r~:::~v~~i~~s~f~:~:.,i1:~d~~~t~~~~;~~s~~t~it~~~:s ~~~ 
h· . I rov1s1ons have proved farcical and the Scheduled T 'b . 

ave been less successful than the H . . . . rt es 
benefits from reservation. artJans in reaping minimum 

Meanwhile, the process of expropriation from land h 
apace, notw1thstandin . 1 . . as gone 
l· d '. . g pious eg1slat1ons preventing transfer of 
c~~e:ot~~nl-~~vas1s. Tkhe Adivasi, driven from land, is forced to 

. ur mar et-the rural labour m k 
regulation of labour conditions does not exist The a'. _et-where 
leg1 ·]· t. f h . · m1n1mum wage 

s a Ion or t e agricultural worker i . . 
Congress( I)-ruled States. And a large num:e;~; A1mdpl.c':'.ented in 
bond ·d I b 

1 
I vas1s work as 

c a our ors aves on farms or far-off brick kilns 
In the Ad1vas1 areas endo d . h . . . Ad. . , we wit rich mineral reserves the 
1vas1s_ get the lowest paid jobs. ' 

The Hindu society treat th ha . 1 · I s em as outcastes and an educated tribal 
s ve1 y itt e chance of gettin . b 

officials and the police rob andgl~~toth Money-len_ders, traders, 
obiects of lust and outrages. em and their women are 

arl
.Deurfing the last thirty years, a generation of educated people has 
s n rom amongst th th and inhu em, ey are vocal against this exploitation 

man treatment The r f 
Government is to ba·t . po i_cy o. the bourgeois-landlord 

I an upper secl!on with ., b . . . 
expenditure of a few lakh f • . . . o s, m1n1sterial posts, 
fu1 d I . so rupees in Ad1vas1 areas, but do nothing 

' an1enta to improve the situation of this oppressed section. 
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Some foreign church missions have been working on this 
explosive material for the last three decades. The results arc today 
seen in the North-Eastern tribal States where the writ of the 
Government of India hardly runs. Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram 
are areas where the ruling party at the Centre is forced to ally with 
anyone who, for the time being, has influence over the people. 
1'ripura shows a different pattern because of our hold and influence 

over the people. 
In the interior also, the slogan of separate State-Jharkhand, 

etc.-are being raised for a long time. But the Congress(!) 
Govemn1ent would not think even of an autonomous district or 

region. 
Today the discontent has spread far and wide and the Adivasis 

are vulnerable to the separatist appeal. This situation is being fully 
exploited by some foreign church niissions which have firm roots 
an1ong the Adivasis in some areas and work in collusion with 

i1npcrialist Powers. 
Our exposure of the misdeeds of these missions concerns their 

reactionary political activities against our country and in the interest 
of foreign imperialist Powers. It is not directed towards preventing 
any citizen of India from propagating his religion or faith. 
Thousands of toilers holding the Christian faith are in the forefront 
of the common struggle in several places and our Party and the 
democratic movement fully support the citizen's right to freedon1 

of conscience and religion. 
Their sinister hand in the Tripura developments was exposed 

by our comrades. In that State, they openly support an organisation 
of tribals (the Tripura Upajati Juba Samiti), which under their 
intluence takes a secessionist stand and concentrates on opposing 
the CPI(M) and the united democratic n1ovement in the State. 

The Baptist Mission is desperately trying to convert the entire 
tribal mass to Christianity, thereby it seeks to create a \Vall of 
religions separation between the converts and the rest. This is to 
be followed by the propaganda that tribals are distinct and separate 
from India and have nothing to do with the Indian people. This 
appeal of separation finds ready soil in the background of the 
horrible life conditions imposed by the bourgeois-landlord 
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Government on the trihals. It is reinforced by the conversion which 
is intended to draw the tribal mass near the Western Christian 
countries. 

The Reverend Cunville of the Baptist Mission calls for a virtual 
invasion by the world churches to convert the Tripura tribals to 
Christianity. "All churches, not only from North-East India but 
around the world, should support and loan their best men and 
women for the disciplining of Tripuris as far as possible under the 
direction of the TBCU" (Tripura Baptist Christian Union). 

Here Church leaders like the Rev. Cunville are openly speaking 
as Church leaders in the name of Christ and communion. But in 
other places, they pose to turn towards the Left, presenting a Left 
image, to fight the CPI(M) and sow the seeds of separatism among 
the tribals. 

A report submitted by the Thane District Secretary of our 
Party, Comrade Khopkar, who is a member of the Party's 
Maharashtra State Committee, gives the following account of the 
activities of such Church agents in the tribal Warli area of the 
district: "Now the Church missionaries call themselves Kashtakari 
Sanghatana (toilers' organisation) and declare it as a progressive 
Left den1ocratic organisation, and simultaneously a non-party 

. ' 
organ1sat1on. 

"In thei1· study camps, their advice to Adivasis is as follows: 
( 1) We Adivasis are a different people. The other people are 
exploiters. If \Ve want to be liberated completely \Ve must throw 
out all non-Adivasis from the area and we must have a republic of 
our own. Actually son1e of our people have established their own 
rule in Nagaland, Mizoram etc. (2) In the Soviet Union and China, 
workers are exploited and ill-treated and real de1nocracy exists in 
the USA only. (3) Christ alone can bring justice." This is enough 
to show the wide ramifications of imperialist agencies exploiting 
the tribal problem. 

"Drive out non-Adivasis fron1 the Adiva.si areas" i.s also the 
slogan raised in the Bihar tribal areas. Jn the Warli area, these 
agents of certain Church missions have organised assaults and 
attacks on our comrades. They indulge in slanderous propaganda 
and incite murders and clashes between Adivasis and non-Adivasis. 
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t t liberate The inability of the bourgeois-landlord Govern men ~ , _ 
'b l · ~ ]lowed by the worsening of their cond1t1ons dnd then 

the tri a S, 0 , , · ]' ' 'l 'S to 
slave status, is providing fertile soil lo imperia ist agcnc e .. 
, , . their plots, The most downtrodden section of the Indian 
organise 1 · f ces either 
society instead of being rallied by the revo utionary or , ' , 
hangs ~n to the tail of the authoritarian party or falls victim to 

iznperialist wiles. d th 
The bourgeois-landlord Government is unable to enounc,e e 

. C h · · · fearing that it will be , d d of these forei~n hurc missions, 
rnis ee s " . , , .. h hold 
accused of religious intolerance by its western ,financ1e1s w, o h 
the purse strings. It, therefore, refrains trom exposing t e 
conspiracy to undermine the unity of the country, One znore 
instance showing that the authoritarian party, relying mo~_e on 
backward sections, cannot protect the country against impez zal1st 

machinations. 

The Challenge from the Religious "Left" , , 
In this connection, it should be noted that a systematic offensive 

from the "Left" is being opened by some Church agencies against 
, , , d 'n the name of moving close to the Left, our Party, but 1t 1s one 1 , . . . , , 

, 1 h CPI(M) A big centre of these activities is and especial y t e · , · , h 
Bangalore from where such innocent-looking organisations ,zs t e 
Centre for Informal Edncation and Develop1nent St,udzes: Indian 

Social Institute, etc., are working and spreading their n~ts.d . t 
The or anise seminars, call our Party men1be1·s and ea ets o 

, . Y g. h , . b · g to get a Left image and attract participate in them, t e aim ein h' 
I horn they offer research jobs, scholars ips, etc., 

young peep e w 
1 

that at 
and convert them into their propagandists. It a so appears 
least in Karnataka, they are trying to penetrate ou_r Party, . . 

S e of our Party members, thro,ving off their guard against 
om . · · , d misled by the , " 1· and these foreign Church znisszons, an , 1n1per1,l 1s1n . h · res 

radical phrases of these agencies, participate in.t e1r inanoeuv k', 
, eir "aine. Both Karnataka and Tainzl Nadu must .ta e 

~~~e l~t{h~~ situ:tion. It seems that our Andhra Pa11y_ being vig'.lant 
. . t. nd asked our members to dissociate has taken action in ime a . 

themselves fron1 such organisations. 

, I 
I 

I 

II 

!! 

I ,, 

I ,, 

I, 
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Needless to sav that these forei n m' . . 
supported by the anti-Soviet "Left" I g 1ss1onary activities are 
warned against these agencies an~ ~~ents in our country. Having! 
Party, we must also note that the a e1r efforts to _penetrate our ·. 
Lett groups. y re establ!sh1ng ties with other , 

S_i1nultaneously, we must note h· . . 
against the Party is conducted b ~at an 1deolog1cal offensive 
all so_rts of "radical" intellectual~ ~ e Trotskyltes, Naxalites and 
hand is provided by inten1ational , . he coord1nat1ng and guiding 
a th 

.igenc1es and the t ·, 
re ose returning from the USA Our p , . mos voc11erous 

to-day problems. is unable t · . arty, being busy with day
pi ty that our intellectual oc mo eet tdh1s challenge properly. It is a 
la rrira es-profess 

wyers-_are unable to put up a fi h . ors, teachers, 
the _offensive on every front. The~- t, ~nd sta~d paralysed before 
all-1n1portant job. art) must arm them to do this 

In its absence, a section of the d' 
generation is being cor1upted b, this~~ ic~J_ly minded younger 
only in counter-revolutionary ) t' C eft i_deology which ends 
the Naxalite ideolony its ·h an I- ommun1sm. The menace of 
f h 'f b , , c ang1ng tactics int t b 
oug t I this counter-revolutiona , . ts e systematically 

defeated. ry group is to be isolated and 

Features of Acute Crisis 

' Certain features of the acute crisis oft 
I oht1cal protests agit t' , he system must be noted. 

' a ions, movement. d . 
necessary accomp·1nin1e11t. f d . s an strikes are the · ' s o a evelop1ng · · I 
is represented bv ·1 gen I b cr1s1s. ts acute st·ige 
d . . · ' era reakdown of Ja d ' 

a m1n1stration, the violation of the rul . w an order, of the 
mass of ordinary people not involv e of law_ with regard to the 
inovements and the . . ed in poht1cal or econom1·c 

. ·, 1ncapac1ty -1 · strat1on to offer security . d f or unw1 hngness of the admini-
anti-socials. .in sa ety to the common people against 

The looting of trains, the robb . . . . 
the capitals of States the arm d ~r\~' in the capital of India and 
the robbery of comm, . . e o -ups and lootings of banks 

on citizens w1desp ,, d d . . . , 
areas, the rapes of wome b , . rea aco1t1es in the rural 
vast areas of the cities and ythgangsters and policemen, the rule of 

e 
·t · n e1r slums by g·in h 

x ort n1oney fro1n the peo . le s e , ' gs w o are able to 
adm1n1stration and the socfet;. p ak of .in unprecedented crisis of 

, 
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It is not known to the common man that when there is a coal 
shortage in the country, Jakhs of tonnes of coal are regularly looted 
from Dhanbad and other mining areas by gangsters working in 
league with the police and mine officials. The existence of mafia 
operators in the Dhanbad area looting and disposing of lakhs of 
tonnes of coal is well-known and was recently owned up by a 
Cabinet Minister of the Central Government. 

While gangsters spread terror and the police indulge in 
brutalities, the people's spontaneous anger also rises and they 
surround police stations demanding punishment of guilty officials 
for their collusion with gangsters or attacks on the people. These 

clashes result in police firings and deaths. 
These are not outbursts of hunger; they do not arise out of high 

prices or other economic demands. They are against torture and 
rape in police custody, or refusal of the police to register complaints 
or take action against murderers, dacoits and rapists. 

They are protests against the general breakdown of admini
stration, against the breakdown of the law-enforcing machinery 
and the growing influence of anti-socials on it. 

Collusion 
The collusion between the police, the bureaucracy and anti

socials has been growing in recent years. It seems to have increased 
in the year and a half since Indira Gandhi's return to po,ver. ln 
fact, the Sanjay gang typified this collusion. The breakdo\vn of 
law and order appears to be widespread in Bihar, no one knowing 
where the bureaucracy ends and the criminals take over. The 
collusion between the landed interest, the administration and anti
social elcments-dacoits and others-is patent in the villages of 
the State. It shows that the conflict of agrarian interests has reached 

a high pitch of intensity in Bihar. 

Congress(!) Link with Anti-Socials 
But a recent and alarming feature of the sitt1ation is the 

manifestation of Jinks between Congress(l) politicians and leaders 
with anti-socials. ln West Bengal, this process has been in evidence 
for some time. The April 3 bandh again demonstrated visibly the 
anti-social character of the striking force of the Congress(!). 

I 

' ,. 
I 

•I' 

11

1 
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But now with the rapid and mounting discontent amon the 
people against Cong;ess(l) policies, outside West Bengal als~ the 
same process 1s in_ evidence. The links of certain Bihar Congress(!) 
leaders with daco1ts we~e exposed some time ago. A dacoit in U.P. 
was shot dead by the police. In his pocket they found a letter written 
by a Congress(!) MLA thanking him for the help rendered during 
the el_ect1on to ensure his success. The following report from 
The Tunes of lnd1a, dated June 8, should not cause surprise· "A 
June 7· M S h · (S · · · gra, 

. r. a a1 ecretary of the U.P Sarvodaya Manda!), who 
retu111ed today after v1s1t1ng several Parliamentary and Assembly 
const1tuenc1es, said that he had evidence that dacoit gang 

k . . . s-
ta 1ng active interest 1n the poll campaign in the Tindwari Asscmbl 
constituency from where the U.P. Chief Minister, Mr. Vishwanat~ 
Pratap Singh 1s seeking election.:' Press reports recently exposed 
the links of the Andhra Home Minister with a known anti-social. 
Earlier the capital was scandalised by the report that a dacoit 
from Madhya Pradesh was taking shelter in the residence of a 
Congress(!) M.P. 

Blackmarketeers and smugglers are already there in the iuling 
party. 

It is necessary to remember that authoritarian rule will growingly 
'."ean the iule of ant1-soc1als working hand in glove with the olice 
dnd the bureaucracy armed with unlimited powers. p 

Surrender to Police 

Another feature of the intensified crisis is the con1plete inability 
of the M1n1sters, the ruling party and elected representatives to 
ke_ep the bureaucracy, especially the police, under control. Leave 
aside graft, the authorities are unable to take action against th 
who are guilty of loot, rape or murder. Any action propose:~~ 
n~med1a_tely _opposed_ by t_he policen1en and the Government is 
blackn1a1!ed into hastily w1thdra\ving it. 

This has_ happened in Dabwali where some policemen were 
charged with the rape and inurder of an orderly's w1'fe Th. 
ha d. B h · IS 

ppene in ag pet where the Gove111n1ent hardly took any action 
against the daylight murder of three persons by policen1en and the 
outrage on the wife of one of the murdered. This again happened 
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in Gwalior when policemen and Home Guards looted a S\Veetmeat 
shop and killed a chowkidar, but the Government dared not take 
action against anyone for fear of provoking police agitation. 

This was also seen in the withdrawal of the action against the 
police personnel involved in the Bhagalpur blinding cases in Bihar. 
The policemen who were found guilty by the Mukdar Commission 
and charge-sheeted for the rape of Ran1iza Bi and the murder of 
her husband in Hyderabad were let off by the court, the Public 
Prosecutor himself arguing more in defence of the culprits. The 
policemen who raped and killed Shakila and later murdered her 
husband in Hyderabad were also let off. 

No law for the ruling party, no law for the bureaucracy, is the 
feature of an authoritarian Stat,e. The image of a police State run 
with the aid of the rough storm-troopers of the ruling party is slowly 
e1nerging in practice notwithstanding repeated assurances against 

i111position of Emergency rule. 
And, finally, the hold of the n1ling party over the border States 

has either slipped or is precariously held. 
In N agaland, Manipur, Mizoram and other States, the 

Congress(!) is forced to ally with the party which, for the time 
being, has majority in the Legislature. One Congress(!) Chief 
Minister was found to be in close touch with the rebels and had to 
be removed. The writ of the Central Government is dependent on 
the goodwill of local leaders and parties with secessionist 

sympathies.' 
In Assam, the local bureaucracy is \vorking hand in glove with 

the leaders of the secessionist movement. Assam is once again 

under President's rule. 

The Economic Situation 
These developments are taking place in the midst of a worsening 

economic situation and its effects on the people. In fact they follow 
from the sharp struggles and conflicts arising from the challenging 

rnass discontent. 
The rate of inflation has reached as high as 14 per cent. The 

unchecked rise of prices continues and all the promises of the 
Finance Minister and the Govem1nent have turned out to be mere 
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words. A relentless drive against the living standards of the people 
is demanded by the World Bank (abolition of food subsidies, etc.), 
and by the co1npulsion of foreign borrowings. The Sixth Five
Year Plan, vvith its resort to comn1ercial borrowing, will mortgage 
the economy still more to exports to Western countries. In the 
nlidst of this, the search for petro-dollars from countries with 
reactionary regimes, the open invitation to foreign investment and 
the search for joint ventures, all bespeak of a dangerous situation. 
Unemployment increases by millions every year and has reached 
explosive proportions giving a free field to anti-national agencies 
to cany on their nefarious work. 

According to the Sixth Plan document, integrated steel plants 
were able to utilise only 69.2 per cent of their capacity in 1979-
80; the aluminium industry 58.2 per cent; fertiliser(N) stabilised 
plants 76.6 per cent; cement 72.6 per cent; newsprint 68.2 per 
cent and so on. Commenting on this. the Sixth Plan document 
observes: "As is evident from the table, recent trends in capacity 
utilisation in several industries are discouraging. This is also true 
for agriculture. For example, the irrigation potential which has 
been created is not fully utilised. Levels of yield per acre for many 
parts of the country are far below what can be attained with known 
technology". 

The Planners present this deep malady of the economy as a result 
of lagging infrastructure. They observe: "The poor utilisation of 
agriculture and industry stems from 1nany factors but the major 
proble1n area can be located in the basic infrastructures of power 
and transport". But will they answer why utilisation of thermal 
power generation capacity has been below 50 per cent? In 
1979-80, it was only 45 per cent. 

Naturally sickness in industry grows. According to the Reserve 
Bank of India, at the end of June 1979, there were large sick 
industrial units in which bank credit amounting to Rs. I 011. 72 
crores was locked up. (This exceeds the value of the total 
investment in the public sector under the Department of Heavy 
Industry.) According to returns received by the RB! from 
commercial banks, the nun1ber of sick units in the small-scale 
sector was as high as 20,326. The Econon1ic Survey ( 1980-8 J) 
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observed, "Industrial sickness involving both la;,ge-scale and sn1all
scale industries is a matter of sertolIS conce~ : . . 
. Th most palpable inanifestation of the cr1s1s is the torrent of 

n~ing unemployment. They were 22.1 million.unemployed at 
inou d f the Fifth Plan These official figures are an 
the en ° · k ·11 bcr 32 
underestimate. Nevv entrants in the labour mar et .w1 .nu1n 

·11· during the Sixth Plan which claims to find Jobs for 30 
1111 1on ·i1· I l t the ·11· Th's will leave a backlog of 24.2 in1 ion. n rea' y 
m1 ion. ' 40 ·1r b use the figure will be much higher, not less than n11 ion, eca , 

. f' d 30 million new jobs cannot be substantiated. The 
cla1m to 111 d · b 11 85 
number of educated jobless alone is expecte to rise y . 

million in 1985. • · f' Id f 
1'his huge jobless mass is bound to enter tlie act1v~ . ie . o 

a itation and resistance in the near future. Already ag1tat1ons for 
!lief for work have started. There have been morchas and 
~emo:1strations ~f the unemployed youth. While the Left-oriented 
Governments are providing the unemployed wi.th some rehef'.the 
Congress(!) Governments are deluding them with reservation a~d 

h . . ks Attempts are being made to d1v1de the movement 
ot er g1mm1c · · · B t this 
on caste lines by concentrating on the reservation issue. u . 

will not succeed. . 
A number of Congress(!) Governments had already recognised 

the explosive situation in the rural areas and started a rural 
e1nployment progra1nme-the food-for-work programme-to 

acif the anger of the n1ral inasses. But because of corruption in 
ihe a~1ninistration very little relief could reach the people. Only 
the Left Front Government of West Bengal could make a success 
of the programme. Another manifestation of the cr1s1.s is the 
growing reliance on foreign collaboration agreements which were 
the highest in number in 1980-81. They were permitted at af t1.me 
when multinational drug companies. in India we.re de '.'"g 
G ent 1·1w and when foreign capital was refusing to carry 1ovcmm ' , · 40 t 
out the FERA directive to dilute the foreign equity to per cen . 
1'h Government acquiesced in their tlcf1Ltncc. -

;ndia's large balance of payments deficit in I 98ll-8 I does not 
seem to be a ten1porary pheno1ncnon. i\s the report of the World. 
Bank (April 1981) observed, "the deterioration of balance of 

·t, does not appear to be of short duration an<l pay1nents prospec s · 
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does require economic policy changes to manage the large deficits 
in the coming years. In the last four years, exports have financed a 
decreasing share of imports. The modernisation of industry and 
continued liberalisation of trade will lead further to growing 
imports". Growing reliance on exports to Western markets is thus 
emphasised. 

The high_inflation rate and the high prices that are dominating 
the economic scene despite the promises of the Finance Minister 
to relieve the situation, are part of this crisis, part of the mechanism 
to transfer the burdens of the crisis to the poorer sections. Allow 
prices to rise to curtail consumption, this has been the recipe of 
the World Bank. In its latest report also, the Bank observes that 
instead of allowing edible oils consumption to be curtailed through 
the prevailing _high prices, the Government imported large 
quantities of oil to bring down prices. By May 9, 1981, the 
wholesale price index at 275.2 was 14.6 per cent higher than a 
year before. 

This rise conceals the story of the indescribable suffering of the 
people, who are forced to go without daily necessities of life like 
oil, sugar, etc. The Government has no intention, nor will it succeed 
in bringing down the high prices, and people's protests are rising 
as the situation becomes unbearable and all hope of relief 
disappears. Housewives are again on the move to demand relief 
from the high prices and the Government has nothing to offer. The 
ruling high prices are bound to lead to big convulsions and 
confrontation between the Government and the people. 

But the crisis is all-pervading and threatens to bring about the 
collapse of the public distribution system, imposing outright 
starvation on huge sections of the rural population. This is the 
direct result of the Government's pro-trader, pro-speculator policy 
as well as of the intlation which assures every speculator and trader 
that by cornering grain and other commodities, he will get a bigger 
return. In this period of uncontrolled rise in prices, the Governn1ent 
allowed the trader to have a free hand instead of nationalising 
wholesale trade in foodgrains. The result was that the trade cornered 
the wheat by offering slightly higher prices to the peasant-seller, 
while the better-off sections of the producers kept away from the 
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market. The produce of the small peasant having gone into the 
hands of the trader, the Government agencies could purchase very 
little. The Haryana and Punjab State Governments failed to procure 
the required quantity of wheat, and the Prime Minister undertook 
a journey to Chandigarh to discipline the Chief Ministers. But the 
target had to be scaled down. 

And now a serious and explosive situation has arisen. Foodgrains 
stocks with the Government have dipped to below ten million 
tonnes and a high rate of procurement was essential. But it is not 
possible to reach the wheat procurement target of 9.5 million 
tonnes. Jn Punjab, by' May end, the procurement \Vas less than 
25 lakh tonnes against a target of 47 lakh tonnes; in tlaryana, it 
\Vas less than ten lakh tonnes against a target of 17 lakh tonnes. 

The country's food distribution system stands endangered. This 
may result in reduced rationing in the urban areas and outright 
starvation in the rural areas. 

Besides, this means that the Government will have no food 
stocks for the food-for-work programme which offered some relief 
to the poorest section of the rural population. There was no 
allocation after October 1980, while in 1981-82, no foodgrains 
have been supplied to the States so far. In 1979-80, utilisation of 
foodgrains for the food-for-work programme was of the order of 
23.6 lakh tonnes, while the employment generated was of the order 
of 5377 lakh mandays. With the end of this employment and relief, 
there are bound to be angry agitations in the rural areas. 

Thus all the facets of the crisis are driving for a major 
confrontation between the people and the Government. 

Inner-Dissensions, Loss of Credibility 

The credibility of the ruling party is compromised by the inner
crisis of the party and the incompetence that dogs it. The n11ing 
party has specialised in getting the most incon1petent people as 
its Government functionaries. Never was the prestige of its 
administration so low as now. The Pahadias and Antulays are 
certainly not names which can bring credit to any public 
organisation. So mean is the moral, intellectual and political level 
of Congress(!) State Ministers that a Rajasthan Minister is found 
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guilty of violating the Child Marriages Act and giving away his 
ten-year-old daughter in 1narriagc. 

The notorious Antulay is starting Government newspapers in 
Maharashtra, and has no compunction in joining hands with the 
Shiv Sena whose followers indulge in looting the shops of non
M.aharashtrians. Anjaiah had to be rebuked for distributing 
1n1n1ster1al posts to almost every second MLA. 

At the Centre also, Indira Gandhi has not been able to knock 
together a team of efficient and decent people. Never before was 
there such a weak Cabinet at the Centre, son1e of whose members 
are objects of ridicule among the people. Neither the bureaucrats 
nor the people seem to have any regard for this crowd. No wonder 
many portfolios still remain undistributed. 

. Insi.de the States, factionalism and inner-fights are taking an 
1ntens1f1ed forrn. Though the San jay group is now put on the shelf 
in-fights over power continue to disarray the Congress(!) party'. 
The expulsion of V.C. Shukla fron1 the Central Cabinet, though it 
has te1nporarrly shaken the dissidents in Madhya Pradesh, will 
1ntens1ty the differences to a breaking point. 

In Maharashtra, Antulay, with his crude and vulgar methods of 
functioning, and his collusion with the Shiv Sena, will have to be 
replaced. Perhaps, that is the meaning ofChavan's defection which 
will strengthen the Maratha lobby and provide a leadership with 
better image among the people. 

Chief Minister Jagannath Misra of Bihar is an extrcrr1ely contro
versial personality. The way Supre1ne Court directives on the Bihar 
blindings were circumvented under his regirnc is known to all. He 
is the target of oppositional attack for corruption in administration 
favou1itism in appointments and casteism. Factionalism, intrigue~ 
and collapse of the adn1inistration are inevitable under the 
circumstances, and this is what has happened in the State. 

In this situation, Indira Gandhi relies more and more on trusted 
rnen of the bureaucracy and devoted sycophants in the party. The 
circle of real rulers gets closer and closer making the establishn1ent 
of a dictatorship a matter of necessity. The nrling party is, therefore, 
1nev1tably proceeding towards this objective under a fa~ade of 
promises to the contrary. 
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JJrive for Dictatorship 
i\fter the enactment of the National Security Act. which the 

\iorne Minister himself described as MIS A.with a "chang.ed name", 
rhc Congress(!) Government is concentrating on two ob1ect1ves
a subservient Judiciary and a Presidential fo1m of Government. 

In recent months, the conflict between the Judiciary and the 
J·:xecutive has assumed an intensified form. 

In the LIC bonus case, the Government repeatedly defied or 
circurnvented the decisions of the Supreme Court. Commitments 

111 ade by the Attorney-General were repudiated by the Cabinet. 
But the Government had to retreat after the final verdict of the 
Supreme Court in favour of the employees and agreed to give the 
prescribed assurance on the question of bonus. Even at this stage, 
the Government was not willing to carry out the dec1s1on of the 
Court. They wanted the officials of the LIC to defy the verdict. 
Only when the latter demanded written instructions to diso.bey 
the Court's ruling, and in its absence threatened to resign, 
1he Government yielded. The legality of the LIC Act is still under 
dispute, the Government is bound to resist the Supreme Court's 

verdict. 
Meanwhile, in order to make the Judiciary subservient, the 

Government claimed the right to transfer High Court Judges fro1n 
one State to another and ordered certain transfers. This was also 
challenged. The Government then resorted to the trick of seeking 
an undertaking from Additional Judges that they had no objection 
10 being transferred to another State during the course of their 
'crvice. This was a demand on those who were yet to be made 
permanent. The Additional Judges were being coerced to accept 
this condition if they desired a permanent post on the Bench. 

This clandestine pressure led to loud protests both from the 
Bench and the Bar, but the Government would not yield. The terms 
of those who declined to accept the condition were not extended. 
This happened to two Judges of the Delhi High Court. A writ was 
filed on their behalf and the Supreme Coult asked the Governrnent 
to grant extension to them till the writ was decided. The 
Government refused. The Govern1nent is biding its time and hopes 
lhat with the retirement of a few Judges frorn the Supreme Court, 
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it will be able lo pack the highest judicial body with its "committed, 
men". Then the entire approach of the Court is bound to change.'' 

In the meantime, partisans of the Government from the Bar like . 
Ashoke Sen and others warn the Judges against interfering with ' 
the decisions of Parliament. Ministers and Congress(!) lawyers . 
utter unseemly threats to them. The authoritarian party is dragging · 
the bourgeois judicial system into the street, exploding the myth 
of its impartiality and independence and pronouncing it as a · 
subservient instrument of the ruling party. 

The fight against these attempts to create a subservient Judiciary • 
forms an integral part of the fight against the imposition of one
party rule and provides the widest possible common platform of 
1·esistance. 

It is gratifying to note that the resistance to the attack on the 
Judiciary is gathering strength. Some Judges are forthcoming in 
their statements and judgements affecting the issues. Lawyers and 
leading members of the Bar in many places have condemned the 
Executive's aggression on the prerogatives of the Judiciary and 
the Court. Two Chief Justices who were earlier transferred to High 
Courts in other States refused to accept their new assignments. 
This resistance, however, must be carried to the people to be 
effective. 

Drive for Presidential System 

The second objective, a Presidential form of Government, is 
also being relentlessly pursued. There is every danger that Indira 
Gandhi may succeed in reaching it through "constitutional" means, 
unless public opinion is roused against it. 

The constitutional change required for the purpose can be 
introduced through the present Parliament. The Congress(!) has 
the requisite majority in the Lok Sabha for the purpose. But, at 
present, it does not have the requisite number in the Rajya Sabha. 
Next year the Congress(l)'s position in the Rajya Sabha 
will improve. 

This is a big danger that faces the people and the threat can be 
executed behind their back, without involving them. The opposition 
to a Presidential form of Government again becon1es the platform 
of the broadest resistance. 
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But, once more, appeal to the masses and their involvement are 
required to successfully combat this treacherous move. 

The question of the form of Government has assume.d 
irnportance because, in times of crisis, certain forms of bourgeois 
rule offer greater facilities for carrying forward the struggle. They 
become crucial points in the advance of the democratic movement 

at a particular stage. . . . . . 
Both the Parliamentary form of Government as rt exists rn Br1ta1n. 

and the Presidential form as it exists in the USA are forms ot 
bourgeois class rule. By themselves, they do not represent any 
fundamental change in the position of the masses with respect to 
political power or control over the State. . . 

But in India, today, the Presidential system that rs advocated rn 
opposition to the present Parlian1entary system is nothing but the 
ernbodinient of one-party rule, one-party drctatorshrp and 
ultimately the personal dictatorship of the leader of that party. 

The question is raised by the ruling party toda.y because the 
Parliamentary system with its opposition parties, wrth rts freed~m 
of exposure and criticism of Governrnent action.s and its capacity 
to bar un11leasant and reactionary measures, 1s a11 obs~acle in 

the way of one-party rule and an open dictator.>hip against the 
people. . 

The Maharashtra Chief Minister, Antulay, one of the marn 
crusaders of the Presidential systen1, openly identified it with 
dictatorship. He says: "Now in the Presidential system, the 
President within his ambit has powers where even the Supreme 
Court cannot interfere. And he is not ren1ovable by the Senate, nor 
rhe Congress, not even the two put. tog~ther" '.An irremovable 
!'resident who can pack the courts with hrs nominees, and cann.ot 
be rernoved bv either House-this is the gist of the demand tor , 

the Presidential forn1 of Govern1nent. 

Basic Understanding 
Sirnilarly, in the fight between the Judiciary and the Executive 

that is going on no\v, we should not dilute our baste understanding 
of the class character of the Judiciary. As Marxists we do not hold 
that the Judiciary is independent of the class interests which the 
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State serves: Nonetheless, occasions arise when the two wings of 
the bourgeois State clash with each other and the stand of either 
may _help the progressive forces. In 1969, the Judiciary took a 
react1onar_y stand on the question of right to property-in defence 
of _this _right-and attempted to declare illegal the bank: 
nat1onahsat1on and abolition of Privy Purses measures of the 
Government. And we supported the Government measures and 
opposed the Judiciary's "independence". 

. The co_ntlict between the Judiciary and the Executive is today 
hnked with the people's struggle against authoritarianism, and: 
every. effort of the Executive to reduce the importance of the 
Jud1c1ary must be combated. The present-day Judiciary-the 
Judges of the_ Supren1e Court-have become an obstacle in the• 
way of the arbitrary exercise of power by the Executive, they defend 
f~nda~ental ~tghts and protect them against interference by the 
Execu_ttve, they have blocked the way to arbitrary changes in the 
Const11ut1_on _by enunc1at1ng the doctrine of the basic structure of· 
the Cons!ttut1on; so long as the Judges continue on this path, they. 
will have the support of the democratic forces. 

But we must be prepared for a sudden change in the situation 
and reversal of the role of the Judiciary after a few new. 
appointments to the Court. 

Heavy Responsibility of the Party and Left Forces 
The development of the last few months, the changing 

c_orrelat1on of forces, the vacillations of bourgeois parties and the 
r1s1ng struggle of the masses place a heavy responsibility on our ·· 
Party and the Left and democratic forces in general. It is necessary • 
~.n this connection to recall the Jullundur Party Congress resolution: · 
Th_e Left and democratic forces stand in the forefront of the fight . 

ag,nnst the forces of authoritarianism. They endeavour in all 
possible ways to organise the broadest possible resistance to the 
author1tar1an danger, they lend their support to the platform for 
democ_rat1_c reforms and advance which bring together all anti
author1tar1an trends, even those that are opposed to the economic 
platfo1m of the Left democratic forces." 

"Realising the terr1"ble ff · · f h . . s11 er1ngs o t e masses and the 
cont1nu1ng danger of dictatorship, the Left and den1ocratic 
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forces direct their fire against the monopolists, big capitalists 
and landlords and against the increasing influence of foreign 

capital. 
"By putting forward a political and economic programme, 

distinct and sharply opposed to the platform and practice of 
bourgeois-landlord parties, by leading the masses to realise it, the 
Left and democratic forces enable them to move away from the 
bourgeois-landlord parties and increasingly rally round an 
alternative leadership." The Left-oriented Govern111ents by their 
existence and the measures they take to defend the interests of the 
people-n1easures which distinguish then1 from all bourgeois
landlord parties-act as the spearhead of the Left and democratic 
forces. Their continued existence, despite the desperate efforts of 
the ruling party to topple them, is not only an outstanding 
achievement of our Party and the Left and democratic forces; it is 
an important elen1ent which accentuates the crisis, contributes to 
the instability of the ruling party and increases the strength of the 
anti-authoritarian forces. The defence of these Governments against 
Congress(!) machinations is the primary responsibility of the 
democratic forces and the working class if the conspiracy of the 

dictatorial forces is to be defeated. 
The authoritarian party is preparing its attacks on these outposts, 

uttering slanders, abuse, charges of breakdown of law and order, 
holding out blackmailing threats and using Central Ministers to 
fan the agitation against the Left-oriented Minist1ies. But, at the 
sc.ltne time, Opposition pc1rties, democratic forces co11sider it 
necessary to ward off these attacks, they realise that these are 
attacks on democracy and that they jeopardise the democratic 
existence of all political opposition parties and constitute a prelude 
to a general onslaught of the forces of dictatorship against the 

people. 
If i111rnediately after the 1977 elections, the Janata Party and its 

Gove1·n111ent were considered to be the nlain bt1lW<.l1·k against one
party dictatorship, today that role. in the minds of large sections, 
is played by the l,eft Front and Left Democratic Front Ministries. 

Indira Gandhi seeks to isolate the Left-oriented Ministries from 
this broad support before attacking it. It will be an i111pcrn1issible 
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error ifthe Left-oriented Ministries and the Left forces neglect the 
task of 1nobilising wider support all-over India through their 
pohc1es, pronouncements and actions for the com1non man 
through their direct appeal to these forces to support thein. ' 

The wider support is, besides, practical and easy of achievement 
because the other opposition parties and forces also need the 
existence of the Left-oriented Governments in their struggle against 
the authoritarian party. 

The struggle against the forces of authoritarianism now takes 
place in changed circumstances. In the present situation the Left 

, , 
occupies a key position all-over India, though it is a weak force, 
because wide sections of the people want other opposition paities 
to.ally with 11. Reactionaries in these parties are fighting against 
this urge; and the big bourgeois Press is building up the BJP as the 
alte1native to the Congress(!). 

This imposes great responsibilities on the Left forces which have 
to act as the spearhead of the snuggle against dictatorship and, 
therefore, to lead the fight for broad resistance in collaboration 
with all forces opposed to authoritarianism. Any mistake here will 
let down the struggle and pass on the initiative to disniplive forces. 

l<'orcig11 Policy Developments 

. The .Indira Ga.ndhi Governn1ent's understanding of the 
international s1tuat1on and Its foreign policy are more realistic than 
that of other bourgeois parties. This has already been pointed out 

There is rapid worsening of the international situation and the 
danger of military controntation can no longer be ignored. 

. The Pa11y n1ust note this and should know that it cannot discharge 
its responsibility without rousing the people to the danger of war 
and ti.tking an (lCtive i11te1·est in the defence of pcc1ce. 

1'he Reagan Ad1ninistration has intensified !he drive auainst 
detente initiated by the previous U.S. Administration. This is 
endangering world peace, threatening the security and peace of 
the countries of Europe, Asia, Africa and America. The people of 
Europe lace the threat of a military confrontation involvin<> the 

"' use of nuclear weapons and neutron bo1nbs. The nations inhabiting 
the West Asian region are faced with direct America11 interventio11 . 
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lsrael, with the aid of the Pentagon, is carrying on a regular. war 
against Lebanon. And the same Zionist force, under the <hrect 
instructions of the USA, raided Iraq to destroy its nuclear reactor. 
The U.S. imperialism, though it has received a rebuff in Iran, is 
intent on firmly planting its feet in the oil region and is n1aking 
Pakistan its military base under the excuse of helping the Afghan 
"freedom-fighters". The Soviet help to Afghanistan's progressive 
forces to ward off i1nperialist attacks is made the excuse to 
militarise the region. 

The report of the External Affairs Ministry, placed before the 
Lok Sabha in March, notes the U.S. plans for a rapid development 
force of 110,000 personnel for use primarily in the Indian Ocean. 
1'he Diego Garcia base situated in the Indian ()ccan make.s 11 
possible to caiTy on operations against the littoral States. It 1s a 
standing danger to India and all littoral States. . 

But the danger to India does not end there. The USA 1s bent on 
feverishly arming Pakistan's military n1lers to create a constant 
threat of war between the (\VO countries. The Pakistani dictator, 
unable to seize any issue to bcfool the people, is using the 
Afghanistan card, acting as the anti-Soviet spearhead of the USA, 
and is bent upon stockpiling arms to be used against India. Th.e 
people of Pakistan are being poisoned by virulent ant1-Ind1a, ant1-
llindu propaganda, so that they can be used as cannon-fodder any 
time. The Pakistani 1ncdia are openly speculating on v.·ar between 
the two countries. When the Afghan crisis started and Zia-ul Haq 
demanded rnilitary help fro1n the USA, Agha Shuhi was forthright 
in saying that the help was needed to protect Pakistan against India~ 

The USA is playing the Pakistan card to create the danger ot 
war.and danger to the security of India and to pressurise India to 
shift its foreign policy, especially its stand on Afghanistan. 

These are pressures to weaken the Indo-Sov1et Treaty of 
Friendship and Cooperation and the Govern1nent's policy of non
alignmenL They arc supplemented by other measures hke refusal 
to supply uraniu1n to the Tarapore nuclear plant, threat to cut off 
"'conon1ic aili to count1·ies not toeing the US line a11d ~o on. 
c These arms-twisting tactics coupled \Vith the anti-Soviet, pro
American stand of bourgeois opposition parties like the BJP, 

,I 
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deman.d ut1nost vigilance on the part of the Party to fight back the 
offens1v.e. A co.n1pro1n1se by the Government is possible if the 
econon11c s1tuat1on gets out of hand and rescue operations depe d 
on US loans. n 

The ludo-Pakistan talks outlined the gravity of the situatio 
they showed the firm resolve of Pakistan's rulers to ·111 n as 
the USA. ' Y with 

As the. P. B. statement put it, "One of the main issues bedevilling 
the relat:ons between the two countries is the Pakistan milita 
d1ctat.or. s dcc1s1on to stock.pile arms with the help of u1 
nnper1ahsn1. The Indian Foreign Minister's visit and talks have 
not le.d to any change in the decision of Pakistan's iuling clique. It 
is this collaboration of Pakistan's r l. 1 . · . . . · u 1ng c asses with US 
1mpcr1ahsm since the early fifties that has been responsible for 
the cont1r1u1ng abnormal sitt1alion in the s11b-conti11e11t1' 

Under these circurnstances, the state1nent that each c;untry h 
~·e r1~ht to ~uy ar?1s for its defence constitutes an endorsement~~ 
. ia-u. Haq s reliance on the worst enemy of freedom-US 
1mper1ahs1n. What does the Government of I d .. Th· 

1 
P· k. . . . . .. n Id accept thereby? 

. a d is tan has JUSt1f1ed fears about Indian agaressiono () d 
1t seek to purch I 1 . "' , ' r oes . ·, . asc s am1c goodwill by accepting the existence of 
" Soviet threat to Pakistan? There seems to be . h 
than meets the eye and it seems ,to . mdore in t e phrase . ' - masq11era e an opportunist 
co11ces.s1on. 

These developments directly affect the course of the d . 
struggle · emocrat1c 

in. our country, and also call upon the Party to w 
rc~entl~ss fight against the opportunism of certain bourgeois p:~~e: 
w I~ o Ject1vely or kno,vingly toe the American line. They als~ 
~:, upon.the Party as a whole to give more vigorous attention to 

c question ot toreign policy .1 1 . r anc not eave the initiative to the 
ru ing. party. Neither the authoritarian ruling part nor the 
Oppos1t1on parties can be trusted with the task of /ire ·r l 
counteracting the imperialist manoeuvres. It is known t~t:tv~h~ 
ruling p.nty is afraid of taking a forthright position f .. 
to ar1d cxpt)SU f · .· . o oppos1t1on 
. ~ re o 1rnpe11al1s111 C)n . .;;cvcra[ issues and tl b 
softens people's vigilance. iere y 
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International Complication-Chinese Policy 
The division in the international Communist 1nove1nent, its 

incapacity to take a common stand on vital issues of confrontation 
between the Socialist and imperialist worlds, enhances the gravity 
of the situation and demands utmost vigilance on our Party's part. 

It is known that a large number of Communist Parties, including 
the Communist Party of China, have taken a hostile stand on Soviet 
counteraction in Afghanistan, describing it as Soviet expansionisn1 
or aggression. The same is their attitude towards the Vietnamese 
action in Kampuchea .. Now, for many months. counter
revolutionarics arc attempting to destabilise Socialism in Poland. 
The situation demands unity of the entire international Communist 
movement to ward off the attack of counter-revolution against a 
Socialist country. But some Co1nmunist Parties, the CPC and 
others, take an entirely different stand and do not support Soviet 

help to save the situation. 
This outlook is now complicating the situation in India, giving 

a boost to the pro-American lobby in the country and creating 

obstacles to the fight against imperialist conspiracies. 
The Prime Minister of China, during his recent visit to Pakistan, 

promised help to Afghan counter-revolutionaries operating from 
Pakistani soil and encouraged the Pakistani Government to support 
them. Above all. he fully supported the Pakistan military regi1ne's 
demand for military aid from the USA as being necessary to defend 

the integrity and freedom of Pakistan. 
Our Party denounces American military aid to Pakistan's 1nilitary 

rulers as part of the US game to play Asians against Asians, as part 
of its conspiracy against our freedom. People's China takes a 
diametrically opposite stand. Our country which has experienced 
three regular \Vars with Pakistan cannot be complacent on 

this issue. 
A victim of the theory of social-imperialisn1, of the 

understanding that the USSR is more dangerous than the USA, 
the Governn1ent of People's China pursues the policy of isolating 
the lJSSR in the region seeks to weaken the Inda-Soviet Treaty of 
l'riendship and Cooperation. f'or our Party, on the other hand. the 
protection and strengthening of this treaty is a 1nust if US 
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conspiracies are to be fought and the country's ind d , . 
be protected. epen ence is to 

While fighting the.se pre.<ent-day aberrations ofCh' , . 
Pol' p d · 1nese 1ore1gn 

icy, our arty oes not forget that China is a Social' ·t 
that having g th h h . is country, 

' one roug uge inner-convulsions the Icade ·h· 
of the Party th, h t k ' rs 1p 
. . ere as a en a number of correct steps to rectify the 
internal s1tt1at1011. 

We .earnestly hope that these steps strengthening the internal 
Socialist syste1n w111 lead to a correct world perception a d f . 
policy based on the abiding interests of the Socialist ea~ . ~~~~: 
is no doubt .that strengthening of the Socialist system in C~ina and 

~ts ~e~d.~ ~di lead People's China to take its place as a front-rank 

S
1g .tclr .iga1nst. world nnperialisrn in cooperation with other 
oc1a 1st count1·1es. 

Our Party has always called f f · . . or r1endly relations between the 
::; ~~~~~r1~~ .'v~ continued to dc1nand it even during the days of, 

. ~ ina confl1ct. We welcome all t . . .. 
norrnal1sat1on of relations. s eps tow.ii <ls 

ou~~th~ ineantirne, we must note the damage that is being done to 
ig there. A number of "China friends" in lndia~N· I' , . 

and others---are busy peddlino h, 'd , . , . axa itcs 
. , d , . . ~ t c i e,t of soc1c.1l-1mper1al1sn1 to 
sprea dnt1-Sov1et propagand A b . 
I' , d . a. nurn er of 1ntellectuals toe this 
ine dn present it as part of a I f . r . · .c t, revolutionary outlook The 
111c is presented as having the support of a great A .. , .' 

People's China. s1an nation~ 

Our Part · 1 · · · 
the US c y, in_ t '.~ pr~sent situation cannot carry on a fight against 

, onsp11ac1es, its gan1c of1naking Asians fight Asians d 
defend non-align1nent and fri 'nd ·h· . h . an 

. · h e s 1P wit the Socialist 
can1p, wit out exposing and fighting Ch' , . .' 
th b . . 1nese policy 111 e su -continent as outlined b , . d . 
about it. a ave an educating our cadres 

Ziaur Rahman's Assassination 

R }'he murder ofBang.ladesh President and niilitary dictator Ziaur 
a ia~.1n ca11not be \VIthot1t its conncctio11 with th . t . . 

consp 11-,1r0 · f e 111 err1at1onal 
- - ' r:i;; agtt1nst rL~eLlo111 and cJe1noc1·acy. It ii;; tlot . ·'bl 
state precisely \Vhose hand it "" . th· , poss1 e to 
B ,, .is at struck an 1 t 1 angladesh l'residcnt. b' ins t re 
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Certain factors, however, must be borne in mind. The Pakistani 
rulers had never reconciled themselves to the liberation of 
Bangladesh and would do everything in their power to restore 
Bangladesh to the sphere of Pakistan's influence. They urgently 
desire that the two should act in unison against India. At the sa1ne 
time, they have to reckon with the strong anti-Pakistani feeling 
among the Bangladesh people. Unless this is done away with or 
the army is effectively made pro-Pakistani, the objective cannot 
be achieved. Whether the Bangladesh developments were directly 
managed by foreign agents or not, they do seem to be influenced 
by a clash between elements in favour of Pakistan and those 
opposed to it. 

In the recent Bangladesh developments, anti-Pakistani freedom 
sentiments seem to be coupled with anti-India hostility. Mujibur 
Rahman himself had to resort to an anti-India appeal to keep 
himself in power, and yet he was branded and felled as pro-India. 

Those who destroyed Mujib were junior officers in the army 
and Zia was the only senior officer with them. They, in their turn, 
were defeated by senior officers who cornn1itted the fatal blunder 
of presenting themselves as defenders of Mujib. They were 
denounced as Indian agents and overthrown by the army ranks 
who had fought in the liberation army. They again reposed faith in 
Ziaur Rahman who soon consolidated himself and called back the 
officers who had been chased away by the soldiery. 

It is known that, in these years, a conflict grew between the 
officers who were repatriated from Pakistan and those like Zia 
and Manzoor who were freedom-fighters. At the time of Zia's 
murder only Zia and Manzoor represented, among the Generals, 
the freedom-fighters. Both are now eliminated at one stroke and 
the army is now at the mercy of Pakistani repatriates. The 
composition of the army ranks also has changed with new 
recruitment_ 

Some recent developments may also have something to do with 
the 1nurder. It is reported by The Statesn1an that Zia was getting 
closer to the Soviet Union, that Romania had offered Bangladesh 
a soft loan of 500 million dollars and that Zia was also showing 
signs of f1iendship towards progressive Islamic countries. 
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All this 1nay indicate that. notwithstanding. his anti-Indian 
hostility, Zia was perhaps getting inconvenient for forces of 
international reaction. It also n1eans that those who planned the 
1nurder of the two Generals have also anti-India objectives. India 
will certainly be in a bad plight if Zia's murder leads to the 
ascendancy of pro-Pakistan elements in the army and the 
Government of Bangladesh. 

The fight against i1nperialist 1nanoeuvres, for a policy based on 
anti-imperialism, is obstructed and sabotaged by the internal 
policies of the Indira Gandhi Government. Enthusiasm cannot be 
created for national unity, for defending the country, under a 
Government which barbarously suppresses the people and their 
rights. All warnings and statements coming fron1 such a source 
are treated as tricks of a selfish Governn1ent vvith no credibility. 

Conclusion-Immediate Tasks 
All this calls upon our Party to intervene in the complicated 

situation in a decisive way combining the fight against the new 
challenges with the fight against the authoritarian forces. The 
challenge of divisive forces, of imperialism to our country's 
freedom, the opportunism of bourgeois parties-all demand a 
determined struggle for a broad fo1um of resistance to forces of 
authoritariansim, 1vhile fighting opportunist tendencies in the ranks 
of the people. 

The failure of bourgeois opposition parties in the recent election 
is, apa11 fron1 other causes, due to the failure to develop alternative 
policies and impress the masses with them. The sober elements in 
these parties must grasp this truth if the com1non struggle is to be 
facilitated. It cannot be said that the democratic parties whom we 
have 1nentioned in the Jullundur resolution have discharged their 
responsibilities. The leadership of the Akali Party went along with 
us in the mass n1ove1nent in Punjab and contributed its strength to 
the Kisan March. 'fhat was very good. But recently, son1e Akali 
leaders have shown vulnerability to such slogans as Khalistan, 
Amritsar is a holy city, etc. The DMK continues to be an appendage 
of the Congress(!) in its political fight against the A IADMK. The 
AIADMK leader concentrates on his fight with the DMK and does 
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not show much desire to take consistent anti-authoritarian 
positions. At the sa1ne time, reacting to the attacks being made on 
the AIADMK Government by Central Congress(!) leaders and 
Ministers, as also to preserve the image of a fighter for States' 
autonomy, the AIADMK takes an anti-Centre stand on certain 
issues. The AIADMK Governn1enl recently proposed an anti
labour Bill, which has been referred to a Select Con1mittee. It seems 
the Government is prepared to extend cooperation to the Central 
Government's spirit enquiry com1nission which is an instance of 
wanton interference in the State's autonomy, while at the same 
time wanting the Co1n1nission appointed~y it to continue its own 

enquiry . 
The initiative of the Left forces is, therefore, urgently necessary 

to push forward the moven1ent. The Left-oriented Ministries and 
their achieve1nents form the foundation of the Left initiative for 
broader mobilisation. The bursting n1ass discontent and struggles 
form the dominant weapons of organising widespread resistance 

and forging resistance understanding at all levels. 
The discontent of the peasants and agricultural vvorkers, the 

anger against price-rise, the resistance of workers, the fights of 
students and youth and professionals and, finally, the growing 
upsurge of the women's movement in diverse forms, express 
people's resistance to the effects of the crisis and the econo1nic 
situation. Along with this, explosive outbursts of popular anger 
take place against the breakdown of law and order, lack of security 

for the common man. 
To lead all these struggles decisively, in unity vvith as broad 

forces as possible, to orientate them all in an anti-authoritarian 

direction, is the task before us. 
The situation also provides opportunities for a broad 

111obilisation on two vital questions-the Judiciary and the 
Presidential for1n of Govem1nent. The Party and the Left forces 
must now take a lead in 1nobilising political parties and the people 

on these issues. 
Immediately, there is every possibility of such mobilisation on 

the issue of fair elections and electoral reforms following the 
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experience of rigging and misuse of official power in the recent 
by-elections in U.P. and Bihar-especially in Garhwal. 

As has been seen, the task is now complicated by the assault of 
the divisive forces. Only our Party leading the Left and secular 
forces can fight back this offensive. The reactionary stand of 
bourgeois opposition parties on the reservation issue in Gujarat is 
a warning of things to come. The Party has to educate its own 
ranks and masses on the question of untouchability and reservation. 
Simultaneously, we have to fight the secessionist challenges 
e_ncouraged by imperialism. Our Party in Assam is heroically 
f1ght1ng this battle with consistency and courage. But it cannot be 
said that the Party everywhere is aware of this challenge, nor of 
the challenge in the tribal areas. Party journals and agitation must 
tune them.selves to this responsibility. The entire Party and our 
mass media have to be educated about the new dangerous role of 
RSS chauvinism and Islamic fundamentalism and new efforts to 
win over the Muslim masses. 

And, finally, the challenge of imperialism to our foreign policy, 
the pressures to weaken the relations with the Socialist camp 
through arn1ing Pakistan's military clique, have to be taken 
seriously, because there is a concentrated propaganda from parties 
like the BJP which act as the vociferous anti-Soviet, pro-U.S. lobby. 
The internal pressure against non-alignment was never so great. 
This, as has been pointed out, is complicated by the stand of the 
People's Republic of China with its open support to the pouring of 
U.S. arms into Pakistan. 

The task of getting these various threads together and weaving 
them into resistance against the authoritarian forces, without 
relaxing the battle against imperialism, is a difficult task which 
only our Party can discharge. Many Left parties themselves are 
bound to waver on this or that issue. But leading the mass 
discontent, defending the Left-oriented Governments, and working 
for _the broadest mobilisation against attacks on the Judiciary, 
against the move for a Presidential forn1 of Government, against 
authoritarianism, our Party must discharge its responsibility. In 
the measure it finnly adheres to a principled stand on these various 
issues, it will strengthen Left unity and enhance the capacity of 
the Left forces to organise widespread resistance to the 
authoritarian party. 

Communique On Present Political 
Situation* 

49 

Issued By The Central Committee Of CPl(M) Following 
Its Meeting Held In Calcutta On June 24-28, 1981 

'Ihe Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist), which met in Calcutta from June 24 to 28, 1981, paid 
i

0

iomage to the memory of Comrade Soong Ching Ling, Honorary 
Chairman of the Peoples' Republic of China, who played a 
notable role in the struggle for China's liberation and in China's 
Socialist construction. 

The Central Committee decided to hold the Eleventh Congress 
of the Party by January end 1982 in Andhra Pradesh. . . 

The Central Committee reviewed the present pol1t1cal 
situation. 

West Bengal Victory 
The Central Committee hailed the West Bengal unit of Party, 

its Left allies and the people of West Bengal who gave a fitting 
rebuff to slanders, murders and carnage organised by the 
Cvngress(I) against the Left Front Government. The victory won 
by the Left Front and its allies in the municipal elections held in 
the last week of May and the by-elections on June 14 has 
convincingly showed the confidence of the people in the Left 
"'ront Government. 

This stands in marked contrast to the by-elections in other 
States ruled by the Congress(!) where, too, by-elections were held 
on June 14. As opposed to the 65 per cent of the votes polled in 
the municipal elections of West Bengal the by-elections to the 
Assembly and the Lok Sabha election of West Bengal, by-election 
results in other States show very low percentage of votes polled, 

*Published in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", Ne\\' Delhi, Jtily 5, 1981. 
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25 per cent for instance, in Allahabad. The Congress(!) won its 
victories in the four Congress(l)-ruled States not because the 
people continue to repose their confidence in the ruling party but 
because opposition was divided. 

The Central Committee notes that the violent demonstrations 
and the Bandh organised in West Bengal, the attempt to organise 
a second "liberation struggle" in Kerala, the appointment of a 
Central Judicial Co1nmission to enquire into the cases which are 
under investigation by the Kerala and Tan1il Nadu Governments 
and other threats issued to the.non-Congress(!) Governments are 
still other moves of the ruling Congress(!) party towards 
authoritarianism. The leaders of that party have made it 
unmistakably clear that they would not tolerate the existence of 
any non-Congress(!) Government The Central Committee , 
however, noted with satisfaction that opposition parties in general 
are against these toppling moves of the Centre, though many of 
them (the Opposition parties) have differences with CPl(M) and 
other Left parties. 

While this has forced the Congress(I) leaders to make public 
declarations that they have no intention to topple the 
non-Congress Governments, the Central and State leaders of the 
Congress(!) are showing through their practice that they would, if 
left to themselves, destabilise these Governments. The Central 
Co1nmittee, therefore, appealed to all the democratic forces in the 
country to sho1v utmost vigilance against the moves of the ruling 
party. 

The Ccntr<:l Comtnittee congratulates the three Ministries of 
West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura for successfully frustrating the 
designs of the Congress(I) by rallying growing popular support 
for firmly defending the people's interest 

Situation in Assam 
The Central Committee expressed its concern at the continuing 

separatist agitation in Assan1, the persistence with which the 
agitators demand the denial of the rights of the minorities in the 
State, the manoeuvres Congress(]) leaders had been making to 
maintain their minority Government in the State, and the fai Jure 
of some all-India Opposition parties to look at the Assam 
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problem from the interests of the country's integrity and people's 
unity. The CPI(M) and other Left parties have consistently 

demanded a just political solution to the problem which will do 
justice to the Assamese-speaking people as well as to the 

non-Assamese-speaking people. 
The Central Committee is confident that the Assam unit of the 

CPI(M) and other Left and democratic parties would continue to 
adopt this stand-independent of the Congress(!) and the 
agitators, and try to unite the Assamese people belonging to the 
majority as well as minorities for a correct solution of the 

"foreign nationals" problem. 

Imperialist Moves 
The Central Committee is concerned also with the situation in 

other States where the failure of the policies pursued by the ruling 
classes on the question of national integration is generating 
conflict on the basis of caste, religion, ethnic and linguistic 

groups, etc. The tension generated out of this is made clever use 
of by imperialism acting through various agencies of an 
apparently socio-cultural character. Never before in history has 
the country been under threat of disruption as it is today. Never 
before have imperialist agencies been so active to promote 
conflicts among the various sections of the Indian people to 

create disruption and destabilisation. 
The Central Committee noted with concern the various moves 

of imperialism on the borders of the country which have brought 

the danger of war to our sub-continent 
The U.S. decision to supply to the military rulers of Pakistan 

those very means of warfare which were used by Israel against 
Iraq, poses an undisputed danger to the security of our country. 
While Pakistan's military rulers are thus being heavily supplied 
with arms, India is denied facilities to use nuclear energy for 
peaceful purposes. No patriot can look at these tnovcs of 

.<\merican imperialism with indifference. 
'fhe Central Committee condemned the dastardly attack by 

Israel on the nuclear installation of Iraq. 

.. 
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The Central Committee, however, noted that some Opposition 
parties-the BJP in particular-not only fail to see this danger to 
the internal unity and external security of the country but are, in 
fact, giving alibis to Pakistan and its American benefactors. The 
fact that these are the very parties whieh gave direct support to 
the Assam agitation as well as to such disruptive moves as the 
anti~reservation . agitation in Gujarat shows that these parties 
sacrifice the wider and long-term interests of the nation for 
partisan purposes. The Central Committee hopes that all patriotic 
parties would organise and unite all sections of the people, 
demarcate themselves from the opportunist stand of some of the 
Opposition parties. 

The Central Committee welcomes the visit of the Chinese 
Foreign Minister to India which had provided opportunities for 
the leaders of the two countries to re-establish the contacts 
broken over two decades ago. It expressed the hope that these 
contacts that are est~blished w.ould be followed up step by step 
towards the restoration of normal relations between the two 
countries and the gradual solution of all the outstanding problenis. 

Crisis of the Economy 
The Central Committee noted that these developments are 

taking place when the crisis of the economy bas intensified. 
Inflation, rising prices, and closure of factories and mounting 
unemployment have been the lot of the common people. The 
peasants are getting impoverished as never before as they do not 
get remuner~tive prices for their produce, while the cost of all 
input~, taxation, and prices of all consumer goods goes on 
shoottng up daily. Only the monopolists, speculators, and black 
marketeers, big landlords and foreign multinationals are making 
enormous profits out of the sweat and toil of the people. 

But the crisis is all-pervading and threatens to bring about the 
collaps_e of the public distribution system imposing outright 
starvation on huge sections of the rural population. 

This is the direct result of the Government's pro-big-trader 
as well as its .inflatio.nary policy which assures every speculator 
that .by cornering grain and other commodities he will get higher 
profits. 
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In the midst of uncontrolled rise of prices the Government 
allowed the traders to have a free run instead of nationalising 
wholesale trade. In the wheat producing States of Punjab and 
Haryana traders cornered grain by offering silghtly higher prices 
to the peasant. In the paddy-producing areas, the Government 
agencies are not entering the market for purchase or ensuring 
remunerative prices to the producers, leaving them to harassment 
and distress sales and those stocks are cornered by the traders. 

The result was that the Haryana and Punjab State Governments 
failed to procure the targeted quantity of wheat. Foodgrains 
stocks with the Government have dipped to below ten million 
tonnes endangering the country's public foodgrains distribution 
system. This, besides, means that the Government will have no 
food stocks for the food-for-work programme which offered 
some relief to the poorest section of the rural population. 

All features of the crisis are driving towards a major 
confrontation between the people and the Government. 

Indira Gandhi's promise of bringing down prices has become a 
farce. The Finance Minister who repeatedly promised the same 
thing no longer talks about it, but he talks of demand 
management, peddling the World Bank recipe of exporting all 
imaginable commodities, and cutting down the demand for 
consumer goods as a result of the lack of purchasing power. 

The Sixth Five-Year Plan is already in doldrums, with inflation 

having eroded the resources. 

Struggles Breakout 
In these conditions massive struggles of the working class, 

peasants, agricultural labourers, teachers, nurses, students, 
Government employees and women have started in the second 

half of 1980. 
Faced with the rising struggles of the masses, the Congress(!) 

Governments in all States resort to brute force and repression. 
Rights of organisation, right to assembly are attacked and 

abrogated. 
There is a general collapse of law and order, of administration 

in the Congress(!) iuled States where the common man is fast 
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losing all sense of security. In many States the link between the 
bureaucracy and the anti-socials, between the Congress(!) 
poht1c1ans and the anti-socials is clearly seen. The Congress(!) 
party,. therefore, pursues by all means its desired objective to 
establish one-party dictatorship. The Judiciary, therefore, is being 
constantly attacked and humiliated, the directives and orders of 
the Supreme Court are openly defied and threats are uttered to the 
Judges by Congress(!) leaders, MPs and Ministers. 

Appointments of new Judges to High Courts are made 
conditional on their acceptance of the right of the Executi·ve to 
transfer them to any State. Every attempt is being made to vamp 
courts with the nominees of the Executive. 

_Loud_protests are rising from the Bar and the Judiciary against 
this den1gralton of the Judiciary. 

The CPI(M) calls upon all democratic forces, all Opposition 
parties to fight this danger unitedly. 

Dictatorial Powers 

. Similarly, the Congress(!) party is pursuing its drive for 
1mpos1ng ~Presidential form of Government which really means 
not only d_1ctatorsh'.p of one party but also personal dictatorship. · 

_The ruhng party s attempt to create public opinion in favour of 
this move has failed. But the danger persists and increases for 
lack of active opposition on the part of the people. 

_The CPI(M) appeals to all parties, groups and forces to fight 
th~s dange_r un1tedly and offer the broadest possible resistance to 
this conspiracy against democracy. 

As part of this drive for dictatorial powers in the hands of the 
Ce~tre, the Congress(!) Government carries on a relentless attack 
against the powers of the States. The adoption of the Disturbed 
Areas Bill, the demand for inclusion of forest, power, etc., in the 
Con~urrent List in addition to education which has already been 
put in the Concurrent List, the appointment of the Central 
Commission to investigate the spirit scandal in Tamil N adu and 
Kerala are the latest instances of this attack. 
. The economic_ compulsions of growing dependence on 
1mper1ahst countnes, on the U.S.-dominated World Bank and its 
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subsidiaries, on petro-dollars and the multinationals, for bailing 
out the economy lead the Government to an inexorable drive to 
attack the working class and the common people. 

A Government which depends on these imperialists cannot 
naturally fight their conspiracies to disrupt the unity and integrity 

of the country. 
A Government that goes on heaping heavy burdens on the 

people, suppresses their struggle with heavy repression cannot 
rouse the people and unite them in the struggle against these 

imperialist conspiracies. 
The ruling Congress(!) does not hesitate to join hands with 

organisations like the RSS, Shiv Sena, Anand Margis, Tripura 

Upa Jati Samiti and the Naxalites. 
The Central Committee noted that in the midst of these 

dangerous developments, along with the new awakening among 
the peasantry and the agricultural labourers, an index of which 
was the march in Delhi on March 26, all Central Trade Unions 
and National Federations, realising the danger from the 
Government, have recently successfully concluded a National 
Convention of Trade Unions against Price-Rise and Anti-Labour 
Policies. A notable feature of the Convention was that it focussed 
attention not only on the problems of the working class but also 
of the peasantry, agricultural workers, on prices affecting the 
entire people, attacks on democratic rights, and on issues of basic 
policies of the Government as well as on the attempts of the 
exploiting classes to divide and disrupt the working class 
n1ovement on the basis of caste, religion and language. The 
Central Committee lends support to the programn1e of the 
Convention including the March to Parliament and the one-day 

token protest strike. 

Opposition Parties 
The Central Committee noted that a number of Opposition 

parties are in disarray, After their effective and joint stand on the 
no-confidence motion against the Government in the last Lok 
Sabha session they failed to present a common front in the 
bv -elections and !ost all seats to the Congress(!). Many leaders of 
the Congress(U) are now joining the Congress(!). 
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The b I · y-e ectton results and the growing reliance of th . 
party on dictatorial methods will lead these parties t take rultng 
of the ·t ( d o e stock . st ua ton an start a process of rethinking The s1·tu t. 
creates the g d ~ . . · a ion 
autho~itarian roun or organ1s1ng broad resistance to the 

. party on a number of issues and the CPI(M) .11 
work for tt. WI 

At the same time the CPI(M) , . . . . · 1eels that for a successful 
organ1sat1on of this resistance the . t f democ . ( , f . ' uni Y o the Left and 
s1·tuat· ra I~ orces.' their constant intervention in the political 
· ton, 1s essentta1. 

B The policies and actions of the three Ministries of W t 

0;~;cate~e;~~~e:nt~ ;:~~~~~ ~~~~::~:e ~hgere1aartglever 1in the hane;s 
of th · · e-sca e movement 

e masses, their growing struggles, es eciall t . 

~~r~~~~ f~lr~::.actions, further place the initiative i~ t~: ~~~~:
1

~~ 
its ;:e Central Committee calls upon all the State Committees all 
a~d ei~~~rs, all the Left parties to plunge unitedly into this b~ttle 
disc;ntent.he widest possible expression to the anti-authoritarian 
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On Rigging Of Poll In Garhwal* 

Resolution Adopted by the Central Committee of 
CPI(M) in its Calcutta Session on June 24-28, 1981 

1'he Chief Election Commissioner's declaration of the polling on 
June 14, in Garh\val Parliamentary Constituency as void and 
ordering repoll in the entire constituency, exposes the lengths to 
which the Congress(!) will go up to naked rigging of elections, 
when faced with the prospects of certain defeat. This is not the 
first time nor the only constituency where the Congress(!), when 

in office, resorted to such massive rigging. 

The Press generally makes oul that the order was based on a 
technical ground that the Election Commission was not infonned 
of the induction of armed police forces from outside the State, as 
well as the BSF. Thereby it seeks to screen the fact the decision 
became inescapable when the Chief Election Comtnissioner was 
faced with massive and unassailable evidence of the terrorising of 
the people by these armed police and para-military personnel, 
preventing them from exercising their constitutional right to vote, 
and with their help the capturing of booths by Congress(!) 
hoodlums, overwhelming of polling officers, forcible seizing of 
the ballot papers, stamping them with the Congress(!) symbols 
and filling the boxes with the1n. The evidence consisted of 
contemporaneous documents, such as Presiding Officers' diaries, 
reports of the Returning Officer, who is also the District 
Magistrate, of Assistant Returing Officers, of the status of 
Additional District and Sessions Judges, as \Veil as independent 

evidence. 

*Pt1hlis\1cd in "PEOPLE'S J)EMOCRACY ", New Delhi, 1ltly S. \98 l. He111aht1Li 
Nand:111 ll<1ht1gt111n ccJ11tcsted tl1is election in Garl1v.'nl Parli::i.111e11t::i.ry C.onstilt1cncy 
again~\ C:t)ngrcss(I) ca11di(late. Refer the Order of Election Co1n1nission gi\·en t111der 

A\)pendix (xix) oft!1is Volume. 
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The report of the District Magistrate has also shown that h 
had not requested any outside police forces, and he had nothin; 
to do with the deployment of the police and para-milita 
personnel fron1 outside the State. ry 

The Chief Ministers of U.P., Punjab, Haryana and Himachal 
Prades_h who were can1ping in the constituency for one week 
1nclud1ng on polling day, had clearly master-minded and 
personally directed this grand rigging operation. This could not 
have taken place without the knowledge of the Prime Minister 
who had toured the constituency for two days. 

While Shr1 Bahuguna had demanded repolling only in those 56 
b~oths were this r1gg1ng had taken place, and the Congress(!) had 1 

made no c_ompla1nt of any unfair practice before the team of ''• 
officers ot the Election Commission had already left for I 
1nvest1galtng the complaints by Bahuguna, but made belated f 
co1npla1nts of booth capturing by Shri Bahuguna' s workers on 

1 
•• 

the I 7th, full three days after the poll on the 14th the ch· f c · , 1e 
01nm1ssioner had ordered repolling in the entire constituency. 
~nd yet the Congress(!) leaders are raising a howl against the 

dcc1s1on of the Cl11ef Election Con1n1issioner. 
This massive rigging of the poll by the blatant use of the 

adm1n1st:at1ve machinery 1nakes out the clearest case for drastic 
changes in the Election Laws to ensure the prevention of misuse 
of the administrative machinery and rigging of elections. 

T_he Central Comn:itee of the CPI(M) appeals to the people to 
exe1c1se the utmost v1g1lance against such rigging. 

The C.C. appeals to all parties and organisations interested in 
pi·ese~v1ng dem~c.1·acy, ir1·especti\'e of their stand on other issues, 
to un1tedly mobtl1se the entire people and their massive strength 
to prevent the scuttling of democracy by the Congress(!) and bar 
its march to dictatorship. ' 
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51 
On Racial Riots In Britain* 

Statement Issued By The Polit Bureau Of CPI(M) 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its shock at the attacks on the Asians and other 
non-whites in Southall and Liverpool areas of England. 

These attacks are clearly the forerunners of what is in the 
offing to the non-whites in England when the racist Nationality 
Bill is enacted into law. While the direct organisers of these 
attacks are the extremist racist organisations, the Tory 
Government absolves itself of its responsibility in the matter. 

The P.B. conveys its sense of solidarity to the Indians and 
other non-white peoples who are bravely resisting these attacks. 
It greets the Labour Party and other democratic sections among 
the British people who are opposing the racist policies of the 
Tory Gove1nment, and are supporting the cause of non-whites 

in England. 
The P.B. calls upon the President of India who is scheduled to 

proceed to England and attend Prince Charles' wedding to cancel 
the engagement in protest. India being represented by its head of 
State at the function organised at a time when such humiliation is 
heaped on the Indian people will be a matter of shame to our 

people. 
We appeal to all the political parties in India and all the 

democratic Gove1nn1ents of the world to express solidarity with 
the suffering non-whites in England and to demand the British 
Conservative Government to end its racial policies . 

>i<Publisl1cd in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", Nc\v Delhi, July 12, 1981. 
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P.B. Warns Against Anti-People 
Policies Of Congress(!) Government* 

52 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
warns that the Indira Government is moving towards imposing 
the Compulsory Deposit Scheme on the workers and 
salary-earning employees and freezing their wages and their 
dearness allowance. The two ordinances proclaimed on July 11 
are intended to show that the Government is dealing fir1nly \Vith 
the upper sections. They are to provide a facade for attacking the 
workers and lower income groups. 

The rise in petroleum prices, which is bound to have a chain 
effect and which is estimated to impose a burden of not less than 
a thousand crores of rupees on the people, accelerates the effects 
of inflation and victimises the people. It only shows how 
unrealistic were the claims made by Smt. Indira Gandhi in her 
Press Conference that the Government had succeeded in s]o,ving 
down the rate of inflation and easing the situation for the people. 

It is quite clear that the Government has only one method of 
containing inflation, namely, raise prices and curtail the 
consumption of the people. This is called demand management 
which only means that the people should bear the entire burden of 
inflation. The parlous condition of the economy is fu1ther 
revealed by the decision of the Government to import wheat from 
abroad and squander the foreign exchange resources. The import 
takes place in the 1nidst of a bountiful harvest. It is obvious that 
the Govcrnn1e11t' s procurement policies have failed and at the 
same time it does not have the courage to dehoard the stocks 
with the traders and landlords. Food prices will soon rise, people 
----- ---·--

''Pub!isl1ed in "PEOPJ_E'S r)EMC)CJ~ACY", Ne\v Delhi, July l9, !981. 
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will be forced to consume less and Venkataraman \viii satisfy 
himself with success in demand management. But this is not all. 

The Government, at the same time, is seeking huge loans from 
the !MF and other foreign sources which will enhance the burden 
of foreign payments and compel India to export at any cost. All, 
this is bound to lead to further attacks on the living standard_s of 
the people and one should not be surprised if the notorious 
Compulsory Deposit Scheme of the Emergency days is 
reintroduced to impound the bonus and dearness allowance of the 

workers and employees. 
The P.B. warns that unless these policies are combated through 

public pressure and action, the economy will be _in a shambles 
leading to untold suffering and Joss of democratic rights. 
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On Ordinance Illegalising Strikes 
In ''Essential'' Services* 

Statement Dated July 27, 1981 Issued By The 

53 

Polit Bureau Of CPI(M) Condemning The Ordinance 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
condemns the new Ordinance illcgalising all strikes in "essential" 
services, which include hospitals and banks, railways, ports and 
docks and many other industries. This latest measure, besides, 
prescribes summary trials of strikers and their leaders. With it, 
the Indira Government has taken one more draconian step 
towards the introduction of lawless one-party authoritarian rule. 

The Ordinance constitutes an attack on the fundamental right 
to organise and it shows that the Government is determined to 
scuttle one fundamental right after another. The central trade 
unions at their Bombay Convention in June have already given a 
call for joint resistance to the Central Government's anti-labour 
policies. 

The present order is not only a challenge to the trade union 
1noven1ent, it is a frontal attack on the democratic rights of the 
people and has to be unitedly resisted by all political parties. The 
Ordinance is intended to crush all agitation for better wages and 
hv.ng conditions for the workers and seeks to give them the 
status of slaves with no rights. It is a prelude to a general attack 
on the people to make them scapegoats of the economic crisis. 
The entire working class must unitedly resist this treacherous 
attack and con1pel the Government to withdraw it. 

*PL1blished in "PEOPLE'.'; DEMOCRACY". New Delhi. August 2, 1981. 
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Revoke Prof. Habib's Suspension* 

Statement Issued By 1'he Polit Bureau Of CPI(M) 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
strongly protests against the suspension by th.e Vice-Chancellor 
of the Aligarh University of Prof. lrfan Habib, noted historian 
and Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences in the AMU. 

Prof. Habib and other secular-1ninded teachers have been the 
target of the communal forces in the AMU which are not 
prepared to tolerate any democratic, secular eleinent in the 
university. These comn1unal forces have been carrying on a 
systematic campaign of slander and vilification against Prof. 
Habib and demanding his suspension. More than one enquiry has 
been instituted against him by the Vice-Chancellor under 
pressure of these forces. And now he has surrendered to them and 
conceded their demand for Prof. Habib's suspension. 

Ever since the attack on Prof. Habib was mounted by the 
communal forces, there has been a growing volume of protest not 
only in Aligarh, not only from acade1nic circle elsewhere, but 
also by other democratic forces. 

The P.B. calls on the democratic secular forces all over the 
country, in the universities and outside, to see the present attack 
on Prof. Habib as the beginning of the complete take-over of the 
AMU hy communal forces, and raise their voice of pro.test 
against the suspension and demand its withdrawal by the Vice
Chancel!or. What is happening in the AMU cannot be isolated 
fron1 the pernicious activities of organisations like the Ja~ait-e
Islami which are already causing concern to the democratic and 
secular forces. It is their task to see that these communal forces 
do not get the upper hand in the AMU or elsewhere. 

- --~Publisl1cd in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY". New Delhi .. 3..ugust 9, 198 l. 
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55 
Homage to Comrade Bhupesh Gupta* 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) is 
deeply grieved at the passing away of Comrade Bhupesh Gupta 
in Moscow. 

The P.B., while it pays its homage to Comrade Bhupesh, 
remembers his wholehearted dedication to the Co1nmunist 
n1ovement. As a young boy he was drawn into one of the 
revolutionary groups in Bengal fighting against British rule and 
was thrown into a concentration camp for many years. It was 
from inside the concentration camp that he took his B.A. degree. 
After his release he went to Britain to study law and there joined 
the Communist Party. On his return to India he became a 
wholetime worker of the party and re1nained so till his death. 

Comrade Bhupesh was elected to the leadership of the party in 
1954, and was a member of the Central Secretariat of the united 
Communist Party from 1954 and then of the CPI till his death. He 
was editor of the Party's Bengali daily 'Swadhinata' in the early 
fifties and later of the English journal "New Age". A simple way 
of living, and selflessness, sincerity and devotion marked his 
entire life in the Communist movement. 

Comrade Bhupesh distinguished himself as a great 
parlia1nentarian. He continued to be a member of the Rajya Sabha 
from its first day till death took him away, and during this long 
period of 29 years, he did not allow any issue to go unchallenged, 
economic, political, social or legal. 

During the recent years, Comrade Bhupesh worked for 
developing joint actions led by the Left forces and was anxious 
for closer cooperation between the CPI and the CPl(M). 

*P11hlishcd in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, August 16, 1981. 
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Jn Comrade Bhupesh's death, the country has lost a devout 
patriot and a distinguished parliamentarian. the Communist 
n1ovement has lost one of its devoted comrades. 

We extend our heartfelt condolences to the Communist Party 
of India and the bereaved family of Comrade Bhupesh Gupta. 
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P.B. Condemns Reagan Administration 
OfU.S.A.* 

The Polit Bureau of the Co111111unist Party of India (Marxist) 
issuer] the following statement to the Press in New Delhi on 
August 14, 1981: 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
condemns the decision of the Reagan Admini.<tration to 1nass 
produce neutron bombs-a diabolical weapon for mass killing. It 
is clear that long before this was formally made known, secret 
production of the weapon had already started and no one knows 
how many bombs have been stocked by the USA. The 
announcement reveals the U.S. imperialists' plan to involve the 
world in a nuclear disaster. It also shows the arrogance of the U.S. 
Govern1nent towards world public opinion. 

The bomb is paraded as a deterrent against the Soviet Union 
which has been repeatedly calling for putting a stop to the arms 
race and ban on the manufacture of weapons of destruction. The 
P.B. joins its voice with the progressive forces in the world in 
condemning •he Reagan Administration. It appeals to the people 
of the USA to stay the hands of their Govern1nent and save the 
world from a possible holocaust. 

*P11blished in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRAC)'". New Delhi. August 2_1, 1981 _ 

South African Aggression 
On Angola* 

Polit Bureau Of CPl(M) Condemns South Africa 
Issuing A Statement Dated August 31, 1981 
111 New Delhi 

57 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
strongly condemns the unprovoked aggression on Angola and 
occupation of Angolan territory by the South African racist regime, 
and the indescribable crimes committed by itvn theAngolan people, 
including the brutalising and rape of women and even young girls. 

It is with a view to liquidating the bases of the South-West African 
People's Organisation to suppress the Namibian people's liberation 
struggle, deny freedom to Namibia and perpetuate the illegal South 
African occupation of that territory in violation of United Nations' 
decisions and overwhelming world opinion, that the regime in 
Pretoria has launched its war against Angola, one of the front-line 
African States. 

The South African racists are getting all encouragment from the 
U.S. imperialists who are not only refusing to condemn the Botha 
regime for its aggression but are justifying it with their talk of 
Cuban presence in Angola and Soviet arms aid to the South-West 
African People's Organisation. Even a U.S. ally like France does 
not support this stand of the Reagan Administration. 

The attack on Libyan planes and the provocative military landing 
in the U.S. base in Guantanamo in Cuban territory at about the 
same time, and now the aggression in Southern Africa, are all part 
of the U.S. plan to create tensions and conflicts in various regions 
of the globe. 

The P.B. demands that the U.N. Security Council condemn the 
South African aggression in unequivocal terms, and impose all 
possible sanctions on the racist regime to force it to withdraw its 

*Pliblished in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY". New Delhi, Septe1nher 6. 1981. 
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troops from Angola, prevent it from committing any future 
aggression against the front-line States honour the UN d .. t f ' . . ec1s1on 
o grant reedom to Namibia and pay indemnity for th 1 .• 

hves and destruction it has caused in Anuola e oss of 

The Polit Bureau appeals to the Orga;isat.ion of African Unit 

I
t? give all support to the Namibian people to intensify thei~ 
1berat1on struggle and win their freedom. 

The P.B. calls on the Government of India to strongly condemn 
the South African aggression. It calls on the people of India t 
deno~nce the aggression and_ express their solidarity with Angol~ 
and give all help to the Nam1b1an hberation struggle led by SWAPO. 

. 
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58 
Homage To 
Comrade A. Balasubramaniam* 

171e Polit Bureau of the Co1nmunist Party of India (Marxist) 
expresses its deep sense of grief at the death of one of its members, 
Comrade A. Balasubram.ania1n., in the morning of Septe111ber 

5, 1981. 
From his younger days when he joined the Communist movement, 
he dedicated his whole life to the struggle for freedom, and since 
Independence, to the struggles of the working class and the working 
people for Socialism and Communism. In the immediate post
Independence period, when severe repression was unleashed against 
the Com1nunist movement in the then Madras Presidency, he was 
one of the leaders in Tamil Nadu hunted by the police. In 1962, 
and again in 1964, he was detained by the Congress rulers, and 
during the emergency period, in 1975-76, he had to carry on his 
work evading the warrant of arrest against hi1n. 

Comrade Balasubramania1n stood steadfastly by Marxism
Leniniszn and vigorously fought Right-revisionism which had 
corroded the united Communist Party. He played a leading role in 
reorganising the Party on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and 
proletarian internationalism. He was, again, in the forefront of the 
struggle to defend Marxism-Leninisn1 against the Naxalite Left
adventurism and in safeguarding the Party's Programme, policies 

and organisation. 
Comrade Balasubramaniam was elected to the Central 

Committee at the Seventh Congress of the Party in 1964 and was 
re-elected to the C.C. at the Eighth (Cochin), Ninth (Madurai) and 
Tenth (Jullundur) Congresses of the Party. He was elected to the 
Polit Bureau of the Party at the Jullundur Congress in 1978. He 

*Pub\isl1cd in "PEOPLE'S DEM()CRACY", New Delhi, St:ptemher 13, 1981. 
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was for a decade the Secretary of the Tamil Nadu State C . 
of the CPI(M). He was an outstanding leader of the tr:d~mit~ee 
movement and was a member of the Working Committee ~;~on 
CITU at the time of his death. His death is a great loss to the Pa~e 
and the revolutionary movement. Y 

A :"hole lifetime of self-sacrificing work in the servic f h 
working class had left Comrade Balasubramaniam a chroni: ~ft e 
of high blood pressure. But he continued his work for th: p:~t 
and died at. his post as a worthy revolutionary. y 

The Poht Bureau dips the Party's Red B . h c d anner 1n omage to 
omra e Balasubramaniam, one of its very valued comrades an 

sends its heartfelt condolences to his bereaved family. ' d 
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Polit Bureau Denounces Highjacking* 

Statement Dated September 30, 1981 
Issued In New Delhi 

59 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
denounces the hijacking of an Indian Airlines plane to Pakistan on 
Tuesday. This anti-national act has been done by the extremist wing 
of the Akal is, which has raised the slogan of Khalistan. It should 
make every patriotic Indian realise the logic of the Khalistan slogan 
and the movement launched in order to realise it. 

The P.B. notes that the extremist elements who resorted to this 
method put forward several demands, the central demand being 
that of Khalistan. This is nothing but a move to help imperialism 
to creat conditions of destabilisation in the country. 

The P.B. appeals to the patriotic-minded Akalis not to mix up 
their grievances with this treacherous act and come out with a forth
right condemnation. The P.B. also asks theAkali party not to allow 
the use of Gurudwaras for such anti-national activities being 
indulged in at the instance of imperialist forces. Everybody is aware 
that the U.S. imperialists are arming Pakistan in order to create a 
situation of instability in this sub-continent and endanger our 

national independence. 
The P.B., therefore, appeals to all the patriotic and secular 

sections of the people in Punjab and outside to isolate and defeat 

the game of these extremists. 

*Published in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, October 4, 1981. 
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Isolate Extremists, 
Save Communal Peace* 

CPI(M) Punjab Committee's Call 

The Punjab State Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) has appealed to all the patriotic and secular forces in the 
State to isolate the extremists and defeat their game, and safeguard 
communal peace at all costs. 

The resolution adopted by the Committee at its meeting held on 
October 5 says: 

The Punjab State Committee of the Co111munist Party of India 
(Marxist) expresses its deep conce111 over the deteriorating political 
situation in the State leading to comn1unal tensions. 

The high jacking of the Indian Airlines plane to Pakistan by the 
protagonists of Khalistan, and the silence of the Akali leadership 
over such an anti-national act, are an indication of the growing 
extremist trends in the Akali Party which can prove disastrous to 
the democratic movement of the State. 

The gruesome murder of Lala Jagat Narain earlier, and the 
mishandling of the situation by the State Government and the 
ad111inistration had further aggravated the situation. Hindu 
communal forces are also actively instigating the Hindu masses 
on com111unal slogans, helping their Sikh counterparts to create a 
wedge between various sections of the Punjabi people and dividing 
them on comrnunal lines. 

All political parties had rightly condemned the murder of Lala 
Jagat Narain. But the Government bungled in its handling of the 
whole issue when, instead of bringing the culprits to book, it went 
on.making statements about the investigations even while they were 
going on. 

*Published in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY''. New Dcll1i, October J \, 198 J. 
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The repression let loose by the Punjab Governn1ent in Chanda 
Kalan village and the burning of religious books there, and the 
firing in Mehta Chowk after the arrest of Sant Jarnail Singh 
Bhinderanwale in which scores of people were killed, added fuel 
to the fire. The Government has failed to bring to book even those 
who resorted to firing on innocent citizens in Jullundur and Taran 
Taran. The Darbara Singh Government cannot absolve itself of the 
criminal responsibility for the worsening of the situation in Punjab. 

This situation is being utilised by the extremist section of the 
Sikhs in general and the extre111istAkalis in pa1ticular, to encourage 
the separatist movement with the slogan of Khalistan-an 
independent State based on religion. The anti-natio~al treacherous 
act ofhighjacking the Indian Airlines plane to Pakistan 1s nothing 

but an offspring of this slogan. 
The State Committee feels that these developments cannot be 

viewed in isolation from the imperialist game in the North-Eastern 
re"ion to destabilise the situation in the country by encouraging 
se~aratist movements. Especially when the U.S'. i111perialists are 
arming the Pakistani military regime to create 1nstab1hty 111 the 
Indian sub-continent, the border State of Punjab acquires great 
importance in U.S. imperialist strategy. The extren1ists among the 
Akalis are openly playing into their hands. It is unfortunate that 
Gurdwaras are being allowed to be utilised by ant1-nat1onal 

elements for their activities. 
The State Committee warns the democratic-minded people of 

Punjab of the imperialist conspiracies and calls upon them to defeat 

them. 
The Committee demands that the Government immediately 

institute a judicial enquiry into the happenings of Chanda Kalan 
includin" the burning of religious books, and the 1nd1scr1m1nate 
firing re:orted to in Mehta Chowk in which scores of people were 

killed. 
It demands that Lala Jagat Narain's murderers be arrested and 

punished so that the cult of political 111urders is.put an end to .. 
Those involved in the firings and killings of innocent people 111 

Jullundur and Taran Taran should be arrested and punished. 
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The State Committee appeals to democratic-minded Akalis to 
openly denounce the imperialist conspiracies against India and 
dissociate themselves from the slogan of Khalistan. They should 
not allow the genuine grievances of the Sikh community to be 
mixed up with the anti-national activities of the extremists. The 
State Committee also calls on the Akali Party not to allow the use 
of Gurdwaras for the anti-national activities being indulged in under 
the inspiration of imperialist forces. 

The State Committee appeals to all patriotic and secular sections 
of the people of Punjab to isolate the extremists and defeat their 
game, and safeguard communal peace at all costs. 

,._, 
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Hold Fresh Election in Kerala* 

The General Secretary of CPl(M) Made The Demand 
. In A Statement Dated October 20, 1981 
Issued In New Delhi 

The only honourable way out of the crisis that has arisen in 
' . . . 

Kerala following the Nayanar Government s res1gnat1on is a 
fresh appeal to the electorate, said General Secretary of the 
CPI(M) E. M. S. Namboodiripad. 

In a statement in New Delhi on October 20, 1981 he said such 
a fresh appeal to the electorate would give every political party in 
the State the opportunity to explain to the people its respective 
suggestions for solving the problems faced by the people of 

Kera] a. 
He expressed the hope that every political party would raise its 

voice against those who try to avoid this honest course and_ try to 
knock together an opportunist combination for the formation of 

an alternative Government. 
He also hoped that the Governor would not countenance any 

such unprincipled move. 
He said the CPI(M), for its part, would continue to strive to 

unite all the Left and democratic forces on a common programme 
of struggle against the authoritarian Congress(!) and for 
defending the rights of the common people. 

As for the question of "law and order" raised by opposition 
parties as well as by the Congress(S) and the Kerala Congress 
(Mani), he pointed out that his party had basic differences with 
the Congress rulers who were using the so-called question of 
"law and order" to suppress the legitimate rights of the common 
people. This anti-people approach of the Congress reached its 
most naked form during the E1nergency. 

·'Published in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", Ne\\' Delhi. Octt)ber 2.'i. 1981 . 
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The Left-Democratic Front emerged out of the struggle against 
this approach, the struggle for a democratic tum in the 
Government's policy. The CPI(M) is not prepared to reverse that 
course which, in the Party's opinion, is what the demand of the 
Congress(S) and the Kerala Congrcss(Mani) amounts to. 

-,. 

• 
~-

On Kerala Situation* 

Statement Dated October 17, 1981 Issued By The 
Polit Bureau Of CPl(M) 

62 

The Polit Bureau of the Conununist Party of India (Marxist) 
issued the following staten1ent to the Press in Nett• Delhi on 
October 17, 1981: 

The Polit Bureau of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
deplores the decision taken by the Congress(S) in Kerala to pull 
out of the Left-Democratic Front and to submit the resignation of 
the four Ministers belonging to that party. It is regrettable that 
this decision was taken even without regard to the advice of the 
all-India leaders of that party and on the eve of its AICC session. 

The Congress(S)' s decision has naturally gladdened the hearts 
of the Congress( I) and other reactionary forces which were out to 
disn1pt the growing unity of the Left and democratic forces in the 
country. 

Nearly two years ago, when several Opposition parties in 
Kerala including the Congress(U), came together and formed the 
Left-Democratic Front, those who joined that Coalition were 
aware of the ideological and political differences among then1. 
They, however, decided to act together on the basis of a common 
programme, the central point of which was the common struggle 
against ttuthoritarianism. 

Nothing has changed since then in so far as the authoritarian 
danger to democracy is concerned. The danger, in fact, has 
increased, as is seen in the recent enactment of the Essential 
Services Maintenance Act against which the Left-Democratic 
Front in Kerala, as Left and democratic forces elsewhere in the 
country, acted unitedly. The working class, the peasants and all 

*Pi1blisl1c<i in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, October 25. 1981. 
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other sections of the working people are facing increasing 
attacks arising out of the policies pursued by the Congress(I) 
Government at the Centre. 

Unfortunately, however, a section of the Kerala leaders of 
the Congress(S) have, for some time, been training their guns 
against the CPI(M). 'fhey have been echoing the slogan of the 
"breakdown of law and order" raised by the Congress(!) and its 
oppositional allies. 

The CPl(M) has never claimed that there have been no lapses 
in the functioning of the Government. The Party has always been 
prepared to have any concrete complaints discussed in the 
appropriate bodies of the Front. The Congress(S) leaders, 
however, have been studiously avoiding any discussion on such 
complaints concerning the perfor1nance of various departments, 
but one-sidedly raising the question of the functioning of the 
Home Department. 

The Polit Bureau wants to make it clear that, championing as 
they do, the cause of the working class, the peasantry and other 
sections of the working people, the CPI(M) and other Left patties 
cannot subscribe to the theory and practice of attacking the 
common people in the name of "maintenance of law and order". 
This, as is known, assun1ed the most naked form during the 
En1ergency days, but was the common practice of the Congress 
regime throughout. Labour disputes, peasants' struggles, mass 
de1nonstrations and struggles, etc., were all under attack in the 
na1ne of "breakdown of law and order". The Congress(!) and 
other oppositional forces raise the question of law and order 
precisely because they are unhappy that that type of law and 
order became a thing of the past under LDF. 

Il is unfortunate that instead of welcoming this positive feature 
of the situation during the LDF' regime as every anti-authoritarian 
party and organisation should, a section of the Congrcss(S) 
leaders have been not only echoing the Congress(!) slogan of 
breakdown of "law and order" but making that the pretext for 
disrupting the Left-Democratic Front. 

The decision to sit in the Opposition, unless immediately 
reversed, will lead the Congress(S) in Kerala steadily into the 
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arms of the Congress(!). That would mean a brazen violation of 
the political comn1itment made by the Congress(S) in Kerala 
when it broke with the Congress(!) and gradually went along with 
the Left and other opposition forces. 

The P.B., therefore, appeals to the leaders and ranks of the 
Congress(S) in Kerala itself, and in the country generally, to help 
the reversal of this trend, to make it possible for the Congress(S) 
to go back to the constructive role it has been playing for the last 
two years. Leaving the Left-Democratic Front and sitting in the 
Opposition undermines the electoral verdict secured by the 
Congress(S) along with the other partners of the f'ront. 

The Polit Bureau appeals to all other constituents of the 
Left-Democratic Front in Kerala to give serious consideration to 
the situation that has arisen following the decision of the 
Congress(S). Hectic moves are being made to form an alternate 
Ministry which will be amenable to the pressures of, and if 
possible led by, the Congress(!). It is the duty of all 
anti-authoritarian de1nocratic and Left forces to see that these 
sinister games are foiled. The CP!(M) would do its utn1ost to 
help this. 



011 Inflammatory 
Communal Propaganda* 

CPI(M)'s Delhi State Committee's 

Protest Statement 

63 

The Delhi State Committee of the CPI(M) has expressed its serious 
concern about the inflammatory communal propaganda being 
carried on in Delhi by certain elements allegedly in connection 
with mobilisation for the "Viral Hindu Sammelan" to be held on 
October 18, 1981. The Party has written to the Lt.-Governor 
drawing his attention to the widespread slogan-writing on the walls 
of the city inciting hatred against the minority community. 

The Party is of the opinion that this is part of an organised 
conspiracy to foment communal tensions in Delhi. Similarly, while 
the organisers of the sammelan have proclaimed the laudable 
objective of abolishing untouchability, on the pretext of opposing 
conversion, the Harijan community is being threatened with dire 
consequences if they exercise a right which is a fundamental right 

in the Constitution. 
The CPI(M) appeals to the organisers to desist and put an end to 

this sort of propaganda. It also demands that the Delhi 
Administration ren1ain alert to nip communal mischief in the bud. 
It calls upon all democratic and secular forces to unitedly give a 
rebuff to the forces of Hindu chauvinism and destabilisation. 

*Published in "PEClPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Dcll1i, October 25, \981. This 
religious conference was held at the Bl1at Club, New Delhi, on October 18, 1981. 
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Central Committee Resolution 
On Kerala* 

. 
Adopted in its New Delhi Session 

' 
on October 27-31, 1981 
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The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
holds that, by walking out of the Left-Democratic Front on October 
16, 1981 the Kerala unit of the Congress(S) betrayed the trust placed 

in it by the people of Kerala. 
The Front had been formed on the basis of a common program1ne 

\Vhich put in the forefront the cause of determined struggle again'st 
the authoritarian forces led by the Congress(!). The progran1me 
promised the electorate to find solutions for some of the burning 
issues within the severe limitations imposed under the present 

conditions. 
The 21 months of the existence of the Left-Democratic 

Government witnessed serious efforts to implement the promises 
111ade in the jointly-worked-out election manifesto. 

The LDF Government had an impressive record of maintaining 
the best public distribution system in the country. During the Onam 
festival season, prices nor1nally shoot up beyond control. But during 
the two Onams since the LDf' Government assumed office, all the 
essential articles, vegetables, cloth were supplied to the people at 
reasonable prices through public distribution outlets. This acted as 

a check on the open market itself. 
Under the Government's labour policy the emoluments of the 

\vorkers and employees went up and they were able to get their 
Onam bonus without strikes and struggles. Pensions were 
sanctioned for agricultural workers, old people and widows. 
Unemployment allowance was granted. Relief was given to workers 
in the crisis-ridden traditional industries like cashew, coir and 

,;,Publisl)C{l in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi. November I. 198 ! . 
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handloom. Fishermen were helped to form co-operatives and given 
financial help. Peasants got relief from indebtedness. 

The further implementation of this common programme has been 
blocked by the decision of the Congress(S) which led to the 
resignation of the Ministry. 

The Kerala Congress(Mani) has let down the Kerala electorate 
by following the Congress(S) in walking out of the Left-Democratic 
Front. The two parties together have thus helped the Congress(!) 
to disrupt the Left-Democratic Front and strengthen the hands of 
the Congress(!). 

The Central Committee recalls the continuous efforts made by 
the Congress(!) to deprive the people of Kerala of their victory in 
the Lok Sabha and Assembly elections of January 1980. Its State 
and Central leaders have, right from the formation of the Left
Democratic Government, been trying to pull it down by whatever 

·means available to them. Congress(!) luminaries, including Union 
Ministers and even the Prime Minister, have been attacking this 
Government. 

The Central Con11nittee pays its tribute to the working people of 
Kerala who saw in the Left-Democratic Government a champion 
of their cause and, therefore, defended it with all their strength. It 
thanks the Left and anti-authoritarian forces in Kerala and in the 
whole country which made it impossible for the Congress(!) either 
to use the Central authority to dismiss the State Governn1ent or to 
repeat the 1959-type "liberation struggle"-two methods to which 
they sought to resort. 

The Centr,J Committee deplores that, while the people ofKerala 
and in the rest of the country thus defeated the Congress(l)'s 
intention of removing the Left-De1nocratic Government in order 
to pave the way for the formation of an alternate Congress(!) led 
Government, the Congress(S) unit in Kerala and the Kerala 
Congress(Mani) helped the Congress(!) in its game of 
destabilisation. This attitude of the two parties which were 
constituents of the Left-Democratic Front for nearly two years has 
been hailed by the Congress(!) and its allies. The Central Committee 
hopes that the two parties will see the enormous damage they have 
done to the cause of the unity of Left and democratic forces, as 
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well as to themselves, by disrupting the front which they had 
originally helped to build. 

The decision adopted by them on October 16 and 20 respectively, 
however, was not a chance phenomenon. It was the logical 
cuhnination of the negative stance adopted by them over several 
rnonths. Many of the electoral promises n1ade by the Front as a 
,vhole including the two parties could not be imple1nented by the 
Government because these two parties blocked many of the 
measures initiated by the Front and its Government. 

These two parties, especially the Congress(S), have been using 
their position in the Government to block the implementation of 
such democratic policies as decentralisation of power from the State 
to the District Councils, sanctioning of pension to over two lakhs 
of agricultural labourers, de1nocratic functioning of the Labour 
Department with a view to giving 1naximum satisfaction to the 
organised working class and the niiddle-class employees, etc. 

The Central Committee notes with satisfaction that the Left
Democratic Government refused to i1nplement the directives given 
by the Central Congress(!) leaders that such repressive legislations 
as the National Security Act, the Essential Services Maintenance 
Act, etc., be used in the name of "maintaining law and order·". 
While the Congress(S) and the Kcrala Congress(Mani) had 
endorsed this policy and, in fact, participated in the mass 
demonstrations and bandh against these legislations as late as in 
September 1981, they in practice helped the authoritarian forces 
by joining their voice against the so-called "breakdown of law and 
order''. 

The instances they quote to justify their stand on the law and 
order question were in fact labour disputes. While the Congress(l)
led Opposition and the Congress(S) demanded that the police be 
used against the workers to protect the vested interests, the 
Government's Labour Department itself had to intervene and settle 
them as labour disputes. 

The hue and cry raised by the Congress( I)-led Opposition about 
the handling of the Home Department by the CPl(M) was in effect 
a demand to follow the repressive policies of the earlier Congress 
Governments. and also to imple111ent tl1e tlnti-democratic measures 
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of the present Congress(!) Govern1nent I ike the NSA, ESMA, 
etc. Instead of resisting this in the spirit of the promises given 
to the people, the Congress(S) itself raised the same hue and 
cry. The Kerala Congress(Mani) group joined the Congress(S) 
in this. 

The Central Committee endorses the stand adopted by the State 
Committee of the CPI(M) and its allies in Kerala who refused to 
compromise on the principled police policy, while 1naking 1nany 
concessions on issues on which give and take was necessary for 
the successful functioning· of the Coalition. 

The Central Committee deplores the attitude of the Congress(S) 
and the Kerala Congress(Mani) of not expressing their readiness 
to face the electorate on the issues on which they broke with the 
allies in the Left-Democratic Front as is demanded by democratic 
nonns. They refuse to demand the dissolution of the Assembly 
and holding of fresh elections, and thus abet the game of horse
trading by the Congress(!). While the leadership of the Kerala 
Congress{Mani) has officially expressed its willingness to 
collaborate with other parties in the formation of such an alte111ate 
Government, certain elements in the Congress(S) are making 
hectic efforts to facilitate the formation of such an alternate 
Government. 

The Central Committee deplores that, while giving expression 
to several laudable sentiments, the all-India leadership of the 
Congress(S) in its anxiety to "maintain the unity of the organisation" 
is allowing such elements to carry on their activities which help 
only the Congress(!). The amendment adopted to the resolution at 
the AICC session has been used by these elements. 

While protesting against the anti-democratic step taken by the 
Central Government to keep the State Legislature in animated 
suspension, the Central Co1nmittee den1ands that immediate 
elections be held in the State. It appeals to all democratic forces to 
fight against the Congress(!) conspiracies. 

The C.C. rejects the concerted propaganda carried on in the 
monopoly Press that, with the fall of the Left-Democratic 
Government in Kerala, the concept of Left and Democratic unity 
has become irrelevant. 

e j 
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The Left and democratic front as conceived by the CPl(M) is a 
concept of developing a viable alternative to the Congress(!) at the 
all-India level. In the struggle to translate this concept into reality, 
the actual relations among the various anti-authoritarian and Left 
forces in individual States have to be taken into account. That was 
why the political character of the Fronts that emerged in West 
Bengal, Tripura and Kerala were all different from one another. 
Depending on the nature of changes that take place in the next 
phase of the struggle, still other forms may develop. 

The fact, however, remains that all the Left and other Opposition 
parties have to make intensive efforts to bring about maximum 
unity of action on concrete issues. The CPI(M) assures all other 
democratic forces that it will do its utmost to develop such unity of 
action and forge an electoral front in Kerala on the basis of an 
agreed miniinum programme. 



65 
On Centre-State Relations* 

Sri N. Sanjiva Reddy, the President of India, has discussed 
certain aspects of Centre-State relations in his Patel Memorial 
Lecture on October 31, 1981. He has highlighted the de1nand for 
greater autonomy to the States, and observed that it would 
be harmful to undermine the federal character of the Indian 
Union in the name of strengthening the Indian Union and its 

i 11 te grtition. 
Though there is nothing new and fundamentally radical in what 

the President has observed in his lecture, it has acquired additional 
importance since these observations have come from a person of 
the President's stature and also at a time when secessionist agitation 

like those of Assam and Khalistan are causing concern and anxiety 
to the patriotic minded people of India. 

Without going into the Constitutional niceties and intricacies as 
to whether it is proper or not to air such views in the capacity of 
the President of the Indian Republic, it will have to be admitted 
that he has done a signal service to the cause of Indian unity and its 
integration by openly raising the issue of Centre-State relations. 
The 1nanner in which one Congress(!) General Secretary has come 
out against the demand for greater autonomy for the States, and 
the way in which the Central Government is tra1npling over the 
autonomy of the States, go to show that the party in power is out to 
undern1ine the federal character of the Indian Constitution as a 
part of its drive towards authoritarianism and dictatorship, replacing 
parliamentary democracy in the country. 

*Editorial of' "PE()PLE'S DEM(lCRA('Y", November 8, 1981. 

I 
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Sri Sanjiva Reddy has cited a pertinent statement made by 
lJr. Ambedkar on the subject during the discussions in the 
Constituent Assembly. In reply to certain points raised, 
Dr. Ambedkar had stated: "The basic principle of federalism is 
that Legislature and Executive authority is partitioned between the 
Centre and States, not by any law to be made by the Centre but the 
Constitution itself. This is what the Constitution does. The States 
under our Constitution are in no way dependent upon the Centre 
for their Legislative and Executive authority. The Centre and States 
are co-equal in the matter." The Federal character of the Constitution 
stands, thus, clearly emphasised, contrary to the arguments of some 
political leaders who deny this federal character under the pretext 
of a strong unitary Centre. 

Let alone the discussions in 1949-50 in the Constituent Assembly 
on the federal character of the Constitution, what does subsequent 
history teach us on the subject? The way big agitations and powerful 
popular movements were organised for reorganisation of the States 
on a linguistic basis, and the manner in which the unwilling Central 
Governn1ent was forced to reorganise the States in October 1956, 
go to show that the different ethnic groups and people speaking 
different languages in India can be united and integrated in the 
Indian Union, only if it is based on a federal stn1cture, with due 
respect to States' autonomy. 

Sri Sanjiva Reddy, referring to the unitary trends in the 
Constitution, has stated: "It is generally acknowledged that the 
unitary trends in the Constitution have been strengthened in actual 
practice, among the reasons for it being the three obvious ones
first, inadequacy of the States' financial resources and consequent 
dependence on the Centre, secondly, adoption of Central Planning 
and the increasing role of the Planning Con11nission, and lastly, 
the political situation in which the same party was in power at the 
Centre and in the States for a long time after Independence. 

What is the reality of Centre-State relations after full thi11y years 
since the first general election in 1952° The States are steadily and 
systematically reduced to the status of glorified municipalities. 
They are literally starved of finances, forced to depend upon the 
collection of sales-tax, in the main. The Centre. with the purse-
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strings in its hands, has acquired 1nore powers over the States than 
are provided for in the Constitution and law. It is striving its utmost 
to bring increasing subjects to the Concurrent List, thereby denuding 
the States of all powers, except in name. Under the plea of all
lndia services such !AS, !PS, etc., the administrative control is 
usurped by the Centre, depriving the States of their own prerogative. 
Gubernatorial institutions are being misused and abused to 
undertnine duly elected Legislatures and legally constituted State 
Governments in the partisan interests of the Centre and the political 
party in power at the Centre. It is a 1vell-known truth that the 
acceptance of Hindi as the official language by the Constituent 
Assembly had come about with only a one-vote majority, yet there 
is a systematic drive to force Hindi on the non-Hindi-speaking 
majority of the people in the country, contrary to all assurances 
and declarations. Matters have reached such a stage that Chief 
Ministers are being appointed and dismissed by the Prime Minister, 
making the elected Legislatures and their majorities a mockery. 
Duly elected Assemblies are dissolved and their Governments 
subverted and toppled, if they do not belong to the ruling party at 
the Centre. ls it any wonder that the demand for greater autonomy 
for States gathers mo1nentum and becomes an integral part of the 
struggle in defence of the federal character of the Indian 
Constitution and parliamentary democracy? 

Those who oppose the demand for greater autonomy for the 
States under the spurious plea that it would undermine the unity 
and authority of the Centre should realise that their hostility to 
States' autonomy endangers Indian unity and national integration, 
providing grist only to the mill of separatist and secessionist forces. 

The CPI(M) which stands in the forefront of the struggle for 
genuine and greater autonomy to the Sti.ttes, has 111!1de it clear as 
early as in the years 1972-73, that it stands for a strong Centre and 
equally strong autonomous States, the two being not contradictory 
to each other, but complementary. It declared, "to preserve and 
strengthen the authority of the Centre, subjects such as defence, 
t01·eig11 affairs including forcigi1 t1·adc, currency and commu11ication 
and economic coordination" should be in the exclusive list of the 
Centre. Can any politically literate person say that the power of 
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the Centre gets weakened if the States are allowed real and greater 
autonomy as integral units of the Indian Union? In fact, the real 
power, political and military, is vested in the Indian Union, \Vith 
its exclusive control on the country's armed forces, foreign affairs, 
currency and communication, etc., and it is a false cry that Indian 
integration is endangered ifthe States are allowed greater autonomy. 

The CPl(M) extends its suppott to the proposals and suggestions 
niade by the President in his Patel Memorial Lecture, and calls 
upon all the democratic, progressive and patriotic-1ninded parties 
and groups to detnand real autonomy to the States in the Indian 
Union. The Congress(!) party and the Central Government it runs 
should respond to this legitimate demand, and thus strengthen the 
genuine unity of the Indian Union. 



Central Committee Communique 
Following Its Meeting In 
New Delhi On October 27-31, 1981* 

Decision On Convening Eleventh Congress 
Of CPl(M) In Vijayawada On .January 26-31, 1982 
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The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist), meeting in New Delhi fro1n October 27 to 31, 1981 
unanimously adopted the Draft Political Resolution for the 
Eleventh Congress of the Party. People's Dernocracy will print 
the Draft as a supplement in its next issue. The Draft will now be 
discussed by every unit of the Party and the amendments and 
suggestions of the Party units will be sent to the Central 
Committee. These will be considered when the Party Congress 
discusses and adopts the Political Resolution. 

1'he Central Committee, at the cutest, paid its homage to 
Comrade A. Balasubramaniam, one of its very valued members 
and a stalwart of the Party, who passed away on September 5. 

The Central Committee decided to convene the Eleventh 
Congress of the Party in Vijayawada from January 26 to 31, 
1982. The Congress will be attended by 548 delegates 
representing a me1nbership of 267,23?, an increase of 45, 181 
fro1n the men1bership of 222,051 in 1977, on the basis of which 
the Tenth Congress of the Party was held in Jullundur. Observers 
nun1bering not more than 40 will also be attending the Congress. 

The Central Committee gave its serious attention to the 
growing war danger in the world created by the U.S. imperialists. 
The sarne imperialists have brought the war threat to the doors of 
the country. The C.C. adopted a resolution calling on the working 
class and the people to fight against the war danger and in 
defence of peace. 

In its resolution on the !MF loan for which the Government of 
India has applied, the C.C. warned that the acceptance of the 
--··-- ··-

~Publis!1ed i11 "l)EOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New J)clhi, Nc1ven1hcr 8, 1981. 
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·onditions that the Fund has laid down would put India and_ its 
c y under the tutelage of the international organ1sal!on 
elconom d b the Western Imperialist Powers, especially , om1nate y 

lheT~;~ .. C. discussed the developments in Kcrala, the defection 

of the Congress(S) from the Left-Democratic Front: followed by 
that of the Kerala Congress (Mani), which culminated i_n the 

. . 1· h LDF Ministry and called for fresh elccl!on in res1gnat1on o t e · ' 

the State. · h h t \k 
A th C C came to the conclusion t at t e a s 

On ssam, e · · f India had 
between the agitationists and the Government o f h 
virtually broken down. It warned the people ~f the pl.an_s o t e 
secessionists to continue their dangerous ag1tat1on and also_ of the 
~ompro1nise fromula reportedly put forward by the Govc1nm~nt 
which would be harmful to the minor1t_1cs, and called fo1 all 

efforts to maintain the unity of the people 1n the State. . b . d 
The C.C. also discussed the developments in Punia an 

adopted a resolution. 



CPI(M) Polit Bureau's Protest 
Statement* 

Expression of Solidarity with 'fhe Struggling 
People of South Africa 
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The Polit Bureau of the Cornmunist Party of India (Marxist) 
strongly protests against the Government of India's decision 
to allow the British cricket tean1 which includes two 
U.N.-blacklisted players to tour India. 

Earlier the Govern1nent had rightly taken the position that 
unl~ss Geoffrey Boycott and Cook who had played in South 
Africa were dropped from the team, the tour would have to be 
cancelled. The P.B. finds no reason why this decision should 
have been changed. The two players have neither expressed any 
regrets nor given any assurances for the future. The Government 
has reversed its earlier decision solely on the basis of some vague 
statements made by the British Test and County Cricket Board. 

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi should be remembering that the 
African leaders gathered at the Commonwealth Suminit had 
vehement_ly protested against the Government of New Zealand 
for allowing a South African team to play in that country. The 
P.B. wishes to point out that the present decision of the 
Govern1nent of India to allow Boycott and Cook to play in India 
will tar our country's image in the African countries which are 
f1ght1ng for the liquidation of racism in their continent. 

The P.B. lodges its protest with the Government of India and 
c_alls. on the Indian people to express their solidarity with the 
f1ght1ng African people by boycotting the British cricket team. 

*CPJ(l\.1) Polit Bureau'~ Statc1nc11! t)atct! Novc111ber -1 1981 \\'as PliblisJ1cJ in 
"PE()PLE" S DEM<)Cl~ACJ:''', New Delhi. N1)ve111l)cr 8, J 98 I., 

P.B. Denounces U.S. War Moves 
Against Cuba* 

Statement Dated November 9, 1981 Issued 
in New Delhi 
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The Polit Bureau of the CPI(M) denounces the aggressive moves 
of the U.S. Government against the Republic of Cuba. The U.S. 
Imperialists have sent a huge armada of naval ships including 
aircraft-carriers into the.Caribbean Sea for a provocative niilitary 

. 
exercise. 

The Cuban Mission to the U.N. has protested against the 
U.S. exercise saying that the USA was planning to bomb and 
blockade Cuba. 

Rebuffed in Nicaragua, unable to stem the tide of the 
advancing liberation movement in El Salvador, the USA is 
threatening punitive actions against Cuba. A lying propaganda is 
being carried on that Cuba has sent its troops to Nicaragua and 
El Salvador. Challenged again and again by the Cuban regime, 
the U.S. Administration has not been able to produce a single bit 
of evidence. The Reagan Administration is doing all it can to 
bolster the reactionary juntas in Central and South America. 
Every defeat it suffers on this course at the hands of the people of 
these countries is followed by provocations against Cuba. 

An attack on Cuba will have world repercussions. But the 
Reagan Administration seems dete1mined to involve the world in 
a nuclear war. 

The Polit Bureau offers its full sympathy and support to the 
Government and people of Cuba in this perilous situation. It 
appeals to all progressive forces in the country to voice their 
protest against the U.S. Government, and calls upon the 
Governn1ent of India to protest against the U.S. 1noves. 
· The Polit Bureau is confident all progressive and peace-loving 
Goven1ments and forces will join in the protest and express their 
solidarity with the Government and people of Socialist Cuba. 

*Published in "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY". Ni;:w Dcll1i, Novc111ber 15, 1981. 



Give All Support To All-India 
Strike On January 19, 1982* 

Call Given By CPI(M)'s Central Committee 
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The Central Com1nittee of the Co1nmunist Party of India 
(Marxist), meeting in New Delhi from November 28 to 30, 1981 
called for all support to the one-day all-India strike in all 
industries on January 19, 1982 called by the National Campaign 
Committee of Trade Unions. 

The Central Committee adopted another resolution denouncing 
the massacre of Harijans in Deoli. 

The three-day meeting of the Central Committee was convened 
for discussing the Draft Political-Organisational Review Report 
for the Eleventh Congress of the Party. The Draft will be 
finalised by the Central Committee at its meeting in Vijayawada 
on December 24 and 25, 1981 and presented to the Congress 
which begins the next day. 

The resolutions of the Committee on the January 19 strike and 
the Deoli massacre read: 

January 19 Strike 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) hails the working class of India and the National 
Ca1npaign Committee of Trade Unions for the historic Workers' 
March to Parliament on November 23, 198 l and the call given by . 
the ma1nmoth rally for a one-day all-India strike in all industries 
on January 19, 1982. 

The highly successful march and the united call for the one
day strike constitute a big stride forward in the building of all-out 
trade union unity, so essential for defending the interests of the 

,~Tl1is. was a corn111unique 1ssl1ed by the C'entral Committee of CPl(M) followi 11g its 
sess1_l1n 1n New Delhi on Novernber 28-3{). 1981 and Published in "PEOPLE'S 
DE~"10CRACY", Nev.' Delhi. lk:cember 6, J 98 t 
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working class and working people. and even more necessary for 
the working class to play its proper role in the country's struggle 
against the forces of authoritarianisn1. 

The trade unions arc offering united resistance to the anti
labour policies of the Congress(!) Government manifested in the 
National Security Act and Essential Sevices Maintenance Act, 
repression on the t1·ade union move1nent, the wages and incomes 
policy in the Sixth Plan, the plan to impound D.A. and bonus and 

so on. 
The united voice of the \Yorkers and employees is being raised 

against the surrender of the country's economy to the !MF, 
against the regime of high prices and inflation which inflicts 
unbearable sufferings on all sections of the people. They are 
demanding reductions in prices of food and other essential 
commodities and their distribution through an effective public 
distribution systen1. They are at the same time chan1pioning 
peasants' demand for remunerative prices for their produce, and 
the dernand of the agricultural workers for decent wages. 

At the call of the central trade unions and national federations, 
the working class is going into united action against the basic 
economic policies of tl)e Government, policies of enorn1ous 
concessions to multinationals and monopolies and compron1ise 
with landlords and growing dependence on foreign loans. and in 
defence of itself and all sections of the comn1on people. 

The united resistance of the working class will inspire the 
entire people and draw the unorganiscd sections into the struggle 
against authoritarianism and for democratic advance. and full 
popular support has to be extended to it. 

The C.C. calls on all units of the Party to exert all their efforts 
to make the one-day strike of January 19, 1982, a resounding 
success. It appeals to all political parties to give their support to 
the strike call. It calls on the organisations of peasants, 
agricultural workers, students. youth and won1en to extend their 
solidarity to the strike action. 

Massacre of Harijans 
The Central Committee of the Communist Party of India 

(Marxist) expresses its horror at the 1nassacre that took place in 
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Deoli in Uttar Pradesh in the evening of November 18. A gang 
with firearms went round the village gunning down every Harijan 
they came across, in the fields, inside houses. Twenty-four lives 
were mercilessly snuffed out. Even for Uttar Pradesh, where 
dacoities and murders are everyday incidents, the massacre of 
November 18 was a ghastly event. Law and order has completely 
broken down in the State, with dacoits, criminals in the police 
force and landlords, all with links with ruling party politicians, 
imposing their own lawless law with the strength of rifles and 
sten-guns. 

In such killings of Harijans. in the indignities heaped on them, 
\Vhether in Uttar Pradesh or Bihar, the criminal hands have been 
those of landlords. And these landlords get full protection and 
help from the local administration and the police and influential 
politicians. 

Congress land reforn1s have been a flop. The Harijan masses 
have no land and not enough work. Whenever there is a struggle 
for better wages or land, Harijan blood is split. 

It is only in the States ruled by the Left-oriented Govemn1ents 
that such atrocities on the Harijans are prevented. But the 
Congress(!) leaders raise a hue and cry about breakdown of law 
and order in these States while keeping quiet about the States 
ruled by them like U.P. and Bihar where massacres are taking 
place and law and order has really broken down. 

The C.C. denounces the Congress(!) State Government of U.P. 
for the outrageous crime against the Harijans under its regi1ne 
in Deoli. It demands quick action against the perpetrators of 
the crime and preventive measures against such outrages in 
future. It demands that all weapons in the hands of the land
lords be confiscated and their licences cancelled. It demands 
that the police officials in charge of that area be suspended 
and proceeded against. It demands adequate compensation to 
the families of those killed and injured. It sends its heartfelt 
condolences to the1n. 

\ . 

70 
CPl(M) Central Committee Document 
On Mass Organisations* 

(The question of the Part.v's relotionshi[J vcith 1nass organisations 
came in for cliscussion i11 connection. with the formation of an 
all-India v.•omen 's organisation and the De1nocratic Youth 
Federation of Inclia. C'onflicting and erroneous points of vie>v 
were expressed bv so111e in the course of these discussions. The 
Central Co1n111ittee, having considered the issue, is circulating 
this clocu1ne11t vchich reiterates the basic Marxist-Leninist 
understanding on relationship bet>veen the vanguard party and 
11·1as s or,rtc111 isatio11!!:.) 

Recently the question of relationship of the Party with mass 
organisations and the character of mass organisations was raised, 
repudiating the accepted Marxist-Leninist understanding on these 
questions. Some comrades think that a n1ass organisation has to 
be a virtual replica of the Party, advancing the Party's basic 
slogans as the slogans of the organisation. In their opinion a mass 
organisation is just a mere platform for the Party and has hardly 
any separate existence. 

This is all wrong and erroneous and does violence to the 
Party's understanding on the role of mass organisations in the 
revolutionary struggle. 

The mass organisations fulfil the role of rousing the elementary 
consciousness of the sections which they organise, and through 
them growingly link the backward 1nasses with the Party's 
activities. The guiding role of the Party consists in consistently 
raising the consciousness of the concerned sections without 
shutting the organisation to the continuous inflow of backward 

*PublislieJ as a booklet in April 1981. 
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sections. Otherwise the organisation will be an organisation of 
the militants nearest to the Party and, in spite of its strength in 
numbers, will be isolated from the main mass and unable to 
activise it. 

The mass organisations are required because the Party's direct 
slogans of basic change-revolution, capture of power, etc.,-are 
unable to rouse these masses immediately. The wide masses are 
attracted immediately on the basis of partial demands, immediate 
demands, which arc, or appear to be, possible of achievement 
without a complete overhaul of the social order. The education 
and experience gained in these struggles train the consciousness 
of the masses nnder the guidance of the Party, and direct it in 
revolutionary channels. The work of the Party in this connection 
should not be identified with the work of the mass organisations 
among the masses-otherwise the link with the masses will be 
broken. This is an absolute law of guidance of mass organisations. 
To substitute the role of the Party by making the mass 
organisation itself the spokesman of the Party, is bound to lead to 
harmful consequences. 

Writing about the relationship between the trade unions and 
the Social-Democratic Party, Lenin wrote: "The workers' 
organisation for the economic st1uggle should be trade union 
organisations. Every Social-Democratic worker should as far as 
possible assist and actively work in these organisations. But 
while this is true, it is certainly not in our interest to demand that 
only Social-Democrats should be eligible for membership in the 
trade unions, since that would only narrow the scope of our 
influence up 'n the masses. Let every worker who understands the 
need to unite for these struggles against the e1nployers and the 
Government join the trade unions. The very airn of the trade 
unions would be impossible if they do not unite all those who 
have attained at least this elementary degree of understanding, if 
they were not very broad organisations. The broader these 
organisations. the broader will be our influence over the1n-an 
influence not only due to the 'spontaneous' development of the 
econornic struggle, but due to the direct and conscious effort of 
the Socialist trade union members to influence comrades." (What 
Is To Be Done 7) 
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This applies to all mass organisations and demands that they 
should be conducted in this spirit, that their constitution, ain1s and 
objects must be framed and their affairs including elections 
should be conducted in a manner which docs not affect their 
non-party mass character and which nonetheless enables the Party 
ably to exercise its leading role. Guiding role does not mean 
dictation, don1ination, vamping the executive, but carrying 
conviction to non-party members who may differ with the Pa1ty. 

Activities of mass organisations and the Party's participation in 
them enable the Party to growingly get under its influence the 
majority of the masses. Those who are complacent and satisfied 
with a few thousands should remember this and remember the 
following words of Lenin: "A few words about the concept of 
masses": "It is one that changes in accordance with the changes in 
the nature of the struggle. At the beginning of the struggle it took 
only a few thousand genuinely revolutionary workers to warrant 
talk of the masses. If the Pa1ty succeeds in drawing into the 
struggle not only its own members, if it also succeeds in arousing 
non-party people it is well on the way to winning the mass .... You 
have a mass when several thousand non-party workers, vvho 
usually live a philistine life and drag out a miserable existence, 
and who have never heard anything about politics, begin to act in 
a revolutionary way; when the revolution has been sufficiently 
prepared, the concept of 'masses' bccon1es different: several 
thousand workers no longer constitute the rnass. The word begins 
to denote something else. The concept of masses undergoes a 
change so that it implies the majority, and not simply a majority 
of workers alone, majority of all the exploited." (C'ollected 

Works, Vol. 32, Pages 468-477) 
This persistent struggle for the majority of the masses, with 

different levels of consciousness, is what gives vital importance 
to the Party's work a1nong the non-party mass organisations. A 
spt1rious and sect,11·i,1n argu111ent is recently ad\1anced that si11ce in 
our country every party h1.1s its own mass organisatio11, what is 
the harm if we run mass organisations led by us as party 
organisations. This shows how little is understood by the 
advocates of this viewpoint, who ask the Party to follow the 
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practice of bourgeois or non-Marxist parties and ape them. This is 
to equate the Party's aims, objects, understanding and class 
tactics to the level of those of the non-revolutionary parties. 

The other parties, Right or Left, do not have the same 
revolutionary objective in view and arc not like ourselves in 
urgent need of winning over the m<rjority of the working people 
for the revolution. At best they consider these mass organisations 
as a reservoir for electoral voting, and therefore a preserve of 
theirs admitting of no intervention by others. They direct their 
efforts to keeping their following as far as possible from common 
mass actions, run the organisations as a party preserve and 
thereby growingly lose their following, as their tactics go against 
the interests of the masses. The CPI(M) has other objectives and 
aims and, therefore, has to work for winning over the majority to 
its side. That is why it is absolutely essential that the mass 
organisations led by it are able to attract the large sections whose 
interests they are to defend, and that constant recruitment is not 
inhibited by dictatorial functioning, or by slogans for which the 
wide mass is not yet prepared to fight. The fact that we are 
compelled to have a separate organisation does not remove the 
responsibility to function it as a broad-based mass organisation. 
On the other hand, that responsibility increases and it is precisely 
to discharge this responsibility that we lay stress on united action 
with mass organisations led by other parties. These appeals for 
united action are part of our tactics to win over the majority of 
the masses. This means all the more that our own organisation 
must continue to function as a genuine mass organisation, open to 
all who are interested in fighting the elementary battles of the 
section concerned. 

It is not to our liking that we are forced to have separate 
organisations. We would have very much liked to work in a 
common mass organisation where we could have had a bigger 
audience for our Communist work, for getting larger sections 
under the ideology of the Party. It is the opportunists, the 
rev1s1onists and bourgeois leaders who split the inass 
organisations to prevent their rank and file from coming under 
our influence. We try to overcome this split not by ourselves 
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aping them by running the mass organisation as a party orga
nisation, but through united front tactics bursting into their 
preserve and uniting with masses under their organisation. 

Erroneous ideas have crept into our Party because we have not 
examined the functioning of some of our mass organisations, 
their practice, etc. On the other hand, some have been can·ied 
away by the increased strength of some of these organisations, 
little caring whether that strength really reflects the opportunities 
open to us. It will be interesting to study the documents in relation 
to some of these organisations to see whether they really conform 
to the character of mass organisations as understood by us. 

The document on students produced and adopted several years 
ago should be restudied. Its appeal and preamble are nothing but 
a restatement of the Party's formulations on the international and 
national situation which overshoot the common consciousness of 
the average student and cannot be a weapon for building a 1nass 
student organisation. But, fortunately, the main activity of the 
organisation was concentrated on student demands, educational, 
political. and this was given prominence in the document itself. 
The document talks about scientific Socialism. If adherence to 
scientific Socialism were to be made the test of 1nembership, then 
only CPI(M) members would be eligible. Even if propaganda and 
agitation on scientific Socialism, correctly understood, was to be 
carried on as a part of daily work, i.e., identify the organisation 
with scientific Socialism, it would hinder the students' 
organisation from being a mass organisation. The saving clause 
in the docun1ent assured that the organisation would not allow 
politics of any particular party to be imposed on it, while 
explaining what scientific Socialism is. 

Many mass organisations include programmes and objectives 
which, if really insisted on or implemented, will hinder the 
process of their expansion. But in practice they concentrate on 
iss11es which directly and immediately affect the masses 
concerned and their progress. This does not mean that their 
unrealistic slogans and programmes are correct. 

The proper outlook towards the mass organisation, its 
programme, its constitution, its appeal is to be determined by the 
character of the mass whose organisation it is, the place this mass 
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occupies in building the People's Democratic Front and the 
direct and immediate interests of this mass which impel it to 
enter the arena of struggle and how this mass is brought into 
the anti-feudal, anti-imperialist, anti-monopolist struggle. The 
guiding role of the Party in these organisations consists in 
leading ever-larger sections of the masses to a new and higher 
consciousness, to win them over to the Party's basic slogans 
without in the least changing the broad mass character of the 
organis,ttion. 

The Salkia Plenum of our Party warned against two deviations 
in this connection. It said, "several committees and comrades 
handle mass organisations as if they are subsidiaries of the Party 
and pay scant attention to functioning the111 democratically. At 
the same time, there is another harrnful tendency in evidence. 
Several Party members leading mass organisations tend to 
function then1 independently, bypassing the Party." 

Tt is necessary to remember these things because there is 
immense scope for rapid development of our mass organisations 
today. Wrong understanding and functioning are likely to hamper 
the process of expansion. In the trade unions, especially, our 
organised strength is not commensurate with our influence and 
there is a general absence of democratic functioning in the 
Marxist-Leninist sense. With overwhelming majorities in leading 
bodies, Party members tend to forget the broad character of the 
organisation and the necessity of increasing the participation of 
th•' non-party mass in the activities of the organisation. It is 
logical that Party members should head these organisations, that 
their vioce should be listened to with respect and authority, but 
that is no reason why they should forget its appeal and character 
as a broad mass organisation. 

In recent discussions the wrong viewpoint was pinpointed in 
connection with the character of the women's organisation. The 
Polit Bureau's report submitted to the last Central Con1111ittee 
stated in connection with the women's meeting: "The P.B. 
me111bers participating in the meeting pointed out that the vie\V 
held by these comrades is contrary to the Marxist-Leninist 
understanding of broad non-party mass organisations over which, 
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through correct political leadership and the disciplined 
functioning of Party n1e111bers, the Party secures authority. The 
differing approach, on the other hand, is that of the mass 
organisation turned into the appendage of the Party. Their 
approach would, in fact, hamper the process through which the 
Party extends its activities among the non-party democrats and 
establishes the political and organisational leadership of the Pa11y 
over the masses". 

This erroneous stand is again seen in their opposition to a 
broad women's organisation and contrasting it with a toiling 
women's organisation. They write, "the basis of the organisation 
will be the toiling masses of women of all sections". This is 
coupled with the "apprehension that in the name of 'broadening' 
the mass organisation, there is a tendency towards a liberal 
attitude which n1ay lead to a non-class view regarding the 
women's movement''. 

However, in the course of the discussions, it was revealed that 
some of these comrades have wrongly interpreted their own 
experience, and also failed to understand all the features of the 
\vomen's movement in India. Take the following from a report: 
"Now there is no question of going backwards and again trying to 
forge unity with the women of the upper classes and fornt a 
National Democratic Front of Women, the stage which we have 
passed long ago." This is said by members of our Party which is 
today engaged in a serious endeavour to form a broad platform of 
political resistance to authoritarianism which includes bourgeois
landlord parties. The opposition is to the inclusion of the "upper 
classes'', i.e., all except the toiling sections, when the Party's 
People's Dernocratic Front assigns a place to the national 

bourgeoisie. 

So111e at· these comra(ies a1·e afraid ot· ;_1 fcmi11ist deviati()ll i11 
this connection. Perhaps they identify fe111inism with fight against 
feudal customs and the feudal status of won1en. They forget that 
the toiling sections of won1en are the worst sufferers of feudal 

t1·aditio11s. 
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Their opposition continued even after it was explained to them 
that: "The apprehension that the broad basis of the organisation 
will hamper the class basis of our oganisation, is wrong-all 
other questions are also part of the class stiuggle, e.g., price-rise, 
communal harmony, civil liberties are not non-class issues, but 
on which we can organise broader mobilisation. Of course, the 
success of the moven1ent depends on the mobilisation of our own 
class. Regarding women we have to remember that they are 
(I) women as part of the population, as citizens, (2) women 
belonging to different classes, and (3) \Vomen as women. We 
must take into consideration the needs of women as women, 
irrespective of the ciass they belong to, e.g., women's rights, 
equality, atrocities on women, rape, dowry problem." 

Under present-day conditions the fight for women's freedom 
from feudal conditions and inequality is not confined to what are 
considered as toiling sections only. This is not true in connection 
with the People's Deinocratic Revolution, much less is it true 
about the women's n1oveme11t. 

The Party Programrne considers the national bourgeoisie also 
to be a component pai1 of the PDF but here a mass organisation, 
one of whose inain aims is to fight the feudal oppression of 
women, is asked to confine itself to toilers. 

The fear of united front, of broad-based mass organisation, is 
always expressed as a fight for n1aintaining the purity of class 
outlook. This is a disease as old as the rise of the Communist 
moveme11t. This .<;;cctarianism wants to distinguish ot1r organisa
tion f1·om '1bot1rgeois'' organisatio11s, 11 revisionist'' orga11isations, 
by some kind of slogans-Socialist, etc. It does not realise 
that real demarcation emerges in the course of the stn1ggle, and 
not by neglecting the programme and slogans which even the 
bourgeoisie inight raise but which are dictated by the advance 
of the movement. 

If the revisionists and bourgeoisie raise demands for equality 
of rights for \\"omen, constitutional guarantees, if they take 
demands against feudal slavery, do they become revisionist 
demands? The question is, who carries thern to the mc1ss, who 
rouses them to fight for them. We regard reforms as by-products 
of revolutionary struggle. 

' 
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It should be reasserted that the women's organisation which 
we want should be a broad-based organisation which should be 
capable of appealing to women in general in the fight for their 
advance. It will naturally make the biggest appeal to the toiling 
sections for whom the Party wages a fight through several 

organisations including women's. . 
The women's organisation simultaneously takes the question 

of capitalist-created inequality-wages, unemployment, dis
crimination in jobs, etc. llowever, it does not forget that both 
women from the toiling sections and women from other sections 
are still living under conditions of feudal restrictions, with 

inferior status in their families. 
Rousing women to fight against all inequalities-feudal, 

capital-the organisation, in practice, links the struggle with the 
general democratic struggle against bourgeois-landlord iule. 
This understanding must be made common and all erroneous 

understandings removed. 
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Hail The Kerala Victory 

Editorial of "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY" 
Jannary 27, 1980. ' 

The victory of the Left and democratic alliance in Kerala headed 
by the CPJ(M), is welcon1cd and greeted by all anti-auth~ritarian 
and democratic forces in the country. Con1ing imn1ediately in the 
wake of the sweeping su f h 1 d' · ·. . . ccess o t e n ira Congress in the 
Parh.imentary ele.ct1ons, it administers a much needed rebuff to 
the author1tar1an forces who are now conspiring to topple all non
C~ng~ess(l) State Governments and establish one party ntle in all 
the .St,1tes .. Th.e Left alliance of West Bengal and Tripura defeated 
the author~tar1an party and routed it in the Parliamentary elections. 
The Left and democ'.·at1c alliance of Kerala defeated the Indira 
C~ngress. 'n the Parliamentary elections securing a majority of 
se.its. for. itse.I'._ And now aga.in in the closely fought Assembly 
elections a severe and humli1at1ng defeat is inflicted on th 
Congress(I) alliance_ Wherever the Left forces are strong and the~ 
forge urnty with other democratic forces thµ !11d1-ra . ·k - · , ..., m'1g1c cannot 
wo1 ' the Indira wave has no effect-this truth is auain being told 
to the people, once again it is demonstrated that only the Left and 
democratic forces can check the onward march of the author'1t ·. 
fo . d · f]' ar1.in 

rces an In ict a defeat on them_ 

In the background of the Congress(]) victory at the Centre and 
the rout of the bourgeois-landlord opposition l'arties the Keral·1 
victory · · ' ' assumes national importance It sho Id . - h d- · · u 1nsp1re l e 

1sappo1nted and dissatisfied democratic forces in other States lo 
pick u.p the gauntlet, _reo;ganise themselves and wage concerted 
battles a~a1nsl author1tar1an encroachment on democratic rights. 
The .cont1denc.e inspired by the Kerala victory, by the unity of 
'.1nt1-author1tanan forces there, should prove valuable to the people 
rn other States where the Government toppling game of the 
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Congress(!) is starting. Fresh elections in the States may prove 
disastrous for the authoritarian party only if as in Kerala, the anti
authoritarian vote is fully united and mobilised. 

The Left and democratic alliance of Kerala, its constituent 
parties, all deserve warm congratulations for their historic victory. 
All the constituents worked together fully realising the dan·ger 
facing them, the danger to den1ocracy, to the people of Kerala. 
Firmly closing their ranks after Indira' s victory in the Parliamentary 
elections, acting as a barrier to the Indira wave, they unwaveringly 
protected their unity and marched forward to success. We 
congratulate them all-the leaders and cadres of CPI, Congress(U), 
All India Muslim League, RSP, Kerala Congress (M) and Pillai 
group. We congratulate our State Committee, the leaders and cadres 
of the CPl(M) for their devotion to the cause of anti-authoritarian 
unity. We greet the people of Kerala for this historic victory. 

The victory could only be achieved because the reactionary 
combination around the coalition ministry was broken and the big 
barrier for Left and democratic alliance was removed. The CPI 
decision to quit the coalition ministry played an important role in 
building the alliance and the growing understanding between the 
two parties has helped all other parties to come together for the 

electoral battle. 
It is clear from the election results that the Congress(!) influence 

and organisation have been reduced to very sorry straits in Kerala. 
The Congress(!) contested 55 seats. It won only 17 seals, only 
three seats more than its partner the Indian Union Muslin1 Lea&ue. 
Could any one have imagined that the all-sweeping Indira Congress 
which won 352 seats in the Parliamentary elections, would win 
only 17 out of 140 Assembly seats in Kerala? To win this s1nall 
number the Congress(!) in Kerala had to enter into all kinds of 
opportunist alliance, trampling underfoot all its professed 
principles. It had also to seek direct help fron1 various dubious 

and obscurantist quarters. 
Indira Congress denounced the Janata as a communal and 

reactionary party outside Kerala. But in Kerala it had no 
compunction in joining ht1nds with this 01·ganisation which is 
growingly dominated by the RSS and which is accused of 
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fomenting communal riots. The unscrupulous leaders of the Janata 
Party on the other hand found no difficulty in joining hands with 
Indira though they continued to attack her in other States. The 
Central leadership of the Janata Party had no objection to this 
unholy alliance to fight the Left and secular forces. 

Indira's alliance further depended too much on the Indian 
Muslim League. This is clear from the fact that out of 41 seats the 
League accounts for as many as 14. The Congress(J) professing 
secular and anti-caste outlook elsewhere exploited the caste 
divisions in Kerala and allied with the NDP-a Nair Caste 
organisation. And finally the Catholic Church openly intervened 
for Indira. A number of Bishops called on the flock to vote against 
the Left and democratic alliance-against the Communist atheists. 
During the last days of the election a number of Bishops and Nuns 
went from home to ho1ne canvassing for Indira alliance. The Prime 
Minister herself visited the Padmanabha Swamy temple of 
Trivand1um and Guruvayoor temple in Trichur district to appeal 
to orthodox Hindu sentiment-while the Indian Union Muslim 
League directed its fire against the heretics of the Left and 
deinccratic alliance. 

There is no doubt that having failed to get the ear of the 
democratic electorate, the Indira alliance had to rely on casteist 
and obscurantist and religious appeal. This demonstrates the dire 
strait to which the Congress(!) has been reduced in Kerala. It has 
to walk on the crutches supplied by the obscurantist forces. It also 
demonstrates the great significance and importance of the victory 
of the democratic alliance. 

The massive mandate of the people places a heavy responsibility 
on the shoulders of the parties of the alliance. Previous alliances 
and coalitions have disintegrated due to unprincipled bickcrings 
and dissensions among themselves. But the grave problems 
awaiting solution, the struggle for den1ocracy, leave no room for 
such squabbles in the present situation and demand firmer and 
greater unity in the alliance to meet the challenge of the situation. 
And there is no doubt that every constituent will rise to the occasion 
vying \vith each other in the service of the people. 

,, I 
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This has been a close election. The defeated combination also 
could mobilise substantial support. The alliance will have to bear 
this in mind and function as the representative of the entire people. 
Its task is while giving urgent relief to the people, to strengthen 
the democratic forces and isolate the authoritarian forces. It is not 
entering on unchartered seas. It has the example before_ it of the 
West Bengal and Tripura State Governments who resisted_ the 
pressure of the vested interests, protected the_ people and raised 
the democratic consciousness and people to a higher level, thereby 

undermining the strength of the authoritarian party. 
The economic situation in Kerala is perhaps worse than ever. 

All the traditional industries of Kerala are in shan1bles. Coir, 
cashewnut, handlooms, bidi-which employ tens of thousands of 
workers have been languishing for years. The unemployment rate 
in Kerala is perhaps the highest. The agricultural worker, the 
peasant, the small producer of commercial crop, the employees 
all are awaiting immediate relief. The entire people are seeking 

escape fron1 the monstrously high prices. . 
The new ministry will have to tackle these problems with utmost 

seriousness and speed. It will have to overcome the resistance of 
the vested interests as well as the policies of the Central 
Government. But the powerful mandate of the people is a 
sufficiently strong lever to overcome all obstacles and satisfy the 

urgent de1nands of the people. 
The democratic forces all over India \Vish well to the new Kerala 

Ministry of Left and democratic alliance. There is no doubt.that it 
will play an important role in strengthening the anti-author1_tar1_an 
forces all over India as the West Bengal and Tr1pura m1n1str1es 
have done and increase the confidence of the people in Left and 

democratic unity. 
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On The Defeat of Dange's Line 

Editorial of "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", 
February 17, 1980. 

At long last, the National Council of the Communist Party of India 
has asserted itself and enforced its political-organisational 
discipline on its defiant Chairman, and rejected his political line 
of the crassest class-collaboration. The Council, near unanimously, 
rejected the political thesis of S.A. Dange and accepted his long
pending resignation letter from the post of Chairmanship of the 

National Council and also from membership of the Central 
Executive Committee. Dange, in hi.s capacity a.s Chairman of the 
National Council of the CPI, did all he could do to prevent the CPI 
from correcting some of its serious 1nistakes so as to enable it to 
play its due role in the reforging of the Left forces, a unity that 
was unceren1oniously disrupted in the year 1969-70. He also did 
his utmost to prevent the CPI and CPI(M)-the two big segments 
of the Left forces in India-from coming together in the struggle 
for building Left and democratic unity. 

Dange was, and is, an unabashed advocate of a class
collaborationist political line, a line of alliance between the CPI 
and the ruling Congress Party headed by Indira Gandhi. He was, 
and is, a staunch supporter and an apologist of the Emergency 
regime of Indira Gandhi during the years 1975-77. He alone has 
the check lo still uphold the authoritarian rule of the Congress 
Party under the spurious pretext that there can be no rule and 
governance of a country without "authority". 

Dange was, and is, the staunchest upholder of the banktupt thesis 
that the ruling Congress Party, headed by Indira Gandhi, represents 
the patriotic, progressive, non-monopolist, national bourgeois class 
and that it champions the anti-imperialist, anti-monopolist and anti-
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feudal interests of the Indian people. It is audacious on the part of 
Dange to maintain this discredited thesis after 30 years of unbroken 
Congress rule under which Indian Big Business and foreign 
monopolists flourished and got fattened at the expense of the 
common people and the country. 

Dange was, and is, the determined opponent of the unity of the 
Left forces in our country. He has declared his unconcealed hostility 

to all the efforts of the CPI(M) and the CPI to forge the unity of 
Left and democratic forces and fanatically argues for the defence 
and perpetuation of the anti-Marxist united front-a front in which 
the ruling Congress was predominant. The decision of the CPI to 
break away from that front in Kerala, giving up the post of Chief 
Ministership, is condemned and denounced by Dange as 
"surrender" to the CPI(M) and as a betrayal of the "revolutionary 

cause 11
• 

S.A. Dange, utilising his status as the Chairman of the CPI's 
National Council, has con1e out with open statements and 
documents which are in flagrant violation of his party's political 
and tactical line. He defied all norms, forms and discipline of any 
political party, let alone a Communist Party. His sending of a 
condolence 1nessage to Comrade E.M.S. Namboodiripad when 
Indira Gandhi won the Chikn1agalur by-election, his telegraphic 
1nessage of congratulations to H.N. Bahuguna for his betrayal of 
the Lok Dai-Congress alliance and for joining the Congress (I), 
and his greetings to Mrs. Indira Gandhi on her pa11y's victory in 
the Seventh Lok Sabha election-all these have shocked every 
decent Leftist and democrat in the country. These gin1micks and 
the bizarre behaviour of Dange had invited upon him and also his 
party utter disrepute and ridicule. No other leader, and by no other 
political party, would have been al\o,vcd to indulge in this type of 
gross indiscipline and highly indecorous political behaviour. And 
yet the National Council of the CPI had shown its utmost tolerance 
and patience towards its Chairman, probably because of his 
political and party standing and ripe old age. 

The ignominious defeat of S.A. Dange and his political line of 
class-collaboration and hostility to the unity of Left and democratic 

I 
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forces in the CPI's National Council is, no doubt, a big victory for 
all those who eagerly and impatiently look forward for the 
fructification of Left unity and for closer cooperation between the 
CPI(M) and the CPI in the pursuit of the struggle for Left and 
democratic unity. Though the defeat of this treacherous political 
line niarks a big turning point as far as the CPI is concerned, it 
will be simplistic to assume that the threat to the new line from 
Dange and his followers is eliminated. The political trend 
representing Dange's line is still strong and tenacious enough to 
resort to rear-guard battles in order to sabotage the new line, and 
to reverse it if possible. 

The CPI(MJ welcomes these heartening political developments 
inside the CPI and will continue to strive its utmost to carry forward 
the struggle for the unity of all Leftist forces, unity that gives a 
tremendous fillip to the struggle for forging Left and democratic 
unity as a real and viable alternative to the bankrupt bourgeois
landlord class rule in the country. 

The CPI(M), while noting the li1nited success recorded in 
achieving Left unity, and while recording its appreciation of the 
role played by the leadership of the CPI in this regard, is fully 
conscious that there exist a number of serious differences
political, ideological and theoretical-that divide the two parties. 
Without either underplaying these differences or their negative 
impact on the building of the class and mass revolutionary 
movements in our country, the CPI(M) highly evaluates these initial 
successes in the vital struggle for Left and democratic unity and 
assures the people that it will carry forward this struggle with 
dedication and determination. 

The re-emergence of the Congress (I) rule and its performance 
in the last four weeks, with all its authoritarian and dictatorial 
past, are a stern warning to all the democratic forces, the Left 
forces in particular. The disastrous disunity and utter disruption of 
the Left forces that had come to prevail in th·". decade between 
1969 and 1979. had played a very har1nful role ir'i ~reventing the 
emergence of a viable Left and den1ocratic al(ernativ<'. What has 
been possible to achieve so far in the three States of West Bengai, 
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Kerala and Tripura-the building up of powerful class, mass and 
political movements---<:ould have been achieved in several States 
and regions if only the Left forces were capable of defending their 
unity achieved in 1967-68, without one big section of it tailing the 
ruling Congress Party and another big section getting dissolved in 
the Janatajamboree in the last one decade. Drawing on these costly 
lessons, the Left parties and groups, the CPI(M) and CPI in 
particular, should play their due role in reforging Left and 
democratic unity, on a much higher plane and on a vastly superior 
scale. This is what people expect of the Left forces, and they will 
have to fulfil these hopes and expectations of the people. 



Appendix (iii) 

The RSS Mask Off* 

Editorial of ''People's Democracy'' March 30, 1980 

The refusal of the RSS Pratinidhi Sabha to bar from its activities, 
M.P.s and Legislators as was suggested by the Janata leadership 
surprises nobody. The long-awaited decision, in fact, has only 
formally cleared all doubts nursed by some that the RSS might 
help the unity of anti-authoritarian forces by completely delinking 
itself from all party political activities. 

The three-day session of the Pratinidhi Sabha, however, was 
remarkable for three separate resolutions on some of the current 
political issues facing the people. The content of these three 
resolutions, combined with the complete silence of the Sabha on 
the most burning political question of the day, throws revealing 
light on the so-called "non-political and cultural" character of 
the RSS. 

The burning political issues on which the Pratinidhi Sabha has 
kept silent is the drive of the ruling Congress (I) towards the 
restoration of the "extra-constitutional authority" which acquired 
notorietv during the Emergency. This is particularly remarkable 
for an ·.,rg<n1isation which claims to have been the stoutest 
defender of civil liberties and democratic rights during the 
Emergency regime. · · 

The ten weeks that have elapsed since Indira Gandhi took over 
for the second time as the Prime Minister of the country has 
shown how, one after another, the perpetrators of the Emergency 
excesses arc being rehabilitated and put back in positions of 
power. As day follo,vs day, it is becoming incrcasing.ly clear that 
tl1e Prin1e Minl.ster's son and his cronies a1·e once ag;11n becon11ng 

------;;-: RSS' 111ea11 s 'R,\SHTRIYA .~WA YAMSEVAK SANGH', the parent orga11is:.ition of 
erst\vhile ·JANA SANGH' and \)resent 'BHARATIYA JANATA PAR.rY'. 
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the force behind the throne and ruling the country behind the 
cover of the Prime Minister. All honest champions of democracy 
are concerned at these developments. The RSS Pratinidhi Sabha, 
however, has not a word to say on this. 

At the very time when the Pratinidhi Sabha was in session 
a revealing letter, written by a serving Judge of the Supreme 
Court, had appeared in the Press. Addressed to Smt. Gandhi, on 
January 15-within 24 hours of her being sworn in as Prin1e 
Minister- Justice Bhagwati offered to her "my heartiest 
congratulations on your resounding victory in the elections and 
your triumphant return as the Prime Minister of India .... 
Your party has been voted to power with an amazing outburst, 
amounting almost to an avalanche, of affection and enthusiasm 
and now the people are looking forward to an era where there 
will be for everyone freedom from want and destitution. You 
have become the symbol of hopes and aspirations of the poor 
hungry millions of India who had so far nothing to hope for 
and nothing to live for and who are now looking up to you for 
lifting them from dirt and squalor and freeing them from poverty 
and ignorance". 

Coming as it does from a serving Judge of the Supreme 
Court, it naturally disturbed the legal profession who, according 
to The States1nan, "have received with indignation" Justice 
Bhagwati 's letter. The voice of protest raised by theni was 
joined by Justice Bhagwati's own colleague in the Bench, 
Mr. Justice V. D. Tulzapurkar, who described the tendency shown 
in his brother Judge's letter as "dangerous to the independence of 
the Judiciary" and added: "Hobnobbing with Ministers or Deputy 
Ministers or law officers of the Government, seeking favours for 
one's family members for long-distance travels unquestionably 
sully the bright image of the Judiciary .... If Judges started 
sending bouquets or congratulatory letters to a political leader on 
his political victory eulogising him on assumption of high office 
in adulatory terms, the people's confidence in the Judiciary would 
be shaken". 

Justice Tulzapurkar underlined the impropriety of this by 
pointing out that this year seven vacancies are to be filled in the 
Supre;;e Court suggesting that rewarding aspirants for these 
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posts in return for political support to the ruling party might 
"make inroads into the Judiciary's independence". 

We are reminded of the concepts of "committed Judiciary", 
"committed bureaucracy'', etc., popularised during the days 
of Smt. Gandhi's earlier Prime Ministership. Champions of 
democracy are rightly worried that those days are coming back. 
Hence the scarcely concealed protests of the legal profession 
and Justice Tulzapurkar against the tone and spirit of Justice 
Bhagwati's letter. 

An equally disturbing trend was noticeable in Home Minister 
Zail Singh's declaration that the record of officers and men of 
the police force, recruited during the Janata regime, would be 
subjected to a probe, since according to him there has been a 
large-scale infiltration by the RSS and "other disruptive" 
elements. He blamed these "disruptors" for such scandalous 
incidents as the lathi-charge on the blind in Delhi and brutal 
attacks on lawyers in Gwalior. Asked by newsmen who the other 
"disruptive" elements were, the Minister refused to comment. It is 
thus obvious that the present Congress (I) Government at the 
Centre is going to organise a witch-hunt in the name of infiltration 
into the police and other arms of the Government. 

The RSS should have been concerned, if its professions of 
fighting the authoritarianism of the Congress (I) were genuine, 
with these and other developments in the administration. It should 
also have been concerned with the rising prices of essential 
commodities and other problems of the common people's living. 
The Pratinidhi Sabha, however, has not a word to say on anyone 
of these things. It proceeds as if the authoritarianism represented 
by the Congress (I) had not won an electoral victory, as if those 
who were removed from power for the atrocities committed by 
them against the people had not already been rehabilitated, as if 
the notorious Emergency regime was not being resurrected. This 
is not surprising: the Pratinidhi Sabha was, in fact, translating 
into practice the policy declaration made by the RSS Chief, 
Balasaheb Deoras, that Indira Gandhi has changed and that it is 
for all patriotic people to extend their hand of cooperation to her 
and her Government. 

Let us now come to the three resolutions which the Pratinidhi 
Sabha session adopted-those on Assam, the North-Eastern 
region and Kerala. 
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The resolution on Assam is all praise for "the massive people's 
movement there (which) had succeeded in drawing the attention 
of the entire country''. The Assam movement is lauded for "its 
restrained conduct" which "carried the appreciation of all our 
countrymen''. Not a word about the deliberate campaign launched 
against tens of thousands of non-Assamese citizens of India 
who are denounced as "foreigners''. Not a word, again, about the 
unauthorised deletion of thousands of names from the voters' lists 
on the unproved allegation of being "foreigners". Not a word 
about the fact that the official machinery in Assam was turned into 
an instrument of Assamese chauvinism. Not a word about the fact 
that, due to these irregular and illegal activities of the "restrained" 
movement, Assam had to go without the Lok Sabha election in 
January this year. 

The Pratinidhi Sabha is not concerned if the Assam agitation 
caused misery to thousands of genuine Indian citizens who are 
denounced by the agitators as "foreigners''. It is not concerned 
with the disruption and dislocation of economic life by the 
picketing against the oil installations of Assam, preventing the 
flow of oil to the rest of the country. All this according to the RSS 
is a legitimate form of struggle for a just cause 1 

Still more significant is the RSS diagnosis of the malady in 
Assam. It says: "The Assam problem today was the result of a 
deeply-laid political conspiracy of planned Muslim infiltration 
carried out over several decades. This problem assumed 
additional dimension when a large number of Hindu refugees 
entered the State after being perpetually persecuted in Pakistan 
and later in Bangladesh, leaving them with no choice other than 
crossing over to India''. 

Here in a nutshell is the notorious anti-Muslim and anti-Pakistan 
approach of the Hindu communalists. It would, in practice, mean 
a discrimination between Hindus and Muslims even a1nong ihose 
who according to the agitators are "foreigners". Muslims settled 
in Assam during the last several decades will have to be 
automatically considered "foreigners" since they came here as the 
result of "a deeply-laid political conspiracy of planned Muslim 
infiltration''. As for the Hindu refugees, they will have to be 
rehabilitated, but the resolution goes on, "in the whole country" 
(not in Assam). 
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The resolution on the North-Eastern region called the move
ment in Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Manipur and 
other hill States as separatist and as having "generated feelings of 
hatred against the people from other provinces". It blamed the 
foreign Christian missionaries for creating this feeling of hatred 
for the people from the rest of India. 

This assessment of the RSS is one-sided because, (I) it fails to 
take note of the specific ethnic character of the people inhabiting 
this region and their legitimate demand that their identity should 
not be submerged. Their demand for maximum autonomy within 
the Indian Union is in other words "separatism" and "feelings of 
hatred for the people in the rest of India". (2) By singling out one 
of the agencies of imperialism (foreign Christian missions), it 
fails to nail down the multiform character of imperialist intrigue. 
It n1ay be mentioned that the Home Minister himself had in his 
statements in Parliament drawn attention to some proofs of 
i1nperialists intervention in the region, but the RSS wants to turn a 
blind eye to this; hence its singling out of the foreign Christian 

' ' m1ss1ons. 
It should, in this context, be recalled that one of the forms in 

which the Hindu chauvinism of the RSS found reflection some 
ti1ne ago was the notorious "Freedom of Religion Bill", moved by 
a Janata M.P. with known RSS links. The present resolution of the 
Pratinidhi Sabha shows that what is clai1ned to be the drive 
against the activities of foreign Christian missions is, in fact, 
directed against the Christians' right to preach, rather than the use 
of that right by imperialist agents. 

The third resolution adopted by the Pratinidhi Sabha is the one 
protesting against the so-called "Marxist violence" in Kerala. 
Facts show that it is the RSS which has been consistently 
resorting to violence to "wipe out the Marxists from Kerala". The 
Home Minister of the State has given enough factual material to 
show who are the aggressors and who are the victims. The 
point, however, is that this attack on the Left and Democratic 
Government in Kerala is coming from the RSS at a time when its 
leader is offering his own hand of cooperation to the authoritarian 
Congress (I) Government and as we 1nentioned earlier, the 
Pratinidhi Sabha itself is keeping completely silent on the Indira 
Gandhi Government's drive towards authoritarianism. 

Appendix (iv) I 

Exit The RSS-Jana Sangh* 

Editorial of "People's Democracy"' April 13, 1980 

The April 4 Decision of the Janata Party National E:ecutiv~ by a 
majority vote to bar party me1nbers from taking pa111n the day-to
day activities of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh: though 
belated and after immense damage has been caused, IS a very 

I me development The decision has removed one big 
we co b'l' · II th 

1 h. h had stood in the \Vay of n10 I 1s1ng a e obstac e w 1c · 
democratic forces and strengthening . the stn1ggle against 
authoritarianism. The forces of dictatorship, back in pow.er .tt the 
Centre are busy rehabilitating the Emergency outfi.t Nine dnon~ 
Congr~ss(l) State Governments have already been d.1Sm1sse an 
c~nstant threats are being held out against the rema1n1ng three
the ,Left-Jed Governments of West Bengal, Kerala and Tr1pura. 
The Congress(!) is out to establish its monopo.ly one-party. rule in 

h St t too. The drive towards an author1tar1an set-up is all-too
t e a es, . J . p t t face this 

'd t The utter incapacity of the anata ar y o . 
~:e~ni~g situation was demoralising not only to the dem~crat.1c 
f g . de that party but to the de1nocrauc forces outside as 
orces 1ns1 ' f h t 1 to halt the 

well, all of whom wanted a stepping up o t e s rugg e 

march towards dictatorship. . .. 
. I policies pursued by the Jan.ita It was the ant1-peop e · ' . . , . 

d h . RSS-Jana Sangh dom1nauon ovc1 Government an t e growing . . d h 
h . t that had led to its disintegration and helpe t e 

t e par Y , b k to power al the Centre. 
authoritarian forces to stage a come- ac . . , 

The Janata Government pursued essentially the same policies 
' G t The people vvcre 

d Congress ovenirnen · as the pre ecessor 

MSEVAK Si\NGll'-the parc11t orga11isatiCln 
*'l~SS' 111ca11s 'RASHTRIYA SWAYA'BilARATIYA JANATA PARTY'. 

t)f crSt\vhile 'JANA SANGH' and present 
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victims of high prices which placed essential necessities beyond 
their reach, repressive measures were taken against them 
including a number of police-firings on striking workers, the 
pledge to_ give bonus to railwaymen was violated, a preventive 
detention measure was being thought of, the administration had 
become totally incompetent. While all this led to the Joss of 
support among the. people in general for the Janata Party, 
coinmunal riots as in Ahgarh and Jamshedpur in which RSS 
involvement was widely known, and the growing atrocities on 
Har11ans by upper-caste landlords alienated the Muslim minorities 
and weaker sections from the J anata Party. 

The disintegration of the Janata Party in this back"round was 
nothing surprising. The resolution of the Jullundur Congress of 
the CPT(M) had warned, "the bourgeois-landlord parties are 
unable lo maintain their unity and are riven by dissensions. The 
Congress Party is already split into two sections. The 1uling Janata 
Party has still to develop a cohesive ideology ...... The ideologic!ll 
and organisational skirmishes 111 the paity, the open play of former 
loyalt1es and the conflicting traditions and heritage of its 
constituents speak of divided counsels ........ The wranglings in 
elections, the manipulations for places in the Ministry, the 
struggle. for tickets and the open appeal to former loyalties-all 
are the first symptoins of the disease". The continuous crisis in the 
Janata Party and its ultimate disintegration was the inevitable 
outcome. 

Within a few inonths after the Janata Party assumed power at 
the Centre in March 1977, when the elections to the State 
Assemblies were held, it had become clear that the Janata Party 
was losing support among the minorities and the weaker sections, 
especially Harijans, because of the pa11y's RSS connection. 
Instead of ending this connection, the leadership of the Janata 
Party put in cold storage the clause in the party's statutes barring 
n1embers of the party from being niembers of other paities, and 
allowed the RSS-Jana Sangh to inanoeuvre continuously to 
establish Its don1ination over the party. The RSS-Jana Sangh 
refused to accept the 1nerger of the niass organisations, trade 
unions, youth, students, etc., of all.constituents of the Janata·Party. 
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They joined hands with the erstwhile l3LD to keep the CFD out 
and snare the Chief Ministerships of the States where the Janata 
Party had won, and later joined hands with some others to isolate 
the BLD. The domination they thus established over the party 

1nust have come as a shock to inany in the party itself when, even 
after it was proved that a leading RSS ele1nent in the Janata Party 
was responsible for the ghastly communal carnage in Aligarh, the 
RSS-Jana Sangh was able to get the Janata Party leadership to 
allow the guilty to go scot-free. The same story was repeated in 
Jamshedpur. It was no longer just allowing dual membership to 
continue, precisely that section of the party whose dual 
rnembership, it was being demanded, should be ended, was taking 

virtual control of the party. 
Opposition was building up inside the Janata Party froin two 

sides-one from those who \Vere not prepared to tolerate the 
ideological domination of the party by the !{SS-Jana Sangh and 
the second was from those who wanted to resist the attempts at 
organisational domination of the party by the RSS-Jana Sangh. 
The loss of support of the minorities and Harijans, crucial for any 
electoral victory, further strengthened the opposition inside the 
Janata Party to the RSS-Jana Sangh. While individual ambitions, 
etc., ceitainly played a role, the inain responsibility for the 
distuption of the Janata Party should be laid at the door of the 
RSS-Jana Sangh and its attempts to capture the party. 

Even the exit of the BLD and a section of the Socialists leading 
to the downfall of the Morarji Deasai Governn1ent, and later the 
exit of Jagjivan Rain and his followers, did not n1ake the party 
leadership sit up and critically examine where the party was being 
led to. 

The RSS-Jana Sangh, while keeping it.s sakhas and ca1nps and 
mass organisritions separate, was Lltilising the Ja11ata Patty as its 
cover. This becatne all the n1ore clear in the developn1cnts of 
the last few weeks. When the Janata Parliamentary Board, on 
March 18, took the decision to ban party members fro1n 
participating in the day-to-day activities of the RSS, the !{SS-Jana 
Sangh sections refused to accept it, saying that it would accept 
such a decision only from the RSS Pratinidhi Sabha which was to 
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meet in Nagpur on tvlarch ? 1-23. Despite all their profession of 
loyalty to the Janata Party, it was clear they were loyal only to the 
RSS. Many of them proudly declared their adherence to the RSS 
and their decision never to leave that rabid communill 
organisation. The RSS leadership which had promised the Janata 
Party President that the Pratinidhi Sahha vvould adopt a decision 
that office-bearers and legislators of the Janata Party would not 
take part in RSS sakhas, went back on the promise. There were 
vacillations in a part of the Janata leadership itself, with Morarji 
f)esai, Asoka Mehta, Ram Jeth1nalani and some others, trying to 
dilute the Parliamentry Board for1nula to appease the RSS-Jana 
Sangh. This was nothing hut parlia1nentary opportunism on their 
part. The bitter f1uit of this opportunism is that while Morarji 
Des,1i, as ''a ma11 of pri11ciple'', has 1·e1nai11ed in the Ja11ata, some of 
his followers have walked over to the RSS-Jana Sangh side. The 
compromise formula proposed would have admirably suited the 
RSS-that would have enabled it to keep its own organisations 
intact for carrying on with its 1najority con11nunalisn1 and upper
caste varnashran1a dharn1a, and si1nultaneously keep the Janata 
Party as its political front for electoral purposes. At the same time 
it is no secret that the RSS leadership has offered cooperation to 
the Congress(!), joined hands with that party in Kerala and has 
clai1ned that its ideology is close to that of the Congress( I). 

It is this double-dealing game of the RSS-Jana Sangh that has 
now been ended by the Janata National Executive and it is for that 
reason that the decision deserves welcome. The RSS elements 
have now launched their own party. the Bharatiya Janata Party, 
which is nothing but the resurrection of the Jana Sangh despite the 
association with it of old Congress(O) elements. 

As we write this, etf'orts a1·e 011 tci bi-ing the secul'-lt- elements of 
the original Janata Party together, and on this occasion, again, we 
would like to repeat what we have said many times earlier. The 
Lok Dai, the Jagjivan Ram Janata and the Janata Party will not be 
able to play their role in the struggle against authoritarianism 
t1nless they· t111dertakc <l serious re-ex~1111inatio11 of- the policies 
pursued by and the performances of their Governments and their 
<)rg:1n i s;11i011,11 leadc1·s hips. 
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The collapse of the Janata Party is the collapse of the policy of 
fighting authoritarianism without defending the people. In the 
absence of any progra1nme in favour of the people, the struggle 
!.isst11nes the. character of a t'action:.11 struggle fo1· po\vcr hetween 
various parties. ~!ere lies the difference between the Left Parties 
and the bourgeois-landlord parties. The CPI(M), because it 
,·01nbined the struggle against authoritarianism with the suuggle 
to defend the interests of the masses. has not only survived but has 
strengthened itself while the bourgeois-landlord parties which 
entered the arena of struggle against authoritarianisn1 without any 
concern for the people have all been plagued hy disruptions and 
betrayals. A re-exa1nination of past policies and performances 
with the drawing of the necessary lessons and the acceptance of a 
dcn1ocratic prograrnn1e in the interests of the mass of the people 
alone can enable the leaderships of these parties to reforge the 
unity of the Janata Party and again earn the confidence and 
support of the people. 

We are happy that the Socialists in the Janata have taken a firm 
stand against the RSS-Jana Sangh. Their policies in the last few 
years-joining the Grand Alliance disrupting the Left unity that 
vvas then developing, the merger with the Janata Party that 
followed, the division in their can1p ;vhen one group joined the 
l~ok Dai while the other remained in the Janata dominated by the 
RSS-Jana Sangh-had all created certain apprehensions in all the 
other Left forces. Their present decision, we hope, will 1nark the 
beginning of a new and stable period for the Socialists in the camp 
of the l.eft forces in the country. 

While this p1·ocess ot· 1-eforging unity goes on a11d m'-lY tttke time 
to achieve results, there is an immediate issue to which the 
leaderships of these parties have to address the1nselves. And that 
is the matter of etfeeting electoral understandings an1ongst 
thernselves and with other Left and de1noeratic parties and forces 
lo give a joint fight to the forces of authoritarianism in the 
forthco1ning elections to the nine State Asse1nblies. There should 
not be any exorbitant claims of strength on behalf of any party, the 
interests of offering a stitf fight together to the Congress(!) shou Id 
beco1ne the over-riding factor. The CPI(M) which has already 
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initiated talks, along with the CPI, with the Akali Dai, the 
AIADMK and so on, will do everything in its capacity to help the 
process of effecting electoral understandings of all the democratic 
and secular parties. 

We hope the leaders of these parties will not commit the 
mistake of going by the arithmetic of numbers. There are sections 
in their leaderships who have a general antipathy to conceding to 
the Left what is its legitimate due. The Left, particularly the 
CPI(M), because of its creditable record both in the seriousness 
with which it has been fighting the struggle against authori
tarianism and in defending the interests of the people, has 
emerged from the last electoral battle with increased strength and 
enhanced prestige. The record of the Governments led by it in 
West Bengal and Tripura, and now in Kcrala, is attracting people 
all over the country to a Left and democratic alternative. In 
contrast is the debacle of the bourgeois-landlord opposition 
parties. What is needed is not public appeals accompanied by 
exaggerated claims but real and sincere efforts to forge electoral 
understandings with full recognition of the importance of the Left 
forces in the coming battle. 

The camout1aged Jana Sangh, the Bharatiya Janata Party, has 
also declared its aim as fighting and defeating the forces of 
authoritarianism. Coming as it does from a party whose Guruji has 
offered cooperation to the Congress(!), which openly allied with 
the Congress(!) in Kerala and whose RSS cadre secretly helped 
the Congress(!) to win by working against Lok Dai and Janata 
candidates in the Lok Sabha elections, it raises serious doubts 
about the bonafides of that party in the struggle against 
authoritarianism. 

The electoral understandings and the election battle in the 
otfing will themselves be immensely helped, if all the parties 
effecting such understandings co1ne together urgently to take up 
some of the burning problems of the day like the defence of non
Congress(I) State Governments. ever-rising prices, scarcity .of 
essential commodities, etc. The people need not be left as helpless 
victims, the Congress(!) can be prevented from scoring a n1naway 
victory because of splitting of votes, if such a united 1nove1nent is 
organised, if one agreed candidate of the opposition faces the 
Congress(!) in theAsse1nbly elections. 
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Appendix (v) 

Defeat Secessionist Policies 

Editorial of "People's Democracy'', May 18, 1980 

The Decision of' the Assam Students, etc., organisation to identify 
.fiJreigners on their own and deport theni is nothing hut a.fratricidal 
call for hunting down minorities and with it the rights of. Indian 
citizenship. The leaders of· these organisations now assume all 
fJOwer to determine who shall stay in Assam and who shall not. 
This is an.open call for secession. The ground for this attack on 
/nclian unity was being long prepared by the reactionary and 
secessionist leaders of the movement who were regularly 
encouraged by certain political parties like the Jana Sangh
dominated Janata to reap petty electoral advantage. For this petty 
gain some of these parties and a section of the bourgeois Press 
were prepared to stab the country in the back. 

No doubt the exacerbation of the problem of foreigners in Assam 
is due to the opportunism of the Congress Governments, later on, 
the J anata Government. The reason why the problem has now taken 
this dangerous form is entirely due to the sense of alienation created 
by the Congress Party's policy of working for a dominant Centre, 
with State Governments reduced to the status of sub-feudatories. 
The Janata Government led by Morarji Desai had no other policy. 

During the last three decades of its rule, the Congress did nothing 
to strengthen the sense of national solidarity and unity but did 
everything to fritter away this precious heritage of the freedom
struggle days. The British had to retreat before the nlighty force of 
national unity which took nearly a hundred years to come into being. 

The Congress Party, on each critical occasion, took steps which 
went contrary to the sense of national unity and imposed on the 
people of the States a sense of inferior status. The Congress opposed 
the formation of linguistic States-a legitimate democratic demand. 
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It made all efforts to suppress the agitation in cold blood killing 
scores of people. 

For long it dreamed of imposing Hindi as the official language 
which helped the separatist agitations in Tarr1il Nadu at one time, 
helping the DMK to come forward and make a regional appeal. 

By growingly appropriating all power to the Centre, it not only 
reduced democracy in the States to a farce, it enabled the vested 
interests dominating the State Governments to escape responsibility 
for solving people's problems and gave them an alibi. They pleaded 
their helplessness pointing that all power lay with the Centre. This 
enabled them to rouse regional and chauvinistic feelings against 
the Centre whenever it suited the1n, which finally went against the 
sense of national unity. 

The concentration of power in the hands of the Centre reached 
its peak during the Emergency leading to further accentuation of 
regional and chauvinistic feelings. Short-sighted political parties 
and individuals appealed to local and caste feelings to fight this 
advanced of dictatorial forces instead of making a straight appeal 
for the unity of democratic forces in all States. Till this day the 
Congress(!) and other bourgeois-landlord parties fail to understand 
the political importance of a new redistribution of power between 
the Centre and the States and the role it can play in promoting a 
sense of equality among constitutent units, and with it strengthening 
national unity. Jn this background the consequences of the capitalist 
path, the economic stagnation and crisis, the rising unemployment 
and massive growth of destitution in the rural areas and the general 
increase in impoverishment have dealt serious blows against 
national unity, undermining it and initiating a process of 
disintegration. Though all States and regions are confronted with 
honest toilers. who are now victims of the wrong policies of their 
leaders, have to be won over by the joint appeal of the minorities 
so that all fratricidal conflicts end. 

The minorities in Assam have now had their own experience. 
They themselves as Indian citizens--both Hindus and Muslims
enthusiastically participated in the movement for indentification 
of foreigners and against their influx. But they found the edge of 
the 1novement turning against them and disowned its real aim-

. i 
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the expulsion of Indian citizens for purposes of secession. Then 
they withdrew and took a neutral stand. But neutrality is not enough. 
l'hey will be letting down their country and its unity if they do not 
organise themselves to protect their own rights. 

It is a matter of satisfaction that minority organisations in Assam 
are realising the peril and slowly bestirring the1nselvcs. 
Simultaneously political parties interested in the unity of the 
country, the Left parties and others, arc holding consultations to 
find a way to meet the crisis. The task before the nlinorities in 
Assam is difficult as they have mostly to stand on their own legs 
and brave all difficulties. Under President's rule, it is of course the 
duty of the Central Government to grant them all the protection 
they need. It is equally the duty of the political parties in Assam to 
stand behind the movement and give them courage to stand by 
national integrity and unity. 

Above all it is the responsibility of the people all over the country, 
in all States, to raise their voice by all possible means to protect 
national unity and against the anti-national secessionist policies of 
the leaders of the Assam movement. It will be an act of treachery if 
the people in the States fail to speak in defence of the minorities. 
of their citizenship rights and leave the matter to be dealt with by 

the Government of India. 
This is all the more necessary as certain organisations like the 

Jana Sangh-RSS dominated Janata had created the impression that 
it was only a dispute between the Governinent and the people of 
Assam. The latter must know that the entire people of India consider 
the stand of their leaders to be divisive and disruptive of national 
unity ;ind reject it. The minorities in Assam should know that the 
people of India are behind them. 

The Left parties of West Bengal helped by the Left Front 
Government have given a lead in this matter to the country and its 
democratic forces. They have appealed to lhc Assam leaders to 
desist from impleinenting the threat of deporting foreigners. If this 
appeal fails, then all the Left parties including the CPI will join 
together to express their opposition to the disruptive anti-national 
ITIO\'es by va1·ious measures like meetings. demtJnstratiL1ns, hartals, 
etc. This \Viii be a mighty people's demonstration in defence or 
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national unity. It will boost up the morale of the minorities in Assam 
and, one hopes, will have a sobering effect on student leaders of 
Assam. True to their sense of national solidarity and unity, the Left 
parties in West Bengal have only taken such steps to express their 
disapproval as will not disrupt the economic life of the people of 
Assam. Let people everywhere follow the footsteps of West Bengal 
and raise their voice against disruptive agencies in Assam and in 
defence of national unity. Their united protest will no doubt help 
Assam's masses to realise the gravity of the situation and tum away 
from the path of disruption along which their leaders are leading 
them. 

Appendix (vi) 

Stand by the Minorities in Assam 

Editorial of "People's Democracy", June 1, 1980 

c\s we go to Press on May 27, The Reports that are coming from 
Assam are extremely disturbing. We are referring to the clashes, 
firings, deaths and imposition of curfew in another nine towns of 
the State the previous day. 

The Assam agitation is now in its ninth month. We have written 
enough in the recent past about the character and course of the 
Assan1 agitation. 

Neither the Congress in its three decades of rule over the 
country, nor the Janata Govemn1ent that followed it, pursued any 
policies to strengthen the country's unity or the sense of national 
solidarity. On the contrary, opposition to the demand for 
formation of linguistic States, attempts to impose Hindi as the 
official language, the concentration of powers at the Centre 
reducing the States to an inferior status not much better than that 
of municipalities, starving them of funds for development 
activities, and so on, had all not only gone to torpedo the sense of 
unity and solidarity. they had also helped the disruptive forces in 
<111 Stt1tes to rot1se 1·egional and chat1vinist p:.lssions. 

Simultaneously, the policies pursued by the ruling classes to 
build capitalism in the country had led to snails space economic 
<-ll'.V'ciop1ne11t. stagnatio11 and c1·isis, 1·ising unemployme11t and 
111c1.~si\1 C growth of <lcstitlJtion i11 1·u1·;_1J a1·eas, ge11eral inc1·ease in 
1111po\1e1·isl1n1e11t. This was ideal g1·ot111(i t'L1r the parocl1ial inte1·ests 

111 ev·ery State to raise dangerously dis1t1ptionist slL1gans like ''so11s 

of the soil" to pit the people of one State against another. people of 
C\·e11 one region in a State c.1g:.1inst pco11le ot· anothe1· 1·egior1 of the 
.'i<.11ne State. Wl1at was being disrupted was not onl)1 tl1e comm<-111 
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st111ggle that had to be fought against the anti-people policies of 
the bourgeois-landlord ruling classes, but the very integrity of the 
country. 

It is this very challenge to the integrity of the country that the 
Assam agitation poses. 

The leaders of the Assam agitation-the All-Assam Students' 
Union (AASU), The Gana Samgram Parished (GSPJ and those 
allied with them---claim that their stntggle is against foreigners 
who have infiltrated into the State from the erstwhile East 
Pakistan and present Bangladesh. But these eight months have 
more than an1ply demonstrated that the issue of foreigners is only 
the fig-leaf, the agitation is directed mainly against non-Assa1nese 
Indian citizens-those from Bengal, Bihar, Rajasthan, U.P. and 
elsewhere, people who have been residents of Assam for 
generations. The seven thousand Bengali families who have fled 
Assam to West Bengal, with their numbers going up everyday, the 
fact that the camps set up inside Assam are filled \Vith Indian 
citizens and not foreigners, would show who have been the real 
targets of the agitation. 

The leaders of the agitation claim that their movement is 
peaceful. It may have heen peaceful in regard to the State 
adn1inistration because that administration is so partisan to the 
'tgitalio11, because that asdmi11istration is rt1n l1nde1· the diktt1ts of 
the agitation leaders. But for the non-Assamese Indian citizens
the linguistic minorities in that State frotn West Bengal, Bihar, 
U.P., Rajasthan, etc., and the religious Muslim niinority, it has 
been anything but peaceful. Their villages have been razed to the 
ground, their hornes burnt down in an attempt to force then1 out of 
the State. Many have been killed, many have been niaimecl. 
Intitnidation, coercion and terror arc the order of the clay. This is 
the peaceful character of the agitation. 

Else\vl1e1·e in this issue is a report on tl1e contint1L111s attacks 
which tl1c Assam agit:.ttors ha\1C bee11 n1aking on the leade1·s :.1nd 
cadres of the Cl'I(M) and its mass organisations, attacks which are 
now being extended to the CPI, RCPI, etc. 'J'he latest repot1 from 
Now gong is that CPI(M) cadres there have been attacked on May 
27 and seven have been adn1itted to the hospital \vith grave 
injuries. The Cl'l(M) has becon1e the special target because ·of its 
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cl111sistent st:.tnd :.tg<1inst secessionist activities :.t11d t'or the 
, . . 

country s tntcgnty. 
'[he agitation has brought the economy of the State to the verge 

of collapse and is adversely affecting the economy of the whole 
country. While the agitation leaders' ban on taking out petroleum 
and petrolcun1 products has affected the rest of the country, the 
ban on taking out jute, bamboo, plywood, etc., has rendered 
1ohless tens of thousands inside the State with their fatnilies 
facing starvation. This is another face of the peaceful agitati.on ! 

The leaders of the agitation assumed powers to decide who 
should stay in Assam when they issued the ultimatum that they 
\vould themselves begin detecting and deporting foreigners after 
ivlay I 5. It was clear that this would lead to more violent attacks 
on the linguistic and religious minorities. And that precisely is 
vvhat has happened. 

In the night of May 16, there were clashes in Tinsukia, curfew 
\Vas imposed on the town on the I 7th. ()n the same day, the AASU 
and GSP leadership announced the extension of their agitation
gherao on the I 9th and the 20th of all District and Sub-Divisional 
Forest Offices to dernand "eviction of all foreigners in illegal 
occupation of reserve forests, tribal belts and other Governn1ent 
land": non-cooperation moven1ent for a week fron1 the 21 st 
hy Government and semi-Government employees; both these 
in addition to taking "direct 1neasures to detect and deport 
t·o1·eig11 e1·s ·· 

. On May 19, the AASU requested Governor I~.P. Singh to 
furnish it with a copy of the 195 I National Register of Citizens, 
obviously to go ahead by itself to prepare a register of Indian 
citizens. The President and Secretary of the AASU, on the ~3rcl, 
asked the people to keep in readiness to "solve the foreicrn 

. b 

nationals issue by themselves on the basis of the 195 I National 
f{cgister of Citizens''. Two days later. on May 25, the AASU in 
another statement appealed to the youth to join the volunteer force 
b~'~ng sel lip 1.111 0\1e1· the St;1tc to 111·ep:.1re ;_t 1·cgistc1· cif I11tli:.t11 
Citizens. The people then1selves \viii have to identify and deport 
tl1c'. fo1·eign 11<.1tionals, the state1ne11t said. The le:.1de1·s ot· tl1c 
agitation rejected every other elate except 195 I as the cut-off year 
f-r)1· idc11tit-yi11g a11d de~101·ting t'o1·eig11c1·s :.1ntf they' sp11r11ed evc1·y' 
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offer for resumption of talks unless their demand was accepted. 
About the same time, they made two arrogant statements, one, 
that national political parties had beco1ne irrelevant in Assam and 
the second, that the all-party meet convened by the Prime 
Minister on May 31 was irrelevant in Assam. 

The leaders of the agitation are behaving as if they are the final 
arbiters of Assam's destiny, their movement is nothing but a 
reactionary, dangerous secessionist one. 

It is in this situation that the minorities in Assam-linguistic 
and religious-decided to organise a demands day on May 26 to 
protect their rights. For nine months, they have been the victims 
of the virulently chauvinist agitation. The partisan local 
administration had not given then1 any succour. The stage had 
come where they had to either declare that they intended to 
protect their rights as Indian citizens to stay in any State of the 
country or succumb to the pressure and terror of the chauvinists 
and quit. 

The leaders of the agitation declared that the minorities should 
not hold their demands day. Assam was of the Assamese, how 
dare non-Assamese make any demand or demonstrate any 
protest? They turned May 26 into a day of clashes and curfew and 
arc threatening more of the S(lme in the coming days. 

The linguistic and religious minorities of Assam, facing the 
most difficult situation, are fighting to defend the1nselves and also 
to safeguard the integrity of the country. It is the duty of all 
political parties in Assam to stand with them and strengthen them. 
And not only political parties in Assam, it is the duty of political 
parties and people all over the country to raise their voice in all 
possible ways in defence of national unity and against the 
secessionist policies of the Assam agitation leaders. It will be a 
betrayal to the cause of the country's integrity if they do not rally 
behind the minorities in Assam, their rights of citizenship, and 
leave everything to be settled by the Government which has 
alrcaciy been procr<.1stinating long enot1gh. 

The Left parties in West Bengal and Tripura have set a positive 
example by the successful bandhs in the two States to protest 
'1gainst the vit1lencc on the minorities in Assam. Parties in (Jther 
St:.ttes have to chalk out thei1· ow11 p1·ogran1mes t·or tl1e sc1111e 
purpose. 
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It is at this stage that Vajpaycc and his Bharatiya Janata Party 
and some other short-sighted political leaders are demanding the 
,vithdrawal of the army, etc., from Assam. Did they pause to think 
even for a moment as to what would be the fate of the niinorities if 
all necessary measures arc not taken to protect their lives and 
property? 

No one is happy that such measures have become necessary 
today to protect the linguistic and religious minorities. But that is 
a situation created by the leaders of the Assam agitation and their 
secessionist activities. It is necessary that this situation is ended as 
quickly as possible, hence the urgency of hammering out a 
political solution to the problem. 

The vested interests of Assam are out to throw all non
Assamese out to grab their land and property. The leaders of the 
agitation arc serving their cause. The RSS and the Bharatiya 
Janata Party and short-sighted leaders of some other political 
parties are lending support to the agitation. Imperialist agencies 
\vith their "Operation Brahmaputra" are having a field-day. The 
latest report is of a clandestine organisation set up for the purpose 
of establishing an independent federal State in the North-Eastern 
region. These imperialist agencies engaged in their own nefarious 
anti-Communist activities are happy with the hatred of the 
agitation leaders to the CPI(M) and other Left parties. 

By the time the all-party nieet convened by the Prime Minister 
takes place on May 31, the election to the nine State Asse1nblies 
would have been over. Even those parties which have been using 
the Assam agitation for partisan aims, or keeping silent with the 
same purpose, should now give up these narrow considerations 
and help to hammer out a solution which will resolve the problem 
of "foreigners" without in any way affecting the citizenship rights 
of even a single Indian. Such a hammering out of a solution, along 
with all political parties declaring their detern1ination to 
safeguard the citizenship rights of the linguistic and religious 
n1inorities in Assam, will enable the people of Assam to sec that 
the entire people of India consider the stand of the agitation 
leaders as wrong, it will help them to reject the path of disruption 
along which they are being led by these leaders. 
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ludo-Soviet Joint Declaration 
Following Brezhnev's Visit To India 

Polit Bureau of CPI(M) Welcomes The Move 
in Its Statement Dated December 13, 1980 
Issued to the Press in New Delhi 

Coming in the midst of a rapidly deteriorating international 
situation because of the aggressive reversion to cold-war policies 
by the U.S. i1nperialists and their military adventurist activities in 
various parts of the world, the visit of L. I. Brezhnev to India and 
the Joint Declaration signed at the conclusion of his talks with the 
Government of India are a positive factor in favour of the peace 
forces in the world and a big rebuff to the U.S. warmongers and 
their supporters, including in our own country. 

The visit also took place in the midst of serious accumulation 
of arms across the border, including preparations for the 
production of atomic weapons, and open conspiracies of 
imperialism against the integrity and sovereignty of the country. 
The strengthening of the Inda-Soviet Friendship Treaty after 
Brezhnev's visit and the firm assertion by both sides that they 
resolutely stand for peaceful settlement of all international 
disputes will give a rebuff to the doings of all would be 
conspirators against our country. 

Various elements in India. not excluding some in the n11ing 
party also, had been exerting their efforts to get India to change its 
position, specially on Afghanistan. That their efforts have not 
succeeded is clear from the Joint Declaration. The Soviet Union 
has made it clear in Brezhnev's public pronouncements that once 
activities of intervention against Afghanistan are ended, pre
requisites will emerge for the full political normalisation of the 
situation, including withdrawal of Soviet troops. As for South
East Asia the Joint Declaration has called for "norn1alising the 
situation in that area for making it a region of durable peace 
and stability". 
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Regarding West Asia, the Gulf region, the Joint Declaration has 
called for peaceful solutions on the basis of the well-known 
positions held by all anti-imperialist and progressive forces. 
Leonid Brezhnev put forward a very important five-point 
proposal for the Gulf region on the basis of the independence and 
integrity of the countries there. These proposals are sure to find 
support fro1n all those who have been concerned with the U.S. 
1nilitary build-up in the region. 

The Joint Declaration unequivocally calls for the dismantling 
of existing bases in the Indian Ocean as in Diego Garcia, 
preventing the creation of new bases and condemning any attempt 
to build up foreign military presence in the Indian Ocean under 
any pretext. 

The agreements signed in the spheres of trade, industrial 
development, culture and so on, especially on the supply of 
111uch-needcd petroleum and petroleum products, will further 
advance the already existing close economic relations between 
the two countries. 

Though some elen1ents tried to mar the occasion of his visit by 
hostile demonstrations, the Polit Bureau is happy to note that the 
Soviet President received a warn1 welcome in this country. 

The Polit Bureau is confident that the Joint Declaration will be 
welcomed by the people of India as a document which advances 
the causes of anti-imperialism and world peace, as a document 
\vhich constitutes a severe rebuff to the enemies inside .the 
country of friendly Inda-Soviet relations. 
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Karnataka State Plenum Of CPI(M)* 

The CPl(M)'s Karnataka State Committee's Organisational 
Plenum was held from December 24 to 28 last in Mysore. 
Inaugurating the Plenum at the Town Hall. E.M.S. Namboodiripad, 
Gencr~I Secretary of the Party, said that the growth of the CPl(M) 
and other Left parties was a life and death issue for all those who 
are opposed to authoritarianism, for all those sections of the 
people who fight for a just and reasonable life, and for the very 
existence of the country itself. fie explained how the Salkia 
Plenun1 of the Party had laid down the principle of extension and 
consolidation in order to enable the Party to implement the 
political line laid down by its Tenth Congress to fight for people's 
issues, to develop a Left and democratic front and a broad 
platform for protection and extension of den1ocratic rights. 
Comrade E.M.S. noted the developing peasant struggles in the 
State and explained how the intervention of the Left and 
democratic parties enabled the Maharashtra peasants' agitation to 
be strengthened and properly led. 

The Plenun1 was attended by I 09 delegates fro1n 17 of the 
19 districts in the State. The Plenu1n noted that the Karnataka 
State Committee had earnestly tried to imple1nent the Salkia 
Plenum decision by extending the Party to almost every district in 
the State. The Party earlier had no niembers in nine of the 
19 districts to where the Party has now expanded, closely 
following the recent growth of trade union, Kisan Sabha and other 
1nass .organisations in these districts. Similarly, the task of 
consolidation, by strengthening the State Centre, organising a 

*Rcpo1t Ptiblishet.I in "PEC)PJ,F.'S DEMOCRAC'Y". Ne\.\' Delhi. J:1n11:1r)' 25. 1981. 
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bookshop, conducting Party classes in all the districts. evolving a 
iroper method of annual check-up of rncrnbership, etc., were 
I . . . 
taken up by the State Committee 111 a serious way. . 

The Plenun1 adopted the report placed by the State Con1m1ttee 
\\'ith certain ai11mend1ne11ts ttnll it l)'lssell a 1·esolt1tion 011 P'1rty 

l·o"tnisation on the lines of the Salkia Plenum document. 
0 i:;.' ' . 

E.M.S. Namboodiripad was present on all the days and 
P. [{an1amurti attended the Plenum for two days and guided the 
deliberations. The Plenum had elected a Presidium consisting of 
c. Nanjundappa, V. J. K. Nir, K. R. Sriyan, S. Savaridas and 

Mohammed Dastagir. 
The Plenum noted that the mass organisations in which the 

J'a1ty worked had grown during the past two years. and mass 
struggles were breaking out throughout the State, which called for 
further extension and consolidation of the Party in a big way in 
01·der to ei1able it to intervene i11 these st1·t1gglcs a11d gt1ide 

the1n properly. 
The Plenum concluded on December 1 8 with a largely attended 

1nass rally which was addressed by E.M.S. Na1nboodiripad, and 
presided over by M. K. Bhat, State Secretary of the CPI(M). 

! •' 
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CPI(M) Delegation In Vietnam 
And Laos* 

At the invitation of the Central Co1nmittee uf'the Co111111u11ist Party 
of Vietna1n, a delegation of' the Conununist Partv of India 
(Marxist) consisting of Comrade Harkishan Singh Sur;eet, 
1ne1nber of the Polit Bureau in charge of external relations of 
the Central Com1nittee, and Conirade Pru1node Dasgupta, 
1nember of' the Polit Bureau and Secreta1y of the West Bengal 5'tate 
Conunittee of'the Party, paid a visit to Vietnan1fron1January16 to 
January 24, 1981. 

The CPI(M) delegation paid homage to President Ho Chi 
Minh at his Mausoleum and visited the place where he used 
to reside. 

Comrade Le Duan, General Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of Vietnam, received the delegation and 
had an intimate talk with the delegation. 

The delegation visited a number of economic and cultural 
institutions in the capital city of Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and Lan 
Son township. 

The delegation of the Con1munist Party of Vietnarn (which inet 
the CPI(M) delegation) comprised Comrade Nguyen Duy Trinh, 
member of the Political Bureau and Secretary of the Central 
Committee, Head of the delegation, Comrade Le Van Luong, 
member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee and 
Secretary of the Hanoi City Party Con1n1ittee, Comrade Nguyen 
Thanh Le, mernber of the Central Committee and Head of the 
External Relations Commission of the Central Committee, and 

*Report and Texts of Joint Cci1nmt1niq11cs v,'ere publisl1cd i11 "PEOPLE'S 
DEMOCRACY", New Dell1i, February 8, 1981_ Reft•r Documc11t 1111der Appendix (x) of 
this Volt1111e. 
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Comrade Phan Dinh Vinh, Deputy Head of the External Relations 
Commission of the Central Committee. 

The Vietnamese delegation held talks with the CPI(M) 
delegation in an atmosphere of friendly solidarity and earnest 
comradeship. 

The following is the text of the Joint Conrmunique signed hy the 
t>vo delegations at the end of the talks: _ 

The CPI(M) delegation warmly commends the . Vietnamese 
people for their great achievements recorded durrng the last 
50 years under the leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam, 
founded and tempered by Comrade Ho Chi Minh, especially .the 
historic and epoch-making victories of the resistance war against 
the U.S. imperialist aggressors for the liberation of South V~etnam 
and reunification of the f'atherland. It also warmly harts the 
working class and people of Vietnam who, by bringii~,g into full 
play revolutionary heroism and the determrnat1on that nothing rs 
inore precious than independence and freedo~" '.have for the last 
five years scored major achievements rn burlding Socralrsm as 
well as in defending their Fatherland. 

The CPI(M) delegation as before protests against Chin.a's 
policy and attitude towards Vietnam. It earnestly calls upon China 
to stop all provocative acts against Vietnam and fully supports 
Vietnam's proposal on resuming without delay the talks to settle 
the differences arising from the relations between the two 
countries by means of peaceful negotiations. with .a view to 
restoring normal relations and the time-old friendship between 
Vietnam and China. 

The CPI(M) delegation whole-heartedly applauds the positive 
foreign policy and indefatigable activities of the_ Communist Party 
of Vietnam and· the Government of the Socralrst l~epublrc of 
Vietnam aimed at steadily increasing the solidarity between the 
Socialist countries, the intem::1tional Communist movement and 
the progressive forces in the world, extending unreserved support 
for the people's struggle for peace, natronal rndependence, 
democracy and Socialism. It values highly the great d1s1nterested 
assistance provided by Vietnam to Ka.mpu.chca and L.aos in 
keeping with the principles of proletarian rnternationalrsm .. It 
supports Vietnam's consistent pohcy arn1ed at developing 
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relations of friendship and cooperation with South-East Asian 
countries in order to build South-East Asia into a zone of peace 
and stability. 

The CPI(M) delegation pledges to continue doing its utmost to 
support the Vietnamese people's building of Socialistn and 
defence of the Fatherland, contribute to the strengthening of the 
solidarity between the working class and people of India and the 
working class and people of Vietnam and to the development of 
the cooperation and friendship between the Republic of India and 
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. 

The delegation of the Communist Party of Vietnam expresses 
its sincere gratitude to the Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
which has, for the last few decades, together with other 
democratic and progressive political parties and mass 
organisations in India, initiated broad and deep movements of 
support to the Vietnamese people's revolutionary cause. 
Throughout Vietnam's war of resistance against the U.S. 
imperialist aggression, the CPl(M) launched n1any continuous, 
active and vigorous campaigns in support of Vietnam, which 
brought to the Vietnamese people the solidarity and valuable 
stimulation of millions of workers and people of India. After 
Vietnam achieved complete victory in 1975, the CPI(M) 
continued supporting the Vietnamese people's building of. 
Socialism and defence of their Fatherland, consolidating the 
fr1cndsh1p and militant solidarity between the two peoples. · 

The delegation of the Communist Patty of Vietnan1 warmly 
applauds the CPI(M) for its strong condemnation of the genocidal 
Pol Pot-Ieng Sary clique and for its support for the Kampuchean 
revolution under the leadership of the National United Front for 
the Salvation of Kampuchea as well as its support for the Laotian 
revolution under the leadership of the People's !{evolutionary 
Party of Laos. 

The delegation of the Communist Party of Vietnam values 
highly the important contribution rnade by the CPI(M) to the 
Indian people's cause of national independence, democracy and 
social progress, to the cotnmon stntggle of the peoples in Asia and 
all over the world for peace, national independence, democracy 
and Socialism. 

' 

I 
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The delegation of the Communist Pa1ty of Vietnam wannly 
welcomes the foreign policy of peace and friendship carried out 
by the Government of Republic of India and values highly the 
latter's positive role in the non-aligned movement. 

The two delegations rejoice at the ever-developing relations 
of friendship and co-operation between the Socialist Republic 
of Vietnam and the I{epublic of India in the interests of 
the two peoples, of peace and stability in the region and the 
•vorld. 

The two delegations etnphasise the necessity of building a 
hroad world people's front to struggle persistently for peace, 
national independence, democracy, social progress and detentc in 
international relations. 

The two delegations resolutely support the Laotian people's 
struggle to defend their national independence, sovereignty and 
territorial integrity. The two sides express their complete support 
for the Kampuchean people who, under the leadership of the 
National United Front for the Salvation of Kampuchea, arc foiling 
all acts and schemes of intervention and subversion by 
imperialism and international reaction. The two sides declare that 
the situation in Kampuchea is irreversible. The two sides applaud 
the Republic of India's decision to recognise the People's 
!{evolutionary Council of Kampuchea. The two sides fully 
support the four-point proposal put forward by the Kan1puchean 
I:<'oreign Minister at the Vietna1n-Laos-Kampuchea F'oreign 
Ministers' Conference held in Vietnam on July 18, 1980. The two 
sides severely denounce the decision to hold an international 
conference on the so-called 'question of Kampuchea' considering 
it an intolerable intervention in the internal affairs of Kampuchea. 
· The two sides express their complete support for the Afghan 

people's struggle under the leadership of the People's Den1ocratic 
Party of Afghanistan headed by Comrade Babrak Karina! to 
safeguard and develop the achievcrncnts of the April Revolution. 
rfhe two sides completely support tt1c Palestini,1n pcc>ple's struggle 
under the leadership of the PLO for their national and fundatnental 
rights including their right to establish an independent State on 
their territory. 
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The two sides support the conversion of the Indian Ocean into a 
zone of peace and demand the dismantling of the U.S. base of 
Diego Garcia and other imperialist military bases in the Indian 
Ocean region. The two sides conde1nn the war-like and aggressive 
acts of imperialism headed by U.S. imperialism against national 
independence and sovereignty. threatening security of the 
countries in West Asia. The two sides express full support for 
the Namibian people's struggle led by SWAPO for their 
national independence and sovereignty. The two delegations 
severely condemn the U.S. imperialists for their placing and 
developing the middle-range missiles in the Western European 
region, thus menacing seriously security and peace in Europe and 
the world. 

The two delegations declare their full support for the struggle of 
the countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and in the non-aligned 
movement against iniperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, 
racism, zionism and hcgemonism. 

The two sides will do their best to struggle for solidarity in the 
inte111ational Communist movement on the basis of Marxism
Leninisn1 and proletarian internationalis1n. The two delegations 
extend their solidarity to the working class, the labouring people 
and progressive forces in the capitalist countries who are stepping 
up their struggle for better living conditions, deinocracy, social 
progress and peace. 

The two delegations express their satisfaction at the fine results 
of the CPT(M) delegation's visit to Vietnam. The two sides affirm 
their deterinination to strive their utmost to further consolidate the 
militant solidarity between the Parties and people. 

CPI(M) Delegation in Laos 

At the invitation of the Central Coin1nittee of the Lao I'eople's 
Revolutionary Party, a delegation of the Communist Party of India 
(Marxist) consisting of Comrade 11arkishan Singh Surjcct and 
Con1rade Promode Dasgupta, members of the Polit Bureau. paid a 
visit to Laos fro1n January 24 to January 26, 1981. 

The CPl(M) delegation had a meeting with Comrade Kaysone 
Phon1uihane, General Secretary of the People's Revolutionary 

-!~ 
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p,11·ty, whicl1 rest1lted in tl free and t·1·ank exchange at· views in (I 

vvarm and fraternal atmosphere. 
The delegation visited a number of places of econon1ic. and 

cultural importance in Yientienc and paid a visit to the .Plain of 
Jars which was a centre of the struggle for national salvation for a 
Jong time, and paid homage to the heroes who had laid down their 
lives in the cause of national independence and for a new social 
svsten1. The delegation also visited a cooperative to see the pace 
,;f social transformation in agriculture. 

The delegation of the [,ao People's Revolutionary Party, 
consisting of Comrade Sisomphone Lovomasy, men1ber of the 
Political Bureau and Secretary of the Central Co1n1n1llee, 
Coinrade Salyvongh Khamaao, Comrade Khaune Chandong and 
Comrade Wandhanany Vonghichit, held talks with the CPl(M) 
delegation in a spirit of proletarian solidarity and Communist 

fraternity. 

The.fol/01vi11g is the text ojthe Joint c·on1111unique signed by the 
t11·0 <ielegations al the en(/ of the talks: 

1'he CPl(M) delegation applauds the struggle of the people 
under the leadership of the People's Revolutionary Party, 
especially the heroic st1uggle waged agai.nst t.he Frenc.h 
colonialists and the U.S. imperialists, for the lrberatron of their 
country. Uniting all the ethnic minorities in a National Front and 
co1nbining true patriotis1n with proletarian internationalism_. the 
l ,ao people wrote a glorious chapter in the history of national 

freedom and social progress. 
The Cl'I(M) delegation suppoi1s the stand of the People's 

J.levolutionary Party and the people of other countries of lndo
Chi11,1 in tl1ei1· struggle ag:.1inst in1perialism :.1nd internalior1al 
1·t'c1ctio11 who wa11t to dcst1·0),, their indepencle11ce :.1nci f1·eedo1n ;_tnLI 

disturb peace in South-East Asia and the world. , 
1'he CPl(M) delegation appreciates the efforts of 1hc Peoples 

Dc111ocratic Republic of Laos to huild a Socialist society in a 
l)<tl'k\va1·d co11nt1·y 1·:.1v:.1gcd by the \Vat· of aggressio11 fc)r <.1bc)11t 

t\>v'o Liecc1des. 
The delegation of the l'cople's Revolutionary Part.y of Laos 

expresses its sincere gratitude to the CPl(l\1) \Vhich, during the last 
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two decades, along with other Left and democratic forces , 
1nobilised the Indian people in solidarity with the stn1ggle of the 
Lao people for national salvation. The delegation supports the 
fight of the progressive forces of India for democracy and 
social progress. 

The two delegations are happy over the developing relations of 
friendship between Laos and India. 

The two delegations support the struggle of the people of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America against colonialisn1 and neo
colonialism. 

The two Parties will continue to make efforts for solidarity in 
the international Communist movement based on Marxis1n
Leninis1n and proletarian internationalism, and express their firm 
support to the working class and toiling people of the capitalist 
countries who are strengthening their fight for better living 
conditions, den1ocracy, social progress and peace. 

The two delegations express satisfaction at the results of the 
visit of the CPI(M) delegation and decide to further strengthen the 
fraternal bonds between the two Parties. 

Speech in Welcome of 
CPl(M) Delegates 

Appendix (x) 

The follotving is the text of the speech 111acle by Co1nrcule Nguyen 
Duy Trinh at the banquet in honour of the C'Pll M) tie legation 011 

.Januarv 16,1981: 
Dea; and respected Comrade Harkishan Singh Surjeet and 

Con1rade Promode Dasgupta, 
We warmly welcome you, who have accepted the invitation fron1 

the Central Co1nmittee of the Communist Party of Vietnam to pay 
a friendly visit to Vietnam, bringing to our Party and people the 
deep feelings and sympathy to all the rnembers and cadres of the 
c:ommunist Party of India (Marxist) and fron1 the fraternal working 

class and people of India. 
We are very glad indeed that your visit to Vietnam this time 

occurs al the moment when our National Assen1bly has just passed 
the new constitt1tion aimed at e11suring the success of· our 
constnrction oi Socialism throughout the country and our defence 

of the fatherland. 
Our National As.sen1bly has also passed the State Plan for 198 I, 

startino the Third Five-Year Plan for economic and cultural 
0 

developn1ent. Our whole Party and people arc entering this new 
year with a spirit of buoyant emulation, actively preparing for the 
Fifth Congress of our Party lo be held late this year. 

}{e\1 ic\vi11g the glo1·iou.o;; 1·evolt1tion;1ry t1·,1diti<)n <.111d looking 
r·o1·\v;_11·d to the b1-igl1t futtlre of l)lJl" COlllltt·y, the Viet11:.t111est.: IlC<"JI11e 
are deterrnined to build successfully Socialisn1 and to defend 
-.;te;,1dt.astly 0111· sac1·ed t·c.1therl;_1ncl, resol11tcl)1 joi11ing tl1e Soci;_1list 

f'ublisl1ccl i11 "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRAC'Y". Ne\\' 1Jell1i, r·ebrt1;ir;/ 8. llJ81. i{crcr 
/),1cL1rr1ent tinder .4.pJlCni!ix (ix) llf this Yol11111c. 
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co~nt1·ie~ ar1d other natio11s i11 the world in tl1e struggle t·or peace, 
nat1011ttl 111depcr1dcnce, de111ocr<-lcy ;;1nd SociLtlisrn. 

We warn1ly acclaim the great contribution made by your Party 
to the valiant struggle of the Indian people for national 
independence, den1ocracy and social progress . 

. We highly appreciate your irnportant contribution to the struggle 
ot the working class and people in Asia and the world for national 
independence and Socialisn1 . 

. At this 1neeting, alive with friendship and militant solidarity, we 
feel deeply moved as we remen1her what your Party has done in 
support of the V1etnan1esc people's revolutionary cause during the 
last few decades. Untold nun1bers of cadres and n1ernbers of your 
Party h<:l\1e _tirelessly c.<1n1paig11ec.l t'o1· a brottd 111ovcme11t in stipport 
of the ant1-U.S. resistance war for national salvation of the 
V1elnLt111ese people, wl1ich has l)roi1ght p1·ecious e11cour;1tre 111e11t to 
our con1patriots. and fighters. In the recent years, your Party has 
contributed an nnportant part to pron1oting the Indian people's 
111oven1cnt to support the Socialist construction and the defence of 
our fatherland. 

On this occasion, from the botton1 of our heart. 1ve would like to 
express our deep and sincere gratitude to the Central Co111n1ittee 
to all the cadres and me111bers of the Communist Party of lndi~ 
(Marxist). 

We propose a toast to the health of Comrade General Secretary 
Narnbood1r1pad and other leaders of the Con11nunisl Party of India 
(Marxist). 

May the rnilitant solidarity between the two Parties and peoples 
be ever consolrdated and developed. 

We vvish Comrade Harkishan Singh Suricct and Comrade 
Promode Dasgupta the best of health and suc~ess in this friendly 
\'isit to Viet11a1n. 

CPI(M)'s Telugu Daily 
Inaugurated* 

Appendix (~01 

Prajasakti, the Telugu daily, inaugurated at a function in 
Vijayawada on July 31. 198 I is the sixth daily brought out by the 
CPl(M), the other five being Deshahhin1ani (Malayalatn), 
Theekkathir (1'amil), Canasakthi (Bengali), Tripurar Katha 

(Bengali) and f,ok Lehrir (Punjabi). 
The inauguration indicated a new stage in the developn1ent of 

the CPI(M), and the Left 1novement in general, in Andhra 
Pradesh. It vvitnessed treu1endous enthusiasm on the part of the 
ntcrnbers and friends of the CPI(M) as well as among those who 
1Jelong to other Left ancl de1nocratic parties. Greeti11gs \Ve1·e 
offered by the spokesmen of the CPI, the Congress and other 
opposition parties who attended the rneeting. They hoped that the 
ncvv addition to the Left Press in Andhra Pradesh would further 
strengthen the united 111oven1ents and struggles in the State. 

Ever since the Communist Party was split in 1964, the CPI(M) 
has been running bi-weekly and weekly journals in Andhra 
Pradesh. Only for a few weeks during election campaigns had the 
:>caty been able to bring out a daily and that, too, to cater to the 
rcL1ui1·emc11ts of the election C(lillJJaign. This was totally 
inadequate to meet the situation since it failed to explain to the 
people the policies of the Party as they have necessarily to change 

in a cl1a11gi11g situ:.tticir1. 
Of late. hll\.Ve\'et·. tl1e c.1c.ti\1ities cif the Party, the strengthe11i11g 

()t· its C.l\Vtl 01·cra11is,1tio11 a11d its ~1ctivc p!.1rticipLttiLin i11 the jcii11t 
b 

111ovemc11ts of Let·t :.t11d demL1c1·Lttic t·o1·ces l1Ltve u11derlinc(l the 
11eed 1·()f t1·L111sf\)ftl1i11g tl1e existi11g weekly. ~l'he one f~1cto1· tl1::1t 
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had prevented the State leaders fro1n taking the necessary step 
so far was shortage of the finances required to undertake the 
venture. The printing niachinery together with its accessories, 
construction of building and other requirements were increasingly 
becoming more and rnore costly and hence the venture could be 
undertaken only if there was adequate response from the people. 

Fortunately for the Party, the response has been magnificent. 
The call for funds to help the starting of the daily was 
enthusiastically responded to. Enrolling of life subscribers each 
of whom pays Rs. 1102 in return for a copy of the paper for life, 
donations from sympathisers, deposits fro1n agents-these have 
been the forms in which over Rs. ten lakhs were collected when 
the total requiren1ent is more than double this amount. The State 
leaders of the Party are quite confident that once the paper comes 
out and reaches the subscribers everyday, it will be possible to 
1un it efficiently, make the paper stand on its own legs in course 
ot· ti111e ttnd in tl1c n1eantin1c, collect additionttl fund . .;; for rnt1ki11g 
it work more efficiently. 

The first number dated and reaching the readers on the mon1ing 
of August I, was released at a well-attended hall meeting in 
Vijayawada in the evening of July 31. M. Hanumantha Rao, the 
editor of the paper, welcomed the gathering and P. Sundarayya 
presided over it. 

Fonnally inaugurating the paper, Party General Secretary 
E. M. S. Narnboodiripad explained the policy of the Party which 
Praiasakti would be popularising. He appealed to Party men1bers 
C.lncl syn1pc.1tf1ise1·s to do cverythi11g to inc1·ease the circul<.ttion at· 
the paper, and also to give their criticisrns and suggestions to the 
editorial cornrades, so that they can constantly improve the 
political content of the paper and the technical quality of its 
get-tip. 

E. M. S. Narr1boodiripad drew attention to the growing unity of 
the Left and democratic forces in which Andhra Pradesh was 
pl<1yir1g ;;1 .i;;ignific;111t 1·0Je. Pa1·tic11!<11·I)1 sigr1ificc.111t in tf1is co11text 
are the joint actions initiated by the CPI(M) and the CPI along 
\\

1ith otl1e1· Left <111d de111oc1·c_1tic fo1·ccs. Tf1is, of co111·se, c.iocs 11ot 

rr1e:.111 tl11.tt tf1e1·e <-11·e 110 '-iit't·e1·e11ce~ he1·c betwee11 the two pa1·ties. 
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-11 · as can he seen . t , vital differences st1 co11t1nue, On the con r,try. 
/ 

' D crlll'\1 
from the political articles which appear in Peop e s he1110 . -~ 

. A e These continuing differences and exc an_ges o 
and Ne» g.' . t', differ do not preclude, in fact, 
issues on which the two p.ir ics . . s alon with 
niake it all the more necessary that the two _part1e_" g . . 

. t· . , forge unity tn ttctton o11 issues 
other Left and democratic orces . f . s on issues of 
'" which they agree. Exchanges o vtew, . 
~ifferences, therefore, should not he allowed to stand in the way 

f growing unity of action. . 
11 

th 
o S k f other Left and de1nocratic parties as we . as e 

po esmen o , . · d the sentiments d. f the CPI daily Vrsalan<ihra dpprec1ate 
e itor o, S Sundarayya and Hanumantha Rao. 
expressed by E~n~mantha Rao explained in detail, how the 
Sundarayya and H . t. k and appealed to all comrades 
paper proposed to carry on I s wor . 
and friends to extend their cooperation. 
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P.B. Meeting In Preparationc___ ____ _J 

For Party Congress 

Communique Published in "People's Democracy", 
Of October 4, 1981. 

The Polit Bureai'. of the Con1munist Party '1 India (Marxist) inet in 
New Delhi on 5eptember 26-28, 1981. The ineeting of P.8. ivas 
convenecl to start the preparations for the £/event/ c· . f 
the P. tv b I ll . l ongrtss o 

. ar. to e ie ' at the end of Januarv next. 

The P.B._ discussed the outline for th~ drafts of the Political
Organis~t1onal J{eview ]{eport and the Political ]{esolution. The 
drafts will be prepared in the light of the discussions that have 
taken place and they will be placed before the Central Comn1ittee 
which is to meet in th_e last week of October. The Central Committee 
will rel_case the finahsed drafts by the middle of November so that 
they will be available in various languages for discussions in the 
entire Party two months before the Party Congress, according to 
the provisions of the Party Constitution. 

The Polit Bureau discussed and decided on the dates of various 
State Conferences and the Polit Bureau members who would attend 
them. 

While discussing the outline for the drafts th PB '" h -1 .- . . ' e . . came to t e 
cone usion that _the pohtical tactical line pursued by the Party in 
the four years since rts Tenth Congress has stood the test of time 
and earned_ good dividends. It noted that the inembership of the 
Party has rrsen from 172,051 in 1977 on the basis of which the 
Tenth Congress was held, to 267,232 this year. Also, that the 
mernbersh.rp of class and inass organisations has nearly doubled. 
The Party s voting strength has been consistently increasing as 
shown_ rn the recent _Lok Sabha and Assen1bly by-elections and 
municipal electrons rn We~t Bengal. The Party has the largest 
number of rnernbers in Parliament among the Opposition parties, 
and is the largest Opposition Group in the Lok Sabha. 
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On international and national developments, the P.B. noted that 
the P.B. and C.C. found themselves more unified than ever before 

since the Party began existing separately. 
It noted with satisfaction that, despite all limitations, Left and 

democratic unity has advanced, and Left unity has scored soine 
successes. The struggle against authoritarianism and in defence of 
democracy, though it had to go through many vicissitudes, has 
deepened and the resistance to the drive towards authoritarianism 
has grown. The struggle against the Essential Services Maintenance 
Bill, com1ption, etc., were fought unitedly by all the Opposition 

parties in the last session of Parliament. 
The P.B. noted with satisfaction the role played by the Party for 

the success of the March 26 Kisan March, the National Convention 
of Trade Unions and Federations in Bombay in June, and the 
Student-Youth March in Delhi on September 15. Though it cannot 
be said that a breakthrough has already been made in the Hindi
speaking areas, a dent has certainly been made there as could be 
seen in the Kisan March and the Student-Youth March, where the 
main mobilisation was from these areas, with the vast niajority of 
the participants coming from States like Bihar, U.P., Haryana, 

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. 
The P.B. noted with pride that the three State Governments of 

West Bengal, Kerala and Tripura have significant achievements to 
their credit. It was happy that the CPI had joined the Left Front in 
West Bengal. It noted with concern the attempts being made by 
the Congress(!) to destabilise the Left Democratic Front 
Government in Kerala and expressed its hope that the constituents 
of the front would foil these attempts and strengthen the unity of 

the alliance. 
After the Salkia Plenum, there have been achieveinents in the 

organisational front of the Party, too. The mobilisation from the 
Hindi-speaking areas in the Delhi marches has already been 
incntioned. Son1e of the tasks laid down by the Plenum have yet to 
be implemented. These will be taken up by the Party Congress and 
the Party will n1arch forward even niore rapidly. 
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Ten Years of Indira Regime '-------_J 

and Two Years of Janata Rule: 
India 1966-1979* 

As the elections approa h 1 " . " . . c ' monopo y newspapers have started 
selling Indira Gandhi to the electorate. She herself of course has 

always proiected herself as a saviour and a messiah, even after the 
people of this country had ended her tyranny by th. . h 
of power i M h 1977 

1 owing er out 

h h 
n arc ; now her cries are becoming shriller And 

t e w ale gang of s . h h · · . .ycop ants, oodlums and regamuffins that 
constitutes her entourage is dutifully echoing her words with 
matching gusto. · 

As a result, a veritable cacophony of· pro-lnd1·r . . b ·1d· a noises 1s 
idu1ll.1ng up which presents her years in power as some sort of an 

y. Ic penod, defends even her infamous Emergency terror and 
~~~iects h~r as the hope for the future. Perhaps she and her camp
. lowers are proceeding on the assu1nption that lies if told with a 
~~~~ght fa~e and repeated often enough may be mistaken for the 
. . by some people. It becon1es worthwhile therefore to 
1ecap1tulate the w.ell-known record of the Indira e:a. , 

The ~lost s1gn1f1cant feature of the Indira era was a terrific 

d
dechne in the absolute hv1ng standards of the toiling niasses Th .. 

ecl1ne which 1s 1 d · h · · is . . revea e wit stark clarity even through official 
stat1st1cs, was a result of three concurrent phenomena· d 1· . 
real wag . f · d · . ec 1n1ng 

1 
. es o in ustr1al as well as agricultural workers and real 

sa ar1es of the bulk of ·ddl 1 · . fl . m1 e c ass employees as a result of 
1n at1on· declining emplo . . · · .' . . yment opportun1t1es as a result, amon 
other things, of industrial recession· ·1nd the grow· . g 
tion of tt d ' ' 1ng pauper1sa
th l· b pc y pro uccrs w.ho arc thrown into the ranks of 

c a ourers. Indira Gandhi now claims that she had brought 

*Puhlished by the Cotnmu11ist Part f I d". . 
Ca1npaigr1 before 1980 Lok S"bh 

1 
~ 0 n 1'l (Marxist) as a booklet for Election 

· " a e cct1ons. 
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inflation under control. This lie is certainly an addition to her 
stock of lies; when in power she used to admit the obvious fact of 
inflation but underplay it by referring to the "worldwide" (i.e., 
capitalist worldwise) phenomenon of inflation and clain1ing that 
other cot1ntries were doing eve11 worse than In(lia as t'ar :.ls 
inflation was concerned. Throughout the Indira period, apart from 
two brief lulls-one in 1968-69 and the other in 1975-76-there 
,vas continuous and raging inflation. The Emergency was often 
portrayed as a period which saw the elimination of inflation, but 
during the Emergency itself there was a sharp rise of over 12 per 
cent between March 1976 and March 1977 in the index of 
\Vholesale prices. Taking the Indira era as a whole, between 
March 1966 and March 1977, the percentage increases recorded 
in the various official price-indices were as follows: 

Wholesale index for all com1nodities 
Consumer price index for industrial workers 
Consumer price index for urba11 non-mi:1nual 

employees 

135.4 
117 .8 

111. I 

The price-indices in other words more than doubled in these 
eleven years, implying an average annual growth rate of over ten 
per cent. By contrast the average rate of price increase during the 
period 1952-53 to 1965-66, though quite substantial in itself, 
works out to around six per cent. Thus the Indira years saw a 
dramatic acceleration of inflation in the economy. But this was 
accompanied by a much slower growth in the wage-rates and 
salaries in money terms, so that the real wages were drastically 
reduced. A Planning Commission document summarises Labour 
Bureau data on the real earnings of industrial workers in the form 

of the following table: 

1961 
1966 
1971 
1975 

Index c1t' re.<.11 c::1rnings ot-workers \Vith . ' 
wage ir1cc1n1es less tha11 Rs. 400 per 1no11tl1 

100 
95 

101 
66 

Su11rce: ''Recent w11gc trer1ds,'" Planni11g Co1n111issit111 (mimeo). 
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Since according to another official series (since discontinued) 
on the index of real earnings of workers earning less than Rs. 200 
per month, the 1961 level was only 6.8 per cent above the 1939 
level, it is almost certain that wages of industrial workers in 1975 
were lower than in 1939. So fantastic was the magnitude of the 
real wage decline in the Indira era that the level of real wages in 
1975 was only two-thirds of what it was in 1961 and well below 
what it was way back in 1939. 

But the workers were not the only ones to suffer. White collar 
employees including Government employees witnessed a massive 
erosion of their real incomes owing to the inflationary upsurge. 
The Third Pay Commission Report gives the following figures on 
the index of real emoluments of Central Government employees: 

1960 1972 1960 1972 

Peor1 100 105 Class II 100 ()3 

LO<: 100 91 Class lA 100 56 

\JI)(' 100 82 Class lH 100 55 

Assi.<;t;1nt 100 78 Class IC 100 58 

Sou1"L'C · The Third Pay Commission Report, 1973, p. 22. 

If this was the plight of Central Government employees, the 
position of State Government employees can well be imagined. 

The real wage decline of agricultural workers was equally 
phenomenal. f'rom the summary report of the Rural Labour 
Enquiry, 1974-75, we can compute the daily real earnings from 
agriculture of an average agricultural labourer for 1963-64 and 
1974-75: 

Daily Real ~:arnings fr(Jffi 1\griculture 
Per Agricultural l .... abourer at 1960-61 Prices (Rs.) 

1963-64 1974-75 Percer1l<tgc dct·!ine 

Male 1.20 0.88 26.7 

Pemalc 0.80 ().62 22.5 

Cl1i!dren 0.60 0.49 18.3 

~'()L/l"CC; Computed t'ro1n R11r::1l L<tbour .E11quir)1
, 1974-75, S11mmary Report. 

,I 
• 

• 

• 
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The daily real earnings of agricultural labourers fell by 20 to 25 
per cent owing to the fact that increases in daily money earnings 
could not keep pace with the increases in the consumer price 
index for agricultural labourers. 

Along with the decline in wage-rates, however, there was also 
the decline in employment opportunities. For agricultural labour 
households again, we have the following information: 

Men 

Women 

Children 

Days Employed Annually Per Worker 
(Agricultural Lal1our households) 

Wage Self-plus 

cmploy1ne11t salary 

Agri- Non-Auri-e employ-

culture culture tnent 

1963-64 208 27 31 

1974-75 185 25 36 

1963-64 138 15 27 

1974-75 129 14 3() 

1963-64 167 35 63 

1974-75 145 36 83 

Total 
Ernployinent* 

272 
246 

184 
179 

280 
254 

*l'otal inclt1des days t'or whicl1 wo1·k-typc was not known. 

S(J111·ce: Saine as above. 

Under this dual onslaught of declining daily wages and 
declining employment opportunities, agricultural labourers were 
pushed to the very extremes of penury where their annual real 
earnings fell drastically to virtual rock bottom. The table below 

gives the figures: 

l'v1ale 

Pem;1le 

C'l1ildrcn 

• )rJi11·f;e: 

Real Earnings Per Agricultural Labourer 
at 1960-61 Prices (Rs.) 

1963-64 1974-75 Percentage decline 

282.53 185.10 34.5 

120.75 60.48 49.3 

121.75 57.96 52.4 

Same <ls ;1bove . 
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Employment opportunities outside agriculture were shrinking 
as well. Total employment in the organised private sector hardly 
changed at all between end-March 1966 and end-March 1977, 
the respective figures being 68.13 lakhs and 68,67 lakhs. It did 
increase in the public sector from 93.79 lakhs on the former date 
to 138. 76 lakhs on the latter. Total employment in the organised 
sector-taking the public and the private sectors togethcr
increased by 28 per cent over these 11 years which 1neans roughly 
at 2.5 per cent per annum on average. This increase, in other 
words, was just about enough to absorb the natural increase in the 
work-force. In the unorganised sector, on the other hand, the 
growth of employment was much lower. In fact, the credit squeeze 
and the recession played havoc; with the "tiny enterprises" and 
lakhs of workers were retrenched owing to the closure of several 
thousands of these enterprises. Whether we take the unorganised 
sector alone, or the organised and the unorganised sectors 
together, it is clear that the growth of employment fell below the 
natural increase in the work-force implying declining employ
ment opportunities for the workers. 

The symptoms of declining employment opportunities manifest 
themselves in other ways as well. The number of applicants on the 
live register of employment exchanges increased from 25.85 
lakhs at end-December 1965 to 97 .84 lakhs at end-December 
1976, nearly four times the figure on the earlier date. At the same 
time, the number of placements as a ratio of the number of 
applicants on the live register declined from 22.05 per cent in 
1965 to around four per cent in 1976. In other words, as the queue 
of the une1nployed job-seekers lengthened, the ratio of persons 
actually finding jobs out of this queue declined sharply. 

This, however, is by no means all. Not only were the workers, 
both rural and urban, made to suffer a drastic decline in their 
living standards, but a vast mass of petty producers was 
pauperised and niade to join the ranks of the workers. This, 
of course, is a phenotnenon characteristic of capitalist develop
ment in all its phases. In India, too, this phenon1enon can be seen 
to operate throughout the post-Independence period. On the 
basis of National Sample Survey data, the number of landless 
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households increased from 6,6 million in 1954 to 21.9 million in 
1971-72. Of this increase, not less than nine 1nillion came from 
the ranks of displaced tenants according to several observers. A 
comparison of the 1961 Census with the 1971 Census confirms 
this process of pauperisation. The jump in the percentage of 
agricultural Iabot1rers in the male work-force in the ruri.tl l.treas 
from 15.3 for the country as a whole in the 1961 Census to 24.9 in 
the 1971 Census was certainly a result, among other things, of 
this pauperisation process, a fact which is clearly borne out by 
innumerable 1nicro case-studies. 

We thus have, in the Indira era, all three processes operating 
simultaneously: the pauperisation of petty producers, a decline in 
employ1nent opportunities and a decline in real wage-rates. The 
con1bination was deadly and inflicted an almost unbelievable 
an1ount of hardship on the toiling people. At the other pole, as is to 
be expected, the real incomes and assets of the landlords, the 
monopolists, the multinationals, and the big merchant capitalists 
multiplied. After all, per capita real income did not decline in the 
country: it increased, howsoever sluggishly. 

And if the real incomes of the toiling masses were registering a 
phenomenal decline in absolute terms, somebody else in the 
economy must have been recording significant real income gains; 
this somebody else was precisely the classes and groups 
mentioned above, Landlords of all descriptions gained from the 
so-called "Green Revolution". Those ofthe1n who went in for the 
new technology gained because of the higher yields; those of 
them who did not go in for the new technology gained never
theless since the very profitability of the new technology raised 
land values and hence rents. Landlords together with capitalists 
of all descriptions and the big traders gained fron1 the terrific 
intlation. 

And finally, the big industrial capitalists and multinationals 
gained t'1·01n a 'W'l1ole rttnge ot' budgetary tran.sfcr.s like export 
s11bsidies t111d tl.lX co11cc.s.sions thi.tt beca111e tl1e 01·de1· of the (it1y. 

The assets of the top 20 monopoly houses, which include both 
111dia11 a11d foreigr1 gii.111ts, i11creased hy a.s rr1ucl1 as 76 rJer cent 
between March I 97J and March 1977 or at an annual average rate 
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of 15 per cent. Their profits increased even faster. The houses of 
Tata, Birla, Mafatlal and Singhania alone increased their profits 
from Rs. 113.68 crores in 1972 to Rs. 197.98 in 1975, i.e., at an 
average rate of 25 per cent per annum. Their rate of profit in other 
words increased substantially. And all this refers only to profits as 
declared in the company accounts. The huge concealed profits 
whose existence is covered up through spuriously inflated cost 
figures, e.g., in case of foreign companies through inflated values 
of imports frotn parent multinational corporations, and in case of 
Indian con1panies through exaggerated figures under headings 
like "other expenses", are likely to have made the growth in the 
1nonopolists' share even more pronounced. 

Capitalist development, as emphasised by Marx, inevitably 
itnplies the growth of wealth at one pole and of rnisery at the 
other. Where this capitalist developtnent is occurring on the basis 
of a feudal and semi-feudal agrarian stnrcture, as in our country, 
the contrast between the two poles is all the sharper. 

The vast mass of the population ruthlessly caught in the vicious 
grip of feudal and semi-feudal exploitation provides only a 
narrow and restricted market for developing capitalism. The State 
inevitably steps in to widen this market through its own 
expenditure and investment. But the financing of State investment 
and expenditure in our economy is carried out not by appropriat
ing the economic surplus going into the hands of the landlords, the 
monopolists and the multinationals, but by reliance upon indirect 
taxes, upon deficit financing and upon so-called foreign ''aid". 
Jntlation and impoverishment of the masses and a drift towards 
greate1· relii1nce tipon ''aid'' a11d, he11ce, g1·ettter concc.ssio11s to, 
and collaboration with, foreign finance capital arc therefore 
inevitable concotnitants of capitalist developn1ent in our country. 

But the contradictions of capitalist development get necessarily 
accentuated in the process. The impoverishn1ent of the people 
furtl1e1· 11arrows the market; the increasi11g ot1tflows on accot1nt of 
(iebt-servicing and on accou11t of the operations of 111ultinatiu11als 
further reduce the investible resources dornestically available. 
The 1narket problem faced by developing capitalism becomes 
acce11tt1(tted; its soiutior1 through State i11terventior1 hecor11es even 
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rnore ruthlessly anti-people. Moreover, the monopolists and land
lords clain1 larger and larger shares of the budgetary resources in 
the forn1 of subsidies of various kinds and this only multiplies the 
burdens upon the people. The deepening crisis of capitalist 
development in our country is thus caused by and ten1porarily 
solved by the growing impoverish1nent of the toiling masses. A 
crucial role of the bourgeois-landlord Governments in our country 
in general, and of the Indira regirne in particular, has been to 
enforce this growing impoverishrnent upon the people. 

The 1nethod adopted hy the Indira regime to remain in power in 
face of this growing mass i111poverishment and mass discontent 
was a co1nbination of deception and terror, with the reliance upon 
terror increasing over time until it culn1inated in the general terror 
of the Emergency regime. 

The Ordinance on bank nationalisation, the split in the Congress 
Party and the slogan of "Garibi Hatao" were all 1neant to deceive 
the people that she was a crusader against the n1onopolists and the 
landlords. This stratagem paid her dividends: a rr1assive majority 
in the 1971 election to the Lok Sabha. 

Instead of the promised land refor1ns, there was an accentuation 
of the inequalities in rural inco1nes and assets under the impact of 
the so-called "Green !{evolution". In fact. to this date, out of the 
630 lakh acres of estin1ated surplus area at the time the ceiling 
legislations were enacted, the total surplus land acquired by the 
Goven11nent an1ounts to a paltry ?4 lakh acres and the land 
actually distributed to a 1nere 12 lakh acres. Instead of the 
protnised attack on n1onopolists, there was a "liberalisation" of 
the licensing procedures which ren1oved a large nu1nber of even 
such restrictions upon then1 as had existed earlier. Instead of an 
attack on multinationals, there was the so-called irr1port 
"liberalisation" which opened up the Indian n1arket even n1ore for 
then1. Instead of the so-called "Garibi Hatao", there was a 
phenornenal inflationary phase starting from 1972 that made the 
\\'01·ki11g people's 1nisery evcr1 n1orc ;1cutc. In fact, so con111letcly 
\\'tlS the Go\'e1·11111e11t a 111·iso11er ot· the vested inte1·ests thttt, instead 
01· usi11g tl1e t·oodgr,1i11 stt1ck.<;; it t1ad i11 1972 t·a1· (iist1·ibt1ting to the 
people through the public distribution systcn1, it sold these in the 
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open market where these were bought up by grateful speculators. 
Instead of the so-called "progressive" economic policy. there was 

surrender to the dictates of the World Bank. 
Jn the mass struggles that erupted, the working class took the 

lead. As the workers resorted to strike battles to maintain their 
precarious living standards threatened by rampant inflation, the 
Indira regime stepped up its attacks on the working class. In the 
na1ne of combating inflation it imposed a "freeze" on wages, even 
though prices were increasing, and snatched away any increases 
in workers' emoluments in the form of a "compulsory deposit". 
By this ()rdinance the Indira regime ensured that the workers and 
middle class employees could not defend their living standards in 
face of inflation. Working class resistance continued, the finest 
example of united fight being the railway workers' 20-days strike 
and the all-India general strike organised in support of it on 
May 15, 1974. The Indira regi1ne used th~ most brutal niethods 

against the striking railwaymen. 
Alongside the working class n1ovement there developed 

powerful 1novements against the Congress Government in Gujarat 
and Bihar. The suppression of these movements in which 
hundreds of thousands of people participated brought the Indira 
regime into confrontation with pa1ties outside the Left opposition. 

The slide towards dictatorship that began was punctuated as 
niuch by crass vulgarity as by open corruption. The 1nedia 
con1pletely under her thumb discovered ever new adulatory 
epithets for her. The State-controlled radio beca1ne so 1nuch her 
niouthpiece, so totally committed to spreading her lies, that 111 
popular parlance it can1e to be known as "All-Indira Radio". 
Senior Congress leaders vied with one another in sycophancy. 
And a series of scandals like the l'ondicherry licence scandal, and 
above all the Maruti scandal involving her son. gave the people 
only a brief glimpse of the depths of cortuption and degradation to 
which public life had sunk under the Indira regin1e. Even the 
111urder of the Railway Minister, L. N. Mishra. her one-time close 
confidant who apparently had secret second thoughts about h.er, 
involved, as it now appears through the labours of Justice 
Tarkunde. an intricate plot traceable to one of her close and trusted 
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henchmen. Corruption, vulgarity, brutality, terror, blackmail, and 
murder-these bccJn1e the halhnarks of political life. 

The Allahabad High Court judgement burst into this putrid 
atn1osphere. Indira Gandhi was not only unseated hut also 
debarred from contesting any elections for six years owing to her 
having indulged in malpractices during the 197 l elections. When 
she did not get the required "stay order" from the Supre1ne Court, 
to meet the danger to her personal power, Indira Gandhi declared 
the Internal Emergency and put her opponents both inside and 
outside her own party behind the bars. The Etnergency carried 
further the utter degeneration and putrefaction of public life 
which had set in under the Indira regin1e. It deprived the people of 
all civil liberties including even the right to life. 'fhe Press was 
censored. Jn this atmosphere of terror the Constitution was 
amended to legalise retrospectively all the illegal acts and 
malpractices which Indira Gandhi had been convicted of by the 
Allahabad !1igh Court. The whole country was terrorised, the 
people gagged and the Constitution altered just to ensure that one 
person, Indira Gandhi, stays in power. 

Having unde1taken this act of supreme arrogance and cynicism, 
she now ran the country with a cabal of thugs, critninals and 
shady henchmcn-Banshi Lal, the notorious Chief Minister of 
Haryana who perpetrated inhuman atrocities upon his opponents, 
V. C. Shukla, a playboy-cum-bully, Yashpal Kapur, a n1ajor-domo 
skilled in the art of dirty tricks, R. K. Dhawan, her Private 
Secretary, and a few others for1ned this cabal. They \vere presided 
over by Sa11_jay Ga11dhi who shot intl) overnight protninence cts a 

youth leader and heir-apparent. 
Though the immediate n1otive behind the declaration of the 

~ 

En1erge11cy was the maintcr1a11ce at· Indira Gandl1i's dictato1·i£.1l 
rule, the historical role of En1ergency was to suppress the people, 
p:.1rticul:.11·Iy the worki11g class in the i11te1·ests of the 1·11ling (.:J<.1sses, 
particularly the monopoly capitalists. To be sure Indira c;andbi in 
<.l move to ca11011ise her evil designs cc.1n1c Ollt w·ith a 7 0-poi11t 
p1·og1·amme t'or imp1·ovit1g tl1e lot <.)f the poo1· t1nd ;111nf)Ut1ccci tl1c 

c1bolitio11 of b{)ndage an1011g ;1gric11ltt1rc1l labo111·e1·s. Tl1ese, 
l1oweve1·, were all t·ake. Tl1e !t1dicrous11c . .;;.<.; ot' the G<1VL1·11r11e11t's 
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effort in abolishing bondage is borne out by statistics: according 
to the 77th round of the NSS n1ore than half of the seven million 
wage workers in the countryside toil from dawn to dusk for 
usurious moneylenders or virtually free of charge to pay off small 
debts incurred years ago. A recent study by the National Labour 
Institute and the Gandhi Peace Foundation has shown that there 
are 2.3 1nillion bonded agricultural labourers in nine States of the 
country. As against these figures, official efforts had succeeded in 
identifying 101,972 bonded labourers until March 31. 1978, and 
of these only 35,000 are claimed to have been "rehabilitated" so 
far, which amounts to hardly one per cent of the total number of 

bonded labourers. 
While the "progressive" measures were thus a hoax, the attack 

on workers was real and ruthless. Having disarmed the working 
class through the ban on strikes, the Indira regin1e imposed 
upon them a massive cut in money wages through the Bonus 
Ordinance. The magnitude of the cut varied across industries and 
ac1·oss ttnits, but the !.tverage magnituclc for indust1·y as a \Vhole 
was seven/eight per cent of the total annual wage-bill. State power 
was thus directly used for raising the degree of exploitation of the 
working class by the monopolists. 

Workers were not the only group to suffer. With bun1per 
harvests in 1975-76, there was a disastrous fall in the peasantry's 
commodity prices. This fall, ho\vever, was not passed on to the 
consu111ers, so that 111iddle1ne11, big tri.tders c_1nci 1nillcrs and 
landlords enjoyed vastly widened profit-margins. And finally, the 
severe credit-squeeze hit small establishments and the workers 
en1ployed therein. Thousands of small units closed down and the 
workers were rendered idle. With the credit squeeze. n1oreover, 
s1nall a11cill'll)' linits were not p<tiLi in tirr1c h;1 their custor11e1·s, the 
large units controlled by the 1nonopolists. This brought many to 
hc111kru11tcy. The E1ne1·ge11cy1, tl1erefc11·e, w;.1s 11sctl tc) launcl1 ;_1 

frontal attack on stnall capitalists, peasants and above all. the 
workers \Vhile it bolstered the gains of big traders, landlords and, 
above all, the monopoly industralists. 

This w;1.'i a cou1·sc of e\'e11ts 1nucl1 to the liking ot' nL1t 011ly the 
1·L1li11g classes bt1t ;_1lso impe1·i;_1list ;1gcncics like the I11te1·11:.1tio11:.1l 
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Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The latter in particular catne 
to play an even more decisive role in policy-making during the 
En1ergency. 

The World Bank's set advice to the underdeveloped countries, 
though expressed in varying languages, has always been: devote 
your resources to agriculture and population control and not so 
n1uch to industry, and certainly not to heavy and basic industries; 
if you want industries, let n1ultinationals set then1 up for you, and 
for this pu'rpose create a congenial environment for them by 
ren1oving trade restrictions, dismantling industrial licensing, 
allowing a freer play of market forces, and, above all, by keeping 
\vages down and disciplining the working class. While in the 
post-colonial period, underdeveloped countries have tried to 
break out of the pattern of international division of labour 
imposed by their colonial masters over decades whereby they 
produced only primary products for the advanced industrial 
capitalist countries, the World Bank's advice to them is ai1ned 
directly at frustrating this effort. It aitns to prevent any independent 
industrialisation in Third World countries which is out of keeping 
vvith the global operation of the 1nultinationals. And the Indira 
regi1ne swallowed the World Bank line. "Freer play of market 
1·(_)1·ces'' i11 the nan1e ot· et·t-iciency and expo1·t promotion, opc11ir1g 
up lo n1ultinationals in the nan1e of revamping technology (it \Vas 

the Indira regime that had promoted the notorious BHEL-Sietnens 
deal), and attacks on workers in the name of anti-inflationary 
struggle became the order of the day. It was this World Bank line, 
again. which was swallowed in n1ounting the unprecedented 
assault on the population through the compulsory sterilisation 
C<-l111paign. Popt1lation control neeLls ;_1 p1·ol<..1nged pe1·iod ot· 
education and is itself an outco1ne of economic development. But 
under the fantastic theory that population control comes first, the 
Emergency regin1c herded lakhs of poor, helpless and protesting 
pel)ple into hastily constructed ste1·ilisation c'l111ps where 
O\'c1·\\1orked doctors pert'o1·1ned i11st<111t operations U{)l1n the1n in 

t?iltl1;1 surrot1nLiings. If ever thc1·c wa,..:; an i11sta11ce ot' ;:1 Gove1·11r11c11t 

t1·e;1ti11g its er1ti1·e 11cl1plc as if tl1ey \Vere so111e contemptible 
s1iecit:s of i.t11i1nals, this w;_1s it. While daily protcsti11g its lc1\.:e fl11· 
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the poor, the Government behaved towards the poor 1vith a 
cynical contempt reminiscent only of the Brazilian Government's 
contempt for the Indian tribes and the Nazi Government's 
contempt for the Jews. 

While sterilisation represented a general atrocity upon the 
population, specific atrocities during the Emergency were 
numerous. Nearly two lakh persons were put into jails; many 
more were beaten up by the "forces of law and order"; inhuman 
forms of torture were devised to extract confessions and hutniliate 
detenus; several died in police torture chambers, the most widely
known case being that of Rajan in Kerala; vast populations were 
shifted around to suit the aesthetic tastes of Sanjay Gandhi juggis 
were erased with bull-dozers and juggi-dwellers sent off miles 
outside the city limits as if they were "pariahs"; hundreds who 
resisted being shifted were massacred as in Turkman Gate in 
Delhi. And over the agonised land, flanked by servile officials and 
ministers, strutted about Sanjay Gandhi, the upstart hoodlum 
whose only claim was that he was Indira Gandhi's son. 

Finally, when in a moment of misguided euphoria Indira 
Gandhi ordered fresh elections in the belief that thereby she could 
legititnise her absolutism and her son's succession in the eyes of 
the world, the people of this country asserted their dignity, their 
right to he treated as human beings with wills of their own, their 
desire for civil liberties and their hatred for tyranny by voting her 
out. Now the same Indira Gandhi is approaching the electorate 
again. There is not a single word of retnorse from her for 
her Emergency critnes. She has both publicly defended the 
imposition of En1ergency in June 1975, and publicly asserted that 
she would i1npose it 'tgttin ''if the need a1·ose''. 

But the people will not let her "get away with it"'. They will 
defeat her authoritarian designs now as they had defeated her 
authoritarian regime in March 1977. 

II 

The Janata Governn1ent which carne to power in March 1977 
\\'<cls con1r11itted not only to the restoration ot' ci\ril liberties, to tl1e 
undoing of the damage done to the c:onstitution, the tnedia and the 
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judiciary but also to a break-up of the concentration of economic 
power, a break-up of land concentration, to the abrogation of the 
Bonus Ordinance and to the ending of destitution in the country in 
ten years' time. By ending Press censorship, restoring civil 
liberties, setting up Commissions to enquire into the Emergency 
crimes, and initiating the process of release of political prisoners, 
the Janata Government did much to end the suffocation which the 
country had felt during the previous regirne. 

But two things became clear from the outset. First, despite its 
Gandhian rhetoric, the Janata Government was bent on pursuing 
the same economic policies as the previous regime. And secondly, 
despite its protestations to the contrary, the Janata was essentially 
a loose coalition in which each component party pursued its own 
goals and among the various components the Jana Sangh with its 
!{SS links was the most cohesive and potentially the most 
powerful. 

On the question of land reforms, several .lanata-run States like 
Orissa demanded an upward revision of ceilings! The Ministry of 
Agriculture put forward the absurd claim that the surplus area in 
the country in excess of the ceilings amounted to a mere 53 lakh 
acres. Since 40 lakhs of this land had already been "declared 
surplus", 24 lakh acres already taken over and 12 lakh acres 
already distributed, it followed that there was nothing much left to 
do regarding land reforms. The Governn1ent in other words gave a 
clear indication of its unwillingness to do anything about land 
reforn1s. So absurd was its figure for surplus land that even the 
Planning Commission was outraged by this and provided an 
alternative estimate of surplus land at about 215 lakh acres. 

On the question of fighting monopolies, though the Janata 
Government paid much lip-service to small-scale units, it became 
clear from successive Janata budgets that encouragement, 
concessions and subsidies to the monopolists were on the agenda 
and not their control. In the name of promoting investment, tax 
concessions and subsidies were handed over to thetn much as the 
l11dira regime had done. In the name ot' removing p<trtict1lt1r 
bottlenecks, e.g., cement, large numbers of licences were given 
out to them. So reluctant was the Janata Pa11y to undertake any 
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anti-monopoly measures that even the ta1ne suggestion n1ade by 
B1JU Patna1k and George Fernandes that the Government should 
take over private units in only three industries, steel, alun1inium 
and automobiles, was turned down with derision by the Janata 
Party Executive. 

On the question of multinationals, perhaps the most remarkable 
feature of Janata's economic record, was its growing capitulation 
to the multinationals and to the dictates from imperialist countries. 

In its industrial resolution in announced that foreign companies 
would be treated on par with Indian companies if only they 
reduced foreign equity to 40 per cent. Since this involved no ·great 
sacrifice for the foreign companies, 40 per cent equity being quite 
adequate for control, they complied with it by expanding their 
equity, their activities and their total assets. Thus the Janata gave 
the multinational offshoots the green signal for their growth and 
diversification. The World Bank retained its influential role in 
policy-making and on its advice, further "import liberalisation" 
was undertaken in the name of promoting domestic investment. In 
other words, the Indian market was thrown open to foreign goods 
to an even greater extent. The concomitant of this was the policy 
of"export promotion". Since this needed advanced technology, so 
1t was argued, a new round of collaborations with n1ultinationals 
was necessary. The Siemens agreement, initiated by Indira 
Gandhi, whereby the BHEL, a core public sector undertaking, 
was to be virtually mortgaged to a German multinational was only 
one instance. The handing over of the Bombay High fertiliser 
project to the Americans at the expense of our own FPDI, the 
systematic induction of MNC products and technology in the 
sphere at· electronics :.1t the expense of indigenous sources, were 
both justified on the same grounds of the need for modern 
technology. The destruction of indigenous technological potential 
Ill favour of the MNCs was epitomised by the break-up of the 
CSIR at the instance of Americans. 

On fighting hoarders and speculators: the only means to 
insulate the people from the evil manipulations of hoarders and 
profiteers, the only way to checkrnate their evil attacks on 
the people's living standards through inflationary commodity 
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speculation is to strengthen the systen1 of public procurement and 
distribution. f'ar from doing this, however, the Janata Government 
moved precisely in the opposite direction, namely that of reviving 
the free market and abandoning the system of public distribution. 
This was so in foodgrains, sugar and cotton textiles. This created 
the conditions where hoarding and speculation could flourish. 

On every front, therefore, the Janata's economic policy was 
a betrayal of the trust placed by the people upon it. The counter
part of this pro-monoply, pro-landlord, pro-multinational "free 
niarketism" was growing hostility towards the working class. 
It appointed a committee headed by an MNC employee, 
Boothalingam, a director of Glaxo, to report on wages and 
incomes policies and he, not surprisingly, recommended a wage
freeze for large sections of workers precisely when the working 
class was resorting to strike struggles to make good some of the 
erosion in their real wages which Indira Gandhi had inflicted. 
Several State Governments, notably the Madhya Pradesh 
Government, even brought in a MIS A-type Ordinance to suppress 
a strike by electricity workers. Finally, the Central Government 
introduced an infamous Industrial Relations Bill and a companion 
Bill on teachers and hospital staff to curb the revival of trade 
union activities. The Industrial Relations Bill proposed to ban 
strikes in nearly half the industries and to put virtually 
insurmountable legal hurdles in the way of strikes in the othe.r half 
of the industries. The working class fought unitedly against the 
Bill, yet the Janata Government refused to withdraw it. Moreover, 
it brought in two anti-working class Ordinances, one to crush the 
strike by RB! employees and the other to withhold repayment of 

CDS amounts. 
Workers were not the only section to feel Janata's wrath and 

hostility. The peasantry suffered fro1n a disastrous fall in prices as 
a consequence of the bun1per 1977-78 harvest, and yet the 
G()vemrnent watched on i1npassively as a silent spectator. This 
fall, moreover, did not provide any relief to the consumers, for 
whon1 the final 1narket prices continued to stay put at the peak 
levels reached during the Emergency. The fall in peasants' prices 
only meant the amassing of huge profits by the big traders and the 
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monopolist middlemen and industrialists. In case of cotton 
textiles, in fact, a nine per cent fall in raw cotton prices was 
accomp1lnied by a three per cent increase in cotton Y'lm prices 
between February I 978 and February 1979. Despite the Janata's 
tall promises, unemployment increased sharply. The number of 
persons on the live registers of employment exchanges increased 
by a phenomenal 12 lakhs during 1977 to reach l l million at the 
end of the year. This growing distress of the masses unleashed 
growing mass movements which the Janata Govern1nent began 
to suppress n1thlessly. The striking agricultural labourers of 
Pantnagar University were butchered. The economic struggle 
which erupted in the countryside often took on a caste 
complexion. The atrocities upon the Harijans intensified as the 
militancy of the agricultural labourers increased, and the local 
Janata acted either as a passive onlooker or an active protagonist 
of the upper caste exploiters. The growing mass militancy finally 
affected even the police and the para-military personnel, for so 
long the loyal minions of law, who went on strike demanding 
better conditions of work and better pay. The army was used 
against them and their revolt was suppressed brutally through the 
infliction of heavy casualties. 

Janata's pursuit of the same shop-worn economic policies as 
Indira Gandhi, its championing of the same class interests as 
Indira Gandhi, not only brought it into increasing confrontation 
with the people, but also resulted in a revival of the same 
inflationary process which had characterised the Indira era, The 
growing reliance upon indirect taxes and deficit financing as 
revealed in successive Janata budgets finally culminated in an 
inflationary explosion following this year's budget. While hand
ing over large subsidies to the monopolists and landlords, the 
budget raised direct tax revenue by only Rs. 50 crores while 
indirect taxes were raised by over Rs. 600 crores_ Notwith
standing this a budgetary deficit of Rs. 1350 crorcs was left 
uncovered. A terrific inflation was sparked off threatening a 
further intensification of popular struggles. Against this 
background the Janata leaders, who had already left intact the 
constitutional provision for the declaration of Emergency and 
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that, too, with the parliamentary support of the Indira Congress 
Party, started talking about reintroducing preventive detention. 
A confrontation with railwaymen on the bonus question was 
in the oiling and Janata's rigid intransigence was ominous. It 
thus beca1ne increasingly clear that Janata had not only exhausted 
its anti-authoritarian potential, but had actually reached a point 
where it was itself turning authoritarian, and further. had 
gone under the complete domination of the communal RSS

J<1na Sangh. 
It is no accident that the n1onopoly Press is projecting the Indira 

Congress and the Janata Party as the only two significant 
contestants in the forthcon1ing elections. By this very act of 
projection the monopolists hope to restrict the contest to these two 
alone and reduce the others to insignificance. Both these can be 
trusted by the ruling classes. Indira has already demonstrated how 
she can safeguard 1uling class positions and interests against 
popular onslaughts. Janata, too, has given notice that it can turn 
against the people, with a new preventive detention law, if need 
be, to defend the ruling class interests; and the RSS is a powerful 
bt1lwark against any de1nocratic 1novement. 

This game of the monopolists in presenting only these two 
as the relevant alternatives, both of which share authoritarian 
and communal characteristics, either of which would serve the 
class interests of the ruling classes adequately, and each of which 
serves to legitimise the other, 1nust be broken. It can be broken 
and Indian politics can be taken a step further away from the 
spurious Indira-Janata divide, only through a co1111non and 
powerful anti-authoritarian and anti-com1nunal platfor1n of all 
de1nocratic forces. It is vitally necessary that such a platforn1 
obtains the support of the people in the coming elections. 



Appendix (xiv) 

Working Class Under Congress And 
Janata Rule* 

The swift developments which led to the dissolution of the Sixth 
Lok Sabha have a great significance in that for the first time a 
Government at the Centre has collapsed as it had lost its majority. 
The \Vorking class has to assess the situation and the role played 
by dtf!erent Governments in the light of its own experience so 
that it can play its vital role in the coming electoral battle. 

Though a persistent campaign is on that the present situation 
arose due to defections and fight for power, the working class has 
to_ realise that what is happening in our country is directly linked 
with the ever-deepening crisis of our economy. The determined 
resistance of the working class, braving ntthless repression let loose 
upon then1, to the efforts of the ruling classes to pass the burden of 
the cr1s1s on to the shoulders of the working people, has created 
the present situation. 

The org:.tnised working class, the tnost conscious section of the 
fighting people, must be able to see through the claims and counter
claims, the hypocrisy of the solicitude for the poor expressed by 
different parties which were in the Government by a thorough 
exam1nat1on of the assurances and the deeds of the earlier 
Governments so that it can act unitedly to shape the electoral 
decision in the interests of the people. 

The Indira Regime 
Sn1t. Indira Gandhi was returned to the Lok Sabha with a 

thumping tnajority on the basis of her slogan of 'Garibi Hatao' in 
1971. What were the policies and practices of her Government 
that led the people to repudiate her in 1977? 

*Published b)' the Co11i111unist Party of Jn,lia (Marxist) as a Booklet ftJr Election 
C;1111p<tig:n before 1980 l,ok Sabl1a Elections. 
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As fa1· as the economy is concerned. there was a severe crisis. 
While planners set the target of a five per cent rate of econo1nic 
growth, it slumped to 0.7 per cent in 1973-74, and in the next 
year, it was only 3.5 percent. This happened because the purchasing 
capacity of the people had gone down due to the policy of high 
taxation. It \Vas estimated in 1972 that the indirect taxes of the 
Central Government formed 50 per cent to 75 per cent of the priced 
cost of cloth, 75 per cent of the cost of sugar, 50 per cent of beedi 
and cigarettes, 60 to 70 per cent of cement and 50 to 60 per cent of 
steel. The growth of excise duty after 1972 is as follows: 

Year 

1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 

In crores of rupees 

2602.00 
3231.00 
3824.00 
4093.00 

Such taxation constitutes a robbery of the people, helps in 
transferring their earnings from the poorer sections to the richer 
classes and intensifies inflation. The rise in prices can be seen 

from the following figures: 

Cons11n1er price index nu111be1· Index numhc1· cJf whole-

fo1· industrial wo1·kers sale prices 

( 1960= I 00) (1970-71=100) 

Year All-India Year All commcJdities 

1970-71 186 1971 105.0 

1971-72 192 1972 t 13 .0 

t 972-73 207 1973 13 1.6 

1973-74 250 1974 169.2 

1974-75 317 1975 t 75.8 

1975-76 313 1976 172.4 

1976-77 301 1977 185.4 

1977-78 324 1978 184.9 

Report 011 Cu1·re1IL".\' a11d Fi11a11l·e, /11dia11 La/J(Jttr Jo1tr11L1l 

From these figures, one n1ight get an impression that the 
consumer price index nutnbers for industrial workers had steadily 

' I 
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fallen during 1975-76 and 1976-77. But the fraudulent character 
of these figures will be seen from the index numbers of wholesale 
prices which have been steadily rising, except for the year 1976. 

In the Co1nmittee on Consumer Price Index, the representative 
of the Centre of Indian Trade Unions and the Bhartiya Mazdoor 
Sabha jointly submitted a dissenting note about the fraudulent 
compilation of the consumer price index numbers, which is inherent 
in the system of calculation of prices. Faulty conversion factors 
while replacing the 1939 series hy the 1960 series had also led to 
this fraud. An analysis shows that Delhi textile workers, for 
instance, are being defrauded of Rs. four crores every year due to 
this fraud. 

The rise in prices had imposed a cut in the real wages of the 
workers. The rise in the consumer price index numbers between 
1972-73 and 1974-75 was to the extent of 55 per cent which entitled 
the Central Government etnployecs to four to six instalments of 
dearness allowance, but they were paid nothing. Instead of fully 
neutralising the rise in prices by grant of adequate dearness 
allowance, Smt. Gandhi's Government imposed a "Compulsory 
Deposit Scheme" through which half of all wage-increases was 
frozen. The Central Government employees were, however, paid 
nothing. 

This attack on the wages of all wage-earners had eroded the 
real wages of the workers. In the earlier period, the workers' share 
of the value added either remained static or declined slightly. The 
National Commission on Labour had remarked that "production 
per workers has increased by about 63 per cent between 1952 and 
1964" but "the real earnings have almost remained static during 
this period". The Bonus Review Com1nittee showed that the share 
of workers in the value added by them had decreased by about 
0.8 per cent hy 1965. As far as workers with earnings below 
Rs. 400 per month are concerned, there was a precipitous fall in 
their real earnings as can be seen from the following: 

Year· 

1961 
1965 
1971 
1975 

Per capita ea1·ning 
111oney (in Rs.) 

1540 
2112 
2852 
3171 

Index No. of real 
earnings ( 1961=I00) 

100 
95 

IOI 
66 

• 
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Stnt. Gandhi never stops shedding copious tears for the rural 
poor. She launched the so-called 20-point programme with a lot 
of fanfare to project the image of one doing all for the rural poor. 
But the reality was otherwise. Documents of the Planning 
Con1mission show that the real wages of agricultural workers in 
1976-77 was still below the 1961-62 level as will he seen from the 
following figures: 

Yc<:tr 

1961-62 

1966-67 

1971-72 
1976-77 

Mo11ey wages 
(in Rs.) 

1.76 

2.63 

3.10 

4.95 

( 1961-62 prices) 
Real wages (in Rs.) 

1.66 

1.38 

1.55 

1.64 

Besides, did the agricultural workers get work everyday" 
Definitely not. Introduction of tractors, threshers, etc., had taken 
away their jobs. The Rural Labour Enquiry of 1974-75 shows that 
the estimated number of full day's work of men of agricultural 
households for wage employed in ditlerent agricultural operations 
declined from 206 in 1964-65 to 185 in 1974-75, that of women 
from 138 to 129 and that of children from 167 to 145. The fall in 
real wages blows up the myth of the 20-point programme and 
proves it to be a hoax. 

Documents of the Planning Commission said, "A statutory 
minin1um wage should be an itnportant device for raising the 
consumption levels of the poorer sections to the desired levels". 
The Minimum Wages Act is supposed to he a safeguard to protect 
the workers against tl1c price mech,111ism ot' the present sL1ciety. 
But the State Governments, or even the Central Government, under 
S1nt. Gandhi, refused to revise the rates. When they did, the rates 
were kept tnuch below the level that the vvorkers had already 
achieved through struggles. It has been officially adn1itted that 
<1mong the e111ployn1ents ca1·rieli ot1t ur1der this Acl, minimt11n 

wages had not been revised for 1nore than five years in 94 
cn1ployn1ents and tnore than ten years in 34 en1ployn1ents. 

Sn1t. Gandhi's 1·egime S(lW (l tremcr1dot1s rise i11 t1nempl<">ymcnt . 
• 
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This was bound to be. The crisis in the economy arising out of 
the policy of high taxation and deficit financing had given rise to 
a phenomenal growth of unemployment as can be seen fron1 the 
figures of applicants on the live register of employment exchanges, 
as shown below: 

Year 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Ne>. of applicants 
(In thousands) 

51,00 
68,96 
82, 18 
84,33 
93.26 
97,84 

109,24 

Leave alone the downtrodden and the poor, can Smt. Indira 
Gandhi claim the sympathies of the working won1en even? 

S1nt. Gandhi did nothing for women, particularly the working 
women of our country. She was the first won1an Prin1e Minister of 
India. Did she do anything to ensure that the laws enacted to protect 
working wo1nen were implemented"' All enquiries show that the 
laws existed only on paper; violations went unheeded and 
discri1nination continued as before. Just one exan1ple will suffice 
to show the position. The !LO Convention No. I 00 on "Equal 
!{e1nuneration for Men and Women ( 1948)" was ratified by the 
Government of India in 1958. But nothing was done to enact a 
national law. ()nly when the CITU took up the 1natter wih the !LO 
in 1974 an Act was passed. Even then, the Minin1un1 Wage 
Advisory Comn1ittee in the States and at the Centre continued 
to recommend unequal \Vages t·a1· 111en (lt1d women during 
Smt. Gandhi's regime. 

Sn1t. Gandhi was crying hoarse about ""self-reliance". But what 
is the positio11 1·ega1·di11g mt1ltinatiL)nul.s du1·ing l1e1· 1·egi1ne? 
According to the J{eserve Bank Bulletin of Nove1nber 1974, 
1nultinational.s l1pcrating in I11dia i11c1·e1lsed their p1·ofit.'I hefo1·e t(lX 
by ?0.5 per cent during 1971-72. Glaxo Laboratories India Ltd. 
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declared a dividend of seven per cent in 1974. 14 per cent in 1975, 
and 16 per cent in 1976: and Pfizer Limited declared ? I per cent 
dividend in 1972, 22 per cent in 1973, 23 per cent in 1974, 24 per 
cent in 1975 and 25 per cent in 1976. The former which started 
with an original equity of Rs. 1.50 lakhs had remitted Rs. 506.23 
lakhs abroad as profits, etc., during the period from 1969-70 to 
1973-74 having built up a reserve of Rs. 758 lakhs in India; and 
the latter which started with an original equity of 
Rs. two lakhs had remitted Rs. 32.?5 lakhs abroad after building 

up a reserve of Rs. 823.03 lakhs here. 
The Cornmittee headed by Shri Jai Sukhlal llathi, appointed by 

her Government in February 1974, submitted its report in April 
1975 in which the Committee stated: "We. therefore, strongly 
recommend that the multinational units in the field of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals should be taken over by Government and 1nanaged 
by the proposed National D1ug Authority. Such take-over will not 
create any dislocation in production or distribution of drugs". 

S1nt. Gandhi's Govern1nent did not implement this 
recommendation and take the country towards self-reliance. 

Resistance From All Sections 
The working class did not accept these ferocious attacks let loose 

by Smt. Indira Gandhi against then1. Not only just the industrial 
workers, but all sections, both the Central and State Governn1ent 
employees. 1·ailway wo1·ke1·s, teacl1ers. mcdict1.s, e11gi11eers, at1d 
;_1gricultural worke1·s 1·epeatedly went into struggles agai11st these 
attacks. The loss of 1nandays due to strikes in the organised sector 
alone in 1972, 1973 and 1974 were lo the extent of 20.5 1nillion, 
20.6 rnillion and 31.? niillion respectively. The stJ'uggles of the 
rniddle class en1ployees developed on a scale and with a sweep 
never seen hefore. The State Governrnent employees of Bihar and 
llttar Pradesh. Kerala, Maharashtra, !{ajaslhan and n1any other 
States \\'e11t inlo p1·olt111ged struggles. College a11d school tetlcl1e1·s 
in c1lmost e\1e1-y St<1te conc_fuctcd IJ1·0Jonged ar1d bitte1· stn1ggles. 
E11gi11ee1·s of Elect1·icity Boa1·ds in n1c_1ny St11tes ;1lst·J condttcted 
their st1·ugglcs. Ag1·ict1ltt11·al workc1·s ir1 Ke1·c_1la. 1J1:11·ts c_1fTamil NadL1 
(.lttd A11dl1r<1 f>1-<1tlcsh. Punjt1b as well <ts i11111any otl1e1· St;1tcs ca1·1-iL:t1 
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on struggles for higher wages and against tractorisation. In 
particular, the stn1ggle of the loco running staff, repeatedly, during 
l 973, brought the railways to a grinding halt and forced the ·'•' 
Government to enter into an agreement with the struggling workers. ., 
In 1974, railway workers once again rose in a mighty upheaval for .,l 
20 days causing a loss of 4.5 million mandays for settlement of ·"' 
their six-point charter of demands, including bonus, parity of 
wages, decasualisation, eight hours' duty, etc. 

• 

• 

All these st1uggles were nithlessly suppressed. !''our thousand 
striking State Govcnrment employees of Bihar were thrown into 
jails. The n1erciless lathi-charge on a demonstration before the 
Assembly in Patna shocked the entire people of Bihar. The same 
treatment was meted out to the State Government employees of 
Rajasthan. The lJ.P. Government called in military personnel to 
hreak the struggle of the striking engineers. The Haryana 
Government dragged in the streets the teachers in colleges and 
schools, beat thern before the students and public and continued 
to beat them mercilessly in police stations. When a programme to 
demonstrate before Parliament was taken up by them, the Haryana 
Government began stopping the buses proceeding to Delhi and 
arrested rnany on suspicion. Three thousand of them were thrown 
in jails by the Central Government in Delhi. 

The ruthlessness with which the Indira regime suppressed the 
strike of railway workers has no precedent. !~ail way colonies wore 
the look of occupied areas under the control of the police and anti
social elerncnts. f'amily members of striking railway employees 
were not spared the lathi. Over 30,000 were arrested and about a 
hundred thousand railway employees were dismissed fro1n service 
or suspended. The morale of the railway workers was sought to be 
b1·oken by continL1ing victimisation fo1· ye<.t1·s. Workers we1·e asked 
to sign mercy petitions which they ref-L1se<l. Judgements of High 
Courts wc1·e. 11ot hont1u1·cd. An attcrr11)t was rn;1dc tci force tt1e 

worke1·s into s11b1nissio11 th1·011gh sta1·\1atio11. Railway wo1·ke1·s, 
aided by other sections of the people, did not bow dovvn and kept 
the flag of resistance flying. The Central Government employees 
v.1ho went into solitlarity action we1·e me1·cilessly 1)ut1ishcd by 
1·emovals a11d suspe11sio11s. This 1i.1thless s11p(Jressio11 WLlS supposed 
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to strike terror into the hearts of the working class. The valiant 
jute workers of West Bengal, despite the semi-fascist terror 
prevailing in the State, unitedly fought for their just demands for 
48-day in early 1975. The unity of the working class against the 
policy of wage-freeze and repression, which found shape in the 
"National Campaign Committee Against Wage-Freeze", continued 
to inspire the working class. The Internal En1ergency was then 
in1posed from June 1975 to throttle all struggles. The fact that the 
loss of mandays in 1975 and 1976, despite the Internal Emergency, 
was 21.90 million and 12.75 million respectively, den1onstrated 
the unflagging spirit of resistance. 

Horrors of Emergency 
While the country as a whole experienced the Emergency for 

twenty months, West Bengal was under the grip of serni-fascist 
terror for nearly seven years. Just after the l 971 Parliamentary 
elections, in which a majority of the 1nembers returned from West 
Bengal belonged to the Left Front, Smt. Indira Gandhi's followers 
went into an orgy of violence, murdering 1100 cadres in West 
Bengal. occupying 300 trade union offices and evicting 30 to 40 
thousand workers from their homes. Thousands of workers were 
prevented from joining their duties despite High Court judgements. 
Den1ocracy was subverted trampling underfoot the Constitution 
of the country. 

As soon as her personal power was threatened following the 
Allahabad High Court judge1nent, she i1nposed the Internal 
E111e1·gency 011 the et1tire cot1nt1·y to rem!.tin in power. In one sweep, 
over a lakh of people were throvvn into jail. The lawless lavv, the 
Maintenance of Internal Security Act, was enacted and even 
n1en1bers of her own pa11y, me1nbers of the Working Comrniltce 
of that party, along with other veteran leaders were put in prison. 
f'reedom of the Press was done away with. There was vvholesale 
b<1t1ning C>f st1·ikes and all types at· '1git,1tio11s. f.Jermissil111 l1ad tc) be 
obtained for issuing a leaflet or holding a hall n1eeting even. People 
were robbed of all fundamental rights including the right to life 
g11!.tranteed under tl1c Constitution ot· tl1e co11nt1·y. Tl1e 1·igl1t to bo1111s 
of' the worker·s was take11 a\vay. in the narne ot· fightir1g i11flc1tit1r1, 



thus presenting about J{s. 200 crores to the employers, over and 
above J{s. 400 crores of workers' money which was already frozen 
under the Compulsory Deposit Sche1ne. The solemn agreen1cnt 
with LIC e1nployees on bonus was unilaterally scrapped. The 
agreement with the Loco Running Staff Association was put into 
cold storage. The whole country was turned into a vast prison. 

Any resistance to these policies was drowned in bloodbaths. 
The Solicitor-General argued before the Supre1ne Court that the 
administration, under the Emergency, had the power to take the 
lives of the people in cold blood and the courts had no powers to 
give any remedy. Such were the powers given to the bureaucracy. 
Bloodbaths were a logical consequence. Can anyone ever forget 
the massacre of Turkman Gatc 0 It was during this time that 
compulsory sterilisation was forced on the people. There was no 
limit to the monstrous crin1es and hu1niliations heaped on the 
people. The Shah Commission reports have brought to light the 
horrors of the Emergency which was illegally irnposed on the 
people. 

The Internal Emergency was institutionalised through the 42nd 
Amendment to the Constitution. Newer strata of people joined the 
struggle 'tgai11st the authoritarian regirne. 

All these horrors were enacted in the narne of helping the rural 
poor. It is now proved that specifically during this period, i.e., 
between 1972 and I 977, while "Gari bi lfatao" and the 20-point 
progra1nrnc were supposed to have been in their full swing, the 20 
top Big Business houses in the country increased their assets by 
76 per cent. 

Thus while shedding tears for the rural poor, Smt. Gandhi was. 
in fact, enabling Big Business and the niultinationals to thrive at 
the cost of the people. 

The working class has to take note of the fact that the 
£.1utl1orit;_1ri<.t11 t·o1·ccs he:.tded by S111t: Ga11dhi <11·e once again 1·,1ising 
their head and rnaking a bid for power. with the slogan of a stable 
Govcr11n1e11t. Hc1· rett11·n to power woL1ld only i11ea11 rc-cnactn1e11t 
Llf tl1e rc1Jressi\'e 111casu1·es all 0\1c1· <tg£.1i11. The r·ail\Vt:l)' wo1·ke1·s 
\Vho are still fighting for fulfiln1ent of their six-point charter 
lll~ de1na11Lfs, i11cluding bo11us anc_l p:.11·ity ir1 wages, kt1ow lh<1t 
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Sn1t. Gandhi has never expressed regrets for the ruthless repression 
on then1 in 1974. She also never expressed her readiness to 
negotiate and settle these demands. She has also not assured that 
bonus will not be taken away and CDS will not be imposed once 
aoain. She has also not assured that the freedom of the Press, 
" \vorkers' right to strike and the freedom of association \Viii never 

he attacked again. In fact, everything that she says and does, 
including the rehabilitation of the notorious Sanjay-Bansi Lal 
c£.111c11s, goes to show tl1at the Erne1·gency weapons arc the weapons 
she will wield again, if ever she gets hack to power. The working 
class, therefore, must ensure the defeat of these authoritarian forces 
represented by the Congress(!) headed by Smt. Gandhi. This is a 

task which it can ignore only at its peril. 

,Jan a ta Party Comes To Power 

The people, given the opportunity of casting their votes in I 977, 
threw out the Indira Government from power. It was not merely 
the anger of the people which found expression in this verdict hut 
also their support to the sole1nn pledges of the Janata Party to 
the1n through its Election Manifesto. In the political cha11er of the 
1nanifesto, it was promised among others that the Janata Party 
will repeal the MISA, release all political detenus and review all 
other unjust laws: re-establish the rule of law; and ensure the right 

to peaceful and non-violent protest. 
The mr1nifesto assured an 1'end to destit11tio11 in ten yec.lt-s'', a 

"full e1nploy1nent strategy", "end to monopolies" and various other 

111cast1res. 

\Vages & Price Policy 
ln tl1e chapter 011 "W,tges and I1ricc Pt)\ icy 11

, the rnanit"esto stated: 

"The Janata Party believes that econon1ic policies should 
st1l1.o;;c1·\1C the i11terests ot· workers i11 the :.1grict1ltl1r<1l '-lnt-I indL1stri<tl 
sectl)r·s. It \vill, accordi11gly, att-i1·111 the rights of\Vl11·ke1·s arid t1·;1dc 

L111io11s. Tl1e P:.1rty will introdL1Cc lcgislatio11 to t1ssu1·c rr1inimun1 
\v~1ges t'o1· ;.111 c<1tego1·ies of \\.:cJrkcrs. St1ch n1inim11111 \\1ages sl1l111ld 
])e s11fficie11t for the m:.1inte11ancc of the worker and his f:.1111il)1

• 
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"While it believes that the erosion in real wages caused by 
fluctuations in price and the value of money should be neutralised 
by dearness allowance, the party realises that one ans\ver to the 
difficulties experienced in this field lies in the formulation and 
implernentation of an equitable national wage and price policy in 
whrch the nrhng party has singularly failed. The Janata Party will 
lose no time in formulating and implementing a national wage 
and price policy based on the following principles; 

(i) A fair wage n1ust be the minimun1 wage; 
(ii) w k or ers must derive proportional benefits from increases 

in productivity; 

(iii) The party accepts the principle of bonus as deferred wage. 
It will safeguard the legitimate interests of the working 
class with due regard to the need for increased productivity; 

(iv) A wage and price policy must ensure that income dispari
ties are reduced. Steps will be taken to sec that minin1urn 
incornes rise rapidly so that the difference between the 
minimum and maximum inco1ne at.ter tax is redt1ced to 
I :20. It would strive progressively further to reduce this 
differential to I: I 0 within a decade by a policy of incorne 
redistribution that raises floor levels and discourages 
bloated inco1nes; 

(v) The prices of essential commodities will not be allowed 
to rise beyond the capacity of the co1nmon man to pay. 
Therefore, as long as shortages persist, a well-organised 
public distribution system is absolutely necessary, coupled 
with a consumer move1ne11t to mainttlin vigil,111ce over 
prices and quality". 

A Good Beginning 

Afte1· assun1ing office, the Jan,1ta Go\1err1mcnt made :.1 good 
begi11ning h;1 restoring democ1·acy, llrdering rei11st:.1te1ne11t of 
victi1nised railway workers, followed hy orders of reinstate1nent 
of those victimised during the Emergency, convening the Indian 
Labot1r Co11fe1·ence giving eqt1<1l st:.1tt1s to the t1·ade u11ion centres 
:.1nd tht1s ren1oving the pr1.1ctice ot· t·av'oured recognition, resto1·i11g 
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the freedom of the Press, etc. But very soon, hesitation star1ed to 
dog the Government. There was delay in repealing the M!SA. At 
one stage it was proposed to replace it by a Preventive Detention 
Act which had to be given up under pressure from its own ranks. 
It started faltering on steps for dismantling the authoritarian 
structure which could be done only by repealing the 42nd 
Ainendment to the Constitution. But the Government lost the 
initiative in this respect and by the time it was introduced the 
Congress was able to block it in the Rajya Sabha. Instead of facing 
this situation boldly and exposing the authoritarian aspirations of 
the Congress, the Janata Government struck a compromise and 

backed out. 

Same Old Policies 
The retreat of the Janata Government from its election pledges 

on the economic front is quite striking. First, it wanted to do away 
with Planning itself in the name of introducing Rolling Plans. Later 
on, forced to subn1it the Sixth Five- Year Plan, it based itself on 
the same postulates of the earlier Plans of the Congress Party which 
refused to touch the vested interests and introduce any institutional 

change for the benefit of the common 1nan. 
The growth rate was cut down in the name of realities. Reliance 

on external assistance continued to grow, 50 per cent of such 
assistance being required for debt-servicing alone. The same policy 
of export promotion as followed by the Congress was continued 
by granting subsidies of over Rs. 300 crores every year. The policy 
of high taxation was continued, by imposing additional excise 
duties of [{s. 500 crores more every year. Over and above this, 
there was heavy deficit financing of Rs. 1 OOO crores and more 
every year, causing a heavy rise in prices. The All-India Consumer 
Price Index Number which was 301 ( 1960= 100) in 1976-77 and 
324 in 1977-78 rose to 360 by August 1979. Today the annual rate 
of inflation has reached 20 per cent or more causing immense 

hardship and misery to the people. 
The glib talk of "ending destitution in ten years" could not halt 

the g1·owth in uncn1ployment. According to a recent st,1tement 
presented by the Union Labour Minister in the Lok Sabha, the 
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number of applicants in the live registers of 535 employ1nent 
exchanges up to December 1978 was one crore and 25 lakhs. The 
fact that cannot be brushed away is that due to the econorriic 
policies pursued by Smt. Gandhi and the Janata Government, the 
number of registered unemployed rose by 57 Jakhs in six years 
and only 13 out of I 00 new entrants have any chance of getting a 
job in the organised sector while the rest 87 must shift for 
theinselves. 

The solemn pledge about reducing "income disparities" through 
an equitable "wage and price policy" was not impleinentcd in 
consultation with labour. Like Smt. Gandhi's Govern1nent, this 
Government, too, talked about "high-wage islands" and continued 
the policy of freezing wages. The Bureau of Public Enterprises 
(BPE) with the full support of the Government tried to lin1it wage
increases and impose a cut in dearness allowance rates. This 
Government also continued to defend the unilateral cancellation 
of the agreement on bonus to LIC employees and when the 
employees won the case in the Supreme Court, this Government 
terininated the earlier agreement. It appointed a committee headed 
by Sri Bhoothalingam, Chairman of Glaxo Laboratories, a multi
national concern, to determine the wage and income policy, while 
refusing to negotiate with the central trade unions. It is no wonder 
that this committee recommended a national minimum wage of 
Rs. I 00 to be increased to Rs. l 50 in seven years which was worse 
than the earlier Sukha1noy Chakravarty Report. 

The volte-face of the Janata Government on the question of 
bonus was remarkable. Contrary to the election pledge of treating 
bonus as referred wage, the Janata Government, after much 
hesitation, restored the pre-Emergency position, that, too. imposing 
a ceiling on the same, and only on an annual basis, because of the 
growing pressure from the working class. The railway workers, 
who hoped that with their leaders of the 1974 strike being in the 
Cabinet, they would at last get bonus-and the Railway Minister 
was feeding then1 with hopes all the tinic·-were left high and dry. 
Negotiations for settlement of their six-point charter of den1ands 
were not started at all. The election pledge of the Janata Party 
raised hopes amongst other employees of the Central Government 
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. . . b . B t their hopes were belied. 
who also have been ag1tanng for onus_. u . 'd during Smt. Indira 

r the cut in de:.tr11ess allowance impose . . .. 
E'en . . d ith retrospective effect as Gandhi's regime was not restore w 

should have been dofne. , I ·k-outs were imposed on the workers 
Apart from wage- reezc, oc . b th. s 

. . . The following figures given Y 1· 
to break the1.r rpe~isltaa:cee~t show the character of the Jong-drawn 
Government 1n ar 1 · 

lock-outs imposed on the workers: 

Yea1· 

1977 Jan-June 

1978 Jan-June 

Strike 
I~c>ck-outs 

Strike 
Lclck-outs 

Ncl. of wc>rke1·s 
involved 

567 ,961 
115.700 
563,382 
131,684 

Mandays 

lost 

44,87, 185 

40.14,005 
58.95,004 

68,37,814 

. h un1ber of workers under lock-outs 
It is seen that in 1977, t e n f . d due to 

.. f. h n strike but the loss o nian ays 
was one-fifth o t ose 0 

· ' ·k I 1978 ·igain the 
I t th"' same as due to strt e. n ' ' i 

lock-outs was a mos c, fourth of those on strike, 
b f orkers locked out was one- , 

num er o w · k ·re 1 s to 17 per cent more 
but the mandays lost due~o lo~i~o~~: ~over~ment denounce ·1he 
than the loss due to st.r1 es. . . ti-social and anti-national, 
owners locking out their factories as an , . , , 
those who were hampering production? The answer is no ~iness 

. d f the Janata Governn1ent towards Big Bu. . . 
The att1tu e o . ·i different froin its 

houses or the multinationals was not in a~y w, y f. d before the 
- - Th G vcrnme11t i·en1:.11ncd t1ans txc 

predecessoi. e o . d to rcs ect the Indian la\vs as 
inultinationals, who had never care d Th. p have never allowed 
- d nions were concernc . ey . 
lar as tra e u .. · ad of increasing the labour potential, 
collect1ve bargaining. lnste . . . . fusing contract labour 
they have reso~tcd t~ unfair ~abo~:~ra~~1~~s ~he same wc.1ge.s '-lS the 
in permanent .1obs in orde1 to d y b 'ak stniggles they have 

1 . Jn or er to re ' 
iJL;rtnc.1ne11t cmp oy~es. . .. b Glaxo Laboratories in 
resorted to increasing .lock-outsBas I y ·al Evans in Hyderabad. 

. . L. .t d n Thane to og1c 
Ahgarh, Pfizer nni e 1 . ' 

1 
. d Organon in its factory 

. d L' eh in Banga ore <1n 
Sn1ith, Chne an ,ren . like the Congress 
in Calcutta. The J anata Government also, 
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Government, did not lift a finger to help the workers. Glaxo 
Laboratories refused to allow the President of the Aligarh Union 
of the en1ployees to enter the company's premises even for 
negotiations. They ter1ninated the services of the General Secretary 
of the All-India Chemical and Pharmaceutical En1ployees' 
Federation and Medical Representatives' Associations of India and 
several other union functionaries. Smith, Cline and French 
dismissed 24 office-bearers and executive committee members, 
Biological Evans dismissed another 24 office-bearers and executive 
committee members. Suhrid Geigy dis1nissed 21 employees 
including the union secretary. Similar other terminations have taken 
place in West Bengal, Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, Kanpur, Andhra 
Pradesh, Bombay and Assam. A decision arrived at in the presence 
of the Chief Minister of Maharashtra lo reinstate the victimised 
workers was also not implemented. 

Struggles and Repression 

Contrary to their election assurance of right to peaceful and 
non-violent protest, the Janata Government mounted severe 
repression on the working class of the country who bitterly fought 
against the attack on their wages, trade union rights and 
victimisation. According to the figures released by the Labour 
Bureau of Si1nla the loss of mandays was 25.32 million in 1977, 
21 .51 million in 1978 and 16. 929 million in the first five nionths 
of 1979. One of the striking features of these struggles was that 
there was growing unity of the working class. Even those trade 
unions which supported the Janata Party revolted against its policies 
and joined the struggles. These were sometimes long-drawn-.out 
and bitter. Workers of the Khetri Copper Mines struck work 
unitedly for more than two months. Similarly, there was a 
prolonged strike in the Atomic Power Plant at Rawatbhata 
(Rajasthan) and the Prime Minister refused to negotiate unless the 
workers called of the struggle unconditionally. 

The Madhya Pradesh Governn1ent promulgated a monstrous 
anti-labour Ordinance and prescribed barbarous punishments for 
the workers. There have been innumerable firings upon struggling 
workers. The Uttar Pradesh Govern1nent which has a record of 
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eleven firings within a year opened fire on the strikl'.ii~g w~:~~~~;'yt 
P Hardw·1r Kanpur and several other p aces 

ttntnagar, ' ' d. . r"s d11e to 
k.llin workers who went into struggle deman ing .wage .. 
~, g The situation in the industrial con1plexes in. Far1dabad, 

tGhe'." b d Modinagar Sonepat and Delhi needs special men.lion. 
<1z1a a , ' h d b un ra1s1ng - h . f the Emergency the owners a eg from t e time o ' · · h Th 

their private armies, killing \Vorkers and terroris1n~ l e~~. rd~ 
. , were laced at the disposal of the owners, while.the a a 

police . p . industry remained a dead letter in this area. The 
in the engineering .k M y 7 1977 

. . working class went on a protest stri e on a. , , 
entire . . 1· The Bihar Government shot down against this repressive po icy. . , 
the workers in Bokaro Steel City killing six of them who wer~ 
fighting for their jobs. The Madhya Pradesh Government op~~~e 
fire in Dalbi Rajhara and Ba1lad!la to suppress the struggle o . . 
workers Several trade union workers were externed in Madhya 

. csh. under the Public Safety Act. In Oriss.a, the workers of 
~:l~a Mines went into a determined struggle aga1n~t the contra~or. 
Electricity workers in different States went into stnke a~tionsda ~~ 
and a half lakh textile workers of Bon1bay went in or a 'y 
strike The textile workers of Tamil Nadu went into a long-draw~ 

. . . . s· lakh coalmine workers unitedly obse1ve 
strike for wage-rise. ix b. . S 1979 The Public Sector 
a day's token strike on Fe iua1y , , . 1979 
employees went into one day's token strike on Septemlbler ;~79 fo~ 
W rkers of Delhi also went into strike on August , . , h 0

. . f . . wages The textile workers of Delhi foug t revision o m1n1mum · · 
a determi. ned battle for more than 107 days. 

· h f' hl The St·1tc Middle class employees were equally in t e ig : 1 d ' 
Government en1ployees in Maharashtra struck work tor 7 - B~y~ 

1 f B ·h· NGO's was also long-drawn. dn The strugg e o 1 ar d k to 
em lo ees observed two days' strike and a long- rawn wor - . -
rul~ m~vement. Unemployed youth were organised in Ahmedaba~ 
and pitted against the struggling bank en1ployees~ LIC cznpioy.ee 
also unitedly went into strike action demanding tev1s1on o \Vage 

agreement. 

Industrial Relations Bill . . 
In order to curb the mon1entum of growing unHed struggl~s, the 

l·ntroduced three legislattons toget er in J a11 :.1t:.1 Government 
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Parliament which were commonly known as the Industrial 
Relations Bill. Two of these sought to ban for1nation of trade unions 
in research and educational institutions which were also classified 
as Industry by the Supreme Court This was a blatant attempt to 
deny the right of freedo1n of association to teachers, nurses, 
hospital staff or those e1nployed by research organisations, The 
other Bill sought to institutionalise the 'Emergency' provisions 
and policies in relation to the trade union move1nenL This was on 
anti-climax to the 45th Constitutional A1nendmcnt Bill which was 
designed to eliminate the Emergency framework institutionalised 
by the 42nd Constitutional Amendment Act and a betrayal of the 
election pledge. This Bill sought to impose wholesale ban on 
strikes, in the following major industries: 

1. Any establishment of or connected with the armed forces of 
the union or installations connected with the defence of the country 
agai11st war or external aggression; 

2. Any railway service or any other transport service for the 
carriage of passengers and goods, by air, water or land; 

3, Any service in the International Airports Authority of India 
constituted under the International Airports Authority Act, 1971; 

4. Any service in or in connection with the working of any 
major port or dock; 

5. Any section of an industrial establish1nent or undertaking 
on the working of which the safety of such establishment or 
undertaking or the employees employed therein depends; 

6. Any postal, telegraph or telephone service; 
7, Any service in or in connection with the working of any 

public sector undertaking engaged in the purchase, procurement, 
storage, supply or distribution of foodgrains; 

8. Any industry which generally supplies or distributes power, 
light or water to the public directly or indirectly; 

9, Any system of public conservancy or sanitation; 
I 0. Banking; 

11. All (ttomic e11ergy installations i11cl11di11g power staticJns; 
12. Production, supply and distribution of coaL 
This Bill, if enacted, would have deprived the majority of the 

Indian workers of the right lo strike as during the E1nergency, 

. ' 
·,o',(, 

I 
I 
I 
' • 

' . 
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Though Indira Gandhi had mooted such ideas, no previous 
Government had dared to bring forth such a Bill for wholesale 
banning of strikes which included banking also. But this was 
not alL Section 157 of the Bill empowered the appropriate 
Governments to add to the list of essential services for imposing 
ban on strikes. 

The scheme of these Bills, in short, was to make registration 
and functioning of the unions difficult and strikes impossible, Even 
the right of the workers to choose their own bargaining agent was 
denied. The working class fought back unitedly against this anti
working class BilL The historic convention on November 19, 1978, 
and the workers' march to Parlia1nent next day demonstrated their 
power of united resistance. 

Struggle of the Police, CISF and CRP 
The repressive apparatus of the State, the police, CISr' and CRP, 

was not left untouched. They were denied the right to form their 
own associations and inhuman treatment was being 1neted out lo 
them. The protest movement began from Punjab and soon spread 
to almost the whole of the country, The Janata Government instead 
of realising their problems and difficulties, came down on them 
with a heavy hand. The BSF and other ar1ned forces were deployed 
to disarm these jawans, Three co1npanies were disbanded and 
hundreds put behind the bars, Even those who came for negotiations 
were sent to jail. Virtually, war was declared on them. Mortars 
\Vere used in Bokaro Steel City to break their resistance. 

Black Ordinances 
Closely following this came the black Ordinances to withhold 

repayment of CDS money and to ban the agitation of the Reserve 
Bank employees. The draconian Ordinance against RBI employees 
bore the hallmark of the Emergency and laid down that even refi1sal 
to work overtime would be treated as strike and anyone could be 
arrestee.! without war1·,1nt on mere suspicion. Ruthless ::1ttempts 
\Vere made to suppress the struggle. 1'he leaders were hounded 
and arrested. Those raising their voice of- protest were arrested 
en 1nasse. In new Delhi, 118 workers including 67 women were 

• 
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arrested and 138 in Jaipur. Reserve Bank employees refused to be 
browbeaten and continued their agitation heroically. It was al this 
stage that Sri Morarji Desai began talking about enacting a 
preventive detentio11 meas11re. 

This is the record of the Janata Government which fell primarily 
because the Hindu communal forces represented by the RSS-Jana 
Sangh combine were making a bid to capture the Central 
Government. They had successfully changed two State 
Governments in their favour. Communal riots were led by them in 
Aligarh and Jamshedpur. Several trade union workers were 
murdered by them in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. The working 
class could not but note the authoritarian trends coming to the fore 
in the Janata Party, and it has to do its utmost to defeat the Janata 
Party in the coming elections. 

Record of Left Front Governments 

In sharp contrast to the Congress and Janata Governments, the 
working class had noted the record of the Left Front Governments 
in West Bengal and Tripura. Functioning within the limited 
resources and constraints imposed upon the1n through the 
Constitution, these Governments have established a pro-working 
class, pro-people record. 

The very first thing that was done in these two States was 
restoration of full democracy. It was made clear that the police 
would not be used against the working people in their disputes 
and struggles. The police would no longer be employed to serve 
the interests of the employers and landlords. During the 51-day 
struggle of jute workers and also the long-drawn stn1ggles in the 
Garden Reach Workshop, Hind Motors, Rallies India, etc., there 
was no police intervention. The West Bengal Government 
intervened on behalf of the workers as a result of which the 
intransigence of the jute barons, who refused to impletnent 
the Raghunatha Reddy award on badli workers and introduced the 
hated "bhagawala" system during the Internal Emergency, 
could be broken and a fair settlement with substantial gains for 
the workers could be reached. The Governn1ent responded to 

. 
" 
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the demands of the State Governn1ent employees, cancelled 
all measures of victimisation and reinstated the workers with 
full back wages. The hated system of police verification for 
en1ployment in Government services was withdrawn. The police 
personnel were given the right to forn1 their own associations. 
The Government also granted ex-gratia (in lieu of bonus) pay1nent 
to all its employees including teachers and municipal employees 
and granted recognition to the employees' unions. 

As far as the peasantry and the agricultural worker.s are 
concerned, the achievements of the Left f'ront Government of 
West Bengal have been outstanding. The minin1u1n wages of 
aaricultural workers were revised. These workers, who had no work 

b 

in lean periods and were under constant exploitation, were helped 
through the food-for-work programme, thus reducing their 
dependence on the landlords and moneylenders for their survival. 
The right of sharecroppers was ensured through "Operation Barga". 
A new Landholding Bill was passed in 1979 to do away with the 
old feudal rent system. This was a bold step towards radical land 
reform and the peasants having land-holdings valued at less than 
Rs. 50,000 were exempted. A system of equitable levy basing on 
various factors was introduced through which 45 out of 52 lakhs 
were benefited and a basis was created through which the wealth 
accumulated by the richer section of the peasantry would be 
ploughed hack for the development of the State. 

The unen1ploycd youth, whose nan1es remained continuously 
t·or five years or more in the live unernployme11t registers, were 

given relief of Rs. 50 per month. 
It was these policies of the Left Front Governn1ent which roused 

the working class and the people of the State lo combat the 
devastating floods of 1978. 

Equally proud is the record of the Left ~·ront Governrr1ent of 
Tripura which took a series of steps for the relief of the tribal 
people, for the restoration of their lands, for their education and 
jobs. It also met the long-standing den1and of the oppressed tribals 
for a11 AutL1nt1111ous Tribal District. The present Constit11ti<1r1 does 
not allow anything further though the Governn1ent wanted to go 
tnuch further. 
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Strengthen Left & Democratic l''orces 

"fhe working class tnust unitedly enter into electoral battle_ It 
cannot allow the authoritarian forces led by the Indira Gandhi's 
Congress(!) to come hack to power as that would mean the biggest 
danger to their den1ocratic and trade union rights. Equally, they 
cannot allow the Janata Party, which is now cornpletely under the 
grip of the RSS-Jana Sangh eletnents, which has proved its anti
working class character, to win_ 

History had placed this onerous task on the shoulders of the 
working class. It n1ust work for the victory of Left and democratic 
fo1·ce.s, and the a11ti-c1uthoritarian i.tnd a11ti-communal JJarties and 
forces whom they suppott, the Lok Sabha elcction 1nust be made a 
turning point to change the correlation of forces in favour of the 
working people. 

Real Face of The Assam 
Agitation* 

P. Ramamurti 

Appendix (xv) 

The Assam agitation, which is now n1ore than ten months old, 
is an ope11 movement for secession, a violent movement di1·ected 
against the religious and linguistic minorities. The State 
administration is fully with the agitation giving it dangerous 
ditnensions, because the minorities under attack do not get any 
protection_ The movement poses a serious threat to the unity and 
integrity of the country_ All those who are interested in the unity 
and integrity of the country are seriously concerned with the 
developments in Assam, as also in the \Vhole of the North-Eastern 
region, which is being gripped hy this secessionist tnovement in 
some fo11n or other. 

The Co1n1nunist Party of India (Marxist) has reason to be 
particularly concerned over these developments_ The Party strives 
to build the unity of the working class, the working people, of the 
Left forces and all the democratic forces, in the struggle to eradicate 
the backwardness and discrimination inherent in the capitalist path 
of development pursued by the Indian ruling classes, the struggle 
for a better deal to the workers, peasants, employees, the toiling 
masses, and ulti1nately the struggle for fundamental social 
tr<1nsft)rmation i11 the cou11t1·y. It is this u11ity that is being c_lisrupte<l 
by secessionist move1ne11ts i.lS i11 Assam. Only tl1c worst 
rcactio11a1·ies can benefit fro1n st1ch <lisruptior1ist r11ove1ne11ts and 
that is what the Assatn move1nent is clearly demonstrating_ The 
voice at· tl1e Left (ltld de1nocr:.1tic 1·01·ccs arc hci11g sought to be 
1nt1zzle<l, the lir1gui . .;;tic ar1d religiot1s 111i1101·ities :.11·e being sot1ght 
to be deprived of all their rights. 

*Pt1blisl1c:d b)' Tl1c c:o1111nL111ist Part)· cif !11di:1 (f\l•trxi\l) as a Ro(1klet i11 Jtil)' 198(). 
Refer {_)\1cur11e11ts t111llcr ltc111s 4, 5. 13. i\11rc11clix (\'i) ~tnd 2() oftl1i~ \ 1olt1111e on .>\~sn111 
sittiali\Jn. 
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The Big Business controlled newspapers generally, and the 
leaders of theAssan1 agitation are presenting only one face of the 
agitation and that is that there has been a large influx of foreigners 
int0Assa1n and this problem of foreigners has to be solved on the 
basis of the Indian Constitution and Indian citizenship laws. In 
reality the nlove1nent is not directed against foreigners but Indian 
citizens-the Muslim minority, the people fro1n the rest of the 
country, fron1 West Bengal, Bihar, U.P., Orissa, Rajasthan, ctc.
who have settled in that State over the years or are working there. 
What the agitation seeks to achieve is not the expulsion of just 
foreigners, but the expulsion from the State of all non-Assamese 
Indians. Their ire is directed against the Muslims and the Bengalees 
but not against them alone, their target includes also Indian citizens 
from other States who are living and working in Assam. 

Secessionist Aims 
The secessionist 'iims of the gt1iding forces of the agitation, 

despite the ca1nouflage of the "foreigners" issue, revealed 
themselves in the very early stages of the 1nove1nent itself. 

The organisers of the movement are the Assam Jatiyatabadi Dai 
(AJD) and the Purbanchaliya Lok Parishad (PLP), two regional 
parties which came into existence in the wake of the Lok Sabha 
and Assen1bly elections in 1977 and 1978 with chauvinism 
inscribed on their banner. The Assam Sahitya Sabha, supposed to 
be a purely cultural organisation heavily financed by the State 
Government, has thrown its weight with tl1esc two regional parties 
to form the All-Assam Gana Samgram Parishad (AAGSP). The 
Parishad and theAll-Assan1 Students' Union are spearheading the 
agitation. 

Some intellectuals had been carrying on a subtle secessionist 
propaganda even in the years preceding the agitation. A number 
of articles had appeared in academic journals like university 
111agazines a1·g11ing tl1e case t·or secessio11 as the 011ly way t'o1· 
A.s.sam's cmancipatit1n from "India's colonialism''. Some "ultra
Left" ele1nents lent tl1eir s11ppo1·t to this prop,1gt-1n<l;_111sing pse11c_lo
M:.11·xist tl1eories i.1bo11t 11;_1tio11:.1lities :_111d tl1e 1·ight to secession. 'l~his 
w:.1s at1 atte1npt to give a11 ideological C0\1e1· t'o1· secessio11 to tttt1·1.1ct 
the youth and Left intellectuals. 

i 
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The Press in Assam, both English and Assamese language 

newspapers, was pressed into service. The Press propaganda started 

a year before the Lok Sabha election in 1977. It skilfully mixed up 

concocted reports of infiltration by foreigners with stories about 

the trickery, deceipt and treachery of Bengalees. There were 

editorials, letters to the editor and articles in hundreds charging 

the Left parties and progressive intellectuals of callousness to and 

betrayal of the interests of Assam. 

A Bengali history teacher in the Dibrugarh University who had 

been doing research in the history of Assam for years and had 

obtained his doctorate, later published an article in an academic 
journal of the university on the social history of Assam in the pre

Independence period. The journal has only a very limited circulation 

and that, too, in academic circles. The Assamese chauvinists smelt 

an anti-AssaQl trend in the article. Public meetings were held in 

Dibrugarh town by the chauvinist politicians to condemn the article 

and its author. The Assam Sahitya Sabha, in a resolution adopted 

on June 22, 1979, denounced the article as an instance of "Bengali 

aggression on the Assamese language''. The Assamese language 

Press particularly joined the attack with editorials, articles and 

reports of meetings. Unnerved by all this, the Vice-Chancellor 

ordered the withdrawal of the issue carrying the article. When the 

schools reopened, school children, who could not have read the 

article, went in a body to the Vice-Chancellor and demanded severe 

punishment to the author of the article. The Vice-Chancellor 

ordered the appointment of two commissions-one consisting of 

academicians, historians and litterateurs unconnected with the 
university to go into the academic aspects of the article, and the 

other headed by the Chairman of the State Text Book Corporation, 
to look into the non-academic aspects, whatever that might mean. 

Even before these commissions began their work, the Council of 
the University met and, pandering to the Assamese chauvinists, 
directed both the author of the article and the publisher of the 
journal not to attend classes. This gives a measure of the virulent 

anti-Bengali chauvinism pumped into the Assamese people. 
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The extent of this anti-lndianism can be seen from another 
incident. When the Union Health Ministry sent a team to spray 
and exterminate mosquitoes that carry a special type of malaria 
that is prevalent between Assam and Thailand, the Assa1n officials 
told the team "We are Assamese and you are Indians. We don't . , 
want your help", and the team was sent back. The Prime Minister 
herself narrated this incident in the Rajya Sabha and later in her 
meeting with trade union leaders. 

One of the top leaders and President of the Assam Jatiyatabadi 
Dai, Nivaran Bora, wrote an article in 1978 in a well-circulated 
local weekly, known to be pro-American, denouncing the national 
leaders of Assam for agreeing to stay in India in 1947 and openly 
calling for separation. 

It should also be remembered that in the preceding years three 
language riots had been organised with the Bengali minority as 
their target. 

This was how the separatists prepared for the agitation in the 
na1ne of expelling "foreigners" from the State. At the time of a 
scheduled by-election from the Mangaldoi Lok Sabha constituency, 
the demand for eliminating the names of "foreigners" from the 
electoral rolls was pressed. The Golap Borbora Janata Government 
of the State acceded to the demand and directed the police force to 
delete the names of "foreigners" from the rolls. In the most arbitrary 
manner, 40,000 names were deleted in just one Lok Sabha 
constituency. The by-election was not held because by then the 
general election to the Lok Sabha had been announced. 

The agitation reached the level of direct action in November 
1979. Within weeks came the slogan and move1nent for boycott 
of the Lok Sabha election until the electoral rolls were revised 
eliminating the names of all "foreigners". The Election 
Con1missioner decided that the nan1es of those who were on the 
rolls at the time of the 1977 election should not be deleted. Using 
force and coercion, the agitators prevented candidates from filing 
their nomination papers. Election to twelve out of the fourteen 
Lok Sabha constituencies in the State could not be held. For the 
first time in the history of the country, the State refused to 
participate in a Lok Sabha general election. There was no disability 
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in constituting the new Parliament, but the unity of the country, its 
people, was disrupted. 

Having smelt blood, the chauvinists moved in for the kill. After 
politically isolating Assam from the rest of the country, they took 
1natching economic measures. A virtual blockade was imposed 
and the taking out of oil from the refinery, of timber and jute from 
the State was totally stopped. Tens of thousands of workers and 
employees were left without work and their livelihood. But not a 
step was taken against the British tea-planters and other vested 
interests in Assam. It is also not accidental that the innumerable 
bandhs and picketings organised by the agitators were never 
directed against these vested interests. For the chauvinists, Assam's 
salvation does not lie in eliminating the foreign and Indian vested 
interests, but in political and economic separation from the country. 

The economic blockade was followed in April with an ultimatum 
that ifthe Government did not start "detection and deportation of 
foreigners" before May 15, theAASU and Gana Samgram Parishad 
would themselves carry out the work of detecting and deporting 
"foreigners" who, according to the agitation leaders nun1bered four 
and a half million. This was nothing but assuming powers as if, 
Assam was an independent State. They, of course, could not carry 
out their threat because the minorities decided to assert their rights. 
But it served their purpose of further strengthening in the minds 
of the people the demand for secession from India. 

The leadership of the agitation has developed very close links 
with the armed secessionist groups in the neighbouring hill States 
in North-Eastern India-the Muniva Group of Nagaland, the Mizo 
National Front of Mizoram, the People's Liberation Army of 
Manipur, the Tripura Upajati Juba Samity of Tripura and similar 
groups in Meghalaya. The PLA in Manipur and Muniva in 
Narraland announced the formation of "united armed forces", 

" namely, the NAMMAT (initials for the seven North-Eastern States 
of Nagaland, Assam, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Arunachal 
and Tripura) and the SULA (Seven Units' Liberation Army). The 
AASU and the GSP have not publicly dissociated themselves from 
these "armies", though both NAMMAT and SULA have claimed 
Assam as a constituent. In fact, recent reports that AASU volunteers 
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are being given training in firearms, go to show that they are also 
in the process of building up armed forces for carrying on the 
agitation for secession. 

For actual coordination of the secessionist movements in the 
North-Eastern region, the North-Eastern Regional Students' Union 
(NERSU) was formed, which used to meet occasionally in premises 
provided by friendly State Governments. The NERSU, known to 
be a pro-American organisation, is the author of the notorious 
35-point programme formulated in March last, and circulated in 
Assam by the AASU. For reasons of space, the entire programme 
is not being given here but some of its important points are: 

I. Formation of secret societies at different levels with 
underground headquarters under a single leadership with strict 
discipline, code and conduct. 

3, 4 and 5. Selection of Assamese and non-Assamese politicians, 
Government servants, doctors, etc., fix dates for their local trial. 

6. Develop cordial relationships with Nagas, Mizos, Manipuris, 
Meghalayans, Arunachalis and Tripuris and all other indigenous 
people of this region and march hand in hand. 

34. We should develop friendship with Thani Buddhist societies. 
35. We should tell Calcutta and New Delhi that we require from 

you only salt for our bare necessities of life and your requirements 
from us are tea, coal, crude oil, plywood, jute, etc. We should nzake 
them understancl that Assamese are not alone in the vvorld 
(Emphasis added). 

The AASU which had circulated this programme, has later 
disclaimed any connection with it, but it has neither condemned it 
nor warned its followers against implementing it. 

The actual coordination of the secessionist movements in the 
region is also evident in the common issue they have taken up 
(foreigners), forms of action (picketing and non-cooperation), the 
35-point programme and participation of volunteers from one State 
in the actions in another State. 

These joint actions are accompanied by the clandestine propaganda 
for a "United States of Assam (lJSA)". Posters about the "USA" 
have appeared in various towns of the North-Eastern region. 
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This fully fits in with the designs of the Western imperialist 
agencies who have been diligently working for destabilisation in 
the North-Eastern region and advocating the creation of an 
independent State in that region. 

The Foreign Hand 
The American Central Intelligence Agency has for long been 

active in the North-Eastern region. Its agents were directed to 
study social tension and how to use them for the purpose of 
destablising the situation in underdeveloped countries. The "Project 
Brahmaputra" is now a widely known document. This is the 
notorious circular sent by the United States Information Service, 
dated June 12, 1979, and titled "Project Brahmaputra". The circular 
says: "With the agreement of the State Department, the Special 
Operation Research Office (SORO) of the George Washington 
University has asked the U.S. outfit (read: CIA) in India for help 
in conducting sociological research in the Eastern States of India, 
including Sikkim as well as Bhutan". What is the purpose? "The 
aim is to throw light on public opinion in these regions to establish 
in what measure the present status of these States remains 
acceptable or whether there are indications that the formation of a 
new State is a current problem" (Emphasis original). In short, find 
out reactionary separatist elements in the Eastern States ofindia
West Bengal, Assam, Tripura and incite them and finance them to 
launch an agitation for an independent State. 

The aim to advance U.S. imperialist influence through this 
so-called research is freely admitted. "Our organisation has already 
carried out this type of work in a number of countries with 
satisfactory results, particularly in helping us to evaluate the 
political situation and to choose the best 11o·ays and nzeans for our 
own influence there". Then there is the warning to the conspirators 
not to expose themselves and their doings. "Past experience in 
conducting such operations shows that sociological research (read: 
conspiracy against the people) in India must be carried out with 
such discretion that we cannot be accused, on the eve of the 
elections, of interference in the internal affairs of the country ... 
It has occurred in other countries that we sometimes create the 
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impression on the local population that we have been caught 
with our pants down." Nothing is left unsaid. The desire to incite 
the agitation for an independent State in the Eastern reuion the " , 
secrecy, the connection with the elections, and the warning to the 
conspirators not to expose the game-all are there. Only the blind 
or the treacherous will fail to see the connection between this 
circular and the happenings in Assam. 

In the I 950s, the noted American writer, Selig T. Harrison, in 
his book, "India: The Most Dangerous Decades", predicted, the 
disintegration of India and among other things referred to Assamese 
linguistic fanaticism. 

Recently, after the directive in the "Project Brahmaputra", a well
known American political scientist has published "A Study of the 
Problem of the Migration" in the North-Eastern region. The so
called "data" that he provides have no relevan~e. The exaggerated 
accounts have been seized upon by the secessionists to proclaim 
that as many as seven million persons had migrated from East 
Bengal to Assam. 

Another "research scholar" was Myron Wiener, a noted political 
scientist and a Ford Foundation International Professor at MIT. 
He spent three years in India and published a book, "Sons of 
the Soil-Migration and Ethnic Conflicts in India" in 1978. He 
discussed in the book migration and citizenship problems in "multi
ethnic" India and sought to establish that single citizenship would 
not meet the needs and that there would be inevitable demands of 
"ethnic collections" in India. He concluded that if the present 
policies in respect of this continued to be pursued, "there are likely 
to be far-reaching consequences for the pace and distribution of 
development, the pattern of social and spatial mobility, the 
relationship between Governmental units and, above all, for the 
kinds of identities and loyalties that Indians choose". This is ·clear 
incitement of the people that they would ever remain undeveloped 
and had no hope of prospering within India. 

Dr. Lee Rose, an American national of Chinese origin and 
Director of the Himalayan Border Countries' Project, University 
of California, and the author of "Nepal: Strategy for Survival", 
had stated that a Confederation of the Hirnalayan Kingdoms of 
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Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkin1, with Nepal as the nucleus, could 
beco1ne a reality in conditions of extreme insurgency in North
Eastern India. This is not an innocent statement or an academic 
study. The U.S. Press had, in 1967, published that Dr. Rose had 
received for the Himalayan Border Countries' Project, financial 
support from the U.S. Defence Department through the California 
University. Following this disclosure, a question in Parliament 
forced the Government of India to withdraw the permission to 
continue this project. But, meanwhile, he had collected enough 
1naterial from the mischievous project. 

ls it not obvious that these so-called "research scholars", their 
"projects" and publications supply the 1natcrial to the CIA to 
prosecute its subversive destabilisation activities'' And this is 
exactly what has been done. 

Christian Missions 
It is well-known that Western imperialist agencies operate 

through certain Christian missions and missionaries. One such 
institution is the Baptist Christian Mission. Each of the North
Eastern States has a separate Baptist organisation and there is also 
the North-East India Christian Council with its headquarters in 
Shillong, obviously to coordinate their subversive activities. Each 
of these missions has affiliations with the Baptist Mission of one 
country or another in the international arena. But the ultimate 
headquarters of the Baptist Missionary Societies is the World 
Baptist Alliance of the USA. These Christian missions have well
known and close links with the Mizo National Front, the Naga 
Underground, etc. They have been getting huge funds in the name 
of educational and philanthropic activities from the USA routed 
th1·ough many sources. 

In 1978, Dr. R. Kunville, an associate of the World Baptist 
Alliance, in a pamphlet under the title, "Church ·Grows through 
the People's Movement" clearly enjoined upon the 1nissionary 
societies to involve themselves in these secessionist movements 
for the growth of Christianity. A new edition of the l 8th Century 
dictum, "The Church precedes the Empire". In his pan1phlet 
Dr. Kunville also expressed satisfaction over the tribal movement 
organised by the Tripura Upajati Juba Samiti in that State to wean 
away the tribal people from the influence of the CPI(M). 
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With all these preparations, when the time was ripe, a meeting 
of "friends" from all the seven States of the North-East was held 
on the occasion of the "Bihu" (New Year) Festival in April 1979. 
The venue of the meeting, Sibsagar, has also much significance; it 
was the seat oftheAhom Kings who ruled Assam before the British 
took it over. The meeting was given the romantic name of "Seven 
Sisters' Bihu". The Chief Guest at the Festival was the Ambassador 
of Thailand in India who suddenly remembered his kinsmen who 
had left Thailand eight centuries ago and founded theAho1n dynasty 
and the Kingdom of Ahom in Assam. The festival was also attended 
by U.S. Consular officials from Calcutta. The coordination of 
"friends" from the seven States took place at this function. The 
Thai Ambassador toured Assam for a month, to revive the links 
with the descendents of his kinsmen whom the Thais had forgotten 
for eight centuries. 

It is in this context that the item in the 35-point programme of 
the underground headquarters of the agitation, to "esta.blish 
friendship. with the Thai Buddhist Societies", assumes importance. 
Thailand, there is no need to mention, is a stooge of U.S. 
imperialis1n. It is no surprise that the organisers of the festival 
became the leaders of secessionist agitations. 

The U.S. Embassy in India, too, has been evincing extraordinary 
interest in the North-Eastern region. The U.S. Ambassador Goheen 
had visited Assam and extensively toured the State. Commenting 
on this, Nagen Saikia, General Secretary of the Assam Sahitya 
Sabha, wrote in a weekly, "Nagarik" of April 26, 1979, that the 
U.S. Ambassador "stayed in the bungalow of a tea estate manager 
in Golaghat as a guest, and in a three-hour-long dinner party that 
night, a number of select people were invitees". Was this, and the 
subsequent tour of Assam by the U.S. Ambassador, till he was 
recently stopped from going there by the Government of India, a 
part of the execution of "Project Brahmaputra"? An A1.ncrican 
national, Goodman by name, who was staying in the North-Eastern 
region unauthorisedly, was only a few weeks ago asked to leave 
India after incriminating papers had been seized from him. 
"Newsweek" magazine was not just making a mistake when it 
printed a niap showing Assam outside India. 

• 
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The preparatory phase of the Assam agitation, its subsequent 
development, the slogans put forward by the agitators, fit in neatly 
with the whole plan of "Project Brahmaputra". 

The guiding hand and its executors are unmistakable. Their aim 
. . 
1s secession. 

The ''Foreigners'' Issue 

The carefully prepared agitation was launched on the demand 
for expulsion of all "foreigners" who had entered Assam since 
1961. But this was only a facade. 

There had been a flow of people into Assam from the eastern 
part of united Bengal in the 1930s. There was not much protest 
against this due to economic considerations. First, the migrants 
from eastern Bengal were converting marshy lands into cultivable 
lands of paddy and jute. Secondly, many Assamese landlords 
themselves were in need of these sturdy Muslim agricultural 
labourers. Thirdly, the British jute millowners were also 
encouraging this process of migration for the cultivation of jute in 
Assam, and Assam as a whole benefited by this process. When, in 
1937, some Assamese chauvinists presented a memorandum to 
Jawaharlal Nehru who was then President of the Congress, 
expressing apprehensions about this flow of Bengalees into Assam, 
he told them that "it was an economic necessity which no amount 
of sentiment, not even law, could stop". He said further, "from the 
economic point of view of developing Assam and making it a 
wealthy Province, it could not be said to be harmful". 

With the partition of India into India and Pakistan, there was a 
large influx of Bengali Hindu refugees from East Bengal into all 
the States of the North-East and West Bengal. But because the 
wholly Bengali-speaking district of Sylhet became part of the East 
Bengal Province of Pakistan, the 1951 Census showed an actual 
increase in the percentage of Assamese-speaking people in Assam. 
When there were communal disturbances in East Bengal in 1951 
and 1964, there was again another influx of refugees. There was 
also a big influx, mostly of Bengali Muslims, during the liberation 
struggle of East Bengal from Pakistan in 1970-71. But most of 
these refugees returned after the liberation and formation of 
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Bangladesh. There was one more influx, but on a smaller scale, 
after the assassination of Mujibur Rahman. 

The refugee problem was an inevitable consequence of the 
partition of the country on the basis of religion. The leaders had 
given solemn assurances that they would accept these refugees. 
Mahatma Gandhi, in his post-prayer speech on July 21, 1947, said, 
"My friends ask whether those who being mortally afraid, or 
otherwise leave Pakistan, will get shelter in the Indian Union. My 
opinion is emphatic on this point. Such refugees should get proper 
shelter in the Indian Union". It is significant that he did not make 
any distinction of the refugees on the basis of the religion they 
professed. Jawaharlal Nehn1 had stated in Parliament: "There is 
no doubt, of course, that those displaced persons who have con1e 
to India are bound to have citizenship. If the law is inadequate in 
this respect, that has to be changed". 

In the light of these assurances, a special Ministry of 
Rehabilitation was functioning after Independence. Questions have 
been asked repeatedly in Parliament for eliciting facts regarding 
the total nun1ber of refugees, the nu1nber of those that have already 
been rehabilitated, of those still awaiting rehabilitation, the amount 
of money spent on rehabilitation. Seventyfive such questions had 
been asked in the period between April l 96 l and March 1976. 
The members who asked these questions belonged to all political 
parties, they also included members from Assam and West Bengal. 
The questions related to periods both before the liberation of 
Bangladesh in 197 l and after the liberation up to 1976. No question 
was ever raised which alleged the presence of large number of 
foreigners in Assam or in any other State during all these years, or 
about any steps taken by the Government to deport thetn. It is also 
relevant that the question of foreigners was not raised during the 
1977 Lok Sabha election or the subsequent Asse1nbly election. 
This does not, of course, mean that there has been no illegal 
immigration of foreig11ers. 

The 1961 Census had suggested that there were about 2.23 lakh 
persons whose Indian citizenship was open to question. The then 
Congress Government of the State had appointed tribunals in the 
districts of Kamrup, Goalpara, Darrang and Nowgong where a 
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large number of immigrants fro1n East Pakistan had settled. 
Generally the senior District Magistrate constituted the tribunal 
and a person alleged to be a foreigner was expected to prove that 
he was not so. Documents of lands, citizenship certificates, oral 
evidence or affidavits of a locally well-known Indian citizen, a 
person's place of birth, his father's place of birth, the durati.on of a 
person's stay in India-any of these was accepted by the tribunals 
as identifying a person for being t.er1ned as an Indian c1t1zen. In 
other words, these tribunals functioned strictly according to the 
Indian Citizenship Act. According to the figures published by the 
Government of Assam from year to year in the Assam Gazette, on 
the basis of the decisions of these tribunals, a total of a little over 
three lakh persons had been deported between 1962 and 1972. The 
State Government had wound up these tribunals on the ground 
that the work of detecting such "illegal" immigrants and deporting 
them had been completed. As stated earlier, the question of 
foreigners was never raised in Parliament nor by anyone in Assam 
at the time of the Lok Sabha election in 1977 or the subsequent 
Assembly election. It was raised for the first time at the time of the 
by-election fro1n Mangaldoi to the Lok Sabha. 

Against The Minorities 
Thus the "foreigner" issue was artificially raised and blown out 

of all proportion to launch the agitation. But right fron1 the 
be<>inning the tar<>et of attack was the 1ninorities-religious and 

b b 1. 
linguistic. There was a carnage of the 1ninorities-both Benga 1 
Hindus and Muslims, in North Kamrup in January 1980. Hundreds, 
including women and children, were killed, thousands were 
wounded, 20,000 people were rendered homeless. Posters appeared 
with inscriptions like "Indian dogs get out", "If you see a snake 
and a Bengalee at the same time, kill the Bengalee first" and so 
on. Throughout the agitation, there have been harassment of the 
minorities, many murders, forcible occupation of shops and landed 
property, insults and hu1niliations. Reference. has .already been 
made earlier to the training in firea1ms that is being given toAASU 
volunteers. The agitation has been one of violence against the 
minorities despite the claims of the agitation leaders and certificates 
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of peacefulness given by Opposition leaders like A. B. Vajpayee 
and Ravindra Varma, and ruling party leaders like Yashpal Kapoor 
and Shankar Dayal Sharma. Did these "fact-finding" missions visit 
a single one of the camps set up in Kamrup district where thousands 
of Bengali Hindu and Muslim refugee families have taken shelter? 
Have they met any of the 13,000 people who have fled from Assam 
and gone to West Bengal? There is not a single foreigner among 
them, they are Indian citizens and they are the victims of the violent 
agitation. In contrast to these motivated "fact-finding" missions is 
the report of the team sent by the Delhi Branch of the People's 
Union of Civil Liberties. This is what the team says after its visit 
to Ass,1m: 

" .......... a reign of hate campaign has been launched against the 
minorities, more particularly against the Bengali-speaking 
1ninority. For nearly four months now, the Gana Samgram Parishad 
and the AASU have acquired absolute control over the official 
1nachinery in the State and are running a parallel Government. 
They have incited, and in any case not objected to wall paintings 
and posters inciting violence against all bahiragatas (outsiders). 
Here are a few examples: 'If you see a snake and a Bengalee, kill 
the Bengalee first'. The Bengali-speaking co1n1nunity is terrorised. 
The Press has already repo1ted the murder of the famous geologist 
in Dulliagaon. He was lynched to death on January 18. We would 
be pleasantly surprised ifthe murderers ofAnjan Chakravarty were 
actually apprehended and punished. 

"The fact remains that the worst incidents of violence took place 
in the Mukalmau and Nalbari areas of Barpeta sub-division of 
Kamrup district. According to the Deputy Commissioner himself, 
four thousand houses have been burnt, fortytwo persons have been 
killed ..... We visited the Mukalmau camp where 510 inmates, all 
Bengali Muslims, are living. According to the account given to 
us by the villagers there, some four thousand Assamese people 
came shouting slogans, armed with spears and other lethal 
weapons. They set the houses of the Bengali-speaking people 
living in the area on fire, killed many people and wounded many 
others. 1'he 1nost pathetic scenes were seen in Rangafali camp, 
also in the Nalbari area. There are 1nore than 4000 inmates in this 
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camp. Most of them are Bengali Hindus. We saw hundreds of 
badly wounded people. The attacks were indeed barbarous". Of 
course, the movement is peaceful towards the administration. The 
Fact-Finding Committee comments: "Otherwise, the satyagraha 
itself has been rather peaceful. But it could hardly be otherwise. 
The entire Government machinery is party to the satyagraha ..... As 
oAe witness told us, 'The Government of Assam is running the 
movement and the AASU is running the Government". 

The extent of chauvinist fanaticism and hatred of the minorities 
can be seen from one or two instances. 

A woman social worker who had visited some refugee camps 
and heard from the refugees their tales of woe, narrations of mass 
killings and arson, gave publicity to these in a journal. She was 
thereafter physically prevented from leaving her house and had to 
discontinue her activities. 

After the violence in North Kamrup, Nirupama Borgohain, an 
Assamese woman journalist on the staff of the ultra-Rightist weekly 
"Neelachal", spent two days visiting refugee camps in Nalbari, 
Mukalmau, Naherbari and Rangafali. What she saw and was told 
by the inmates of these camps horrified her. The refugees were 
Bengalees, both Hindus and Musli1ns, who had been settled in 
Assa1n for generations. They had integrated with the Assamese 
people to the extent that many of them had changed their names 
as, for instance, the Bengali "B iswas" to the Assamese "Baishya". 
There was no evidence of even a single Bengali school in the area. 

Nirupama visited another camp in Jolkhana. Here there were 
I 05 inmates, all Assamese women. The camp was being managed 
entirely by AASU volunteers. She had been told on the way to the 
camp that the women had taken shelter in the camp because their 
houses had been burnt down. But she was surprised when the 
women told her that their men were in the villages guarding their 
hon1es. Unlike in the other camps of 1ninorities which she had 
visited, here none of the inmates had any physical injuries. By 
careful questioning she found out that they had been scared away 
from their homes by rumours that Bengalees were going to attack 
their homes. Nirupama came away convinced that things had been 
deftly stage-managed. 

On her way out of the camp, Nirupa1na saw a bus of the Gauhati 
Medical College parked on the roadside. She asked a few young 

,, 
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doctors whom she saw whether they had visited the camps where 
the inmates were badly in need of 1nedical help. The doctors told 
her that they had not come all the way from Gauhati to give medical 
aid to "foreigners''. Shocked Nirupama protested that doctors were 
not supposed to make such differentiations. 

When she reached the bus stop and boarded a bus, it was 
surrounded and she was abused as a traitor. Next day at a rally in 
Gauhati, the "black deeds" of Nirupama Borgohain were described 
in detail and a resolution was adopted condemning her actions as 
unworthy of an Assamese. Later, when she went to her office she 

' 
found a sealed cover on her table marked "confidential". It was 
the order of her summary dismissal because her conduct was 
unbecoming of the high standards of the journal and because of 
her rude behaviour towards the young doctors! 

The complicity of the State administration cannot be concealed. 
When the killings and violence in Kamrup district continued for 
four days before the army arrived, the State bureaucracy connived 
at it. The Deputy Commissioner of Kamrup was at Nalbari during 
all these days to "cover" his own Sub-divisional Officer. In Barpeta, 
during these four days of arson and killings, one Additional Deputy 
Commissioner, known for his open support to the niovement, was 
posted to cover the local Sub-divisional Officer who was non
Ass,11nese. 

Confirmation of the complicity of the State's bureaucracy in 
this organised violence against the nlinorities has con1e straight 
from the horse's mouth. In an interview to the Bombay weekly, 
Current (March 15), the leaders of theAASU hinted clearly enough 
that they had the solid backing of the Assam police and officialdom. 

On May 26, after theAASU andAAGSP had issued their threat 
to "detect and deport foreigners" on their own after May 15, when 
the minorities-Bengali Hindus and Muslims, plains tribals, 
Nepalccs, other linguistic minorities-organised a protest day to 
present petitions to district authorities demanding security to their 
lives and properties, the agitators attacked the den1onstrators. But 
the Assam State police opened fire on the minorities' procession, 
killing twelve persons and injuring many. In order to create the 
facade that they were "neutral", they fired in the air when the 
attacking Assamese crowd was pressi11g t'orward. 

• 
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The Prime Minister herself, in her concluding speech at her 
meeting with trade union leaders on July 1, confirtned this 
complicity of the State's bureaucracy. According to The 7in1es of 
ln<lia report of the meeting, the Prime Minister said, "The present 
unfortunate situation was that Government employees were not 
only cooperating but had assumed leadership of the movement. 
The State police was also completely with the movement. Even 
when some undertakings like banks did not want to close, the police 
intervened and forced them to shut down in the name of a hartal". 

The attack on the linguistic and religious minorities have been 
mounted on the plea that there is a danger of the State's Assamese 
population being swamped by non-Assamese people. This cannot 
bear a moment's scrutiny. Though the majority of the real work 
force in the State is non-Assan1ese, there is no such danger as can 

be seen from a few figures. 
According to Census figures, the Assamese formed 31.42 per 

cent of Assam's population in 1931, Bangalees 26.79 per cent and 
others 42.2 per cent. The last included Nepalees, the hills tribals 
who are now in Mizoram, Nagaland, etc., the plains tribals settled 
in the Brah1naputra Valley and tea garden and other workers from 
Orissa, U.P., Bihar, Rajasthan, West Bengal, etc. The 1951 Census 
figures showed a steep fall in the Bengali population. The 
percentages were: Assamese-56.69; Bengalees-16.50; others-
25.51. Although there was an influx of Bengali Hindu refugees 
after partition, the fall was due to the Bengali-speaking division 
of Sylhet going to Pakistan. The 1971 Census figures show that 
the Assamese form 60.89 per cent and Bengalees 19.71 per cent. 
The formation of separate States like Mizoram, Meghalaya, 
Atunachal brought the percentage of others from 25.51 in 1951 to 
19.90 per cent. An overwhelming majority of the Bengalees and 
others are poor peasants and agricultural workers and workers in 
various industries. How can they become a threat to the Assa1nese, 
their separate identity, culture and language? 

There is no danger, either, of the Muslin1s swamping the Hindu 
population. Again, Census figures show that in 1931, before 
Independence, the percentage of Muslims was 31, after 
Independence in 1961 it was 25.31 and in 1971, 24.56. 
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The General Secretary of the RSS, Rajendra Singh, after his 
visit to Assam, raised this bogey of Muslim domination when he 
declared that all Hindu immigrants from East Pakistan should be 
treated as Indian citizens and Muslims declared as "aliens". This 
has not been accepted by the leaders of the agitation who have 
other aims, those of driving out all the non-Assamese from the 
State. 

The vested interests in the State are giving all support to the 
agitation and its aim of throwing the non-Assamese out of the 
State. They are out to grab the land and property that have been 
developed by the non-Assamese minorities, and the professions 
and jobs they now hold. The foreigners issue is the facade, the 
violence and terror against the religious and linguistic minorities 
are the reality. 

The vested interests have also been able to use the agitation to 
mount an attack on the CPI(M) and mass organisations like the 
CITU, Kisan Sabha, SFI, Democratic Youth Federation, etc. The 
Party and these mass organisations have been gathering strength 
in the recent period. The CPI(M) had won a Lok Sabha by-election 
after the 1971 general election, it had also won eleven seats in the 
State Assembly in 1978. Later, )t had won a majority in the 
Municipal Corporation of Gauhati. The CITU had begun to grow 
even in what was the preserve of the INTUC, the tea gardens, in 
the railways and among middle class employees. The SFI had won 
a number of college and university union elections and the CPI(M) 
was gaining ground in the teachers' movement. The awakening 
ot the consciousness of the peasantry due to the activities of 
the Kisan Sabha had roused the wrath of the Assamese landlords. 
A systematic hate campaign had been carried on against the Party 
and these mass organisations. The Party was slandered as a vehicle 
of Bengali aggression and passions were whipped up. Attacks on 
the offices of the Party and mass organisations, on their leaders 
and cadres, even 1nurders had been organ is ed. In the later phase of 
the agitation, the attack has been extended to the CPI and other 
Left forces. 

Government's Failnrcs 

How is it that such an anti-nationi1l 111ovemcnt, a movement 
directed against the unity and integrity of the country, has been 
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able to rally mass support? The Assamese people have fought with 
the people in the rest of the country for its freedom, they have the 
traditions of the freedom movement. Yet they are participating in 
a movement which tramples underfoot all these traditions. There 
has been coercion and intimidation to gather support for the 
movement. But there is no denying that people in large numbers 

' have been drawn into it. And the reason for this has to a large . 
extent to be seen in the policies pursued by the Congress rulers for 
thirty years and the Janata Government in the next two and a half 
years. 

In the three decades of the Congress rule since Independence, 
the Congress rulers embarked upon developing India along 
the capitalist path, without abolishing the feudal and semi-feudal 
relations in land, and in collaboration with foreign imperialism, 
despite all the sham slogans of Socialism. Notwithstanding the 
tirades and abuses against the monopolists, the "planned 
development" of the country has actually resulted in the 
concentration of wealth and resources in the hands of a few 
monopoly houses which are increasingly collaborating with foreign 
multinationals. Despite all the so-called land reform measures, 
concentration of land has continued in the hands of a few in the 
rural areas and the number of landless has been increasing. 

The result of the "planned development" of the country under 
Congress rule is the growing pauperisation of the peasantry, 
uprooting of the small peasants from their land, growing 
unemployment among the working class, educated middle class 
youth, rising prices, speculation, blackmarketing and profiteering, 
colossal growth of black money and a parallel econo1ny which 
defies all Government controls, and the tremendous growth of 
corruption. 

While this has been the case in the country as a whole, the pursuit 
of the capitalist path has played a special role in Assam and the 
North-Eastern region. They remained more underdeveloped, more 
backward than other parts of the country. In Assam, neither 
agricultural development nor industrialisation kept pace with the 
growing needs of the population. Today 77 per cent of the State's 
rural population is either completely landless or owns only sn1all 
plots, totally uneconomic holdings. 
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Since centralised planning has been done in the interests of the 
1nonopolists, there has been no atte1npt worth the name to establish 
major industries. The tremendous potential for hydro-power 
generation has remained untapped. This non-development has gone 
to the ridiculous extent of the burning up every year of large 
quantities of natural gas which could be exploited for producing 
useful products like fertilisers, and also for saving energy resources. 
Lack of communications, of course, has been one of the biggest 
handicaps. Given the political will, this could have been developed 
on a priority basis to the benefit of not only Assam and the North
Eastern States but of the entire country. 

Partition of the country has had another detrimental effect on 
the people of these States. Before partition essential articles used 
to be carried through what is now Bangladesh, through railways 
and river transport. Partition has meant a long circuitous route 
and freight charges are more than two times what they were before 
partition. The people of these States have had to bear the additional 
cost of this transportation. Naturally, the prices of essential articles 
like salt, cloth, sugar, edible oils, etc., have always remained higher 
in these States than in other parts. In the conditions of neglected 
development, one can imagine how much more misery all this 
inflicts on the common people. 

Weakening of Sense of Unity 

The Congress rulers have been responsible for another serious 
development. During its three decades of rule, the Congress did 
nothing to strengthen the sense of national solidarity and unity. 
On the contrary, they did everything to fritter away this precious 
heritage of the days of the freedorn struggle. The British had to 
retreat before the mighty force of national unity which took nearly 
a hundred years to co1ne into heing. 

The Congress Party's policy of working for a don1inant Centre 
with State Governments reduced to the status of sub-feudatories. 
has created a sense of alienation. The Janata Governn1ent led by 
Mora1ji Desai also had no other policy. The Congress Party, on 
eacl1 critical occasit1n, took steps that went contrary to the sense 
of national unity and i1nposed on the people of the States a sense 
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of inferior status. The Congress had opposed the formation of 
linguistic States~a legitimate democratic demand. It made all 
efforts to suppress the agitation for linguistic States in cold blood, 
killing scores of people. For long it has dreamed of imposing Hindi 
as the official language, which helped the separatist agitation in 
Tamil Nadu at one time, helping the DMK to come forward and 
make a regional appeal. 

By growingly appropriating all power to the Centre, it not only 
reduced democracy in the States to a farce, it enabled the vested 
interests dominating the State Governments to escape responsibility 
for solving the problems of the people and gave them an alibi. 
They pleaded their helplessness pointing out that all power lay 
\vith the Centre. This enabled them to rouse regional and chauvinist 
feelings against the Centre whenever it suited them, which finally 
went against the sense of national unity. 

The concentration of power in the hands of the Centre reached 
its peak during the Emergency leading to further accentuation of 
regional and chauvinistic feelings. Shortsighted political parties 
and individuals appealed to local and caste feelings to fight this 
advance of dictatorial forces, instead of making a straight appeal 
for the unity of de1nocratic forces in all States. Till this day the 
Congress(!) and other bourgeois landlord parties fail to understand 
the political importance of a new redistribution of power between 
the Centre and the States and the role it can play in promoting a 
sense of equality among constituent States, and with it strengthening 

national unity. 
In this background the consequences of the capitalist path, the 

economic stagnation and crisis, the rising une111ploy1nent and 

growth of mass destitution in the 1ural areas and the general increase 
i11 impoverishment, l1ave dettlt se1·ious blows against national unity, 
undermining it and initiating a p1·occss of' disintegration. 

Though all States and regions are confronted with the sarne 
problem of poverty and unernployment, despite some rr1arginal 
differences and unevenness, each region and State feels that it is 
not having a fair deal, that it has been specially chosen for 
discri1nination. And there a1·e enot1gl1 elements in each State to 
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rouse regional feelings by pointing out so1ne statistical differences 
between their States and some other State or region. Instead of 
understanding all this as the common problem of the Indian people 
in the struggle against poverty, as the dire consequence of the anti
people capitalist path ire is roused against other regions. This is 
an approach which is extremely helpful to the vested interests both 
in the States and at the Centre, because it prevents the people from 
uniting and challenging the capitalist path itself. 

Along this road, the Congress leaders made several compro
mises. Indira Gandhi herself had at one stage encouraged the slogan 
of sons of the soil raised at first by the Shiv Sena of Bombay. 
There it was raised against the workers and employees from Kerala, 
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, etc. Only a few days ago, two Shiv Sena 
members were elected to the Maharashtra Legislative Council with 
Congress(!) support. 

With the transfer of administration of employment exchanges 
to the States, the State Governments imposed restrictions, by orders 
against "outsiders" in order to give preference to sons of the soil. 
The State Governments of Assam, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Rajasthan and Himachal 
Pradesh imposed various restrictions on recruitment through 
employment exchanges to keep out "outsiders". A number of these 
restrictions are considered to be in violation of the Constitution. 
After seeing the great damage such pernicious slogans have done 
to Assam, Indira Gandhi recently repudiated this "sons of the soil" 
cry. But leaders of her party, like Karnataka Chief Minister Gundu 
Rao, are again raising this slogan in a threatening manner. When 
ruling party leaders indulge in such anti-national slogans, other 
chauvinists go even further, and one of them has threatened to 
turn Karnataka into another Assam. 

The essence of the situation is that the n1ling bourgeois-landlord 
classes and their political parties are unable to protect the unity of 
the country. 

The present challenge in Assam to the integrity of the country 
has to be seen in this context. Because of poverty, lack of jobs and 
all the other evil consequences of the capitalist path and the 
attempts to concentrate all power at the Centre, Assam is full of 
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frustration and discontent. It is this frustration and discontent which 
the leaders of the agitation are exploiting, telling the Assamese 
that they are unemployed because outsiders are grabbing all jobs, 
etc., to carry on their secessionist movement and torpedo the unity 
and integrity of the country. 

Instead of rousing the people to take up the challenge of the 
capitalist path, to fight the common battle against unemployment, 
impoverishment, bourgeois-landlord rule, the leaders of the 
movement are directing it against other Indians. Foreigner, in the 
terminology of the agitation leaders, includes each and everybody 
who is non-Assamese-Indian citizens, Bcngalees, Hindus, 
Muslims, Biharis and people fro1n U.P. and Rajasthan and people 
who for generations have settled in Assam. The fact is that the 
agitation has now become an openly secessionist movement 
demanding Assam's break with India. 

For a Solution 
The Communist Party of India (Marxist) had in the middle of 

June, put forward a seven-point proposal for a solution of the 
problem in Assam. The points arc: (\)the secessionist agitation 
should be withdrawn and following it, all repressive administrative 
measures should be withdrawn; (2) steps should be taken to instil 
confidence in the minorities by revamping the local administration; 
(3) the Centre should announce firm measures to stop all further 
immigration across the border; (4) discussions should be started 
with 1971 as the cut-off year; (5) an impartial machinery having 
the confidence of the minorities should be set up to detect 
foreigners; (6) a joint campaign by all democratic parties to explain 
to the people of Assam the vital issues at stake and win them over 
to protect national unity; and (7) an agreed programme for 
the economic development of Assam to overcome problems of 
unemployment, landlessness and poverty. · 

The CPI(M) had originally stood for 1977 as the cut-off year 
because at the time of the Lok Sabha election in that year, no 
question had been raised about foreigners in the electoral rolls. 
But for the sake of the consensus the Party has accepted 1971. 

The leaders of the agitation, even while saying that they are for 
a solution on the basis of the Constitution and Indian citizenship 
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laws, insist on 1951 as the cut-off year which is a violation of 
both. Under the Citizenship Act any child born in India is an Indian 
c1t1zen unless the parents who happen to be foreign nationals do 
not desire 11. During the three decades since 1950, 1nany children 
have been born 111 India. Are they to be considered as Indian citizens 
or not? Again, anyone residing in India for a period of ten years is 
entitled to Indian c1t1zenship. There is at least one ruling by the 
As_sam ~l1gh Court that the National Register of Citizens has no 
ev1dent1ary value. Is it not then preposterous to demand 1951 as 
the cut:off year and the National Register of Citizens as the basis 
for dec1d1ng who are foreigners, as the agitation leaders arc doing? 

Give All Help to Minorities 
It has become clear by now that the leaders of the agitation

the All-Assam Students' Union and the All-Assam Gana Sangram 
Pa_nshad-are not interested in finding any solution to the genuine 
grievances of lhe

0 

Assamese people. Their latest rejection of 
the Prime M1n1ster s offer for talks without any pre-conditions only 
conf1r_ms this. They arc demanding the withdrawal of all 
adm1n1slrative measures taken so far without any proinise from 
their side that the agitation would be withdrawn simultaneously. 
They are still_ harping on the so-called 1951 National Register of 
C1t1zens for f1nd1ng a solution to the "foreigners" issue. What they 
are demanding_ 1s that they should be left free to carry on their 
movement against the linguistic and religious 1ninorities without 
any hindrance, till they achieve their goal of throwing out a.II the 
non-Assamese people from the State. They made this very clear 
when, on July 14, the AASU reiterated that it would continue the 
curre_nt agilation against "foreign nationals" till an acceptable 
solution was reached. What is of even 1nore serious concern is 
that theAASU President, Prafulla Ku1nar Mahanta, has stated, "if 
the Government failed to solve the vexed problem, the people of 
Assam should have to make preparations to solve the problem in 
the1rown way". This is a more dangerous reiteration of the earlier 
threat to detect and deport foreigners on their own if the 
Government did not initiate action towards that by May 15. 

1"his threat lo Indian integrity, the threat of mass expulsions from 
Assam, cannot be met sin1ply by administrative measures alone. 
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The safety, security and the lives of minority citizens cannot be 
protected only by the usual Jaw and order measures. All the more 
so because the local administration is a parlisan of the separatist 
moven1ent as was clearly seen once 1nore on the minorities' protest 
day on May 26. The minorities cannot ex peel any protection from 
this partisan State administration. If the present situation is to be 
remedied, they have to stand up and assert their rights on their 
own. They have ;_1s much right to 1·e1n;_1i11 in Ass;.1111 as the Assamese 
thcn1selves and they have to assert this right. It is a n1atter of 
satisfaction that the organisations of minorities are realising !he 
danger and bestirring themselves. The people of Assam who are 
now victi1ns of the wrong policies of their leaders, have to be won 
over by the joint appeal of the minorities so that all fratricidal 

conflicts end. 
It is ;_1lso cncour;_tging that the sober-minded among the Ass;_tmese 

people a1·e coming 011t in opposition to the ;_1gitatio11, condcm11i11g 
it as anti-national and against the people of Assam also. Such 
personalities like Prof. Hiren Gohain of the Gauhati University 
have been carrying on a consistent can1paign against !he chauvinists 
through articles, sen1inars, publications and so on. For this, they 
have had to suffer insults, humiliations, harass1nent and even 
physical assaults. Prof. Gohain who has been courageously running 
a weekly and writing articles in journals outside Assam and 
p;.1rticipaling in seminars ;_1g,1inst the agitation, was se\'e1·ely 
assaulted on the streets of Gauhati in broad daylight. He had to be 
hospitalised. This has not daunted other such personalities. 
Recently eightyone professors, advocates of the Gauhati f!igh 
Court, artists. trade union leaders and others issued an appeal 
calling for defence of democratic values. They condemned the 
attack on Prof. Gohain and called on the people lo end the 
atmosphere in which all democratic expression is stilled. 

The task before the minorities in Assam is difficult as they have 
niostly to stand on their own legs and brave all difficulties. Under 
President's rule it is the duty of the Central Governn1ent to grant 
then1 all the protection they need. It is equally the task of the 
political parties in Assam to stand by the minorities and give then1 
co111·agc at1d strength to catTy on the st1·uggle t'or the count1·)l

1

S u11ity 

and integrity. 
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Above all, it is the responsibility of the people all over the 
country, in all the States, to raise their voice by all possible means 
to protect national unity and against the anti-national secessionist 
policies of the leaders of the Assam movement. It will be an act of 
treachery if the people in all the States fail to speak in defence of 
the minorities in Assam, in defence of their citizenship rights and 
leave the matter to be dealt with by the Government of India alone. 
This is all the more necessary because the Bharatiya Janata Party 
of the RSS and Jana Sangh, which swears by "Akhand Bharat", is 
lending its support to the secessionist movement to fish in troubled 
waters. The leaders of this party should be made aware that the 
entire people of India consider their stand to be divisive and 
disruptive of national unity and reject their stand. 

Let people everywhere raise their voice against the disruptive 
forces in Assam and in defence of national unity. Their united 
protest will help the people of Assam realise the gravity of the 
situation and turn away from the path of disruption along which 
their leaders are taking them. 

' ;f 
,; ,. 

Appendix (xvi) 

National Convention Of Six 
Opposition Parties On Price-Rise, 
Communal Harmony And 
Civil Liberties* 

The Two-day National Convention on Price-Rise, Communal 
I-!arinony and Civil Liberties organised by the Coord1nat1on 
Committee of Six Opposition parties, the Lok Dai, Congress(U), 
CPI Forward Bloc, RSP and CPI(M), has elicited various reactions 
fro~ different sections, from the media, from political leaders and 
so on. Some are seeing it a "front" or "alliance" which eventually 
want to pose itself as "an alternative" to the present Government. 
Some others are wondering what a combination of such "unlike-
minded" parties can ever achieve. . . 

The CPI(M) and other parties in the 6-Party Coord1nat1on 
Committee hold the view, that we are satisfied with the outco~e 

f the convention. We did not set out to fonn a national altemat1ve 
~front" or "alliance" and we were aware of the ideological-political
tactical ditferences that do exist between the six parties. But th?se 
did not come in the way of our agreeing to build up a countrywide 
movement on three immediate and important issues, i.e., price
rise communal harmony and defence of civil liberties. 

We arc satisfied also because the convention was the most 
representative of such assemblies, attended as it was by 
representatives of the six parties from most p.arts of the country, 
,15 also of mass organisations representing different sect1011s of 

the people. . . . · 
For quite a long time, the CPI(M) has been str1v1ng for the 

forging of a broad popular movement in de.fence of the 1nter~st~ 
of the people by the con1ing together of various Left, democratic 

*Press c01111n11nique dated October 2. 198() coveri11g tl1c decisions .of this Nation~! 
IC · .. Off · f the Con1mun1st Party of India c:onvention released frorr1 the Centra omm1tlc<e ice o · · 

(Marxist), New Delhi. 
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and oppositio11 pttrties tt11d 11on-party de111ocratic cle1nents i11 the 
cot1ntry. It wt1s such a con1i11g together ot· vario11s parties and 
organisations that 1nade it possible to unitedly stand behind the 
striking railway workers in the year 1974, and the widest 
1nobilisation against the wage-freeze. Another occasion when such 
a convention took place was in 1976 on the question of 
Constitutional amendments and in defence of civi I liberties. Later, 
there was the widest mobilisation of parties and mass organisations 
in opposition to the anti-working class Industrial Relations Bill. 

On such previous occasions, the coming together had taken place 
011 one specific issue, and the pt11·ties wl1ich came together on one 
occasion were not necesst11·ily tl1e san1e on the other occttsion. 
Today's situation is that, with the return to power oftheCongress(I), 
and the disappointing performance of the Congress(!) Govemn1ents 
at the Centre and States facing the country and the people are 
unresolved and getting intensified. The experience of the past has 
made us in various parties think along the lines of joining hands to 
unitedly struggle for the vital interests of the people. The result 
has been the coming together of the six Opposition parties, the 
setting up of their Coordination Con1n1ittee, the holding· of the 
convention and the adoption of a "Call to Action" by it. 

It has been repeatedly stated right from the beginning that the 
coming together of the six parties is neither a 11 political f1·011t' 1 nor 
an "alliance" to fight elections with a view to for1ning a 
Govern1nent. It can easily be seen that it is very n1uch different 
from the fronts that are running Govern1nents in so1ne States. 

< 

However, the significance of the six parties coining together for 
leading the struggling people is not to be lost sight of. One aspect 
of this significance is that in a period of dissensions and conflicts 
inside parties and between parties, the six parties have agreed to 
join hanc.is to launcl1 a cot1nt1·ywide united illllvement on th1·ee 
bur11ing issues. 

Though 1novcmcnt is to be launched is confined to the issues of 
price-rise, comn1unal harmony and defence of civil liberties, the 
document t1dopted by the co11ventit1n sho\vS a wider cclnse11st1s on 
the analysis of the proble1ns facing the country and the people and 
solutions to these problems. As tl1e 1nove111e11t at p1·ese11t envisaged 
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develops, it is possible that the area of agreement \viii further 
expand, e11compt1ssing more issues, anc.t the prcser1t con1bi11ation 
will itself expand embracing 111ore parties, organisations and 
elements. Jn various States, depending on the conditions there, 
different combinations have come up which are launching united 
actions on many more pressing issues than the three taken up for 

the countrywide campaign. 
It is a bounden duty for all the Left, democratic and opposition 

parties to provide leadership to the discontented and disenchanted 
people. Any failure in this regard throws the masses into the hands 
of parochial, communal and other disruptive forces. 

Here lies another aspect of the significance of the party 
combination and the National Convention and its "Call to Action". 
Each of the parties \vhich have now come together, has by itself 
not found it possible to launch effective countrywide movements, 
but a combination of the six parties is strong enough to launch 
such movement and draw the vast suffering masses of the people 
into it. It is also to be hoped that the "Call to Action" given jointly 
can be made the beginning for breaking the sense of frustration of 
the people till recently. 

This is a development of great significance in the present 
politico-economic situation in the country. That is why the six 
parties have emerged from the convention with the deter111ination 
to throw all their strength into the movement that has been planned, 
to organise local conventions, rallies and other progran1n1es which 
will bring together and masses following all the six parties, and 
along with them many others in joint agitation and united action. 
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Planning Commission Silent 
On All Crucial Issues* 

Speech Delivered by Jyoti Basu, Chief Minister of West 
Bengal.' at the. Meeting of the National Development 
Council Held 1n New Delhi on February 13-14, 1981 

I am pa1ticipating at this meeting of the National Development 
Council, let me confess. with considerable misgivings. We are 
assembled here to discuss the Draft Sixth Five Year Pia 
1980-85 prepared by the Planning Commission. This is suppos~ 
to be a foll.ow-up of the discussions we had last year on the 
docu1nent Sixth Five Year Plan, 1980,85-A Framework. At the 
~nd of the .meeting of the NDC held on August 30 and 31, 1980, 
It was .decided, my colleagues. will remember, that the Planning 
Com'.11iss1on could proceed with the preparation of the draft of 
the Sixth Five Year Plan, but. while doing so, it should take into 
account the views of the State Governments. The Preface to the 
D~aft_ by the Deputy Chaii:man of the Planning Commission says 
th<1t extensive discussions were held with the States on the State 
Plans for 1980-85. Formally this is true, but the mandate of the 
National Development Council was to discuss with the State 
G~vernments not just the size of the State Plans but also the 
ob,1ectives, programmes and instrumentalities of the overall 
national Plan itself. There is no evidence that such d' · · k · lSCUSSIOllS 

too .place'. The Government of West Bengal on its own sought a 
ineet1ng with the Commission to discuss these basic questions. 
However, when we attempted to raise with it certain matters 
which we consider to be crucial to integrated economic planning 
in the country, we were informed by the Commission that while 
It was aware of the significance of these issues, it had no mandate 
to discuss them. Such issues as the inter-regional patten1 of 
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outlays undertaken by the Union Government since the beginning 
of the so-called planned economic endeavour in 1951, the 
inter-regional pattern of investments undertaken by banks and 
public financial institutions, the consequences of the Union 
Government's policy of freight-equalisation with respect to 
certain basic commodities while such policy is not applied in the 
case of some other basic commodities, the implications for policy 
of the concentrated incidence of poverty in such States as Bihar, 
Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal, or the limitations 
imposed on resource-raising by individual States because to 
certain Central decisions, must be, in our view, gone into in very 
great detail by the Commission if any meaningful framework for 
this nation's future economic growth it is to emerge. But the 
Commission, as the Drafi presented to us would indicate, has 
thought otherwise. The entire discussions with the States were in 
effect concerned only with the quantum of Central assistance to 
be made available to the State Governments for financing the 
State Plans. Given the federal nature of our polity, I consider it 
altogether illegitimate for the commission to have prepared a 
document which does not take into account the points of view of 
the States and which purposely stays away from referring to 
factors regarded by many as the principal determinants of the 
pace and pattern of this nation's future development. 

2. Adequate consultation with the State Governments is of 
great importance since the Commission is not a body equidistant 
from the Centre and the States. The Commission is an integral 
part of the Union Government-its views, to all intents and 
purposes, are the views of the Centre. The essential prerequisites 
of economic planning in a federal polity are thus lacking from the 
very beginning. The document prepared by the Cotnmission can 
at most serve the public relations purpose of the Union 
Government; but it would neither serve the cause of balanced 
economic development nor bring the States and the Union 
Governments together. 

3. As I said at the last meeting of the National Development 
Council, given the feudal-cum-capitalistic structure of the polity, 
we are altogether aware of the limitations of planning in the 
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country at this juncture. But certain measures. which could 
provide selective relief to the masses, are still enforceable. The 
Draft of the Plan, as prepared by the Co1nmission, throws out 
little hope that this is at all the intention. Not that the usual quota 
of cliches is missing from the document; some new slogans too 
have now been added. The basic objectives of planning, we have 
been informed by the Commission, are growth, modernisation, 
self-reliance and social justice. While different terminologies 
have from time to time been used. these have been the objectives 
of planning from the First f'ive Year Plan onward; it is the failure 
to attain even the minimal n1ilestones with respect to these 
objectives which is the most crucial issue in Indian economic life. 
The document does not lack the penchant to stray into 
abstractions in the name of analysis. But since the principal 
reasons responsible for the growing economic crisis are unpalat
able to the Union Government and the feudal-capitalist classes, 
these are not mentioned. It is a tautology to say-as the· 
Commission says-that our inability to attain a satisfactory rate 
of economic growth is on account of the prevalence of high 
capllal-output ratios. The Commission, however, does not 
provide a clue why this has been so. Accordi1'g to its own 
admission, agricultural growth has been uneven in the different 
regions; there have been wide year-to-year tluctuations in farm 
output, stagnation has marked several important crops such as 
pulses and oil seeds; new techonology and public assistance have 
not reached all parts of the country; small and marginal farmers 
have been left out of the productive stream. But these are merely 
enumeration of our failure; they do not tell us the causes of the 
failure. The Comn1ission has not analysed these causes because 
politically it would not be convenient to do so. This huge 
document thus deals only with secondary sympton1s. 

4. My colleagues in the Council will, therefore, kindly bear 
with me if. during the rest of the time at my disposal, by and 
large, I leave the document aside. I will have occasion to refer to 
one of two aspects of it; that would be just to illustrate sorr1e of 
the issues T have in mind. Whc1t is, howe\'er, more impo1·ta11t is to 
invite the attention of n1y colleagues to the 1najor problem facing 
the country, which, unless speedily tackled, might, in n1y view, 
even jeoi)ardise, the very integrity· of our nation. 

, ! 
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5. The rate of economic growth over the thirty-odd years since 
1951 has been barely 1.3 per cent or thereabouts per annum. It is 
little use concealing the fact that this is a less than modest 
achieve1nent, or that, even amongst Third World countries, we 
remain one of the poorest. What is worse, even this most 1nodest 
growth has been extremely unequally divided between classes 
and regions. I cannot afford not to mention this phenomenon of 
growing inco111e inequl1litics betwee11 classes, because it is this 
factor which also largely explains the poor rate of growth attained 
by the economy as a whole. Because of policies systematically 
pursued over the past thirty years, the poor, who constitute the 
nation's overwhelming majority, have been kept away from their 
share of assets and oppo1tunities. The consequence has been the 
failure to develop an internal market even in a country which can 
today boast of a population of 680 million. The poor lack 
purchasing power; as long as they lack purchasing power, the 
constraint of demand will hamper the growth of our economy. 
But the poor cannot have purchasing power without widespread 
institutional transformations, such as land reforn1s, the 
re-ordering of the distribution of inputs and credit, the curbing of 
the depredations of n1ultinational corporations, big monopoly 
houses and big traders who exploit both the small producers and 
the consumers, or the development of an effective systen1 of 
public distribution which ensures that the basic articles of 
consun1ption and investn1ent are made available at uniforn1 prices 
all over the country. You can scan the Planning Commission 
document over tind O\'er again; these 11ivotal issues are either 
carefully skirted around, or discussed in generalities. Such being 
the case, I am afraid, I cannot accept with any degree of 
earnestness the projections of growth included in it. 

6. Land reforms are a case in point. In the entire document 
tl1ere is jt1st a si11gle stra)' reference to tl1e issue and altnost ;:1 l(Jtal 
lack of awareness of the close relationship between growth of 
farm output and the rearrangement of land relations. One can 
draw up a hundred different programnies for the improveinent of 
agriculture or irrigation or for the supply of fe1tilisers or 
high-yielding varieties of seeds or credit from the banks. None of 
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these will have an impact till as long as the task of ensuring 
security of tenure for share-croppers and of redistribution of land 
in favour of the landless is not first tackled effectively. For 
instance, the banking sector is now, for all practical purposes, a 
part of the public domain; this fact has not made the slightest 
difference to the availability of credit for the poor, including the 
rural poor. Despite the admonition that commercial banks must 
channel at least I per cent of their aggregate advances to the poor 
under the Scheme of Differential Interest Rate, and despite the 
fact that such advances to the poor arc supposed to be fully 
covered by the Credit Guarantee Corporation, in West Bengal 
advances under the ORI scheme are barely 0.16 per cent of the 
total. The entrenched class bias affects the quality of 
administrative measures which could promote land reforms. The 
same genre of class bias affects the realignment of credit and of 
other inputs; the several biases reinforce one another. Abstract 
perorations of the kind the Planning Commission has indulged in 
will be of no avail in our present circumstances; they will not 
make the slightest difference to the rate of growth in the 
economy, nor to the distribution of income and assets. 

7. Or take the question of prices. A stable climate of prices is 
an essential pre-requisite for stable economic growth. Even 
private investment decisions are, up to a point, determined by 
price stability. This stability has. been missing for the past two 
years, and almost exclusively because of policies adopted by the 
Union Government. The huge deficits in the Union Government's 
budget during both 1979-80 and the current year have meant an 
additional injection of inflationary potential to the extent of nearly 
Rs. 5,000 crores. Moreover, the Union Government, through a 
series of administrative decisions, has steeply raised the prices of 
a number of strategic con1modities. It is little use arguing that 
such price increases were inevitable for paying the higher costs of 
inputs, as is being argt1ed in the context of the announced 
increases in the prices of petroleum products. Additional foreign 
exchange does not accrue if don1estic prices of petroleum 
products are raised. If anything, such price increases, by making 
the domestic cost structure more expensive, make exports 1nore 
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difficult and therefore, affect adversely the prospects of earning 
more foreig11 exchange. Because of its ln1mediate revenue needs, 
the Centre~ has raised these prices; the consequence is a general 
increase in the level of prices, making it much more difficult for 
everybody, including the working class as well as the State 
Governments, to balance their income and expenditure accounts. 
The short-tenn fiscal advantage for the Centre will evaporate in 
no time and the entire nation will have to shoulder the burden of 
rampaging inflation; the Union Government itself cannot be 
im1nune from this development. 

8. Notwithstanding the nominal raising of the outlay between 
the docurnent circulated last August and the present one, inflation 
has already eroded the size of the Plan in real terms. And the 
rncthod adopted for financing the Plan is, it would seem, 
primarily designed to load the entire burden of devclopn1e.nt on 
the poorer sections of the comrnunity. At one end there 1s the 
reliance on deficit financing, which will certainly be many trn1es 
more than the magnitude of Rs. 5,000 crores mentioned in the 
Drafi. The major patt of the additional taxes proposed is also 
Jike.ly to be borne by the poor. While the Draft proposes an 
additional tax effort of ]{s. 12,000 crores in the Central sector, the 
llnion Government is busy scaling down the rates of direct 
taxation and is providing larger and larger tax reliefs to the rich. 
T11e sc;_tntialous i11st:.lnce of the isst1e t)f an Ordinr1ncc to 
legitimise black money and to accord benefits to shady profiteers 
and dishonest persons which are not available to the honest 
tax-paying public provides a clue of what the llnion Govern111ent 

has in 1nind. 
9. T11e Commissio11 hLts tl\1oided n1entioning the obviot1s fc1ct 

that if tl1e objective is to conscr\1e t·oreign excha11ge ;_~nc_f _cut 
i1ack tile c<..)nst11nptio11 of petroleum prodticts, the answer lies 1r1 a 
system of rationing under public auspices. This method would 
eJlctl)le tts to avoid tl1e consequences of spiralli11g prices <:1nd 
\vould also ensure that the products reach the different sections of 
the corr1n1unit\' in :1n cq11itable mc1nne1·. Stich an L1rrar1gernent, 
whereby tJ1e LI~sc of sca1·ce pruclt1cts is regulated, is also :.1 ~1e<.1ns_ 
0t- reacl;in1r the go:.il of self-relia11ce. Dc . ..,pite the enumcrat1011 ot " ~ 
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this latter goal as a pa11icular objective of policy, nowhere in the 
Draft is there even a cursory 1nention of any particular 
inst1uments through which the objective is to be pursued. On the 
contrary, going by the proposed proportion of the Plan outlay to 
be financed by exte111al acco1nmodation-ncarly Rs. 10,000 
crores- it would appear that we are really moving away fron1 
the objective of self-reliance. 

10. 1'his is where the class character of the Draji is most 
glaringly revealed. Self-reliance does not suit the interests of 
monopolists who have their link with 1nultinational corporations. 
Self-reliance implies a re-ordering of the stn1cture of do1nestic 
consumption; it implies a drastic curtaihnent of investment in the 
sector of luxury and semi-luxury goods; it implies a total reversal 
of the policy of blanket export pro1notion. Self-reliance also 
in1plies a deliberate shift in the preferred technology and an 
intensification of land refor1ns; it implies involving the con11non 
people in public procurement operations. If only the Con1n1ission 
were interested, it could have studied the experi1ncnts in all these 
spheres we are doing in West Bengal despite all the limitations a 
State Government suffers from. 

11. The anxiety of the Con1mission and the Union to elevate 
export promotion as almost an absolute objective of State policy 
is con1prehensible only in terms of an in1plicit decision arrived at 
to scuttle the national goals such as with respect to self-reliance, 
e1nploy1nent and income distribution. A self-denying 
arrange1ncnt, which makes the population subject to a inodicun1 
of discipline in the use of scarce goods, would have enabled us to 
redt1ce tl1e de1)et1dence 011 international rcsou1·ccs: tL) th:1t 

extent, it would also have enabled us to reduce the need for 
indiscri1ninate export promotion. The Planning Commission is 
not altogether unaware of the intricate inter-relationships between 
a package of policies which proclai1ns si1nultaneously the virtues 
of export promotio11 :.ts \Ve}l :.ls ot· othe1· 11atio11al objectives, l)Ut it 
has no doubt in its mind where the choice lies for the next few 
years: ' ... there could be a conflict as between different 
objectives of the !'Ian and .... in n1aking a choice of the 
<tpprop1·iate f'o1·eig11 t1·ade policy it wot1ld he nccc.o;; . .;,;ary tl1 keep in 
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n1ind the other objectives of the Plan as well. When it co1nes to 
exports, however, it see1ns clear that over the next five years or 
so the balance of payments prospects facing the country are 
such that it can ill afford not to give high priority to the 
pro1notion of exports and other foreign exchange ea111ing 
(lctivities'. 

12. Given this clear-cut enunciation of policy, the only 
conclusion that is drawable is that the Union Government-and 
the Commission-are deliberately planning for a regime which 
will be inarked by increasing dependence on foreign sources of 
funds, increasing inequalities in the distribution of income and 
assets, and increasing unen1ployment, and all this in order that 
exports 1night take place and foreign exchange earned for the 
sake of sustaining and furthering a n1ost inequitous social and 
class structure. It would not be unfair to sum up that the essence 
of the fra1nework of policy suggested in the Draft is that 
resources be squeezed from the poor through deficit financing 
:.tnd indirect t:.txes a11d these resources be i11vested to pro\1ide 
ccrtrtin bttsic commodities :.1t subsidised prices to capit:.1lists. big 
traders and landlords, as also to subsidise the export activities 
undertaken by these classes. 

13. In fact, in the matter of reducing income inequalities and 
the incidence of poverty and unemployment, all that the 
document says is that emphasis is to be placed on the Integrated 
Rural Development, National Rural En1ployment as well as the 
Minimu111 Needs Progra1nn1es. 1'here is, however little analysis of 
the factors which have impeded the implementation of these 
progran1mcs till now. The Integrated Rural Develop1nent 
Prograrn1nc is supposedly intended to create income and assets 
for the poorer sections of the agrarian co1nn1unity. But since the 
Programme has been linked to the availability of finance fro1n the 
ba11ki11g sector a11d the ha11ks hav·e continued to insist upon tl1e 
preconditions of availability of collateral, security, etc., in 
practice the II<.D Progra1n1ne is in danger of being con1pletely 
taken over by the affluent sections. In those States where the 
local ;1Jmi11ist1·;1ticlr1 ht1s tried to 01·ient tl1e l:J1-og1·ar11r11e i11 fa\1c)111· 

of the rural poor, the banks have refused to cooperate. It would be 
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truly astounding if the Planning Comn1ission and the Union 
Gove111ment were to be ignorant of this fact. The National Rural 
Employment Programme, which is really the Food-for-Work 
Programme under another name, is in danger of collapse because 
of the severe cut-back in the supply of foodgrains and the 
insistence on the part of the latter that State Goven11nents must 
henceforth bear 50 per cent of the costs of the foodgrains 
supplied under it. It is not without significance that in a Plan 
which in the overall would cost close to Rs. I 00,000 crorcs, the 
lack of resources is sought to be used as alibi for effecting 
reductions in precisely those progratnmes which are intended to 
promote the welfare of the poor. 

14. On the issue of remunerative prices for farm products, the 
Comn1i.ssion displays a similar class bias. Vagaries of price 
fluctuations in the recent period have affected n1ost adversely the 
huge n1ajority of the agrarian co1nmunity. There has to be an 
explicit declaration that prices of farm commodities would be 
kept at levels which would ensure growth and equity. The 
specific policy measures by which this objective could be 
attained arc not referred to at all in the Dra(I. Nor are there any 
indications about how the benefits of remunerative prices arc 
proposed to be reached particularly to the middle and small 
fttrmers, the shc:tre-croppers and the l!tndless :.1gricultt11·:.1l workers 
in tern1s of' i11creased earnings t'or e:.tch of them. 

15. Several paragraphs in the Draft mention the need to have 
an enlarged public distribution system. But apart from listing a 
nutnber of commodities which, according to it. should be 
supplied through public distribution, the Commission offers no 
views about how the enlarged scheme is to be put into effect. The 
suggestio11 to start commoc..lity corporations ir1 tl1c States-01· to 
extend the ambit of the corporations that already exit----does not 
attack the central prohlcm: there can be no effective systetn of 
public distribution without an effective systen1 of public 
procurcntcnt in the first place. Public distribution would also be 
bereft of context if prices cannot be kept both reasonably lovv and 
st::1ble as well 1.1s tiniform ;:ill ovc1· t11e cot1nt1·y, i11 C1.tse necess<.11·y 

through a systetn of subsidies; occasionally, imports will also be 
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called for. The failure to mention these details leads to the 
suspicion that the Commission and the Centre would like to foist 
the responsibility for public distribution entirely on the State 
Governments. More than one year has elapsed since the new 
Government was installed at the Centre and promises were held 
out about improved arrangetnents in regard to the supply of 
essential cotnmodities so that prices could be disciplined. The 
promises have remained promises, and, going by the evidence of 
the Drafi, are likely to remain so. 

16. For raising resources for the Plan, the Commission 
suggests a reduction in budgetary subsidies. But it would seem 
that the only effective subsidy the Planning Commission and the 
Centre can think of reducing is the subsidy in the distribution of 
foodgrains, that is, a subsidy of which the benefits accrue to the 
poor, while it is our point of view that this particular progran1me 
of subsidy-which ought to be the lynchpin of public distribu
tion-should be further strengthened. 

17. Our point of view in such matters needs to b~ expressed 
unequivocally. We have little faith that the stated objectives of 
planning as enumerated in the Draft would be advanced at all 
through the policies indicated-or hinted at----despite what the 
Commission is claiming. The issue is not one of availability of 
investiblc resources, but of the lack of will-and, let me also add, 
the inability, for political reasons, to confront effectively those 
who hold sway over our economy. The self-contradictory nature 
of the policies proposed to be pursued, the obsession with export 
promotion, the reluctance to have institutional reforms essential 
for stimulating production, and the absence of an adequate base 
of demand because of the existing sttucture of assets distribution 
which the Con11nission dares not suggest dismantling and the 
Union Government will not dismantle-all these add up to a grin1 
prospect of continuetf economic stag11ation. In such a rr1ilieu, a 
more effective system of public distribution, by keeping the 
prices of essential commodities sotnewhat on leash, could have at 
least provided some relief to the millions of our poor 
countrymen. But such price stability would perhaps injure the 
class interests of those whom the Union Government would like 
to keep happy. 
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18. Let me now 1nention what I consider to be the other 
outstanding deficiency in the Drafi. If we have to summarise the 
economic hist<'lry of the nation over the past thirty years, 
alongside with the extre1nely poor rate of growth, we also have to 
refer to the fact of increasing disparities in the rates of growth 
between region and region and State and State. I had raised this 
issue at the last nieeting of the National Development Council. 
Apparently, our point of view has had no impact on the thinking 
of the Planning Commission. Some parts and regions of the 
country have been fortunate enough to have maintained a rate of 
growth of more than 5 per cent per annum; there are, however, 
certain other parts and States where this rate is less than I per 
cent-and, in certain cases, even negative. It would be absurd for 
the National Development Council or the Planning Con1mission 
to pretend that this matter is outside the domain of economic 
planning. True, in the Draft, there is a reference to the, need to 
eradicate, or narrow, inter-regional disparities. ()ne, however, 
gets the in1pression that the Commission is more interested in the 
proble1n of inter-regional disparities within a State rather than in 
the issue of disparate growth bet;veen State and State. We will be 
deluding ourselves if we do not adn1it that the inter-regional 
patte111 of investments and other outlays by the Centre, the 
inter-regional pattern of investn1ents on the part of public 
financial institutions. the inter-regional pattern of advances on the 
part of banks, and particular price policies pursued by the Union 
Gover11mcnt have been 111ainly 1·espo11siblc for this growi11g 

chasn1 between State and State. The Con1n1ission, I regret to say, 
has not shown any awareness of the gravity of the problen1-a 
problem, which, I dare say, might one day affect the very basis of 
our polity. 

19. Please take a look at the magnitudes of Plan outlays for the 
individual States recom1nended by the Commission. 'fhe 
Comn1ission, it would seem, has decided to follow the edict that 
the more affluent States should continue to grow more affluent 
and, therefore, the per-capita Plan outlay should be higher for the 
niore advanced States than for the Jess advanced ones. It is, of 
Cl1ltrse, argt1able that States in a positi<.1n to raise n1ore i·eso111·ces ' 
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compared to others should be allowed to go ahead. But is it not 
the Commission's responsibility to enquire whether some 
sl!uctural factors inhibit the task of raising additional resources 
by some States, or whether the enforcement of certain Central 
directives and laws, such as with respect to the so-called 'goods 
of special importance', have not hampered some States in their 
resource-rttising et·t·orts, or whether the Centre's obsession over 
the enlargement of the scheme of additional excise duties is not 
likely to affect further the pool of resources at the disposal of the 
States? The Commission has not placed even one detail regarding 
the pattern of allocation of the outlay proposed in the Central 
sector close to Rs. 50,000 crores. If only an analysis is made of 
the proposed region-wise breakdown of this allocation, it would 
be seen that it would further aggravate the inter-regional 

disparities. 
20. It is certainly not my purpose to offer cncourage1nenl to 

chauvinistic or regional emotions; my purpose is precisely the 
reverse. I would like the total isolation of elements who would 
like nothing better than harrn the cause of national unity by 
taking advantage of acts of injustice done to this or that region or 
that State; it would be most unwise to provide ammunition to 
such elements. I wish it could be explained why, notwithstanding 
the fact that the shortage of power is acutest in the eastern and 
north-eastern region, the expansion of capacity proposed in the 
Draji is the lowest for this region. I wish it could also be 
explained to the people in our State why, while provision could 
be made in the Central sector outlay of the Plan for the proposed 
petrochemical complexes in Maharashtra and Gujarat. a similar 
provision has not been found possible for the proposed project in 
West Bengal, or why, while the absolute amount of Plan 
assistance for the Annual Plan for 1981-8? could be increased 
over that for 1980-81 for all other States, it has been reduced for 

my State. 
21. I had mentioned 1ny conviction at the last nieeting of the 

Natio11,1l Developn1ent Cot1ncil that pl,1nning i11 our ct1untry 
would co11tinuc to l)e infn1ctuous as long as tl1e compulsll1ns at· 
the essentially federal nature of the polity are not kept in mind. 

'i 
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One rnajor reason for both our poor rate of growth and growing 
regior1al (iisp,11·ities is the increltsi11g trend towards 
over-centralisation of decision-making. Our State Government, 
along with son1e of my colleagues from other States, have been 
stressing this point over and over again. But the Draft would 
indicate that the Planning Commission is yet to appreciate the 
underlying in1plications of what we have been trying to say. 

22. These are issues which, I feel, we have to discuss in the 
National Development Council. We must discuss the fiscal 
policies of the Union Govern1nent which attach such an 
inordinate in1portance to deficit financing and to resource-raising 
devices that are patently inflationary and most burdenson1e for 
the poor. We 1nust discuss the consequences for inter-regional 
growth of the investment and pricing policies pursued by the 
Union Governn1enl during the past thi11y years. We must discuss 
the policies of banks and public financial institutions. We must 
take into account the intolerable strains which the Centre's recent 
policies have imposed on the house-keeping of the State 
Governrnents, which are at least physically much closer to the 
people and have, therefore, to bear the impact of repercussions of 
price increases triggered off by acts and decisions of the Union 
Government. We must also discuss the absurd suggestion made 
to us by the Planning Commission and the Union Ministry of 
Finance that the Plan outlay proposed for a State in a particular 
year should be reduced by the carry-over of the fiscal deficit frorn 
the previous year. In 1979-80, the fiscal deficit of the Union 
Goven11nent exceeded Rs. 2,700 crores, while that of the 22 State 
Governments considered together was less than Rs. 450 crores; 
similarly, in the current year, the accounts of the Union 
Governn1ent will perhaps end with a deficit of rnore than 
Rs. 2,000 crores; for the State Governments, the combined deficit 
is unlikely to exceed Rs. 400 crores. As far as I am aware, no 
suggestion has been offered that the Plan outlay for the Union 
Government be reduced by the deficit in its budget in the 
preceding year. One fails to see why a different rationale is to be 
applied in the case of State Gove1111nents, the intlationary 
co11seque11ce of whose bttdgets is a microscopic fraction of that ot· 
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the Union Govcrnn1ent's budget. Thal such a rationale is still 
sought to be put across is a frightening instance of the outcome of 
the increasing concentration of authority and financial powers at 
the Centre. 

23. While concluding this presentation of our point of view, 
I would like, in all sincerity, to appeal to the Chairn1an of this 
Council to take stock of the dangerous implications of what we 
consider to be the mindless exercises on the part of the Union 
Gove111ment and the Planning Commission. The proposals 
incorporated in the Draft prepared by the Commission would be 
incapable of extricating our economy from the morass of 
stagnation, and would actually lead to a fu11her aggravation of the 
disparities between class and class, State and State and region and 
region. The single-minded pursuit of the goal of export 
promotion would provide a field day to the monopolists, the 
industrial and con1n1ercial profiteers and the multinational units. 
Unemployment would not only persist, but continue to grow. 
These developments, and the fiscal and monetary policies 
pursued by the Union Government, would inevitably lead to 
mounting social tension and the method of issuing fights above 
and curbing of democratic rights, which have been of late 
increasingly in evidence, would ultimately be counter-productive . 

24. It is in this connection that I have to ask the Centre to what 
depths it proposes to push this nation. Over the past one year, the 
incidence of communal disturbances and atrocities against the 
Harijans has increased, and we have seen little of effective action 
against the elements engaged in the perpetration of those heinous 
offences. But there has been no lack of action against the toiling 
rnasses whenever they have agitated for the defence of their 
rights. In recent months, we have witnessed several events, 
beginning with the introduction of the National Security Act and 
its application against political activists and trade unionists, the 
proposal to ban strikes, the disn1issal of railway workers, the 
denial of the legiti1nate rights of workers through the 
promulgation of· 01·di11ances, 'ls was <lone about a fortnight (tgo 
when dealing with the demands of the employees of the Life 
Insurance Corporation. Where there is no appreciable growth in 
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the economy and .w_hatever little growth is there, is unequally 
shared between different sections of people, there can be no 
avo_idance of the emergence of deep and widespread discontent. 
R1s1ng prices would further contribute to this discontent. Punitive 
n1easures cann.ot take care of such developments, but can only 
further des.tabtl1se the economy. The cure lies in taking a 
detached, d1spass1onate and sympathetic look at the entire pattern 
of growth over the past thirty years and in freely admitting that 
appltcat1on of the kind of class-biased as exemplified in the Draft 
poltc1es .can only accelerate the collapse of our polity. I would 
plead with my colleagues that the views I have expressed be 
considered .with some care. There can be no 1neaningful planning 
of econo1n1c development if the people are not involved in the 
process. The endeavour of economic planning will be bereft of 
context if, at the same time, a confrontation is sought with the 
people in matters which concern their life and living. 

• 

Appendix (xviii) 

Massive Peasant Rally In 
New Delhi On March 26, 1981 * 

The March 26 Kisan March and Rally in the Capital was yet 
another landmark in the peasant upsurge sweeping the country, 
an upsurge unparalleled in the history of post-Independence 
India. 

That the peasantry was in fem1ent becan1e clear months ago 
when st111ggles began breaking out in various States of the 
country demanding remunerative prices for peasant produce 
along with other demands on water charges, electricity rates, 
debt-relief and so on. The Congress(!) 1ulers were ruthlessly 
beating down the peasantry. trying to shove the main burden of 
the economic crisis created by their policies on to the rural 
population. 

The peasant n1ovements began under the leadership of persons 
like Narayanaswami Naidu in 'famil Nadu, l~udrappa in 
Ka111ataka, Sharad Joshi in Maharashtra. These are States where 
the org:.1niscd peasant movement is weak, whe1·e the Left and 
democratic tnovemcnt is i.tlso nL1t powert'11l. These leaders 
claimed themselves to be non-political, they also banned political 
parties t'ro1n entcri11g thei1· mo\1cments. 

B11t ditierent cotnbint1tions ot' Opposition pa1·ties in vario11s 
States dete1111inedly inter\1ened in the struggles. gave ti1e111 a 
popular sweep, combined the demands of the peasants for 
remunerative prices with the wage and other demands of the 
:.1gricult111·al worke1·s and the demand ot· tl1e cor1su1ne1·s for 
essential commuditie . .., at re:.tsoncible prices, :1nd i1np:.1rte(l ;1n 
all-India character to the growing 1novcment. '[hough joint 

*Rcp!)ft pt1blisl1er.I i11 "PF:C)Pl.E'S DE~10CRACY", Ne~' Dcll1i, April 5, !98 l. 
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actions in some States had begun earlier, the National Convention 
of six Opposition parties in New Delhi on September 28 and its 
"Call to Action" were of great significance to the developinent of 
the niovement. 

In Maharashtra, the front consisting of the Congress(U) under 
the leadership of Sharad Pawar, the CPl(M), CPI, Peasants' and 
Workers' Party, the Republican Party (Gavai) and also the Janata 
Party which had not joined the National Convention of 
Opposition pa1ties, was already active. These fronts varied from 
State to State-there was a nine-party front in Andhra Pradesh 
\vh1ch was also active before the National Convention, a 
five-party front in Bihar, a four-party front in Punjab and another 
four-pa1ty front in Karnataka. Under the leadership of these 
fronts, peasants in _thousands were going into action putting up 
road blocks, stopping traffic, organising niarches, bandhs and 
gheraos of Assemblies. 

To mention a few of these actions, bandhs in Andhra Pradesh 
(September 24), Maharashtra (October 15), Bihar (November 27), 
and Mandi Bandh and Rasta Roko in Punjab on October 25 · the 
Statewide_Satyagraha in Maharashtra on October 2, and the Long 
March (D1nch) fro1n December 7 to 26; the Malaprabha agitation 
in Karnataka and the mass peasant movement in Kolar district 
under the leadership of the Kisan Sabha in which l 0,000 were 
arrested and the kisan jathas in that State fron1 January 16 to 
Febn1ary 5, culminating in the 1nassive worker-kisan 1narch in 
Bangalore on Febn1ary 5; gheraos of the Maharashtra Assembly 
1n Nagpur at the end of the l)indi on Decen1bcr 26 and of the 
Punjab Assembly in Chandigarh on January 21; the ~arch to the 
Maharashtra Assembly on March 3; the nlarches in l.ucknow, 
Jaipur and Bhopal-these were so1ne of the highlights of the 
developing movement. Not only was peasant unity being forged 
and strengthened 1n these actions, there were also demonstrations 
of active working class support to the den1ands and struggles of 
the rural people. 

1'he peasantry had to wage these struggles facing the severest 
repression of the Congress(!) nilers. Twentythree persons were 
killed 1r1 the M<1lap1·abl1a <.1gitc.1tion 1.tlo11e in K:.11·natak<1. The1·c were 
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firings and killings in Maharash:ra and Andhra Pradesh. Both in 
Nagpur when the Dindi reached to gherao the Assemhly 
outn1anocuvring Antulay's police barricades and other 
counter-measures, and in Chandigarh on the day of the Assen1bly 
gherao, the police went hersersk, made indiscriminate 
lathi-charges. arrested tens of thousands of persons. In Andhra 
Pradesh, there \Vere brutal lathi-charges and mass arrests in 
various parts of the State at the ti1ne of every action, the 
mammoth Yijaywada demonstration, the Andhra Pradesh Bandh, 
the bus handh day and so on. The National Security Act, the 
enactment that vvas put on the Statute Book with the pledge that it 
would be used only against anti-social and criminal elements, 
was brought into operation in some of the States against the 
peasant 1nove1nent. It is defying all this intense repression that the 
peasants have been marching forward. All glory to them! 

And the fighting peasantry did wrest niany concessions from 
the Congress(!) rulers. In regard to sugarcane, the Central 
Govem1nent had announced a price of Rs. 13 per quintal and was 
not prepared to give a paisa 1nore than Rs. 16. In face of the 
powerful peasant agitation, all States had to agree to Rs. 23 as 
111inim11m lJrice and a maxi1n11m ot' Rs. 28 in certai11 areas. Paddy 
price had also to be increased in some States. In Kamataka, the 
State Govem1nent had to concede f{s. 85 crore worth of relief and 
in Andhra Pradesh Rs. 90 crore worth. In Punjah, too, 
concessions \Vere w<.)n. 

The National Convention of six Opposition parties and the 
Convcntit111's 11Call to Actior1" had gi\1Cn great impetus to the 
1nove1nent. Many forn1s of action, facing b1utal Congress(!) 
1·ep1·essio11, as 111e11tioned ;:1bove, we1·e reso1·ted to st1·e11gthe11 tl1e 

united i.tctio11s at· the pe1.ts<.tntr)'. 

At the beginning of the Winter Session of Parliament. the six 
parties jointly sub1nitted a nlen1orandu111 to the President >vhich 
g<'l\'C fu1·tt1e1· 11101ne11tt11n to tl1e 111ove111ent. The de1n1.111d of: the 
peasant1·)1 fc)1· rcr11u11erati\1e JJrices was ag<.1i11 a11d 1:1gain p1·essed 
dt1ring tl1e session c:111d was st1ppo1·ted by la1·ge n11mbe1·s <.)t

n1en1he1·s i11clt1ding those belongi11g to the Congress(!). 
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The session of the All-India Kisan Council in Trichur, from 
November 29 to December I, thoroughly discussed all aspects of 
the gro\ving movement and unanirnously adopted a resolution 
fully supporting the united actions that were developing, and 
called upon all Kisan Sabha units to throw themselves into the 
moven1e11t anci org;.1nise joi11t actions with dit'f'e1·ent organisatio11s 
of the peasantry. 

The landlord elements, the Narayanaswami Naidus, Rudrappas 
and Sharad Joshis, finding that the niovement was slipping away 
from their hands, seeing that it was taking a direction which they 
had not in the least desired with the intervention of the Left and 
de1noc1·atic forces i.1nd the orgnnise<l kisa11 movement, inade an 
attempt to retrieve the situation and re1nain at its head. A rnccting 
was held in Hyderabad at the invitation of Narayanaswami Naidu 
and the formation of an all-Jndia far1ners' organisation was 
anno11nced. 

A meeting was convened in Delhi, too, by Bhanu Pratap Singh, 
a forn1er Central Minister in the Janata Governn1cnt and leader of 
the Farn1ers' Fontm, but to this nieeting all kisan organisations 
were invited. Its outcotne was different from the one in 
lfyderabad because of the presence of representatives of the two 
All-India Kisan Sabhas and other kisan organisations and of 
patties other than the Congress(!), as also non-party personalities. 
The tneeting adopted a resolution supporting the peasant 
1noven1c11t ;.1ntf 011 remt111erative 1)1·ices, set 11p ::t Ce11tral Ki . .;;an 
Coordi11;.1tion Co111111ittee a11d gave 0:1 crtll for obse1·v·a11cc Llf Kisttn 
Solidarity Day on January 17. The day \Vas jointly and 
successfully observed. 

The Maharashtra Coordination Co1nn1ittee also joined the 
Central Kisan Coordination Co1nn1ittee. Bhanu Pratap Singh 
\vho, till then, had been the Chairrnan of the Co1nn1ittee, 
proposed Sharad Pa\var to take his place and it was accepted. 
Dev'i L;1l contint1es as tl1e Co11v·cnor. 

The Central Coordination Con11nittee tnet in New Delhi on 
J;_1nt1i.1ry 6, hearci reports of hc)\V the n1oven1er1ts \Vere gt1ing tin in 
the va1·io11s States, <.1pptli11ted ;_1 st1b-co1n1nittee to d1·aft <:t Cl1;11·te1· 
of De111a11ds of tt1c pc<1s;_111try to be p1·ese11ted to Parliar11c11t cin 
March 7(,, 
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The Charter of Demands finalised by the sub-co1nmittee (text 
printed in People's Democracy, March I) includes the peasantry's 
den1ands on ren1unerative prices; increased allocation in the Sixth 
Plan for agricultural and n1ral developn1ent; abolition of 
bettennent levies, \Vithdrawal of increase in electricity charges 
and full tax-relief to small peasants; debt-relief; minimum wages, 
ht1t1se-sites anci htiuscs for ag1·icultt1r::1l wo1·kers, extensive 
organisation of food-for-work progr,untnes; replacement of the 
1894 Land Acquisition Act with a new Act; land reforn1s, 
cxpeditio11s impleme11tatio11 at· existing land ceiling lc1ws ;.111<l 
distribution of surplus land; supply of essential commodities 
througho11t the cou11tr)' including tl1e villt1ges at reason;;1blc 
prices through a network of fair-price shops supervised by 
people's committees; decentralisation of power; withdrawal of 
the National Security Act, release of all persons arrested during 
the peasants auitation and withdra\val of all cases connected 

b 

with then1. 
These are detnands of all sections of the peasantry and of 

agricultural workers and consumers, and they were all 
represented an1ong the lakhs who n1arched in the Capital on 
March 76. 
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Order of Election Commission 
On Re-Poll In Garhwal Parliamentary 
Constituency* 

The fo!/01v;ng is the Text of the (Jrtler issuetl bv the Election 
C'rJ1111t1 i SJ'io11 lJTI the l/ I.f(~~·tio11 o_f rl~~pol I itz Car·/1ivc1l. Pet rl i c11r1e11.ta r\-' 

Constituencv issuetl on June 20, 1981: -
The bye-election in this constituency \vhich had become necessary 
on account of the resignation of Shri 1-)'.N. Bahuguna on 19.5.81 
\Vas ordered by the Commission with the date of polling on 
14,Junel98J_ 

After the poll was over, Shri Bahuguna 1nade eon1plaints in 
writing about the capturing of booths on a wide scale. He gave 
specific instances. He also came to see 1ne on the 16th June in this 
connection. He further stated that the police forces fro1n the State 
of Haryana and other neigh boring States had been inducted in the 
constituency and they had spread terror. I immediately called for a 
report from the Governn1cnl of Uttar Pradesh and wanted to kno\v 
why lhe Con1mission had not been informed of the induction of 
these police forces from outside the Stale and the circumstances 
in which it was done_ To this day there has been no reply to this. 

On the day of the poll and imn1edialely thereafter, Shri Bahuguna 
and his representative have lodged a number of co1nplainls with 
the R.O., A.R.O.s, Observers, Sector Magistrale and the 
Comn1ission about the alleged booth-capturing resorted to by the 
Congress(!) workers with the connivance of the local ad1ninistration 
and lhe police force. About 56 specific cases of booth-capturing 
have been furnished by shri Bahuguna with full details in his 
representation dated l 5th June, 1981 and presented to the 
Commission on the l 6th June, 1981. 

':'P_l1bJ1sl_1c(! i11 "PEC)PJ.F'S IJLr>.1C)C:RACl:'''. l\c\\' f)cJl11. Jtily 5, 1981 u11d rc11roclt1ced 
l1crc !rum it. !<:cfl·r Oocu111e11L '011 J<:iggi11g (Jf P()I] i11 Gitrll\\':11' t111Jer Jte111 l\1l1. ){) tlf 
tl1i~ \itlll!lllt'. 
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Immediately I sent a team of officers headed by the Secretary 
of the Commission, Shri, K. Ganesan, to investigate the matter 
both at Pauri and Dehra Dun where the election records of 4 out 
5 assembly segments of the parliamentary constituency are stored. 

The Secretary of the Commission, after investigations, gave a 
detailed report to the Commission. This detailed report referred to 
booth-capturing as established based on contemporaneous 
documentary evidence, like presiding officers' diaries, their 
independent rep~rts, Sector Magistrate's reports, reports of the 
Observers, the R.O. and the A.R.O.s 

There are also complaints received from the Congress(!) in 
respect of Badri-Kedar assembly segment specifying the places 
where the alleged booth capturing by Shri Bahuguna's supporters 
had taken place. These complaints were, however, received in the 
Commission on 17th June, 1981 after the Commission's team had 
left for Pauri, and by the R.O. on 16th June, 1981. There were 
further complaints from this party which were received on the l 6th 
June, 1981 but which had been earlier lodged vvith the R.O. alleging 
attacks made on the Congress(!) workers by the workers of the 
Shri Bahuguna's party. It was not, therefor, possible to make any 
investigation by the Commission's team into these complaints at 
Badri-Kedar, which was not visited by the team of the Commission. 
If a detailed enquiry is held now, it will take many days to 
complete it. 

In this connection, it is relevant to mention that when 
Shri Bahuguna met me on the 16th, he suggested that the proposed 
team headed by shri Ganesan should also visit Gopeshwar where 
the election records of Badri-Kedar have been stored. Immediately 
I asked the U.1?. Government to place a helicopter at the disposal 
of the team so that the investigation could be done quickly. 
Unfortunately, the Government did not place the helicopter at the 
disposal of the Commission. 

Apart from the representatives of the Congress(!) who met the 
Commission's team at Dehra Dun, the other representatives, namely 
Shri Darbara Singh, Shri Buta Singh, Shri C.P.N. Singh, Shri Rajesh 
Pilot, Shri Karuppia Moopnar and others met me on 19th and 20th 
June, 1981 and made a representation to the effect that there is at 
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present a 'surcharged atmosphere of class war' in the constituency 
with the result that any re-poll now in the constituency would be 
vitiated. The Government of U.P. have also informed nie that the 
present law and order situation is very tense and violence cannot 
be ruled out if a repoll is held now. 

Apart from the findings of the team regarding booth
capturing, the report of the team also discloses the surcharged 
atmosphere in the constituency immediately before the date of 
poll and on the day of poll l>y the presence of the Haryana 
Police on a large-scale. 

The R.O. of the constituency who is the D.M. of Pauri
Gar.hwal District has stated in the report of the Commission 
that he had not made any request for Haryana and Punjab 
Police being posted during the election to Garhwal District, 
and confirmed that their deployment in the district of Pauri
Garhwal was not made by him. 

From the report of the Commission's team and the D.M. of Pauri 
Garhwal, it is quite evident that Haryana Police had been deployed 
in the constituency on a large-scale. The Commission, which is 
vested with the superintendence, direction and control of the 
election has not even informed of the deployment of the police 
force from outside and the presence of outside forces has naturally 
vitiated the free and fair conduct of the poll in the constituency. 

I consider that induction of the police forces fro1n outside the 
State without the knowledge and approval of the Commission is a 
serious matter and has interfered with the conduct of a free and 
fair poll. "[here should not only be a free and fair poll but it must 
appear to be so. 

The present state of affairs is not conducive to holding a poll of 
selected booths only. There is need that the outside State forces 
must first be withdrawn, and normal peace and law and order must 
be restored, before any repoll, selective or total is held. 

Having regard to the above circumstances, I feel that the re-poll 
in the entire parliamentary constituency would be justified and 
that this re-poll should be conducted without any intervention of 
the outside forces and under the closer superintendence, direction 
and control of the Election Co1nmission. 
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Therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred on the 
Commission under Article 324 of the Constitution, Section 58 of 
the R.P. Act, 1951 and all other powers enabling it in that behalf, I 
hereby declare the poll taken on the 14th June, 1981 at all the 
polling stations in 2-Garhwal Parliamentary Constituency to be 
void. A fresh poll shall be taken at all the polling stations in the 
constituency for which the Commission would, after taking into 
account all the relevant facts and circumstances, fix a suitable 

programme. 

Sd/-
(S.L. Shakdhar) 

Chief Election Conunissioner of India 
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On The Resolution of 
The Plenary Session of The Central 
Committee of The Communist Party 
of China* 

M. Basavapunnaiah 

A Plenary Session of the Chinese Communist Party" s Central 
Committee was held in the last week of June 1981, which 
adopted a lengthy resolution, "On Questions of Party History" 
since 1949. The resolution makes an assessment of the 
achievements and failures of the period from 1949 to 1981, the 
period since the victory of the New Democratic Revolution and 
the establishment of the People's Republic of China in October 
I 949. Since Mao Zedong happened to be the unquestioned leader 
of the Chinese Communist Party which led the historic Chinese 
revolution, the assessment of his role has occupied the central 
place in the resolution. 

The Chinese Communist Party was founded in 192 J, and it 
celebrated its Sixtieth Anniversary on July I, 1981. Mao Zedong 
was one of the founder-members of the Party, and was at the head 
of the Party for full 41 years from 1935 to 1976 when he died. It 
is but quite natural that the historic achievements scored and also 
the grievous mistakes committed during this 4 I-year-long period 
of the Chinese Communist Party and revolution cannot be 
reviewed and assessed in isolation from the role of the 
Mao Zedong who was at the head of the Party. 

Controversial Subject 

The role of Mao Zedong in the Chinese revolution and 
Socialist construction in People's China, has become one of the 
most controversial subjects in the world Communist move
ment, especially in the Chinese Communist Party. We of the 

*Published ill "PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACY", New Delhi, September 20, 1981. 
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Communist Party of India (Marxist) are also keenly interested in 
the assessment and evaluation of Mao Zedong's role, his 
theoretical and political writings and activities as the foremost 
leader of the successful Chinese revolution, which constituted 
one of the four world-shaking events of the 20th century, namely, 
the great October Socialist Revolution in Russia in I 917, the 
victory in the anti-fascist war of the Soviet Union and its allies, 
the victory of the Chinese Revolution and the defeat of the U.S. 
i1nperialists in Vietnam and the victory of the national liberation 
and Socialist revolution of the people of Vietnam. 

We are keenly interested in a Marxist-Leninist evaluation of 
the role of Mao Zedong in the revolution and socialist const1uc
tion of China, so that we might be able to learn from such an 
evaluation and be able to imbibe the correct lessons and avoid the 

errors in our own revolutionary movement. 
It is an undeniable fact that it is the Chinese Communist Party 

that has the full facts at its disposal, and it alone is the con1petent 
authority to undertake such a highly complex subject as the 
assessment of the role of Mao Zedong. It does not, of course, 
mean that any and every such assessment is, ipso facto, fully 
correct, objective and Marxist-Leninist. Every Communist Party 
has its own right to independently evaluate the role of Mao 
Zedong, using its discretion in accepting, amending or rejecting 
the assessment made by the Chinese Communist Party. We wish 
to express our views on the assessment made by the CPC Central 
Committee's Plenu1n, while striving our utmost not to allow our 
scientific vision to be blurred by the hostile activities directed 
against our Party by the Chinese Comn1unist Party during the 
ten-year-period of the "cultural revolution". 

Signal Successes 
At the outset, we wish to express our great relief and joy to 

know from the resolution of the Plenary Session that Socialist 
China has scored signal successes in industrial construction and 
registered big increases in agricultural production during the last 
28 years si nee I 952, despite the immense damage caused by the 
grievous mistakes committed by the Chinese Communist Party, 
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its _Central Committee and its top-most leader, Mao Zedon 
during the years 1958-1976, especially in the decade of t;~ 
so-called great "cultural revolution". 

Fixed industrial assets, calculated on the basis of th . . . 1 pri e1r or1g1na 
ces, were more than 27 times greater in 1980 co d . h 

1952, exceeding 410,000 million yuan. mpare wit 

Coal output had risen by 9.11 times reaching 620 ·11· t 
The pr d t. f 

1 
·' m1 ion ons 

. o uc ton o e ectricity had gone up b 41 . . 
exceeding 300,000 million kwh Y times, 

The output of crude oil had ~xceeded I 05 million tons wh ·1 
steel production reached 37 million tons. , I e 

The value of_ goods produced by the engineering indust had 
gone up by 54 times exceeding J 27 OOO ·11· ry Th ' , m1 ton yuan 

e output of cotton yarn was four-and-a-half ti;,,es reater 
reaching 2, 930,000 tons, in the same period of 28 yea . g 

Th . rs. 
. . e amount of land under irrigation had grown from ~00 

million in 1952 to over 670 million mu in 1980. -

The total output of grain was nearly doubled and of cotton 
more than doubled. 

There has. been considerable progress in education, science, 
culture, pubhc health and physical culture. 

These are by no means small achievements in a 28- ear- eriod 
for an economically backward China which has a p y l p f 
ro hl b"ll" ' · opu at1on o 

ug y a I ton or nearly one-fourth of the world I . 
~~te .. ~:~uld 

1 
also b

1
e tak~n that in the ten-year-period~~~c:~~:~ 

ura revo ut1on , China had achieved bi 
~espit~I serious set-backs. Such successes were ma~e ~~~~~l~s 

as1ca y due to the existence of a Socialist regime i Ch" , , 
regime that Id be bi. n 1na, a , . cou _esta ished after a prolonged and bitter civil 
wa'., national hberat1on war and a second prolonged and bitter 
c1v1.1 war for 22 years between 1927 and 1949 in wh' h .ll. 
of hves had to be sacrificed. , IC m1 tons 

All Communists and genuine anti-imperialists in the world 
cannot but be elated at these achievements of So~ialist China a 
~hese su~cesses and gains have added to the strengthening of ,th~ 
orces o world Socialism, severely undermining the po .t. f 
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come in the way of appreciating the enormous victories scored by 
the Chinese People's Republic and their i1npact on global 

development. 

Corrections Being Made 
We have been eagerly following the many corrections that are 

being made to several mistakes and distortions that crept into the 
political-ideological and organisational thinking and activities of 
the Chinese Communist Party, especially during the period of the 
"cultural revolution". We wholeheartedly wish full success to this 
great endeavour of the Chinese Party's leadership. We are also of 
the view that there are many more things still to be corrected that 
concern the assessment made of the world class and political 
alignments during the very decade of the "cultural revolution". 
Our Party had made, in the past, certain criticisms of the 
decisions of the Ninth and Tenth Congresses of the CPC, and also 
on its theses such as the "Three Worlds" and the characterising of 
the Socialist USSR as social-imperialism. We earnestly look 
forward with great hope to the complete correction of every 
deviation and distortion that had crept in. 

The resolution of the Plenary Session is frank enough to state, 
"Our Party had made mistakes owing to its meagre experience in 
leading the cause of Socialism and subjective errors in the Party 
leadership's analysis of the situation and its understanding of 
Chinese conditions". Speaking about the ten-year-long "cultural 
revolution", the resolution says, "there was the comprehensive, 
long-drawn-out and grave blunder of the 'cultural revolution'. All 
these errors prevented us from scoring greater achievements. It is 
impermissible to overlook or whitewash mistakes, which in itself 
would be a niistake and would give rise to more and worse 

mistakes''. 

Lenin on Mistakes 
We well remember the statements of Lenin on the topic of 

mistakes and the manner in which a Communist Party has to 
overcome the 1nistakes. He writes: "Defects, mistakes, blunders 
in such a new, difficult and great undertaking are inevitable. 
Those who are afraid of the difficulties of building Socialis1n, 
those who allow themselves to be scared by them, those who give 
way to despair or cowardly dismay, are no Socialists." 
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Having mentioned the possible and probable mistakes that 
might take place in the course of building Socialism, Lenin 
directs, "Communists are in duty-bound, not to gloss over 
shortcomings in their movement, hut to criticise them openly so 
as to remedy them more speedily and radically". He stipulates: 
"A political party's attitude towards its own 1nistakes is one of 
the most important and surest ways of judging how earnest the 
pa11y is and how it fulfils in practice its obligations towards its 
class and 111asses." (E1nphasis in original) 

On studying the contents of the resolution of the Chinese 
Plenum, in the light of what we have cited above from Lenin, we 
observe certain lacunae in this regard. 

First of all, it appears that the leadership of the Chinese C.P. is 
taking an unduly long time to pinpoint and rectify the 
mistakes--a delay that might lead to some further mistakes. It has 
taken nearly five years, following the death of Mao Zedong in 
September 1976, to arrive at a certain evaluation of his role-his 
great contribution and his serious and grave errors that harmed 
and retarded the progress of Socialist construction. 

Secondly, the resolution which takes pains to narrate the errors 
of Mao Zedong and how he persisted in them tenaciously, and for 
a very long period, is unable to provide a convincing answer as to 
why and how the Chinese Communist Party and its battle-steeled 
Central Com1nittee could not checkmate Mao's persistent drive 
towards subjectivism,Leftism and ultra-Left adventurisn1. 

Serious Errors 

Writing about the decade between 1956 and 1966, the 
resolution admits: "In the course of this decade, there were 
serious faults and e1Tors in the guidelines of the Party's work 
which developed through twists and turns." Further: "Left errors, 
characterised by excessive targets, the issuing of arbitrary 
directions, boastfulness and the stirring up of a Communist wind 
spread unchecked throughout the country." It is then ovserved: 
"more important, it was due to the fact that Comrade l\1ao 
Zedong and many leading comrades, both at the Centre and in the 
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localities, had become smug about their successes and impatient 
for quick results and overestimated man's subjective will and 
efforts. 11 

While describing the initial atte1npts at co1Tection of the Left 
errors in 1958 and 1959, the resolution tells the readers that in the 
latter part of the l,ushan meeting of the Political Bureau, Mao 
Zedong "erred in initiating criticism of Comrade Peng Dehuai 
and then in launching a Partywide struggle against 'Right 
opportunism', a struggle which is entirely wrong and gravely 
undermined inner-Party democracy from the central level down 
to the grass roots", and "it was mainly due to the errors of the 
great leap forward and of the struggle against 'Right 
opportunism', together with a succession of natural calamities 
and the perfidious scrapping of contracts by the Soviet 
Government'', etc . 

The Plenum resolution goes on to explain how this struggle, 
unleashed by Mao Zedong, had unjustly dealt with a nun1ber of 
comrades at grass roots level, how his erroneous thesis of fighting 
against "those Party persons in power taking the capitalist road" 
had led to increasingly serious Left mistakes, and how these 
errors eventually culminated in the "cultural revolution". It is 
said, 'during this period, his theoretical and practical 1nistakes 
concerning class st1uggle in a socialist society ... his personal 
arbitrariness gradually undermined democratic centralism in 
Party life and the personality cult grew grave and graver." 

Erroneous Appraisal 

The Plenary Session of the Central Committee of the CPC, 
clearly and categorically asserts that the so-called 'cultural 
revolution' "was initiated and led by Comrade Mao Zedong". 
Further, it pins down the grave en·or with the statement: "The 
history of the 'cultural revolution' has proved that Comrade Mao 
Zedong's principal theses for initiating this revolution conformed 
neither to Marxism-Leninis1n nor to Chinese reality. They 
represent an entirely erroneous appraisal of the prevailing class 
relations and political situation in the Party and State." 

The resolution of the Plenary Session has evaluated the results 
of the Ninth and Tenth Congresses of the Chinese Communist 
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Party, the Congresses that were guided by Mao Zedong in the 
years 1969 and 1973 respectively, in the following words: "The 
Ninth Congress of the Party legitimised the erroneous theories 
and practices of the cultural revolution. The guidelines of the 
Ninth Congress were wrong, ideologically, politically and 
organisationally." "The Tenth Congress of the Party perpetuated 
the Left errors of the Ninth Congress and made Wang Hongwen a 
Vice-Chairrnan of the Party. Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunquiao, Yao 
Wenyuan and Wang Hongwen formed a gang of four inside the 
Political Bureau of the Central Committee, thus strengthening the 
influence of the counter-revolutionary Jiang Qing clique." 

Further, the resolution goes on to say: "Mao Zedong could not 
bear to accept systematic correction of the errors of the 'cultural 
revolution' by Comrade Deng Xiaoping and triggered the 
movement to 'criticise Deng and counter the Right-deviationist 
trend to reverse correct verdicts', once again plunging the nation 
into turmoil." "Chief responsibility for the grave 'Left' error of 
the 'cultural revolution', an en·or comprehensive in magnitude 
and protracted in duration, does indeed lie with Comrade Mao 
Zedong." "Comrade Mao Zedong's prestige reached a peak and 
he began to get arrogant at the very time when the Party was 
confronted with the new task of shifting the focus of its work to 
Socialist construction ... He gradually divorced himself from 
practice and from the masses, acted more and more arbitrarily 
and subjectively, and increasingly put himself above the Central 
Committee of the Party." "In his later years, however, far from 
making a correct analysis of many problems, he confused right 
and wrong and the people with the enemy ... ". 

Veritable Indictment 
This, indeed, is a veritable indictment on Mao's 

political-tactical line and his theoretical-ideological stand during 
the years following the great leap and the Lushan Polit Bureau 
meeting of 1958, particularly during the decade of the so-called 
"cultural revolution". Mao's negative features began dominating, 
steadily leading to subjectivism, arbitrariness, Leftism and the 
huildin;: ur of the unbridled cult of Mao's personality. There 

, 
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emerged thus a clear demarcation between the two important 
periods of Mao' s leadership, the first period from 1935 to 1958 
and the second from 1958 to 1976. If Marxism-Leninism was on 
the ascendency in the thinking and activities of Mao Zedong 
during the first period, it was subjective, non-Marxist and 
ultra-Left thinking and activities that determined his latter period. 
There was a clear demarcation between the two periods under 
discussion, one from 1927 to 1958, and the second from 1958 to 
1976, though the forrner period is not entirely free from mistakes 
and the latter period contains some correct contributions also. 

t!owever, a sweeping generalisation like, "after all it was the 
error of a great proletarian revolutionary", tends to cover up and 
whitewash the grievous errors of l'vlao Zedong, persisted in over 
long years and which immensely damaged the cause of China's 
Socialist construction. These are not ordinary errors, but serious 
deviations and departures from the basic tenets of 
Marxism-Leninism. 

Unobjective Anti-Marxist 
There are numerous instances in history, including the history 

of the world Communist movement, where some leaders, for 
some period and some years, played the role of outstanding 
proletarian revolutionaries, and the very same leaders fumbled, 
erred and even totally deviated and departed from the scientific 
thinking of Marxism-Leninism. For a Marxist historian, it is 
incumbent to be strictly objective in assessing concretely the role 
of leaders in different concrete periods and conditions. It follows 
from this, that either the downright denigration of the outstanding 
role of Mao and his great contribution to the Chinese revolution 
by citing a forrnidable list of errors made by him in the latter 
period of his life, or to acclaim him as a proletarian hero during 
his entire life, whitewashing his grievous failures, mistakes and 
dangerous departu1·es from Mi_1rxism i11 his later years, is 
unobjective and anti-Marxist. 

Marx approvingly cited the saying of Helvetius who stated that 
"every social epoch needs its great men, and when it does not 
find then1, it invents them". This idea of Marx was further 
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elaborated by Engels thus: "This is where the so-called great men 
come in for treatment. That such and such a man, precisely that 
man arises at a particular time in a particular country is, of 
course, a pure chance. But cut him out and there will be a 
demand for a substitute, and this substitute will be found, good or 
bad, but in the long run he will be found." 

Product of the Revolution 
Mao Zedong, along with several other leaders of the Chinese 

Communist Party, \Vas the product of the great Chinese 
revolution, though all these leaders, .in their turn, contributed to 
that great revolution. The mistakes and en·ors of Mao Zedong, in 
his later years, do not efface either his greatness or the greatness 
of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese revolution. 
Mao Zedong remained as the outstanding leader of the Chinese 
Communist Party for full 41 years between 1935 and 1976 when 
he died. Any attempt to belittle the role of Mao in the Chinese 
revolution depicting it as a bundle of anti-Marxist crimes and 
howlers, with a view to denigrating his entire role is un-Marxist 
and Nihilist. He was a part and parcel of the Chinese 
revolution-its great successes and failures. The total negation of 
Mao Zcdong's role in the Chinese revolution does violence to 
truth and objective reality; and it cannot be done without negating 
the role of the Chinese Communist Party in leading the 
triumphant world-historic Chinese revolution, no tnatter what big 
troubles and turrnoils it has been going through since the period 
of the "cultural revolution". If such a negation and summary 
denigration of Mao Zedong is wrong and imperrnissible even for 
the Chinese Con1munist Party, it would be a thousand times more 
wrong and grievous mistake if one or the other Party in the 
international Com1nunist movement embarks on such a venture. 
That would be completely counter-productive. 

Complex Problem 
The evalution of the role of Mao in tenns of Marxism

Leninism, no doubt, presents a complex problen1. He gave 
leadership to the Chinese Communist Party which led the historic 
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Chinese revolution to victory. And the very same leaders, 
departing from correct Marxist-Leninist thought, had committed 
mistakes and persisted in them for long years, immensely 
damaging the cause of Socialist construction. Hence, it would be 
totally wrong and un-Marxist to belittle his revolutionary 
contribution and his role in Chinese revolution; and it would be 
equally incorrect to paint the entire period of his leadership of the 
Chinese Party in rosy Marxist-Leninist colours, while 
underplaying his anti-Marxist, subjective and Left-opportunist 
blunders. Statements such as, Mao Zedong was 70 per cent 
correct and 30 per cent wrong, after all, his errors were those of a 
great proletarian revolutionary, his merits are primary and his 
errors are secondary, etc., come under the category of 
over-simplified generalisations, instead of an objective 
Marxist-Leninist evalution. 

We shall examine some other aspects of the resolution 
subsequently. 
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Recent Developments In Punjab* 

Harkishan Singh Surjeet 

The situation in Puniah is far froni normal despite all the claims 
o_f official spokes1nen at the Centre and in the State. The anti
national hijacking of the Indian Airlines Boeing plane to Pakistan 
by extremist Sikhs only highlighted the seriousness of the 
rfevelop1nents that were taking place. There 14·ere attempts at 
sabotage of· railway tracks after the Mehta Cho1vk firing on 
September 20, and as late as October 6, bo1nbs went off in various 
parts of Puniah. These continuing incidents rlo not bespeak of·,, 
nor1nal situation. The hijacking of the plane and the other incidents 
are k1101vn to be the handitvork of sotne extrentists in the Sikh 
co111munity 14·ho, in recent days, have heen aggressivelv pressing 
the demand for a separate Sikh State (JfKhalistan based on religion. 

The extent of the tension that has developed in Punjab can be 
felt even in minor incidents. l-'or instance, a Sikh member of a 
local Bar Association issued a statement on behalf of the 
Association demanding the release of Jamail Singh Bhindranwale. 
The President of the Bar Association belonging to the 11indu 
co1nmunity denied that the Association had passed any such 
resolution. For this, he was slapped by the Sikh member, and the 
Bar Association got divided on a co1n1nunal basis. This is the extent 
of the tension that has developed in the Slate. 

Gravity of Situation 
Till the assassination of Lala Jagat Narain on September 9, 

neither the Central nor the State authorities had taken the Khalistan 
• 

demand and its proponents seriously. The attitude of the authorities 
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was that only a few people subscribed to the demand, and, hence, 
it did not deserve any particular attention. 

True, many do not extend support of the demand for a separate 
religious State. But the fact that the Akali leaders have not 
denounced such an anti-national act as the hijacking of the plane 
to demonstratively press the demand for Khalistan, is an index of 
the gravity of the situation. 

Maybe the leaders of the Sikh community have many grievances. 
The police firing and killings in Mehta Chowk, the brutal repression 
in Chandoa Kalan where religious books were set on fire by the 
police and burnt, had roused passions in the Sikh community. But 
that is no reason why the leaders of the Akali Dai should have 
remained silent when it came to the question of denouncing the 

hijacking of the plane. 
What is happening in Punjab is no sudden development. Even 

in the days of British rule, the imperialist rulers had tried to exploit 
co1nn1unal divisions to carry on their policy of divide and rule. In 
1947, by the time of the partition of the country, com1nunal ten_sions 
had been roused so much that a major section of the Congress 
party itself fell a prey to con1munalism and took part in the riots. 
The present Chief Minister of Punjab, Darbara Singh, was himself 
a leading tigure in the incidents of those days. 

Within three years of the partition of the country and the near
total n1igration of the Muslims from that part of Punjab which 
remained with India, communalism in the State took the form of 

Hindu-Sikh tensions. 

Communal Colour 
The demand for a Punjabi-speaking linguistic State was given a 

Sikh communal colour by Master Tara Singh. On the other side, 
the majority of the Hindus were prevailed upon by the 11indu 
communalists to oppose the Punjabi language. In the 1951 Census, 
even a majority of Hindu Congressmen openly called on the Hindus 
in Punjab to write down their language in the Census from as Hindi 
and not Punjabi. This contributed in a hig way to the wedge that 
was created between the two commu11ities. 
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We do not want to go into the whole history of the post
Independence Punjab here. What has to be noted is that the 
Congress has been trying to utilise the communal factor for its 
narrow partisan purposes, at times making compromises with the 
Akalis, at other ti1nes inciting the Hindus against the Sikh 
community. This has led to the perpetuation of communal tension 
which has continued even after the formation of the Punjabi
speaking State in 1966. 

Unresolved Issues 

The State itself was not formed wholly on a linguistic basis, but 
on the basis of the 1961 Census. The result was that the linguistic 
basis was distorted and a number of issues were left unresolved
issues like the inclusion of Chandigarh in Punjab, the Punjabi
speaking areas that were excluded from the new State, the 
distribution of river water resources, the denial of sanction even 
after ten years for the Thien Dam project, and so on. It is eleven 
years since a major struggle was fought for .the inclusiQn of 
Chandigarh in Punjab, but, despite many assurances, nothing has 
been done in this regard. 

These are issues which concern the entire Punjabi people, Hindus 
and Sikhs alike. But theAkali leadership has been projecting these 
demands as issues of discrimination against the Sikh community. 
This not only vitiates the common struggle against the Centre for 
a just deal for Punjab, it further intensifies the communal division 
in the State. 

No doubt, the Sikhs as a religious community also have 
complaints about discrimination against them. The Delhi Gurdwara 
Act was an1ended recently with the only purpose of installing a 
Congrcssite Sikh belonging to the n11ing party as the head of the 
Delhi Gurdwara Committee. The rules for sending Sikh pilgrims 
to the holy shrines in Pakistan have been changed so as to virtually 
exclude the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. Both 
these acts are blatant interference in the religious affairs of the 
Sikhs by the Congress(!) Government. Added to these grievances 
is the one that their demand for an all-India GurdwaraAct has not 
yet been conceded. 

! 
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Perpetuating Division 

These are genuine grievances of the Sikhs as a religious 
community, and in fighting against such discrimination and 
interference in their religious affairs by the Government, they will 
have the support of all the democratic forces. But when the leaders 
of the community mix up these genuine grievances with the 
common demands of the Hindus and Sikhs who constitute the 
Punjabi-speaking people, and give a communal colouring to these 
common demands, the not only get alienated from the democratic 
and progressive forces, they not only help to perpetuate the 
communal division in the State, they play into the hands of the 
extremists who are demanding a separate Sikh State. 

The recent split in theAkali Dai has further contributed to taking 
Pun jab's politics into communal channels. The Akali group led by 
Talwandi and the Akali Dai led by Sant Longowal, in the initial 
stages after the split, vied with each other in voicing extremist 
slogans. Initially, there was also lurking sympathy for the demand 
for Khalistan. But later developments forced them to demarcate 
themselves from this demand, though both still swear by the 
Anandpur Saheb resolution which was adopted in 1973. Basing 
on this resolution, and for the demands raised in it, the Talwandi 
group organised a morcha which did not draw much mass support. 

Anandpur Resolution 

There are varying interpretations of the Anandpur Saheb 
resolution. But there is no doubt that it provides the ideological 
basis for the demand for Khalistan. 

According to the resolution, among the aims for the realisation 
of which the Akali Dai is committed is: "Maintaining the feeling 
of a separate independent entity of the Sikh Panth and creation of 
an environment in which the 'National Expression' of the Sikhs 
can be full and satisfactory." From this it is only one steps towards 
the demand for Khalistan. Whatever interpretation is given to the 
resolution, no group which bases itself on this theory of Sikh nation, 
can fight the separate State demand. 

In other paragraph, the resolution says: "The organisation 
considers the present foreign policy (fran1ed by the Congress 
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Government) 'defective, ineffective and dangerous for the country 
and harmful to mankind'. The Akali Dai will support a foreian 
policy based on peace and helpfulness to the cause of promoti~n 
of national interests, especially the cause of friendship with and 
goodwill for the neighbouring countries where Sikhs live and their 
sacred places are situated." · 

TheAnandpur Saheb resolution was adopted in 1973, two years 
after the signing of the Inda-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and 
Cooperation. And it is this treaty, and the close relation with the 
Soviet Union, that are the targets of the resolution when it talks of 
the foreign policy being "defective, ineffective and dangerous for 
the country and harmful to mankind." 

U.S. Imperialist Inspiration 

The Indian people stand for friendly and close relations with all 
neighbouring countries. But that is not what the Akali resolution 
is talking about; they are talking only of friendship with Pakistan. 
Seen against the background of the resolution itself being adopted 
under pressure of the Khalistan demand, whose original proponent, 
the British-based Jagjit Singh, had visited Pakistan in 1971 at a 
time when the Pakistani military dictatorship, backed by the U.S. 
i1nperialists, was committing genocide in Bangladesh, it is clear 
whose foreign policy interests the resolution serves-those of U.S. 
imperialisn1 and its client State in the sub-continent, Pakistan. 

Recent developments in Punjab have followed from the 
extremists among the Sikhs and among the Akalis aggressively 
propagating the slogans of Sikh nation and Khalistan. They had 
organised a very provocative demonstration inAmritsar demanding 
ban on tobacco in their "holy city". "fhis demonstration had been 
preceded by an equally provocative den1onstration by the Hindus. 

Links With Ruling Party 

Here, it is necessary to note that religious obscurantists like 
Jamail Singh Bhindranwale and those who have formed the Dai 
Khalsa which is spearheading the activities on the den1and for 
Khalistan, had, for long, their links with the ruling Congress. The 
Congress in the State had utilised them in its fight against the 
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Akali Dai in the Gurdwara elections and the subsequent Parliament 
election. Bhindranwale himself had openly worked for the 
Congress. Various religious leaders and fanatics belonging to the 
Sikh community have their links still with the Congress high-ups, 
including Ministers. They have been consistently encouraged by 
the ruling party. 

Even at the time of Bhindranwale's surrender to the police, the 
Congressite Sikh leader, Santokh Singh, who had been installed 
as the head of the Delhi Gurdwara Committee by the ruling party, 
went to Mehta Chowk and pledged support to Bhindranwale. 

In this entire background, Lala Jagat Narain's assassination 
touched off a series of events. This dastardly act was condemned 
by all sober sections. The assassination and the mishandling by 
the State Government of the situation that followed, aggravated 
the situation further. The procession with the body of Lala Jagat 
Narain raised anti-Sikh slogans. Congress(!) men themselves 
raised these slogans and they '.Vere led by the local ruling party 
MLA. Two Punjabi newspaper offices were attacked. On the same 
day that the commemoration meeting was held for Lala Jagat 
Narain, Bhindranwale's surrender also took place in Mehta Chowk. 
In both places, inflammatory speeches were made. 

• 

Government Bungling 
The police raid on Chandoa Kalan and the wanton and 

indiscriminate police firing in Mehta Chowk in which scores were 
killed worsened the situation. What incensed the Sikh community 
the most was that religious books had been burned by the police in 
Chandoa Kalan. A few extremist Sikh youths fired on the people 
in an open place in Jullundur and Taran Taran killing five 
int1ocent persons. 

The Darbara Singh Government has to be held entirely 
responsible for the mishandling of the situation. When the Prime 
Minister air-dashed to Chandigarh in view of the grave situation, 
there was an assurance of a judicial enquiry. But that enquiry has 
still not been set up. This has roused passions further and the 
extremists are trying to take full advantage of it. 
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Isolate Extremists 

The main task today in Punjab is to isolate these extren1ists and 
defeat their game. It is a very dangerous situation for the democratic 
movement in the State. Across the border, the U.S. imperialists 
are arming the Pakistani military dictatorship with very 
sophisticated fighter aircraft and other weapons. The U.S. 
imperialists have been engaged in destabilisation activities in the 
North-Eastern border, now they have extended their activities to 
the North-Western border in a big way. The extremists among the 
Sikhs and among the Akalis, led by such foreign-based persons 
like Jagjit Singh and Ganga Singh Dhillon, are playing this 
imperialist game in Punjab. 

TheAkali leaders have always been claiming that they lag behind 
none in patriotism and defence of the country. They have said they 
have nothing to do with the Khalistan slogan. The Akali Dai 
(Longowal) has also expelled its General Secretary Sukhjinder 
Singh for openly advocating Khalistan. But their silence today on 
the activities of the extremists, their refusal to demarcate from 
them, cannot but encourage the advocates of Khalistan, those who 
indulge in such anti-national activities as the highjacking of the 
plane. In this background the "DharmaYudh" which the Longowal 
Akali Dai is planning will be utilised by the extremists for their 
own ends. 

TheAkali leaders have to openly come out against the extremists 
and announce their readiness to fight them. They have to see that 
the grievances of the Sikh community are not mixed up with the 
common demands of the Punjabi people. They have to ensure that 
the Gurdwaras are not made bases for anti-national activities by 
the extremists. Otherwise, the leadership of the community will 
be snatched by the extremists and the religious fanatics. The Akali 
leaders cannot be unaware of their aims. And the time to frustrate 
them is now. 

Institute Enquiry 

The Darbara Singh Government has also to mend its ways if the 
situation is not to go out of hand and in favour of the extremists. 
The minimum that it has to do immediately is to institute the 
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promised judicial enquiry into the police atrocities in Chandoa 
Kalan including the burning of religious books and •_nto the 
indiscriminate firing in Mehta Chowk in which scores of people 
were killed; arrest and punish the killers of Lala Jagat Narain_so 
that an end is put to the cult of political murders; arrest and punish 
those who were involved in the tiring and killings of innocent 
people in Jullundur and Taran Taran. 

The situation in Punjab, one of our border States, has assumed 
dangerous proportions. It becomes the urgent task of the patriotic 
and secular sections of the people of the State to isolate the 
extremists, defeat their game and safeguard communal peace at 
all costs. If this task is not taken up seriously, if it is neglected, not 
only will the situation in Punjab deteriorate further, it will have an 
adverse impact on the whole of the country. 
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Resolution Of Workers' Rally 
On November 23, 1981: 
All-India Industrial General Strike 
On January 19, 1982* 

This historic and united rally of· working people from. all over the 
country has been convened by the National Campai C . 
of T d u · gn ommtttee 
N _ra e nions in pursuance of the decisions adopted at the 

ational Convention of· Central Trade Unions and Industrial 
Federations held in Bombay on June 4, 1981. 

v:e have co~e here (in New Delhi) from all comers of the 
cou_ntry to register our condemnation of the Central Government's 
pohc1_es which are (a) daily_ aggravating the burden of galloping 
prices of essential commod1t1es, causing unbearable suffering to 
the to1hng masses, and (b) attacking the workers' wages 
emoluments, hv1ng standards, trade union rights of the people 
wh1~h have been secured through decades of bitter struggles and 
heroic sacr1f1ces. -

Since the Bombay convention the anti-working class and 
pro-exploiter policies of the Government have been further 
~ghlighted by the enactment of the Essential Services 

a1ntenance Act, a black measure which empowers the 
Government to destroy the workers' basic right of strike. The 
Govem'.11ent has not. so far denied the charge that this repressive 
law is connected with the conditions attached to the Rs. 5 OOO 
crore loan recently negotiated with the International Mon~tarv 
Fund. ' 

. The crisis is intensifying everyday due to the heavy - . -
SIOOS b . r d , . L'.Onces 

eing ma e to the monopolies, 1nult1nationals and other 
------·-
"PE:;;~~~~s~J~~~~~~~~ .. by~he ~o~~~rs' Rall}', held in New Delhi, wa.~ piiblished in 
Item No. 69 oftliis Voluni~. ' ew e 11

' No\'Cmber 29, 1981. Refer Doc11111ent under 
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anti-social forces, and resultant further concentration of economic 
power and wealth. It is, therefore, of paramount impo1tance that 
the working class should carry forward a countrywide united 
movement against the continuing price-rise and the Government's 
anti-labour and anti-democratic policies. 

We demand of the Central Govern1nent that the following 
urgent measures and policies be adopted in the interests of the 

vast majority of the people: 
• Sale of all essential commodities such as foodgrains, edible 

oil, cloth, sugar, etc., at subsidised prices through a network of 
shops in a comprehensive public distribution system, under the 
control and supervision of popular committees to ensure 
adequate and uninterrupted supply of essential commodities: 

• Remunerative prices to the peasants and guaranteed supply of 

inputs; 
• Enactment and imple1nentation of legislation to guarantee 

a n1inimun1 living wc.tge and job sect1rity for agriculturc.tl 

workers; 
• Stringent measures against black1narketcers, hoarders, 

smugglers, speculators and officials protecting them; 
• Repeal of the National Security Act, 1980, and the Essential 

Services Maintenance Act, 1981; 
• Need-based niinimum wages for the working class on the basis 

of the norms laid down by the l 5th Indian Labour Conference; 
• Full neutralisation of the rise in the cost of living, and rernoval 

of the ceiling of Rs. 1.30 per point rise in the price index 
(1960 base) arbitrarily fixed by the Bureau of Public 

Enterprises; 
• Amendment of the Payment of Bonus Act providing bonus to 

all workers \Vithout ceiling or preconditions; 
• Ban on retrenchment and closures; introduction of 

unemployment allowance to the unemployed; 
• Withdrawal ot· all victimis;_1tiot1 ineasures against tr<1cl1.: t1nion 

wo1·kers and (.tctivists; 
• Rectification of the fraudulent cost of living indices; 
• Recogr1itio11 of t1·ade tin ions on the bc.1sis ot' secret ballot; 
• Full guarantee of collective bargaining and trade union rights. 

~ 
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We condemn the Government for its refusal to respond to these 
long-standing demands of the working class and the urgent needs 
of the people. The Government instead of seeking· the 
cooperation of the working class is adopting a policy of 
confrontation with it. 

In these circumstances, we are firmly of the opinion that tnore 
united, organised determined and sustained mass actions are 
required in order to halt and reverse the Government's disastrous 
policies of inflation, price-rise and all-round attacks on trade 
union and democratic rights. 

With this end in view, we resolve that the working class 
should observe a 01VE DAY, COUNTRYWIDE, INDUSTRIAL 
GENERAL STRIKE on January 19, 1982, and appeals to all 
sections of the workers and employees, and to all trade unions in 
public and private sectors alike, to make it a historic success in a 
peaceful, united, disciplined and organised manner. 

We further appeal to all democratic forces, the toiling peasants, 
ag"icultural labourers, youth, students, women, intelligentsia and 
others, to come forward in support of this struggle. 
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